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e Fed: defining

what to worry

about. Page 12

D 8523 A

World News

Howe to

take tough

arms line

in Moscow
UK Foreign Secretary Sir Geoff-
rey Howe, who began a four,
day visit to Moscow yesterday,
will tell Soviet leaders that
Britain is not prepared to nego-
tiate cuts in its nuclear arms
even if the US and the Soviet
Union agree on a 60 per cent
cut in their strategic weapons.
Page 18

China admits shooting
China has admitted that police
opened fire while under siege
from Tibetans demonstrating in
Lhasa against Chinese rule Last
October. At least three people
died in the disturbances.

Bomb kills PLO men
A car bomb killed three officers
of Yasser Arafat's Fatah fac-
tion of the Palestine Liberation
Organisation in Cyprus. It was
not thought to be connected
with presidential elections tak-
ing place.

Zurich hotel fire

Six people died In a fire at Zor-
ich’s five-star International
Hotel and some 180 hotel guests
evacuated Into freezing temper-
atures while firemen battled for
an hour-and-a-half to bring the
blaze under control.

Goria confidence vote
Italian Premier Giovanni Goria
will seek a parliamentary vote
of confidence this week, after
President Cossiga refused to
accept his resignation. Page 2

Gandhi reshuffle
Indian Premier Rajiv Gandhi
reshuffled his cabinet for the
12th time since taking office
three years ago, introducing 13
new ministers. Page 18

Israel ‘burial’ report
The Israeli army said it was
investigating a report that sol-
diers used a bulldozer to bury
alive four Palestinian protest-
ers in a West Bank village. US
peace move rejected. Page 18

Nuclear ‘accident1
call

UK opposition spokesman Mar-
tin O’Neill called for a full gov-
ernment statement on a report
that a nuclear accident on a
Polaris submarine was avoided
by minutes.

Nazi files stolen
Thousands of Nazi Party and
SS membership files stolen from
the US-run Berlin Document
Centre in West Berlin may have
been used to blackmail promi-
nent former Nazis. Page 2

Aquino told to be firm
Philippines Congress leaders
urged President Corazon
Aquino to resist calls by senior
officers for her to assume emer-
gency powers in the fight
against guerrillas. Page 3

Business Summary

Electrolux

plans big

global

investment
ELECTROLUX, Swedish multi-
national group, is preparing a
multi-million dollar global
investment programme to help
consolidate its position as the
world’s leading domestic appli
ance maker. Page 19

EUROPEAN Monetary Sys-
tem: The lira lost ground as
markets reacted to the resigna-
tion of the Italian Prime Minis-
ter. The Bank of Italy sold
D-Marks, French francs and
dollars on Thursday, although
the amounts involved were rel-
atively modest

Most other currencies were
little changed as traders
awaited the outcome of the
emergency European Commu-
nity summit, called to try to
solve EC budget problems.The
Belgian franc was the weakest
member, but was well within its

divergence limit
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King backs Mahathir
The King of Malaysia urged his
people to support Premier Dr
Mahathir Mohamed, who is fac-
ing difficulties since his party
was declared illegaL Page 3

Hijackers foiled
Tanzanian security forces over-
powered four hijackers at Dar
es Salaam airport after the cap-
tain of their aircraft tricked
them into believing he had
flown them to Kenya.

17 die in Sri Lanka
Indian troops killed 12 Tamil
rebels in east Sri Lanka, hours
after five soldiers died in a
landmine explosion. Page 8

Sudan siege ‘broken*
The Sudanese Government said

its troops ended a 2Vfe-year siege

by rebels of the southern town
of Bor, In an operation that left

110 rebels dead.

Cash cards returned
Automatic cash-dispensing
cards are being handed back to

Irish banks at the rate of 400 a
day since the Dublin Govern-
ment imposed a IS 10 (818)
annual levy on their use.

The chart shows the two con-
straints on European Monetary
system exchange rates. The
upper grid, based on the weak-
est currency in the system,
(Mines the cross rates from
which no currency fexcept the
lira) may move more than SVt
percent. The lower chart gives
each currency's divergence
from its “central rate" against
the European Currency .Unit
(Ecu),itself a basket qf Euro-
pean currencies-Cnrrencies,
Page 86

PIRELLI, Italian tyre
has reportedly started
sions with Firestone Tire and
Rubber Company over acquir-
ing the US company's tyre
manufacturing assets. Page 21

COMPUTER memory chip
prices are rising sharply
because of a worldwide short-
age, and slowing computer pro-
duction. Page 4

HONG KONG banks are
increasing the local prime lend-
ing rate from 6% per cent to 6
per cent, the first rise for six
months. Page 4

BIRMIP QUALCAST, British
home products and foundries
group, was dose to conceding
defeat after voting ended in one
of the closest bid battles in UK
corporate history. Page 19

AUSTRALIAN corporate tax
cuts, and probably personal tax
cuts were signalled by Premier
Bob Hawke. Page 4

NEDLLOYD, the Dutch ship-
ping group, is considering a
legal diallenge to a sharehold-
'ers' rejection of a controversial
share issue. Page 21

AIR CANADA has been prom-
ised CS300m federal aid to help
buy aircraft. Page 21

HOSPITAL CORPORATION of
America, large Nashville-based
hospital chain which has been
hit by falling admissions,
reported a return to fourth-
quarter profit. Page 21

KATOKICHI, a frozen foods
maker, this week becomes the
first Japanese company to offer
its equity directly in the Euro-
markets, with an issue raising
the equivalent of between 860m
and $66m. Page 21

SYNTHETIC DIAMONDS are
going up in price for the first
time since 1982. De Beers
Industrial Diamond Division is
Increasing prices by 16 per cent
in March, rage S

UK RETAILERS are expecting
& modest reduction in sales
growth this month, according to
a Confederation of British
Industry/fT survey. Page 8.

Cutting a swathe through US presidential hopefuls
BY STEWART FLEMING IN NASHUA, NEW HAMPSHRE

THE FIERCELY contested New

elecJ^^to^reow are expec-
ted to result in the effective

elimination of as many as five

of the twelve Republican and
Democratic candidates.

But, barring new surprises

March 8. That is whai 20 states
have primaries which will be a
more decisive test of the candi-
dates.
The Republican presidential

candidates are locked in a tight
tactical race in New Hampshire.
The momentum from Senator

30 per cent of those polled.
But Mr Dole’s campaign has

caught fire since his Iowa vic-
tory and Mr Bush’s third place
behind Mr Robertson.
Two weeks ago Mr Bush had

a 20 point lead in New Hamp-
shire polls. Now a victory isDULj VfilAUIg irew ovupiwwi M yvawt ilVVT <8 VlblA/lJ ID

such as the remarkable second Robert Dole's victory in Iowa vital if he is to avoid being
place showing of Mr Pat Rob-
ertson, the former television
evangelist in the Republican
vote in last week's Iowa cau-
cuses, the main contenders with
enough financial support to
remain In the race after Tues-
day will be looking towards

has put victory in New Hamp-
shire within reach, but it is by
no means assured. The ABC
News/Washington Post poll
published yesterday has Sena-
tor Dole and Mr George Bush,
the Vice-President, in a tie,
each with the support of about

a loser.
Robertson Is not expected

to do as well here as in Iowa.
Polls show him running neck,
and neck with rival conserva-
tives Mr Jack Kemp and the
former Govenor of Delaware,
Mr Pierre Dupont.

Mr Kemp and Mr Dupont,
however, are seen to be on the
verge of being eliminated,
unless they can score a major
auprlse - and that has hap-
pened frequently in New Hamp-
shire over the past 36 years.
Mr Robertson is widely expec-

ted to continue to play a major-

role in the campaign in the
southern primaries, even if he
does not do well here: he has a
strong financial base and fer-
vant supporters in the bible
belt and southern states.
On the Democratic ride the

winner of the New Hampshire

primary is already known,
the polls and judgements of

rival campaign managers do not

lie. ,
He is Governor Michael

Dukakis from the neighbouring
state of Massachusetts .

Mr Dukakis has a more than

2-1 advantage over his rivals.

with the latest ABC News/
Washington Post poll suggest-

ing that 40 per cent of voters in

the Democratic primary will

choose him. .
•

Only about 16 per cent 887
they will vote for either of his

Continued on Page 18

Thatcher mounts
defence ofEC
summit agreement
BY OUR FOREIGN AND POLITICAL STAFF

MRS MARGARET Thatcher Is
today expected to mount a
determined defence in the Brit-
ish Parliament of the Brussels
summit package and of her own
negotiating performance.
Despite a wave of weekend

criticism at the outcome of the
•summit, including claims that
she had accepted an agreement
which fell far short of her
declared minimum demands,
Mrs Thatcher will tell the
House of Commons that the
summit was highly successfoL
Other European leaders gen-

erally appeared content with a
compromise deal which had
avoided a crisis within the EC
and which they felt opened the
way to closer European unity
and economic integration.
Earlier indignation about Mrs

Thatcher's “ho compromise*
approach had, by yesterday,
given way to a certain amount
of open satisfaction that she
had not got everything she had
wanted.
Chancellor Helmut Kohl of

West Germany said his govern-
ment would cushion its larmers
from the impact of the summit
decision to place controls. on

Ijj§§
WijIBili

BiiU

agricultural
eC fifinances, he aaaea, were

now on a firm footing until
1992.
In France, President Mitter-

Snd and Hr Jacques Chirac; the
Prime Minister, believe they
have returned to Paris with a
deal which included some con-
cessions, but which had held
the line on the crucial question
of French agricultural interests.
The issue is particularly

Important for Mr Chirac, who
had declared immediately
before the summit that he could
make no more concessions
beyond those already agreed by
the Agriculture Ministers of the
Community.
British critics of the pagfa»g»

extend to some of Mrs
Thatcher’s own backbench MPs,
who believe she has again
missed an opportunity to force
fundamental reforms in the
common agricultural policy.
There is also criticism that

she did not use her veto to stop
the agreement.
In Whitehall it was being

stressed last night that Mrs
Thatcher had achieved crucial
agreement, both on future bud-
getary controls and moves to
reduce agricultural surpluses.

It was denied that the summit
outcome represented a defeat
for her traditionally resolute

Helmut Kohl at the end of a HffBiultmmrit
stand on European budgetary
matters. Officials pointed out
that the urgent need to reach
agreement had made the use of
the veto inappropriate.

In her statement to the House
of Commons, Mrs Thatcher is
expected to defend the British
concessions as being necessary
in the wider interests of the
Community.
She will reject .allegations

that 'the deal means farm

spending and mounting food
surpluses will continue
unchecked and is expected to
highlight the introduction of a
system of automatic price cuts
aimed at penalising farmers for
over-production.
She will also emphasise that

the entire agreement remains
Summit relief. Page 2; Edito-
rial Comment, Page 16; An
end to nay-saying, Page 17
Continued on Page 18

MAIN POINTS OF THE AGREEMENT
• Overall ceiling on EC
spending for next five years
set at 1 .2-1.3 per cent of
total Community GNP. Bud-
get estimated at Era 62.7bn
or $64.31m in. 1992. New
basis for member state con-
tributions.

• Farm expenditure
restricted to Era 27.51m in
1988. Rise In ftrture to be
kept to three-quarters of
Community GNP increase.

• Automatic price cuts
when production threshold
is breached for cereals

S
I60m tonnes in 198892 and
! per cent rat in subsequent

.year) and oilseeds. Agree-
ment on other commodities
pending Foreign Ministers
meeting
• Regional spending to

rise by 80 per cent by 1992
and double by 1993.
O Continuation of British

budget rebate system.

Congress finds fault with US
bank management in London
BY LIONELBARBER IN WASHINGTON

THE LONDON-BASED securi-
ties affiliates of six major US
banks have serious manage-
ment weaknesses and lack dear
rules on conflicts of interest in
the buying and selling of
shares, according to a US Con-
gressional repent.

Federal bank regulators who
discovered the problems have
given the six foreign affiliates a
“less than satisfactory" perfor-
mance rating, according to the
report Issued last week by the
General Accounting Office
(GAO), Congress’s auditing

_.ie revelations about the
London-based securities affili-

ates emerged as part of a GAO
study on what could happen if
* ness repealed the 06-year-

ilass-Steagall law separat-

ing commercial banking from
securities underwriting in the
US.
Because US banks can

in securities trading abroad^
GAO chose to scrutinise the
record of eight unidentified US
investment banking affiliates,
targeted because of their size in
the London market.
GAO staff drew on federal

examination reports between
1985-87 and comments by offi-
cials of the Federal Reserve,
the US central bank.
A section of the report paints

an alarming picture of weak
management with staff exploit-
ing the failure of internal con-
trols in six of the right invest-
ment banking arms.
In one instance, in July 1986,

31 employees bought around

600,000 shares of a public
equity offering of one of its cli-

ents.
The shares were then sold for

a substantial profit 'during the
first few days of trading.
Banking regulators found the

action to be "highly question-
able from an ethical .atand-
|»oijatj* ^although legal under

Another London-based bank-
ing entity suffered a multi-mill-
ion dollar loss in 1987 resulting
from unauthorised positions
and others had no written rules
on accounting polities, separa-
tion of duties and limits on
trading by employees. Internal
audit Sanctions were also defi-
cient.
Some of the problems are
Continued on Page 18
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Austrian leader

may quit over

Waldheim affair
BYJUDYDOWSEY IN VIENNA

AUSTRIA’S political crisis
deepened yesterday when Mr
Franz Vranitzky, the Chancel-
lor, gave the clearest indication
yet Be is considering resigning
if Mr Kurt Waldheim, the coun-
try's President, does not step
down from office.
In an hour-long television

interview, Mr Vranitzky, who
heads a Socialist-led coalition
with the Conservative People’s
Party (OEVP), said it was
becoming impossible to carry
out the daily tasks of govern-
ment because the Waldheim
affair was taking up at least 60
per cent of his time
Last week a commission of

historians found that Mr Wal-
dheim, a former
Secretary-General of the United
Nations knew about Nazi war
crimes, although he was not
personally responsible for any.

The report showed that Mr
Waldheim had, among other
things, known about the depor-
tation of Greek Jews to the con-
centration camps during the

or whether the OEVP will now
distance itself from Mr Wal-
dheim. Several thousand people
yesterdaygathered in the centre
of Vienna calling for the presi-
dent's resignation.

Last week, Mr Waldheim and
his supporters including Mr
Alois Mock, the Foreign Minis-
ter and leader of the OEVP,
accused the commission of his-

torians of going beyond its
maiwiatB
The Chancellor said that dur-

ing a very tense and angry dis-

cussion last week with the pres-
ident and Mr Mock “the
question of trust'’ between the

g
overnment and the president
ad been raised. He implied

that Mr Waldheim had threat-
ened to dismiss the government
if it went ahead and accepted
the report-
Had the government rejected

the report which it had commis-
sioned in the first place, "we
would have lost all political
credibility,” the Chancellor
added.

dheim said he "had not inten-

tionally lied."

“We have to decide If the
institutions of the state are
functioning,” Mr Vranitzky
said, adding that he had to con-
tinue .to defend those institu-

fttans at a time when Mr Wal-
dheim, as president, had lost
credibility and was not con-
fronting the issues raised in the
report by the commission of
historians.
The next few days will be

crucial for the future of the
government. Tonight, Mr Wal-
dheim vsUl make a five-minute
speech an Austrian television.
If he does not announce his res-
ignation nor accept the moral
consequences of the report by
the historians, Mr Vranitzky
will be forced to react.
Much depends on mounting

public opinion which is calling

for Mr Waldheim's resignation

from abroad as an excuse to
defend their own positions.

'

“One has to advise him (Mr
Waldheim) and his advisors to
stop regarding this (criticism
from abroad) as a world-wide
Jewish conspiracy,” said Mr
Vranitzky. He also criticised the
president for not reacting
quickly enough -to these kinds
of
He was referring to the latest

anti-Semitic remarks made by
Mr Karl Gruber, a former for-
eign minister, a member of the
OEVP and staunch defender of
Mr Waldheim, who last Thurs-
day said the commission of his-
torians were "anti-Waldheim
because some of them were
socialists and of Jewish origin.”
Mr Vranitzky immediately

sent a telegram to the histori-
ans defending their work. Mr
Waldheim finally reacted yes-
terday but did not
condemn Mr Gruber’s

Argentina

near to

agreement

with IMF
on loan
ByAIttzanderWccl,
Euromarkets Editor, in London

ARGENTINA EXPECTS to
clinch , an agreement with the
International Monetary Fund
early this week which will ease
its financial crisis by triggering
the release of money from the
Fluid, commercial banks and
foreign governments.
Mr Jose Lids Machines, presi-

dent of Argentina's central
bank, was in Washington at the
weekend for final negotiations
which he said would lead to
announcement of an IMF accord
today or tomorrow.
He said that the package

being finalised would include a
new bridging loan of over
8500m from governments. This
would be similar to that orches-
trated last October by the US
Treasury.
'Argentina, critically short of

foreign exchange reserves, has
been building up arrears on
Interest payments to commer-
cial banks since the beginning
of the year and faces a deadline
today for payment of 8360m of
principal and interest on dol-
lar-denominated bonds.
Agreement with the IMF

woiud involve release of a
8225m tranche of a previously
arranged IMF standby Joan.
This, in turn, would trigger dis-
bursement of a 8541m portion
of a $1.96bn loan from commer-
cial banks.
Mr Mach ines said that after

reaching the Fund agreement,
Argentina aimed to become cur-
rent on interest payments to
banks by the end of March.
Also it would soon begin dis-
cussing with banks ana other
creditors its financing needs for
1988.
As part of its agreement with

the IMF, Argentina would agree
to keep its 1988 fiscal deficit
below 3 per cent of gross
domestic product, compared
with over 7 per cent last year.
The country’s trade surplus
would be targetted at 82.2bn,
—mpared with 8500m in 1987,

plying a reduction in the cur-
renct account payments deficit
An IMF accord would ease

the acute . concern of bankers
about Argentina which, less
than a year ago, was being seen
as virtually a model among
•major Third World debtor coun-
tries as banks struggled to false
a loan for Mexico and faced an
interest payments moratorium
by Brazil.

By now, Mexico’s economic
performance has emboldened it

to attempt the bonda-for-loans
offer.
Argentina’s situation has

deteriorated so badly, however,
that bankers have been
extremely nervous about the
possibility that it would for-
mally halt interest payments.
Mr Machines stressed that the
Government was not consider-
ing such a step.
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Goria set for

brief recall as

Prime Minister
BY JOHN WYLEgW ROHE

MRGIOVANNI GORIA has been
raised fnm the political dead
azid will seek a parliamentary
vote or confidence for his gov-
ernment on Wednesday after
Mr Francesco Cossiga, the Ital-
ian President, decided at the
weekend against accepting his
resignation as Prime Minister.
The result is that the young

Christian Democrat Prime Min-
ister la heading for om of the
strangest, and arguably least
constitutional, dying nils in
Italian post-war history. In his
speech to the Camera, the lower
noose, on Wednesday, he is
expected to make clear that he
will again resign once the acci-
dent-plagued 1988 budget has
cleared parliament.
After 197 days of what the

Italian press likes to call “Cal-
vary", Mr Goria, therefore,
faces another three weeks or
more of difficulty.
The optimistic view of this

temporary political solution is
that the members of the Prime
Minister’s own party, who have
helped to defeat him in parlia-
ment on 17 occasions in recant
weeks, will now accept a truce.
Their principal concern has

been to bring about & change of
Prime Minister - some want Mr
Giulio Andreottf, the Foreign
Minister «nti others Mr Hr1?1*"

De Mite, the Christian Demo-
crat leader. They are being
promised one fairly explicitly.

The pessimistic view is that
one or other of the party's fac-
tions will «rill have an interest
in using the secret ballot to
defeat Mr Goria, even if he
wins his initial vote of confi-

den.ee.
President Coaslga was appar-

ently reluctant to take this risk
but the leaders of the two main
coalition parties, Mr De Mita
and Mr Bettino Craxi of the
Socialists, urged him to do so.
In the absence of any other can-
didate being proposed, Mr Cos-
siga felt he had little alternar
tive.
The strongest pressure in

favour of returning Mr Goria is

that the emergency provisions
by which the State can still

finance its activities expire at
the end of April. There is no
apparent consitutional possibil-
ity of renewal which would
mean that there would be no

basis for any spending at

It was widely reported yes-
terday that Mr De Mita was
rethinking his refusal to take
up the reins of goyerjimenti
after talks with Mr Antonio
Gaya, leader of the largest
Christian Democrat faction.

Gelli faces extradition

to Italy this week
BY WILLIAM DUUPOftCE INGWVA

MB LICIG GELLI, former
Grandmaster of the P2 (Propa-
ganda Due) Masonic Lodge who
has been in flight from Italian
justice for the past seven years,
will be returned to Italy tills

week, Geneva police said yes-
terday.

Italian prosecutors accuse Mr
Gelli of fraud in connection
with the bankruptcy of Bameo-
Ambrosi&no in 1982 and of-

complicity in terrorist acta. The
body of Mr Roberto C&lvi, the
chairman of Banco Ambrosiano,
was found hanging under
Blackfriars Bridge, London, in
the same year.
An Italian government com-

mission investigating P2
Mai'nwl that Mr Gelli had
it for a conspiracy invoh
politicians, businessmen, i

tary leaders and heads of the

Italian secret services.
Under the extradition order

approved by the Swiss Federal
Tribunal (supreme court) in
1983, however, Mr Gelli can
only be tried on charges linked
with the Banco Ambrosiano
case and on some lesser slander
and fraud matters.

Mr Gelli escaped from Gene-
va’s Champ Polkm prison in
August 1983, after being
arrested fey Swiss police for
using faJs« identity papers. Be
remained at liberty, reportedly
in South America, until he sur-
rendered to the Geneva police
last September.

In December a Geneva court
decided he had to serve a two-
months' suspended sentence,

d on him in before
extradited to Italy.

Blackmail

suspected

with stolen

Nazi files
By LnleCoH in Barite

THOUSANDS of Nazi Party and
SS membership files stolen from
the US-run Berlin Document
Centre in West Berlin may have
been used to blackmail promi-
nent former Nazis.

A senior official in West Ber-
lin said yesterday the Berlin
and Hamburg state prosecutors
were investigating the theft of
“several thousand* files ynfawwig

from the document centre.
Prominent ex-Nazis who rose

to responsible positions in West
Germany and Austria are sus-
pected of being blackmailed
with the stolen membership
cards and paying large sums of
money to avoid disclosure.
The Western official, who did

not want to be identified, said
suspicion centred on one or
more former employees of the
document centre.
The archives, located in a

well-guarded complex in the
West Berlin suburb of Zehlen-
dorf

,
contain the files of all

members of the Nazi Party and
Its elite S3 organisation.

The files fell into the hand*
of the Americans In 1946.
Access to the archives was
given only to researchers work-
ing on the Nazi period and to
Nato governments.
The name of Mr Kart Wal-

dheim, the Austrian President,
was not in the files of the docu-
ment centre, the official said.
Mr Waldheim, who is under
pressure to resign because of
his wartime role as a Wehr-
macht officer in the Balkans,
was not a member of the party.
He hag-said Ids membership in
the Nasi BA waa nominiL

The thefts are believed to
have begun 16 to 20 years ago,
the official said. A number of
the documents turned up late
last year at an auction in Ham-
burg and were impounded by
the authorities.

“If it was an inside job," the
official said, “it looks as if

someone was trying to supple-
ment his retirement income".

Na^tesdmfiri

to have been purchased by
wealthy private collectors of
Nari memorabilia.
Among the documents in the

archives are application forms
filled out for membership in the
Nte Party and the SB as well
as “lineage* files dating back
300 years to show the appli-
cants did not have Jewish
ancestors.

Tim Dickson and David Buchan analyse the EC reform measures

Relief as spending curbs emerge

yea
Coi

relief at the success of the
European summit was almost
tangible in Brussels over the
weekeud-
Several times in the past
ar, Mr Jacques Delors, the EC
nunission president, had

threatened to resign in frustra-

tion at the member-states' fail-

ure to pass the reform package
he proposed last Feburary.
what has survived the wran-

gling among the 12 govern-
ments is based largely on the
principles of the Delors pack-

a^Fhe key principles are that
the EC budget should have a
new overall celling, generous
enough to accommodate a big
increase in structural economic
aid to the Community's poorer

but with a vital sub-
and policies restrictive
to contain farm spend-

ing, and over time, reduce its

heavy predominance in the
budget
An attempt has been made to

find a fairer formula for col-
lecting EC revenues in a way
that better reflects individual
member-states* relative wealth.
The details:

Total budget ceiling: The
new ceiling is set at 1.2 per cent
(for payments) and IB per cent
(for commitments) of total
Community Gross National
Product. The old ceiling was set
at 1.4 per cent of a theoretical-
ly-harmonised Community-wide
Value Added Tax base. In these
VAT terms in which the Com-
munity is used to thinking, the
new GNP-based ceiling amounts
to 14M2.0 per cent.
Beal money terms will allow a

budget of Ecu 44.11m this year,
rising to Ecu 52.71m by 1092.
This compares with actual
spendingot about Ecu B7bn last
year,
Baris of Mrnmo Member*

states are to gnm the ESC a new
“fourth resource*, based on
GNP, In addition to the Commu-
nity's traditional . three
resources from farm Import
levies, customs duties end VAT
payments. In reeent years,
these have declined or levelled
ofT,
When a country’s "fourth

resource" contribution is

assessed, that
economic actii

VAT is to bo
mum of 56 per cent. TWs helps
countries such as Luxembourg
and Ireland whose VAT base is

a high ratio of their GNP and
which already pay a relatively

high share oTthe "third
resource".
Getting the fourth resource

based on GNP, rather than the
difference between, the VAT
base and GNP as Mr Dolors

originally proposed, is a
trade-off for Italy.

Under the new system, it win
pay relatively more than oth-

ers, but not as much as it would
have If the fourth resource had
been based on Its yawning
GNP-VAT gap.
UK rebate: Mrs Margaret'

Thatcher has won agreement on
the 1984 formula under which
66 per cent of the UK’s net con-
tribution is refunded. Payments
by the other 11 states will be
on a GNP key, but with the
share ofWest Germany reduced
by one third. The fourth
•resource will slightly lower the
share of UK contributions in

27bn,
The cost of depreciating sur-

plus stocks will be financed
outside the guideline, the
period of advances to member-
states by the Commission will

be extended from two to two-

aitd-arhalf months, and special

provisions will be made for the
contributions of Spain and Por-
tugal to the finanrmg of fltOCk

depredation.
A "monetary reserve" of up

to Ecu Ibn. can be called on
when currency fluctuations dis-

tort farm spending by more
than Ecu 400m,
Out of deference to the

French, the final communique

figure of 166m>
At the beginning of each mar-

keting-year, an additional co-re-

sponsibility levy, or production
tax, of up to 3 per coot will be
charged provisionally, but reim-
bursed partially or in fuB'if the
threshold target has not been
-overshot-

If the ceiling has been
breached, the EC’s guaranteed
intervention price for the quan-
tity over target will be reduced
by 8 per cent a year.
“Small producers will be

exempted from the base and
from the additional co-responsi-

bility levy, but the decision win
be taken by Farm Ministers as
part of this year’s price pack-
age.
The

ii
-
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ie Commission has also
been “urged to re-examine the
operation of the intervention

em and to submit an opera-
report to the CoonciL..The

Commission intends to propose
appropriate adjustments to the
amount of the monthly cereals
supplements as part of its next
farm price package proposals".
The annual guarantee thresh-

olds for 'oilseeds and protein
facts will be fixed as fol-

W h

*** £

France’s Prime Jacques Chirac (left), and President
. ftmcab Mitterrand at s Brussels newa conference

contnpuiion is

at portion of its

ttvtty covered by
Ijwltffl to g Buuti-

the EC total? end account will
ije taken of this- •

Structural funds: These will

double over 1987-93. They will
amount to Ecu 7A bn fids year
and rise thereafter by ecu
1.3bn a year to Ecu I3bn by
1992. Special funding for Portu-
gal Is Included In these totals.
The funds are to be more

focused than previously on eco-
nomically backward areas,
which are to get a doubling of
aid by 1902.
Structural funds constitute

the bulk of the EC’s non-com-
pulsory, or non-farm mite sup-
port, spending. The European
parliament baa more power
over this area than over term
funding.
Farm budget discipline: Tbe

idea has been to set a ceding
for agricultural spending for
the next five yean. Hie “refer-

ence basis” or guideline has
been fixed at Ecu 27.5bu- for
1988 while the annual rate of
increase must net exceed 74 per
cent of GNP, Britain was
looking for a guideline of Ecu

indndea a statement aimed at
the EC’s trading partners, call-

ing on other world producers to
“apply equivalent discipline" to
that Introduced since 1984 by
member-states, and threatening
that if a “third” country “fails

to meet its international com-
mitments.-.this situation would
be regarded by the Council, on
a proposal from tbe Commis-
sion, as justifying recourse to
the provisions of the Treaty (of
Borne).-
Agricultural stabilisers. The

cereals sector was the ‘linch-
pin" of the discussions, partly
became of the alarming projec-
tions of the costs of the regime
by the early 1990s and partly
because being a key animal
feedstuff, they affeet the price
of other commodities supported
by the EC.
The EC leaders agreed to set

the guarantee threshold or pro-
duction ceiling at 160m. tonnes
for the marketing years 1988/
89 to 1991/92
and German
tkm and higher than theBritish

for 1988/89 to 1990/91:
rape 4.6m tonnes excluding
Spain and Portugal; sunflower
seed 2.0m tonnes excluding
Spain end Portugal; soya lJn
tonnes; protein products 3.6m
tonnes.
Where these maximum quan-

tities are exceeded, the institu-

tional prices will be reduced by
0.45 per cent for each 1 per
cent overshoot in 1988/89 and
by 0.5 per cent for each over-
shoot for the following market-
ing years.

to
supply by _ _
tural land from production.
Details are much as expected.
Application will be compul-

sory for member-states,
optional for farmers. To qual-
ify, a producer must set aside
at least 20 per emt of his ara-
ble land for at least five years.

Those who set aside 30 per cent
will also be exempted from the
co-responsibility levy for 20
tonnes of cereals marketed by
themselves.
Payments under the scheme

will vary from Ecu 100 to Ecu
600 a hectare and and the EC
budget's contribution from 16
to 50 per cent. The premium
paid to producers wiH be about
50 per cent less if the arable
land is used for fallow grating
or converted to certain types of
protein plant production.
A new budget ceding of Ecu

600m will be set in 1992 for the
set-aside scheme and Income
aids to farmers.

Reagan
backing for

Mexico on

economy
By WHtam Ornate
Mazotat, Meadco

PRESIDENT REAGAN held an

unusually supportive four-hour

meeting with President Miguel

de la Madrid in Mazatlan on
Saturday, praising Mexico s

effort to liberalise its- economy
and fight drug trafficking ana
laying down differences on
astral American policy.

The Reagan ?nd de la Marina

administrations “have created

dynamic commercial ties that

lay the foundation for a stron-

ger and expanding trade rela-

tionship" and have “worked
together to find positive and
creative solutions to a threaten-

ing international debt problem,
Mr Reagan ”^1

Diplomats said that in talks

with Mr Reagan and Cabinet
officers from the two countries,

Mr de la Madrid expressed con-
cern. about US Congressional
initiatives against countries
with large bilateral trade sur-

pluses. & 1987 Mexico regis-

tered a surplus of more than
$6bn with the US.
During the talks the two

countries completed a textile

accord guaranteeing Mexico 6
per cent yearly increases in its

US import quota. In exchange
US clothing manufacturers will

be allowed to sell up to 4240m
annually in finished garments
within Mexico.
President de la Madrid

emphasised the need for “new
formulas” to resolve the foreign
debt problem but did not specif-

ically request Washington’s aid
in persuading US banks to par-
ticipate in Mexico’s proposed
debt-for-bonda conversion plan,
Mr James Baker, US Treasury
Secretary, said.
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IS YOUR

EMPLOYEE'S

HEALTH

AT RISK?

ith pressures rising every day it's no surprise that

thousands ofemployees suffer from heart attacks and related

problems every year. It is, however, a serious problem.

Serious enough to warrant the services ofthe London
Independent Hospital's Cardiac Emergency Unit We have
devised, atyour option, a full programme designed to

identify, test and treat those employees ofyour company
who may be most at risk from heart attack.

This includes a unique programme which offers educational
support to avoid problems before a tragedy occurs. In the
event ofan actual emergency, our Emergency Cardiac
Ambulance Service has the back-up ofa full service, high-

technology hospital The London Independent Hospital can
care for the health ofyour employees, while they also care for

the health ofyour company.

To learnmore about this service, call 01-790-0990

The London Independent Hospital Information Centre
1 Beaumont Square
Stepney Green
London
E14NL
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OVERSEAS NEWS

Win assured for

Stroessner

in Paraguay poll
BTTW COONE IN BUENOS AIRES

A PfiEDICTABLE victory
awaits General Alfredo Stroes-
sner and his ruling Colorado
party in the general elections
held' in Paraguay yesterday.
The 75 year-old dictator, now

entering his 34th year as presi-
dent, is not expected to lose
control to the two token opposi-
tion parties allowed to contest
the elections.
At the. weekend, Mr Sabino

Montanaro, Interior Minister,,
said the general’s support “win
not falLbelow 80 percent."
He added, in an interview

published in Buenos Aires yes-
terday, rvotlng is secret but a
Colorado votes publicly. He
refuses to go into the private
booth and, in -front of every-
body, he says: “Here is my
vote" The minister also admit-
ted that, in some of the 7,192
polling stations around the
country," there are no private
booths. :

In the last elections, in 1983,
the president took 89.6 per cent
of the votes. One third of the
seats in the 72-member Cham-
ber of Deputies and the 36-
member Senate, were then
reserved for the opposition Lib-
eral PartyAnd the Radical Lib-
eral-Party. The rest went to the
Colorado*. :

At the weekend, distribution
of newspapers from Argentina
and Brazil was stopped in the
Paraguayan*^-capital of Asun-
cion, and. police tear-gassed
opposition -demonstrators who
managed to organise a call for
free elections despite tight
security controls in the city.

.Several hundred people who
had been arrested during the
previous week for carrying out
similar protests were released
from prison just before the elec-
tion. -

The four opposition parties
not allowed to take pan in the
elections range from centre-left
to centre-right, and are now
grouped in what they call the
National Agreement. They have
been divided over whether to
advise their supporters to stay
away from polling stations or
to leave ballot papers blank.
Abstention is illegal and Gen

Stroessner has threatened to
punish abstainers.
A moderately high early turn-

out was evident in the capital
Many voters walked to the
polls, cast their ballots and
went on to church on a clear,
cool summer day.
The only reported protest

yesterday occurred in the farm-
ing town of Caaguazu, 110
miles east of Asuncion, where
about 100 members of the
Authentic Radical Liberal Party
gathered outside a church and
denounced the detention of the

president, Mr Domingo
i. The party said that Mr

Laino, who spent Thursday
under house arrest, had been
detained on his way to the
town to keep him from the pro-
test rally. It was peacefully dis-
persed by police after 15 min-
utes.
Two of the four banned par-

ties were formed by dissidents
from the traditional Liberal and.
Colorado parties.

Jordanian PM flies to

Damascus for talks
BY TONY WALKER IN AMMAN

MR ZEED SIFAI, Jordan’s Prime
Minister, flew to Damascus yes-
terday for consultations on the
latest Middle East peace moves,
amid indications that Syrian
opposition to a US initiative
may be hardening-
western officials in Amman

said a commentary on Damas-
cus Radio rejecting "partial and
unilateral, deals which contra-
dict the spirit of United Nations
resolutions" was the sharpest
Syrian comment thus far about
the US initiative.

Jordanian officials are scepti-
cal of US peace moves which
appear to rest on a revised
Camp David formula seeking an
accelerated process of auton-
omy for Palestinians In the
West Bank and Gaza Strip.
But Jordan wishes to encour-

age the US to .re-engage in Mid-
dle East peace efforts and is

understood to be seeking to per-
suade Syria's leadership to
keep an open mind on possibili-

ties.

“If the US wants to activate
the Camp David process, it will
achieve total failure," Damas-
cus Radio said.
The 1978 Camp David

accords, which led to the peace
treaty between Egypt and
Israel, envisaged a fivelve-year

omy for
i&J p:

PaleestinVans in the

West Bank and Gaza, leading to
agreement on the final status of
the occupied territories.

Talks on the second stage of
Camp David collapsed in 1981.
Damascus Radio warned Mr

George Schultz, US Secretary of
State, who is proposing to visit

the Middle East later this
. month, not to try to reactivate
Camp David.
Syria opposed the Camp

David process because it

involved Egypt in making a sep-
arate peace with Israel. The
Syrians insist bn a comprehen-
sive- Middle East peace settle-

jnent based on UN Resolutions
242 and 338, which call for
Israel’s withdrawal to pre-1967
war boundaries.

Mr Farouq al-Sharaa, Syria’s'
Foreign Minister,

.

said that
'although the American Admin-
istration was talking about a
comprehensive settlement, it

was in reality thinking about a
partial solution". Syria was
totally opposed to such a
course.

"We In Syria," the minister
added, "consider that any solu-
tion should be based on Israel's

foil withdrawal from the occu-
pied Arab territories and the
realisation -of the -national
rights of the Palestinian peo-
ple*.- • •

Malaysian king urges

support for Mahathir
MALAYSIA’S king yesterday
urged his people to support Dr
Mahathir Mohamed, who is fac-

ing the severest test of his lead-

ership after his dominant party
was declared illegal. Renter
reports from Kuala Uspor.
“Loyalty and co-operation

must oc extended to the Prime
Minister and his Cabinet for
peace and harmony ... to pre-
vent chaos . . Malays should

.

avoid bickering among them-
selves," said the king, who nor-
mally stays above politics.

A court ruling early this
month that the united Malays
National Organisation (UMNO)
was an illegal society has
prompted doubt on the legality

of Dr Mahathir’s leadership In

the 13-party ruling coalition, as
wen as parliament.
The party has been thrown

into disarray after Malaysia's
first Prime Minister, Tunku
Abdul Rahman, announced

plana last Monday to set up a
new party.
Dr Mahathir yesterday

attended a ceremony to receive
declarations of support from
more than 600 government
members of parliament, sena-
tors and state-assemblymen.
He assured them he would be

able to employ measures to
revive UMNO and this included
amending the law, -but he did
not elaborate.

UMNO was ruled illegal
because SO of its branches were
not registered ahead of a
national party congress last
April.

.

The congress, the most bitter
in UMNO> history, narrowly
elected Dr Mahathir as leader.

Dr Mahathir also hit out at
the 1 1 UMNO members who ini-

tiated the court action, saying
he would not bow to pressure
to resign.

Aquino urged to resist

emergency power calls
BY AtCHAftD QOURLAYM MAMMA

LEADERS of the Philippine
Congress have strongly urged
President Corazcm Aquino to
resist calls by senior officers

for her to adopt emergency
powers in the fight against
communist-led guerrillas.

Mrs Aquino, who has not
ruled out emergency powers,
said she would first consult Mr
Fidel Ramos, the Defence Secre-
tary. Last week he asked Con-

gress to reimpose the death
penalty for subversion and to

give the army “stronger legal

weapons” against the Insur-
gents .

Mr Samoa arid at the week-
end that he was studying exist-

ing emergency laws and would
soon give Ms recommendations
to Mrs Aquino.
Reaction* have been strong.

Mr Stmmoar

speaker
any, said

and-"* doM Aquino
said there was ho Justifica-

tion tor such drastic action,

while some lawye» saW emer-

gency powers would remove
the controls which ore already
increasingly falling to prevent
human rights Abuses by sol-

diers-.- •
-

Field officers fighting against

the Id-year-tong insurgency by
the New People's- Army often

*ay their hands are tied by
peace-time laws which mean
that suspected rebels or sym-
pathisers slip through their

hands. Mr Ramos was armed
forces chief of staff until he

was promoted last month.
Many Filipinos still have

vivid memories of martial law
under which president Ferdi-

nand Marcos ruled for more
than right years .

India army
kills 12 in

Sri Lanka
INDIAN TROOPS kfflod 12
Tamil rebel* in eastern Sri
Lanka yesterday, hoars
after live soldiers died In a
land mine blast, military
official* and residents said,
AP reports from Colombo.

The officials, who cannot
be identified under briefing
rales, said the violence took
place in eastern Batticaloa
district,- where Indian
troops have been conduct-
ing search operations since
Thursday.

They said there were
unconfirmed reports that
Indian troops killed 12
Tamil rebels. However, Bat-
ticaloa residents, contacted
by telephone, said 12 Tam-
ils were killed “in reprisal”
for the landmine explosion.

The residents, who spoke
on condition of not. being
identified, said they heard
two blasts near ESrmvur vil-

lage, 15 km north of Batti-
caloa, followed by continu-
ous firing.

.

India sent troops to Sri
Tawfc* under a peace accord
aimed at ending the 4-year-
old guerrilla war waged by
Tamil rebels for a separate -

homeland.

Meanwhile, residents in
Batticaloa said the indefi-
nite curfew in force since
Thursday would be lifted
for 12 hours on Monday.

Barbara Durr reports on a Maoist challenge to the traditional left

Peru’s guerrillas seek power base
AT A POLITICAL rally in Lima,
guerrillas with bandanas cover-
ing their faces lobbed six small
dynamite charges at Senator
Jorge del Prado, chief of Peru’s
Moscow-line Communist Party.
Panicked crowds scrambled to
escape the explosions, which
effectively ended the rally.
Miraculously, the only injury
was one of the Senator's body-
guards.
The event, which took place

during last month’s 24-hoar
national strike, was one sign
that Latin America’s most ruth-
less and fanatical guerrilla

Peru’s Maoist-oriented
ero Luminoso (Shining

Path), has made a marked tacti-

cal shift Sendero, which began
its armed insurrection among
the peasants of the Andean
highlands in 1980, is now chal-
lenging the legal left for its

urban working class constituen-
cies.

The keynote of its challenge
was sounded daring the
national strike, called by the
Communist Party-led Confeder-
ation General de Trabajadories
del Peru (CGTP), the country's
largest labour federation. In a

break with its past her-
metical behaviour, Sendero
called news agencies to to them
that it was supporting the
national strike.
While the CGTP and the

United Left (UL), the left-wing
electoral coalition, conceived of
the strike as a protest
the economic policies of
dent Alan Garda. Sendero saw
an opportunity for intra-left

combat. The group has pro-
posed, in a document published
last month, an alliance not only
between workers and peasants
but also with small and medi-
um-sized business.
This marks the first time that

it has presented a political
strategy to take power. Until
now, it has concentrated on
expanding the guerrilla war.
The only business with which

Sendero has a working relation-
ship at the moment is the nar-
cotics trade. Just over a year
ago, it moved into Peru’s larg-
est coca-growing region and has
established Itself there. Its
modus vivendl with the drugs
traffickers, who it charges for
the use of airstrips and for
other services, may yield up to
S30m a year, according to Mr
Raul Gonzalez, an analyst of
Sendero.
Commentators in two leading

news weeklies concluded that
Sendero’s performance during
the strike showed that it has no
base of support among workers.
This may, however, to be too
final and neat a judgment The
guerrillas have laid the ground-
work for their new phase of
labour agitation. They have cre-
ated a union front group called
the Movement of Classist Work-
ers (MOTC). are active in
organising hotel and Chinese
restuarant employees, and
allegedly have infiltrated
number of
sations.
The need to freshen its ranks

is a key motivation for Sender-
o’s tactical change, according to

other labour organi-

several analysts. Numbers were
depleted by the June 1986 mas-
sacre of 250 prison inmates
accused of terrorism, and police
argue that in the last year and
a half they have dismembered a
significant part of Sendero
Luminoso in the capital. They
also report desertions on the
rise.

As an example of Sendero’s
thinning ranks, the police say
that the guerrillas they have
captured of late are younger,
many just 15 to 16 years old.
This helps acount for the

police's recent successes. The
younger rebels break down
quickly under torture, which Is
routine for terrorism detainees.
“They are not ideologically
hardened, like the older lead-
ers," said one police source.
But the shift of strategy also

has a political edge. Sendero
Luminoso’s fierce opposition to
the Garcia Government and its

constant denunciation of
elected left leaders find a cer-
tain echo among those fed up
with the Government and the
often fumbled opposition of the
UL.
Sendero is wagering that as

Peru’s economic crisis sharp-
ens, political disaffection will

grow not only with the Govern-
ment but also with the UL. The
vast majority of urban poor are
either adherents of the ruling
American Popular Revolution-
ary Alliance (APRA) party or
on the left.

Sendero's bid for the constit-
uencies of the UL could foster
more of the division that

plagues the coalition. The more
radical parties have already
seen the Robin Hood-style
Tupac Amaru Revolutionary
Movement, Peru's second most
important guerrilla group, edge
Into their turf. They may feel

compelled to radicalise further
to avoid losing support. But
more extreme positions are
likely to bring a collapse of the
coalition.
Yet analysts believe that Sen-

dero will have to do more than
Just wash its face to attract
even the radical end of the
left's spectrum. Few can toler-

ate the group's brutality.

Between December and Janu-
ary, the military reported that
Sendero was responsible for
three massacres of nearly 80
peasants. Peru's level of vio-
lence has not declined under
President Garcia. According to
Ernesto Alaysa of the Catholic
Church’s human rights group,
Centro de Estudio y Accion
Para la Paz (Ceapaz), "the
curve of violence has kept
going up.” According to Mr Cea-
paz's figures, there were 984
deaths because of political vio-
lence in 2987, 471 injured and a
total of 1 ,240 terrorist attacks.

The death toll for nearly
eight years of guerrilla war is

more than 10,000, a sizeable
portion of which were killed by
the security forces. As Mr Man-
uel Granados, an analyst of
Sendero, remarked: "Given how
the army and police operate,
they make more Senderistas
than anyone."

Moscow in

naval clash

protest
.
By Charles Hodgson in Moscow

SOVIET frigates were
attempting to “shoulder”
two US warships ont of
Soviet territorial waters
when the vessels collided in
the Black Sea on Friday, the
Communist Party newspa-
per Pravda reported yester-
day-
The Soviet Union has

issued a formal protest to
the US over the incident, in
which the US warships
Yorktown and Caron col-
lided with the Soviet frig-
ates Bezzavetny and SKR-6
after ignoring warnings
that they had entered
Soviet territorial waters.
Pravda said that the aft

anti-ship missile laancher
and one side of the cruiser
Yorktown were damaged,
while the Soviet frigate
SKR-6 “sustained a small
hole above the waterline” in
its collision with the
destroyer Caron. There
were no casualties on either
side.
The Pravda report

appears to conflict with the
statement at the weekend
by Rear Admiral Nikolai
Markov, who denied that
the Soviet vessels had delib-
erately rammed the US war-
ships and said that the colli-

sion had resulted from
“dangerous manoeuvres" by
the US vessels.
The US navy has carried

out an increasing number of
operations in the Black Sea.

Astramax
operators take
longerview

thin

Have you ever thought, as Bedford have
done, of how little use the passenger seat is in

a van? It is a space, more often than not, simply
going to waste.

Only Astiamax offers the useful option of

turning this seat into an extra load carrying

platform. Cargo volume is increased consider-

ably. Load length is extended to over 9 feet.

Astute fleet operators have also found that

Astiamax looks good over a long-term scrutiny.

Major service intervals are widely

separated by 9,000 miles (or twelve months)

between oil and lubrication changes. While

Astiamax earns its keep it RCfiCAPfl
keeps costs down. SACKED Br Tut WOBISWIOE RESOURCES OF GENERAL MOTORS

Hie same is true of fuel consumption
(petrol or diesel). Road tests by the trade press
consistently report over 36 mpg average overall

petrol consumption, even with the Astramax
running loaded.

We’ve left the sleek styling of the
Astramax until last.

Corporate image counts for so much these
days it would be easy to state the fleet case for

Astramax simply as being the smartest looking

vehicle on the road.

Except you also know now that Astramax
has the double distinction of not only taking

longer loads, but oftaking

them loads further:

ASTRAMAX IS THE WAY BUSINESS IS MOVING gfs] FOR DETAILS 0800 4 44 1 96 FREE , D.4F OR MC HT
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American

nsneanAsrimes
Something special in the air.

Contact your travel agent or nearest

American Airlines office.

OVERSEAS NEWS
Robert Thomson follows the twists and turnings of an opportunist prince

Sihanouk waits to catch the tide
iilT

THE mobile Kampuchean court

of Prince Norodom Sihanouk
has settled, for the moment, in

the old foreign legation district

of Peking, and if the peripatetic

prince is to be believed, the
travelling days are over.

But thin the prince is not to
be believed. Not that he is a
liar, just unpredictable, excit-

able, inimitable and prone to a
change of mind. So his “irre-

versible, irrevocable" decision
to resign as head of the Kampu-
chean resistance coalition is to
be regarded as negotiable.

For the past few days, Chi-
nese leaders have been patting

the prince’s dog, a Maltese
Bichon, and stroking the Sihan-
ouk ego, while one of the coali-

tion partners, Khieu Samphan,
the Khmer Rouge leader, has
just left after a three-day visit

to emphasise to the prince how
much the resistance needs him.
Sihanouk is holding out. He is

"musing and contemplating",
his secretary says. To under-
stand the meandering of his
mind, to put in perspective his
resignation, to comprehend his
willingness to do business with
the Khmer Rouge, which mur-
dered members of his family
during the role of Pol Pot, and
to appreciate the present poten-
tial for a settlement in Kampu-
chea, one must go back in rime.

If nothing else, the prince has
been consistently unpredictable
and ever the opportunist. In
1941, the Vichy French
installed him as king, presum-
ing that he would take good
care of their colonial interests.

Instead, he launched the “royal
crusade for Independence’, and
ruled Kampuchea from 1953 to
1070, when he was deposed in a
coup.

Later, he supported the rise

ofthe Pol Pot-led Khmer Rouge,
expecting that his princely
prestige would safeguard his
family, but the murderous
retime turned on him. In late

1978, the Vietnamese invaded
Kampuchea, and, shortly after,

the Chinese, who had been
assisting the Khmer Rouge,
attacked Vietnam, while tne
Soviet Union backed Vietnam,
and a complex network of feuds
and friendships was formed.
Only now are there signs of

movement that could lead to a
re-ordering of relationships.
The Soviet Union is courting
China, Prince Sihanouk la
talking to the Vietnamese-
backed Heng Samrin regime,
and Vietnam, tired of Its pariah
status, claims to be keen to
withdraw its 140,000 or so
troops in Kampuchea.
China sees Vietnam’s occupa-

tion of Kampuchea as the main
"obstacle” in the path of “nor-
mal" relations between Peking
and Moscow. The Soviet leader,
Mr Mikhail Gorbachev, has
made improved ties with China
a priority, and so has been
twisting Vietnam’s arm, though
not roughly enough to threaten
the future of its military bases
there. The Chinese stitched
together the unlikely demo-
cratic coalition In 1982, with
Sihanouk at the helm, and the
nationalist faction of Sonn San

SttsiMifc unpredictable

and the Khmer Rouge as his
partners. The armies of the
three members have battled
each other as well as the Viet-

namese, and Sonn San. initially

reluctant to join, prompted the
prince’s just announced resig-

nation by calling him a “trai-

tor*.
Sonn San was outraged by the

prince's talks with Hun Sen, the
premier of the Heng Samrin
government, arguing that the
two meetings in Paris in recent
months gave the Phnom Penh
regime undeserved recognition.

More importantly, China, Sonn
San and the Khmer Rouge fear
that the prince will dump them

and hitch his ambitions to Heng banquet flattery by KhlejJ Sam-
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Hong Kong banks
lift prime lending

rate by 3A point
BY DAVID DOOWELL Bl HONG KONG

Hawke signals cuts in taxes
BY CHRIS SHERWELL M SYDNEY

BANKS in Hong Kong are to
raise their interest rates for the
first time in six months after an
easing of speculative pressure
against the local currency in
the wake of better-than-expec-
ted US trade figures for Decem-
ber.
The move dissipates fears

that the Hong Kong government
would impose negative interest
rates in March. This has been'
threatened because speculation
on an imminent revaluation of
the Hong Kong dollar has put
strain on the link rate system
by which the local unit is
aligned to the US dollar at a
rate of HKS7.80 to each US
unit.

The Hong Kong Association of
Banks announced on Saturday,
shortly after release of the US
trade figures, that the local
prime lending rate would be
raised by 3/4 of a percentage
point to 6.0 per cent with effect
from today.
Pressure for a revaluation,

which has had backing from

SHIPPING REPORT

the US Treasury, has been
heightened by suggestions that
Hong Kong was deriving an
unfair trading advantage
because its currency was being
maintained at an artiflcally low
level.
US officials and their coun-

terparts in the Organisation of
Economic Co-operation and
Development pointed to growth

-

of almost 27 per cent in export
earnings in 1987, and a bilat-
eral trade surplus with the US
of HK$73bn, to underpin sug-
gestions that the currency
ought to be allowed to float
upwards.
The heat came off the local

currency over the weekend in
part because of a strengthening
of riie US dollar in the wake of
the trade figures and because
of trade data released on
Thursday by Hong Kong's cen-
sus and statistics department.
These showed a rise in US
exports to Hong Kong of 90 per
cent between December 1986
and December 1987.

CUTS in Australia's corporate
tax and probably personal tax
rates were clearly signalled
yesterday by Mr Bob Hawke,
the Prime Minister, and Senator
John Button, Industry Minister.
Announcement of the corpo-

rate tax changes will come in
the Government’s “mini-budget"
in May, they indicated, ana is

likely to be accompanied or fol-

lowed by other changes in tar-
iffs and deregulation.
Confirmation of the prospec-

tive corporate tax cut follows
New Zealand’s announcement
last week of a cut in corporate
tax from 48 per cent to 28 per
cent from April. Australia’s
rate is currently 49 per cent.
A change in corporate tax has

been expected since Mr Paul
Keating, federal Treasurer,
.announced a review last Sep-
tember. At that time, it was
made clear cuts would have to
be paid for through adjust-

ments to existing concessions
for business.

Other policy changes will be
the result of continuing work
by the Cabinet's structural
adjustment committee, which
has been given added impor-
tance by last October’s share
market collapse.

Mr Hawke said yesterday
that changes in corporate tax
would affect the personal tax
regime, and 8ny cuts would
involve lower as well as higher
income earners.

Mr Button, in a separate
interview, said changes in cor-
porate taxes would not be dra-
matic. Once concessions were
taken into account, he said,
Australia’s tax structure
already compared favourably
with countries such as Canada
and the US.

likewise, direct comparisons
with New Zealand’s new rate

Gulf tanker market
rates fail to pick up
BY KEVIN BROWN,TRANSPORT CORRESPONDENT
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f yw advise ireSriduab or companies on their pension needs
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That's why advisers serious about giving best possible

advice need al the help they can get in sorting out what's what

Already thousands of pensions advisers lavs coins to rely on
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DEMAND for tanker tonnage
was brisk in the western hemi-
sphere last week but brokers
said business in the Gulf failed
to pick up from the previous
low levels.
The strength of the dry cargo

market continued to draw com-
bination tonnage away from the
tanker market but the effect
was limited largely to the Medi-
terranean, North Sea and West
Africa.

Galbraith's, the London bro-
kers, said a London charterer
paid Worldscale 97.5 for an
80,000 tons cargo from Libya to
Europe and a 74,000 tons cargo
from the North Sea was fixed
in excess of Worldscale 120 for
the inter-European trade.
West Africa was said to be

one of the most improved mar-
kets and a large number of
charterers were reported to be
seeking February cover.

The rate for tankers of
around 130,000 tons dead-
weight for trips to the US and
Europe was said to be around
the mid-to-high Worldscale 60s.

There was less excitement in
the Middle East Gulf, despite
reports early in the week that
Saudi Arabia had chartered
three VLCCs for its own
account. The rumour failed to
raise rates and Texaco later
secured cover for a cargo of
275,000 tons from the Gulf to
the West at Worldscale 29.

Rates for shorter voyages
remained depressed: Ssangyong
was able to fix 250,000 tons
from the Gulf to South Korea at
Worldscale 31.5 and Exxon
fixed 246,000 tons to the US
Gulf at Worldscale 33.
Brokers said there were vir-

tually no inquiries for vessels
of the lm barrel size.

UK, Nigeria in air pact
BY MICHAEL HOLMAN IN LAGOS

NIGERIA and Britain have
negotiated a last-minute interim i

air services agreement, averting J

flights between the two coun- i

tries, which would have taken -

effect from midnight last night, i

Government officials and rep- i

resentatIves of Nigeria Airways
and British Caledonian agreed <

to extend the existing contract i

until the end of next month, i

and will hold further talks t

before it expires. i

There is no evidence that the
two sides made significant
progress during five days* talks
xowaras resolving the funda-
mental issue which led the
Nigerian government to serve
notice last February that It
wished to renegotiate the agree-
ment.
Nigeria argues that British

Caledonian has enjoyed a com-
mercial advantage by having
passenger rights at the north-
ern Nigerian city of Kano, as
well as Lagos.
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had to be treated with caution.

On the question of tariffs, Mr
Button said there was now a
case for a genera] reduction.
But he added that cuts would
hurt government revenues and
strain the current account defi-
cit. No decision had yet been

,

made.
The two ministers’ comments ,

come at a delicate moment 1

politically. The Labor Govern-
ment recently lost a safe seat in

a by-election and suffered the
resignation of its third minister
in two months-

An election in the key state of
New South Wales is expected
next month, and the Labor i

state government is under pres-
I

sure from the opposition Liber-
als.

,
Party activists are worried

that Labor has lost touch with
its traditional followers - a sug-
gestion Mr Hawke denies.
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David Marsh on the shift in attitudes behind West Germany’s new Ostpolitik

Changes in the magnetic pull
SEAS MEYER-LAN- A ^

isills of East and West
ANDREAS MEYER-LAN-
DRUT, West Germany's
ambassador co the. Soviet
Union, is a popular man in
Moscow. In the first interview
a West German ambassador
has given to the daily news,
paper Pravda, he called
recently for liberalisation pf
Western controls on technol-
ogy flows to the Eastern bloc.
Meanwhile in West Ger-

many, the. US ambassador
was canting the public disap-
proval of the Bonn Govern-
ment. Mr Richard Burt's faux
pas was to accuse the country
of "chauvinism" in its eco-,
mimic policies.

The two- examples help to
illustrate the shifts under
way in Bonn's post-war rela-
tions with the superpowers.
Despite the good working
relationship between US Pres-
ident Ronald Reagan and Mr
Helmut Kohl, the West Ger-
man Chancellor, . the mood of
impending change will over-
shadow their talks in Wash-
ington at the end of this
week. -

The force field around the
Federal Republic has
remained more or less
unchanged since the country
was given^ts sovereignty (in
exchange, for;a firm bond to
the West) in 1955. Now, how-
ever, it .is beginning to be dis-
turbed by US-Soviet disarma-
ment moves, Mr -Mikhail
Gorbachev's drive towards
domestic reform and worries
about a gradual weakening of
the US’s defence relationship
with western Europe. . . .

Part of the response is for
the centre-right coalition, in
Bonn to start building bridges
with tbe East-
This new Ostpolitik opens

up opportunities for eco-'
nomic, technological -and

Proportion off West Germans
polled having confidence in
either Gorbachev or Reagan
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political co-operation, and for
further advances in arms con-
trol. But it does carry risks.
Gaps arc appearing between
West Germany and other
members of Nato, above all

the US, Britain and France.
A senior Western diplomat

in Bonn puts it this way:
"West Germany is poised for
quite a substantial step for-
ward in 1988. This is a poten-
tial danger for the Alliance.
Nato is boring, not new and
costs a lot of money - while
in the East, a new dawn
appears to be breaking."
Changes in the international

balance have reminded West
Germany that its natural
interests and concerns over-
lap with those of both East
and West.

Its economic, political and
cultural ties with the West
are incomparably greater
than in the 1950s. But it

remains constitutionally
pledged to seek reunification
(in some form) with the east-
ern part of the divided nation.
At the same time, a more

self-assertive West Germany
also acknowledges that its

destiny is no longer so closely
tied to the US, partly because
America's financial problems
arc forcing it to re-examine
its security priorities.

During the Cold War there
was no qualification of West
Germany's West-facing
stance. Now, however, the
classic “in-the-middle"
dilemma, which dogged Ger-
man history for centuries, is

beginning to resurface.
This gives rise to Inevitable

pressures. When Bonn tries to
uitcr the. European status
quo, for example through
moves to forge links with
East Germany or by intensify-
ing military co-operation with
France, anxieties mount -
albeit for opposing reasons *
among Its neighbours to both
East and- West. But when
changing circumstances
appear to leave West Ger-
many behind - as has been
threatened over nuclear disar-
mament - it becomes increas-
ingly worried that it is being
squeezed by uncontrollable
external forces-

The predicament Was
underlined by the blunt warn-
ings on arms control from Mr
Frank Carlucct, the US
Defence Secretary, speaking
ip Munich last weekend, He
warned that if Nato failed to
modernise short-range
nuclear Weapons during the
1990s, a Step hotly opposed
by both Left and Right In the
Federal Republic, the US
would have to consider with-
drawing traopa from Europe.
Meanwhile, Moscow has its

eye <m the long-term -denu-
clearisation of Europe, and so
is doing its best to exploit dif-
ferences between Bonn and
the rest of the Alliance over
the next steps towards disar-

!
hutment.
The Soviet Union has ‘some

strong cards. As the chart
shows. West German opinion
polls consistently show Mr
Gorbachev to be more popular

* than President Reagan — even
though, as a nation, the US is

trusted more than the Soviet
Union.
“Gorbachev seems to speak

of peace, Reagan of war. This
does not mean that Reagan
wants war. But he is talking
about concepts adapted to
American minds, which to
European ears can sound
disastrous," says Professor
Eberhard Schulz, a Bonn-
based Sovietologist.
Following' December’s US-

Soviet agreement to scrap
medium-range nuclear mis-
siles, West Germany has
become increasingly nervous
about its geographical expo-
sure

. to the remaining
short-range Soviet missiles.

. Moscow has praised West
Germany for wishing to fur-
ther reduce nuclear arsenals,
and castigated the modernisa-
tion plans as "dangerous". But
the US, Britain and France
believe that the short-range
arsenals need to be upgraded
to compensate for the War-
saw Pact’s numerical superi-
ority in nuclear weapons with
a range of less than 500km
range and in conventional
forces.

In West Germany, Mr Hans-
Dietrich Genscher, the vet-
eran Free Democratic Party
(FDP) Foreign Minister and a
leading proponent of the new

.
Ostpolitik,. has come out
strongly against the
short-range modernisation
proposals. But the most vitri-

olic opposition has come from
Chancellor Kohl’s conserva-
tive supporters, who these
days show a distrust of US
objectives which used to be
confined to the left.

Particular alarm has been
caused on the right by the
recent US report. Discrimi-
nate Deterrence, by a biparti-
san panel of defence special-
ists, which suggests that the
US is backing away from the
pledge to use its strategic
nuclear weapons to defend
Europe.
A left-right consensus also

exists hi another area of
potential discord with West-
ern allies: trade and technol-
ogy-
The Federal Republic is the

Eastern bloc’s largest trade
partner in the West. Bonn has
been in the vanguard of Euro-
pean countries pressing for a
liberalisation of controls
maintained by Cocom, the
Paris-based organisation
which tries to prevent Com-
munist countries from buying
technology that could be used
for military purposes.
The US has recently agreed

to relax some restrictions on
lower technology goods, but
wants to put higher fences
around genuinely sensitive
technologies.

.
The Reagan

Administration has made it

clear that the Federal Repub-
lic should try to tighten up
the implementation of tech-
nology transfer rules and
bring in tougher penalties for
breaches - a view the ICohl
Government rejects.
West Germany’s trade with

Communist countries last
year represented about 4.5
per cent of its total foreign
trade. Expanding business
links is seen not only as a
source of profit, but also as a
means of underpinning politi-

cal and economic reforms in
the Eastern bloc.

Mr Franz Josef Strauss, the
ultra'conservative Bavarian
Prime Minister, who had a
warm reception in the Krem-
lin in December, has spoken
of a "new political era which
will be ruled not by Mars, the
god of war, but by Mercury,
the god of trade and busi-
ness".
Mr Lothar Spaeth, the

Prime Minister of Baden-
Wucrttemberg, last week was
riven a similarly warm recep-
tion in Moscow. He clinched a
number of joint venture,
agreements including one for*

a Baden-Wuentemberg com-
pany to help the Russians
convert former £5:20 missile

launchers into mounts for
cranes.
The objections of many

West Germans to technology
controls are summed up by
the philosopher Professor
Carl Friedrich von Weiz-
saecker, adviser to the Social
Democratic Party (SPD) and
elder brother of the West Ger-
man President: “The political
situation would be .better if
technology were allowed to
flow more freely," he says.
"Of course, if we think that

‘Nato Is boring

and costs a lot

- while in the

East, a new
dawn appears5

the future consists of war,
then we should indeed try to
hinder technology Bows. But
that is what we are trying to.

avoid."
West Germany understands

only too well that the division
of Europe has given it a pecu-
liar, schizophrenic perspec-
tive on the present interna-
tional shifts. An unwritten
law in Bonn, and in the rest
of the Alliance, is never to

allow circumstances to
develop under which the Fed-
eral Republic would be faced
with a straight choice
between East and West. -

Bonn therefore maintains
that the present Ostpolitik is

nothing more than carrying
forward the policy, started in
the early 1970s, of normalis-
ing ties with the East. West
Germany repeatedly rejects
any suggestion of a Sander-
toeg (special path) in relations
with the East - a possibility -

which haunts the Allies.
“We are marching at the

front, but not out of line,"
says a senior Foreign Ministry
official. “The Federal Repub-
lic is not for sale," Mr Kohl
said recently, scotching for.
the umpteenth time any idea
that West Germany would
swap its place in the Western
alliance for reunification with
East Germany.
Similarly, Bonn is trying to

head off anxiety that its

enthusiasm for the European
Community is flagging. One
important test wDl be the rate
of progress on agricultural
reform during its six-month
presidency of the EC.
Officials are candid about

West Germany’s psychologi-
cal dilemma. For instance,
France's motives for support-
ing intensified bilateral mili-

Those beRsving each has the
following characteristics

(September 1987)
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tary co-operation, as in the
joint Defence Council, are put
down in Bonn to worries
about a possible German drift

towards neutralism. Officials
say the fear is overdone, but
they admit the possibility
exists - not least because of
dissatisfaction about the divi-
sion of Germany.

“Reunification is not on the
agenda at the moment - it

would lead to instability and
the danger of a neutralised

Germany," says one senior
figure close to Chancellor
Kohl. “But,” he adds in the
next breath, “this division is

so unnatural.”
The feeling of irritation is

growing in Bonn that other
Western countries do not take
seriously the problems faced
by a divided nation.
One official says it would

be dangerous for West Ger-
many’s allies to expect the
Federal Republic to accept
one part of post-war Western

values, in the form of parlia-
mentary democracy, while
being denied the rest: self-de-
termination for the other half
of Germany. That could lead
to rising demands for
“national solutions", he says
darkly.
Rapprochement with East

Germany has led to a marked
increase in travel between the
two countries over the past
12 months. They have found
a common interest in damping
down the heat generated by

the latest wave of arrests in
East Berlin and subsequent
expulsions of East German
dissidents.

However, as Mr Guenter
Gaus, Bonn's long-time repre-
sentative (ambassador) in
East Berlin under the SPD,
points out. East and West
Germany can only improve
ties if their allies do not
become suspicious that they
are trying to break away from
their respective camps.

What are your views on business travel?

Narrow?

None af all?

Wide open?
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Air traffic

confidence

InterContinental Hotel, London
24 & 25 March, 1988

The stock market crash of October1987, while deiivermg a huge shock to the world,

also highlighted the extent to which modem-day securities business is driven by
technology. It showed how efficient communications fink Individual markets so that, around
the world, they tend to react immediately both to news and to each other’s movements,
it also raised questions about the growing use of computers in assisting tradng and
investment strategies.

But if there is concern about some consequences of these advances, it is also dear that
technology in the securities markets is still at an early stage of development Interest now
centres around the need for flexibility in new dealing technology, better clearing and settle-

mem systems and, with new regulations, technology to support management control.

The prestigious panel of international speakers who will examine the implications for
traders and investors indude:

MrC Richard Justice
National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc

Mr Robert FGartiand
Morgan Stanley International

Mrs Philippa Hooper
Posthom Global Asset ManagementPosthom GJc
(UK) Limited

Mr R Steven Wunsch
Kidder, Peabody & Co

Mr Alastair Ross Goobey
James Cape) & Company

Mr Bernard Reed
The International Stock Exchange

Mr Michael Baker
The International Stock Exchange

Mr BrianTraquair
I P Sharp, A Reuter Company

By Uric Gappar, UhourSon

AIR TRAFFIC eoatroUera yes-

terday passed a motion of bo
confidence In the head of their,

service, and dewanded. opera- ,

tlonal reforms.
.

Their action comes after &
spate of near-coBtetons between-
passenger aircraft in EJK air

The controllers' branch ofthe.
IFCS civil servants’ pzdon voted,

to seek talks with Hr
Channon, Transport Secretary,

to discuss -their proposals,
which include an increase.fn
civilian airspace and the
pendent investigation of ndd/
air incidents.

,

The branch, which repressed
most of Britain's 1,600 control-:

fldence m Mr Keith Mack, head
of national air traffic control
sendees, at its annual confer-
ence In Stockport, Greater Man-
chester, claiming thst-he had:
refused to meet them to discuss,

grievances.
The latest publicly cfieeJosed

near-miss in British air apace
occurred earlier this month,
when a British Airways
and a Bulgarian Tupolev Ttt
164 came within 300 metfes of
colliding over the Kent coast. '/:

general secretary, said control-

lers believed that the British
control system was becoming
overstretched, and faced the
prospect Of 200 more aircraft
movements at Heathrow. (Lon-
don) and Gatwick (Sooth of
London) this summer.
He said that it was possible

for agreement to be reached
with military authorities for a
transfer of underused airspace
to the civliaas sector to reduce
overcrowding, particularly
around airports in the South
east of England.

Mr Bill Bound
Coopers & Lybrand Associates Limited

M. Benoit Dumont
Euro-Cteaf Operations Centre

Rail planners seek backing
for Midlands metro link
BY RICHARD TOMKINS, MIDLANDS CORRESPONDENT
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transport PLANNERS in the
West Midlands of England will
tomorrow unveil detailed pro-
posals for the first phase of a
rapid transit railway system
which is eventually intended to
comprise more than 100 miles
of route in Birmingham and its
industrial hinterland.
The West Midlands Passenger

Transport Authority is asking
district councils in the area to
back its plans for an initial 12V]
mile link between Birmingham
and Wolverhampton at a cost of
&60m.
This first link would follow

the disused Great Western Rail-
way route between Birmingham
Snow Hill and Wolverhampton

Low Level stations, running
through the industrial and resi-
dential areas of West Brom-
wich, Wednesbury and Bilston.

The tram-like vehicles would
be electrically powered and run
on standard gauge tracks. Stops
would be frequent but high
acceleration and deceleration
would trim journey times.

The first phase is intended to
form part of a comprehensive
Midland Metro network fore-
cast to cost £800m to build over
the next 10 to 20 years. Some
routes would run along the cen-
tral reservations of highways
and occasionally share road
space with other traffic.

J. Henry Schroder Wagg, the
merchant bank, has been
appointed financial adviser to
the project. It Is drawing up
proposals for joint funding of
the first phase by the public
and private sectors.

The Civil Aviation Authority
said that it had “complete con-
fidence* in Mr Mack.

A new system allowing con-
trollers to report incident
directly to m CAA unit was
being introduced.

Binnlngham-Wolverhampton
line was expected to be
financed by the European Com-
munity's Regional Development
Fund, a quarter through gov-
ernment grants, and the rest
through the private sector.
However, the sponsors believe

introduced, and it
accepted that all of them
should be thoroughly investi-

The CAA added that con-
straints were not caused “pre-

the scope for property invest-
ment alongside the line willment alongside the line will
increase private-sector enthusi-
asm for the project.

removing it.

The Department of Transport
said it could not comment until
it had been approached by the
lining
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hits earnings

at MF Industrial
BY NICK GARNETT

A FURTHER example of the
impact of the dollar's weakness1

on British-based exporters to
North America emerged yester-
day when MF Industrial, The
industrial machinery maker,
announced substantially
increased production but poor
profits.

The business, based at Traf-
ford .Park .near.' Manchester,
said it was looking- to make a
small redaction In its 850-
strong workforce and was
reviewing its model line-up.

MF Is the sole worldwide sup-
plier of a range of equipment,
including backhoe ana tractor
loaders, within the Canadian
V&ricy group, formerly Mas-
sey-Fergnson. ••

Last, year, MF raised its unit
output by almoet 10 per-omit on
1986. Production in the last
quarter of

.
the financial year,

ending on January 31, was a.
record and figures for the
month of January were 20 per
cent above the previous one-
month, high. -- -

Its production of--4,800 units'-

included 3,800 complete vehi-
cles, the rest being drivetrains ^

for other equipment-makers.

and.
attributed part of the recent
surge in sales to a new model of
backhoe louder - atractortype
vehicle .wtfh a bucket at the
front and digger at the bade.

However, Mr Tony Johnson,
MF marketing manager, said
the operation was only just in:
profit. He said: “We are not
making anything like the profit
we would like to see."
About 30 per cent of total

output 1 was exported to North
America, down from 40 per
cent. in 1986, and of its produc-
tion. of just under 2,500 back-
hoes, 16 per cent were exported
tothetJS.-

: Although the total opera-
tion's unit output was up by
almost 10 per cent, MF*s sales
increased by just 7 per cent. Mr
Johnson said part of the reason
was the dollar’s weakness and
MF .could do little to avoid the
consequences, although it was
looking for markets outside
North America.
The. company has also been

affected by the battle between
J.C. Bamford and' Caterpillar of
the US in the UK backhoe mar-
ket.

A combination of Caterpillar
aggression and JCB's reluctance
to give; up market share has
resulted in » fierce juice war
where sale prices can be as
much as 25 per cent below list
prices.

Mr Johnson said that partly
as a consequence of that, MF
had been exploiting othermar-
kets. Its sales in France last
year accounted for 17 per cent
of its backhoe production.- . _ pro
about the same as the UK.

Interest rate helps lift

National Savings funds
BY CLIVE WOLMAN

THE NET contribution to gov-
ernment funding by National
Savings rose further last month
to an estimated £287.2m,
including accrued interest.
The main factors appearto be

the lower rates of interest that
were on offer from competing
savings media, tn particular the
banks and building societies,
and the enhanced popularity of
secure homes for savings in the
aftermath of the October stock
market crash:
In October, for the first time.

National Savings made a nega-
tive contribution to state fund-
ing. The withdrawals exceeded
the deposits by such a margin
that even the interest accruing
on the money left in was not
enough to make up::for the
shortfall.

. Since then. National Savings
has recovered strongly. In

December, the net contribution
to government funding rose to
&164m- In January, deposits
exceeded withdrawals by
£199.6m, while the contribution
"from accrued interest that was
notpaid out was £80.7m.
The largest net contributions

in January came from Income
Bands with £136.1nt and the
Investment Account with
£13fi.8ra. Those two accounts
are attractive, for basic-rate
taxpayers seeking relatively
easy access to their money.
There were deficits of£28.4m

on fixed-interest Savings Certif-
icates, £12.3m on index-linked
{Savings Certificates and
£400,000 on Indexed-Income
Bonds. Total investment in
-National

.
Savings products

stands at just under £#6bh,
compared with £33.7hn at the
end of January 1987.

Clyde submarine ‘faulty’

Period of

shake-outs

forecast in

retailing
By Christopher takes.
Consumer Industries EtStor

BRITISH RETAILING is in for
•another five-year bout of
shake-outs, rationalisation and
consolidation, according to
business forecaster Stanuand
Ball Associates.
The industry will also experi-

ence a resurgence
.
of some bad

old habits such as price cutting,

according to the company's lat-

est forecasts, prepared by Mr
Jan de Somogyi, former -eco-
nomic adviser to Marks and
Spencer, and Mr Richard HalL
The increasingly saturated

food trade, dominated by five
leading retail chains with a fur-
ther LO smaller groups yet to be
absorbed or repositioned, will

be particularly affected.
Supermarket groups' pros-

pects axe also overshadowed by
the “vast, under-ntilised"
resources

,
of the co-operative

societies, under-exploited spe-
cialist food shops and the
growth of convenience stores.

The result, Staniland Hall
suggests, will be further con-
centration, the exchange of
property' portfolios, disposal of
stores under 10,000 sq ft, and
diversification Into specialist
food and non-food businesses

Price discounting will be
encouraged in retailing by over?
capacity, which is already hav-
ing an effect In some sectors.

The authors point to the house-
hold goods trade and the prac-
tice of starting winter and sum-
mer sales earlier and leaving
them running for longer.

Still, British retailing is prof-
itable enough to prove attrac-

tive to overseas competitors..
The forecast says the next five
years may see Australians and
consortia from the Far and Mid-
dle East trying to move in.

Recent retail sales growth
wiQ continue, averaging 7.5 per
cent a year from 1986 to 1993,
the forecasts show. Large gro-
cers are expected to do better
than average, with growth of
10 per cent a year ana a market
share of total retail sales rising
from 25.2 per cent in 1986 to
27.7 per cent by 1993.

Florists, do-it-yourself out-
lets, chemists, toy and hobby
shops, mail order and electrical
specialists will also do well.

Lower growth than average is

forecast for specialist carpet
retailers, . booksellers, off
licences and confectioners,
tobacconists and newsagents.

Retailing in the UK to 1993.
Staniland HdU Associates, PO
Box 643, Alderintry House,
Upton Park, Slough, SL1 iUJ.
£96.

BY MCK GARNETT

AN ELECTRICAL fault on the
nuclear submarine Resolution
while the boat was docked, at
Faslane in the Firth of Clyde
was confirmed yesterday by
the Ministry of Defence.
The ministry said the inci-

dent. on January 28, was
minor.

It declined to confirm reports
that the electrical malfunction
had temporarily shut off the

cooling system for the subma-
rine’s nuclear reactor, causing a
potentially hazardous situation.

The ministry denied that a
member of Resolution's 147-
man crew had been scrubbed
down over a 24-hour period
with special detergent and that
radiation-detect!on vans had
been brought or to the subma-
rine base.

Brick maker’s

profits treble
GEOTOE ARM3TAGE, the pri-
vate bride maker, which was
recently subject to an agreed
bid foora Hanson, has reported
a 193 per cent mcrease in pre-
tax profits to £5.86m in the
year to the end of December
1887.
Turnover was up by 61.5 per

cent to 523.023m. Hanson's bid
lapsed last week when it was
referred to the Monopolies »ud
Mergers Commission.

Systems?
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Anthony Moreton reports on the start of an £ 18m conference and office complex

Putting Cardiff on the world trade map
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AMID THE Edwardian splen-
dour of Cardiff's City Hall, for-
mer heavyweight boxer Mr
George Walker will tomorrow
morning sign papers on behalf
of his Brent Walker group that
will bring a world trade centre
to Cardiff by the .

middle of
1990.
The project, announced last

year, is the product of a plan
put forward by a South Wales
firm of architects. Module 2,
which has previously co-oper-
ated with the growing leisure
company in developments on
Brighton’s Marina and South-
end s KursaaL
.
The 516m world trade centre

in Cardiff, which, will include a
120-bed hotel costing £4J£m, a
5,000-seat conference centre,
offices and an exhibition hall,
will be only the second in'
Britain, joining the London one
at Tower Bridge.
As such it will link Cardiff,

and Wales's business as a
whole, into an Internationa]
nexus through its connections
with the world trade centre
organisation, which co-ordi-
nates operations in New York,
Montreal and other key cities.

The Government was per-
suaded of the development’s
benefits when Module 2 made
its suggestion and put up
53.25m in urban development
grant towards the cost.
The city of Cardiff also saw

merits in the scheme. It would
not only fill an open space to
the south of the shopping cen-
tre but also bring a much
needed, if medium-sized, hotel

to the dty and help to provide
a link with the redevelopment
that is firing place In its dock-
lands.
The Cardiff Bay Development

Corporation, a quango set up by
the Government, is in the early
stages of regenerating 2,700
acres of what was once one of
the most important ports in
Britain but has become, as
trade has shifted and shipping
patterns changed, a derelict
eyesore .

Development within the dock-
lands, upgrading of the retail
heart of the city - already one
of the six most important cen-
tres in Britain outside London -
and the building of a trade cen-
tre will bring a new dimension
to Cardiff, making it, according
to Mr Geoffrey Ixudn, chairman
of the corporation, a true city
of the 21st century.
The trade centre is crucial to

these changes. The 5,000-seat
ball within the complex will
allow the Welsh capital to
break into a conference market
that was dominated by Black-
pool and Brighton for decades
and has more recently been
Joined by Harrogate, Bourne-
mouth and London.

It will also offer an exhibition
hall venue capable of compet-
ing with the Brighton Centre
and Earl’s Court and Olympia
in London, although it will not
be anywhere near the size of
Birmingham’s National Exhibi-
tion Centre.
Sports events, such as the

tennis competitions which now
go to Brighton or the Albert

George Walker: Expanding
out of leisure activities

Hall in London, will also come
within Cardiff's sights.
For Brent Walker, the plan

takes the company out of its
heavy dependence on London
and the Home Counties. Mr
Geoffrey Aquilina, Brent Walk-
er’s finance director, who will
be in Cardiff for tomorrow’s
signing, says: “Most of our
activities are in the south and
south-east of England. Now we
are moving to the south-west
and into wales. Cardiff is a
most attractive city, not only in
what it is but in what it is
doing."
For the group this is not Just

a move into a new part of

Britain but also an extension of
its activities, which have been
heavily biased on the side of
leisure activities. The company,
which had a turnover of
,532.7m last year, is the product
of unusual beginnings and owes
'much to its chairman, Mr
Walker.
Both he and his brother Billy

were boxers. George was good
but Billy was better, being the
handsome heavyweight who all

but became British champion.
Realising he was not going to go
all the way, and astutely man-
aged by his brother, Billy took
his winnings and invested
them, with George, first in

>
garages and then in a small
chain of eating houses in the
City known as Billy’s Baked
Potato.
Business and Billy were not

ring mates and he retired to
Jersey to enjoy his winnings
and earnings, leaving the small
company to his ambitious
brother.
In 1966 the baked potato

chain was sold for £80,000 and
the Tower Restaurant at the
Tower of London bought. From
there, George moved into Hack-
ney and Hendon greyhounds
and then took a quarter stake
in the Brent Cross shopping
development in north London,
The group is now in the hotel

business in a small way (Bath
and Chelmsford), leisure inter-
ests, in a much bigger way
(Brighton Marina, Basildon
Astradome), and in films (Gold-
crest).

Last September Brent Walker

paid 590m for London's TTO-
cadero shopping and leisure
complex in the heart of Picca-
dilly and three months later
sold it for 5100m to Walker
Power, a company in which
Brent Walker has a half stake.
To finance the Cardiff deal,

Brent Walker last year raised
535m in a rights issue.

To break even on the world
trade centre, the exhibition side
of the_ business will have to be
occupied for about 60 per cent

• of the time.
That is a tall order in a city

that lacks hotels. Apart from
the one Brent Walker is erect-
ing there is a Holiday Inn, also
part funded through an urban
development grant, a Crest, and
.four older city-centre ones.
Those are insufficient to

cater for the sort of confer-
ences that might use the centre,
especially the internationally
-mobile ones. But Cardiff is
ambitious. As part of its plans
to become a truly international
city it is making efforts to
attract the 1994 Common-
.wealth Games

Hotel groups are already
talking to Cardiff Bay’s plan-
ning officers and new restau-
rants are mushrooming. The
theatre is being rebuilt, again
with the help of an urban
grant, and there is talk of a
centre for the performing arts
within the rebuilt docklands to
rival Sydney’s famous opera
house and be a worthy home
for the internationally recog-
nised Welsh National Opera
Company.

SIEMENS

We’re giving doctors a head
start in diagnosis

You're looking at an impression of an
image produced by the Siemens
MAGNETOM? using magnetic resonance
imaging, making it possible to see and
identify tissues beyond the capability of

other methods.
For X-rays, computed tomography,

ultrasound and nuclear medicine we are

leading the way to faster, more thorough
diagnosis. We are pioneering new
treatments with linear accelerators for

radiotherapy and sound waves for kidney

stone disposal.

Add to this our expertise in heart

pacemakers, hearing instruments,

operating room and dental equipment, and
you'll see that with Siemens you're in safe

hands.

Siemens is one of the world's largest

and most innovative electrical and
electronics companies, with a clear

commitment to providing a consistently

high standard of service to our customers -

particularly in

• Medical Engineering
• Factory Automation
• Communication and information

Systems
• Electronic Components
•Telecommunication Networks

In the UK alone we employ around
3000 people in five manufacturing plants,

research and development, engineering,
service and other customer related

activities.

For further information on Siemens
send for our new booklet 'Siemens in

the UK.’

Siemens Limited, Siemens House
Windmill Road, Sunbury-on-Thames
Middlesex. TW16 7HS
Telephone: 0932 785691

MAGNETOM magnetic resonance
diagnostic system.
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Slower retail sales growth likely HeseWne
BY MICHAEL PROWSE seeks wider

AFTER AN unexpectedly buoy-
ant January, British retailers
are expecting a modest reduc-
tion in sales growth during this
month. The slightly weaker
tone in high street sales is
noted in the latest Confedera-
tion of British Industry/Finan-
cial Times survey of distribu-
tive trades, published today.

Total Distribution “
. % Outers

flapcrted gatonco

Commenting on the survey.
Mr Nigel Wittaker, chairman of
the CBI's distributive trades
panel, said the underlying pace
of growth was moderating even
though consumers' expenditure
did not appear to have been
much affected by last autumn’s
stock market crash. A slow-
down at the retail level is con-
sistent with macroeconomic
forecasts of slacker growth
during 3988.

cers and chemists were most
optimistic about sales.

The picture is much the same
in the wholesale trade. Sales
growth was better than expec-*
ted in January, although less

impressive than in December.
The balance of respondents

Merseyside

renewal

Liverpool Airport’s owners

to chart a rescue course
LIVERPOOL Airport, with an
International-length runway
and new terminal buildings that

By ten HamMon Fawry,

Northern Correspondent

can handle Ira passengers a
year, is in a state of limbo.

reporting higher sales in Janu-
ary fell from 68 to 55 per cent.

A further slight deceleration
is forecast for February with
the balance of companies ques-
tioned expecting an increase in
sales falling to 61 per cent. The
most buoyant sectors were food
and drink wholesaling and the
supply of electrical materials, i

19B? 1888 1987 1888 1987 1988

increase in sales volume com-
pared with a year ago stood at
67 per cent. This contrasts with
a balance of only 48 per cent in

December and a forecast for
January of 40 per cent.

Last month’s apparent buoy-
ancy, however, has to be seen
in the context of unusually-

The survey indicates, how-
ever, that high street trade was
more vigorous in January than,
previously expected. The bal-
ance of retailers reporting an

weak sales in January 1987,
when the weather was bad.

Statistics for February seem

Motor traders’ sales volume.
however, exceeded expecta
tions. crowing significantly fas

to point unequivocally to slack-
ening growth, with a balance of
only 58 per cent of retailers
forecasting higher sales volume
than a year ago. Retailers of
durable household goods, gn>-

tions, growing significantly fas-

ter in January than in Decem-
ber. The balance of respondents
reporting an increase in sales

from the rame month last year
rose to 42 per cent from Decem-
ber's 7 per cent. Yet February
growth is likely to slacken.

MB MICHAEL HBSELTENB
has called for the bound-
aries of the Merseyside
Development Corporation
to be extended so that It

can operate outside the
redundant docklands it was
set up to regenerate.

He established the corpo-
ration In 1980, with its Lon-
don Docklands counterpart,
when he was Environment
Secretary.

Urban development corpo-
rations are their own plan-
ning authorities and the
Government supports them
with about fiSOmJWOu a
year, putting money Into
projects directly and by-
passing normal local gov-
ernment planning pro-Retailing

% Orders
Raparted Briones

% Stocks
30

Wholesaling Reported Brianoa

% Slocks
40

year, is in a state of limbo.

It is overmanned for an air-

port that was used by only
330,000 people in 1987. In addi-

tion, it is heading for a £4m
loss in the current financial

year. The airport was supposed
to have been privatised last

April 1 but the focal authorities

who own it have not worked
out how to do so.

The owners are the five met-
ropolitan boroughs that make
up Merseyside. Of these, Liver-

pool, Kitowsley and St Helens
are Labour-controlled, while
Seftcm and WlrraJ are “hung
after years of Conservative
domination.

Ian Hamilton

Fazey reports on

a symbol of civic

pride stuck in

a state of limbo

telecommunications, passenger

security, catering and car park-

ing, which all employ others,

have been franchised.

A clue to toe extent of over-

manning is that management
has in the past been refused

permission to reduce staffing to

a central core of 11 people,

with everything else franchised

to private-sectof independents.
A second option, with centra)
staffing cut to 68, has also been
turned down.
Three plans for the airport,

all involving job losses, were
analysed last week by the chief
executives and treasurers of
the five borough councils. They

The airport was bora out of
civic priae more than half a
.century ago and has clung to

existence in spite of perpetual
funding difficulties and Mersey-
side's well-documented decline.

It has seen Manchester Airport
develop as northern Britain s
international air traffic bub -

In contrast to Liverpool, Man-
chester handled 8.6m passen-
gers last year.

Extending Merseyside's
operations beyond Che dock-
.lands would eat into Liver-
pool and Wirral councils’

will report today to the joint

board of councillors in charge
for the issue to be discussed
tomorrow.
They have been told to make

no recommendations because of
the political considerations.
None of the organisations
behind toe plans is offering to
buy the airport - its long years
of losses have given It a nega-
tive net worth.
The proposals are:

• The public sector unions at
the airport say they can run It

with loO full-time staff and 20
part-timers. That would require

That would be controver-
sial, but Mr Heseltine says
that If it is not done, zones
of dereliction may be cre-
ated around the reclaimed
docklands.
He was launching plana at

the end of last week to

Liverpool Airport Is also sym-
bolic of Labour’s dilemma about
defending jobs and services.
Here is encapsulated the com-
mercial reality of choice and
priority for the local councils -
some rate-capped, all short of
money - in an area where
Labour's left-wing is at its most
uncompromising.
Staffing levels have pre-

vented profitability even at the

best levels of traffic and reve-
nue that the airport could hope
for. The airport’s official estab-
lishment is 239 (reduced by
natural wastage to 211),
although air traffic control.

1987 1988 1987 1986 1887 1988 1987 1988 1987 1988 1987 1988
stage a Merseyside Indus-
trial and Easiness Services

Price of synthetic industrial diamonds to increase
BY KENNETH GOODING, MINING CORRESPONDENT

THE PRICE of synthetic indus-
trial diamonds, which are used
for cutting stone and reinforced
concrete and by the metal
working industry, is going up
for the first time since 1982.for the first time since 1982.
De Beers Industrial Diamond

Division (Debid), one of the two
major suppliers, said yesterday
it was to increase prices to its

12 worldwide distributors in
March by 15 per cent.

The company said the fall in
the real value of the dollar -
the currency in which it mar-
kets the products - was mainly
responsible for the price rise.

Debid is a subsidiary of De
Beers Consolidated Mines of
South Africa and produces most

of its synthetic industrial dia-

monds at Shannon in Ireland-

It estimates that about
$400m-worth of synthetic
industrial diamonds are sold
each year worldwide represent-
ing 200m carats at an average
of very roughly $2 a carat.
Debid, probably the major

supplier of synthetic industrial

diamonds with General Electric
of toe US close behind, pointed
out that its natural diamond
products would not go up iR
price because the raw material
- Boart - is purchased in dol-
lars.

Neither would its cubic boron
nitride products, used by the
ferrous metals industry.

trial and Easiness Services
Exhibition at the Albert
Dock, Liverpool, in 1988.

The exhibition, sponsored
by Merseyside Chamber of
Commerce and Industry,
will be a shop window for
the region’s recovering busi-
nesses.

The Merseyside develop-
ment body is the smallest,
with about 850 acres of
land, and if its boundaries
are not extended it would
probably finish work in
three or four years and be
wound up.

• Airports UK, a subsidiary of

the British Airport* Authority,

has offered to ran toe airport

on a management contract cost-

ing £100,000 a year, providing

that all staff are first dismissed

so that only those required can
be re-engaged.

•

• Ogden Allied Aviation Ser-

vices wants to. take over toe

airport provided it can hgwe 65
per cent of the equity to give ft

the right to decide tts own
staffing levels. Tbs company £
the British subskiiajy of Ogden
Corporation, the US leisure,

stadium management and air
services company with a -turn-

over of about AflOOni CSt5l3m)_-

Ogden has also said that it

would, in effect, pay a proper

K
nee out of future earnings, ft

as offered to give Qm -five

local authorities, which would
own the rest of the equity,
more than half of any annual
profits made. There would be,
according to this scenario, pg.
further charges on Merseyfide'a
ratepayers.

The company has indicated
that it is serious in ifs aims,
which are to turn round ah
important British regional air-
port and prove its capability as
a viable European competitor.

Liverpool Airport's biggest
operator, British Midland Ato
ways (BMA), has written gftdpg.
formal support to this plan.'
BMA's main interest here- is
through its subsidiary^ Ifan*
Airways, because Liverpool- is
the key element in Manx ? prof,
itable network around ttiejrt&h
Sea and to London. - -

a film subsidy in the first year
and £133,000 the year after
while new business was being
developed.

BMA's support of the Ogden
proposal could be crucial
because it reflects the view of
professionals in the industry of
what the airport requires in
order to be profitable.

Total of Japanese banks I pfe company

in London rises to 46
BY DAVD LASCELLES, BANKING EDITOR

inspectors

criticised

SIX MORE Japanese banks Nikko and YamaichL There was
opened offices in London last also ASLK-CGEB, Belgium’s UF£ COMPANY inspectors’
year, bringing their total to 46. largest savings bank, and standards of work are generally
At the same time, the US McDonnell Douglas Bank, a failing to keep pace with the

banking contingent extended its banking venture created by the growing needs of financial
recent decline with a net loss of US aircraft manufacturing com- intermediaries, according to a
four banks, reducing their total pany. survev bv Tavlor Nelson mar.
to 64 and highlighting the grad- Some of the departures were ket researchers

'

ual shift in the composition of caused by mergers. Interfirst Tawinr <«. it*

to 64 and highlighting the grad-
ual shift in the composition of caused by mergers. Interfirst
the foreign banking presence. Bank of Dallas closed its office

Taylor Nelson says in its
quarterly Insurance Brokers’

These figures emerge from after merging with Republic Monitor that the life humranm
the latest survey of foreign Bank of Dalfas, and several SSSS S chwfitol d£ST
banks in London by Noel Alex- Indian banks were told by their ^iiv
ander Associates, the banking regulatory authorities to com- Sel^cesAcL
consultancy firm. bine their operations. The intermediaries will be
The survey shows that 19 The figures underline the required to maintain detailed

banks arrived in London during changes that have occurred in knowledge of life uensiens and
19S7. Apart from the Japanese, London’s foreign banking com-

SSfXfZlll iTteir Prime amice of infer,
from the US and one from Aus-
tralia.alia- pea, withWWM ggSjFSFZ&Sg
JSStflsuTt

b

h
J£.

Were OD,y 29 Witn.term.dl.nea and rjt

ever recorded by the survey -
leaving a net gain of only one.
The total foreign banking pres-
ence in London is now 463, its

highest on record.

European banks have also
grown strongly: in 1982 there

with the general public.
The survey shows a 40 per

of only one. grown savn&y: in 1982 there eent rise in intenpatiariea’ edm-

TSFJ? * 00n,pared to plaints that fieWfbrces knownow 4W, ns .io» now.IHQ mb ' F""™ “«**• JUIWS.IUJUW

:

* ^ » sssr* *•-'™y,s

•’

-v-' .

r.

JV-V aI

e new arrivals included the London - 1987. Noel Alexander
\ There was akn » bio ««» i*

o notulv praatorf Kanlrind IVm-rlwilu. CTamba 1
4I*™ W2S aiSO a Dig HSe illthree newly created banking Associates, Wardrobe House, I comDlaints that insMfflnM «li

eiihoirfiarioc nf fhrw* lanf* Jan. Wnntrntu. EV-AI/I «™lp*aintS UlaC UlSpemOTO Cali

Arthur Young chief to

he Ultramar chairman

subsidiaries of three large Jap: Wardrobe Place, London EC4V ““***“”" ““
anese brokerage houses, fraiwa, 5AH. Teb 01-236 1851. MMtamy Samuels, managing

A -«• T -u • a
director of Taylor Nelson

Arthur Young chief to assftjsjSMara
, t companies’ efforts on improv-

be Ultramar chairman jM-gw—*—
— . yA,.. nciinn,.-n However, some life companies
FINANCIAL TIMES REPORTER appear to have neglected sales-„ .

force activities. He says this is
ULTRAMAR OIL and gas group dent of American Ultrimar, toe clearly an area requiring inune-
wiU complete its reorganisation US subsidiary. diate correction,
of senior management in July Mr Darby, 67, joined Ultra- The survey shows notable
when Mr John Darby, former mar’s board last month as exceptions to this general criti-
chairman of Arthur Young, chairman. He will attend to clam. Standard life Assurance,
chartered accountants, becomes planning, finance, and share- Scotland’s largest life company,
executive chairman. holder and City relationships, greatly increased its lead in theMr Lloyd Benson, chairman Yesterday he said Ultramar overall ratings given by inter-

FINANCIAL TIMES REPORTER

chartered accountants, becomes
executive chairman.
Mr Lloyd Benson, chairman

and chief executive, will con- had been through a substantial] mediaries for standards among
flflllA flC AViUlll#!Va AXil n 1 w -* — — » I lie. « « atinue as chief executive and slimming down since oil prices life company field forces,
concentrate on operations. collapsed two years ago and Other life companiesconcentrate on operations. collapsed two years ago and Other life companies with
The changes arise from retire- that a leap forward might be improved ratings Included

ment next month of Mr Dale forthcoming. But it was too Equity & Law. General Acci-
Austin, group chief operating early to say if there would be a dent Life, Scottish Equitable
Officer. chnnffe in ffrniin stra^tfv and finn lllian/uoncer change in group strategy. and Sun Alliance.
Mr Benson will assume most Mr Darby was a partner in Insurance Brokers Monitor.

of Mr Austins responsibilities Arthur Young for 28 years and Taylor Nelson, 44-46 Uvoer
except that Mr Peter Raven, has been chairman for the past High Street, Epsom Surrey
finance director, will be presi- 13. KT17 4QS. Tel 03727-29688.

Glasgow plans

business park
at festival site
FMandN Timas Baportar

PART OF THE SITE of the Glas-

LhSr

gow Garden Festival, which
opens in the spring on the site
of the former Princes Dock,
close to the city centre, will be
used as a 16-acre business park
after the festival ends.

Successful companies, Hite the people who nan
ta, rarely stand still.

;.9Sew
markets. New ways to expand their business.

But the cash to do that can be dffficus* &©
FasrEcuHasli? if their working capital Ss tied up in
invoices that customers haven”? paid yet.

ESM, iff your company has a turnover Cn excess of

ByreturnswewtBpayupto80% oftheInvoicevalue.

And In the process, release the working capital

necessary forthe growth off your company^

We’d even provide sales ledger management and
give you fun protection agsdnst bad debts Iff you’d like

us to.

it really Is as ebnpte as that.

The Scottish Development
Agency in Glasgow has agreed
•to new proposals for the site In

conjunction with L&ing Homes
but subject to the approval of
Strathclyde Regional Council,
Glasgow District Council and
the Clyde Port Authority.

KFirst class

service and a

professional

Z%2m,QCV, C.F.!. provid®a SotaSSy
As 60 Wh0m furthe*t’ we’d^

Shad can hdp. our ntonsy on wheewer contaeta U3 first.

It’s caS&ed invoice discountingand Itworks lake this. ^ ^ |
Each tsene your accounts department sends an

mw wS H

invcace to a cusiossier {for export sa‘©s too, ifyou wish} INVOICE DISCOUNTING
tSaey ssnd a copj? to us.

Aside from the business park,
which should create a further
1 ,000 jobs, parts of the 96-acre
site will be given over to an
J I-acre park, an il-aere river-
side development with tourist
attractions, some prestige hous-
ing developments and a pedes-
trian bridge over the Clyde
from the Exhibition Centre.

ASHIBATA
THESAUAMA BANK(JAPAN)

Mr lain Robertson, SDA chief
executive, said the agency and
Lalng Homes recognised some
time ago that what Happened to

ftwllFactoring International Lea
wr of ilia KatfeMifKaaMnter BankGroup

time ago that what Happened to
the site after the festival
should provide the maximum
lasting benefit for the Govan
community and the city of Glas-
gow.

All you ever need to know

‘
- V.'u'V

Mr Marshall Bryce, of Laing
Homes, said the company was
enthusiastic about imaginative
use of the site after the Garden
Festival.

London: 01-251 3333
Brussels: 02-219 1607
New York: 212-513 1570
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UK NEWS
Economists

forecast

slowdown

in profits
By PMS0 SMphttii, ftteri&Mc*
Conupondmi

THIS YEAR cfitild irfftrk the
beginning of the end of the
promts rewdswnoe for British
Industry, accdrdjng to a. study
published today by economist#
at Phillips A Drew, the City
securities house.
Profits for Britain's industrial

and commercial companies
hav? risen by an average 20
dent a year since i960 but the
prospects for 1966 and 1989
are for increases at less than
half that rate, the study says.
The shard Of profits in thC

economy had risen sharply
Since 1981 and is now back to
the level df the lfcte 1960s. The
improvement has Men ftertteto
forty marked In manufacturing
industry, which dboounts for
about half the activity oF *}l
industrial and comm^ciai coth
parties outside the oil sector.

Phillips & Drew says that the
surge to profits reflects moth
Better labour productivity after
the shake-out to the 1960 reces-
sion, lower taxes on employ-*
inert, and falling oil and com*
modify prices. ' investment
spending Ms been Subdued as
industry has acted to extract
pram efficiently from a
sBUdfe? capital bade at a time
when output has been expand*
ina vigorously.
The study adds that, in the

immediate future, profit perfor-
mance sfin continue to be
buoyed by the momentum of
activity. Order boohs are at
record levels and unit costs
likely to be held down while
margins rise.

In 19 months’ time, however,
"profits growth could easily fall

away to zero/ aa a result of a
prospective sharp slowdown in
activity a* consumer spending
alow* and industry loess com-
petitiveness.

Profits could revive again ifl

1989, the study says, but only
if two conditions are met: the
Treasury will have to allow
some depreciation of sterling to
help exports, mad companies
will need to cut more jobs to
restore productivity. -

Nan-legal staff

to decide on
prosecutions
By Raymond Hughes, law
Courts CvaspoalfM .

THE Crown Prosocufign Sendee
is to proceed, with its scheme to

let its non-iegal staff decide if

some prosecutions should be
brought, in :Spite of CPS law-
yers’ threat to challenge it this
week by seeking judicial
review.
The lawyers are represented

by the civil servants' First Divi-
sion Association.
The CPS said a meeting with

the FDA ended in deadlock. It

intended to Introduce case-
screening by non-lawyers. -

The scheme was backed by
the National Union of Civil and
Public Servants. It provides for
some minor cased to bp cheeked*
and approved by % trained
executive officer, working
under close supervision gad
guidance by -ft MSibr lawyer,
the CPS said- „

The PDA disputes the CpS
definition of minor

CEGB studies

switch to coal

at oil-fired plant
BYliAUfaeetAMinidOff

THS CENTRAL Electricity Gen*,
orating Board is considering
converting to coal burning as Its

big oil-fired power station at
PaWley, Southampton, next to
the site where it wants to build
a new 1,800 MW cote->fired
plant.
Both plants would be able to

use coal imported in large Ves-
sel? from Australia, Colombia
dr Veneauela if that proved
cheaper then coal from the Mkh
lands,
F«wtey A”, completed nearly

20 years ago, played a key role

in helping to keep the Ughta on
during the miners’ strike* But it

is now used mainly far meeting
peak winter demand.
Under a pre-feasibility study

recently carried out for the
CEGB, It might be converted
ftom oil to coal using a technol-
ogy called “cyclone combus-
tion", used most Widely in West
Germany. The study was Con-
ducted for the CEGB by Stone &
Webster, the US engineers,
using equipment made by TRW,
another US group. •

Pawley’s hew, purpose-built
>wer station, for which the
EGB recently submitted plans

to the GovehSmCatt, Would Ooft-

sinhe about 6m tonnes of eoal A
year. Conversion of Pawley “A"
Would double the Site’s con-
sumption to lOnt tonnes a year.
Both plants could be Supplied

With coal landed at a nearby
jetty along railway HneS which
the CEGB wants to extend.
With the electricity industry

plunged tnto uncertainty over
privatisation, it Is undent

g°E

University-industry link

offers course in design
BY RICHARD TOMKMS, MIDLANDS CORRESPONDENT

WARWICK UNIVERSITY’S pio-

neering partnership between
irfdtistry and higher education
is to include a course in design
for manufacturing.
The course is in the universi-

ty’s integrated graduate devel-
opment programme, an unusual
part-time master’s degree
course for yttntg engineers and
managers

.

The scheme is run jointly by
companies and the university to
equip future leaders of industry
with advanced technical and
managerial skills.

.
Seme as companies have

[joined the scheme since it began
In 1081 and there aze 860

young Industrialists on the pro-
gramme. Sponsors include Aus-
tin Rover, Lucas Industries.
British Aerospace and
Rolls-Royce.

Subjects to be covered by the
design systems programme will
include, creative design and
product quality and reljabflity-

The course was launched on
Friday by Lord Young, the
Trade ana industry Secretary.
He said: "The IGD in design

systems will help produce a
fresh breed of managers who
understand the fundamental
importance of design - the
bridge between marketing and
product success,”

'

Parts market database
BY NICK GARNETT

A DATABASE listing 16.009
engineering and electronic com-
ponent makers in the UK has
been launched to help large
manufacturing companies to
find potential suppliers.

The database has been set up
at a cost ofSim by Datacross, a
company with financial backing
from Reed International It says
H if the only computer-based
matching system of Us type ip
Britain-

The sarvioe Is designed to
deal With information on manu-
factured components !h
mechanical engineering, plas-
tics, electrics and electronics.
The suppliers on the database

provide details of their prod-
ucts, the kind of contract work
they can offer and their general
technical expertise.

Potential buyers pay £100 a
year to use the service. If they
are seeking competitive tenders
op a component supply contract
worth £5,000 or more, they can
send details to the Datacross
office in Londop.
Component makers pay noth-

ing to be on the database. How-
ever, if they want the name of
a potential buyer ttey have to
pay a £2,000 fee. That allows
the supplier to request the
names of buyers on 40 separate
occasions over any period

Law Lords widen grounds for

appeals over rateable values
by pAw.cwE*aw«T,iteowmrycqrrbbwdent

companies lit dispute With The
the Inland Revenue about the
rateable value of their proper-

ties have had their
strengthened by a i

meat of the Route «f
Lawyers and property Spe-

cialists this weekend have been
assessing the implicafitste <rf a
judgment jlfttlMl weekly
Lord Keith of Ektffel and four
Other Law Lords, ft accepted
the claim by Addis, the brush
company, chat the rateable
value or a /property should be
lower becausejt ia just outride
an Enterprise rate.
The key taste ip the eatehte

been a defteitiw of the Word
“state* In the Gfnerel Rate Act
1967. Rateable value can
change if The fstate“ .of the
building dwtogte from the time
of the last fSutH owenwrotel
property vwuatkeu In 197*.
That is easy to assess tf, for

example, a motorway is rite

through the front
more difficult to
the change feft

a less tangible
establishment of an
Zone.
“The word ’state’ should In

my opinion be given a wide con-

struction, so as to Include
intangible as well as physical
advantages and disadvantages,”

said Lord Ketch in his judg-
ment
The implication is that the

circumstances to which compa-
nies can claim raring relief are
wider chan have hitherto been
permitted by the Inland Reve-

nue.
'

“The advantage of the ded-
aten is

a broad
tedition. .. ,r .

people wanting relief to put to

proposals,” commented Mr. ten

Galcnby of McKenna mid Oo,

the lawyers Who handled the
Addis case to the Lords.

existing rateable "valuesT “We

it open the
against

our
exif _
wifi have to look through
flies and see if there is any-
thing Which wUl ioUow Adtfis,"
•aid Mr Man Logue, the rating
specialist at Japte Lang Woot-
toa, chartered surveyors.

But Mr Fitel fttodham cf Ger-
ald By*, wrogto who sped-
«Use en rating matters, com-
mented! "The Onus of proof is

still Oh the ratepayer to show
that there has wn some diral-

nutien of value-”

The iRtefoft effect will be
On rating appeals that have
bffsn wMttoJE tor the Lords

_ _ j are thought to
in 'the Swansea. arte,
Addftfi^ctoryisnitu-

factory is Just out-
Swansea Valley
in wlttdi com-

h*va a 10-year exesnp-

* * 100 per
NStetojc for capital

dn commercial
existence of an
tends to tower

the rental value (from which
the rateable value is calculated)
of premises neighbouring it,

simply because companies can
obtain more benefits inside
than out
This has beat a common phe-

nomenon around Enterprise
Zones throughout the UK. Since
1081, 25 of them have been set

up as a means of stimulating
economic growth in run-down
areas.
Both Addis And the Inland

Revenue agreed that the rate-

able value or the Addte factory
would be 136.600 if the conse-
quences of too Enterprise Zone
were taken Into account and
£45,600 if they were not.
As the Law Lords have

accepted the Enterprise Zone

factor aa a reason for towering
rateable values, properly spe-

cialists expect a string of valua-
tion appeals from property
holders m a position similar to
that of Addis.
But Lord Keith's acceptance

of the broad approach to the
circumstances affecting a prop-
erty opens up the possibility of
appeals in other sectors. Mr
Needham noted that where a
steel company Is subject to EC
quotas, lower production levels

might affect the value of the
property, thus reducing its

rateable value. Similarly the
value of shop properties could

be lowered by changes in the
neighbourhood.
Tf there are changes in the

circumstances surrounding a
property, people are more
likely to get relief than before,*

said Mr Gatenby.
But the results of that relief

might he ihdft-lived. The
Intend Revenue ft beginning the
long haul of fite first revalua-
tion of coiihasrdal premises in

England and Wales since 1979.

The revaluation trill be. based
on 1989 values and will be the
bate for she introduction of a
uniform business rate in 1999.

There is now a fear that the
probability df extra work in
assessing immediate rateable
values, as a consequence of the
Law Lords’ judgment, could
cause a blockage at the Inland
Revenue to the middle of prepa-
rations tor that change.
The Government itself could

also face & tricky problem. It

pays local authorities a sum to

compensate them for the rates

they lose because of the tax
holidays, in- the Enterprise
Zones. H *U1 now have to ask
itseff wJwher it should offer

extra compensation for rates

the authorities could lose as a
reads o* ttW 1*W Lonis* judg-

ment.

Maurice Samuelson examines a region’s power station choices

Sale in the wings for Ulster’s electricity

Whether the project will go
ahead. The proposal for the
new coal station has too
Aroused strong environmental-
ist concern in Hampshire,
where local authorities are
expected to demand • planning
inquiry.

The CEGB, anticipating a pos-
sible rebuff, has already
announced that It ft looking at
an alternative site at Klngs-
north, Rent

Environmentalist opinion in

the Pawley area will sow he
further reinforced by the dis*

closure that coal burning is also
being studied at the existing
F*wtoy swsoa, The CEGB is

likely to point oat that replac-
ing oil with opal would auto-
matically out down the sulphur
emissions from the power sta-

tion even without fine-gas
desulphdrisatjon equipment
being installed.

In addition to the new Pawley
power station, - the CEGB v
planning a second 1800 ttw
plant alongside Its coal plant at
West Burton, Nottinghamshire.
Far from arousing local con-
cern, the scheme there is

assured Qf a warm Welcome, as
it boosts the prospects for the
local coal industry.
Both pew stations are needed

to balance the CEGB’s system
in the south, where demand is

growing fast. The Fawiey site

was also chosen to strengthen
the electricity industry's ability

to turn to imported coal as a
lever in negotiations with the
coal industry.

THE PRIVATISATION of elec-
tricity may reach Northern
Ireland much faster, if leas
comprehensively, than other
parts of the UK.

It could even start this year -
three or four years earlier than
the rest of the UK - If ministers
allow the private sector, rather
than the publicly owned North-
ern Ireland Electricity, to build
and operate a new power sta-
tion which H expected to sup-
ply about a third of Ulsters
electricity,

. The private sector could also
be admitted to IftfgedCale elec-
tricity generation if ministers
decide to opt for an alternative
scheme to increase the cote
capacity of the large Kilroot
oti-fired station, part of which
is already bring Converted to
coat
The ligniteplant would be the

first of its kind in the UfC, and
would exploit some of the
brown coal deposits with which
Ulster is richly endowed. Minis-
ters are weighing up two rival
proposals for a lignite plant,
one from NIE afla the other
from Antrim Power Company, a
private consortium comprising
Bechtel International. GEC Tur-
bines, Hanson and Lament
Holdings.
Ministers and officials are

comparing both proposals with
NIE s claim that the high costs
of building a mine-mouth power
station to burn the lignite
would cancel out the cost
advantage of local lignite over
coal shipped in from Scotland.
Completing the conversion of

Kilroot could be achieved to
four years at a cost of £150m,
compared with the £50Om con-
struction cost of the proposed
lignite station.

Ulster’s electricity industry,
with a capacity of well under

Dr Roelof Schierbeek, chairman Of NIE, and the Kilroot on-fired power station

2.000MW, is barely 5 per cent
as big as

.
that of the rest of

Britain. It has only three
elderly power stations in opera-
tion, compared with the much
newer 78 stations In England
and Wales. But the uncertainty
in Belfast is no less intense
than in the rest of the electric-
ity industry.
The ministers’ decision is

keenly Awaited by British Coal,
the fuel suppliers, and two
rival lignite mining interests.
These are British Petroleum,
which lifts exploration rights to
the lignite at Crumlin, and the
Australian-owned Meekfttharra
Minerals, operating at Ballymo-
nfty.

Failure to adapt Kilroot 2 to
coal is expected to cut British
Coal’S sales to NIE from 1.3m
tonnes a year to 750.000 tonnes
a year, by the early 1990s,
when Belfast West, the UK’s

oldest functioning power sta-
tion, is due to close.
With Kilroot 1 out of Service

until it starts- up on coal later
this year, NIE’s three opera-
tional plants are: the coal-fired
Belfast West station (240MW)
and the oil burners at Rally!um-
ford (1.000MW) and Coolkeer-
agh (360MW).

Belfast West, built nearly 35
years ago, burns 550,000
tonnes of Scottish coal a year.
It has worked on base-load
since 1974, when oil prices
increased, and its boilers are
said to be deteriorating rapidly.
It also raises pollution problems
since it is near Belfast’s city
centre and NIE will need to
close it in the early 1990s.

Codkeeragh, started to 1956,
is Utile used and although there
is talk of extending its life with
high efficiency coalt firing tech-

nology, there are no immediate
plans to do so.
That leaves only the oil sta-

tion at Ballylumford and the
first half of Kilroot (to start
running on coal later this year)
at a time when electricity sales
have been rising by 14 per cent
over the past four years and
are set to continue growing at
at least 3 per cent per annum
for the foreseeable future.
With Ballylumford and Kil-

root I supplying only 1,500MW,
it is estimated that the province
needs an additional 450MW, by
about 1993, with perhaps a fur-
ther 300MW as Ballylumford
gets older.
An announcement about the

next stage could be made in
March or April by Mr Tom
King, Northern Ireland Secre-
tary, or his energy affairs min-
ister, Mr Peter

Officials in Belfast deny that

politics will influence the deci-
sion which, they say, will focus
solely on what scheme offers
Northern Ireland consumers the
best economic deal.
However, if ministers choose

a lignite-first solution, politics
would be inescapable since they
would face a straight choice
between public and private bid-
ders.

It would be surprising if the
lignite scheme went to NIE,
whose historically poor finan-
cial performance reflects its
reliance on aged and predomi-
nantly oil-fired plant, and given
the Government's commitment
to privatisation.
Not surprisingly, Mr Roelof

Schierbeek, chairman of NIE,
seems as touchy about this pos-
sibility as CEGB chairman Lord
Marshall is at some of the pro-
posals for reforming the elec-
tricity industry in England and
Wales.
Even if ministers agree that

the economics of completing
Kilroot are decisively superior
than heading straight for a lig-

nite plant, Mr Schierbeek, could
be to a no-win situation, since
they might only approve it if it

were financed and operated by
the private sector.
A detailed proposal offered to

ministers by S. G. Warburg, the
City merchant bank, concludes
that the returns on Kilroot
would be “relatively high". It
envisages a private consortium
operating Kilroot 2 under con-
tract to NIE. When the capital
is repaid, in about 10 years, its
ownership could then revert to
NIE.
The plan, believed to have

been commissioned by British
Coal, has arrived too late to
affect the “number-crunching"
of the Department of Economic
Development.

British Gas,

companies

arewinning

morethan

-—THE GAS ENERGY^-*
MANAGEMENT AWARDS

THE ENERGY TO WIN

This year over 320 organisations from all over the

country, representing different sectors of industry and ts> '

commerce, entered the Gas Energy Management Awards.

The four national winners

listed below were chosen from

those who won the Regional

competitions. We’d like to offer

Ourcongratulationstothem aiL

With the support -and

advieeofourTechmcalConsuhascyService,allmadeconsider-

able fuel savings with typical payback periods of two years.

Our energy could help to improve your company’s

competitive edge: To find out how call Peter Cleall, Manager

Industrial Development on 01-242 0789, or contact your

local British Gas Region.

We can’t promise you a Gas Energy Management

Award, but we can certainly give
_ _ 0

you the energy to win. DflllSH MuS
ENERGYISOURBUSINESS

tHS FORD MOTOR COMPANY LTD AWARD FOR PROCESS HEATING H & R JOHNSON (NORCROS PLC) AWARD FOR NEW TECHNOLOGY
HEREFORD GALVANIZERS LTD AWARD FOR FIRST USE OF GA5 GEC SWITCHGEAR LTD AWARD FOR SPACE HEATING AND HOT WATER

V
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NEI and Balfour concede
defeat over Chinese plant
BY NICK GARNETT

NORTHERN ENGINEERING
Industries and Balfour Beatty
conceded defeat yesterday In
their turbulent and sometimes
bitter battle with GEC Turbine
Generators to secure the Yue
Yang power station contract in
China.

announced last month
that it had won the contract to
supply and design the station
after the signing of a memoran-
dum of understanding with the
Chinese power authorities. NEI
denied that that meant GEC
had won the contract.
The issue was finally

nsolved at the weekend whenGEC officials formally signed a
contract in Peking for the coal-
fired station project, worth
£165m in equipment supply.
Apart from being responsible

for station design and plant
commissioning, GEC will make
the turbine generators. FKI-
Babcock currently the centre
of speculation that it might sell
its power station equipment

business If a bidder made a
large enough offer, will supply
the boilers.

J.
h* Joss of the contract,

which NEI thought it was on
the point of winning last year
with Balfour Beatty as the
main civil engineering contrac-
tor, is a serious blow for the

“The situation at NEI Parsons
remains unchanged," NEI said
in a statement yesterday. “The
company’s future was never
dependent on Yue Yang. NEI
Parsons has a steady ana cont-
inuing workload of spares,
refurbishment, modification
work plus general engineering
contracts which amount to
&60m a year."
NEI is bidding for work in the

Far East and Middle East but
its biggest hope is the UK’s
coal-fired station programme.
Any further delays in the pro-
gramme because of the privati-
sation of the electricity Indus-
try would hurt the company.
NEI expressed disappoint-

ment at the loss of the Yue
Yang contract. “We believe thatGEC has ended up with a con-
tract on less than satisfactory
terms, an official said.
GEC said It would not godown to a price level at which

it was not happy with a con-
tract.

«P°n Tyne company.
NEI lost its battle with FXJ-

Baboock to supply boilers for
the Sizewell B nuclear station
in Britain and believes it is
more or less out of the main
supply contracts for the domes-
tic nuclear station programme

It Is also in a battle to secure
work on the Rihand Two star
tion in India, where it acted asmam contractor on Rihand One.
Its principal competitor is aOfYllaiWflM C ^_1_. j: /iviaconsortium including GEC and,
possibly, Ansaldo of Italy.
NEI’s Parsons turbine busi-

n®ss
« which employs 3,000 peo-

ple in Newcastle, now has no

work*
turbine mai,ufactaring

Foreign funds help lift venture
capital investment to £708m
BY CHARLES BATCHELOR

Bichard Branson: Enthusiastic
about joint ventures.

Intourist

invitation

to Branson

Honeywell Bull
to create 250
jobs this year
By Nick Garnett

Child action group calls
for fairer tax system
.BY MICHAEL PROWSE

THE UK operation of Hone-
ywell Bull, the computer manu-
facturer, will increase its work-
force by about 250 this year
after increased sales last year.
Honeyweii Bull UK, which

produces a range of mainframe
and small computers as well as
software, said it took £153.7m
of orders last year, an increase
of 18 per cent on the £ 129.9m
in 1986. Total sales were up to
£195.1m from £ 177.1m in 1986.

Pre-tax profits were almost
‘unchanged at £23.3m compared
with £23.7m a year earlier.

The company, which employs
2,600 people, said profits would
have been much higher but for
the costs involved in restruct-
uring early last year.

Honeywell Bull was formed
last March within a new owner-
ship made up of Groupe Bull of
France, Japan's NEC and Hone-
ywell of the US.

Mr Brian Long, chairman of
Honeywell Bull UK, said pro-
ductivity at the company's
Newhouse plant in Scotland
was continuing to improve with
the use of newer technology. '

THE CREATION of a fairer tax
system should be the ChanceJ-
1°r sfirst priority on March 15.
the Child Poverty Action Group
says »'n a Budget submission
published today.
.The Pressure group points out
that the wealthiest have gained
disproportionately from tax
changes since 1979. The taxand national insurance contri-
butions of a couple on half
average earnings have risen by
£4 over the period while pay-ments from a couple on five

SK^SST ciumj,gs h*"
The study notes that the bet-

ter off also benefit from a "wel-
fare state" of tax reliefs and
perks. A couple on £30,000 ayear can derive more state
assistance from mortgage inter-
est relief, the married man's
allowance, and subsidies for
pension and company car than
can an unemployed couple withtwo children from supplemen-
tary benefit, housing support
and subsidised school mealsT
The report says there is no

.case for cuts in the basic or
higher rates of tax, changes

be
J*
efit U* better

off more than the poor. Instead,
it urges measures to make the

* tax system fairer, increased
- support for families with chil-
'• dren, and an overhaul of the
5 taxation of husband and wife.
1 advocates: abolition of the

married man’s tax allowance:
removal of the £295-a-week

l ceiling on national insurance
: contributions; restriction of all
*ax reliefs and allowances to

;

the basic-rate tax; taxation of
fringe benefits at full value;
and the strengthening of capital
taxes, which raise less in
Britain than in nearly all other
prosperous industrial countries.
Child benefit should be

reviewed at Budget time, says
the report, because it was a
replacement for child tax allow-
ances. It says children have
been discriminated against
because the real value of the
benefit has fallen by 8 per cent
since 1979 even though adult
tax allowances and earnings
have risen considerably faster
than inflation. It urges the Gov-
ernment to raise the benefit at
least to keep pace with prices
and make good previous cuts.
*2®nee for a change: the

1988 Budget and beyond. Child
Poverty Action Group. 4th

I

Rnanclal Times Reporter

MR RICHARD BRANSON,
founder of the Virgin group,
has been invited to become
a director of Intourist, the
Soviet Union’s tourist
organisation.
A Virgin official said he

“enthusiastically con-
sidering the invitation. He
sees the post as a gesture
towards encouraging fur-
ther trade links and joint
ventures between the West
end the Soviet Union.”
The invitation, probably

the first to be made by
uitourist to a non-Soviet dt-
toen, followed Mr Branson’s
visit to the country last
month, when his privately
owned Voyager Gron

INDEPENDENT BRITISH ven-
ture capital funds raised a
record £708m last year,
approaching three times the
£250m raised the year before,
according to Venture Econom-
ics, a specialist consultancy
company.
A feature of venture capital

fund raising last year was a
1 liuge increase in commitments
from foreign investors, which
displaced UK pension funds as
the main source of capital, it
says in UK Venture Capital
Journal.
Foreign institutions put up

&244m against £28m the year
before while the pension funds
increased their commitment
from £97 to £226m.
Venture capital has emerged

as an important source of
equity funding for unquoted
companies over the past
decade. It invests in young com-
panies with the aim of making

a capital gain when they obtain
a listing or are bought out.
Independent venture capital

funds have played an increas-
ingly important role over the
past seven years. Before 1981,
the industry was dominated by
3i (Investors in Industry) and
“captive” organisations owned
by banks and other institutions.

„
The latest figures bring to

£1.79bn the amount raised by
the UK independent funds since
the beginning of 1981. Of that,
64 per cent has been raised in

Business Expansion Scheme
funds), the survey shows.
Existing venture capital man-

agement groups have accounted
for nearly three quarters of the
total capital raised in each of
the past two years, while the
number of new groups entering
the market has declined.

Kinnock
starts

Middle
East tonr

There is increasing spedallsar
tion in the new funds, with
sharp increases in the numbers
set up to invest internationally
and in management buy-outs.
The five independent funds

set up in 1987 to invest mainly
in buy-outs accounted for 41
Per cent of total funding. Last
year also saw the launch of the
nrst Eon-denominated funds.
The large increase in commit-

ments from foreign investors
was due largely to US invest-

management buy-
Funds from the Con-

!

onent and the Far and Middle
lEast also increased.

the past two years.
Thirty-six funds were set up

last year - most by manage-
ment groups with existing
funds.
The industry now appears to

be segmenting into two group-
ings: larger Binds raising more
than £20m (of which there
were 12 last year); and smaller
funds of under £10m of which
there were seven (excluding

NHS competition trials backed
BY ALAM nne fiflmi mrae8V ALAN PIKE, SOCIAL AFFAIRS CORRESPONDENT

THE CASE for experiments in competition between district
competition between public health authorities as part ofhealth authorities through their review of the whs
interna] markets Is supported

--

by current evidence, a paper
published by the Insitute of

^ ------ v. ua; li Uwi
Mr Robinson makes clear in a

preface to the paper that he
does not have the “degree ofEbllshed by the Insitute of does not have the “degree of

morale Affairs argues today, confidence in the free marketMr Ray Robinson, reader in as an allocator of resources"
economics at Sussex ITnivpnifv rhamrfoHcrin * ^ .

cal facilities in a smaller range
of districts.
In addition to those potential

disadvantages, the practical
difficulties of implementing an

— ommmj I COUCI 1X1 M
economics at Sussex University chi
and currently seconded to the of
King's Fund Institute, a health anc
care think tank, says the evi- of
dence is insufficient to warrant vie
adoption of internal markets H
throughout the National Health dan
Service in a single move but the
there is a case for experiment, the
possibly within a single region, pen
Ministers are known to be less

internal market system would
be considerable. But, he sug-
gests, the arrangements might
enable the NHS to benefit from
scale economies.
The system would require

each district health authority
to have a balance sheet and
income statement.
^Efficiency and the NHS: A
Case /or Internal Markets? LEA
Health Unit, 2 Lord North
Street, London SWIP 3LB.
S4.50
Editorial comment. Page 20

— ——t.w.1 ui leauurces
characteristic of most Institute
of Economic Affairs authors,
and regards himself as critical
of many of the institute's
views.
He gives a warning of the

danver thot . .

*,?
n5£Jha£ infernal markets in

the NHS might make at***

p

to
the service more unequal and
penalise low-income and other
less mobile individuals by con-

[ By Michael CasaaB,
FoflUcal CofTMpondont

MR NEIL KINNOCK, the Labour
;

Partyleader, today, starts a: one
-week fact-finding tour ofithe
Middle East, including a visit to
refugee camps in Israeli-occu-
pied terroritiea.

f,"'
'

He will hold talks is Cairo
today and is likely to meet
President Mubarak* whom he
saw in London three weeks ago,
before departing tomorrowfor
talks with Jordan Government
members in Amman.

. V
On Wednesday Mr

will fly to Israel to meet Mr
Yitzhak Shamir, Prime Minister,
and Mr Shimon Peres, Foreign
Minister.
Before leaving London yestev

day, Mr Kinnock said the Israeli
Government was patently
divided on a solution to the
Gaza. Strip and the West .

issues, although there was
widespread public support for
the idea of an international con-
ference to find a peaceful solu-
tion.

He believed he was going- to
the Middle East when there
were signs that it was -on the
threshold \of possible progress/
towards resolving the question
of the occupied territories. •

He is with his wife.,and
returns next weekend.

1

He
leaves continuing i>fKmr Party
<»ntroversy over his leadership
style and the chance of an
rnitumn challenge to his ncs-
tian.

Sir StfS-"

&r.

clli

gt* T"j:

Sr>-‘

A.. , -
De u,u

.
uiie inaiviauais by con- **.50

considering ways of increasing centrapng some specialist medj. Editorial comment. Page

forestry tax loophole
POP STARS and top sports per-
sonalities axe making millions
out of a “scandalous" tax loop-
hole over forestry, Mr Gordon
Brown, an Opposition front
bench spokesman on Treasury
affairs, said yesterday.
The Labour Party is poised to

launch a campaign demanding
that ui next month's Budget, Mr
Nigel Lawson, Chancellor, ends
the system which, it alleges, is
transforming Britain’s forests
into some of Europe's biggest
tax havens.
Mr Brown said: “A total of

f3fm a year - £250m since
1979 and £150m more than the

Government has ever admitted- is being given away in hand-
outs to some of Britain's best

top-rate taxpayers,
including pop groups, sports
personalities and other public
figures.

“Yet Tory ministers, happy to
allow a thriving tax-haven
economy at the top, turn a
blind eye to an ever-increasing
ra?Se of forestry tax loop-
holes.

Mr Brown said his party
would demand action by the
Chancellor against tax conces-
sions that had already been cri-
ticised by the National Audit

Office, the Public Accounts
Committee, the Nature Conser-
vancy Council and the Country-
side Commissions for Scotland
and England.
“The tax relief, which can

mean a 70 per cent subsidy for
forestry investment, including a
£100-an-acre forestry grant,
allow individuals who buy tanH
to set all planting costs, all
interest on purchase loans and
maintenance charges against
their ordinary incomes."
He said taxpayers could also

receive tax concessions on
income from felling and
the trees.

Hejwidof continuing threats“ — CmnnafAn Ru. -

“2* to foroe a Ieade?5hip «2-
tost that Campaign was trying
to mobilise distrust and wai
refusing to take part™Labours policy review.
He said there was a certain

amount of squawking hw*™^
Campaign members wantedHungs their own way.
Cm BBC radio be said the idea

of taking on a leadership chal-

hun. But, although he was cer-“ of the outcome of any con-
test, the decision was not his.
However, any challenge would
““tract from party priorities.

rt«ht to stand for the

5tiSt£!
,p ander *** Party con-

stitution was not at issue: it

St of JjwSgmart ofthe impact a contest wouldhave on the party.
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APPOINTMENTS
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l

"
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New board for Ashby & Horner
BOVIS has appointed Mr Dob
Gsikell as managing director
of Ashby & Bonier. lie remains
managing director of Ashby ft
Homer Holdings, which was
bought by Bovis last month. Hr
Frank Lampl* am executive
director of P&O and chairman
of Bovis Construction, will be
chairman. Ashby ft Homer's
building resources are being
combined with Yeomans,
another Bovis company. Other
Bovis/Yeomans executives on
the new Ashby & Horner hoard
will be: Mr Peter Craift, deputy
managing director and
operations director; Mr Jdftey
Soloway, sales and marketing
director. Mr Robert Thuriow,
estimating director, and Mr
Tony Ring, non-executive
director. Mr Clifford Mullet*,
finance director, Mr Michael
Hall, special works director,
and lb Thomas Jtedfern, eOntr
pany secretary, are from Ashby
& Homer. Fur Aahley Boddy,
former managing director of
Ashby * Homer, and the com-
pany's estimating and commer-
cial director, Mr Brian Coatee,
are transferring to Bovis Con-
struction as senior executives.

nation
raittee

Mr ji

Mr H*kqsh! BaB, chairman of
the peraf Group, haa been
elected chairman of the

pint consultative com-
the RIBA for 1908. -

9f$6nal has been
director of

_|M£; Sunderland, He
was director and financial cog-
txdtet: "X

' •'

Mr Roger F. Bonghton has
been appointed managing direc-

tor, transport services division,

with FABER BREST, Rother-
ham. He Was commercial man-

with Sutton and Son (St
etefflO-

HADRIAN INTERNATIONAL,
Hexham, lias appointed- Mr
nil^ Addison as managing
director, fife was finance duec?
tor.

Mr Kufc Wbtgnwa has been
appointed director and general
manager of the steering and
suspension division of AUTO-
MOTIVE PRODUCTS, Learning-
ton Spa, partoftheBBA Group.

. *
Mr Alan Bmehar is joining the
board of AUKETT ASSOCI-
ATES as a atennexaputive direc-

tor- Hewas chairman v>4 chief
executive of the Extel Group.

.
- *

Mr Robert Oswald Bo^e tuu
been appointed pension fluid
investment manager at
ALBERT E. SHARP, stockbro-
kers.

HODGSON IMPEY [has
appointed Mr Mlrbaol Best as
manager of the national trust
department. He
at BurlaY 4 Geach,

Mr 8«irb Tdrutib president
directear general, and Mr
Jeka-H«mndbnw, dlrpcteur

general, of CdF Chimie, andMr
Glanrico Geisseler, directeur
general of Lorilleux, join the
board of COATES BROTHERS.
This follows the acquisition of
Lorilleux International by
Coates.

*
Mr Canton Esphavn Jensen
has been appointedchief execu-
tive of PRTVATBANKEN, Lon-
don, in succession to Mr Chris-
tian Ffgast, who becomes head
of the merchant bank depart-
ment at head office in Copen-
hagen. Mr Jensen was head of
the corporate banking depart-
ment in.Copenhagen.

*
Mr Patrick JA Butler has
been appointed, an assistant
general manager and head of
capital markets in the London
branch of CREDITANSTALT.
He joins from Chemical Bank
International, where he was an
executive director.

*
Mr Guy Bell, director of
Gatwick Airport, has been
appointed an executive director
of the parent company BAA
from. March 1.

*
Mr Colin Howman has been
appointed managing director of
SYSSCAN UK in succession to
Mr Dag LundervoM.

Following the retirement of Mr
Alfred Moeller, who is return-
ing to Germany, AEG (UK) has
combined its electronic compo-
nents and standard products
divisions at Slough and
appointed MrJJL Cockerfll to
the board as divisional director.

Mr BUI Hoboes has been pro-
moted to managing director of
CALIFORNIA SOFTWARE
PRODICTS. He was UK direc-
tor.

'

*
Mr Nicholas Miller has been
appointed a director and Mr
William Marie an assistan
director pf GUIDEHOUSE, issu-

ing house and corporate finance
ana of The Guidehouse Group.

LAWSON MARDON GROUP has
appointed Mr H. Martin Plow-
den Roberts to the board. He is

a director of Argyll Group, and
is to becon>e chairman of Dairy
Crest Foods,

*
Hr Colin Shellatt has been
appointed chief executive of
WESSEX WATER.

*
Mr Michael Neaje has been
appointed chief executive of
NOTTINGHAMDEVELOPMENT
ENTREBPRISE. He was with
Neale & Partners.

DALE ELCTRIC INTERNA-
TIONAL has appointed Mr Tom
McDonald ** non-executive
chairman from March 25 in snc-
eessfon to Mr Jpseph Palmer
who remains s nort-executive
director.

ST, PAUL (UK) has made the
LDpota

JJ. White, chairman; Mr Vart-
Ids Boghoe, managing director
and chief executive; Mr CA.
Bone; Mr PA. Butler; Mr LE.
Lainson; Mr JAB. McLaren;
Mr NJ. Moore; Mr AJL Tay-
lor; and Mr F. Goddard, com-
pany secretary.

ERNST & WHTNNET has
appointed Mr JDavid Tunatall

as senior manager in the corpo-
rate advisory services depart-
ment, Edinburgh.

*
STEETLEY BRICK ft TILE has
appointed Mr Peter Horn as
sales director of its UK brick
division. He was general sales
manager.

*

rrj^r--r
XW:

Dr ..Michael Wright
become group managing
director of MOLINS. He
joined in IMS as managing
director of the tobacco
machinery holiness. He suc-
ceeds Dr Teas Frenkel, who
continues aa non-execntive
chairman.

Mr Brian Wootton has been
appointed chairman of the man-
agement committee of the
ASSOCIATION OF PROPERTY
UNIT TRUSTS. Mr Wootton.
representing the Hill Samuel
Property Unit Trust, succeeds
Mr David Doubble, who has
resigned as he has left Roths-
childs and is joining Friends
Provident Life

WPP GROUP has appointed Mr
John A. Quelch as a nonexecu-
tive director. He is an' associate

professor pf business adminis-
tration at the graduate sehool

of business management at Har-
vard-University where he
teaches the multi-national mar-
keting management executive
program.

• •

Mr Roger Bootle, economic
adviser to Lloyds Merchant
Bank, has accepted a consul-
tancy with UK money brokers
MAYFLOWER GROUP.

THOMAS FRENCH ft SONS,
tmenta to the Manchester, has appointed Dr

John Slater as group finance

director.

Hill Samuel
Investment

Group changes
Mr Soger Kitson has been
appointed chairman of HILL
SAMUEL INVESTMENT SER-
VICES in place of Mr Richard
Wales, who has become deputy
chief executive of H&tS Group
and finance director, assuming
broader responsibilities In the
UK. Mr Wales and Mr David
Barker, managing director. Hill
Samuel Investment Manage-
ment, have become joint chair-
men of Hill Samuel Unit Trust
Managers in place of lCr Kitson
and Mr Neville Bowen. Mr
Mark Tennant has been
appointed managing director of
Hill Samuel Unit Trust Manag-
ers. Mr David Pritchard has
become managing director of
Hill Samuel Investment Services
International as well as being
chief executive of Hill Samuel
Investment Services. Mr Philip
Hampden-Smith has been
appointed a director of Hill
Samuel Investment Services
International. Mr Peter Morris
becomes deputy managing
director of Hill Samuel Life
Assurance while remaining
appointed actuary.

Mr Christopher Pope, chair-
man of ELDRIDGE, POPE ft

CO., has taken on the additional
new role of chief executive. Mr
Jeremy Pope becomes sole
managing director. Mr
Anthony Pope retires as an
executive director on May 1,
but remains a non-execntive
director and consultant.

*
Mr Derek Lee has been
appointed chief executive of
H&H FACTORS, part of the
Heller organisation owned by
Fnfi-Bank. Be was general man-
ager of Mercantile Credit, and
joins H&H on February 16.

*
BARCLAYS BANK has
appointed Mr Alan Budd, pro-
fessor of economics at the Lon-
don Business School, aa eco-
nomic adviser to the group
from August 1.

*
SOUND DIFFUSION has pro-
motedMr Terry Hnggfna to the
board as group managing direc-
tor.

*
Mr Nicholas Pattie has joined
GRANT THORNTON'S tourism
and leisure division. He was

director of Baxrstt
share ft Hotels.

*

Mr John Ward has been
appointed managing director of

i

WILLMOTT DIXON DESIGN
AND BUILD.

Mr Martin E. Trowbridge has
been appointed an Independent
member of the board of the
INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
REGULATORY ORGANISA-
TION. He was director general
of the Ghemical Industries
Association.

.X

WE BELIEVE
FUTURES
ARE THE
REALISTIC
HEDGE
FOR THE
REALITY
OF RISK.

Risk is neaL It's la every business

and every transaction. Whetherasso-
ciated with stocks, precious metols,

debt Instruments, Interest rates or

crop yield?... risk affects you. And
that’s why the furures market was
creeled. For yourprotection. In any
market Forprice certainty In uncer-

tain times. Fora cushion against loss.

Fbra realistic hedge against risk

for the hast futures markets, look

to the Chlcego Board ofTrade. Jr's the

largest and oldest futures exchange

in the world, where the most h^hty
capitalized traders transfer risk, day

and night.

In the teal world of risk, tfs

realistic protection. We believe In H.

9 ChicagoBoffldoT&ade

The exchange k> befieve in.

tw.nfWmilwWT>ifc

What sort
OF FINANCIAL
SERVICES
COMPANY

BEHAVES LIKE
THE F.T?

The differences between a national

newspaper and a company like yours are

not as big as you might imagine.

You have many things in common.

You’re both marketing perishable

information. It just happens that yours is

Specifically finanrifll.

Consequently, your deadlines

are just as unyielding as those of

any reputable newspaper.

And although you may rely

on the latest technology to keep

abreast ofmarket movements, how

can you ensure your published

advice reaches your clients in time?

The answer is a Monotype

financial publishing system,

integrated into your data Base.

It can turn the latest stock

market trends into illustrated printed

matter at the touch ofa button.
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The Fed: defining what to worry about

ANTHONY HARRIS

TUB Fed-watchers on Wall
Street have had a frustrating
time of it in recent months.
Watching the Greenspan Fed
is about as exciting as watch-
ing a tree grow; there has
been just one cut in the offi-
cial discount rate since the
new chairman took office.

Indeed, had it not been for
the very effective securities
market support operation on

October 10, the watchers
might doubt that there was
anything to watch. Old habits
die hard, though, and last Fri-

day the bond market rose
sharply on the news of a
smaller trade deficit, and then
fell back on the rise in pro-

ducer prices.

This could mean that deal-

ers hoped that the Fed would
now relax about the dollar, or
alternatively worry more
about inflation. More likely, it

means that they hoped to
drum up a bit of trade on
these news items. If they are
really watching the Fed, the
dealers ought to know that it

is unlikely to change its mone-
tary policy on such scanty
evidence.
The Federal Open Market

Committee (FOMC), which
sets policy, has good reason
to be cautious. The governors
are all relatively inexperi-
enced and know that it will
take time to build up any-
thing like the prestige enjoyed

by their former chairman, Mr
Paul Volcker. They know, too,

that it is far more important
to maintain confidence than
to make sure that the timing
of any policy change is

exactly right. The economy is

reasonably robust; the finan-
cial system, creaking with
excessive debt, is not.

Maintaining confidence
means, among other things,

showing that they are their

own men. Even if they were
tempted to cut interest rates,

which some of them certainly
are not. the heavy hints
which have been heard from
Mr Beryl Sprinkel, the chair-
man of the Council of Eco-
nomic Advisers, and more
recently from the US Trea-
sury, should be enough to
make them pause. It has been
fatal to the Fed’s prestige to
be seen to be yielding to polit-

ical pressure ever since Mr
Arthur Burns cut rates when
President Richard Nixon
thought he needed some help,
and unleashed inflation.

One of the present gover-
nors, Mr Wayne Angell,
argues that this was the event
which produced monetarism.
Mr Burns was a respected
economist and, incidentally, a
favourite teacher of the arch-
monetarist, Professor Milton
Friedman. If Mr Burns could
not be trusted, who could?
That was the appeal. Gover-
nor Angel! suggests, of a rigid

numerical rule which would
leave the- Fed no scope fOr

independent decision.

Unfortunately the rigid rule
produced some pretty terrible
results. Policy in both the US
and Britain now takes a great
deal into account besides the
money numbers. In other
words, it involves judgment.
The present FOMC is deter-
mined to avoid premature
verdicts.
This makes some commenta-

tors impatient. It is clear,
they argue, that the US econ-
omy is slowing down. Retail
sales are no longer buoyant;
construction, which is inter-

est-rate sensitive, Is in out-
right depression; and real
estate values, against which
so much shaky debt is

secured, are soft in some
places and near free fall in

others.
The truth is that it is not so

easy to .read an economy
which is in the middle of a
huge structural change, .or to
define what the Fed ought to
be worried about. Orders are
buoyant and manufacturing
industry is showing some
signs of overheating. The
recent rise in producer prices
is suggestive, though it sim-
ply reversed an earlier fall.

High levels of overtime work-
ing and growing skill short-
ages are also warning signals.
Above all, the fall In the

dollar has eased competitive
pressures previously holding
down US prices. Some basic
industries, notably paper;
chemicals and metals, are
stretched to meet, demand. All
this argues for caution.
The governors would like to

be able to look past these con-
tradictory indicators to some-
thing more objective and con-

clusive. That is why Governor
Angell and his colleague. Gov-
ernor Robert Heller, have
been urging the Fed to use

commodity prices as a mone-
tary policy indicator. Here,

they both argue, is an impor-
tant advance indicator of
inflationary pressure, which
can be observed hourly in a
free market and which is

likely to respond to changes
in monetary policy. A policy

which damped down swings
in commodity prices would
probably stabilise the value
of money effectively.

There is an obvious logic

about this and tbe argument
is also politically appealing.

Treasury Secretary James
Baker has proposed a com-
modity index including gold
as a basis for a new interna-
tional monetary system. The
supply-aiders believe that a
commodity rule would have
prevented what they see as

Mr Volcker's excesses and
allowed Reaganomics to work-

in the real . world, though,
the commodity standard does1

not seem to live up to supply-

side hopes. Markets are
rigged by cartels or price sup:

port schemes. Prices are

affected by weather, by
changes in technology' and by
chance resource discoveries.

Governor Angell believes that

an index of commodities
which are held in stockpiles

would work best, since stock-

piling is responsive to
changes in interest rates; but
he has not proved it so far.

This does not invalidate the

idea, since neither governor is

arguing- for a commodity stan-

dard, but simply for a com-
modity indicator among other
indicators. Indeed, Governor
Heller claims that the com-
modity index is already part
of - US monetary policy,
because it regularly comes up
in FOMC discussions, though
it is not officially listed as. a

target. This shows something
of-the drift of policy thinking

in the new Fed.

It suggests that when the
FOMC worries about infla-
tion, it is not somucheon-
eemed about average prices^
which reflect past events,;45
about trends in costs: It xfalf
Worry about wages and
domestic prices, but not about
import prices. It .will, setTts-
policy about the dollar

'
(low

against Europe, blit high
against some important bade
partners like Mexico^ and
Korea) by trade develop-
ments: strong trade mlght
argue for-a stronger dollar, i .,

Finally, it will trust mar-'"
kets, responsive to pressures
which cannot yet be mea-
sured, to make the marghuLt
adjustments, and folJqw th*

at a dignified inteVvaU'-As
the US economy loqkslong as ... ...^

reasonable - healthy, F«k
watching is likely to remain a
dull occupation, y \-.jr

INTERVIEW

Faithfully yours
Stewart Fleming talks to Pat Robertson, the new force in the US presidential race

PAT ROBERTSON is a man in
search of a new identity. He
is poised uneasily between
the persona he is trying to
lose, the Christian fundamen-
talist and television evange-
list who predicted in 1980
that the world would end in

1 982, and the image he is try-
ing to create - the business-
man politician of Presidential
timbre, who would lead a cru-
sade from the White House
aimed at “restoring American
greatness through moral
strength".

“1 am deliberately down-
playing expectations in terms
of any theological significance
as to my campaign," he said,

before his triumph in the
Iowa caucuses last week,
when asked whether his Pres-

can Party's presidential nomi-
nation.
Some say that the Robert-

son insurgency is threatening
to tear the party apart. “Rob-
ertson is not acceptable
socially or culturally" to the
local party hierarchies as
they exist today, says a for-

mer aide in the Reagan White
House. There are fears of civil

war at local level because of
the accompanying influx of
fundamentalist blue-collar
Christians into a party in
which many officials pay
mere lip service to the social
agenda of the religious right.

Marion G. "Pat" Robertson
is, on the face of it, an
unlikely guerrilla warrior in

the Republican Party. The son
of US Senator A. Willis Rob-

of television evangelists has
been sullied in the past year
by the scandal over the sex-
ual and financial dealings of
his one-time friend, Mr Jim
Bakker. To avoid that label,

Mr Robertson points to CBZfs
record and describes himself
- accurately - as a successful
businessman and an educator.
He has resigned from the min-
istry and given up his posi-
tion at CBN in order to run
for the Presidency.
No one knows how many

evangelical Christians there
are in the US- A 1978-79
Christianity Today-Gallup
survey put the number at

PERSONAL FILE

idential campaign was raising' ertson, he proudly traces his
hopes among the faithful
which no mere mortal could
fulfill.

Minutes later, however,
when the question was
whether he would be running
for President if it were not
God's will, Mr Robertson -
who believes that his prayers
turned aside a hurricane and
that he has frequently talked
with God - responded: “In my
heart I know what I am sup-
posed to be doing, 1 have seen
confirmation recently, I am
now running a solid third and
I have challenged the Vice
President. This is confirma-
tion of what is in my heart."
Mr Robertson is a 57-year-

old ordained minister, with a
cherubic smile and volcanic
temper. A week ago, he not
only challenged but defeated
Vice President George Bush in
Iowa, coming second behind
Senator Robert Dole in the
first contest for the Republi-

roots back to the Churchills.
“1 am descended from John
Churchill, the second Duke of
Marlborough," he says,
adding that his family came
to his home state of Virginia
in the 1750s.
He was educated at Wash-

ington and Lee University, in
Virginia, and at Yale Law
School, Connecticut. People
who knew him at college say
he was more interested in
women and poker than reli-

gion.
But he experienced a reli-

gious conversion shortly after
his marriage and became a
Southern Baptist minister. In
1960 he founded the Chris-
tian Broadcasting Network
(CBN) and has since made it

the fifth largest cable televi-

sion programming network
system in the country. In
1986 it received $183m in
donations and it has some
4.000 employees. The image

1930: Bom hi Virginia.

1950-1959: Educated at Wash-
ington and Lee University,
Yale Lav* School and New
York Theological Seminary.

I960: Founded Christian Broad-
casting Network.

1961: Ordained as a Southern
Baptist minister.
987: /1987: Announced Republican
presidential candidacy in
October.

between 40m and 50m (the
total population is about
•240m). But evangelicalism is

not monolithic. Many of Its
parts are disconnected and
diverse.
Mr George Marsden, profes-

sor of American church his-
tory at Duke University
Divinity School, North Caro-
lina, says that evangelicals
are united in their belief in
the final authority of Scrip-
ture, the importance of a spir-
itually transformed life, eter-
nal salvation only through

persona] trust in Christ and
the importance of evangelism
and missions.
Many evangelicals say they

are uneasy about Mr Robert-
son’s candidacy, but many
more, who have come to know
him through his national tele-
vision show, are becoming
passionate supporters.
“He is a true man of integ-

rity, he believes in what he
says. Listen to him. I truly
believe God's hand is on him,
that he cares deeply about
children, about moral stan-
dards,” says Ms Lynn Latour-
ette, a charismatic Iowa evan-
gelical.

But Mr Robertson is claim-
ing that, as he plays down his
televangelist past, he is not
only attracting support from
evangelical Christians who
have never voted, but also
picking up formerly Democrat
blue-collar votes. This claim
gains some credence from the
fact that in Iowa's cities he

illed as well as the winner,
ause so many of his sup-

porters do not come from the
ranks of traditional Republi-
can voters and are hard to
identify in polls, they have
been tagged his “invisible
army".
Mr Richard Fite, of Cedar

Rapids, Iowa, says: “Pat is the
first Republican candidate I

have supported. I voted for
(Vice President) Mondale in

most powerful nation on the
face of the earth . . . the
strongest militarily . . . the
wealthiest . . . the freest".
But he is more populist in
tone, for example attacking
defence industry profiteers.
Above ail, he addresses the
moral agenda of the religious
right - on which Mr Reagan
made promises but failed to
deliver.

"The United States is at a
crossroads. We have a crisis
in this country, we have a cri-
sis of leadership, we have a
crisis of education, we have a
crisis in the Federal budget
deficit and we have a moral
crisis. We have the break up
of the moral foundations of
our nation," he says.
However, he shrewdly also

covers everyday concerns:
better quality education for
the young and better health
care for the old. “I particu-
larly do not want to be Presi-
dent of a nation in which a
senior citizen can go into
bankruptcy in order to get
adequate health care," he
says.
His solutions include the

privatisation of the social
security system, tax breaks to
promote the family, zealous
opposition to abortion, an
all-out assault on illiteracy
and "the plague of drugs",
and a vehement anti-Commu-
nism which would have as its

1984 and for (President) long-term goal not just the
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Carter. But' the Democrats
have lost their sense of real-

ity. Pat got me right here," he
says, putting his hand on his
heart, "(he) tells about
recreating the United States I

was brought up in school to
believe existed. I am trusting
the future of my children to
Pat Robertson, 1 have that
much faith in him."
Mr Robertson's message,

delivered with energy and
suppressed passion by a man
who has the capacity to hold
an audience in the palm of his
hand, appeals to the many
Americans who yearn for
what they see as a purer
nation, less tolerant of abor-
tion and homosexuality, more
determined to tackle the drug
problem and less influenced
by politicians, in whom they
have lost confidence.

destruction of the Soviet
empire, but of Communism in
Russia itself.

Nor is he in any doubt
about the implications of
these views for the Western
Alliance. “(If) the Europeans
say they no longer fear the
Russians, they trust Gorba-
chev, glasnost is a lovely doc-
trine that is going to benefit
the world; in that case, the
Americans should just as well
pull their forces back and let

Europe pay (for its own
defence). As a matter of fact,

I believe America after 40
years has spent enough
money and our allies should
begin to share the burden."
Two things are striking

about the progress of his cam-
paign so far. One is the politi-

cal skill being shown by a
man who has no experience in

He hits many of the same running for public office. It is

themes as President Ronald ironic, and a tribute to Mr
Reagan did in 1980, particu- Robertson, that the man most
lariy the jingoistic strain. He frequently identified as hav-
talks about America as “the ing a public image problem on

the Republican side is Vice
President Bush, not the
preacher turning politician.
The other, and this helps to

explain his success so far, is

the way in which his Republi-
can rivals, fearful of alienat-
ing his supporters, are avoid-
ing attacking him, even
though there is evidence that
he has been less than forth-
right in acknowledging some
of his beliefs and past state-
ments. For example, he ini-

tially denied having said that
he believed that only Chris-
tians and Jews were qualified
to govern in the US, but he
had to recant in the face of a
television tape of his remarks.

The Democrats - if he gets
that far in the presidential
race - are likely to be less
fastidious.

Many Americans are dis-
turbed by the links between
church and state and the
moral absolutism inherent in
his candidacy. This helps to
account for the polls which
show that the obverse of his
supporters’ devotion is the
hostility he evokes among
voters who do not back his
candidacy.
Broadening the base of his

support and reducing those
negative ratings is one of the
main goals of his campaign.
Tomorrow’s New Hampshire

primary will test his ability to

do so because, although a con-
servative state, it is not one
in which evangelical Chris-
tians are numerous.
Even if he does not do well

there, his rivals expect him to
be a force to be reckoned with
in the bible belt and the
South. He has enough fervent
support and enough money to
stay in the race up to the
Republican convention, where
he claims, and some of "his

rivals fear, he could command
as much as a quarter of the
votes. His support could be
decisive in determining who
the Republican Party's cham-
pion will be.

The case for the camera
NOW THAT Parliament is
coming to terms with commu-
nication to the public through
the television screen, what
chance is there that the law
courts will follow suit? While
the courts have long since
learnt to tolerate, if not to
welcome, the journalist with
his notepad, they have never
countenanced his presence
with a camera.
So insistent have the courts

been on excluding the camera
(when they are sitting in open
and not in camera), that Par-
liament has prohibited all
forms of photography. By a
section in the Criminal Justice
Act 1925, no one is allowed to
take any photographs, or
even make a sketch, whether
of a judge, juror, witness or
party to any proceedings in
the civil or criminal court.
The prohibition is not con-

fined to the courtroom. It cov-
ers the building and its pre-
cincts while the court is

sitting. And the law protects
the classes of person men-

advocates) that only last
week Mr Justice Farquharson.
trying a murder case at the

Old Bailey, was on the point
of fining a photographer who
had been at the court and had
taken a picture of the victim’s
relative, some distance from
the Central Criminal Court.
When it was established that
the incident occurred beyond
the court’s precincts, the
judge reluctantly conceded
that there was no contempt,

but he nevertheless bound
over the photographer not to

bring a camera into the Old
Bailey. Cameras in the press
room there were instantly
withdrawn.
Even in the US, where some

stated have permitted televi-

sion cameras into their court-

rooms, the traditional view
holds sway. Justice William
O. Douglas, one of the promi-
nent liberals on the US
Supreme Court during the
chief justiceship of Earl War-
ren, wrote in 1960:

Photographing or broad-

exists in the minds of most
lawyers and judges a marked
distinction between reporters
with pens and those with a
lens.

While journalists sometimes
experience difficulties in car-

seen to be done.
Courts are both the symbol-

ism and the reality of justice
in action. The ban on broad-
casting and photography is
maintained on the ground
that their intrusion would

rying out their reporting, no detract from the dignity ofone seriously questions their the proceedings, degrade the
right to be in court, to write
down what they hear and see.
and to produce a fair and
accurate report. Special
places are provided to facili-

tate this non-participatory
activity in the courtroom.
Contrariwise, broadcasters
and photographers are taboo.
Whatever the reason, and
however debatable the logic
of such differential treat-
ment, the distinction is there.
Media spokesmen argue,

with force, that the distinc-

tion made in the past - and
reflected in the Act of 1925 -
simply ignores the evolution
of Che electronic press and, in
the process, favours one

court and create misconcep-* TT TC’TPTVTT A AT
tions about the trial process. J UiJ I aIN1/\J.NMaintenance of the dignity
and posture of the court is a
legitimate concern. The court
must be a quiet, even a serene
place. Its single-minded pur-
pose. the pursuit of a just res-
olution of the issues in dis-
pute, dares not be diminished,
much Jess influenced or dis-
tracted. if television were to
have that effect, the banwould be sustainable. Butwould it?

Television has as groat a
potential to enhance public
perception of the administra-
tion of justice as it has toharm it. It could report trialsmedium of communication fairly, accurately

Iha ntkar THa nM J
.

,u W llO

tioned when they are entering casting of trials imperils the
or leaving the building. Advo- fair trial of which we boast. It

cates, it appears, are not pro- is not dangerous because it is commentator was the repre-

over the other. The old proper solemnity, just as Yt
assumption, that the newspa-
per reporter or the periodical

the

presents other events, like the

SfK °P*ninR of Parliament
by the Queen.

teeted from pens, pencils or new. It is dangerous because sentative of the unseen multi- If a trial is dignified there
brushes in the court, or cam- of the insidious influences - ’ nere

eras in the precincts. which it puts to work in the
So jealously, or zealously, administration of justice."

guarded are the courts and Whether the charge is true
! the actors in them (except the or not, one fact is clear: there

tude, can no longer be so nar- is no intrinsic reason why tefrowly applied. The camera ovision cannot report it with
enables the public to see for dignity. If the trial process is
itself the attainment of the undignified, or if the oartici
principle that justice must be pants - be they judge advo^

cate, witness or party - mis-
conduct themselves, then the
public should know about it

and see it. There is no greater
correction to public misbehav-
iour than public exposure. If
there is value to the trial
being in full view of the pub-
lic - and clearly we set great
store by the openness of j'us-

tice - there is no reason why
we should not enlarge the
publicising of the courtroom
event.
Because of the blanket pro-

‘hibition on visual reporting of
courts, there is no evidence in
this country about the effect
television would have on tri-
als or the public's impression
of the trial process. As with
Parliament, the time has come
for some experiment. We
could usefully start with tel-
evising the Appellate Commit-
tee of the House of Lords, the
judicial arm of Parliament.

(_y 1 .ISjQ
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when they’re
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the world.
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management
THERE COULD hardly be a better

symbol of Britain’s manufacturing

decline than the Sheffield cutlery

industry. Output and employment
in this Northern town have more
than halved in the past 15 years,

swept away by a tide of imports

from Asia and Europe.

Viners, the largest company in

the industry with 530 employees
and 51 2m in sales, crashed in

1982, and a year later Richards of
Sheffield, the UK’s largest pro-

ducer of pocket knives, also suc-

cumbed. British cutlery produc-
tion fell by a third from 1975 to

1980, and a further 15 per cent

from 1980 to 1984, levelling out
over the past three years.

In startling contrast is the
record of Richardson Sheffield,
maker of kitchen knives (not to be
confused with Richards of Shef-
field). Between 1975 and mid-1987
Richardson’s production rose four-
fold, compared with a 50 per cent
decline in the UK industry as a
whole; approximately half the
company's output is exported.
Against stiff foreign competi-

a.:
/

•Iwtaj.'.vs

1980-100
,

OUTPUT TRENDS
200 " Richardson's

- index of real sales

,

Deflated by wholesale J

price index i

160 I UK cutlery $
1B0V production

. .Wv /I

Emfflon

Operating profit*

E melon'

Turnover
1986 fl. 1987 figure#

__ do not exclude
inter-company tracing

a Return on h
A capjtel

..if
Uemployed/i

1975 77 79 81 83 85 1874 76 78 80 62 84 86*67* 1974 78 78 80 82 84

Source: DTI Business MonMor.FtldiBidson SfcaMsM •6 months to June * Year tc June

tion, especially from the Far East,
Richardson currently holds a 35
per cent share of the UK market
for kitchen knives, and is the larg-

est supplier in Western Europe, its

largest export market.
A fifth of its exports go to North

America and it is rapidly expand-
ing export sales to Japan. Its sales
have expanded 16-fold since 1975,
from £750,000 to virtually £I2m,
its employment has increased
five-fold to 400, and its pre-tax
profits from £44,000 to £2.1m.
Pre-tax return on investment aver-
aged 21 per cent over the decade
to 1984, rising to 36 per cent a
year for the two and half years to
June 1987.
Richardson Sheffield is one of a

number of “British winners" being
studied by the Centre for Business
Strategy at the London Business
SchooL All of them are diamonds
which gleam among the ashes of
the UK’s so-called “post-industrial-
ism*.
But why should this one com-

pany thrive so exceptionally
among the ruins of Sheffield’s cen-
turies-old industry? If macro-eco-
nomic forces are as inexorable as
some economists believe, why has
one team of managers been able to
defy them so completely?
Richardson’s success was

founded initially on excellence in

production. This was enhanced in
the early 1980s by a programme
of product development and
strong selling, which is now being
reinforced by marketing. It is best
known for its “Laser" kitchen
knives, and in 1986 added the
“Staysharp" brand and a range of
“Sabatier" professional knives.
First established in 1839,

Richardson remained a family
company until 1956, when Jerome
Hahn, head of an American knife
assembler and distributor and one
of Richardson’s major customers,
bought the majority share and

How Richardson Sheffield has
achieved a cutting edge

BY CHARLES BADEN-FULLER, ROBERT M GRANT AND CHARLES HAMPDEN-TURNER

later the whole company.
Until 1966 Richardson made

only knife blades for Hahn and
other suppliers, but thereafter
dedicated an increasing part of its

operations to making the whole
product. This policy was consum-
mated in 1984 when it acquired
Elford Plastics, its own principal
supplier of knife handles.

Its owner is now McPherson’s,
an Australian knife producer,
H&hn having sold out in 1986
because of his advancing age. But
Richardson's driving force has
always been its British managing
director, Bryan Upton. Be left

school at 13, later joined Richard-
son as a production “progress
chaser" in 1959, and rose to man-
aging director by way of works
manager in 1966.
When Upton rook over he imme-

diately “realised that we would be
out of business in ten years"
because “we were manufacturing
blades by such antiquated meth-
ods . . . There were plenty of
guys in the Far East developing
automated methods of production
that would kill us. We threw every
penny we had into the plant and
we designed and built our own
equipment It took us a long time.”
The attitude at Richardson to

process engineering since then has
been “Japanese" in the sense that

advance has consisted of scores of
incremental improvements, rather
than any giant leap. The chief
engineer, Bob Russell, has devel-
oped and built much of Richard-
son’s specialised machinery
in-house. For instance, he and his
staff built from scratch the auto-
mated grinding machines which
currently produce the “Laser”
knife. These allow an operator to
supervise six machines, each prod-
ucing a blade every five seconds.

Russell explains that “we could
have contacted a specialised
machinery builder and bought
something costing half a million
pounds, but it would have been
their machine doing their job, not
our machine doing the job we
want done. Best of all, our
machine cost about £5,000."
As every manager knows, one of

the great difficulties (and opportu-
nities) in industry is getting differ-
ent specialists to work effectively
together. Richardson has always
managed better than most; over
the past two years, for example, a
small team of mechanical and elec-

tronic engineers has been put
together by a newly-recruited
manufacturing systems expert in
order to develop and build elec-

tronically-controlled machines.
Electronic sensors now measure

the wear on the grinding wheels

and change them automatically.
Quality and consistency are also
electronically monitored; an opti-
cal projector tests the keenness of
every knife blade edge. Step by
step, computer control is being
extended to the whole production
floor.

Surprisingly, Richardson has not
sought enormous increases in vol-
ume and scale. It has increased Its

turnover by making ever higher
quality products, and has simulta-
neously reduced cost, a classic
“virtuous circle".

Since 1979, this emphasis on
manufacturing has been supple-
mented by product innovations.
The idea for the first, the “Laser”
knife, came from America. Sears
Roebuck, the large department
store chain, asked Hahn for a
knife that would never need
sharpening. The request was
passed to Upton, who initiated a
crash development programme.
After “a lot of sweat and tears"
his team came up with the answer;
a knife guaranteed to stay sharp
for 25 years.
Richardson patented the Laser

blade and has since steadily
.improved it and broadened the
range of product variants. Among
other development projects, it now
has engineers at Manchester Uni-
versity researching into a knife

for the year 2000.
Though the Laser project was

customer-led, it exposed the com-
pany's weakness In marketing.
The 1980 launch of the Laser on
conservative British retailers was
initially a failure. Richardson
responded by persuading journal-
ists to attack them in the media,
which shamed store buyers into

placing orders. “Within three
months we were into every
department store in the land,”
says Upton.
This formThis form of sales promotion

was a decidedly blunt instrument,
but Upton was loath to add any-
thing that smacked of marketing
excess. By 1985 he had brought
himself to recruit a professional
marketing manager, who now has
a four-person team.
But it was not until 1986 that

Richardson made use of television

advertising and large-scale profes-
sional market research. Emphasis
on styling and packaging is also
new.
Upton admits that the integra-

tion of marketing into a technical

and sales-driven company has
been one of the most difficult
transitions he has had to make.
Some of the initial choices of
employees and outside agencies
have had to be changed, for
instance - not without pain.

Richardson's slow conversion to

advertising and other elements or

the “marketing mix" very much
reflects its traditional dislike of

Trills. Along with Its innovative

drive, this permeates everything it

does; machines are built at low

cost, products are developed on

tight budgets, and people are often

dealt with in similar fashion.

Upton says: Tve got one of the

best designers in the world and he

costs me next to nothing. He s a.

Sheffield silversmith and does ail

our designs from blades to handles

to packaging . . Jt’s the same in

other areas.”
This atmosphere is not an easy

one. The company Is close-knit and
retains and promotes those who
are hungry for extra work and
additional responsibility, and who
can persuade others to work over-

time to beat each new deadline.
Financial rewards may not be bril-

liant - average weekly earnings
for all employees in 1986-87 were
£123 a week - but many of the
workers are young, and promotion
prospects are good.
For example, Denise Odgen

packed kitchen knives IB years
ago and is now production super-
visor in charge of 140 girls aged
16 to 21. “Managers come here and
they either love it or hate it," says
Gordon Bridge, the deputy manag-
ing director.
The team refuses to tolerate

bureaucracy, even that of its cus-
tomers. When a large German con-
tract came in some time ago,
untranslated and full of penalty
clauses, Richardson ignored the
small print, focused on the dead-
line and made it- “If we’d waited
to translate the document, we
couldn’t have done it in time,”
says Bridge. “No-one can match
our prices or our delivery times,”
he claims. “Take an order we got
from Italy . . .We had six weeks
to manufacture a million and a
half sets of knives - at less than
60p a set - to print the packaging
and get it approved, and to
deliver. We made a profit. There’s
no Far Eastern supplier can com-
pete on an order like that."
Significantly, Richardson

describes itself as an engineering
company, not a cutlery specialist.

It is a learning community con-
stantly improving every aspect of
its operations. It stresses delega-
tion, personal initiative, owning
up to mistakes so everyone can
leant, designing satisfaction into
all jobs, spotting challenges and
confronting them at once, teaching
by example, avoiding adversary
relationships of Us and Them,
demanding the best.
Above ail is the sense of zest.

“You never, never stop learning,"
says Upton.

This article is based on a fail

study qf Richardson Sheffield - A
British Winner. Available from
Centrefor Business Strategy, Lon-
don Business School, SussexPlace,
London NW1 4SA. The authors are
all associated with the Centre,

VATmen stalk

avoidance

HM CUSTOMS & Excise last

month moved to ^lay fears

about a recent VAT tribunal

derision that could have cost

companies millions of pounds

of tax. Customs also made
clear, though, that it has

VAT-avoldance schemes
firmly in its sights, and that

inspectors will be alert to any

such arrangements during

their visits to companies.

The tribunal case concerned

the ability of companies
which make some VAT-ex-
empt sales to reduce the' bur-

den of VAT they themselves

pay (known as input tax).

One of the basic concepts of

VAT is that input tax on pur-

chases to only recoverable if

the purchases are used to

make taxable sales. Input tax

related to exempt sales -

which include land, insur-
ance, finance, health and edu-
cation - is not recoverable.

Many companies make both
fsyrfthip and exempt supplies

and so can offset only part of
their input tax. New so-called
“partial exemption" rules in

force since April 1 1987 out-

line how these companies
should attribute their input
tax to the various supplies
they make.

Before, a more liberal sys-

tem gave companies the
.chance In some circumstances

|
to offset input tax even if the
{eventual supplies to which
they related were

:
exempt.

A recent tribunal decision
(Neuval* Ltd and Frambeck
Ltd.) overturned an artificial

scheme designed to take
advantage of these pre-1987
rules. In the process, though,
it tacitly applied the post-
1987 rules to earlier cases -
potentially exposing compa-
nies to large VAT bills.

Customs has now reassured
'companies that it will not be
japplying the letter of this
judgment, though it still

intends to attack artificial

avoidance schemes. This has
brought a huge sigh of relief

from tax advisers and a num-
ber of large companies,
though it is tempered with
caution. “It’s very good news
indeed. But the question of
what constitutes avoidance is

not clear,” says James Dixon,
a VAT adviser with accoun-
tants Ernst & Whinney. .

A dozen other . allegedly
artificial schemes have . been
challenged already. VAT
inspectors, who visit most
companies every three years,
will examine records with an
eye to spotting these
schemes.

Richard Waters
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Olaf Baer/Wigmore Hall

MaxLoppert
On Thursday, as the central
panel of last week's Schubert
Ueder triptych, Olaf Baer gave
his first UMXdon performance of
Die Winlprrcise. This was a
recital of rare Schubertlan
accomplishment - and, more
important, the demonstration' of
a fresh, powerful, undutiful
approach to a masterpiece so
often wrapped in reverential
artistic cotton wool.
Evaluation of what makes the'

young German baritone so spe-
cially remarkable a Lieder
singer should begin with a few
of his -basic excellences. His
utterance of his . native law-

less than perfectly secure and
supportive, was not always ide-
ally alert in his response to Che
stager’s lyrical impulses and
glancing changes of emotional
colour — no doubt the closest
Winterreise partnerships take
time to develop.) One mast fer-
vently hope that the particular
radiance of Baer's Schubert
singing will never be compro-
mised m the process.

Architecture/Colin Amery

gunge is marvellously dear,,
simple, and beautiful - in the
best way it is hard to tell
whether it is. the words or the
notes that are bring sung. His
sense off .linear shape and flow
is unfailing, and his light,, pure
vocal production allows almost
no gap (apart from a moment or
two of top-note uncertainty
under pressure) between artis-

tic perception and its realiza-

tion in performance.

WherrSchubert moves from
minor to major mode, at a
moment oT unbearable revela-
tion. Baer's freshness and hon-
esty of style and manner are
always frit with medal keen-
ness. The sum total of these
and other.-Unked qualities was
a Wtnterreise in which the
focus was thrown with most
direct and unfettered intensity
on the music - on the cyclical
unity of the songs (and this
despite Baer's downward trans-
positions), on their containment
of the.most profound emotional
tremors and terrors within a
simple lyric structure.

To say that the focus was
musical was therefore to pro-
claim the uininterrupied dra-
matic integrity of the perfor-
mance: there was never the
least hint of an interpreter's
grand plan to get this or that
particular insight across.
Future Baer accounts of the
cycle will no doubt show far-
ther developments along these
lines. (Geofrrey Parsons,
though his playing was never

til his final recital on Saturday,
featuring Stekuxxnengesang and
a selection of songs to texts by
SridJ, it was precisely that radi-
ance that continued to glow and
leave one marvelling at the
sheer beauties Baer consis-
tently brings to his Schubert.
There may occasionally be pas-
sages When the voice lets its
grip on the focus sHp; but for
the most part the sound Is so
mellow, so meltingiy sensuous
as to make any other voice in
this music at least temporarily
seem quite lacking.
The songs ofScftwanengesang

were not intended as a
.
eyrie

and they veer uspredictably
between extremes. If the sing-
er's view of them as yet falls
short in any way, it Is that he
does not always react to these
changes of mood as Sharply as
he might: the light humour of
"Die Taubenpost” was not
printed or playful enough, and
the twist at the ending of “Hur
Bild" - a characteristic moment
of Heine bitterness - lacked the
final stab of pain.

.

Nevertheless the feeling at
the end of the performance was
one of heartwarming fulfil-
ment. and of peaks and troughs
that bad been fully encom-
passed. It has been said before
in the coarse of these recitals,
but it must be said again; Baer
is an exceptional singer in the
field of Lieder, whose ability to
feel the musical potential in
each song and translate it into
singing of the utmost beauty
and truthfulness is a rare art
indeed. That he is still so young
is cause for great hopes ui the
future.

Richard Falrman

Keep the flavour of Fleet Street

Kremer & Argerich/Barbican

David Murray
Friday's electrifying recital by
the violinist Gldon Kremer and
the pianist Martha Argerich
was, as one expects from these
artists, a one-off of a very high
order. Not for them the pre-
packaged performance that can
be lugged from capital to capi-

tal: for all 1 know they may
have played this same pro-
gramme somewhere every night
since Christmas, but here each
work sounded an absolute re-

creation. Anyone who accompo-

for the record: their Deutsche
Grammophon performance was
different in many respects, and
the soft-speaking tone Kremer
adopted for it was replaced by
firmer projection for the Barbi-
can. The quality of intimate
concern remained, and Arger-
ich

-

s delicate subtlety in a pia-
no-part which Is often under-
played. . Bartok's Sonata no. 1
cannot have had more dramatic
depth and passion when Bartok.
himself first played it with

nies Kremer or Argerich needs JeBy d'Aranyk Argerich’s piano
to be intrepid and pretematu- was brilliantly commanding
rally alert; they deserve each without the least prejudice to
other as partner* and though Kramer's famous intensity in
uncontrollable fission might be the piece,

feared, in fact they double-dare
one another to great heights. -

Under the. circumstances,
descriptive reporting seems
somewhat beside the paint. You
ought to have been there; and
you could have been, for there
were a few seats unfilled. Do
artists of such challenging met-
tle make Brits nervous, or is it

simply that they are not quite
household names? A noticeable,
proportion of the audience was
German. French or Japanese,
who may well have wondered
where the natives were.
For the record, Kremer and

Argerich played Schumann's A
minor Sonata - or rather not

In Janacric's Sonata, a splen-

did last-minute addition to the
programme, they brought as
much revelatonr power to bear,

while preserving the compos-
er's pungencly laconic manna:
of address. And Cesar Franck’s
Sonata was extraordinary: not
only did many piano-passages
leap sensationally to life as If

nobody before has really
known how to manage them,
but the tight economy of the
work was boldly enhanced by
playing tt virtually as a whole,
without passe. The ovation
that greeted all this was fully

in order.

Hunting Group Art Prize winners

This year the Hunting Group
Art Prize has been split
between two winners: Tom
Phillips ARA, for a portrait of
Michael Kustow, «vf Channel 4,

find Edward Chell for a view of
Jarrow tfeef works. They each
receive £3.500.
The Hunting Prize, awarded

by the aviation and oilfield
group, is now in its eighth year

and attracted 1,500 entries.

. Eighty-seven have been
selected for an exhibition, cur-
rently at the Mall Galleries near
Trafalgar Square, London
before going to Northampton
and Falmouth. Most of the
paintings are for sale.

Next year the prize money is

to be increased and there will

be a first prize of £10,000.

London has always been a scat-
tered city, its activities spread
widely, a city which lacks the
concentrated urban qualities of
Paris or Vienna.
But until recently there have

always been sectors of the city
where one activity has defined
a whole neighbourhood. The
concentration of newspaper
offices and printing works in
and around Fleet Street was
;One suCh area; and now, just as
1

the watchmakers have deserted
Clerkenwell and the furniture
makers spread out from Shore-
ditch, so the printers and the
journalists have almost entirely
abandoned . their traditional
street.
Fleet Street’s, fame has

always been tinged with notori-
ety and gossip; Rusltin had a
view, when he described it as
“so many square leagues of
dirtily printed falsehood-" The
sense that Fleet Street was the
key route between government
in Westminster and commerce
in the City managed to pervade
the Street, sometimes giving the
Press an exaggerated sense of
self-importance and sometimes
a justified one. The status of
the newspaper industry was
reflected in the quality of its

architecture and environment.
As the last denizens join the
journalistic Diaspora, it is
timely to look at what they
have left behind.
A Farewell to Fleet Street is

the title of the exhibition at the
Museum of London that has
just opened and will run until
the end of May. It has been
thoroughly organised by the
London Division of English Her-
itage after a year-long study of
the area and its history. It is

rather, hard to find the exhibi-
tion in the mazes of the
Museum ofLondon in the Barbi-
can (take note that it is not
open on Mondays), but bead for
the Lord Mayors coach and you
will find it tucked away behind.
It is an unusual experience to
be at the exhibition because it

has been designed to be read as
pages or newsprint - making
for total silence among the visi-

tors.

The most valuable tiring that
it achieves, apart from the use*
fill potted history of the print
and Press world, is a dear pic-
ture of the vulnerability of this
quarter now that its main user
has departed. The danger is not
unlike that which loomed over
the Covent Garden area when
the fruit and. vegetable market
moved.

'

Alongside the major newspa-
per offices Is a tight warren or
courts and alleys. A peculiarity
of Fleet Street is that the long
line of buildings from Shoe
Lane to Fetter Lane is unbroken

Famous frontages: The Daily Telegraph's clock and
the black and chrome headquarters of the Express

by side streets: instead there is

tne confusing collection of
courts like Gough Square, John-
son’s Court, ana Bolt Court.

The supporting cast of build-

ings to the major players on the
street has always been impor-
tant, since they give the area
character and scale: they are
also the most vulnerable. The
architectural qualities of this
part of London relate more to
the coherence of scale, a sense
of * whole street with some
fine buddings and a great deal
of texture and variety. What
has to be avoided in redevelop-
ment Is the anonymous slab and
the collection together of a lot

of small sites that are then
regurgitated as one indigestible
lump.

The exhibition does a good
job in telling the tale of the
printed word, from the arrival
of the printing press with Wvn-

kyn de Worde in 1500 to the
dispersal of it all in the 1980's.
Read the small history by Susie

rew SaintBarson and Andrew Saint, and
then walk down Fleet Street
and you will have witnessed
with the authors a sudden and
complete revolution - the
departure of the last great man-
ufacturing industry from an
inner city.

It is surprising that this had
not happened before; here is

not the place to rehearse the
long arguments about labour _

relations in the printing trades, era now" must be the byword of
but anachronistic survivals of newspaper proprietors. The

greatest danger of these mas-
sive changes is the loss of scale
and character in a part of Lon-
don that, from St Dunstan's to
St Bride's, has always reeked
powerfully of all the strengths
and weaknesses of humanity

new office interiors. The value
of these central sites has been a
strong factor in the speed of
moving out the printing pro-
cesses. At this moment on the
north side of Fleet Street the
large printing works of the
Daily Telegraph and the Daily
Express are being replaced by
-offices.

The 1931 black glass and
chrome headquarters of the
Express (designed by Ellis and
Clarke with Sir Owen Williams)
with its staggering, theatrical
entrance halfby Robert Atkin-
son, will remain as the front
door to mere commerce behind.
The same thing will happen
•behind the more solid Eicoc
and Sutcliffe designed premises
for the Daily Telegraph erected
in 1928. The Telegraph's stone
columned front and great clock
(now stopped at one minute
after midnight) has somehow
always embodied that paper's
character in a way its dew
Dockland premises fail to
achieve. The old News of the
World in Bouverie Street is now
being replaced by a massive
development of offices for
Kumagai Gumi, designed by
architects YRM.
The major intruder into the

Victorian street pattern will be
the Morgan Bank development
behind the City of London Boys
School. Two whole street blocks
will be covered by a strange
looking design by Building
Design Partnership - retaining
the school on the Embankment
as another grand portal to lift

the spirits before a day on the
screens in the air-conditioned
world of new commercial space.
Associated Newspapers is

preparing for large scale rede-
velopment of Carmelite House
and Ohbayashi UK. the new
owners of Bracken House, are
working with Arup Associates
and Michael Hopkins to fit a
new banking operation and
offices into a rebuilding exer-
cise behind listed facades; it

will be a delicate and difficult
operation to adapt Sir Albert
Richardson plans to the modem
world. The Mirror Group of
newspapers is also planning a
massive redevelopment at Hol-
boro Circus to a set of designs
by the American architects
Skidmore Owings and Merrill.
“We are all property develop-

many kinds kept printing in
conditions and premises on
valuable commercial sites that
had become unacceptable long
before things were transformed
with the assistance of “new
technology."
What is left are the mono-

lithic shells of some papers that
will become the entry portals to

writ large. It would be tragic if

Fleet Street became just like
everywhere else.

Sinfonietta/Elizaheth Hall

David Murray

On Thursday the London SfnTo-
nietta offered one of their
three-tier concerts - a mostly
American evening this time,
drawing upon popular experi-
mentalists rather than aca-
demic sophisticates like Carter
or Sessions. Suddenly . one
noticed what a very European
band the Smfonietta is: the new
American music i* for team-
players. and gives no hostages
to the soloist powers which spe-
cially distinguish the London
group.
Conducted when necessary by

Oliver Knussen, they went at it
with a will. The programme
was particularly neat, with
pairs of Morton Feldman and
Steve Reich pieces straddling
John Cage and two Japanese
cosmopolitans. The pianists
John Constable and John Alley
were as faultless and indefati-
gable in Reich's cheerfaJ five-
ti-a-bar Octet as in Cage’s
Three Dances for “prepared"
pianos (transformed into tuned
percussion by rubber and metal
bits stuck Into their strings) —
which are rhythmically intri-

cate and imaginative enough to

astonish anyone who knows
only the raefcetty, ultra-permis-
sive Cage of more recent years.
The other Reich was his

pretty Vermont Counterpoint,
with the flautist Sebastian Bell
impeccable in the subservient
solo role*, characteristically,
Reich fulfilled a commission for
solo flute with a piece for
eleven flutes (ten of them on
tape), granting the live soloist
only a slight prominence
toward the end. The gentle
Feldman, much regretted, was
memorialised by his frail,
protracted Turfan Fragments
and by "Madame Press Died
Last Week at Ninety," a deli-
cate epitaph for his old piano-
teacher which suggests that a
cuckoo-clock took pride of place
in her parlour.
The liquid appeal of Takemit-

su*s Water Ways owes rather
more to Debussy than it repays
— or at leassome further inter-
est is due. Jo Kondo’s new Res
sonorae

, a Sinfonietta commis-
sion, is a fastidious exercise
which, promises sterling results
later: with solo oboe and viola
in modest, tfissonant unison.

Temirkanov/Festival Hall

Richard Falrman

This was the middle concert out
of three which the Royal Phil-
harmonic Orchestra under Yuri
Temirkanov is giving in aid of
the British Olympic Appeal:
each features a popular Stra-
vinsky ballet score in the sec-
ond half, thus providing a suit-
ably athletic theme to the
series.

There was, perhaps, nothing
especially racy or energetic
about the performance of The
Rite of Spring that we had on
Thursday, but in almost every
other respect it was quite
enough to raise conservative
musical eyebrows.

Temirkanov and the RPO
have enjoyed a long relation-
ship together, out of which
they are able to produce with
ease a style of playing Stravin-
sky that is technically impres-
sive (marvellous sounds from
the brass), and full of the most
captivating atmosphere.
Beyond that, however, Temir-

kanov drives the music far
down his own personal road of
interpretation. We know from
Stravinsky's writings on the

subject that he was averse to
conductors who sought to
impose their own ideas on his
music and there were many of
them here: the great lufipause
before the eleven fortissimo
chords in part two, or the sort
of slow speed for the “Evoca-
tion of the Ancestors" that the
composer once disparagingly
described as tempo di hootch-
ie-cootchie".

Eccentricities of that kind
were largely avoided in the
account of Schumann's Piano
Concerto that preceded it. But
here neither pianist (Dmitri
Alexeev) nor conductor seemed
entirely sure what to put in
their place.

Alexeev is sufficiently wise
and accomplished a pianist to
know that this concerto will not
flourish on virtuoso playing
alone, yet there was not the
keen feeling for quieter, softer
colours that might make the
music work on a more poetic
level. One sensed that he, too,
would have liked to join Temir-
kanov in something more flam-
boyant.
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Music TOKYO

LONDON
Rudolf tterttn (piano). Bach, Schub-

ert, Beethoven. Sontory HaU
(Hon) (673 3688, 645 8348k.

Eagliah Quaker Orchestra con-
dotled bv Jeffrey Tale WHh Wil-
liam Bennett, -flute and Frank
LIcivd, horn. Mown. Barbican Bah
(Monl 1638 8881).

London Philharmonic conducted by
Jerzy Maksymtuk with Kun Woo
Polk, piano: Haydn. Miuuur, Stra-
vinsky and Envoi. Royal festival
Hall (MonJ (928 3191).

Royal Philharmonic Oechevti* con-
ducted hy Nicholas Oeobuiy with
Philip Fowke. piano. Grieg, Tchai-
kovsky and Dvorak Barbican Holt
(Toe).

Philkornumia Oretakire conducted
by Paul barher with Anne-Sephio

Matter, violin. Haydn. Mozart,
Stravinsky and Bartok. Royal Fes-

tival Ball (Tue).
English Chamber Orchestra con-

ducted by Jeffrey Tate with Eve-

lyn Gleany, pcremslMt and Felic-

ity Lott, soprano. Milhaud, Brian
*nd Sreiw. Royal Festival HaU
(Wed).

City #f London Sinfeaia and West-
minster Singers conducted by
Rfcjiard Hiekox with Simon Pres-

ton, organ. Jeut-Bemard Ptwmier.
piano, Patrttia. KwaUa, soprano
and John ShWey-Qutrfc, barton*.
Poulenc. Ravel lad fnure. Royal
Festival RaH (ThtrrX

London Sinfonietta conducted by
Esa-Pekka Salonen. Dallapiccola,

Madera*. Boulez, and other*. ..

Queen Elizabeth Rati (Thar). (928 NfiK Symphony Orchestra, con-

3191). ducted by Hem* Wallberg with

Share Cherkassky (piano) with the
New Japan Philharmonic Orches-
tra. Schumann Sontory HaU (Toe)
<646 9348, 573 3588).

Nokoni Komlnrara (cello) with
Razuoki Foil (piano}. FTancoeor.
Schubert, Chapin, Falla. Tokyo
Bunka Koflcan recital hall. (Tne)
(437 6837).

SUasel Ntho* Symphony Orches-
tra, conductor Pascal Verrot-
Faure, Ravel, Poulenc. Sontory
Hall (Wed). (986 48361

Takao Okaasra (bass). Schubert
Winterreise. Tokyo Banka Balkan
redcal h*JL (Wed) (501 5838).

Shown Academia ttnstcae. Ros-
sini, Verdi NHK HaU (Thar) (465
1781).

PARIS
Lucia Valentlna-Terrani recital,

Eduardo Lanza, piano lMon). The-
atre de 1'Athenfe (42 30 15 16).

The Nash Ensemble, Croupe Vocal
de France conducted by Reibel:
Debus, Bridge, Vaoghan-U illiams
(Moo). Thearre des Champs Ely-
sees (47 23 36 27).

Nona
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Orchdstre Pfcllhurmoxrique
conducted by John Nelson. Gary
Hoffman, cello: Hsydn, Mozart
(6-SOpci): Maria Joan Pines, piano
recital (8JU)pm). Both concerts
Mon, TMP-Churirt (42 33 44 44).

View Philharmonic Orchestra
conducted by Claudio Abbado,
Maonzio PoTtmi, piano. Beethoven
(Toe). Stile Pleyel (45 63 88 73).Vbw Philharmonic Orchestra
condoned by Claudio Abbado.
London Symphony Chorus con-
ducted by Richard Hickox; Bee-
thoven’* Olb Symphony (Wed).
Salle Pleyel (45 63 88 73).

Pierre Amoyai recital (Wed). Tb£
arre des Champs Dysres ( 47 23 3G
27)OrMkk de Parts conducted

Laforet,
Clarinet:

. . .
. _ Proko-

fiev (Thar). Satie Pleyel "(45 63 88
73).

Quote* Academy St-Martia Is. the
BeUc Mozart fTbur). Salk Gzv-
eau (45 63 20 36).

Thomas Trocm, organ with the
Saint Mirtrari An&hcan Church
choir Stanford, Wesley, Gounod/
Best, WagnerrLemare (Thur).
Radio France, Grand Auditorium
(42 30 15 16).

ITALY
FlorfBtr, Ttstre Conununale. Katia

BicchtreBi accompanied by Vin-
cenzo Scalers (Tue), Gerd

Albrecht conducts Beethoven
(with pianist David Golub,
soprano Beatrice Haldas and Bari-
tone Udo Beinemaiui (Wed). (277
9236).

Some, Oratorio del Gonfalone :

Quartette Romano Complesso di
Stnunenti Antichi, Corelli Mar-
cello and Sanunartini Via del Gon-
falone 32A (Thur) (687 5952).

NETHERLANDS
Amsterdam, Concertgebouw. Ken-I-

chiro Kobayashl conducting the
Netherlands Philharmonic with
the ContigugUa Piano Due Weber.
Mendelssohn. Stravinsky (Thur).
Recital Hall: David Gerlngss, bar-
yton, Vladimir Mendelssohn,
viola, Emil Klein, cello: Haydn
Danxi. Bach (Tue). Jan Sibelius
Quartet: Aho, Haydn, Sibelius
(Thur). f71 83 45).

The Hague, Philipszaa]. The Nether-
lands Philharmonic under Istvan

Parkanyi, violin, with Richard
Wolfe, viola, and Ronald Brauti-
gant, piano: Mozart. Hindemith,
Atierberg, Mendelssohn (Mon).
The Arum Ensemble conducted by
Alexandra Lascae: Telemann,
Locate I Li. Mozart, Arensky. Proko-
fiev, Shostakovich (Wed). The
Schanberg Ensemble and the
Hague Percussion Group con-
ducted by Reinben de Ueuw.
with Ariane Arcoja. soprano, and
Neil Jenkins, tenor: Henze iThnr).
160 98 10).

Rotterdam, Doelen. Bach organ
recital by Arie Keyzer (Mon). The
Schocberg Ensemble and the
Hague Percussion Group con-
ducted by Reinbert dc Leeuw.
with Ariane Arcoja, soprano, and
Neil Jenkins, tenor Henze (Wed).
(413 34 90).

Utrecht, Vredenburg. Recital Hall.

The Ridge String Quartet: Haydn,
Bartok, Grieg (Tue). (3i 45 44 >.

Groningen, Oosterpoort The Schon-
berg Ensemble and the Hague Per-

cussion Group conducted by Rein-
bert de Leeuw, with Ariane
Arcoja, soprano, and Net! Jenkins,
tenor Henze (Tue). The Ridge
String Quartet: Haydn, Bartok,
Grieg (Thur). (13 10 44).

NEW YORK
Philadelphia Orchestra. Riccardo

Muti conducting with Westminster
Choir directed by Joseph Flum-
merfelc. Mozart, Bruckner, Verdi
(Mon). Carnegie HaU (247 7BOO),

fvo Pogorelieh piano recitaL Bee-
thoven, Scriabin. Ravel (Tue).
Carnegie HaU (247 7800).

(Thur)
Carnegie HaU (247 7800).

For the Love of Music. Jeffrey
Solow cello, Richard Sortomme
violin, David Taylor bass trom-
bone. Shostakovich. Chihara
(world premiere), Dvofak (Tue).
Merlon Hall (362 8719),

New York Philharmonic. Zubin
Mehta conducting. Stravinsky
(Tue): Zubin Mehta conducting,
Alexander Toradze piano. Rach-
maninoff, Stravinsky (Thur).
Av«y Fisher HaU (874 2424).

WASHINGTON
National Symphony. Mstislav Ros-
tropovich conducting, Eugene
Istomin piano. Rossini. Haydn,
Brahms (Tue): Sir Neville Marrv
ner conducting. Cectle Llcad
piano. Mozart, Richard Strauss
Tchaikovsky iThur). Kennedy
Center Concert Hall (254 3776).

CHICAGO
Chicago Symphony. Michael Tilson
Thomas conducting. Beethoven,
Ives. Rachmaninoff (Thur).
Orchestra Hall (486 8111) Camer-
as Chicago: QuaitU, Haydn, M
Bauer, Roussel, Bartok (Tue).
Orchestra HaU (485 8111).

'

Much Ado/Croydon Warehouse

Martin Hoyle

The London Shakespeare Group
takes straightforward and eco-
nomically-packaged theatre on
tour. The company’s activities

have expanded since first
iprompted by the British Coun-
cil in 1968. They have visited
50 countries in 12 years, and I

caught them at the Croydon
Warehouse last week before
embarking for the Middle East.
Delena Kidd directs, besides

providing a very positive Mar-
garet and a bespectacled old
crone of a Verges (the unsexing
is inevitable with the eight
actors taking more than one
role each and moving the scen-
ery).

The production is right in
essence, affectionate and ulti-

mately moving. It will doubtless
be filled in with more detail as
it progresses. The undertones to
Beatrice's jokey flirtatiousness
with Frank Barrie's melan-
choly, fastidious (and surrepti-
tiously female-appraising)
Prince point the way: he
answers her bluff gravely, a
gentle reminder that princes do
not joke about marriage; her
slight embarrassment is cov-
ered quickly in the ensuing
badinage. We could do with
more of this multi-levelled reac-
tion. more of these undercur-
rents parallel and complemen-
tary to the text.
Mariselena Rossi's set con-

sists of trellis-work arches gar-
nished with roses, reversed to
form masonry, thus serving as
garden, church, palace and
town. The period is Edwardian
and there is nothing cheesepar-
ing about the girls' costumes.

notably the lovely evening
gowns for Hero and Beatrice,

out of John Singer Sargent, and
Hero's pearl-encrusted wed-
ding-dress. The company dons
rustic smocks and straw hats to
swivel the arches, and displays
further virtuosity by doubling a
dashing Benedick with a rough
bewhiskered Borachio (Gary
Raymond) and a bowler-hatted
•special constable Dogberry with
the malcontent Don John -
whom Anthony Pedley, neat
moustache, cold eyes and mili-
tary hairline, makes into the
most convincing villain I have
seen in this part: a truly dis-
gruntled cadet of pre-Great
War minor royalty who speaks
his mischief naturally and
without exaggeration.
Mr Raymond's Benedick

grows in stature as the action
.proceeds - as does the charac-
ter, after all. from the boister-
ously humorous but not too
bright potential dupe to honey-
toned, love-sick romantic whose
'confession to Beatrice, "1 do
love nothing in the world so
much as you. Is that not
strange?" is touching and funny
and exhilarating. Jill Brassing-
ton’s Beatrice is both younger
and more conventionally attrac-
tive than we expect from the
prickly sour-grape man-hater,
and the production exploits this

by making her warm, lovable
and vulnerable. And to
Archers-fans wondering why
Elizabeth is hankering for for-

eign climes it can be revealed
that her alter ego Alison Dowl-
ing is off tu the Persian Gulf as
Hero.

Momix/Sadler’s Wells

Clement Crisp

Momix, like the PUobolus
troupe with which it shares
many attitudes, proposes gym-
nastics as dance. The perform-
ers are at liberty to claim any
[title they like - the company is

pilled as "Dance Theatre" - but
nothing in the offerings for this
first London season persuades
me that they are anything but
gymnasts who have seen too
many nature programmes on
television.

The five members of the
group (one man is indisposed,
and Friday night's program-
ming was of necessity adjusted)
are expert in those Nikolais-
istyle activities of not seeming
what they are. With clever
fighting, reflecting panels,
shadows, all the paraphernalia
that may disguise an absence of
choreography, they pretend for
some considerable time to be
marine life, or mysterious
beings unknown on land or sea.

The efrect is, essentially, of
children dressing up, and
playing at “being" things or
people, and I am not sufficient
of a tot-lover to want to spend
an evening in the theatre
watching grown-ups aping
infants.
There is about Momix, as

about Pilobolus, an element of

the faux-naif which I find too
determinedly quaint for com-
fort. Indulging in foolish games
with large balloons, rippling an
enormous rope across the stage,
are no substitutes for dancing
or movement invention. Ana
when four people are credited
as being responsible for the
“choreography" of a number in
which a man and a woman tee-

ter and curve over the stage on
skis, or when three are cited as
the creative force behind a
numbing exercise in which two
women seem to grapple
together inside a vast mollusc
shell, then the merits of the
enterprise escape me wholly.
Moses Pendleton, director of

the ensemble, appears white-
suited in an eccentric cabaret-
style dance, and is involved
with Cynthia Quinn in a
tediously sculptural duet, Shi-
zen, whose greatest merit is a
virtuoso score for flute by Riley
Lee. The music, apart from an
aria from Purcell’s Dido, is Oth-
erwise fatuous. And on musical
matters. 1 record with abso-
lutely no pleasure, that Sadler's
Wells Theatre precedes the per-
formance, and fills the interval,
with recordings of nugatory
pop music. Away with such
intrusions.

Alistair Muir

Lisa Giobbi and Joseph Mills curve on skis

Saleroom/Antony Thomcroft

Coward gives glamour
The most glamorous auction of
the week will undoubtedly be
the Christie's evening event on
Thursday when 30 paintings by
Sir Noel Coward come under
the hammer.

Inspired by a weekend visit
in the 1 940s to another famous
amateur dauber. Sir Winston
Churchill, Coward became an
enthusiastic painter in oils,
with a distinctive palate that
has elements of Lowry in its

treatment of figures and of
Hockney in its love of bright
colours. Most of his paintings
are landscapes, many with a
Carzibean setting.

Christie's is so impressed by
the pictures that it has put an
estimate of up to 540,000 on
one work. Two nuns, which
shows two diminutive black
clad nuns surrounded by holi-
daymakers on an English beach.
It is an extraordinary price for
a hobby artist.

In all the works are expected
to raise more than £300,000 for
theatrical charities.

Earlier in the day. Christie's
is a routine sale of modern

British pictures. This is a sector
which has boomed in the past
two years, especially the work
of the Newlyn School artists.

There are signs that prices are
now reaching a plateau, but
with potential in the art of the
post- 1945 period.
There are good examples here

of Mervyn Peake, who is repre-
sented by a substantial group
of drawings all priced at less,

than £1,000 each, as well as
John Bratby and Frank pobson.
The modestly financed collector
could well find a bargain.
The Birmingham entrepre-

neur Matthew Boulton was so
inspired by the heroic deeds of
the British navy at the Battle of
Trafalgar that he decided to
award, at his own expense, a
medal to every participant.

The officers got silver med-
als, down to pewter for the
most humble. Two Trafalgar
medals come up for sale at
Sotheby's in Billingshurst on
Wednesday, one of white metal,
the other of pewter. Each
should cost about £100.

Christie’s sale of British
ceramics today sums up the
market, with the two most
expensive items likely to come
from the early 17th and the
late 19th century while ISth
century porcelain remains
underpriced.

A very rare Southwark Delft
wine bottle, with a date of
1628. could well double its
£12.000 top estimate while
from about two and a half cen-
turies later comes a Minton
majolica peacock, measuring
five ft in height, which should
make at least £15,000. It will
probably end up in the US.

Sotheby's is having a fairly

quiet week in London but next
Saturday opens up again in
Monaco for a three-day sale,
which kicks off with some fine
ISth century French drawings.
Most important is a rare Fra-

gonard watercolour, A view of
figures in a park, which carries
a £150,000 top estimate. There
are also several Boucher draw-
ings for sale.

An unusual item is an 28th
century gouache depicting a
ball in a park in Brazil by a
local artist. It carries a top esti-
mate of £7,000-
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MRS THATCHER'S decision on erful argument for moderation
Friday night to accept the pack- in the meetings which fix the
age deal then on the table at annual price increases. Those
the European Community sum-
mit must have been one of the

will still be the meetings that
ultimately determine the cost of

most difficult of her career. She the CAP. Logically, therefore.
deserves full credit for it. not
because the deal is in itself a
good one but, precisely, because
she had the political shrewd-
ness to realise it was the best
she was going to get, and the
statesmanship to understand

they should be attended by
Finance Ministers who have to

find that cost, and not only by
Ministers of Agriculture whoseMinisters of Agriculture whose
‘'clients" are the recipients of
the money.

Politically, Britain has to

EXPECTATION, even excite- In 1988/89 virtually every current account deficit in the

ment, surrounds Mr Nigel major tax can be expected to last quarter of 1987 running

Lawson, the UK Chancellor of yield more than orginally at an annual rate of £6bn.
the Exchequer, as he puts the expected. Rapid growth in Some slowing In domestic
finishing touches to his strat- earnings and increased demand growth looks inevita-

cgy for the March 15 Budget, employment will push up ble. The fall last year in the

With the economy growing income tax and National ratio of personal savings to

faster last year than at any Insurance receipts; buoyant incomes to its lowest level for

time since the early 1970s, consumer spending will a generation suggests that the

the Treasury is awash with increase the take from value surge in consumer spending is

revenues to spend on cutting added tax (VAT); and the not sustainable,

tax rates and on overhauling strength of company profits What is less certain is

the system. will boost corporation tax whether the slowdown will be

For Mr Lawson, his fifth payments. sufficient to prevent a further

Budget and the first of the Mr Lawson has already deterioration in the trade

the system.
For Mr Lawson, his fifth

Budget and the first of the

that more would be lost than accept that the Franco-German
gained by prolonging the agony, axis is the real backbone of the
for Britain as well as for the

new parliament will be the used part of the windfall to
best chance he has to secure a increase planned public

What is less certain is

whether the slowdown will be
sufficient to prevent a further
deterioration in the trade
position, and whether last

year's boom has left industry
with an inflationary hang-

t.Sr-V

community.
It is undoubtedly disappoint-

ing that the community has not
been prepared to adopt a more
rational and economical method

community, which may bend
but does not break. Twenty five

prominent place in the history expenditure by £3bn_ But the with an inflationary hang-
books. The 26p basic rate of IFS arithmetic suggests that over. The recent upturn in

income tax, first promised In he can still set a PSBR target earnings has come at the
1979, cuts in and rationalIsa- of zero, announce cuts in tax wrong time. Employees are
tion of the top rates of tax. rates worth a net £4bn and basing their claims for this

of financing EC agriculture,
especially since, aided by the aity for its patronising attitude
galloping size and cost of the to continental politics, and for
surpluses, Britain has seemed its insistence on giving priority
in the last year or two to be to a largely imaginary “special
winning the intellectual argu- relationship” with the United
ment on this point. States.
The French in particular,

whose large and relatively effi- CarrifS/vic
cient farm sectors could expect ^auu,l*s

to prosper in a genuine agricul- At least it should be clear
tural market where prices were now that Britain has accepted

auer* sealed their* treaty^of Uon of Wp rates of tax '
rates worth a ««* &4bn and

friendship th^dividemto for and a start on dismantling the hide a further £lbn in the

both countries are clearly archaic and sexist tax treat- Treasury acw^ts fora rainy
ment of husbands and wives day. If — though it is highly
are all within his grasp. unlikely - the Chancellor
Mr Lawson can be expected were to stick to the original

both countries are clearly
apparent. Britain pays the pen-
alty for its patronising attitude
to continental politics, and for
its insistence on giving priority
to a largely imaginary “special
relationship" with the United
States.

to seize the opportunity. He £4bn target for borrowing in

has got used to success and to his medium term financial
the political accolades which strategy (MTFS), he could
follow clever Budget pack- announce a “giveaway* of
ages. between *oon ana aaDn.

Sacrifices Just as importantly, he can The exact split between

it
a,so afford to be the first borrowing and tax cuts is the

At least it should be clear Chancellor since 1970 to set a hardest decision he has to

between £8bn and £9bn.
The exact split between

determined competition
rather than political horse trad- prepared in the last resort to

, t- f
ing and whose exchequer has of accept the sacrifices necessary I

(PS0**). t}™U£h Mr Roy Jen- demand management of the

target of zero for the public make. In the days when gov-

m I
sector borrowing requirement emrnents openly espoused

late become a net contributor to
the community budget, had
seemed increasingly sympa-
thetic to British ideas. But
when the crunch came the com-
bination of vested interests in
France with the weight of the
Franco-German alliance was too
strong, and there was no real
reason to suppose that this
could be changed by waiting
until the June summit when the
French presidential elections
would be over.

to make the community work.
In return, Britain has obtained
at least the beginnings of a
more equitable system for

kins balanced the Budget then economy it was called the
without the benefit of £6bn in
privatisation receipts.

Budget judgment. The MTFS,
which Mr Lawson sketched

Constructing the right pack- out in 1979 as a junior Trea-
assessing the contributions of I age for March 15, however, sury minister, was supposed
member states to the budget, I will not be as easy as it looks, to make it redundant by set-
while keeping the Fontainebieu

will not be as easy as it looks, to make it redundant
The balance between opportu- ting a framework for fiscalwhile keeping the Fontainebieu

rebate mechanism intact at
least for the time being.

j
finest since Mr Lawson gradual reductions in the

A less protectionist, less
j
entered No 1 1 Downing Street share of national income

heavily subsidised agricultural
j in 1983. taken by public spending

nity and risk is probably the policy. The intention was that
finest since Mr Lawson gradual reductions in the

CAP ceiling
The argument was fierce, but

it was over details. Even if Mrs
Thatcher had won all her
points on Friday the result
would still have been a lame
compromise. The “stabilisers"
would not have been enough in
themselves to ensure that the
agreed ceiling for the growth of
the cost of the Common Agri-

heavily subsidised agricultural
policy will come, if it comes at
all. from a global negotiation
with the community s main

the internal nolities of the com-

1

over prospects for

Last year's economic boom, would provide for a gradual
when output grew faster than and predictable cut in the
at any Ume since 1973, has proportion taken by taxes and
left in its wake acute uncer- borrowing.

year's wage rises on last
year's productivity and prof-
its. None of those will be as
good this year.
Against that backdrop, even

a modest rise in the rate of
earnings growth threatens
higher inflation and an ero-
sion of industry’s competi-
tiveness. Exports, meanwhile,
will be hit by the combination
of a weak dollar and lack-
lustre growth in other indus-
trial countries.

It is those sorts of consider-
ation that have prompted the
Bank of England and Mr Law-
son's Treasury advisers to
adopt a relatively cautious
approach to tax cuts. Their
view seems to be that public
borrowing in 1988/89 should
be no higher than in the cur-
rent year.
A neutral to tight fiscal pol-

icy is seen as encouraging a
shift in demand in the econ-
omy away from consumption
towards investment and
exports, providing a more

• S> r»
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depreciation in sterling’s
value against the D-Mark
later in the year.
No one, though, is saying

that Mr Lawson should forgo
tax cuts completely, since the
economy could move into a
lower gear sooner than the
backward-looking indicators
suggest at present.
Mr Lawson also has to cut

taxes merely to stand still.

Because earnings have been
rising faster than inflation, to
which tax allowances are
linked, the burden of taxation

the internal politics of the com-
munity to be dominated by
questions of agriculture and
finance. Other issues await the
urgent attention of the EC’s

tainty over prospects for But varying combinations
1988. October's stock markets of the Treasury's failure to

sustainable pattern of has risen over the last year -

crash has further clouded the meet medium-term spending
outlook. Recent industrial dis- targets and its under-esti-

urgent attention of the EC’s Putes, accelerating earnings mates of revenues have
leaders, notably the creation of growth and a worsening trade restored the need for the
a genuine common market com- deficit have raised the ques- old-fashioned judgment. And,

(as it logically must be) tion of how fundamental the though demand management
a much closer unification improvement In Britain's eco- is still a dirty word in Mr

of economic and monetary poli-J nomic performance has been. Lawson's vocabulary, the

growth, it would also spread
the burden of containing
inflation, curbing upward
pressure on interest rates.

Finally, and this is branded
as heresy in the public utter-
ances of ministers and offi-
cials, it would reduce the
inflationary risk of some

the phenomenon known as
fiscal drag. Failure to com-
pensate for that trend would
imply a deflationary policy.
This may be the Chancel-

lor’s last Budget. In it, he has
the opportunity to add sub-
stance to his claim to be a
tax-cutter.

cies, and the development of a

gross national product) would
be observed.
As it is, at last that limit has

been solemnly agreed in princi-

ple, which will provide a pow-

defend the community's

First though, the opportu- development suits his activist
nity. The buoyancy of the instincts.
economy - growth in the iat- It is here, though, that risk

ests within the Atlantic alliance I ter part of 1987 was running has to be weighed against
at a time of increasing uncer-* — - - - ° 6

The financing of

health care

tairhi X,./ at 311 81111111311 5 per cent or opportunity. The fiscal stance

^^nericLunt^WB^^ more “ has &ven Mr Law«>n will have an important influ-American intentions. more revenue to play with ence on the pace and pattern
than he could have dreamt of or growth, the outlook for the
even a year ago. trade deficit and the rate of

Family with one wage-earner on 100% of
average male earnings

£227.30 a week in 19S7-88,mamed,2 children (1987-88prices)

Income ,r—=Pother ([Domestic
tax |NIC

|
|VAT]| indirect ratesNIC VA1

Other
indirect

The Institute for Fiscal inflation - at a time when it

Studies (IFS) estimates that is far from clear in which
Government receipts in the direction the economy is mov-
1988/89 financial year will be ing.

1978/9]

^ i I

Total
35%
(£65.30)

j
some £9bn higher than fore- The most recent economic

i cast in the 1987 Budget. The indicators suggest that the
1 Treasury has admitted that it danger is on the side of over-
seriously under-estimated heating rather than slump. I 100-

7/0
receipts in the current finan- Perhaps »nn,, f i»0//o

THE IDEA that the British The Cabinet can simply agree
National Health Service that this is sensible and

importantly.

should be financed by some instruct the Treasury accord-
kind of health “stamp", rather ingly, as was done for the

cial year. It now expects the demand has been growing fas-
PSBR to turn out at closer to ter than industry’s ability to

Total
37.5%
(£85.20)

than out of general taxation,
appears to be gaining in popu-
larity. Last week, just such a

first three decades of the
NHS’s life.

The case for hypothecated

zero than its original £4bn supply it. The result has been
target; there may even be a a significant worsening of the
small surplus.
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switch was separately pro- taxes in general is rather
posed by Mr Leon Brittan, the weak. Taken to an extreme
former Tory Home Secretary, they would lead to chaos,
and by Mr Frank Field, the Special levies could be ear-

Observer
Labour MP and chairman of marked for everything from
the all-party House of Com- defence to public transport
mons social services commit- (with contracting-out facili-

tee. ties for pacifists and house-
. bound mothers), on the
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The details have become not like Austrian leaders treat-

Xffs but are not quite sure
1 whom: and the Germans

ing the country as some kind of

the move primarily raise and spend“^e^ « - SPjgZkmeans of boosting state, sup- fairly and efficiently as possi-
port for the NHS. National
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ble. but this cause is not
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The clearest indication so far
came when Chancellor Vranit-

remaining example of Mittel
Europa. Still less did it like the
idea of Austria taking on the
role of Middle East peace-

quently NHS rweipts would «rtaln°taiw earmarked he dmTaboS W
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run “well in excess or infla- for certain programmes. 60 per cento* his time to the
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rwould be difficult for the idea of a health tax should pretty strong hint that if Wal- sSS«iJSSTLid
£y“f?hefundV

°n 8° s£.Sn^pS!any oi tne tunas . many fiscal experts favour

Mr Brittan. however, sees
the switch primarily as a
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at'onal Insurance contnbu-

means of boosting private of ^pUcity

.a. European

kornma Community, which is where
Austria would like to belong,

reminiscent of the last weeks of v

support for health care and of
an<* efflc*ency-

bringing home to people the _. . ^
true cost of the nhs. He Deterioration
argues that people who want jn the presen

ZrtartJiw n Vranitsky and some of the

of Nbfnn^ younger generation understandwas not the extent of Nixon s
t Hat. The prospect of Europe

involvement in the Watergate Coine ahead with the ccimDle-SSV thTinSSai.2JEFS
1992 - without Austria -

“Good heavens — under This
1

Week's Events - Strikes and .

Cancellations.'1

argues that people who want In the present climate, it fact that he was implicated at them Veel verv lonelvprivate medical care should wou id be naive not to expect and that he had reacted to KreSy imd wSdhelm bv con-be allowed to opt out of part a switch to national Insurance t
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out not trast, belong to the past.
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or all of their state health finance for the NHS to result *° whoUy false with a senes
contributions. Mr Field, *n contracting out facilities of cover-ups. The normal pro- ~

1
doubtless conscious of the for the well-off. Such facili- f

esse* °f government became Imperial CUD
risk of a two-tier system, is ties would almost certainly »rhe» to. however, a
dead against opting out in any lead to a long-term deteriora- taWaldhe\m

happening ^ aboqt Austri
form. He would expect the tion of NHS care. Those most Mywi ooinion is that

the rounds - First MM by
rich to pay proportionately likely to contract out wouid y pcrsonal op **1100 u tnat --* »*- --- -

more for the _NHS than the be the articulate, well-heeled
poor because in his proposal middle classes - precisely the
the compulsory contributions people who today lobby most
would rise progressively with effectively for better stan*

with whom; and the Germans
are miffed, too, and quite defi-
nitely with the management.
The German ire is not aimed

so much at British management
with which they are hardly
impressed, but at their own
which has been using the spare
time brought about by the dis-
pute to introduce Employee
Involvement lectures, some-
thing which the German unions
had earlier rejected

Gonze described the El lec-

tures as "ikky". “It’s a bit like
the Salvation Army and it's not
appreciated." he said. Still, sal-

vation is at hand for the
Cologne workers who may see
themselves laid off in the next
few days. Gonze explains: “A
festival is running all week, so
they will be bent on a good time
anyway. I would be surprised if

many bothered to wait until
Wednesday."

Imperial cup Mwaris patlenta Md7S of processions and pageants
WTbere is, however, a rather it was as though the health dis- inounted on trucks like a Brit-

nicer story about Austria doing pute was not going on.
}
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the rounds. First told by Begin- The other thought was how ‘°weo by Shrove Tuesday,
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Although the two hospitals
were far apart - one in London,
the other on Tyneside - the

Tie-break
If memory serves me right.

care was excellent throughout, the famous Rose Monday
and so was the friendliness when then? a™ sorts

to Waldheim.
My personal opinion is that

Waldheim should never have al<* Thomas the Austrian touched people are when the

been President in the first
/?mBassador wh0 toft London at mourners come. My mother said

ntace. He had heen secretarv the *nd °f ,ast year, it is still - I think without consciousplace. He had been secretary year -

general of the United Nations rePea£
n8-

for so Iona ( 1972-821 and Otto von Hapsburg,
income. dards within the state sector.

Their exit would raise costs

Hypothecated tax tor those left in and do noth-
ing for the NHS’s resource cri-

It is easy to sympathise sis: indeed, rebates to those
with schemes that aim to contracting out would take

for so long (1972-82) and «apsourg. an tieir to

before that had been so
an£JeS
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d monarchy, was

engaged in foreign policy as a Was
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Otto von Hapsburg. an heir to loved it. If he had been here.”
any restored monarchy, was ———
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pute was not going on.
J

5*' student rag day. This Is fol-

The other thought was how lowed by Shrove Tuesday,
touched people are when the when the celebrations continue,

mourners come. My mother said As*1 Wednesday, when
- I think without conscious a

®P*
e,al tradltJon on

irony: “your father would have Rhine or ladies cutting off

M’JuKlSnLK US Austria-HungaiY footbil Festive Strike
vr.atofor ho hoanre. U\atCh.

. . .... . _Minister, that he had become
out of touch with opinion at "No."" he replied, "but how -T*“^ “H*

boost the NHS's resources, cash out of the service at the
But is it plausible to argue same time as expanding pri-

that a government that seeks vate hospitals were bidding
to constrain state finance for away doctors and nurses, the
health would be diverted supply of which is limited in
from that goal merely by the the short to medium term,
creation of a special or A different form of funding
hypothecated tax? NHS is neither a sufficient nor a

home. He had forgotten. If he me: whom EuropSn ^ils^rfects^ Ford
had ever known, what modern we piaying;

plants on the continent begin tohad ever known, what modern
Austria was like. Hardly any-
one there knew him.
Moreover, his period as secre-

tary general coincided with

Grave thoughts
slow down their production.
The mood of Ford'd Continen-

tal workers appears to differ
from plant to plant, according

expenditure would still count necessary condition for
as public spending and would increased efficiency in the
be regulated for that reason supply of health care. The
alone- Conversely, you do not real priority is to find ways
need a health stomp in order of improving the internal
to allow NHS spending to rise organisation and management
in line with economic growth, of the NHS

tary general coincided with “The weekend was spent at from plant to plant, according
Bruno Kreisky staying too long two funerals: one Tor my father to Collin Gonze, who, as co-or-
as Austrian Chancellor. The who died at a reasonably old dinator of the automobile
two men had almost nothing in age after having been in hospi- department at the International
common - certainly not in tal for some months: the other Metalworkers’ Federation in
domestic politics - save for one for someone who had been best Geneva, has been keeping a
important factor. They both man at my wedding and had watching brief on develop-
thought that Austria could play recently been in great pain. menls.
a role in foreign policy way out Two thoughts stand out. One The French and Spanish are

men's ties at the knot as a sym-
bol of triumphant castration.

British civil servants posted
to Bonn never believed how
seriously the Germans took all

that until they saw it in action.
One Shrove Tuesday, a British
official was sent to the Econom-
ics Ministry to protest at some
aspect or German policy. A
senior adviser to the Economics
Minister eventually emerged
and took down the complaint
word for word without remov-
ing either his red nose - those
were the days before Comic
Relief - or his false moustache.

menus.
The French and Spanish are

of proportion to the country's was the unanimous praise from not much interested because
size and, in particular, both
seemed to favour, no doubt for

everyone involved in either
[
neither are seriously affected:

case for the health service.
) the Belgians are miffed at the

Disability
Graffito in a West Midlands

social security office: “1 wanted
to be an osteopath, but 1 was
bone idle."

Treasury figures show that,
as a proportion of national
income, taxes outside the
North Sea oil sector have
risen from 35.8 per cent in
1983/84 to 37.1 per cent in

the current financial year.
For those on average earn-
ings, taxes on individual
incomes have been redistrib-

uted away from income tax
towards increased VAT and
National Insurance contribu-
tions. But the overall share
remains higher than when the
Government first took office
in 1979.
For a person on three-quar-

ters of male average earnings
- for example, a single nurse
on about £170 a week - the
proportion of the pay packet
taken in tax has risen from
43.7 per cent in 1978/79 to an
estimated 45.7 per cent in the
current year.
The only people whose tax

bills have dropped as a per-
centage of earnings have been
those much higher up the
income scale, largely because
of cuts in the top tax rates
announced in. Sir Geoffrey
Howe's first Budget.
Mr Lawson can claim that

the record has improved
under hls Chancellorship,
although the changes are dis-
tributional rather than abso-
lute. As companies have con-
tributed a much larger
proportion of the overall tax
take - partly because of the
restructuring of corporation
tax in 1984 - individuals
have seen a small reduction
But that fall and a series of

superficial changes to capital
taxes in his last four Budgets
do not provide much for the

history books when
. Set

against the changes seen, jn
countries like the US and New
Zealand. v'

In any event, the oonsensus
in financial markets is that he
could announce net tax
of £3bn to £4bn7 while pres-
erving a “prudent" image.

Reductions in income, tax '

could be higher if there'is a-
further shift towards indirect;,
taxation. The imposition of
VAT on goods and services
ranging from newspapers to'
commercial construction
be a possibility, as is- a sui^
stan tial increase; in the duty -

on cigarettes and tobacco. ,<•-

Mrs Thatcher has vetoed,
many of the more radical'
options - such as the imposi-
tion of VAT on food and fuel
or the abolition of mortgage"
interest relief - but Mr Law-
son can hardly claim that.,
such extra cash is essential. -

He has yet to decide on the
Budget's final shape, but the
forbidden gossip in the corri-
dors of Whitehall- suggests .

that a 25p basic rate and ' a
*'

top rate of perhaps 45p are
among the options near the
top of the lfstr
An immediate shift to inde-

'

pendent taxation of husbands
and wives is not technically'
feasible - the Inland Reve-
nue's sophisticated new com-,
puters take 2 years to repro-
gramme — but the Chancellor
can claim advance credit for
such a move.
Whatever Mr Lawson

decides to include in his pack-
age next month, past experi-
ence suggests he will do hls
utmost to make the wrapping
look exciting.
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David Buchan and Tim Dickson report on the breakthrough in EC budget negotiations

An end to the nay-saying

Lombard

IT SO NEARLY failed. At midnight
on the final day of the special
Euro-budget summit in Bnusete,
Chancellor Helmut Kohl, of West
Germany, told his fellow leaders
that as chairman of the European
Council he had no choice but to
wind up 26 hours of negotiations,
record that only 1 1 of their number
could agree on a deal and send
them home.
-We were over the brink," said

one of those present. Yet again, it
seemed Mrs Margaret Thatcher, the
British Prime Minister, would leave
a European Community summit in a
minority of one. ...

It was at chat point, when heads
of government, foreign ministers
and officials thought they were
slamming: shut thelr dossiers Tor
the last time, that Mr Felipe Gon-
zales, the Spanish Prime Minister,
called for a few minutes reconsid-
eration by all parties. - -

Mrs Thatcher left the room to
hold one last parley with her advis-
ers. She returned anti, without a
single further concession go her on
the table, announced she would fol-

low the Netherlands, her staunch-
est ally on farm reform, in condi-
tionally approving the EC package.
This was how the British Prime

Minister - after years of nay-say-
ing - joined her fellow leaders in
the European Community's first

accord since 1984 on budget
reform, one designed to last until

1992.
Nothing about the deal is carved

in stone. Some remaining farm pro-
duction -stabilisers" (automatic
price cuts once production limits

are breached) caused an
Anglo-French row in the closing
hours of the summit. These await
approval in a Week’s time before
the British and Dutch give their

full blessingto the package, in the
coining months all 12 national legis-

latures will have to ratify the deal.

But It how seems the community
can .at last lift Its sights .

above
household accounting squabbles.

In a world where food surpluses
and shortages occur in all the
wrong places, the EC can claim that
it has made a real effort to master
its chronic surpluses. This should
ease trade tensions with the US and
other food exporters.
European fanners win, for the

first time, face automatic price cuts
on such staples as cereal* if their
harvests exceed, certain Omits and,
in an important initiative, they will

be paid to “set aside* land from
arable production.

Failure at the summit, as Mr Kohl
warned last week, would have
meant the community’s “no longer
being taken seriously on the inter-
national stage”. Certainly, success

is likely to cause a sigh or roller oit

the part of the EC’s most important
world partners, who were con-
cerned that it might become perma-
nently devoted to contemplating its

budgetary navel.

Viewed from Brussels, the real
significance of the. summit is that
the community can now concen-
trate on the ambitious plan to link
its 320m population in a single inte-
grated market by 1992. Continued
sparring over money would have
lowered the chances of agreement
on the several hundred directives
and regulations still needed to
bring down the remaining barriers.
More particularly, the communi-

ty’s poorer regions — chiefly (he
Mediterranean south plus Ireland —
have demanded more structural
economic aid as the price of letting
the north's more competitive indus-
tries, barrier-free, into their mar-
kets. The budget accord, which
runs over the same five-year period
as the EC internal market pro-
gramme, contains an 80 per cent
increase in community structural
funds - to Ecul3bn (£9bn) by
1992.

It Is small wonder, then, that. Mr
Gonzales, leading the largest of the
EC’s poorer member states, was
prepared to sit op into early Satur-
day morning to get an accord.
But his plea for a final effort

would have merely prolonged fail-

ure by another hour if “Maggie'’, as
she 1$ known in every community
language, had not decided to stop
saying no.
At some time on Friday evening

she seemed to change heart and
heed the growing consensus among
her advisers and, apparently, the
counsel of Mr David Williamson,
her former EC specialist at Down-
ing Street and now secretary gen-
eral of the Commission.
Their view was that she could

push her partner states no further.
As EC president, Mr Kohl had made
concessions on agriculture that he-
had not been ready to make as a
purely national leader last Decem-
ber at Copenhagen. And, by the
time of the Hanover summit In
June, the UK might have lost the
Dutch as an ally and Spain and
some smaller states as sympathis-
ers.
Their support for Mrs Thatcher

helped outgnnMr Jacques Chirac,

the French Prime Minister, when he
sought to filibuster on non-arable
product stabilisers. He was proba-
bly acting with an eye on this
spring’s presidential elections.

The "way is now clear for the
community to negotiate a 1988 bud-
get (Instead of trying to make do at
1987 funding levels). The summit
accord replaces the (long broken)

MrsTbatehen hseefing tf» growing consensus

budget ceiling of 1.4 per cent of a
notional EC value added tax base
with a new one of between 1.2 and
1.3 per cent of community gross
national product. Under the former
VAT formula, this translates into
1,9 to 2.0 per cent.

Such a sharp increase in EC
resources, while less than others
were hoping to achieve, may be
hard for Mrs Thatcher to defend in
the Commons, as will be the
increase in structural funds. She
will no doubt stress her diplomatic
victory in maintaining the famous
rebate on the British budget contri-

bution and claim that she has
established new principles for tam-
ing the Common Agricultural Pol-

icy.
But given her dramatic climb-

down on several apparently crucial

aspects of the farm package, has
the community yet again failed to
restrain this area of spending?
Enthusiasts in Brussels point out

that the commitment to overall
budget discipline in agriculture and
the introduction of the much trum-
peted system of budget stabilisers,

the automatic price cuts if farmers
exceed production limits, will be
seen as the great achievements of
the summit.
They admit that budget discipline

has not worked wen in the past —

the fall of the US dollar and the
unrelenting growth of surpluses,'
notably butter and beef, made a
mockery of a similar deal in 1984.
But this time the size of the strait-

jacket, or “guideline” as it is
known, has been spelt out from the
beginning. It will not be allowed to
rise each year by more than 74 per
cent of the community's average
growth in gross national product,
except where currency fluctuations
have a particularly distorting
effect.
The new guideline has been fixed

at Ecu27.fibn for 1988, compared
with the official figure for farm
expenditure last year of around
Ecu26.8bn. These numbers, how-
ever, do not tell the whole story
since the actual amount in 1987
was considerably more and only
“reduced” by some neat accounting
footwork. The figure for this year
does not include the amount needed
for stock disposal on world mar-
kets, which will be classified as a
separate item.
The feeling in Brussels - given

the tighter than expected ceiling
which heads of government have
imposed on EC resources until 1992
- is that policy-makers at the Euro-
pean Commission will have their
work cut out to keep within the
new limits.

The job will not be made easier

by the watering down of the Com-
mission’s original package of stabi-
lisers: a process which started with
compromises on non-arable prod-
ucts, like wine and tobacco, and
culminated in Mrs Thatcher’s con-
cessions on crop production. She
accepted a production ceiling for
the cereals sector of 160m tonnes
for the next four years, compared
with the 155m tonnes to which
British ministers had previously
seemed staunchly committed.

Arguments will no doubt rage as
to the cost of this concession, the
impact of the 3 per cent price cut
to be imposed on production over
the limit (although only in the fol-

lowing marketing year) and the
effectiveness of the measures to be
taken for that other most politi-'

cally sensitive of sectors, oilseeds.

The point is that nobody should
have believed in the first place that
the CAP - which remains an
open-ended, legal guarantee to sup-
port farm prices — could suddenly
be brought under control by a
mechanism so seductively simple as
“binding and effective” stabilisers.

The measures agreed this weekend
will only be judged successful if

they give the right psychological
message to community fanners:
that the kitty is in danger of run-
ning dry. On their own, and even if

they had been tougher, stabilisers

would be little match for record
harvests or the productivity gains
and yield increases made possible

by technological advance.

The other big lesson of the nego-
tiations is that the EC’s political

attachment to fanners and the
countryside remains remarkably
firm. A study of public attitudes to
agriculture, published by the Euro-
pean Commission earlier this
month, demonstrated a surprisingly
high degree of support for farm
subsidies, European protectionism
and the “special” position of those
who live on the land. The findings
help explain why France and West
Germany have refused to budge
significantly in the face of Britain's
more market-oriented approach
and why the community is coming
to rely on production-curbing mea-
sures, such as the set-aside scheme,
as the only realistic long-term solu-
tion.

Puzzlement over why Mrs
Thatcher put her name to the "his-
toric” deal will remain. The need to
push ahead with the internal mar-
ket was one incentive, the satisfac-
tory renegotiation of the British
budget rebate was another. And,
after all the talking, perhaps she
has a deeper awareness of the
underlying political realities.

How Nigel can

remit £5bn
By Samuel Brittan

THE HEADLINES will be pro-
claiming a giveaway UK Bud-
get on March 15. But it will be
so only for a public which is

conditioned to the Govern-
ment taxing away an ever
greater proportion of its

income, and which regards
any temporary departure
from this trend as a bonanza.

Nearly S2ba of tax cuts will

be required to offset real fis-

cal drag - that is, the auto-
matic rise in the proportion of
income taken in tax as the
economy grows. A similar
sum is required to offset the
slightly declining share of
public expenditure in the
national income. But even
after total remissions of
nearly £4bn per annum the
Public Sector Borrowing
Requirement (PSBR) will
probably be completely elimi-

nated and replaced by a mod-
est surplus.

This will be neutral only in
the very limited sense of pres-
erving the same fiscal out-
come in 1988-89 as is likely in

1987-

88. Whatever Nigel Law-
son does, the fiscal stance will
still be far tougher than the
Government expected in Its
own Medium Term financial
strategy, and far tougher
than in the other major OECD
countries, including Germany
and Japan, even after allow-
ing for privatisation.

Just how dramatic recent
-developments in UK govern-
ment finance have been is

explained by Mr Gavyn
.Davies in the latest Goldman
Sachs Economics Analyst. In
the 1986 Financial Statement,
the Treasury projected non-oil
revenues of £l70bn for

1988-

89. The prospect now
for 1988-89, Goldman Sachs
says, is &187bn.

How did the Treasury's
forecasting error arise?
According to Goldman Sachs
some £11 bn of it was because
the national income in money
terms - nominal GDP - rose
faster than expected. The
other £6bn of the undershoot
is because the Treasury
underestimated fiscal drag.
‘ What has the Government

done with the additional reve-
nues? Followers of the politi-

cal debate might be surprised.
In fact, of the £17bn over-
shoot in non-oil revenues,
some £8bn has gone into
increased general government
expenditure and another
£8bn will probably go to
reduce the PSBR. Total tax
cuts are likely to be be only
slightly higher than projected
in 1986.

How about the argument
that higher public sector
savings are required to
release resources for invest-
ment and the balance of pay-
ments? The answer is that we
have already had a large -
and unanticipated - swing
towards savings in the public

sector. To push this trend fur-
ther could easily result in an
offsetting decline in private
savings, which have already
been Tailing as public sector
borrowing has declined.

Would it not be better to
eschew further fine-tuning
and settle for a roughly bal-

anced Budget which would
put the Chancellor in an
excellent position to move in
either direction In the face of
a future shock? In the mean-
while, is it too unreasonable
to expect monetary policy to

bear the burden of fighting
inflation? The 1988 Budget is

almost certainly Mr Lawson's
last chance to introduce the
tax reforms on which he has
set his heart. If, against the
odds, he were to announce a
credible medium term
exchange rate objective -
involving you-know-what -
he would be amply justified in
introducing tax remissions of
£5bn to facilitate his reforms.

Without the exchange rate
backstop, then the pessimists
who believe that the 4 or 5
per cent real growth rate
achieved in 1987 was an aber-
ration, for which we shall
have to pay heavily in 1988
or 1989. will be vindicated.
But they will be vindicated
even if the Chancellor intro-

duces an ultra-cautious Bud-
get with zero tax remission
and an increasing actual tax
burden.
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High rates

do harm / ' 1
"

From Mr Hut Johnson.

Sir, Can 1 plead with Samuel
Brittan to examine the alterna-

tive case oir interest rates?
Could he look act the proposition
that high rates actually do
more to cause the inflation and
excess demand he deplores than
to check them?

Surely, whatever the classical

theory says, in the real world
raising interest rates does more
to Increase the money supply
than to reduce SL Higher rates

increase the velocity of money;
the incentive to keep money
working is three times as strong

in the UK as It is in Germany.
They suck cash Into the coun-

try. forcing us to run a trade
deficit to compensate.

Increased interest rates also

increase the profitability of
lending money, because they
tend to increase the margin
between borrowing and lending.

Thus the finance houses are
encouraged to create ever more
ingenious credit instruments.
The result is more consumer
credit, nut less.

Could it be, in, the endless cir-

culation of the economic sys-
tem, that high interest rates are
as much a cause of high infla-

tion as a consequence? Should
we not be looking to break the
circle by bringing down Interest

nu-ti, which are relatively easy
to control, rather than trying to
squeeze inflation out of the.

economy through high unem-
ployment and the impoverish-
ment of the “under" class?

Tim Johnson,'
14 Penn Road, AT7

Letters to the Editor

Markets are the matchmakers
From Mr Charles Smedley.

Sir, Mr William Wallace indi-

cates (Letters, February 10)
that “Ideological free traders”
are out of date.

Those - of as who have
watched markets of any kind,
whether simple food markets in

Java or sophisticated futures
markets in Chicago, are often
surprised by their actions but
rarely dissatisfied with their
ability to match buyer and
seller - that is, to match supply
and demand.
Not only that: the market pri-

cing system corrects any seri-

ous aberration (shortage or
glut) In a relatively short time,
unless a government interferes.

OPEC, the Tin Council and the
Common Market Agricultural
Policy are three examples.

Similarly, those who monitor
government-controlled activi-
ties are continaily disappointed

In their performance. Why do
we have such interesting
debates on the National Health
Service or on education if it is

not because the Government
finds it hsrd to match supply
and demand?
Perhaps Mr Wallace is right

when he says that the logical

conclusion of the free market isfree market is

that the inherent inefficiency of
government is no less marked
in the administration of
defence, or Justice, than in its

attempts to police markets.

Finally, he demands a con-
vincing explanation why
bureaucrats in East Asia appar-
ently have an impact on their
economies different from the
effect of bureaucrats here.

It may be unfair to point out
that Hong Kong is one of the
free trade areas of the world,
with a phenomenal growth rate
in GNP, supporting a large and
ever-growing population on a
rocky outcrop from mainland
China. It is, however, fair to
note how different, say,
Japan's culture Is from that of
the UK. The history of liberal-

ism and the development of
rights of the individual, as
reflected in the UK and the US,
are not common to East Asian
nations.
Any review of the impact of

-bureaucrats on East Asian
economies might include com-
parisons with government-dom-
inated European economies -
such as the UK and France - as
well as with free trade/free
market economies in the same
geographic area.

It will also be interesting to
monitor the speed at which cor-
porations in the still relatively
free market economy of the US
turn around after their recent
beating by European and Far
Eastern companies. I think Mr
Wallace will be surprised.
Charles Smedley,
5 Roulh Road, SW18.

No substitute

for subtitles

From Mr Clifford H. Raslam.
Sir, Affection for your Arts

page, its opera reviews in par-
ticular, is saddened by Max
Loppert’s continuing attitude of
contempt for the Royal Opera’s
occasional use of English subti-

tles (his review of Parsifal,
January 30).

I wish Mr Loppert could be
persuaded to appreciate the tre-
mendous gain these subtitles
represent for the opera lover
who has not been able to devote
his or her life to the study of.

say, German, and the operas of
Wagner. 1 believe that for most
members of an opera audience
there is no comparison between
studying the Parsifal book
beforehand, as suggested by Mr
Loppert, and being able to fol-

low the detailed argument of
the plot with - only slightly
distracting - subtitles.

This new system is now uni-
versally adopted on the west
coast of the United States. For
many people attending the mag-
nificent Ring cycle of Wagner
operas In San Fransisco in
1986, as I did - and the recent
Melita/Miller/Hockney Tristan
in Los Angeles - it is the most
important technical develop-
ment in opera since opera sing-
ers had to learn to act.

I would not only invite the
Royal Opera to use the system
more often, but would implore
the magnificent English
National Opera to abandon its

only crime against the arts -
the use of English translations
in foreign operas. It should
adopt subtitles.
Clifford H Haslam,
Aida 51,
San AngeUit,
01060 Mexico DF.

The radio proposals will merely create another radio authority

From Mr HJL McGhee,
Sir, As someone with 40-

ycars' experience in broadcast-
ing matters. I have been follow-

ing Mr Douglas Hurd’s propos-
als on the future management
of commercial and community
rad in broadcasting with great

interest, not to say some dis-

may.
There 4re some points to

make about his prevent propos-
als-

First, the concept off many
more commercial and commu-
nity stations is an excellent
one.
Second, in respect Of “single

frequency," the Home Secre-
tary

1

* tuawment Ik unsound -
and indeed, what fa new about
single frequencies? Mspy of us
grew up with “the Light Pro-

gramme" and "the Home Ser-

vice" with a spot on the dial for

each. However,to cover the
wunury. each service required

several frequencies to give
proper signal strength. This
will be so for the three pro-
posed national cfcannete.
The single, frequency concept,

which worked so wen In the
past for the BBC. now works
well for local radio. Londoner*
know where Capital Radio is on
the receiver dial. There is

duplication on medium wave
raw) ami frequency modula-
tion (VHF) but this Is a result

of the gradual change over to
VHF - which gives better 24
hour coverage — and reflects

the time taken to engineer the

VHF system and to change Us*

team tufting habit*, what
does not wovtt is, for example,
schools programmer Intruding

into Radio 4 VHF, » vice versa.

Followingon from this is the

. Home Secretary’s desire for the

three national channels to offer

a “divers* programme service

calculated to appeal -to a wide
variety of tastes and tsserests

and not lta#«d tt h aiage for-

mat". Given hi* desire for "sin-

gle frequency" broadcasting,
this Is not compatible with lis-

tening habits because people
Uke to know what programme
diet to expect when they
change stations.

Third, the concept of a radio

authority taking over the Inde-

f
tendeni Broadcasting Author-
ty's role for radio is surely
unnecessary when the laudable
“light touch" control is imple-

mented. This can be achieved
by direct instruction to the
chairman of the 1BA. If desired,

a radio authority could be set

up in parallel with a televirion

authority within the IBA;
radio’s chairman and director

general could draw on the
resource? of the television
director general, and the not
inconsiderable Infrastructure,

to serve both authorities.

Fourth. Mr Hurd's proposal?,

eagerly awaited by the broad-
cast Industry, will require an
engineering overview. The
actual ownership of the trans*

tnUtera i* not a matter of dis-

agreement. The present for*

ward funding arrangements are
satisfactory. But the current
proposals completely underesti-

mate the problems of establish-

ing and co-ordinating all the
transmitters of the present
commercial radio system - and
there are many - with the

requirements of the country-
wide service of the BBC.
Overlaid upon this are the

frequency demands of new ser-

vices such as low power com-
munity radio and the three pro-
posed national channels. If
these are to be truly national,

then considerable system engi-
neering is called for.(The IBA
engineering beam at Winchester
has to date carried out an
excellent job of planning a sys-

tem in conjunction with the
BBC to ensure maximum power
- hence better reception for the
listener, consistent with mini-

mum Interference.

I beg the Home Secretary and
his advisers IP reconsider their

present proposal*. As they
stand, they merely create
another body to do something
already possible, even a new
“light teach" brier, within the
existing establishment. To
excommmunlcate the IBa from
radio broadcasting now seems
an act of punishment rather
than guidance for the future.

Harry McGhee.
7 Eaton Rote. SWl.

Only Hanover Fair CeBIT *88 devotes so

much attention to developments in modem
telecommunications. No other trade fair

provides such a detailed insight into new

telecommunications standards . . . electronic

mailing . . . new switching and transmission

systems for local area and long-range

networks.. .as well as many other key

developments ranging from satellite tech-

nology and integrated communications

systems to professional studio equipment

Over2^00 exhibitors from 40 countries will

take pan in CeBIT, now recognized as the

world market for office, information and

telecommunications technology. AD the

leading manufacturers will demonstrate

their latest products here. In fret, mostcom-

panies launch their innovative technology

and products only at Hanover. Understand-

ably, because this extensive display attracts

more than 400,000 visitors from all over the

world._ world.

It s CeBIT Time.

The right time for new links

in telecommunicationSv«*«sa
TV.

A new dimension

in communication

Office and information systems

CTM -CAD/CAM systems

Production data acquisition

Applications Center for Small Businesses

Municipal User Center

DP peripherals

Software, management consulting

Office and organizational technology

Bank equipment and security systems

Telecommunications

for further iitionMtkxi pTm* (9«ub‘.

Arnold Rustemever. Srurs.dc, 5indrrsaJ Roii.

StndcrecJiJ, 5wsh Oeydefl. Surrey CR2 CAJ.

TeL: 3l-«SW:91.Teiflu 8951514

World Center for Office, Information and Telecommunications Technology
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New battle

brews over

bank bill
THE GLASS-Steagall debate Is
hotting up again. The argument
over whether the barriers
between the business of com-
mercial banks and securities
brokerage houses should be
tom down has, of course, blown
hot and cold for most of the 65
years they have been in place.
This time, however,it looks as

though things may come to a
head despite what seems like
some last minute forays by
some anti-repeal pockets in
Congress.
The prospect of realistic and

substantive legislation was
raised last November when Sen-
ator William Proxmire, Chair-
man of the Senate Banking
Committee, and Senator Jake
Gam, leader of the committee's
Republican minority, jointly
introduced a bill to repeal the
Glass-Steagall Act.
Time horizons in Congress

can drift ever outwards or tele-
scope at great speed. It seems
now that the death of Glass-
Steagall, contemplated for so
long, will now be swift.
The Proxmire/Garn bill, while

not all-embracing, has wide-
spread support not only from
the banks themselves, who
must feel that they have been
gearing up their securities
capabilities for an age, but also
from the key regulatory agen-
cies - the US Federal Reserve
and the Securities and
Exchange Commission.

All that is left as the Glass-
Steagall bill gets more dog-
eared and tattered by the day Is

a rearguard action by the Secu-
rities Industry Association,
some apparently hopeless oppo-
sition from the insurance and
property industries whose
ambigous position will not be
addressed by the Prox-
raire/Gam proposals and some
jockeying for position by the
gradualists who may or may
not include, according to how
cynical you are, some politi-
cians who favour a continued
securities industry monopoly.
The prospect of a squabble

between the House and Senate
Banking Committees emerged
last week with the tabling of a
rival bill by Representative
Charles Schumer, a Democrat
from Brooklyn. This would give
the banks additional powers
only to underwrite commercial
paper and mortgage-backed
securities.

According to those supporting
the Schumer bill, it has much
more support than the Prox-
mire proposals. One official,
who declined to be named, cited
rumours in Washington that
Senator Proxmire could not
even count on the vote of his
co-sponsor Jake Gam who had
changed his mind about the bill.

He wasn’t sure why.
The Senate Banking Commit-'

tee naturally dismisses the bill

as the most obvious spoiling
tactic and intends to discuss its

own bill within the next 10
days amid high hopes that it
will attract broad support and
be presented to President Rea-
gan for signing "within weeks
rather than months.”
The need for urgent and

clear-cut legislation has intensi-
fied in the light of an appeal
court ruling last Monday which
upheld a lower court decision to
allow seven large banks to
underwrite a variety of debt
securities including commercial
paper, municipal revenue bonds
and securities backed by vari-
ous assets such as mortgages
and credit card receivables.
That decision comes only two

weeks before a Congress-im-
posed moratorium on any
extension of bank powers is
due to expire on March 1 , mak-
ing the court's authorisations
very real indeed. Nobody
expects this moratorium to be
extended.
Even the Securities Industry

Association says it has not lob-
bied for an extension although
it is considering appealing
against the ruling which clearly
undermines attempts to control
the pace at which Glass-Stea-
gail is dismantled.
The General Accounting

Office, the independent govern-
ment watchdog, last week
urged a gradualist approach to
the repeal of Glass-Steagall
which would allow the proper
regulatory structure to be put
in place and for banks to build
up the necessary capital to
finance their new securities
operations.
Mr Charles Bowsher, the

Comptroller General who heads
the GAO, told Congress last
week that the GAO favoured a
plan in which banks would ini-
tially only be allowed to commit
5 per cent to 10 per cent of
their total business revenues to
securities activities.
Despite its sense of caution,

the GAO does not seem to
favour an extension of the mor-
atorium after March l because
that would freeze into the sys-
tem existing inequities in which
some banks have managed to
get through loopholes in the act
and others haven’t. Congress
must move as quickly as possi-
ble, it believes, consistent with
sensible policy-making.
The banks sense victory and

aeem to be keeping quiet in
order not to jeopardise the bill’s
passage through Congress.

Howe to resist Kremlin call for arms cuts
THE LEXCOLUMN 'VWi

BY ROBERT MAUTHNEft, DPLOMATIC CORRESPONDENT, IN LONDON

SIR GEOFFREY Howe, the Brit-

ish Foreign Secretary, who flew
to Moscow last night for a
four-day official visit, will tell

Soviet leaders that Britain will

,
not negotiate reductions in its

1 nuclear arms even if the US and
the Soviet Union agree on a 60
per cent cut in their strategic
weapons.

Sir Geoffrey, who is sched-
uled to have talks with both Mr
Eduard Shevardnadze, the
Soviet Foreign Minister, and Mr
Mikhail Gorbachev, the Soviet
leader, is expected to resist
pressure from his hosts to give
a firm undertaking on future
reductions in the British
nuclear deterrent.
Though the principle of a cut

in British nuclear arms in the
longer run has never been
rejected by London, the point at
which Britain would agree to
put its deterrent on the negotia-

ting table has been left deliber-

ately vague.
Mrs Margaret Thatcher, the

British Prime Minister, has said
that the two superpowers
would have to go "enormously
further” than their planned
reductions of 50 per cent in

strategic nuclear weapons
before Britain would allow its

future Trident submarine mis-
sile system to be touched.
The British position is funda-

mentally the same as that of
France, the only other Western
European nuclear power, which

has also said that a strategic

arms reduction treaty (START)
providing for 60 per cent cuts

would not be sufficient to trig-

ger talks on reductions in the
French nuclear deterrent
The Foreign Secretary’s stand

will hardly come as a surprise

to the Soviet leaders, but it is

not expected to prevent them
from emphasising their opposi-
tion to the planned modernise
tion of Britain's nuclear deter-

rent at a time when the
superpowers are proposing to

halve their strategic arsenals.
The replacement of Britain's

ageing Polaris submarine mis-

siles with the US-built Trident
system must, by now, be taken
as a "fait accompli" by Moscow.

However, Soviet officials are

crechted with a proposal that

Britain should strictly limit the
five-fold increase in warheads

that the modernisation scheme
would normally entaiL

Sir Geoffrey, who is to visit

Kiev, the Ukraine capital, after

being received by Mr Gorba-
chev on Tuesday, is also expec-

ted to sound out the Soviet

leaders on what kind of interim,

arrangements they want to see

in Afghanistan after the
planned withdrawal of Soviet

troops. Other important issues

on the agenda of the Moscow
tali™ include the latest Middle

East peace initiative by the US,

' Indian Prime Minister BaJ&v Gandhi (right) stands with leading members of his cabinet during

the induction of new ministers yesterday. They are, from the right, Buta Singh, Home Affairs

Minister and now sole cabinet representative of the Punjab, Shiv Shankar and Fasant Sathe

Gandhi reshuffles government

and rules out early election
8YK.K. SHARMA IN NEW DELHI

MR RAJIV GANDHI, the Indian
Prime Minister, announced a
big government shuffle yester-
day and quashed speculation
that he was about to call a snap
general election.
He did not switch key minis-

ters but made 15 changes,
bringing in or changing 13
members and dismissing two.
Mr Gurdiai Singh Dhiilon,

from the agriculture ministry,
was one of those dismissed. His
exclusion is important because
as a Sikh he represented the
troubled state of Punjab whose
sole representative in the cabi-
net now is Mr Buta Singh, the
Home Affairs Minister.
The cabinet still has an unfin-

ished look, according to observ-
ers, but this is likely to be the
team with which Mr Gandhi
will lead his Congress (I) party
into the national polls to be
held before December next
year.
As ministers were being

sworn in, Mr Gandhi ruled out

speculation that fresh parlia-
mentary elections were in the
offing. "1 don't see elections on
the horizon," he said.
This was the 10th time he has

reshuffled his team since par-
liamentary elections in 1986.
Despite the two new appoint-
ments, which come just a week
before parliament's three-
month budget session, there is

still no foreign minister of cabi-
net rank and Mr Gandhi contin-
ues to hold the foreign portflio.

Some ministers hold two
senior portfolios, notably Mr
Narayan Datt Tiwari, who is
cabinet minister for both the
finance and commerce depart-
ments. Other senior cabinet
ministers keep their jobs,
including Mr Krishna Chandra
Pant, Defence Minister and Mr
Buta Singh.
Among the new appointees

are Mr Moti Lai Vohra, former
chief minister of Madhya Pra-
desh and Mr Bindheshwari
Dubey, former chief minister of

Bihar. Both men resigned their
ministerial posts in the Hindi
heartland of northern India on
Saturday. They quit after pro-
longed criticism that they had
failed to tackle important
issues in these states.

These are thought to be part
of a series of changes that Mr
Gandhi has planned among
leaders of Congress-ruled
states, the first having come a
month ago when Mr Hardeo
Joshi was dropped as chief min-
ister of Rajasthan and super-
seded by Mr H. Mathur.

Mr Vohra has now been made
cabinet minister for health and
family welfare, and Mr Dubey
cabinet minister for law and
justice, both portfolios of Less

than first rank. Of the 60-
strong council of ministers, 16
have cabinet rank.

Most of the other changes are
•at junior minister rank and part
of a rearrangmem of portfolios
at cabinet and lower levels.

Shamir rejects US peace plan
BY ANDREW WHITLEY IN JERUSALEM

MR YITZHAK SHAMIR, the
Israeli Prime Minister, has
made it clear that he totally

rejects the US ‘peace for terri-

tory" formula. This rebuff came
10 days before Mr George
Shultz, the US Secretary of
State, was to start a Middle
East peace mission.
The right-wing leader’s rejec-

tion of the latest US thinking
about the occupied territories is

matched by Syria and the Pal-
estine Liberation Organisation,
though for very different rea-

sons.
In a spate of orchestrated

leaks to the Israeli media, the
prune minister’s office revealed
over the weekend that Mr
Shamir would not budge from
his Herut Party's long-standing

refusal to withdraw from any
of the territories Israel has con-
trolled since 1967.
Mr Shamir, who faces what

promises to be an exceptionally
close general election in the
next nine months, has also
ruled out Israeli participation
in an international conference
on the Middle East, or the accel-
erated timetable at the core of
the US plans.
Even so, as the Prime Minis-

ter digs his heels in deeper, a
growing protest movement
within Israel over the army's
handling of the unrest in the
occupied territories has high-
lighted the way in which Israeli
society is becoming polarised.
Large demonstrations were

held over the weekend by three

separate groups in different
locations; the left-wing Peace
Now movement in Jerusalem,
Israeli Arabs at Haifa and the
Druze in their Golan Heights
-homeland.

More than 1,000 armed mem-
bers of the security forces were
drafted into the Golan Heights
for the day, to combat an
expected outburst of violence
from the Druze, a breakaway
Moslem sect strong in Lebanon
and parts of Syria.

Of particular concern to the
security authorities is the fact
that the Druze, usually loyal to
the Israeli state, have begun to
express open solidarity for the
Palestinians in the occupied ter-

ritories.

Greater
disruption

predicted

for Ford
By Charies Londbortor

In London
F*ORD UK appeared at the
weekend to be preparing for a
lengthy national strike and
British union officials predicted
that the stoppage by more than
32.000 manual workers would
soon Lead to deepening disrup-
tion in the company^
operations in continental
Europe.
White-collar union officials

said that during talks with
management last week - on the
company's radical three-year
pay and conditions offer -

senior managers indicated that

they expected the strike to last
five to six weeks.

It is now widely expected
that the company will not
approach the unions for further
alks until some of the momen-
tum behind the stoppage, which
started a week ago, has dissi-

pated.
White-collar workers are not

involved in the strike, but
union officials said they expect
negotiations to come to a head
tomorrow when the company is

expected to table its final offer
to the 12,000-strong white-col-
lar staff.
Meanwhile, union officials

detailed, on the basis of con-
tacts with their continental
counterparts, the deepening
disruption they foresee for sev-
eral plants:
•The company's transmission
and axel plant at Duren, in
West Germany, will have to lay
off workers today or tomorrow
due to a shortage of parts from
the UK.
•The Escort and Orion assem-
bly plant at Azambvga, Portu-
gal, will soon face serious
shortages of a range ofUK sup-
plied components, such as radi-
ators and instruments.
•Managers at the Saarlouis
plant, West Germany, which
manufactures Escorts and Ori-
ons, will soon have to consider
lay-offs among staff who were
last week sent on training
courses as a result of a 25 per
cent cut in production. The
workers are on full-pay while
output has been reduced and
the working day shortened by
90 minutes.
•The unions also predict that
workers at the Cologne engine
plant will be laid off on Febru-
ary 17 and the plant’s Scorpio
line could be disrupted from
March 4. Production at Cologne
is traditionally cut during one
week In early February to allow
workers to take part in a carni-

val.

UK white-collar union offi-
cials who visited the Cologne
plant last week said West Ger-
man union officials were highly
sceptical of company plans to
find alternative continental
components suppliers.

Thatcher mounts defence of EC deal Bants’ London
Continued from Page 1

provisional and will fail unless
last-minute issues raised by the
French, involving price-cutting
arrangements on seven Commu-
nity products, are satisfactorily
concluded at a meeting of the
Foreign Affairs Council in Brus-
sels next week.
Mrs Thatcher was openly

angry at the French tactics and
tried unsuccessfully to have the
agreements on price stabilisers
- thought to have been finali-
sed at the Copenhagen summit
- thrashed out between Foreign
Ministers at the end of the
meeting.
Two-and-a-half months away

from the presidential elections,
Mr Francois Mitterrand and Mr

Jacques Chirac succeeded In
preserving a united front, in
the defence of French agricul-
ture.

The two leaders are able to
return to Paris with a compro-
mise agreement. Failure would
have exposed them to the
taunts of Mr Raymond Barre,
their main rival in election,
who has made Europe one of
the principal themes of his cam-
P®jgn-
The French did make several

concessions, with the increase
in the volume of structural aid
to the poorer regions closer to
the doubling demanded by the
southern nations than to the 50
per cent sought by Mr Chirac .

Italian Government Ministers,

distracted by the country's
political crisis, nevertheless
expressed strong satisfaction at
the weekend.
Farmers’ leaders, however,

were strongly disenchanted,
complaining that the settlement
was "unbalanced."
Protracted negotiations

between the European Council
of Ministers, the Commission
and the European Parliament
on the deal’s implications are
now likely.

The Netherlands has also
made its agreement to the
entire summit package condi-
tional on agreement at that
meeting.

units attacked
Continued from Page 1

ascribed to "unexpected and
stiff competition" in the London
capital markets. Two of the
investment banking firms
required "substantial capital
injections in 1987
However, the report stresses

"that the problems experienced 1

have not, to date, appeared to
be serious enough to jeopardise
these banks' operations in the
US."
Mr Richard Fogel, assistant

Comptroller General at the
GAO, said; "We put these exam-
ples In the report to emphasise
the need for strong interna)
controls if banks get involved
in the securities business.”
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main rivals, Mr Richard
Gephardt of Missouri, who has
toned down his populist rheto-
ric in a state with 2 per cent
unemployment, and Senator
Paul Simon of Illinois

New Hampshire has tradition-
ally been a pollster's nightmare
Mr Gephardt's win in Iowa

last week does not seem to have
given him the political momen-
tum which would have assured
him second place here. How-
ever, judging from polling data
in the south it has strengthened
his position for "Super Tues-
day" if he does not suffer a
serious rebuff at the hands of
New Hampshire’s voters.

Mr Simon, who would proba-
bly face an early withdraw!;
from the race if he were to fin-
ish a poor third, has riled Mr :

Gephardt by implying in adver-
tisements that he has changed
his position so frequently that
he is not to be trusted.

Former Governor Bruce Bab-
bitt publicly conceded that it
will take a miracle to keep him

;

in contention now, while Mr
I

Alberft Gore from Tennessee
who ignored last week’s Iowa
caucuses has made only a mod-
est commitment of time to New
Hampshire and has adopted the
risky strategy of focusing his
campaign on the March 20 pri-
maries.

Fair

Pension fund trustees are tradi-

tionally resistant to change,
and there are perhaps good rea-

sons why this should be so. But
the stock market crash and the
uncertain' outlook for markets
worldwide must be prompting
them to re-examine the wisdom
of committing the overwhelm-
ing majority of their assets to
equities.

On the face of it the crash,
which caught pension fluids
with a record 85 per cent
invested in equities, should
have brought home the impor-
tance of diversification. More-
over, in a possible future of low
inflation and low growth, the
assumptions that led to the
great swing away from gilts in
the hyper-inflationary 1970s
could soon look badly out of
date.

However, the anecdotal evi-
dence suggests that any
soul-searching on the part of
trustees has not so far resulted
in a change in policy. In marked
contrast to the US, where sev-
eral large funds have pulled out
of equities altogether, UK fluids
appear to have been relatively
unmoved by the crash. Most
reason that if equities seemed
good value last summer on a
long term view they cannot be
bad value now. Furthermore,
companies which themselves
see no decline in their business
are less inclined to worry about
the effects of bear markets and
recessions on their pension
funds.

While this somewhat laid-
back response to the crash may
turn out to be justified by
events, the basis for the pres-
ent balance between equities
and gilts is scarcely confi-
dence-inspiring. Indeed, as most
funds assess their weightings
by reference to an average of
what other funds are doing, the
whole concept of being over- or
under-weight becomes alarm-
ingly circular.

Despite the fuzziness of the
issue, the question of the
appropriate balance is becom-
ing increasingly visible.
Rolls-Royce, Rank Xerox, and
Woolworths are leading a move
towards parcelling out the
assets of their pension funds to
specialist managers - which
may increase performance
overall, but also requires a firm
decision by the trustees on how
much should go to each.

One approach is to match the
lives of the fund’s assets with
its liabilities. A new model has
been developed by investment
consultants GMO Woolley,
which establishes a neutral mix
of gilts and equities according
to the proportion of active to
retired members in each fund.

Equities
As percentage of UK Raufeo
Fund Assets

77 79 81 63 85 87

The rationale is that the aver-
age life span of retired mem-
bers. typically five to seven
years, is about the same as that
of a broad gilt-edged portfolio,,
whereas the longer liabilities
represented by active members,
are better matched by the aver-
age equity portfolio.

This method has the appeal
of simplicity, and the advan-
tage of establishing a clear, dis-
tinct benchmark for each fund.
It also suggests that UK pen-
sion funds are heavily over-
weight in equities at the
moment, as the average balance
between active and retired
members of several large funds
would indicate a neutral
weighting to bonds of nearer 40
per cent than the present 16 to
20 per cent.

However, the approach is not
without flaws. The industry
has hitherto resisted attempts
to balance precisely the flows
of Its assets and liabilities,

because the latter are not fixed
in monetary terms. Given that
inflation can wreak havoc with
even the most conservative
actuary’s calculations, pension
funds have tended to lean
towards the more predictable
real return which equities
offer.

In any event, with or without
a new approach by the trustees,
the proportion of funds commit-
ted to equities is bound to fall
as a result of the crash. The
steady creep in the share of
equities from about 50 per cent
in 1980 has been a largely auto-
matic consequence of the bun
market. Indeed, for the last
seven years, pension funds
have committed a dwindling
proportion of cash flow to the
stock market in an attempt to
redress the balance. In that
sense, if pension funds respond
to the crash by investing with
caution in equities, it will be
little change from what they
were doing before.

UK bank ^ ^
When Midland. .Bank opus

the 1987 reporting seastm^ftg-'.
the UKdearing Isahkslater this
week. It will; focus attention
onceagaindnorieofthe^more
accident-prone' sectors of-tiw ••

.
UK stock markets The.de&etffy

. have been enjoying, bumper
profits^T horne, but fhls 'has*
been more than offsetbythe
need to 1providerto? theireaifier
expensive forays into TSiird

:

World lending.:The- resultant
numbers wHT probaUy do more
to confuse Investors to bank
Stocks than to enlighten tfamn.^ -

. The biggest uncertainty sbodt
Midland's figures, as with'the
rest of the banks, is the level of -

extra, provisions it might set
against its foreign lendingsAsa
guide, the major New. York .

money centre banks, wW

-

more exposed than the . HE
-dearers, have already
not to increase their provisions.
Taken together with the recent
rather surprising warning fimm'

"

the Governor of the -Bank- of
- England about the -dangers^ 9
over-providing, that meaxerthe
UK banks are unlDcelyto do
anything dramatic. oh.r this
score.

. y
Nevertheless, even a,mar-

ginal increase in. the . level of
less developed country provi-
sioning could make a mockery
of analysts’ predictions, and for
this reason it Is the level of
underlying profits which trill

be more closely
:
studied. In

addition, there are ttaodther
pointers which are particularly
worthy of scrutiny this time -
dividends and capital levels: At
a time when valuing banks'
LDC lending is unusually com-
plicated, the jaze of the. divi-
dend increasefe one of the best
guides to the confidence

,
of the

management team: Barclays,
and Lloyds are both expected to
raise their annual divkfends by
around 10 per cent, whileHat-'
West wflL confirm its premier
rasing if it raises its payout by
the expected ig per cent. By.
contrast, even a' small dividend
increase Midland would be a
surprise: mid not necessarily a
welcome one. - ..*•

"

As for capitalJevelsj ^fiere
are very ’few banks- inithe

'

world which still, believe they
should be able to finance their
growth, or their mistakes, with-
out calling on shareholders tor
extra funds. The London banks
are no exception, and the latest
batch of capital ratios win be
scrutinised accordingly for
clues about the next bank In

line to tap the market Aside
from Standard Chartered,
Lloyds and Barclays, are ;'tbe

most obvious candidates for
rights issues; but in its present
depressed frame of mind the
market would need convincing
that this was not throwinggood
money after bad. .

Thisanmmncemati appears b& a nutterofrecord oniy

UHfeon
Wilson Sporting Goods Co.

Private placement

of

Convertible Junior

Subordinated Notes

We underwrote this private placement
and acted as financial advisors
to Wilson Sporting Goods Co.
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INTERNATIONAL BONDS

New issues ignore ‘Robinson Crusoe week’
EVEN. DURING what became
known as “Robinson Crusoe
week” - spent waiting for Fri-

day, when the keenly awaited
US December, trade figures
were, due - a steady flow of
new Eurodollar bond issues was
maintained last week.
The appearance in the first

four days of six new Eurodollar
fixed rate

.
bonds totalling

SlJftm, and a JlOOm unsyndi-
cated issue for Venezuela
thrown in for good measure,
testified to the confidence
among Eurobond houses that
bonds could be placed whatever
Friday’s data might hold.
Indeed, the policy of launch-

ing new bonds ahead of the
trade figures looked particu-
larly sound, given the US Trea-
sury bond market's reaction to
the announcement of a better-
than-expected $12.2bn trade
gap in December.

year deal -for Oeterreichische
Kontrollbaak right at the top
of the market.
Syndicate managers agreed

that the more attractive of

bonds had looked well-placed
by the end of the week.

It seems there are still enough
investors concerned that they
may have, missed out on the
dollar bond rally this -year to
keep the money flowing into
the Eurodollar sector.
And given the large numbers

of Eurobond redemptions due
on existing bonds over the next
few months, significant
amounts of new. money will not
be required to keep bonds being
absorbed over Che next few
months.
Nevertheless, the demand

may be more shallow than it

looks. In particular, Japanese
buyers do not seem to have
returned in force as yet.
This was indicated by a

$200m issue for Electricity de
France, which was launched on
Thursday evening and could
easily have been swallowed up
by the Japanese over night, but
which was, in fact, liberally
distributed around Europe as
welL
The frequent appearance of

Japanese houses as lead manag-
ers of straight as well as Japa-
nese equity-linked bond issues

EUROMARKET TURNOVER <Sm)

Primary Mjriot

StnfgMs Cm FRN Otter
uss 3.17X2 OO 74&0 5,9073
Prev -429L6 tLD 0X1 t*234JZ
Otter 775.7 0.0

. tLD 432.9
Pnw 85L2 OjO B3J

Stcoetey Martel

Cedrf Emdaar Toni

13427.7 3*2083 46^36.0
12,907.2 34/1373 46,4443
2*514-0 30, *308 5£8M3
5367.9 30,712.7 52,5306

Wnk ta (ternary 1L MB

this year is a measure not of
how much paper is flowing into

Japan bat rather of the extent
to which they have built up
international placing power
over the past few years.
This is, of course, combined

with a willingness to undercut
the opposition in price terms.

Since most borrowers are not
in dire need of funds at the
moment, it is becoming increas-
ingly difficult to combine their

borrowing targets with pricings

on the bond that investors will
find palatable.
This is giving the Japanese a

distinct edge. Recent wounding
losses on securities trading
have, by contrast, made the US
and European houses more cir-

cumspect round the pricing
table than used to be their
wont
The point was well illustrated

last week by LTCB Interna-
tional's $250fn three-year deal
for General Electric Credit
Corporation.
LTCB bought the deal at a

yield representing a mere 34
basis points over the US Trea-
sury bond yield curve, to the
incredulity of the rest of the
market.
One syndicate manager said

the margin would have had to
be at least 10 basis points more
generous before he could even
nave contemplated joining the
group.
Boycotted by all the US and

Swiss houses, and most of the
UK merchant banks, almost all

the paper must have remained
with the lead manager, which
bravely maintained a support
bid at the level of the total fees

all week.
All three of the Eurodollar

bonds issued during the previ-
ous week, for New Zealand,
Toyota, and Caisse Nationals
des Telecommunications,
were launched by Japanese
securities houses.

It was generally believed in
the market that the swap
underlying, in particular, CNT's
bond must have been hand-
somely subsidised to achieve its
target.
An alternative means of issu-

ing a bond on an off-market pri-
cing, of course, is not to sell it

to the market at all.

Swiss Bank Corporation
Investment announced on Fri-
day its sole management of a
SI00m deal for Pepsico, repli-

cating a mechanism it had
developed for an issue for its
parent company last autumn.
The five-year bond, launched

ax a margin of 46 basis points
over the US Treasury bond
yield, would certainly have had
a rough time of it in the open,
market-

Clare Pearson

A keenly-awaited mandate is awarded
AFTER THE excitement of the
mega-deals for BAT Industries
and Eastman Kodak, the Euro-
credit market settled back into
more normal routine last week.
Credit Fonder, which bor-

rows with France’s guarantee,
is understood to have awarded
a long-awaited mandate for a
S26Qm credit.

Credit Suisse First Boston is

bookrunner, with
.
Deutsche

Bank, Indosuez and Mitsubishi
Bank also understood to be
mandated.
CSFB could not confirm any.

details, but the five-year deal is
understood to have an annual
facility fee of 4 baas points for
the first three years and 5 basis
points thereafter.
There Is no interest margin

over London interbank offered
rates (Libor), and there are util-

isation fees.

The deal, expected to he

launched this week, had been
keenly awaited for the extent
to which Credit Fonder, which,
like many French borrowers
drives a hard bargain, would be
able to pay a 4 basis point fee.
The facility fee is a key element
as it represents the straightfor-

ward return to banks regard-
less of whether there are draw-
ings.
la the event, bankers consid-

ered the terms reasonable,
given that a private sector bor-
rower such as Rhdne-Poulenc,
the chemicals group, may pay a
fee as low as 3.5 basis points
for the first year of a 5300m
facility mandated last week -
depending on the extent to
which the money is deemed
“available.”
' Animal changes in the mini-
mum “availability" during its
life' raise RhAne-Poulenc’s fee.
gradually to 5 basis points after

three years.
The fees are fractionally

more generous to banks than
Chose paid by both borrowers in

1986, as they contributed to a
steady downward push.
Then, Credit Fonder paid 4

basis points for the first five

years of a seven-year credit,
and Rhdne-Poulenc 4 basis
points for seven years.
Two more Swedish borrowers

are in the market after Saab-
Scania's 5350m facility was
launched last week: Modo, a
paper group, has mandated
Bankers Trust and Svenska
Handelsbanken for a 5 100m
seven-year revolving credit
with a commitment fee of 12.5
basis points and a margin over
Libor of 20 basis points, rising

to 30 after four years.
Seen as more aggressive were

terms of a S200m credit for
Aga, the industrial gas com-

pany.
Merrill Lynch issued invita-

tions into the five-year deal,
with a 4.5 basis point facility

fee, no margin over Libor flat

and utilisation fees of 8.5 basis
points if up to one-third drawn,
12.5 basis points above one-
third, and 17.5 basis points if

drawings exceed two-thirds.
J.P. Morgan is launching a

£250m five-year revolver for
Halifax Building Society with
a 6.25 basis point commitment
fee and a margin of 10 basis
points over Libor.

The borrower will pay
reserve assets costs and will

undertake to keep the facility

at least 30 per cent drawn on
average over each year.
Among other British borrow-

ers, Coloroll Group is to have
a £75m facility of which &50m
is committed. National West-
minster arranged a group of six

banks for the deal which has a
facility fee of 9 basis points on
available amounts and 6 basis
points on unavailable, a 15
basis point margin over Libor
and a utilisation fee of 5 basis
points above half-usage. Ham-
merson Property's SI50m deal

has been completed and
increased to S200m.
Bombardier, the Canadian

transport equipment concern, is

to have a SB0m floating rate
note issuance facility under
which it may issue five-year
notes over a two-year period.

County NatWest is arranging
the deal which has a 10 basis'

point underwriting fee and a 15
basis point margin over Libor.

Among transactions in the
market, Kodak's S5bn credit is

understood to be significantly

oversubscribed.

Alexander Nicoll

MephoneLeamingtonSpi (0926)22471Wen 31667ThwaRC*

Electrolux

plans big

global

investment
By Christopher Parkes in

London

ELECTROLUX, the Swedish
multinational group, is pre-
paring a multi-million dollar
global investment pro-
gramme to help consolidate
its position as the world's
leading domestic appliance
maker.
Increased capital spend-

ing will be directed at facto-
ries at Spennymoor in north
east England, Kevin in
France, Porcia and Snse-
gana in Italy and Mariestad
and Torsvik in Sweden,
according to Mr Leif
Johansson, president of the
major appliances division.
A washing machine plant in
Spain would also benefit.
The group has already

earmarked SlOOm to
restructure White Consoli-
dated Industries of the US,
bought in 1986.
Initiatives in this pro-

gramme include the con-
struction of a refrigerator
factory in Anderson, South
Carolina, and there will be
some investment in US
washing machine and refrig-
erator manufacture, Mr

. Johansson said.
Electrolux plans to spend

57:92m on the British
cooker and refrigerator
plant at Spennymoor which
it took over with last year's
purchase of Thorn EMI's
appliances business.
Mr Anders Scharp, presi-

dent and chief executive,
said a further £5m (S9m)
would be spent on the Brit-
ish vacuum cleaner busi-
ness, and “a huge amount"
on cooker manufacture.

Full plans for the group's
British interests will be
released next month.

The group is concentrat-
ing on capital investment
after several years' heavy
spending on acquisitions.
Mr Scharp, believes the

wave of large-scale take-
overs is over.

Blue Circle claims

victory in takeover

battle for Birmid
BY MICHAEL SMITH IN LONDON

BIRMID QUALCAST, the home
products and foundries group,
was last night close to conced-
ing defeat after voting ended in
one of the closest takeover bat-
tles in UK corporate history.
Mr Alan Emson, finance

director, said, however, that
the company was taking a “long
hard look" at cement company
Blue Circle’s claim that it

owned or controlled 50.01 per
cent of shares in Birmid.

“It is an absolutely miniscule
victory margin." said Mr
Emson.

“If just 4,500 of the accepting
shares had gone our way we
would have won - and there
are more than 72m shares in
issue. We want to make sure
there have been no silly mis-
takes.”
The closeness of the result in

the £275m (S495m) bid is likely
to act as a restraint on compa-
nies considering launching con-
tested cash takeovers.
Since the October crash all

such takeovers in the UK have
been won by the predator but
the Birmid outcome confirms

the belief that cash consider-
ations are not as powerful to
institutions as they were in the
immediate aftermath of the
markets collapse.

“Institutions are more liquid
than they were at the end of
last year,” said Lord Veruiam,
who headed the Barings mer-
chant bank team advising Blue
Circle.
Meanwhile, the Blue Circle

camp said it had a last-minute
scare before its offer closed on
Saturday because of the non-
appearance of support previ-
ously indicated by fund manag-
ers at Barclays de Zoete Wedd.

Mr Dick Withers Green,
responsible for BZW funds' UK
equities, said earlier last week
that he and his colleagues were
backing the 380p-a-share bid
because they saw it as “rich
enough"
Mr David Poole, Blue Circle

managing director, said yester-
day his company had neither
bought BZW's 1.5 per cent
stake in Birmid. nor had it

received acceptances on the
shares' behalf.

Air Canada wins pledge

of C$300m federal aid
BY ROBERT GIBBENS IN MONTREAL

MR JOHN CROSB1E, the Cana-
dian Transport Minister, has
made a commitment to provide
C5300m (USS238m) equity sup-
port for Air Canada, the feder-
ally owned national airline, so
it can finance a C$2bn re-equip-
ment programme.

This first phase of Air Cana-
da's re-equipment to the end of
the century covers replacement
of 34 mid-size aircraft over the
next five years.
The government missed an

opportunity to privatise Air
Canada when markets peaked
in 1987.

However, the airline’s profit-
ability was still uncertain,
political opposition to privati-

sation strong and the industrial
relations outlook difficult.

Since then, these problems
have been largely overcome,
but the airline faces growing
competition from deregulation
in the domestic markeL
Although management still

backs privatisation, it has
asked the government for the
new equity infusion.
Competing Canadian airlines

argue that the C$300m financ-
ing will be used by Air Canada
indirectly to support predatory
pricing in the domestic market.
• Sabena, Belgium’s govern-

ment owned national airline,
has joined nine other carriers in
a Europe-wide airline computer
booking system called Galileo.
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Roche Holdings, Inc.

Guaranteedby:

F. Hoffmann-La Roche& Co.

Limited Company

US$ 4,800,000,000 Syndicated Credit Facility

Providedby:

Swiss BankCorporation

Union Bank of Switzerland

CreditSuisse

Banque National©de Paris

Deutsche BankAG

Morgan GuarantyTrustCompany ofNew York

ArrangerandAgentBunk

SBCI Swiss Bank Corporation Investment banking

SBCI
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Investment banking

Ente Nationale per
1’Energia Elettrica

Rome, Italy
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in Two Tranches
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guaranteed by

The Republic ofItaly

S.G. Warburg Soditic SA

Banca Commerdale Italiana (Suisse)

Chase Manhattan Bank (Switzerland)

Shearson Lehman Brothers Finance SA

HandelsBank NatWest
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Sumitomo International Finance AG

BA Finance (Switzerland) Ltd.

Daiwa (Switzerland) Ltd.

Kyowa HB FlnanzAG
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Fuji Bank (Schweiz) AG

The Industrial Bank ofJapan (Switzerland) Ltd.

Mitsui Trust Finance (Switzerland) Ltd.

Banque Paribas (Suisse) S.A.

Deutsche Bank (Suisse) S.A,

The Long-Term Credit Bank ofJapan (Schweiz) AG
Security Pacific (Switzerland) SA

Unigestion SA

Bank ofTokyo (Schweiz) AG
Bankers Trust AG
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INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL MARKETS
UK GILTS US MONEY AND CREDIT

Further uncertainty

over interest rates
Expectations of recession fade

Japanese SE face

capital gains tas
•̂ V -"Vt 1 •.

over lnieresi raies
I Grert^oSii^oflflSS?

10 ****
week yielding A43

A wvvy 4n j „ It was just a moment ago that Nobody is talking discount-A WEEK in which .gilt-edged strated over the past year that almost every market economist rate cuts any more, or even a
securities spent most of the they are insensitive to interest was predicting a big slowdown more accommodative Fed
time moving sideways only to rates. It was a signal of the in the US before the election, stance in its open market

V?11/ ,
acuity Bank's concerns and determina- As late as last week, the evi- operations. Fed funds start this

which left yields for long-dated idem, not an attempt to affect d^ce still looked cast iron. The week at more or Jess the same

IIS Treasury
yields
Percent

10

securities barely changed does the price level throughout the leading indicators were down level as last, at 6%. The reces-
n
SL*

iave mu<* 10 recommend it. economy in any mechanical three months in a row, employ- sion, at least for the moment, is
That was, in summary, the sense. ment growth appeared to be off. It may remain off until the

dynamics of the market last
week. It was one characterised
by extraordinary uncertainty.

ment growth appeared to be off. It may remain off until the
The rationale for the move, tailing off, house sales were election,

ascribed by some analysts as weak and retail sales poor. Friday's break *5
“fine tuning," would therefore Mountains of luisold goods the more remarkable because itThe week stahed with fears appeafbroadly correct. The were building up in warehouses coincided with figures Showing

of another base rate rise. Then
,rnpKrHHnn to draw from this is all over the country. The US a marked improvement in the

the market was further unset- ™Itrurthe“S tiKa? economy was poised to fall US trade deficit in December.

toSS? spectacularly to bits, most The deficit was *I2.2bn, an

falling 0.4 per cent to the JAPANESE stock market, SfiS*-^fa2?S£iw ; •’

December. Once the volatile ele- which has weathered last Octo- «U. saw: “Such a tax could lead;;

raents to the index, food and
fJe?8 market crash remarkably to* stock market crash.^ -kfrij.. ",

energy, are removed, the wen mav soon be faced with Kuchi Miyazswa, the Finance,.-'. ;(

increase was 0J5 per cent last S^^diSSgT- thTtotro- Minister, bssexprawed his

month after 0.2 per cent to duction of a general capital that it would reduce the com- -
I hypritlyr -

" TUtihiMtiMa ’AT rho JenonaSA. '

.

that it would reduce the com-
petitiveness of jthe Japanese.

ber’s retail sales figures show-
ing demand more buoyant than If anything, it is clear from I was the order of the day.

probably on April 1. Deflation improvement on November’s
$13.2bn, which was itself an

it wanted. And the week ended the Bulletin that the Bank is As the Federal Open Market improvement on the horrible
with evidence that inflation still concerned about overheat- Committee met to set monetary $17.63bn in October.

5
3 6 12

months
SduokTMmIhI Da*
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m
1 2 84571030

years

jjecemoer. Bains tax.
i» jure.

In this bearish frame of znind, political pressure is building stock exchanges compared with^
the market picked over the rapidly for such a tax, and the others in the worlds

trade figures looking for some- powerful securities industry, However, the poUticiausV-:
thing to worry about. There which has fought long and hard position has heaa undenmned ?

•

was little wrong on the import against it, is showing signs .of to some .extent, by the atock»~->

side: imports were to sH intents jdvins in to the inevitable. sox* two weeks ago- that A •

.

flat at 5371m, no doubt because Mr Setsuya Tabudu, head of senior LDP Diet member and- -:

a great deal of the unsold the Japan Securities Dealers former vice-minister of gnaaea '4
retailers' inventory is imported Association, acknowledged at a had evaded paying taxes on . .

electronic goods. But exports nma conference to a village to Y200m ($l-54m) of profitsfront

was continuing its downward mg. The historical data on the I policy at the beginning of the
toCT®-

. ,
economy after the October | week. Wall Street was betting it

With a host of statistics due crash still provide mixed sig
this week the case for doing nals, but on balance the Banlft

day, with the figures for retail

nothing clearly outweighed the judgment tilts more in favour of
case for buying to the market, overheating than a slowdown.
Yields at the long end closed _ . , .

around 9.65 per cent compared Domestic demand is too
with a level of about 9.6 per strong for its liking and It is

cent a week earlier. concerned about the long-run
The Bank of England entered effects on the balance of pay-

this somewhat disquieting envi- ments (and hence sterling and
ronment on Thursday with its interest rates) of a situation
ex cathedra pronouncements on where demand outstrips the

policy at the beginning of the Six months ago, this sort of sales in January. For months,
week. Wall Street was betting it trading performance would the market has believed that
would cut the discount rate, have sent the dollar through the American consumer,
which has been lodged at 6 per the roof, along with stock and unnerved by the stock-market
cent since September. At one bond prices. The monthly nura- crash to October, would stop
point on Wednesday, long-term ber for the trade deficit was the buying things and help drive
bonds were yielding just 8.29 focus of US financial markets, the economy into recession,
points and the Wall Street On Friday, the bond market After the big buildup in

fourth month in succession. At that the lack of a general capi- Although there to no capital
some point, the market fears, tal tax contributed to a gams tax on share dealing prof-
the export sector must start feeling of unfairness among its to Japan, taxes are payable
bumping against employment taxpayers. if a person does .enough deals;
constraints which could have Mr Tabuchl is chairman of bo that the operation.canjbd..
inflationary consequences. Nomura Securities, Japan’s considered a prinapal. OQcupar

't 4k ft lyrtfgat securities group, now- turn and not just a sideline. -
;

ever, he to also a member of the to the politician's case^he
There are three main economic Government’s tax commission concealed the true vahnbe of
statistics due for release this which is now touring the coun- his transactions ..by putting
week. With them.are consensus try itetoning to people's views some of them in his wife'S^atid
estimates recorded by Smith on tax reform. fictitious names. Many critics
Barney on Friday: Other securities industry offi- have also pointed out that wfefr
•Industrial production for cials have observed the so-called Maruyu system of

considered a principal, occupa-
tion and not just a sideline.--A
to the politician’s- case, -fee

points and the Wall Street On Friday, the bond market After the big buildup to
houses, which bought into the looked at the $12.Zbn figure, inventory In the fourth quarter,
Treasury auction two weeks noted it, and then went baric to January retail sales seemed to
ago at 8.51 per emit, were tak- its new worry, which to not the be headed down, by at least 0.5
ing a very nandsoioe turn on dollar exchange rate but infla- P® cent.

Barney on Friday: Othi
•Industrial production for cials

some of them in his wtfe'S:«md :

fictitious names. Many CTttfcs
have also pointed outithat wfefr-
the so-called Mazuyu system of

ing a very ham
their positions.
The market.

As it happened, retail sales

January, due at 9.15am on recently that a capital gains tax tax relief on small savings due
Tuesday. Output is expected to seems inevitable and they to be removed at the- end of 1 -,

increase by about the same expect It will prevent the stock next month, profits on share'
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capital gain this year, seemed ston, said: “During the week, figure, which had shown an
tiie October crash and the rate-

jt behaves the economy win poised to rally further into a there was a rapid shift in per- tocreare of 0.7 per cent, was
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market is what indication the
Quarterly Bulletin gives of the
Bank’s continuing concerns and
likely policy responses.
The Bank's prime concern

is viewed as an anomaly and the market went into retreat, the recessiontets’ support,

the Bank is looking for an The Treasury long bond, the 8% The big shock came on T
upturn in savings- 11 1

away at tiid furniture were strong.

The Bank's prime concern It Is not, therefore, a question
still has to be the interaction of of direction but one of degree
the exchange rate and trade The corollary for policy is

accounts with the domestic whether or not the economy
economy and the way official slows of its own accord or
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worries over inflation manifest through some official stimulus. I SBSSaipB
themselves. It is clear that Budget, therefore.
movements to short-term inter- becomes the main indicator for
est rates will be geared to hold- moves on short-term interest
ing the exchange rate at dose rates. The Bank's ddphic obser-
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te recestionists' support. which seems to bode well for
The big shock came on Thurs- house-building. And while the

bond market was digesting this
T RATES (%) troublesome news, its favourite
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new statistic - initial claims forw *«• m*i La> unemployment benefit - came
out and showed a decline.

*fS IS IS „ Friday brought the Producer
Ik IS 7*5 H* Price Index for January, and
as? ms am in the result was not encouraging.

a3 Ik HI Th* index rose 0.4 per cent

December. to 83

•Capacity utilisation in man- try’s

nfacturtng in January, due at tion
II.00am on Wednesday. Esti- securities transactions,
mates are for little change from Indeed, many senior party
the 82.2 per cent level of leaders continue vigorously to
December. oppose the idea. Last month, Mr

James Buchan MScluo Watanabe, chairman of

they would give way If the r.

Government agreed to.^^we-.
capital gains taxes on all trans-
actions.

Ian Rodger

to its present levels. vation that for the preservation
The exchange rate is the main of the internal and external bal-

determtnant of official policy ance the anti-inflationary bur-
and the authorities’ only sure- den continues to be shared by
fire weapon to demonstrate both fiscal and monetary pol-
they will not accede to infla- lev, is another signal that itsicy, is another
tion-producing pay settlements advice to the Chancellor in
with a weaker pound. They also shaping the Budget is that it

use it to to show the markets should be tight
their concern that the apparent
looseness of monetary policy -

It favours a Budget setting
where the public sector borrow-

as evidenced by the monetary ing requirement is similar to
aggregates - should not be the one achieved this financial
taken as such. year. This would seem to imply
With the last rise to base tax cuts not a lot greater than

rates the Bank was dealing in
the realm of perceptions. Com-
ing at an unexpected time, it

those required to redress the
taxpayer for fiscal drag.
On balance, it would seem

was meant to make people stop there is a greater likelihood
and think.
A half-point rise in base rates

was not expected to have a big
impact on bank lending, or on
consumers who have deroon-

that the next move in interest
rates is up rather than down.

Simon Holberton
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Euromarket first for Katokichi
BY CLARE PEARSON

KATOKICHI, A frozen foods
maker, this week becomes the
first Japanese company to offer
its equity directly in the Euro-
markets, with an issue raising
the equivalent of between *60m
and $65ra.

The move marks a significant
departure - Japanese compa-
nies have previously issued
shares in tho US Or UK in
depository receipt form or, the
more usual route, through equi-
ty-related bonds in the Euro-
bond market.

It will provide a test case to
determine whether the Euro-

market distribution method is

capable of achieving firm place-
ment of Japanese shares with
foreigners.

Although issues of bonds
bearing warrants to buy shares
in Japanese companies have
boomed in the Eurobond market
over the past few years, the
underlying shares have almost
invariably been sold back into
Japan.
Last month, foreign investors

became net buyers of Japanese
shares for the first time in two
years, buying tl.73bn more
shares than they sold.
Katokichi is offering 3m

shares, which will represent 11
per cent of its equity. Yamaichi
International. (Europe) is lead
managing the issue, with Mor-
gan Stanley, Kleinwort Benson
and Kokusai Securities as co-
lead managers.
The company recorded a

Yl.Sbn (514.7m) net profit on
Y74.34bn turnover in the year
to last November. Its shares
closed in Tokyo on Saturday at
a one-year nigh of Y2.670,
producing a historic price/earn-
ings ratio of 36. The new shares
will be priced next Friday at a
3V4 per cent discount to that
day’s close.

Katokichi has also issued _
SFr70m five-year convertible
bond in the Swiss franc foreign
bond market through Union
Bank of Switzerland.

This was its first bond issue
in Europe.

The main attraction to Japa-
nese companies of issuing equi-
ty-related bonds in Europe has
been the low borrowing cost in
yen terms that they provide.

Currently, the proceeds of an
equity warrant bond can be
swapped into yen to give a cost
Of borrowing of less than 2 per
cent.

Pirelli ‘in

talks with

Firestone’
By JohnWytoabi Roma

PIRELLI, THE Italian . tyre
group, has reportedly started
discissions with the Firestone
Tire and Rubber Company over
aequiring aU the US company’s
tyre mauhfaeturing assets.

The reports, carried yester-
day by two Italian newspapers,
La Repubbllca and Corriere
della Sera,.have been neither
confirmed nor denied by Pirelli,

Both newspapers say the nego-
tiations still have a long way to
go, with La Eepubblica stating

that a price of $1.25bn is being
attached to- Firestone's tyre
manufacturing*
News of the talks would not

come as a great surprise to the
Italian vehicle industry, in view
of Pirelli's demonstrated inter-

est over thejoast few years in

acquiring US manufacturing
assets.

The Italian company report-
edly showed some interest two
years ago in acquiring General
Tire, of . the US, but the com-
pany was eventually sold to
Continental Gummi.
Last autumn, Pirelli came

close to acquiring 80 per cent of
Armstrong Tire, also of the US,
but withdrew because of diffi-

culties in integrating the two
companies' operations.

Firestone is the third-largest

US tyre manufacturer, after
Goodyear and Uniroyal-Good-
rich.

Analysts say the pressures
toward international restruct-
uring of the tyre industry are
inexorable, given the enduring
problems of overcapacity.
Moreover, manufacturing

capacity in the US would
enable Pirelli to bid for the
original equipment market
among auto manufacturers.

KaiserTech disposals cut debt
BY JAMES BUCHAN IN NEW YORK

KAISERTECH , the loss-making
California industrial group con-
trolled by Mr Alan Clare of the
UK, said yesterday that it had
reached agreement to sell off
the remainder of its chemical
assets as part of & programme
to concentrate on its basic alu-
minium business.
• The disposals, which are
being made at “approximately a
breakeven," will generate about
$350m toward the reduction of
the group's debt to a level that

the aluminium business can
sustain, KaiserTech said.
The group has been seeking a

friendly buyer for the 27 per
cent of Its stock held by Mr
Clore, who was one of the vic-
tims of the October stock mar-
ket crash. Mr Clore, who bor-
rowed against the collateral of
his KaiserTech stock, fell into
default with 2us banks when
the stock halved in value in
October.
KaiserTech said yesterday it

was selling its industrial chemi-
cals, based mainly in Louisiana,
to a management group; its spe-
cialty chemicals to the Molion
brewing group; and its Utah
salt business to Reilly Tar &
Chemical, a private Indiana-
polis company.
But the bulk of the proceeds

come from the sale, announcedm December, of KaiserTech ’s
Harshaw/Filtrol specialty
chemical business to Engelhard
of New Jersey.

Hospital Corporation back in black
BY OUR NEWYORKSTAFF

HOSPITAL CORPORATION of
America, the large Nashville-
based hospital chain which has
been hit by falling admissions,
yesterday reported a return to
fourth-quarter profit with earn-
ings of 332.9m or 40 rants a
share in the December quarter,
as against a loss erf 342.1m in
the last three months of 1986.
Revenues fell from S1.19bn to

$92S.lm in the quarter, but the
decline was largely due to the
sale of 104 less profitable hos-
pitals in September, as part of a

radical adjustment by Hospital
Corporation to the fall in occu-
pancy.
Earnings in the 1986 fourth

quarter were wiped out by a
charge of $77m to increase
reserves against professional
liability and reflect a reversal
in investment tax credits.
Hospital Corporation’s results

for the full year 1987, also
released yesterday, are dis-
torted by a large tax liability on
the $2.1bn sale of the 104 hos-
pitals.

The chain, which is the larg-
est quoted US health-care com-
pany, said it had accounted for
$140m in taxes on the sale in
the third quarter, but bad
deferred the S300m capital gain
on the sale at the request of the
staff of the Securities &
Exchange Commission.

The result was a net loss for
the year of S58.4m, against net
income of S174.6m, on a decline
in revenues from $4.93bn to
S4.67bn.

Bond forced to alter rights issues
BY KENNETH GOODING, MINING INDUSTRY CORRESPONDENT

MARKET CONDITIONS have
forced Mr Alan Bond, the Aus-
tralian entrepreneur, to change
substantially proposed rights
issues by North Kalgurli Mines,
his main gold mining company,
and Gold Mines of KalgoorUe
(GMK).
The original terms were

announced in December as part
of arrangements to give Mr
Bond control of the “Golden
Mile" in Western Australia and

put the largest gold mining
operation in the world outside
South Africa into single owner-
ship.
As part of the revised terms,

both companies have agreed
with the underwriters that they
will not raise any further
equity capital within 12 months
from the issues closing in April-
North Kalgurli will now raise

about AS80m (US$57.1m) via a
two-for-five renounceable

rights issue at 40 cents a share.
No options are offered.
This will enable North Kal-

gurli to take up its 51.55 per
cent entitlement in a revised
rights issue by GMK.
GMK originally intended to

raise AS280m by a two-for
—one rights issue at AS2.50 a
share. This has been changed to
a two-for-one renounceable
rights issue at AS1.50 a share,
to raise AS168m.

Nedlloyd

meeting

rejects

share plan
By Laura Rsun in Amsterdam

SHAREHOLDERS OF Ned-
lloyd, the Dutch shipping
and transport group, have
apparently rejected a
highly controversial issue
of cumulative preferred
shares proposed by manage-
ment as a cheap way of bor-
rowing money.
Bat yesterday Nedlloyd

said it was considering a
legal challenge to the vote
because of alleged irregu-
larities in about 20 per cent
of the votes, mostly of Nor-
wegian shareholders.
Nedlloyd questions

whether small share pack-
ets were acquired by Norwe-
gian investors in an effort
to circumvent the compa-
ny’s limit of 120 votes per
shareholder, regardless of
the size of an investment.
Because of the vote limit,

the number of shareholders
attending the meeting or
represented by proxy was
derisive, not the amount of
share capital held.
A group of dissident

shareholders, led by Mr Tor-
stein Hagen, a Norwegian
shipping executive, had ada-
mantly opposed the
FI 175m ($92.5m) share
issue on the grounds that it

was a disguised anti-take-
over defence.
The preferred shares,

which would have amounted
to 51 per cent of the total
share capital, would have
been placed with four finan-
cial institutions.
The dissidents, mostly

foreign investors, claim to
represent about 51 per cent
of the existing share capital
and had sought to cast the
vote as a kind of referen-
dum on Nedlloyd’s manage-
ment policies-
About 56 per cent of the

votes cast in the sharehold-
ers' meeting, which lasted
until early Saturday morn-
ing, were against the pre-
ferred shares.
•The takeover battle sur-

rounding Andet, a small
Dutch newspaper chain, has
taken a farther twist with a
mysterious buyer inviting
Andet holders to tender
their shares at a price they
are willing to accept.
Audet’s management said

it continued to recommend
an earlier offer by VNU, the
Netherlands’ largest pub-
lishing company. VNU's
offer was agreed by both
managements.

NEW INTERNATIONAL BOND ISSUES

Borrowers

US DOLLARS

Amount
JtL Maturity

Av. life

years *r Price
Book runner Offer yleg

Mihui P'chemical lnL*+ 150 1993 5 4% 100 Nomura InL 4.750
Dowa Fire&Marme iss.44 70 1993 5 4* 100 Yamaichi InL(Eur) 4.750
Nidii-Nippoa BxnkS4 70 2003 15 2?

s

100 Nomura lot 2.875
Toro Wharf ft WTwise$+
DaiicM Seiyakut4

50 1993 5 4% 100 Nikko Secs (Europe) 4.875
150 1993 5 4* 100 Daiwa Europe 4.750

Tokai Elec. Ca«ti.<&4 70 1993 5 47* 100 Nomura InL 4.875
LTCB Uri. 150 1993 5 8^8 lOHz LTCB Int &247
Mitsui Bank§ 200 2003 15 (2%) 100 Mitsui Finance InL *
Tno-Kenwood$ 100 1993 5 (5) 100 Nomura InL *
Takashimaya Co.* 100 1993 5 (5) 100 Nonwra InL *
Sumitomo Marfne&Fireft 100 1993 5 (5) 100 Daiwa Europe *
Shin-Eisu Chomcal* 100 1993 5 (5) 100 Nikko Secs (Europe) *
General Hec.Cap.Corp> 250 1991 3 7^ 10114 LTCB InL 7271
Rohm Co.4 70 1993 5 (5) 100 Nomura InL *
Fuji Fire & Marine iis.4 110 1993 5 (5) 100 Nomura InL *
Swedish Export Cmfitf 200 1992 4 81fi 10114 Daiwa Europe 7.750
Portugal4 300 1991 3 SU 101 lg UBS (Secs) 7.815
Mercedes-Benz Cr.Corp.4 100 1995 7 8i2 100% Deutsdie Bk Cap.Mkts 8354
News Publishing§(f)4 150 1998 10 St 100 CSFB 5.125
Venezuela* 100 1993 5 Ilia 100 J.P. Morgan Secs* 11.125
EDF4 200 1998 10 9 1015a Shearson Lehman 8.750

w* 100 1993 5 8 101% SBCI 7.689
200 1993 5 8i0 10H2 J.P. Morgan Secs.

Nomura InL
7.752

Nonfic lov. Bank4

CANADIAN DOLLARS
300 1993 5 8ia 101% 7.906

Nederfandse Gasunte+ 85 1991 3 9l2 101% Banque Paribas 9.006
Deutsche Bank Finance^ 100 1993 5 93a 101% Deutsche Bk Cap.Mkts 8.926
Prov. British Colionbia4 150 1993 5 9i« 1007a SBC! 9.025
City of Vienna^

AUSTRALIAN DOLLARS
91 1993 5 93b 101% Societe Generate 9.053

IBM Australia Cre£t+ 75 1992 4 12% 101% CSFB 12.172
Rabobank Nederbndf 50 1991 3 12% 10112 SBCI 12324
World Bankf 75 1993 5 12* 102 Kzrahros Bank 12193
D-MARKS
Niddei Construction^ 70 1994 6 1% 100
DG Bank InLf 300 1995 7 53, 1001,
Bayerische Landesfak lnt+ 100 1993 5 5 100%
Pmratfaai*en4 150 1993 5 5% 10Q1Z
Nobb Bank* 50 1993 5 5 100
BFCE+ 300 1998 10 6 100%
WestLB InL 200 1993 5 5 100%
SWISS FRANCS

Yamaichi IntfD'land) 1.750
06 Bank 5.706
Bayerische Landesfak 4.942
Deutsche Bank 5.134
lixtastriekreditbank 5.000
Bresdner Bank 5.B99
WestLB 4.942

Nikko Co.**§4
Denkj Kagaku Ksgyo**$+
Daiei Fiitance**§+
Nisin-Nippon Banfc**§+
DaiIda Seiyaku**§+
Asian Dev. Bank+
Asian Dev. Bank*
American Medical lnL+
Itoman Co.**S
Mitsui Bank§
Mitsui Bank**S
Komatsu FarldJft Ccl**4>

Rohm Co.**§
News PnhtishingKfH
Prov. of Manitoba-**+
Bond Finance (g)4
Katokichi Co.**}
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40
150
100
50
100
100
50

100
100
150
150
50
100
150
150
72

150
70

1993
1993
1993
1993
1993
1995
2008
1996
1993
1993
1993
1993
1999
1993
1998
1992
1993
1993

11* 100 UBS 1.250
2% 100 Bqe Paribas (Suisse) 2375
1 ICO Citicorp I nr. Bank 1-003

Vs 100 Credit Suisse 1.125
1 100 Enyfit Siiisse 1.000
4% 100% SBC 4308
5 100 SBC 5.000
5 101 Goldman Sachs Fin. 4346

(It,) 100 Banca del Gottardo *
(1) 100 SBC *
(1) 100 SBC *
(2%) 100 SBC *
4% 100 SBC 4.750

(114) 100 UBS *
23, 100 Credit Suisse 2.750
3% 100 ubs 3375
5% 100 Warburg Smfitic 5.750

(1%) 100 USS *

Copenhagen TelephonefaH

FRENCH FRANCS
400 2003 15 10 100% Privattanken 9.934

E!B+

PESETAS

13bn 2003 15 9734 Credit Agricole 9362

Eurofima+

LUXEMBOURG FRANCS
10bn 1995 12 9953 Morgan/HBAmericam 12.082

Sofabanque*** 300 1993 5 7%,
Kymmene Corp.**+ 300 1993 5 Th
Bergen Bank*** 300 1993 5 7%
Copenhagen Tphone*** 300 1993 5 7%
YEN

100i2 Bge Paribas (Lux) 7352
100 BGL 7300
100 Bqe Paribas (Lux) 7375
1001* Kredietbank InL 7352

1993 5 7 101

7

a Daiwa Europe 6348
1993 5 7 101% Daiwa Europe 6378
1993 5 3 1003s Nikko Secs (Europe) 2364
1993 5 5 100lz Nikko Sea (Europe) 4385
1992 4 7 1012, Daiwa Europe 6A89

•Nat yrt prfcad. *»Prt«*te pbcamnL tons. ^FTaattag rat, note. ifWitt «phf SCorrotiWt (a) Bull/Bcv bank m[tea trades of

YISba aaefc. Btdttnpttai vice faked fa JiMtiwe 6wL band future setttenent price m Tokyo 3-moctta before rerirmtrtlnn . (b) Coupon 10% tint 5
then reset at S pear iatmah. (e) Mi bcodl (<Q Be* bead. Betti (cl and (d) redemption tieif to Jwanese Tapfcc Index of fin'Topfct Into at fatieclinu ikea. (e) BearteS
- redenorian price Baked to JapmeH Bart, band fcdtn ceotnet 3-taujilla before redemption- If] CuireiliUe Reference dares fate Ream dares or
cadi do esriimiB. (9) SFnlStai minim. Nate Ybfefc are catototed an AIBD tasis.

British Petroleum (a)+ 20bn
Banca Comm.lta]ana(a)4 20bn
Mortgage Bfe Denmark(c)+ 7bn
Mortgage Bk Denmarfc(d}+ 14bn
B. Naz. del Lavoro (e)+ lOfan
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Notice of Redemption

to the holders of

International Standard Electric Corporation

12% Sinking Fund Bonds Due 1996

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that pursuant to the provisions of the Indenture dated 15th March, 1984 (the “Indenture”), between International

Standard Electric Corporation and Bankers Trust Company, Trustee, that $8,732,000 principal amount has been selected by the Trustee for

Redemption on 15th March, 1988 at the principal amount thereof in accordance with the Sinking Fund provided for in Section 3.06 ofthe Indenture.

The following are the serial numbers of the Bonds which will be redeemed in whole:

6
18
38
46
£0
85
71

73
74
81
88
37
119
125
129
137
151
178
181
204
212

1903
1904
1917
1919
1934
1951
1962

288 1982
304 1987
306 2000
308 2003
318 2007
320 2012

1734
1736
1738
1747
1754
1759
1767
1778
1786
1790
1799
1801
1803
1813
1816
1821
1880
1865
1681
1884

8812 83S2
6819 8353
8827 6360
6841 8361
6853 8363

250
257
267
278
282
287

3262 SOU
3268 6045
3272 5051
3283 5057
3311 5060
3322 6068
3342 5070
3343 5073
3345 5074
3356 6061
3365 5138
3388 5141
3385 5142
3387 5155
3417 5164
3439 5187
3440 5303
3441 5205
3455 5212
3460 5214 6995 8504
3468 5218 7008 S51S
3470 5255 7018 8S2S
3476 5260 7018 8537
3464 5264 7020 8541
9489 5275 7034 6855
3490 5289 7035 8564
3511 5290 7044 6661
351S 5291 7055 8588
3521 5294 7058 8594
3540 5298 7065 8599
3571 5318 7067 8606
3578 SMB 7068 6606
3581 5336 7070 8612
3802 5342 7073 8633

337 2021 3603 5361 7075 6651
3*9 2025 3622 5379 7093 8655
369 2032 3649 5398 7094 8656
380 2095 3665 54,8 7069 8658
365 2038 3687 5428 7105 8686
367 2040 3683 5433 7112 6067
393 2047 3705 5434 7,16 8872
39* 2079 3708 5430 7119 0668
410 20B3 3709 5*48 7121 8708
413 2086 3731 548, 7132 8720
4,4 2095 3736 5489 7141 8726
431 2099 3740 5493 7142 8727
434 2102 3755 5496 7150 8729
450 2105 3767 5S20 7151 8739
45* 211Q 3765 5540 7165 0743
460 2123 3799 5568 7T8S 6756
487 2139 3792 5584 7198 8763
485 2142 3814 5600 7213 8770
499 2155 3616 5601 7218 877*
Bit 21 ra 3817 5609 7220 0775
517 21 SB 3824 56,2 7223 8786
522 2173 3830 5613 7232 8787
524 2,74 3833 5614 7244 8793
SS« 2191 3837 5818 728S 8795
556 2194 3846 5022 7271 0797
563 2215 3852 5645 7272 8805
564 2228 3654 5655 7278 8620
563 2234 3361 5556 7262 8825
592 2235 3863 5672 7285 8827
600 2236 3806 5674 7287 8828
€04 22*9 3667 5677 7291 6835
617 2256 3072 5711 7298 6843
631 2270 3890 5727 7303 8861
635 2275 3894 5731 7307 8885
857 2208 3898 5740 7320 8869
668 2293 3699 5740 7328 6883
676 2299 3912 5756 7338 8888
681 2301 3914 5763 7340 8»10
686 23 1

1

3931 5773 7341 0911
709 2344 3333 5773 7342 8822
714 2359 3936 5791 7343 8933
716 2367 3937 5000 7352 6949
731 2370 3939 5002 7356 0958
737 2374 3943 5032 7382 0969
739 2377 3945 5040 736* 6907
755 2380 3961 5843 7379 8984
780 2394 3969 5860 7400 9004
786 2398 3974 5867 7425 9006
770 2400 3877 6074 7436 9016
773 2406 3878 6883 7442 9019
782 2411 3966 5893 7444 9022
613 2421 3988 5906 7456 9023
838 2422 4013 6920 7489 9040
640 2423 4018 5929 7471 9051
841 2424 4026 5937 7477 9059
857 2426 4040 5945 7480 9064
660 2432 4042 5940 7405 9068
862 2436 4043 SB57 7*98 9079
872 2439 4048 5961 7505 9067
878 2451 4051 5970 7521 9091
880 2464 4056 5977 7533 6099
883 2474 4063 5993 7541 9107
894 2465 4067 6003 7557 9119
885 2406 4070 6012 7558 9,32
906 2490 4074 6029 7589 9156
816 2493 4094 6034 7574 9160
938 2516 4106 6036 7563 9163
950 2523 4113 6038 7608 9171
851 2528 4114 6045 7619 9173
953 2541 4,36 6047 7622 9179
971 2542 4140 6049 7628 6193
981 2548 4(54 6056 7631 9203
882 2560 4163 6057 7846 9206
993 2583 4164 6062 7854 9211
1026 2578 4166 6069 7669 9214
1050 2579 4177 6075 7672 8218
1059 2565 4170 6076 7675 922,
1071 2567 4190 9081 7715 922*
1082 2602 4181 5089 7718 9233
1101 2611 4183 6103 7731 9248
1107 26,8 4188 0105 7741 8251
1122 2628 4191 0127 7749 9263
1133 2835 4205 6143 7752 9260
1144 2636 4222 6160 7790 9261
1146 2837 42*2 6164 7797 9269
1,55 2641 4251 8171 7807 9874
1163 2658 4253 6(81 7841 9282
,164 2668 4257 6195 7654 imi*
1,75 2684 4264 6204 7882 8287
1,79 2669 427, 6207 7866 9297
1202 2695 4287 6213 7807 9300
1210 2697 4300 6221 7895 9305
12,3 2701 43,0 6240 7004 9318
12,4 2704 *3,5 €244 7909 9319
1215 2740 4319 6246 7910 9332
12,6 2750 4338 6248 7928 9346
1235 2754 4343 6259 7927 9340
1240 2757 4356 6265 7934 3350
1256 2758 4372 6281 7945 9355
1257 2786 *373 6290 79<S 3384
1258 2779 44,0 6297 7950 9385
,272 2792 4418 6311 7984 3390
127* 2795 *422 6313 7967 9391
1278 2809 4462 6317 7969 9392
1279 2813 4482 6323 7970 9*09
1283 2818 4*95 6330 7971 9424
1290 4522 63*5 7988 9*33
1296 2832 4526 9352 7997 9*38
1306 2834 4530 6361 0000 9*38
1309 2837 <556 5370 8005 9440
,322 2842 4550 6374 BO,

2

9*45
1340 2872 4S88 6378 8020 9454
1356 2878 4010 6379 0022 9*56
1357 2686 4619 6388 0029 9*69
,368 2892 4626 639S 6033 9*88
1372 2895 *628 6*03 6041 9506

10007
1O0OB
10010
10015
10018
10021
10025
10026
10038
100*1
10050
10061
10062
10086
10075
10079
10062
10084
10065
10096
10097
10089
10108
1011B
10144
10145
10158
1OT80
10181
10184
10187
10196
10201
10207
10224
10227
10260
10266
10274
10279
10289
10294
10301
10310
10311
10312
10321
10322
10328
10329
10341
10352
10357
10382
10373
10379
10399
10405
10412
10*19
10*32
10433
10439
10452
10459
10474
10478
10478
10484
10486
10494
10496
10507
10518
10530
10S39
105*2
10570
10808
1061*
10827
10838
10640
10642
10657
10680
10663
10684
10888
106B3
10706
10720
10723
10728
10743
10749
10753
10762
1079*
10810
10823
10845
10862
10889
10870

1382 2939
1401 2940
1406 2362
1411
1413
1435
1439
1446
1452
1*56
1458
1468
1484
1468
1489
1500
1506
1524
1534
1535
1538
1541

1558
1567
1572

1581
1582
1584
1588
1590
1591
1817
1625
1830
1633
1647
1649
1681

1691

1697
1705
1706
1729

2978
2977
2980
2990
2998

3009
3017
3018
303*
3038
3044
308*
3089
3096
3124
3138
3143
3140
3153
3154
3155
3156
3154
3153
3184
31 as

3*87
3208
3210
3213
3224
3231
3235
3243
3244
3248
3255
3258

4640 6*17 8046 9509
*646 6*30 6058 9515
4658 6438 8065 9527
4666 6452 6066 9639
4673 6*89 8083 9551
4676 6476 8096 9552
4886 6482 8098 8963
4691 6494 8103 9571
4695 6509 6147 9667
4696 6521 6153 9591
4718 8527 0155 9596
4728 6528 8159 9603
4738 5541 8160 9607
4742 6552 B1S6 9610
4780 6559 0179 9614
4769 6556 8183 9631
<771 6583 818* 9632
4775 6587 8200 9639
4767 6596 6202 9641
4792 660* 8216 9857
4817 6622 6218 9668
4635 6624 BZ24 9672
4842 6534 0230 9682
4846 6646 3235 9686
4863 6651 82*0 9712
4867 6S59 8243 97*0
4866 8672 8248 9742
4876 6881 0251 9753
4805 6631 0258 9756
4890 6703 6285 3763
4012 6722 8273 9707
492* 6731 B2EG 9770
4029 6732 8284 9773
*933 6734 8290 9778
4966 6739 0292 9709
49TO 6741 8290 975)4

4074 5742 B3M 9797
4965 6765 8321 0790
4996 6769 8324 9815
4998 6775 8326 9616
5000 5785 8344 9819
5016 6790 6345 9825
501B 6731 0340 9628

10098
10900
10917
10934
10943
10944
109S1
10958
10961
10967
10970
10977
10978
10960
10068
10994
10906
10999
UOOO
11007
11000
11028
11033
11040
11043
110S1
11063
11066
11067
11073
11002
11092
11101
11110
11112
11121
11120
111*0
11148
111S1
11155
11156
11174
11178
11183
11188
11194

11284
11207
11213
11227
11228
11233
11248
11261
11277
11288
11291
11295
11297
11304

11311
U3l3
11334
11362
11378

11388
11394
11385
11387
11417
11419
11425
11*32
11446
11448
11455
11487
11484
11465
11503
11516
11519
11522
11527
11529
11535
11547
11666
11573
11578
11591
11597
11602
11804
11605
11615
11626
11629
11630
11647
1 1652
11657
11660
11891
11862
11866
11671
11672
11880
11883
11685
11899
11714
11724
11741
1 1751
11752
11780
11782
11784
11788
117B8
11795
11804
11806
11808
11813
11840
11B44
11851
11858
11885
11872
11880
11882
11098
11927
11942
11949
11967
11974
11976
11978
11991
11999
12003
12037
12048
12054
120S6
12058
12084
12066
12081
12097
12112
12142
12146
12150
12160
12161
12186
12172
12178
12185
12189
12190
12197
12219
12228
12232
12243
12245
122S2
12281
12275
12296
12297
12315
>2330
12340
12345
12374
12378
12381
12402
12446
12447
12451
12453
12454
12*57
12459
12469
12*92
12*97
12*99
12515
12517
12525
12552
12561
12580
12583
12596
12613
12622
12527
12638
12042
12644
12652
12056
12669
12671
12084
12993
12731
12732
12738
12741
12742
12752
12757
12759
12750
12704
12706
12707
12772
12774
12776
12779
12763
12793
12794
12797
12820
12827

•2632
12851
12862
12065
12887
12882
12901

12915
12920
12921
12931
T=X»
12943
12948
12958
12978
12993
13010
13020

13023
13050
13054
13056
13057
13084
13078
13098
13099
13107
13108
13114
13115
13118
13125
13154
13181
13189
13170
13182
13191
13229
13238
13239
13241
13269
13270
13278
13298
13299
13302
13317
13321
13322
13328
13330
13338
13344
13345
13351
13358
13380
13384
13407
13418
13*21
13*25
13401
13475
13476
13*92
13529
13536
13539
13543
13648
13SS5
13650
13575

5188
BI80
5168
5208
5210
5225
5230
5241
52*5
5255
5281
5269
5270
5271
SZ70
5279

13610
13632
13634
13646
13649
13651
13662
13659
1307D
13706
13732
13737
13743
13751
13759
13771
13787
13788
13799
13801
13808
13809
1382B
13849
13871
13895
13896
13913
13931
13934
13935
13836
13939
13840
13957
13962
13992
13S89
14002
1*007
14027
14043
140U
14050
14051
14000
14063
14072
14084
14108
14114
14117
14121
14123
14124
14130
14158
14174
14185
14186
14202
14206
14208
14213
14230
14241
14253
14257
14207
14273
14280

5283
5286

6292
5296
5311
5348
5350
5355

5381
5083

5423
5432
5440

5461
5470
5478
5479
5484
5488
5492
6499
5503
5504
5522
5528
5545
5553
5562
5581
5585
5582
S6T1
5620

14287
14294
14307
14309
14313
14323
14334
14366
14370"
1*373
14380
14383
14366
14395
14413
14414

14475
14476
14477
14482
1*489
14505
1451

1

14S13
14523
14537
14558
14566
14575
14578
14500
14501
14585
14605
14610
14614
14630
1*642
14643
14853
14664

14673
1«881
1*807
14088
1*700
1*706
14712
1*714
1*717
14735
1*738
14739
1*754

14756
14766
1*779
1478T
14783
14789

4799
4000
1*810
4823
4825
4629
4846
4851

18388 17991

4875
4080

*805
4922
4928
4953
4985
4982
4983

4993
>5037
5039
5044
50S0
50961
5084
SOBS
5094
5089
5109
5118
5128
5138
5134
5136
5144
5156
160
65

5161

1640S 18002
16408 18017
10420 18027
10*24 19031
16430 18032
16439 18038
*6450 10042
16485 10051
10475 18053
16478 10064
16503 10085
16507 16093
16512 10066
16522 19101
16525 18106
16528 18114
16538 16119
16542 18120
16543 10123
16550 1B129
10SS5 10130
10557 16139
16S58 18140
16565 18190
16573 18159
10577 19182
10597 18170
16588 18178
16641 18186
16635 18191
10636 18197
16639 18210
16875 18224
16700 18227
18708 18236
10710 18266
18722 18267
16723 16282
18724 1829*
18740 18300
16755 18303
16774 18315
18801 10321
16812 18333
16828 18339
168*6 18378
16659 16*14
16878 18418
18882 18427
16888 16433
18896 18462
16909 18470
16916 18477
18817 18509

18926 18618
16932 18521
169*3 18522
18947 18528
16954 1BS29
16972 18530
16973 16540
18881 18550
18987 18558
16992 18563
17003 18573
17030 10591
17038 18593
17042 10803
17070 18807
17071 10612
17079 1S814

19658 21119 24327 25837 27278
19659 21148 22837 94330 25040 27277
19064 21158 23838 24331 35359 27283
19872 21108 228*5 2433* 25869 27296
19680 2,173 22000 24336 25963 27298
19681 21179 22057 2434, 25985 27312
19694 21185 22807 24347 25987 27314
19702 21196 22871 24350 25892 Z7320
19704 2120* 22879 2*358 2600S 27324
1ST10 21218 22686 24376 28006 Z7350
19711 21225 22889 24377 26030 27668

1S71S 212<3 22090 24378 26031 27376
19727 21253 22906 2*388 26036 27393
19730 21 260 22909 24392 20049 27409
19736 21266 22940 2*415 26070 27415
19740 2,270 Z2B41 24439 20073 27423
19750 21274 22943 24441 28077 27*28
19755 2,288 22947 24457 26080 27432
19759 21307 22948 24469 26081 27447
19783 21308 22949 2*462 26064 07450
19789 21319 22950 24463 26004 27455
,9771 213*6 22953 2*488 26098 074S7
1978, 21349 22969 24480 281,8 27488
19782 21®1 22973 24481 26121 27*70
19789 21355 22962 24*61 20124 27475
19788 21359 22985 24496 26154 27404

19707 21380 22967 2450B 26177 27489
19600 21390 pM? 24510 26178 27509
16630 21411 23001 24511 28169 27530
19622 21417 23006 24514 28199 27532
18828 21432 23015 24529 28203 27545
18834 21433 23038 24535 26204 27558
18843 21438 23043 24555 26207 27509
19649 21439 23068 24556 28209 27573
19659 21475 23060 04561 2621, 27560

28878

33083
33892
33707
33710
33723
33731
33738
33750
33753
33754
33771
33779
33012
33818
33824

33831
33832
338*7
33652

33874
33909
33912
33924
33933
33938
33950

19861 21400 23067
19885 21488 23073
1987S 21493 23086
19886 21316 23103 24810
19887 21329 23104 24612
19894 21532 23106 24815
19897 21540 23113

24563 28222 27587 29062
24571 28223 27E0S 2906*
24608 28242 ZT606 29067

28244 27609
26254 27816
26281 27828

27631

33954
3397B
33991

17122 18685
17126 18671
17129 18873
77131 18875
17138 16689
17t41 18703
17142 18705
17154 18727
17177 18737
17181 187*2
17182 18744
17201 18754
17206 18764
17210 18767

19899 21547 23137
19900 21654 23141
19911 21SS8 £3148
19910 21564 23152
19323 21572 23185
19949 21870 23187
19970 21820 23188
19978 21624 23196
19979 21839 23199
19961 21642 23206
19982 21644 23209
19990 21646 23210
19994 21854 23220
19998 21656 23238
20001 21067 23293
20019 21675 23261
20022 21085 23267
20034 21687 23269
20042 21703 23272
20046 21705 23273
20066 21707 23276
20098 21700 23295
20077 21720 23328
20083 21732 23328
20088 21736 23335
20092 21737 23338
20093 21744 23343
20112 21747 23359
20114 21780 23308
20119 21764 23377
20127 21779 23390
20142 21803 23389
20171 21808 23440
20174 21816 23450
20178 21824 23458
20199 21857 234SB
2D20B 21882 23400
20218 21888 23482
20219 21909 23489
20227 21913 23513
20229 21923 23640 25001
20236 21949 23543 2S0O2
202*6 21965 23501 25008
20254 21975 23563 25009
20257 22005 23686 25015
20260 22018 23567 25022
20271 22026 23571 25027
20300 22037 23588 26028
20318 22039 23599 25035
20319 220*5 23620 25052

22046 23627 25053

27877
27881
27885
27687
27890

26*70 27900
28471 27911
26*77 27922
26481 27932

279*7
28480 27949

27950
26488 27961

519 27967
27997
28014
28017

5625
5629

5640
5661
5688
5889
5671
5672
5673
5674
5889
5700
5705
5708
5707
5733
5741
5748
5747
5756

17212 18772 20326 22057 23633 25054
17213 18774 20331 22070 23639 25056
17235 18786 203*0 22078 23645 25058
17242 18795 20344 2206* 3657 25062
17248 18796 203*5 22118 23883 25073
17251 10810 20352 22126 23667 25083
17264 10820 20350 22141 23861 25088
17274 18829 20374 22142 23883 25098
17284 18839 20380 22148 23896 25101
17285 18842 20383 22157 23708 25102
17292
17318
17320
17323
17339
17941
17355
17387
17380
17382
17363
17398
17416

30463 31632
30458 31841
30459 31857
30468 31880
30488 31861
30514 318S2
30531 31866
30535 31873
305*1 31877
3Q5AS 31917
305*8 31924
30560 31938
30568 319*2
30577 31944
30588 31946
30896 319*7
30597 31980
30803 31964
30604 31965
30812 31968
30613 31985
30619 31666
30626 32O0Z
3065* 32008
30856 32012
30870 32025
30677 32038
30682 32036
30667 320*1
30097 32057
30702 32083
30727 32085
30738 32094
30743 32095
90746 32101
30754 32109
30755 32110
30784 32111
3070S 32148
30799 32151
30800 32157
30801 32182
30803 32178
30614 32178
30016 321B1
30830 32204
30844 32207
30846 32209
3OBS0 32221
30861 32229
30862 322*3
30873 322«5
30880 32248
30964 32330
30908 32347
30914 32340
30919 323*9
30929 32363
30934 33388
30936 32376
30939 nna
30945 32389
30948 32408
30900 32410
30969 32411
30962 32412
30983 32415
30984 32422
30997 32432
31010 32436
31011 32437
31016 32436
31028 32445
31034 32451
31036 32457
310*2 32466
31043 32407 34389
31049 32470 34390
31071 32401 34395
31095 32485 34398
31098 324S2 34400
31100 32493 34409
31112 32508 34413
31118 325*3 34455
31130 32518 34471
31138 32538 34480
31148 32540 34502

35382 37111 38796 *0406 42015 43814 48029 48833 482*5 46813 51301

35390 3711* 38001 40*14 42021 43623 *9035 46636 48853 49818 51317
21 5182135397 37154 33005 40416 42026 43832 40083 486*4 46256

35412 37158 36806 40435 42050 43840 46075 48668 48284
35420 37158 38813 40442 42056 43648 45087 46672 48283
35428 37177 38832 40445 42086 43852 45096 46864 48298
35452 37203 38839 404S2 42069 43658 45103 46892 48269
35*63 37205 36841 40466 42071 4358* 45104 48719 48300
35465 37217 388*8 40470 42080 *3670 45115 48727 48308
35488 37218 38852 40475 42090 43G72 46122 46732 46329
36491 37219 38862 40482 42097 43683 45123 46738 4823B
36493 3722* 3886* 40483 42098 43885 45133 40742 48351
38498 37231 38873 40498 42104 43094 45,34 40743 48371
35500 37233 38880 40498 42107 48704 46136 40747 4S39S
35501 37234 38891 40514 42116 43707 45153 40778 *8402
3S53S 37238 38901 40518 42118 43706 45,62 46792 48404
35545 37263 3B902 40519 42128 43718 45196 48798 *8410
35546 37ZM 38931 *0628 42131 43129 *5300 48801 48433
3S5S1 37280 389*3 40548 42137 43735 45213 46014 46435
35580 37263 38957 *0577 42141 43739 45226 48837 48440
35565 37287 40570 42,56 43740 AKry*p 46841 48447
35569 37262 38991 40583 4216, 43765 45240 46849 48450
35S70 37294 38992 40585 42165 43779 43240 40857 48457
35011 37310 36896 40625 42165 *3785 45252 46859 48468
35014 373,5 38002 40029 48206 *3780 4S254 48886 484CB
35034 37316 39004 40033 422,0 43788 4S2S0 46568 48470
35638 37317 39009 40639 42236 43004 45258 48678 48494
35062 37330 39014 40641 42244 43806 *5283 48882 4S500
35065 37338 36015 40681 42247 43006 45276 40883 46501
35672 37344 39010 40674 42251 43621 45282 40909 46509
35675 37346 39022 40881 42254 43822 45295 40928 48511
35679 37349 38027 40887 42264 43624 453B5 48935 46617

52986 57709 SS 81510
S5£ mnmtOOn MTU 58468 61318 63123 85053 60050

sr ss ss m m? si
51347

87737 69491 81339 631*3

57748 59508 81380 63168

87758 59512 81384 63178 65122

85140 68728 68169
65143 80729 68182
65149 68735 88185 89493 T.

66162 86742 88107 CMOS.
.

r,

57888 58581 8144* 68271 85185 86745 68199 69488 -I .

~S07 ,* •

*6792 48404 4990) 51385 MIDI 57862 SBGg B14» g17
g «g® f**
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70777 71875 73102 74096
70799 71860 73114 74100
70939 71087 73120 74109
70037 71668 73127 74113
70954 71897 73129 74128
70882 71903 73131 74129
70808 71918 73135 74133
70873 71919 73151 74139
70S77 71927 73154 741S6
70BB1 71935 73156 7415B
70882- 71949 73169 74173
73895 71862 7317U 74177
70899 71972 73185 74167
70905 71966 73186 74196
70910 71996 73189 .74199
7D9VS 72010 73195 74219
70930 72024 73204 74221
70923 72037 73205 74222
70992 72040 73222 74230
70937. 720*7 73225 7423*
70940 72050 73239 7*335
70942 72053 73255 74238
70946 72055 73256 74244
7DBS2 .72067 73259 74250
70962 72071 73260 74253
70971 72072 73265 74258
70972 72075 73269 74259
70993 7207B 73271 74273
70994 7208T 73278 74280
71000- 72092 73281 74262
71001 72098 73288 74302
71003 72116 73289 74304
71005 72117 73284 74315
71006 72120 73296 74316
7iDOS 72126 73314 74340
71011. .72128 73318 74346
71015 72132 73322 74355
7(019 72139 73326 74373
7(022 72142 73327 74378
7(042 :72149 73333 74381
71043 -72161 73338 74384
71054 72167 73346 74383
71059 72176 73355 74397
71061 .72177 73363 74400
71064 72160 7336S 74403
71067 .72182 73387 74419
71075 721B3 73390 74431
71Q76 72196 73401 74433
71061 72198 73407 74437
71064 72216 73406 74447
71085 72232 73423 74449
71093 72235 73428 74461
71120 72851 73429 74470
71133 72258 73433 74479
71145 72264 73441 74497
71148 72269 73449 74524
71148 72271 73466 74540
7U70 72275 73473 7*565
71174 72279 73478 74579
71179 72290 73478 74584
71183 .7229* 73*83 74593
71166 72302 . 73491 74696
71190 72318 73492 74801
71196 72327 73499 74604
71210 72329 73SI3 74619
71213 72333 73517 74621
71228 72339 73526 74634
71229 72345 73531 74666
71242 7Z348 73533 74872
71245 72365 73541 74679
71250 72361 735*3 74688
71254 72383 73551 74684
71256' 72387 73SS3 74702.
71258 72401 73557 74706
71269 72417 73572 74719
71263 72418 73880 74733
71270 72429 73664 .74734
71271 72447 73587 74743
71278 72457 73S89 74747
71280 72471 73590 74755
71284 72503 73502 74767
71289 72S23 73506 74780
71296 72639 73803 74766
71306 72544- 73623- 74777
71309 725*7 73674 74780
71326 72567 .73677- 74785
71329 .72579 73696 74788
71334 72504 73686 74792
71340 . 72606 73711.. 74000
713*4 72602 J3T12 74806
71345 72605 73732 74807.
71354 72613 73737 74814
71359 72616 73741 7*817
71371 72670 73743 74818
71372 72826 737*7 74826
71380 72627 73746 74626
71382 72629 73764 74833
71385 72633 73779 74842
71401 72644 73780 74845
71417 72653 73781 74847
71*23 72855 73783 74848
71429 73663 73786 74851
71437 72667 73782 74853
71440 73688 73813 74856
71444 72672 73828 74856
71452 72675 73832 74860
71455 72680 73642 74889
71461 72714 733*5 74912
71493 .72719 73847 74937
71500 72721 73849 74945
71506 72729 73859 7*954
71512 72737 73857 74956
71614 72746 73861 74956
71521 72760 73671 74966
71524 72751 73876 74*79
71531 72761 73878 74980
71533 72769 73879 74982
71542 727JO 73803 74986
71546 72775 73884 74995
71547 72787 73891
71559 72800 73898

Accordingly, on 15th

Match. WW the-Bonds »
designated for redemption

will become due. Payment
will he mode upon presen-

tation and surrender thereof

ol the above Bonds at one
hundred per cent (lOtWa) erf

the principal amount
thereof In United States

Dollars, at the option ofthe

holder, adject tt> any ap-

plicable laws or regulations

.
in the countrywhere each c4‘

the folWmg offices are

located, ot the City Offices

of Bankets TVusr Company
in Lorviim. at the main
officeofBankets TrustCom-
pany in Paris, at rhe office of

Bankers Tnw. GmbH in

Ftankfott, at the office of
fWquc (ndosuct Belgique

Brussels. (formerly Banquc
du Bcnrtax S.A. Brunets)*

at the office »H Bonque
CktkwIc du. LmccmhourK
S.A. m Luxembourg at

rhe office irf Swiss Bank
Corporation Basle-

The redeemed Bonds

should he presented with aU
Coupon* maturing after

19ih Marcbi lUW- Cimfuni

m^hirmc on I5ih March.
.

I9gtf and prior thereto

should be detached and sur-

rendered Jot fuymem in the

uvual manner. Fnmi and

after 15th March, 1988 tty.

tenfst on redeemed Bondi

will ce.be to accrue.
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Beazer takes 1.4%
stake in Wimpey

UK COMPANY NEWS
Nikki Tait looks at the final stages of Barker & Dobson’s battle for Dee Corp.

Institutions will decide victors
BY FIONA THOMPSON

CH Better, the building
group, yesterday sought to
scotch any suggestion- that it

was contemplating launching a
bid for George Wimpey,
Britain's biggest housebuilder.
The company declined for-

mally to comment on Sunday
newspaper reports chat it had
built up a significant stake in
Wimpey. but let it be known
that any sharebullding was a
trade investment

It is understood that Beazer
has acquired a holding of 3.05m
shares, representing 1.4 per
cent of the Wimpey equity. The
shares have been bought by
stockbrokers Hoare Govett
through Company Investments,
a wholly owned subsidiary of
Beazer.

While the possibility of
Beazer mounting a bid cannot
be ruled , out, sources close to
the company say it looks
exceedingly unlikely.

The major shareholder in

Wimpey is Grove Charity Man-
agement, which has a 35 per
cent holding.

Beazer posted record pre-tax
profits of £72.3m for the year
to June 30, 1987, sharply up on
the 1986 total of 531.1m. Turn-
over for the year doubled from
£507.lm to £1.03bn.

In 1986, Wimpey reported
pre-tax profits of £66.5m, a 42
per cent increase on the previ-

ous year. For the six months to
June 1987, the company made
£35.4m pre-tax profits.

Pearson - no concrete

proposals from Murdoch
BY FIONA THOMPSON

LORD BLAKENHAM, chairman
of Pearson, the UK conglomer-
ate which owns the Financial
Times, said last night that Pear-
son would only consider enter-
ing into a joint venture with Mr
Rupert Murdoch if it made com-
mercial sense.
There was no question of

doing a deal with Mr Murdoch
“just because he has bought 20
per cent of Pearson,” said Lord
Blakenham, speaking on Chan-
nel 4’a The Business Pro-
gramme.
Mr Murdoch, who has a 20.5

per cent stake in Pearson, last
month said he would like to
form an association between
News Corporation, his interna-
tional media concern, and Pear-
son to produce a special US edi-

tion of the Financial Times to
compete with the Wall Street
Journal.
But, said Lord Blakenham,

despite the talk of co-operation,
Mr Murdoch had so far failed to
put forward any concrete pro-
posals to the Pearson board.
“To date he hasn't really

come forward with any ideas
other than making remarks to
newspapers. We've had one dis-

cussion in which he made it

clear he would like to come up
with proposals in due course.
I've suggested he might put for-
ward some proposals. There
haven't been any.
The circumstances in which

we would consider a serious
proposal would only be if they
made commercial sense on their

own merits
”

Lord Blakenham rejected Mr
Murdoch's claim that sales of
the FT in the US should be
much higher than their current
level of 20,000 a day.
“We are not just going for

volume," he said.

Thomas French lower
Thomas French & Sons, panies contributing £11,000Thomas French & Sons.

manufacturer of curtain styling

products and distributor ol
computer peripherals and com-
ponents, reported a drop in
pre-tax profits from £1.24m to
£800,000 for the year to Octo-
ber 3 19$7.
This was largely because of

an exceptional debit of
£374,000 - a provision against
amounts due, relating to earl

ler years’ trading, from trade
debtors in Nigeria. These debts
are now considered irrecover-
able. - -

Turnover rose to £27.25m
(£26.23m), though operating
profit was“down ’ at £1.16m

(£1,000). Tax was lower at
£392,000 (£865,000) and after

an extraordinary credit of
£125,000 (£931,000 debit),
earnings per share came out at

5.6p (2-98p).

The directors said that the
group’s strategy now was to
concentrate the majority of its

resources on the development
of the consumer products busi-

ness. Also a specialist electron-

ics company with greater sales

resources was being sought as a
partner for Tekdata.

An unchanged final dividend
of 1.725p was announced, to

AFTER his S8th institutional
presentation last Friday, even
John Fletcher - the normally
chirpy chairman of sweets ana
supermarkets group Barker &
Dobson - sounded a touch bat-
tle-weary.

Yet, as B&D's £2bn bid for
the substantially-Iarger Dee
Corporation, chugs into its final
week, both sides know that
fund managers' votes matter to
a rare degree. Private investors
account for under 10 per cent
of Dee's shares. The only dis-

closable holding — the 15 per
cent stake held by Associated
British Foods - is effectively
neutralised in terms of accep-
tance. And the relative sizes of
bidder and target augur against
a share purchasing scramble.

In short, institutions will
decide - in particular, the 40-
odd who hold almost half Dee's
[shares.
Whether they relish the

choice is another matter. At one
level, the bid throws up some
fascinating arguments - the
future of “middle ground” gro-
cery outlets against superstores
and, on the takeover front, the
whole question of leveraged
bids, especially in this dicey,
post-October world.
On a more prosaic investment

plane, the options are stark.
Dee's recent record is undeni-
ably dismal, reflected in the
fact that its shares have under-
performed the food retailing
sector by some 40 per cent
since early-1986. But B&D's
terms work out at 218p for
each Dee share, of which only
140.5p comes in cash.
That prices Dee at a mere

14.6 times forecast earnings to
April 1988; is backed by up to
£1.6bn of bank loans; necessar-
ily involves a large and rela-

tively speedy disposal pro-
gramme; and entails the issue
of 486m new B&D shares, over
five times the number currently
in existence.

On the retailing front, Dee's
problems are well-known.
Today's company results from a
rapid paper-financed acquisi-

tion programme in the mid-

Cookson buys

Ballard for

£160,000
By Andrew MR

eighties, which culminated in
the purchase of Fine Fare (from
ABF) and US sporting goods
retailer, Hermans, in 198o.
This spree has given Dee 13

per cent of the UK grocery mar-
ket, 829 outlets and the largest

Dee Corporation
iso

largest
selling area - 8.9m sq ft - of
any UK food retailer. It has
also given the company indiges-
tion.
Chairman Alec Monk’s game-

g
lan is to get all stores under a
ateway fascia by April 1989.

He envisages trading up the
average store size and replacing
the various “own-labels" by
“exclusive brands” thus utilis-

ing Dee’s market clout but
avoiding Gateway’s less-than-
shining image. He wants to
increase centralised distribu-
tion and enjoy economies of
scale.

In practice, Dee's interim
profits (announced shortly
before the bid) fell by 23 per
cent to £63.6m.
Since then. Dee claims a

marked improvement. It fore-
casts at least £170m trading
profit from Gateway in the 53-
week period to April 1988
(against £ 152.9m in the previ-
ous 52 weeks).
Second half trading margins,

says Monk, should advance to
at least 5.6 per cent (5.02 per
cent). And he points to specific
progress. Distribution depots,
for example, have been reduced
from 32 to 22; very small stores

(under 8,000 sq ft) now account
for less than a quarter of the
portfolio and over 100 “exclu-
sive brands” are installed. The
Fine Fare conversion pro-
gramme is on target.

Unfortunately for the group
overall, Gateway's hiccups are
compounded by problems at
Hermans. Here, hefty expan-
sion under Dee's management
has coincided with warehousing
disruptions. Dee does not spell

out Hermans’ expected profits,

but few analysts anticipate
more than £8m at the trading
level, compared with some
£25.4m last time.

Overall, then, Dee is left fore-

casting pre-tax profits “of the
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order of £185m”, 4 per cent
down on 1986/7 despite the
slightly longer accounting
period. Come 1988/9, compa-
ny-watchers talk of £220m-
£225m. with earnings - fore-
cast at 15p in the current year
- still a shade below 1987’s
1 7.7p level.

B&D's proposals are very dif-

ferent. Essentially, it would
break up the Dee group, retain-
ing only the 750 “middle
ground” Gateway supermar-
kets. By concentrating on a
more defined task, John
Fletcher sees considerable
scope for basic retailing effi-

ciencies - ranging from store
reorganisation, to a streamlined
product range and consistent
pricing. Some 100 stores would
convert to the more upmarket
Budgens format.
The plan, however, does

entail the sale of Dee's 79
superstores - along with the
non-Gateway interests. This, in

turn, poses perhaps the thorni-
est issue of the bid. As the food
retail market moves towards
saturation, superstores have
been seen as the growth seg-
ment.

Fletcher, though not disput-
ing that, claims that the inher-
ent convenience of large super-
markets means that these
should at least hold their
ground.

In the context of Dee specifi-

cally, analysts are not univer-
sally convinced. They point to

the fact that Dee's superstore
returns currently underperform
the group overall and, as the
reorganisation works through,
could offer the greatest scope
for advance.
Debate about the superstore

disposal programme, moreover,
is intrinsically linked to the bid-

der's financing arrangements.
B&D is funding the £1.24bn
cash element of its bid, plus up
to £350m of working capital, by
a three-year syndicated bank
loan - a degree and scale of
leverage which has not been
seen on the UK bid scene since
the Elders/Allied Lyons contest
in 1985.
The first repayment - 35 per

cent of the loan - comes after
18 months, and the loan agree-
ment contains specific financial

ratios which the enlarged group
must meet. Dee maintains It is

tight to breaking point; B&D
says not.

After much sound and fury
on this front, B&D has pro-
duced a second presentation
spelling out its financial think-
ing in more detail.

This, in many eyes, accounts
for the latest shift in market
sentiment - which gives the
bidder a slim chance of success
and has pushed Dee shares
back to 187p compared with a
pre-bid price of 176p. “Fletch-

er's second round has been
much better." comments one
analyst. "At least, he should
feel that the case couldn't have
been presented much better.”

Unfortunately, B&D does not
discuss those figures on an
attributable basis. There are
too many underlying assump-
tions. says Fletcher, and they
are really offered “by way of
illustration only, to give a feel
for the fact that the financing
is not precarious.” What B&D
does volunteer is a £760m
price-tag (ahead of tax) for the
superstores and an assertion
that the bulk of the disposals
should be through by April
1989. Dee, by contrast, contin-
ues to emphasise the possibili-

ties for error and, therefore,
the inherent risk.

All of which leaves the mat-
ter of price. An exit multiple of
14.5 times is low by any stan-
dard. Last May, for example.
Yorkshire supermarket chain
Hillards went out to Tesco at 33
times earnings in the year
which had just ended (or 29
times on the cash alternative).
The multiples on forecast earn-
ings were 23 and 20 times
respectively.
True, such figures were pre-

crash and for a company with a
good record and much-wanted
niche. But the changed climate
also provides added uncertain-
ties: B&D. after aU, envisages a
large issue of paper in condi-
tions which are far from stable
as well as the sale of Hermans
at a low ebb in its fortunes.

In theory, then, the bid is still

wide open. By the third close -
only 24 hours after announcing
that it would not alter its origi-

nal terms - the bidder had
received acceptances in respect
of just 5.8 per cent of Dee's
shares; it owns only 0.5 per
cent. But institutions rarely
come until the end.
That said, low price and rela-

tively high risk is not a combi-
nation which the City has ever
welcomed. And this fact alone
could yet save the day for Dee
- the recent record notwith-
standing.

Anglo & Overseas rise I
Barclays in £11.5m deal

Downiebrae green light

Cookson Group, metals,
chemicals and ceramic plastics
group, has bought Ballard,
industrial oven manufacturer,
from Sleetley Engineering for
£160,000.

Cookson bought the company 1

through its subsidiary Marr
Engineering and made the pur-
chase because of Ballard's
expertise in the paint stoving
and tin printing industries -
markets untouched by Marr's
oven division.

IN 1987, Anglo & Overseas
Trust lifted gross revenue from
£8.59m to £ 10.27m and the
available balance from £4.8m
to £5.05m.

The latter represented earn-
ings per share of 8.84p (8.4p),

and the dividend is lifted to

7.5p (7p), the final being 5p.

At the year-end the net asset
value came to 479.9p, a
decrease of 5.6 per cent over
the 608.6p at December 31
1986.
Franked income rose to

£5.56m (£4.83m) and interest
receivable showed a near £1 .2m
advance to £ 1.82m. However,
interest payable rose by £im.

Barclays Bank has com-
pleted the purchase of a 75 per

cent interest in the Arbuthnot
Commercial Services group at

a cost of approximately £ 11.5m
The remaining 25 per cent of

the equity is owned by the
Yorkshire Bank.

The group - it wall be ren-

amed Barclays Commercial Ser-

vices - specialises in providing

a comprehensive range of fac»

toring, invoice discounting and
trade finance facilities. In 1987.,

it achieved record pre-tax
profit in excess of £1.8m

BOARD MEETINGS

Croda in chemicals deal

TODAY
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SHAREHOLDERS in Downie-
brae Holdings have given the
green light for European -Fire
Protection, a private company
owned by Mr Jacques Gaston
Murray, to build up a 29.9 per
cent stake in the company.
Shareholders approved the

sale of a 14-9 per cent stake by
three existing directors to EFP
at 50p a share, paving the way

for. EFP to launch a tender
offer today for a further 15 per
cent at a price of 50p a share.
The tender already has suffi-
cient acceptances to ensure its

success.
EFP is the majority share-

holder in Nu-Swift Industries,
the fire protection equipment
company which has a London
listing.

Alexander to sell Fios
Walter Alexander, the Scot-

tish industrial holding com-
pany, is seeking buyers for
Flos, the windows and doors
business of its

.
home products

division. The business Is

believed to be worth around
£lm.

Walter Alexander said that

the windows and doors busi-
ness does not form part of the
proposed future development of
the Home Products division,

whfch will be centered on Slum-
berdown quilts and textile-re-

lated activities. The sale is

being handled by Robert Flem-
ing, the merchant bank.

Marr plans to invest In com-
puter-aided design for Ballard
to bring the company into line
with its own design capability.

Steetiey Engineering is a sub-
sidiary of Steetiey, the con-
struction materials and chemi-
cals group.

FT Share Service

The following securities were
added to the Share Information
Service in Saturday's edition.

Associated—Henriques (Sec-
tion: Trusts, Finance. Land);
Citygrove 7.75 per cent com.
conv. red- pref. (property);
Hafnia Investment (Trusts,
Finance, Land); Isle of Man
Steam Packet (Shipping); Joel
(H-J.) Gold Mining ‘S’ ord.
(Mines - ofs).

Croda International, the speci-
ality chemicals, food and cos-
metics group, has bought the
chemicals division of John Kerr
from Ginge-Kerr for £981,000
cash.
The chemicals division manu-

factures and sells foam and
powder products for use in
fire-fighting and in buildings
products.

Mar 9
- May n

Foe 16

.. _ Uar 15

John Kerr’s protein-based
foam products are complemen-
tary to the proteins produced
by Colloids, a Croda subsidiary.
Ginge-Kerr will retain its fire-

fighting system engineering
activities.

The net assets of KeiT's
chemicals division at December
31 1987 were £681,000.

COMPANY NEWS IN BRIEF

ARTHUR LEE: Annual meeting
told that the company was con-
fident and anticipated reporting
good progress at the half way
stage. Provided the dispute in
the motor industry was not too
extended, the chairman did not
expect it to have serious effect
on profitability.

UNIGATE has sold South West
Meat to a UK subsidiary of the
Kerry Group for a total consid-
eration of about £4m.

PILKINGTON: The issue of
414,054 ordinary shares has

been approved in respect of the
scrip dividend arrangements
for the first Interim dividend
for the year ending March 31
1988.
MAINMET HOLDINGS has
completed its acquisition of
Accrington-based Minerva Elec-
tronics, sub-contractor to the
electronics industry, for an ini-

tial £287,000 - satisfied by
£20,000 cash and the issue of
150.000 ordinary shares. Fur-
ther profit-related consider-
ation of up to a maximum of
50.000 shares is payable at a
minimum price of 175p.

S.A.E.
Societe Auxiliaire d’Entreprises

(France)
has acquired 1 00% of ihe shares of

S. A- VAN RVMENANT (Belgium),
a subsidiary of

MITCHELL COTTS PJLC. (UK),
acquired in July 1987 bv
SITTER PJLC. (UK)

"

ADAMS & ROYER SA acted as adviser to
SUTER P.L.C. for this transaction.

AD.AMS & ROYER SA
New York - Paris

3, rue Francois ler - 75008 PARIS

Tel: (1)42.89.33.03

NOTICEOFREDEMPTIONTOHOLDERS OF
INDUSTRIALRANK OF FINLAND LTD

LANDAND INDUSllUAL MORTGAGEBANKLID
FINNISH REAL ESTATEBANK LTD

1\ per cent Guaranteed Finnish Municipalities NotesDue 1989

Seventh MandatoryRedemptionDue1stApril, 1988OfKuwain Dinars 750,000
NOTICE ISHEREBYGIVEN that, pursuantto Coodxtkni5(A)af(heabove-nieixt»iii

Notes. Kuwait Investment Company fS-A-K-), as Fiscal Agent, has drawn by lot, for

redemption on 1st April, 1988, at 100% of the principal amount thereof through operation

of die Sinking Fbnd, Kuwaiti Dinars750D00principal amount of said 7i per cent. Notes due
1st April. 1989, bearing the following distinctive numbers:

00438-00468
00600-00630
00680-00710
00771-00801
00871-00901
01084-01114
01)32-01162
01182-01212

01263-01293
01401-01431
01455-01490
02064-02094
02101-02131
02178-02200
02601*02632
02959-03000

03723-03770
03814-03825
03870-03897
04101-04120
04745-04772
04821-04S46
04862-04910
04929-04962

The Notes specified above will become due and payable in Kuwaiti Dinars at foe offices of
Kuwait Investment Company (S-AJC), Mubarak Al-Kabir Street, Kuwait Cay, State of
Kuwait, or, at foe option of foe bearer, but subject to applicable laws and regulations, at

Citibank, NA-, Citibank House, 336 Strand, London WC2R 1HB, and Kredietbank SA.
Luxembooreeoise, 43 Boulevard Royal, Luxembourg, by cheque drawn on a Kuwaiti Dinar
account, wiffl,orby a transfertoa Kuwaiti Dinaraccountmaintained byfoepayeewah, abank
inKuwait.Rom,and sfter. 1st April, 1988,inwesion the abovementioned Noteswill ceasewacaue.

.Notes should be surrendered for payment together with aU unmanned coupons
appertaining thereto, failing which the face value of foe missing unmanned coupons will be
deducted from theprincipal amount.

The segregate principal amount ofNotes remaining outsanding after 1st April, 1988, win

be Kuwaiti Dinars 75O0OQ.

KUWAITINVESTMENT COMPANY fSAJC) oc behalf of
lNDUSIRLALBANK OFFINLAND LTD -

LANDAND INDUSTRIALMORTGAGE BANK LTD
FINNISHREAL ESTATE BANK LTD

Dated: 13th February, 1988

VSS 20,000,000

Central-European International Bank Ltd.

(incorporated as a joint stock company in Hungary)

Floating Rate Notes 1990
Extendable at the Noteholder's option to August 1992

and thereafter to August 1994

In accordance with the provisions of the Agent Bank Agreement be-

tween Central-European International Bank Lid. and Arab Bank-
ing Corporation - Daus & Co. GmbH dated July 17. 1984. notice is

hereby given that the Rate of interest has been fixed at 7% p.a.

and that the interest payable on the relevant interest Payment Date.
August 15. 1988 against Coupon No. 8 in respect of U.S£ 10.000
nominal amount of Notes will be U.S£ 353JW and m respect of
U££ 25.000 nominal amount ofNotes will beU££ 884.72.

London. February 15. 198S

Bp Arab Banking Corporation- Dans& Co. GmbH,
Agent Bank

1 BANK OFGREECE
US S250,000.000

Floating Rate Notes due 1997

Holders of Floating Rate Notes of the above issue are
hereby notified that for the Interest Period from

16th February. 1988 to 16th August. 1983 the following

information ts relevant:

1. Rate of Interest: 7% per annum
2. Interest Amount payable on Interest

Payment Date: USS 353.89
per USS 10.000.00 nominal or

USS 3.847.22

per USS 250,000.00 nominal

3. Interest

Payment Date: 16th August. 1988

Agm Bar*.

Bank of America International Limited

US5250.OQO.000
Hooting Role Subordinated Capital Notes due August 1996

CITICORPO
Notice is hereby given that the Interest payable on the relevant
Interest Payment Date, February 23, 1988, for tfie period November
14, 1987 to February 14, 1938 against Coupon No. 14 in respect of
U-S-S50.000 nominal of the Notes will be U.S.S1 ,887.68.

February 15, 1958. London
By: Citibank, N.A. (CSS! Dept.), Agent Bonk CITIBANK©
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UK COMPANY NEWS

FINELYJUDGED FINELYEXECUTED

o
Blue Circle Industries PLC

has declared unconditional

its £275m offer for

Birxnid QualcastPLC

13th February, 1988

The undersigned acted as

financial advisor to Blue Cirde

in the above transaction

BARINGBROTHERS& CO. LIMITED

NEWYORK LONDON TOKYO
BOSTON GUERNSEY GENEVA KUALALUMPUR
SINGAPORE HONGKONG SYDNEY SEOUL

Heather Farmbrough on the rising fortunes of Porter Chadbum

A cure for management paralysis
RAY DINKIN naed to have the
lifestyle and perks of an inter-

national executive, shuttling
between the US and the UK
sitting next to film stars on
Concorde. But then, aged 38, he
decided to give it all up last

July to run a little known Lan-
castrian engineering company
which had lost its way.
The company was Porter

Chadburn, formed by the
merger in 1972 of Porter-Lan-
castrian, manufacturer of brew-
ing equipment and polythene
packaging, with Chadbum,
manufacturer of plastics,
cranes and hoists and marine
engineers. As the quoted subsi-
diary of another engineering
company - GM Firth - it lacked
its own identity and direction,
which was reflected In a flat

profits performance.
Now, following a management

buy-in, profits are on a sharply
rising trend and the company is

being refocused with the main
emphasis an marketing dis-

tribution, which may take it

Into the paper industry.
Porter Chadbnrn's old spread

of businesses bore little out-
ward resemblance to Mr Dink-
in's previous companies; Spin-
era, Beecham and Bowater
Scott, where he was the mar-
keting director. It was there
that Mr Dinkin's fate became
bound np with paper and pack-
aging - specifically, in his case,
Andrex, the toilet tissue. He
even appeared cm the cover of
Marketing Week magazine hold-
ing the brand's well-known lab-

:rador puppy with the words
underneath; "Would yon boy a
used puppy from this man?”
Be then moved on to run

Scott's European paper
operations, which he helped
transform, both in terms of
profitability and the division's

importance to the corporation,
turning round, the Belgian and
iSpanish businesses from loss
•into profitability.

By summer 1986, he was in

•Philadelphia as the youngest
executive on the main board of
Scott, where be was In charge
of strategy and corporate plan-
ning, including acquisitions.

He then made the decision to
give up a high salary, a fair

amount of tax relief and Job
security as well, to go to ran a
small company which had only
just moved back into the blade
after four consecutive loss-
making years.
Two things made up his mind,

he says, "(me was the need to
live in the US and to compete in

the challenge for the eventual
post as chief executive of Scott,
l had to decide whether I really
wanted that sort of life."

The other, he explains, was a

Ray Dinkin - "wanted to have
some fun"

doubt In his mind as to whether
he wanted to be part of a large
corporation or do something
more entrepreneurial. “I
wanted to have some fun," he
says, "and I wanted to build
something myself."

In the winter and spring of
1987, he often found himself on
the same Sunday evening plane
back to Philadelphia with Vic-
tor BUMk of Charterhouse, the
merchant bank. Thus he came
to hear that GM Firth, a client

of Charterhouse, was thinking
of dihitlng its majority share-
holding (64 per emit) in Porter
Chadburn. with about £20m in
sales, the company was the
right size for Mr Dinkin to
develop - the goal Is sales of
£100m within the next year or
so.
Mr Dinkin and his partner, Mr

David Cassidy, who had
worked for Unilever, Rank
Xerox and Ever Ready, had
been looking at a number of
small company shells, but were
anxious to avoid a contested
takeover battle.

By July 1987, Mr Dinldn had
become chairman, and Mr Cas-
sidy finance director, after a
management buy-in, backed by
Charterhouse. GM Firth has
since reduced its holding to
29.4 per cent, while Mr Dinkin
and Mr Cassidy hold just less
than 4 per cent of the enlarged
capital. It seems to be a well-

balanced duo. "He's an eternal

optimist - which is unusual for
an accountant, while I'm an
eternal pessimist," says Mr
Dinldn.
The dilution of the GM Firth

holding marked Porter Chad-
bum’s transition to an indepen-

With about £20m In

sales, the company
was the right size

forMr Dinkm to

develop — the goal

is sales of£lO0m
within the next

year or so

dent company. Its former
majority shareholding, protect-
ing Portae Chadbum from any
hostile bid, had robbed it of its

own identity and led to man-
agement paralysis. The com-
pany, says Mr Dinkin, was "a
collection of mature businesses,
which, with the exception of
Continental Pressing Technic (a
fabric finishing distributor) had
only a small mare of their own
markets and had failed to
exploit their positions in these”.
His target is to turn these

mature businesses into a more
cohesive whole, with a strong
emphasis on good management
and an “open culture, where
managers are fUHy empowered
and participate fully in the
directum of the business”.
The key to the future mix of

the group's businesses unsur-
prisingly lies in Mr Dinkin's
paper and marketing roots. The
emphasis is likely to be on mar-
keting in a variety of sectors,
with businesses balanced
between manufacturing and
distribution. Paper and packag-
ing businesses are likely to play
a part, although Mr Dinkin
warns that a number are over-
valued and highly cyclical.

"We may be looking at quite
small businesses in fragmented
industries which can grow
through market growth or by
building up a critical mass - ie

by putting these businesses
together,” he says. Disposals
are also likely to play a part in
developing th*new group, both
for strategic reasons, and to
strengthen the balance sheet.

In the past six months, fol-

lowing a strategic review of the
businesses, the company has
been reorganised into five main
divisions : general engineering;
food and dmlq plastics; oil ser-
vices; and industrial distribu-
tion. The food and drink dis-

pensing businesses are to be
sold for an initial consideration
of £775,000.
Analysts believe there may be

a long-term question mark over
the oil services and the food
and drink divisions - as the dis-
posal ofthe dispensing business
suggests.

This would leave Porter
Chadburn with heavy engineer-

ing interests, including the
manufacture of parts for Type
22 and Type 23 frigates. It

includes the plastics and pack-

aging division, which makes
plastic bags, fire resistant film

and bulk packaging materials.

The interim figures, reported

in December, revealed losses

arising from a shortage and
high prices of polymer, which
have now been stemmed, "we
would want more value-added
businesses in the plastics divi-

sion," comments Mr Dinkin.

The remaining division is

CPT. "I don’t see us making any
investments in any of the other
divisions," predicts Mr Dinkin.

"I would like to increase CPTs
sales and marketing presence.

We are leaders in the market,
so we should be able to develop
our customer services.”

A pointer to the future is

Tasco, a distributor of sports
and leisure goods, which was
acquired far an initial £6.6m in
October. It could well provide
the base for a specialist con-
sumer goods distribution within
the group. With profits growing
at about 40 per cent a year, it

had the added attraction of a
well-established, strong man-
agement. Mr Dinkin is keen to
buy well-managed companies to
add to the group's overall man-
agerial resources.

Already, the changes at Por-
ter Chadburn seem to be bear-
ing fruit. As expected, the
interim figures for the six
months to September 30
showed a drop in pre-tax prof-
its from £347,000 to £158,000.
But with a good second half
underway, Mus Kate Tidbury,
an analyst at Pamnure Gordon,
expects pre-tax profits for the
year to March to reach £1.6m,
compared with £1.067m in
1087.

However, the figures will not
reveal the enormity of the
change In management style
since the Dinkin/Cassidy
buy-in. “There has been more
sitting down and talking - just
really having a good dialogue at
all levels of the company,
which was missing before,"
says Mr Dinkin.

Miss Tidbury argues that the
extent of the change in manage-
ment style is already noticeable
to outsiders. "There was quite a
morale problem, with people
not knowing why they were
producing things. It is now
more a question of pointing the
management in a specific direc-
tion than anything else. The
response will be evident In the
results over the next two
years."

TUBANNOUNCBIENTBIMPORTANT AM) REQtARES YOUR
talm, plaa—connH your stockbroker, bank wanaflsr.soacftor.'

iTE ATTENTION. Ifyou are In any doubt as to Urn action you should
ntorother professional adviser immoefiateiy.

TENDER OFFER
uy

Dawnay, Day & Co., Limited
on behalfof

EUROPEAN FIRE PROTECTION HOLDING B.V.
to purchase up to 2£24*908 OrdinaryShares of 10p each in

DOWNIEBRAE HOLDINGS P.L.C.
at50p per Ordinary Share

Further copies of this Tender Offer and the annexed Form of Tender (upon llw terms of which atom fenders wffl bo accepted) may be
ofatakiad on request from Dawnay, DayA Co, Limited at theaddresseetout In theannexed FormofTender.

Dawnay, Days Co,, Limited

(Registered In England No. 228785)

Registered Office:

4 Aucfley Square
SouthAudey Sheet
LondonW1YSDR

15th February, 1068

7b the holders of OnMnary Shares of top each In Downiebrae Holdings

fU.G

Dear Sir or Madam.

Tender Oder on behalf of European Pin Protection HoMtog B.V.

(EFP”) tar Ordinary Shares of lOp each (“Dawntabme ordinary

UenOhDuanlebna Hoktings P.LJC.CTtowntebraa*).

On behalf ot EFP we hereby offer to acquire by tender on the tonus and
subject to tha contfttons set out beta*. 14) toZ6^LS08 Downiebrae onfhary

shoes (tee Tender Offer”) representing approximately 15£ per cart, of the

issuedontinaryahemcapital of Downiebrae.

EFP at present holds 2,823,155 Downtebree ordinary shoes, representing

approximately 14.99 per cent of the batted ordinary share capital of

Downiebrae. B=P has received vafd undertakings to accept thaTender Offer

in import of 7,726,568 Downiataree ordinary shares and eocowtingly all

tenders submitted win be scaled down pro rata. Following successful

completion of theTender Offer, EFP win hold 5^48.063 Downtebraa ordinary

shares, representing approximately 29.99 per cent of tits issued ontinary

share cap&ai of Downiebrae.

The mfddto market quotation far Downlebtaa ontinary shares, derived from

The Stock Exchange Daffy Official List at the dose of business on 11th

February, 1988 (being tha lest dotting day tiff one prior to the pubffcation of

ttis Tender Offer and the last practicable date prior to the printing of this

advert—merit)was 5Sp per share

.

Terms of theTender Offer

1. The consideration inter the Tender Offer ahaff to a fixed price of 50p in

cash in respect ofeach Downiebrae ontinary share tenderedand accepted.

2. Al tenders will bo brevocatia.

3. The Tender Offer wffl close at 10-00 un. on Monday, 22nd February,

1968 (the “dosing date') and no tenders received after that time wB be

4. Downiebrae ontinary shareswB be acquired by EFP tide from afl Sens,

charges and encumbrances and with aD rights now or hereafter attaching

thereto inducting the right to receive d dividends «d other dstributkms

declared, made or pati after the date hereof and the right to attend and vote

atany General Meeting ofDowniebrae after22nd February, 1988.

5. As the number of Downiebrae ordinary shares tendered wfll exceed

2^24506 tenderswrite scaleddovm pro rate.

6. AB lenders must be made on the fotm of tender which forms part of this

advertisement (the ‘Form') duly completed in accordance wth the

instructions therein, which (together with the notes thereon) constitutes part

of the terms of theTender Offer.

7. The Tender Offer shaff be governed by and construed in accordance

with EngSsh law and dativeiy of a farm shlti constffute submission to the

Jurisdkffton ot the Engish Courts.

8. No person receiving a copy oftWs advertisement and/orany Form to any

territory other than the United Kingdom traytreat thesame as constituting an

imitation or offer to him nor should he In any evert use such Form unless in

the refevart territory such an invitation and offer couM lawftriy be made to

ten wflhout oomptienoe wffh any unMned Stag. registration or other legal

requirements.

Procedure fortendering

Forms, duly completed, should be returned, together with toe relevant share
uertflcate(s) rndtorotherdocuments) of title tor Downtobrae ordtaaiy shares
or, at the cflscration of Dewnay, Day&Co* Limited and EFP, an hdemnty in

Beu thereof to Barcfaya Bank PLC at the adefrem set out on the Form, as
soon as possible but in any event so as to arrive not talertan 1000am on
Monday, 22nd February, 1888. As only some, but not afl, of the shares
represented bya certificate delivered with aFdnn can be sold pursuantto tha
Tender Offer due to the seating down referred to above, the relevant

shareholders will be entiled to receive bom Downiebrae a certificate for toe
unsold shares.

Notwititstancfing (hat no share certfficsts(s) Is/are delvered In respect of it. a
duty completed Fom p) executed underseal bySepon Untiedand endorsed
on behalf of The Stock Exchange to the effect that the Downtsbrae ordinary
shares 10 which Ureters are the whole or part of a hokfing registered in the
name of Sepon United and/or are Downiebrae ontinary shares to which
Sepon limited is unoondMonafiy entitled Immediately to became the
registered holder; or (E) executed by eny other person^ end endowed on
behalf of The Stock Exchange to the effect that sudt peraqn(s) is/are

uncondWonaffy entitled Irrmectiately to become ths registered holder(a) of the
rntminhrrin rurkwiy harm in etitrh It ratersand tout one nrmnm Tslsmsn
transfers) in favour of such personfs) in respect thereof is/are in the count
of registration, shall be treated by Dawnay, Day & Co-, Limited and EFP as
vafld In afl respects on toe date of its actual receipt provided that on
presentation to the Regletrara of Downiebrae for registration, the hstrumenl
of fransfer executed pursuant thereto is uncomOlonafly accepted far

registration.

Settlement
1. TTwretetOf toeTender Offersnd the basis ofscafcgdown tenders wri

be announced by 9.00 am. on Tuesday, 23rd February, 1988, the business

day next totiowsig the ctostegdata

2. Cheques wi be deepetched not later titan 12 business days following

the ctoWng date to holders of Downiebrae ordinary shares whose tenders,

valid and complete in atf respects, are received before the Tender Offer

doses in respect of the number of Downiebrae ontinary shares tendered

afterlairing account of seatingdown.

3. Afl documents and remMances sent by or to holders of Downiebrae
ontinaiy shares w§ be sent at their own risk and no acknowledgement of

receipt ofdocuments wfl besent

EFFa Intentions

It Ie theMention of EFP todteewfyand develop the bwteMlof Oowntebrae
both in toe UJC and Memationaly. There are however no epedfle proposals
forsuchdevelopment being pursued at the presenttime.

Taxation

The (Ssposdd Oowntebrae ordnary shares purauant to theTenderOfferwri
constitute a dtaposal or part disposal tor the purposes of United Kingdom
taxation on capital gains and may give rise to a Babffiy to taxation. Any
shareholder who is in doubt as to tea tax poaidon should consult hte oust

professional adviser.

Yours faffhhjSy

torDAWNAY. DAY4CO-.UMTTH)

B.M.FMCUS

h !
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Gran will*& Company Limbed
SLavacLane, LondonECJRffiP
Telephone 01-62 1 1212
Member offIMBRA

Granville Davies Coleman Limbed
8 Lovar Lane, London EC3R 8BP

Telephone 01-621 1212
Member of the Stock Exchange

Small Business
- The Financial Times proposes to publish this survey on:

22nd April 1988

For 8 lull editorial synopsisand details of available advertisement
positions, please contact:

Brett Trafford

. 7 on 01-248 5116

or write to him at:

Bracken House
10-Cannon Street

London
EC4P4BY

FINANCIALTIMES
EUROPE'S BUSINESS NEWSPAPERa

Midland Bank pic
B-a— i. *iiWn<iiny6tiah l)

£250000000
SufeOBtaaBd Floating Rata Matas 2001

Notice is hereby given Ihcrf the Rote of Interest has been fixed at

9*4125% p.a. and that ihe interest payable on the relevant

Interest Payment.Date, May IT, 1988 against Coupon No. 8 in

respect of £5j000 nominal of the Notes will be £115-73, and in

respect of £50,000 nominal ofihe Notes will be £1,15727.

February 15. 1988, London

By: Citibank,NA (CSS Depf.), Agent Bank CtTIBAN<0

DIARY DATES
25

PARLIAMENTARY

TODAY
Commons: Private Members’
Motions. Debate oh agriculture.
Lords: Local Government Bill,

report stage. Norfolk and Suf-
folk Broads Bill, report stage.
Select committees: Treasury
and Civil Service: harmonisa-
tion of indirect taxes. Witness:
Lord Cockfieid (Boom 8, 4.30
p.m.)
Public accounts: cost and

financial control of British
forces in West Germany. Wit-
ness: Sir Clive Whitmore, Minis-
try of Defence (Boom 16, 4.45
P-hi-0

TOMORROW
Commons: Immigration Bill,

remaining stages. Motion on the
Prevention of Terrorism (Tem-
porary Provisions) Act 1984
continuance order.
Lords: Local Government BUI,
report stage. Prevention of Ter-
rorism (Temporary Provisions)
Act continuance order, motion
for approval
Select committees. Transport:
decline in the UK registered
merchant fleet. Witness: Mr
Stanley Clinton Davis. EC
Transport Commissioner (Boom
17, 4.15 pm.)

Agriculture: Storm damage of

October 16, 1987. Witness: Mr
John Selwyn Glimmer, Minister
of State for Agriculture (Boom
2L, 4.30 pjn.)
Parliamentary Commissioner

for Administration: reports of
the Bealth Service Commis-
sioner. Witnesses: Shropshire
Health Authority and Not-
tingham Health Authority.
(Room 18, 4.30 pm)
Committee on a Private Bill -

British Railways (London).
(Room 5. 11 a.m.)

WEDNESDAY
Commons: Debate on Govern-
ment motion on the abolition of
the Inner London Education
Authority. Supplemental time-
table motion on the Education
Reform Bill. Motions on rate
support grant supplementary
report for England.
Lords: Debate on the 13th
report of the Nature Conser-
vancy Council. Unstarred ques-
tion on Government response to
the policy document of the Cor-
oners' Prevention Group enti-
tled "European Community:
barrier or scapegoat - an analy-
sis of the UK Government’s

isition on nutritional label-

committees. Trade and
Industry: Information technol-

ogy. Witness: International
Computers Ltd (Room 15, 10.15
ajn.)

Foreign Affairs: UK emer-
gency relief for famine in the
Horn of Africa. Witnesses:
Oxfara, Christian Aid, CAFOD,
Save the Children (Room 6,
10.30 a.m.)
Welsh Affairs: Public Spend-

ing White Paper. Witnesses: Mr
Peter Walker, Welsh Secretary,
and officials. (Room 18, 10.45
a_m.)
Energy: the structure, regula-

tion and economic consequences
of electricity supply in the pri-
vate sector. Witness: Electricity
Council (Room 8, U a.m.)
Home Affairs: broadcasting.

(Room 15, 4 p.m..)
Employment: urban develop-

ment corporations. (Room 17,
4.15 p.m.)

Social Services: resourcing
the NHS. Witnesses: DHSS offi-

cials. (Room 20, 4J5 pju.)
Public Accounts: agricultural

colleges; enveloping of houses
by Northern Ireland Housing
Executive, Richmond Centre,
Londonderry. Witnesses: Dr W.
Jack, Department of Agricul-
ture for Northern Ireland, Mr
D. Barry, Department of the
Environment for Northern

Ireland. (Room 16, 4.15 pjn.)
Environment: air pollution.

Witness: Forestry Commission.
(Room 21, 4.30 p.m.)
Trade and Industry: Post

Office. Witness: Mr Kenneth
Clarke, Chancellor of the Duchy
of Lancaster. (Boom 6, 4.30
pjn.)

Joint committee on private
bill procedure. Witness: Sir
Eldon Griffiths, MP (Room 4, 5
P.m.)

THURSDAY
Commons: Motions relating to
social fund regulations. Motion
on the rate limitation (pre-
scribed maximum rates order).
Lords: Local Government Bill,

report. Licensing Bill, second
reading. Unstarred question on
whether the Government will
propose a new study on the
future task of the alliance at
the forthcoming Nato summit.
Select committee: Committee
on a private bill - British Air-
ways (London). (Room 5, 10.30
a.m.)

FRIDAY
Commons: Private members’
motions.
Lords: Motion to take note of
the white paper “DTI - the
department for enterprise."

FINANCIAL

TODAY
COMPANY MEETINGS—

FtoMOo Castors & Whaats. Hoficfey km. DH-
ton Road. Lsngtay. Bart®.. 300

PwpMutf, Phy*» Court Marlow Road, Han-
ny-on-ThamM. 11.00

BOARD MSTWOS-

gna HR. ED, 1030
DaSy Ma8 & Qanaral Ttust,

E-Ct, 1200
TMD Advertising, Fotndara'

F8JT, EC, 11JO

BOARD MEETINGS-

Hal, 1. doth

British Kidney Patient Assoe. Inv. Tsfc

uopenrayon wnoMPann
Qresn Property
Independent Newspapers
Inv. Trust Gusmsay
Trust ot Property Shares

Trust

Itaigety .

Ewart
Honeysuckle Oror*

DIVIDEND & INTEREST PAYMENTS-
Atphsmorfc Ip

Anderson, Strathclyde 8% (Ins. Lit. W/V1
4pe. .

Anglo American Inv. TsL» Pit UTSSip
British Telecom 3.7Sp
Chase Manhattan 5*cts.

Cutaflta Pafcnnlhm 37cts.

OBCIrtL HV 11% QM. NtS. 1901 SiSpc
Greater London Council 6fe% SO/92
3175pc.

Halms a.620p
MAG Second General TSL 11.

Mslartfc Hygrsde Odd Mines (<

lOcta.
Marsh S McLennan OOcts.

Moss Tat Ip
PacHtaxp 63cta.
Ptaxtons (OB) 3p
Roes Consumer Sect 1_2p
Royal Tab DoMar Income Ed. Pig. Red. Pit

&5CM.
Scott a Mewcerta 2.7p
Scottish In*.Tat 4.75p
Scottish Metropolitan Prop. «%% Mqj. Dab.
88/93 3.1875pc.

Do. 10%% Mtg. Dab. 2010 5.125PC.
Sears 714% Una. Ln. 82/97 fl.B25pc.

TSB Gttt Food 3p
gsM-HulM iBcta.

£y ImL 5% Prf. 1.75p
Vote Group 4p

TOMORROW
COMPANY MEETINGS—

Archimedes tmr. Til. 131. Ftoobuy Pare-
ment EC. 1250

Assoc Newspapara. Stationer*' Hat Lud-

Alaaandar Htdga.
Crest Nicholson
Newmarket Co.
Trancharwood

Ektare DO.
Hard Rock ma.
Jacqmsr
Ricardo Consulting Engineers
Rodbna

DIVIDEND A INTEREST PAYMENTS-
Arohknada* Inv. TsL 71p

Avon RuDber 7p
Bankers Tst imL NV out Rtg. Rata Sub.

NtS. 1998 3199.57
Gates Rubber 5% M. 35p
Da. 5% 2nd Prf. 3lp
Hawthorn Losfls 025p
Homestake MHng Sets.
(ntsrfiror Texas Finance NV CMd. tag. Rate

NtS. 1989 $20122
Radiant Metal Finishing Ip
Storehouse 21p
Treasury 2*% IL 2013 £1.4279
Warner Comma. lOcta.
Welle Fargo Fhg. Rate Sub. Nts. 1997
3291412

Do. Rtg. Rata Sub. Cap. NtS. 1993 $19117

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 17
COMPANY MEETINGS-

Acatos 3 Hutcheson. Teflon* ChemSars Hal,
4. Dawgos HR, EC, 12.00

AuOto Fidelity. Savoy HotaL Strand. WO..
1210

Control TecnmgiMS, SL GOea. Newtown,
Powys. "2.00

Crsnbrook Electronic Hldgs. btstttute of
Directors. 116. PaS MM. S.W. IOlOO

Hunterprint Group. Ironmongera* Han,
Aldersgate Street Beritican. &C.. 1200

Sock Shop lntl. Barber-Surgeons' Hall,

MonkweH Square. Wood Street E.CX.
11JJ0

BOARD MEETtNGS-

AiAomaglo
Manganeee Bronze
Regentcreet

DMDBlD A INTEREST PAYMENTS-
Brown & Tawse 2Ao

Canadian Imp. Bk. ot Comm. Fto. Raw Sub.
Cap. Debs. 2085 S378S4

Cttyfed Fm. Carp O.lcte.

FtexeBo Castors & Wheels 3.Ip
Formlnaar 25p
HK & Shorn. Bkg. Prim. Cap. Und. Fhg.
Rate Nts. 3191St

Midsummer Leieiae 2ip
Starting Inds. Ip

THURSDAY FSRUARY IB
COMPANY MEETINGS—

English China Clays, Hyde Park Hotel,
Krightebridgo, S.W.. 12J0

Perkins (John) Meats. Cky of London Club.
19. Old Broad Street E.C. 12JW

Sktlaw Group. Netheraate Centre, Dundee.
12X0

State. State Normandy HotaL hchkaian
Road. Renfrew, 3£0

VPi Group. Savoy HotaL Strand, W.C. 12JXJ

BOARD ItBTINGS-
Flnala;

ChartariiaB

Crests Hklga.
F- A C. Enterprise Trust
MkSand Bank
Throgmorton USM Trust

Nta. 1997 $37X75
Perpetual 1.7p
Sock Shop ML 0^J
Standard Chartered Sub. FKg. Rate Nts.

1996 £11437
Westpac Bkg. Corp. Subu Rg. Rata Nts.
1997 $380.14

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 19
COMPANY MEET1NQS-

Homa (Robert) Group. Huntsman House,
Mansion Close, Moitilon Park. Northamp-

ton. 11.00
BOARD MEET1NGS-
Rnalaj
Fleming Enterprise Inv. Tst
SebcTV
Stamms Mewcrett
Tribune Inv. TsL

Photo-Mo ML
Throgmorton Dual Trust

DIVIDEND & INTEREST PAYMENTS-
Convol Techniques 2£p

Crma Fender de France 1DU>% Gtd. Sar.
Ln. 2011/2/3/4 S.125pc.

Debenham Towson & CNmocks IJp
Fletcher King Z5f>
NNrida Bkta. Soc. Ffcg. Rate Nta. 1996236^
New Zealand FKg. Rate Nta. 1997 £1139
OB & Natural Gaa Comm. Gtd. FKg. Rate

Aimase Group
Courtney,Pope
Highland Electronics
DIVIDEND & INTEREST PAYMENTS-
Angto Irish Bank ip

Assodated News 5^Sp
Beales (J.) TB5p
Buckleys Brewery (L9p
CJL Inds. O.TSp
Cardo Eng. I.lp
Citicorp Overseas FKl Carpi NV Gtd. Rig.
Rate Nta. 1991 £11X11

Cranbrook Beet 0-5p
Croton Lodge & Kntght 13p
de Motgan O.SSp
Fleming Technology tnv. Tat 02p
Goktoerg (A.) A Sons 1X2p
Home Federal Savings & Lost Assoc. Seta.

Lee (A.) & Sons 22p
Northern Foods 4J2Sp
PSklngton 2J5p
SkSew Grp- X5p
Woolwich EqurtBbte Bldg. Soc. FKg. Rale Ln.

Nta. 1995 £229X7

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 20
DIVIDEND & INTEREST PAYMENTS-
Caterpiiar IXTSem.MSG Recovery RL 5p

Security Pacific Coni. Gets.

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 21
DIVIDEND & INTEREST PAYMENTS-
Exchequer i0Xi% 1997 &2Sp&

Treasury 10% 1982 Spc.

r .-Vs -.-# ».«•• li; • - - "

PRUDENTIAL T~

CRAMLKY CASOEN&SW7
<430 pw. EkcMcsI t-otednen (Milspretty qaxt facalsoa.idcd dremarooBi
nuertanJiw. eoOd krubre. taSfcrneei and briway. PRUDEP/TIAI. PROPERTY

IMBSBt

me for

SEXVICES

BATTERSEA. SW11 . .

< 160 pw. 2 bedroom Dm at auNfm parpmeMti

M

imMnmGronjt^d *erts

tran. EwHItw Bwemimtiio.ntUOCWTWLMOretTY SERVICES
BaTTEBSXA OTOCE U-9U J344

U1UUUCAEDENXKM
'

II 10 m». Prietp one bofanem (tot elftriin Mipu-»M.ws ofGwmwdi NawICoBcpc.
hnnbnl to the Ih^mh Hsadsid and acrikady leesaed fcr traMport sad Aeppa% 8-12

moubs. PRUDENTIAL PROPERTY SERVICES
Town BUDGEOffice»UH7 tns

ST JOHNS WOOD NWS
Lux span m modem block. 2
bcds.1 bath, fueu dk, recep. Of
kiL $ar. £325 pw.

01 727 7101.

BROOSCREEN vh
CxCcUcttl (unity hac. qiwM toe. 3
dbfc bah. 1 hilfu, 2/T rcccp. Vf
kiL fdn, anfum. £400 pw.

BELGRAVIA SWT
Immsc Mews Inc. 2 beds. 2
baths. Ice recep, Df b'Lcas. £550

1

oTJ4# 3320

( \K1 I ION SMI HI .V. < O

OFF PORTLAND
PLACE

Selection of superbly
refurbished aparimenis,
fully fined and furnished,

highest suodard.
2 Beds - £290 pw ina
3 bed* - £382 pw inc. -

Whiter A CoMptsy
dl-7345643

Hampstead-
.

KENWOOD
SHELDON AVENUE

Macnificrn; deuvhed family

tiouke. 6 bedrootuL 3 bathrooms.

Spacious (eccpuon/RfKuate dia-.

ieg roam. Triple car pnge. An
BbMhne mu« at £1.000 pet
«edL Itfcal ftsr company or ov»w
K« kl. -

Tefcpbenr.MrU. Barnet on
(ai)49»43U

FWGAPP
We always require

quality properties in

central London for

waiting applicants.

Management service

also avaUable. -

1 he Proper! \ Miinii^vr*.

01-22

!

SS3S

Sturgis
WE REQUIRE

quality Housat andRats
forCompany apd Ovstsmi tots

FOR
KnlQhtabridga. fihstawi and

- KsnsfaigtonsrsM can
JftiyAndsreon orJitiis Wiggins on

244 7441
- FOR. ..

Bsrnas, Putnay, Rlchntoqd,
. Sitsan.Wlmbladon arttsacsB

JwmRarGrsatnvooOor
Janet Price on

.7884551
RENTALS

li Plaza Estates
STCHMEES HELDS.W3.

New dec cm bdtn tt is plb bft sr
Mutotc Aid*. Ddrra : Rsc : FT Krt :

bsihrm. Loro uti« £iro Vtw. TEL' 01
Tl* 5100

conmiBtew*, xwx.
A rose aresM J. On, sandy irttrti trad
tfyte.2 Brims :-2wte tehs : Ijb rec

: FF K*. Lorel*s »£42$u. TEL: 01
511 764*.

V»*5U -*-«£•< -vH;iir.lS8R*»«

t - N S 1

HENRY &
JAMES

THE RATALS
. SPECIAUSTS

r«J fbmiAro flat* with

fim-TMc *tep4enituti service m
Bc^tam. XajRhunricfv and

4# nsmi

BELGRAVIA. MEWS
' BMSdMto bnerior detifned Mc«f

Haute, quietly tooted off Eaton Square,
oflerins tpsetes and k|iii

scconunoduiuB PMc Recep. 5 Dtle
Beds. 2 Bnhi fl eretwe), Hpob kilcbcn.

CBt Rjbl Stuns Room with Show.
Ciet»gr. Security Syston. £M0p,wX

Rtnmbed. unfarnrihed or pert famabed.

WILSON MORDANTASONS
(51) 2» 8904

C3TYEC2
LUXURY FLAT

Eseepuanal specious 35th fir Butok
flat wrih roummt views. 1/3 betb, study/

feed X 2 uiIm 2 mtotB—i rcceps. baL
cooy/tcrrscc. 24far ptr. Uadnsroand
ptrijo*
£450 pw, Co let* only.

Tel: 01-622-0479

CM
.finHMMa-

dtedlMMi torn £19* pw. MA 1

mocth. Letting ofltoe Nell Owmn House.

SkMrie Avenue. London SHX TsL 01-6*4
•317.Tete 918888 NQHUWL

VICTORIA, SW1 fVtocerejtorora) - cgtnpeny

tat AvaBeota 1 yr min. E2I50 per week,
tamec. 2 CMe Beds. 2 Bath*. Lge Recep.

KB. 1rtFl00r4-UB.8pteou«f
(la Station 5 mins. Tat; London 821 9901
(Office hot**}

El.Cta.Ui
ruto£150

j
gn) 328 1251

JEAN WILLIAMS LTD
Wimbledon Vfflags - Unfurnished
spacious4 bed fist overlooking

Common. Co Ltd. £1800.00 p.e.m.

Esher - unusual detacried tanfly

house private estate 4 tied 2 bstft

£1600.00 p^m.

01 949 2482

KENWOODS
RENTAL

QUALITY FURNISHED
FLATS AND HOUSES
Short and Long Lets

23 Spring SL, LondonW2 1JA
Tel: 01-4022Z71 Trier: 25271

Fax: (01) 262 3750

PARK MANSIONS XNiaHTSBMDGE SW7
ftmtMdna Bat a smnea throw hum Har-
nte. 2 Bare. Bam. Sam. Lga Recap, kb,
CHCHW. UK. Porter. Ami 1-2 years £450
per w—k. Co Letting. Buttons. Lonoon 222

DOCKLANDS - New flats and Houres sutitafita

tor tatting; El. GB. Ei*. SElfi.Telephone (Oi)
790 9580/Docktote Property Cenn.

E.L 2 Bed Luz one
p.w f01) 328 1251

Company Notices

General Meeting
The ordinary Genera) Meeting ofPrivatbanken AjS wiD
be held on 11th March 1988 at 5.00 pjn. at the Bella

Center the Congress Hall, 5 Center Boulevard, Copen-
hagen S~ Denmark.
The shareholders may request an admission card and a
voting paper from Privatbanken. InvestorRelations,
P.O. Box 1000, DK-2300 Copenhagen S., Denmark. Not
later, however; than Friday. 4th March 1988.

PRIVATbanken
Frontrunner in Danish Banking

BANQOE INTERNATIONALE POUR L'AFRIOUE OCC1DENTALE
Socfete Anonym* with * capftri of FRF 195,148,800

BirirtOTd office : 9 Awnued* Wesaine PARIS (Seme)
RCS: PARIS 8 652 023 029

Floating rat* notes 1982-1988 of USD 1,000
General redemption

Tim haters of ttadng rets aasre 082-1906 of USD 1400 vs Mooredm M tbs

ounmkig sscuitiH «ffi bs redssaabtaiti par ffi ttta fiaffi ntelY as at li Agffi U68 «t

n»akNd tbs fttitowtog refabtotarems

:

. BAN0UE HATK*IAl£ PAWS - PAWS
- BANCuE fMTKMALf SB PARS {LUXEMBOURQ SA. - LUXEMBOURG
- BANQUERATIONALE DE PARS (NCW-YORX BRANCH) - NEW-YORK

Contracts & Tenders

ANNOUNCEMENT FROM

EREGU IRON AND STEEL WORKS, INO, TURKEY

1-

Annejunesmart is hereby mads tor th® foflowtog project *wt«nth0 "Capacity Improwmart
snd modsmizatoa proper In ths Imsgatad stsffi ptam of EregB Drew va Cte Fsbrica Lari

TAX Looted at KDZ. EregH. Turkay. Characteristics and the reauns of the project are
sunmartzed as faiw.

Project osriie : Port end Herbour FscSdu

The contractor shafl design and construct new port and harbour fadBtin for Entsmir

Hacem to the testing harbour at Eregk. The harbour is located 200 km east of tstartxti

and 40 km west of Zongutek an the Black Saa o> the North Coast at Turkey. The
flOHliector wB oe respomdOta tor thoroughly invuatigaOng the sire and based on Ms
Investigations desipt. provide detafied construcaon drawings, dsvffiop ths required quarry,

and construct ne narbour-constsang ot ) a new South breekwatar apprtadtnetely 1400 -

meters In tangm. IB an tesnsion of epproxlmatety qg motors to an eteting north

breakwater. 0 an untoackng dock apprauraisry 3S0 meters long tor 150.000 dwt vessels.

t0 a eonctoto ptotionn on p(es tor a 2500 tph ora unloading dock approtomtely 350 meters

tong tor 40,000 dwt verseIs. q a concrete ptetJorm on pitas tor a 1500 tph coal untoadtog

conveyor, and g} the dredging ot approximately 8900.000 cubic meters tan the harbour

and (Sspossi 0* dredged mstariaL the bid w9 ba composed oi a fixed pries lor bmstlgattan,

design end drawings and a unit price tor afl - materials oeBvarscL Store the entrance to the

testing hareour it shared with potn toe* fishing and mtftary vasaeta. the eonatruetton must
be carefu8y coniroeed to mtaUntea obstruction to namgetlcin aa was as to prevent any

kaarierencs uffin stost - opsnaons wdWn ttis steel works.

2- Tender dociarerts tor the project mentioned above may ba obtained tan the taSowtog

address » of 18 February 1988 and aber depositing 750000.- Turkish tire to Erdsmb-

cashier's office at KDZ. Eregfl - Turkey Indicating the project name.
Erdemlr. Vice President purchaskiq

Foreign purchases deparnnerti (SA_ 17)

KDZ. ErasF Turkey

3- Bto dosing oats is 31 May 1988 snd no seeled bids snail be taken Into conskferation tor

evakjanan it etenaed to nr above mentioned ccnmany adekass after the said data.
4- Our comprey reserves the right to ptacs tne order either parties orcomptattly wan«y
bidder or 10 cancel the tender • oomptataly.

The receipt of quotations shafl In no way be Mndtog upon otr company.

5- Aa the flrance soma, eOhar suppfiara’s eadk or any ersttit to foreign cunanqr to ba
pro*htad by Eidete ahal be utifcsrt.

8- During the bidder's quetflcitton. the tottowtog pofcws Uttflbetatren Intooonaideratton:

(a) bidders nust have edequats experience for me etahkahment and/or modernisation ot

stotav faciWies. H the bidder Is a traffing company, the bids must ba euhnUad together

wkh other fu»y queued subsuppSarte) whose quasneaflons meet the above mentioned

wqueanwnto.
M the ad>«i4a9ert4 so aetaetad by the bifldats crust be we» reperisnoed eompenlea to

tttttr respective ttakte.

Legal Notices

NEIL AND SPENCER LIMITED

(Registered No 333675)

We. Michael Anthony Jordan and Rob« Mte-
ata Addy of Corti Giflty. Bhatiey House. 3 Note
Street. London. 6C2V 7DQ. ware appointed

Joint Administrative Receivers Ot Hell and
Sovncer Umrisd by NationalWsstmtortsr Bank

Pic so 3 Mnerji 1988.

MAJdtoan
R M nosy

JokRAdntinienM Recarvare

Personal

TAX EFFICIENT
FREEHOLD PROPERTY

INVESTMENTS •

100%TAXALLOWANCE
FiecteU teewrU)ten In itw berwr

Iwpiht man CmnlnJ rental

IMMN. Intel pre-tax vlrM Mdal
ywU Atttr Moittti im_ Indbldte
—In lew «OnOM> h ie J1J>0Q wift.

Educational

SPSBAL BUSBffifiS Start-up Course tor CRy
Reoplal Mon 22 FebJU Enqs. Walker
HsaiOl) 739 3221

CLASS1REDADVERTISEMENT
RATES

Appolntmares
Commercial and
Industrial Prop-
erty

Residential

Propony
Business

Opportunities
Businesses For
Si*/Warned

Personal
Motor Cart.Travel

Contracts.

Tenders

Premium k
CIO per Singla Cotomn craoHre (Uln 30

cm*)
Afl prices exclude VAT

For tartar dates wnte be
Ctossfltad AdvsritaenMW Manager
FMAHC1AL TnGS, IQ CAMION
STREET. LONDON ECSP 4BY

Por
ffingto

column
flno cm
(mto foato

Sinn) 3cms)

1410 47JU

1210 41jOO

1010 34JJ0

14.00 4810

1310 44.DO
1000 34.00
10-00 34M
1310 44-00

twaitabta

Trade Fairs and Exhibitions: UK
Current
International Automotive Parts
and Accessories Trade Show -

AUTOPARTAC (01- 855
7777Xuntil February 16)

Olympia
February 17-18
Northern Building Services and
Energy Management Show
(01-680 7626)

G-Uex Centre, Manchester

February 20-28
Boat,Caravan & Leisure Show
(021- 236 3366)

NEC^Birmingham

February 21-24
International Men’s and Boys’
Wear Exhibition - IMBEX
(01-940 6066)

Olympia

February 26-28
Cable and Satellite Exhibition
(01-486 1961)
Wembley Conference Cen-

tre

February 29- March 4
Internationa) Electrical and
Electronic Exhibition - ELEC-
TREX (0483- 222S88)

NECyBirmlngham
March 1-6

British National Stamp Exhibi-
tion (01- 930 6455)

Horticultural Halls, London
March 3-5

Entrepreneur’s Exhibition (01-

493 0000)
Business Design Centre,

London
March 5-9

The Stationery Industnr Exhibi-
tion - STATINDEX ‘88 (01-386
1200)

Olympia
March 6-8
Fast Food Fair (01- 948 9900)

G-Mex Centre, Manchester
March 21-24
Materials Testing Exhibition
(07072 76641)

NEC, Birmingham

Overseas Exhibitions

r (Con-
143)

February 20-24
International Trade Fair
sumer Goods) (01-734 05'

Frankfurt
February 29- March 5
Mechanical Components Exhibi-
tion - MECANELEM (01-225
5566)

Paris
March 1-8
SEMICON/Enropa International
Electronics Show (01-353 8807)

Zurich

March 8-12
International Business Show
(01- 486 1951)

Tokyo
March 12-14
International Fashion Shoe
Exhibition • MIDEC (01-225
5666)

Paris
March 13-19
International Spring Fair
(01-491 8552)

Leipzig

Business and Management Conferences

February 15
Financial Times Conferences:
The London Motor Conference
- Manufacturing, Components
and the Aftermarket (01- 925
2323)
Hotel Inter-Continen-

taljjondon
February 17-18
Financial Times Conferences:
Cable television and satellite
broadcasting (01-925 2323)
Hotel Inter-Continen-

taLLondon W1
February 18
Drummonds for Conferences:
Finance Direct 88 - Direct Mar-
keting Services for Financial
Marketeers (05806 5161)
Marriott Hotel, London, W1

February 22
Legal Studies and Services: Dis-

qualification and personal lia-

bility (01-236 4080)
Gloncester Hotel, London

SW7
February 24
The Economist: Marketing
financial services (01- 839
7000)

Marriott HoteLLondon, W1
February 25
CBI Conferences: The defence
markets you are missing
(01-379 7400)

Centre Point, London
February 29
Longman Seminars: Auditing
and accounting of pension
schemes (01- 242 4111)
Hotel-IntercontinentaLLon-

T don W1
February 29
The Economist/NEDO: Post
crash strategies for British
business (01-839 7000)

London Marriott Hotel

Anyone wishing to attend any of the above events is adxnsed to
telephone the organisers to ensure that there have been no

changes in the details published

February 29—March 2
Metal Bulletin Conferences:
Third Secondary Aluminium
Conference (01- 330 4311)

Tara HoteLLondon,W8
March 1

Tolley Publishing Company:
Timber Trading SB conference
(01-680 6682)
Royal Garden Hotel, London

W8
March 2
The Urban and Economic Devel-
opment Group: Training people
to manage urban change
(01-928 9515)

London
March 3
General meeting of the Institu-
tion of Mining and Metallurgy
(01- 680 3802)
Burlington House,London

W1
March 3
CBI Conferences: Lifting the
barriers to Europe (01- 379
7400)

Centre Point, London WC1
March 12
Wye College: A return to the
land? (0233 812401)

Ashford, Kent

March 15
Electronic Publishing Services:
Evaluating investment and
acquisition opportunities in the
information industries (01- 490
1185)
The City Conference Cen-

tre, London ECS

March 15
Institute of Directors: Retire-
ment - an outdated concept
(01-839 1233)

116 PaU Mall, London SW1

FINANCIAL TIMES CONFERENCES
TECHNOLOGY IN THE INTERNATIONAL
SECURITIES MARKETS
London, 24 & 25 March 188

The Financial Times third conference on Technology in
the International Securities Markets will open with an
overview of the present and future global equity market
given by . Mr Alastair Ross Gooby. International
Investment Strategist, Global Equities of Hames CapeL
The growing use of computers in the markets will be
discussed by Mrs Phiilipa Hooper. Director. Posthom
Global Asset Management and Mr Steven Wunsch. Vice
President of Kidder Peabody & Co. The impact of
automated trading on the markets will be reviewd by Mr
Richard Justice, Executive Vice President of the National
Association of Securities Dealers and Mr Robert Garland,
Managing Director of Morgan Stanley International.

Other contributors include Mr Bernard Reed, Foreign
Equity Market Director and Mr Micheal Baker, Executive
Director of the International Stock Exchange, together with
Mr Brian Traquair, International Director of I P Sharp and
M. Benoit Dumont, Vice President & Area Manager of the
Euro-Clear Operations Centre.

THE NEWSPAPER INDUSTRY -

A PERSPECTIVE OF THE NEXT FIVE YEARS
London, 12 & 13 April 1988

As part of the celebrations to mark the Centenary of the
Financial Times, the Newspaper is holding a major
conference to look at the future of the newspaper industry
both in the United Kingdom and abroad. The eminent
panel of speakers include Mr Lee Huebner. Publisher of
the International Herald Tribune. Mr Ko Morita, President
- Chief Executive Officer of the Nihon Keizai Shimbun, Mr
Bill O'Neill, Managing Director of News International and
Mr Ralph IngersoU, Chairman of the Board of Ingersoll

Publications.

FINANCIAL COMMUNICATIONS AND
ADVERTISING
London. 1 1 & 12 May 1988

This is the first Financial Times conference on advertising

and other aspects of financial communication. It has
attracted a remarkable platform including Sir Kenneth
Berrill, Chairman of Securities and Investments Board, Mr
John Morgan, Chief Executive of the Investment
Management Regulatory Organisation, Mr Roderick Dewe,
Chairman of Dewe Rogerson. Mr Micheal Prideaux. Chief
Executive of Charles Barker City, The Rt Hon Norman
Lamont, MP, the Financial Secretary to the Treasury and
Mr Anthony Beevor, Director General of the Panel on
Take-overs and Mergers. The Financial Services Act poses
problems for the financial sen ice industry although it will

be covered ultimately. Corporate communications,
including investor relations, will also be another significant

theme and the issues in take-overs and advertising will also
be included.

All enquiries should be addressed to:

The Financial Times Conference Organisation, 2nd Floor,

126 Jermvn Street, London SW1Y 4UJ. Tel: 01-925 2323
(24-hour answering service)

Telex: 27347 FT CONF G Fax: 01-925 2125



The Financial Times proposes to publish this

survey on:

Wednesday 27th April 1988

For a full editorial synopsis and details of
available advertisement positions, please contact:

BRIAN HERON
on 061-834 9381

or write to him at:

Alexandra Buildings, Queens Street
Manchester M2 5LF

Telex: 666813

FT CROSSWORD No.6,556
SET BY TANTALUS
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ACROSS

1 and 0 Make space and help
us to be delighted (7,2,5)

9 Bill meets heavyweight in
West London (5)

AO According CO Gilbert his lot is
not a happy one (9)

H Poor mother sat by junction
to get temperature regulator
<105

A2 Thomas Hood esteemed
partly /or poems (4)

14 At home their potential is to
succeed (7)

15 Pressing time of day? (7)

17 Tom with a sweet may be
seen in bed (7)

IB Live with a former wife and
do Say what you mean! (2.5)

20 Wine loot (4)
22 Steer farm vehicle to firm

supplying materials (10)
26 A laboratory plant produces

type of gypsum (0)
28 One note to lady gives the

details (5)
27 Whole lot at assembly (6)
28 Poor signs affected forecast

(9)

DOWN
1 Fix machinery (6)
2 Three can’t manoeuvre this

ballet leap (9)
3 French novelist joins Chuz-

zlewit to find bird (4.6)
4 Sediment is up in the store

house (7)
5 Girl playing against time for

compensation (7)
6 Leaders of party are consid-
wing the agreement (4)

7 Rover has name in Paris
these days (6)

8 wisdom after the event - hid
things differently (9)

13 Union of parties — perhaps a
need for it (10)

14 Continual fashionable tax
once on worker (9)

18 New peas in tins I leave due
to unsuitability (9)

15 Couple on short walk to
dance (3,4)

19 Board of Trade on Jason's
ship rind fish relish (7)

21 Cunning art (6)
23 Flowers for girl on 1st Sep-

tember (5)
24 Reason for visit (4)

The solution to last Saturday’s
prtoe puzzle will be published
with names of winners on Satan*

day February 27,
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This announcement is not an offer to purchase or a solicitation ofan offer to sell Securities. The offer is made
solely by the Offer to Purchase dated February 8, 1 988 (the "Offer to Purchase") and the related Letters

ofTransmittal (together, the "Offer") and is not being made to, nor will tenders be accepted from oriransmurat (together, the Offer ) ana is not being made to, nor win tenaers oe accepieajrom i

o/i behalf of, holders of Securities in any jurisdiction in which the making of the Offer or
acceptance thereofwould not be in compliance with the securities, blue sky or otherlaws

ofsuch jurisdiction. In those jurisdictionswhosesecurities laws require the Offerto

be tnade by a licensed broker or dealer, the Offershall be deemed to be madeon
behalf of the Purchaser by Donaldson, Lufkin & jenretle Securities

Corporation (“DLJ"/ or one or more registered brokers or dealers

licensed under the laws of such jurisdictions.

Notice of Offer to Purchase for Cash by

First City Acquisition Corporation

All Outstanding Floating Rate Notes due 1995 at

$450 Net Per $1,000 Principal Amount

All Outstanding 1324% Notes due 1992 at

$450 Net Per $1,000 Principal Amount

All Outstanding Redeemable Floating Rate

Restricted Debentures due 1991 at

$450 Net Per $1,000 Principal Amount

All Outstanding Floating Rate Subordinated Notes due 1996 at

$350 Net Per $1,000 Principal Amount
of

First City Bancorporation of Texas, Inc.

Brrf City Acquisition Corporation, a Delaware corporation (the “Purchaser”), is offering to purchase ail of
First City Bancorporation of Texas. Inc’s First City” I outstanding Floating Rate Notes due 1995, 13Vj% Notes
due 1992. Redeemable Floating Rate Restricted Debentures due 1991 and Floating Rate Subordinated Notes
due 1996 (collectively, the “Securities"! in each case for the prices set forth above, all net to the seller in cash,

upon the terms and subject to the conditions set forth in the Purchaser’s Offer to Purchase and in the related

Letters of Transmittal.

First City National Bank of Houston and its London branch are the Depositaries for the Offer.

THE OFFER WILL EXPIRE AT 5:00 P.M., NEW YORK CITY TIME,ON MARCH 8, 1988, UNLESS
EXTENDED. THE TIME AT WHICH THE OFFER EXPIRES IS REFERRED TO HEREIN AS THE
"EXPIRATION DATE." SECURITIES TENDERED MAY BE WITHDRAWN AT ANY TIME PRIOR
TO THE EXPIRATION DATE.

The Offer is subject to certain conditions, including, among others, that there shall have been received,
and not revoked or withdrawn, on or prior to the Expiration Date valid tenders of Securities representing at

least 90% of the outstanding principal amount of the Securities. The Offer is also conditioned upon (0 the
Purchaser receiving sufficient funds pursuant to a reorganization (the “Reorganization”) of First City on terms
satisfactory to it. so as to permit it to purchase and pay for all Securities tendered pursuant to the Offer; (ii) the
receipt of certain assistance from the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (the "FDIC”); (iii) receipt of a new
credit line; I iv| the purchase by the Purchaser of all of First City’s assets in exchange for the assumption by the
Purchaser of all of First City's liabilities; and (v) certain other conditions to the Offer and the Reorganization
shall have been satisfied or waived.

Subject to the foregoing and to the other conditions specified in the Offer to Purchase, the Purchaser.wiH
accept all Securities validly tendered prior to 5:00 p.m.. New York City time, on March 8. 198S. For purposes of
the Offer, the Purchaser shall be deemed to have accepted for payment validly tendered Securities if, as, and
when the Purchaser gives oral or written notice to a Depositary of its acceptance for payment of the tenders of
the Securities.

The Purchaser may extend the Offer at any time and from time to time by giving oral or written notice to
the Depositaries (with the approval of each of the FDIC. DLJ, and A. Robert Abboud). Any such extension
will be followed as promptly as practicable by public announcement thereof.

Securities tendered pursuant to the Offer may be withdrawn at any time prior to acceptance for payment as
provided in the Offer.

To be effective, a written, telegraphic, telex or facsimile transmission notice of withdrawal must (i) be timely
received by the Depositary that received the tender at the address specified on the back cover of the Offer to
Purchase to which such tender was made before such Depositary receives notice of acceptance from the
Purchaser, fill specify the name of the person who tendered the Securities, (iii) contain the description of the
Securities to be withdrawn, the certificate numbers shown on the particular certificates evidencing such
Securities and the aggregate principal amount represented by such Securities, (iv) be signed by the holder of
Securities in the same manner as the original signature on the applicable Letter of Transmittal (including any
required signature guarantees! or be accompanied by evidence satisfactory to the Purchaser that the person
withdrawing the lender has succeeded to the beneficial ownership of the Securities tendered, and (v) in the case
of First City’s Floating Rate Notes due 1995, be accompanied by the original of the Deposit Receipt issued by
the Depositary when it received such Floating Rate Notes due 1995. The signaturefs) on the notice of with-
drawal must be guaranteed by an Eligible Institution as identified in the applicable Letter of Transmittal unless
the tendered Securities hove been tendered for the account of an Eligible institution. If Securities to be with-
drawn have been delivered or otherwise identified to a Depositary, a signed notice of withdrawal is effective
immediately upon written, telegrjphic, telex, or facsimile transmission notice of withdrawal (accompanied by
the Deposit Receipt, in the case of First City’s Floating Rate Notes due 1995) even if physical release of the
Securities from the Depositary’s control is not yet effected. In addition, in the case of Securities tendered by
delivery of certificates for such Securities (other than First City's Floating Rate Notes due 1995). such notice
must specify the name of the registered holder (if different from that of the tendering holder) and, in the case of
Securities tendered by book-entry transfer, the name and number of the account at one of the Book-Entry
Transfer Facilities as identified in the applicable Letter of Transmittal to be credited with the withdrawn Securities.
Withdrawals may not be rescinded, and any Securities withdrawn will thereafter be deemed not validly
tendered tor purposes of the Offer. However, properly withdrawn Securities may be retendered by following
one of the procedures described in the Offer to Purchase.

The Offer to Purchase and the related Letters of Transmittal are being mailed to record holders of Securities
and will be furnished to brokers, banks, and similar persons whose names, or the names of whose nominees,
appeor on the Securityholder lists of First City or. if applicable, who are listed as participants in a clearing
agency’s security position listing for subsequent transmittal to beneficial owners of Securities. The Offer to
Purchase and the related Letters of Transmittal contain important information that should be read before any
decision is made with respect to the Offer.

Requests for copies of the Offer to Purchase and the related Letters of Transmittal and other tender offer
materials may be directed to the Information Agent as set forth below, and copies will be furnished promptly
at the Purchaser's expense.

The Information Agent for the Offer is:

Oiler
ORGANIZATION. INC

United States:

237 Fark Avenue
New York, New York 10017

1800) 365*5500/18001 221-3343

In New York: (212) 619-1100

Banks and Brokerage Firms please cal):

(212)833-8900

Europe:

The Carter Organization, Inc.

a member of
The VP1 Group PLC

46 Grosvenor Gardens

London SWlW ODH
01-730-3456

The Dealer Manager is:

Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenretle
Securities Corporation

February 9. 1 ^SS

1212) 504-3519
(212)504-3503

-. -4— «i
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CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS I

Peterborough riverside housing

Bryant
Construction

Invest in Quaiift

Solihull-

Bracknell

. is*?

iKSIy' Mpilr

Housing
orders

A subsidiary of theStxatfordr'-
upon-Avon based IDC Group'
has won local authority build-

;

ing contracts valued at
The subsidiary, William Ellis' -L

(Etch Ingham)
,
had ..been'

appointed to build 36 houses :

and flats for Tunbridge Wells
Borough Council.' 34 housed
flats and bungalows for Lewes
District Council and 38 flats.

.1 „ : v*-i; • *” •

V • *4 •
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1 ST GEORGE has made its first move outside the London area with the announcement of a

I

SS.Sm riverside housing development near to the town centre of Peterborough. St George mu
soon start work to build 100 flats, many for first-time buyers, alongside the River Nene. The
new homes will form part of the £32m jRfvergate" redevelopment of the southern -portion or

bungalows and a community
j

centre for Maidstone Borough-...

Council- Contract values are
£990,000, £1. 16m; and 52:35m
respectively, and work Will'be l"

completed in 1989. . JDC..»s- a -

.

member of the Matthew Ball -

Group. '

!

I
Peterborough town centre now being undertaken by Speyhawk. Construction is expected to

' start in the summer with the first flats ready for occupation in spring 1989. Prices for the one
and two bedroom apartments, which wOl have direct access to a new riverside walkway, are

! expected to be in the £55,000-560,000 price range.

Forest of Arden hotel
Tennis centres

JT DESIGN BUELD. Bristol,
has celebrated the arrival of
1688 with the announcement of
awards valued at £26.6m. The
largest project is for a 120-bed-
roomed hotel and leisure devel-
opment at the Forest of Arden
Golf and Country Club, near
Birmingham.
Under a £7.7m contract.

Country Club Hotels plans to
capitalise on the 27 hole golf

|

course to establish a hotel, lei-

sure and country club complex.
The contract Is due for comple-

j

tion in June 1989. Another lei-

sure contract has been awarded
by the joint venture company
set up by Country Club Hotels
and Lord March's Goodwood
Estates Company. Goodwood
Park Hotel will be further
developed to provide an addi-
tional 40 bedrooms, conference
and leisure facilities. The
S3.3m contract is due for com-

pletion in March 1989. The
development will also involve
the construction of an 18-hole
golf course.

In Caterham, Surrey, work
has started on a £6m contract
to design and build a town cen-
tre shopping development and
multi- storey car park for Sher-
aton JT. Due for completion in
October 1989, the development
consists of 24 shop units, a
30.000 sq ft supermarket for
Safeway and a 500 space,
three- storey car park.

Linked with the above is a
contract at Oxted valued at
£2.2m. Under this development
che client is to provide 35.000
sq ft of offices for the local
authority. The three- storey
reinforced concrete-framed
brick-clad offices will be ready
for occupation in March 1989.

The University of Cambridge

has awarded JT a £3.6m

,

design-build contract for a new I

department of pharmacology
building. The '40,000 sq ft,

four-storey block is to be built
using a reinforced concrete
frame with brick cladding and
will be completed by the end of
September 1989. Due for com-
pletion early 1989 is a £2.1m,
three storey office block at
Enfield for Data Connections.
The 19,000 sp ft offices are to
be the client's new UK head-
quarters.
The final award is a £2.7m

contract at Radius Park near
Heathrow Airport on behalf of
CIN Properties. JT is to con-
struct Phase 1 of the new "Hi-
Tech Park", consisting of about
50,000 sq ft of single-storey
industrial units with two- sto-
rey offices. The overall devel-

SHAND has been awarded con-
tracts totalling £l.6m for the
design and construction... of
three, indoor tennis' centres.
Two of the centres at Swansea

.

and Sunderland have been ,woni
competitively In Shand's posi-
tion as an accredited contractor
to the Lawn Tennis Association-

'

under the Indoor Tennis initial

tive. The third contract is for
the St. Dominies Priory- School:-,

in Stone which
.
has been.'

awarded through Shand's eon- -

tact with the L.T.A., but is not
specifically part .of the Indoor
Tennis Initiative and will not

1

attract a grant under the IT!
scheme.

INTEGRA, design and buffd
division of the Wates Construc-

opment will ultimately provide
almost 200,000 sq ft.

Motherwell leisure development
WIMPEY CONSTRUCTION UK
has been awarded a 54m man-
agement contract by Morgan
Grenfell (Local Authority
Finance) to build a leisure
development at Daisy Park,
Motherwell, for the District
Council. Due for completion in
the summer of 1989 the com-

plex will be one of the first to
bring water and ice leisure
activities into proximity. The
area of water, some 350 sq.me-
tres, will include a tyre ride
and flume, wild water channel,
water cannon, spa pool, water
beds, geysers, external hot
pool, and shailou area for moth-

ers and young chldren. Included
is a health suite with an Irish
Roman bath and saunas. The
800 sq. metres ice trail will be
on tuo levels linked by ice

ramps, and the section will also

feature a disco, log fire and
facial solarium.

division of the .wares Construc-
tion Group, has been awarded
over £7m for contracts in
Southampton and Reading. In

'

Marsh Lane, Southampton, for
Capital Counties, a three-storey

.

concrete frame, brick- and
masonry, 3,300 sq.metre
finance trading centre Is to
built. This air-conditioned
building will be completed by
November. For Orbit Develop-

:

ments (Manchester) at Kings
Road, Reading, the company is

building 7,000 so.metres of air-

conditioned offices, and 18
apartments with underground'
car -parking 4o. be ^executed:
within a 57-week programme.

Do you need a flight kitchen that will cater for

27 different airlines and a multitude of different tastes?

\bu do if you’re reaching for die sky.

Part of Thai IntemationaTs massive expansion programme is the world’s most modem flight kitchen, capable of
preparing as many as 22,000 meals a day. Passengers can choose from Western or Oriental dishes, kosheror vegetarian,
all beautifully prepared in separate kitchens using the most advanced catering methods and
equipment Thai. Centuries-old traditions. Innovative thinking. State-of-the-art technology. ihctM
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WORLD STOCK MARKETS

CANADA
Mis Suck High Lw One Qmg

TORONTO
Closing prices February 12

004 AMCA M
7500 AWtibl Pr
US AcUanda
49550 Agnlco E
7231 Albrta En
7550 Albrta N
472263 Alcan
T2D Algonta St
31150 AUmar*
27573 Alco 1 t

100 A1CO II

1S7B48BCE Inc
66680 BC Bancor
7625 BC Sugar A
WOO BGR A
12800 BP Canada
1050 Banister C
43279 Bk Uontl
W154 Bk NSeot
500 SiKii
28503 Bow Valy
6383 Bramolaa
18712 Braacan A
32850 Bricwator
1400 Brenda M
22676 BC ForP
S385 BC Rea
2S5S3 BC Phone
2616 Bnuiawk
95850 CAE
4000 CL
600 Cwntridg
25680 Camp Rea
1950 Camp Soup
438740 Campaau f

500 Can Malt
11200 C Nor West
1750 C Pacta*
5633 CS Pate f

4381B Cl Bk Com
1036 C Ocdontaf
442229 CP Lid
68291 CDra A f

6400 CUtll A f

100 CUfl B
17450 Cantor

HD Canon A
ISO Cara
100 Cara A (

1123 Cetanes*
7000 CemFd A
14600 Chloftan
136000 CHUM -B I

121685 Conrinco
7454) Computing
25100 Comput In

67a 7
231s 2334

1Eia 1S<a
16lfl 17

17 17%
Wt 143*

32% 33%
13% 18%
8 8%
10 10

10 10
38 38%
75 75
28% 28%
9% 9%
16 16
Blj 0%
25% 25%
11% 717,
12 12
15% 15%
20% 201 *
247, J4I,

47S 485
19% 197,

18% 18%
90 90

27% 28%
8% 9%
6% 6%

198 216W8 19%
22 22%
22% 22%
15% 15%
13% 13%
290 290
18% 16%
16% 161,

21% 22
13% M
19», 20%
20% 20%
24% 24%
11% 11%
11 11
10% 10%
177, 177,

% ^
18 15

14% 14%
400 405
170 175

Sain Stock

50 Comterm
7400 Con Bam A
11331 CCanna A
4785 Corn Baa
4400 Con Pfcg

BOO CTL Bank
300 Comvat B
1261 Corby
182SO Coseka R
6300 Crownx
6709 Crownx A t

2900 Czar Rea
2202 Darkaon A p
8908 oenlaon B I

2D00 Dttknan A I

300 adman B
129885 Dfllasco
388215 Dome Peta
2«i0 D Tattle
8850 Dormer
6000 Donohue
1 100 Du Pont A
506300 Dylex A
142050 Echo Bay
2600 Emco
26050 EouttySv A
219449 FlCflbrttg

2200 Fed Ind A
300 Fed Pton
111500 Finning L
3300 FCliy Fin

1484 GandaJt
1500 Geoc Comp
1732 Gendta A
7600 GoMcorp !

225750 Graflon A t

100 GL Forest

200 Grayfmd
80 Hawker
437 Hayes
13300 Hoes lnO
419 H BeyMn a
6800 H Bay CO
71070 hnasoo L
96303 imp 08 A
270685 taco
51000 Inland Gas
1540 Intar City
54150 Inn Thom
3043 intpr Pipe
19600 hraco A >

59000 Ivaco B
4100 Jamock
20300 Kbit Add
157170 La&aH
73641 Ur Unrta
26700 Lacana
9175 LaHtlaw A
23S820 Laldlw B I

15110 Leigh Inst

2150 Loblaw CO

ffigfa law

50 50

*17% 17

175 165

*24% 24%
*23% 23
316 31S
*107, 107,

*18% 18%
44 43
*10% T0%
490 480
135 130
490 490
475 475
*7 67,
*9 9
$27% 28%
111 108
*157, 151*

*13% 127,
*27% 271,

*29 28

a a
*12 11%
460 450
*20 19%
*133. 13%
*11 11
*10 18).

517% 17%
*7% 7
140 140
8141* 141;

*7% 7%
sa a
844 44
520H 201*
*18 18
$10 10
5187, IBS.

a a.
*26% 25%
*67% 66%
*25% 25
*113, 11%
*16% 16%
*11% 11%
*42% 421,
*9 6%
$101, 9%
si7 tea,

*18 17%
*25 24,
*11% 11%
*107, 10
*18% 177,

*17% 167,

415 405
*103, 10%

Bqh Qn|
30
17% +%
175 +10

a :*
315
107, +%
w%
43 -1
101, +%
465
130 -5
490
475
67, -%

s :?
15% -%
13% + %
271, + %
28
77, +%
2»B +%
12
450 -10
197, +%
13% -%

!

11

1B>,

in,
7%
140 +5
14%
7% +%
a -%
44 +%
20%
18
10 — % I

20 +% I

261, +1%

an%
18%
11% +%
421* +%
S +%
9% -%
17 +%
16 +%
24% +%
11% +%
107, +1
16% -%
17
410 +5
10%

4500 Lumonlca
20 MBR Ex
6437 Melon H X
600 Mcln HT I

357912 MacmilBn
80700 Magna A (
3516 Maritime f

£00 umrf Rea
26640 UM Corp
600 Modal
3675 Motson A I

720 Motion B
100 M Truaco
43064 Moore
123643 Mar Bk Can
750 Ml V0 Tree
19900 1*1 CapA I

199528 Noranda
1265 Korean
113915 Notch ord f

B146 NC OHa
90754 Nor Tet
25100 Northgat
599906 Nova f

2300 Noweco W
38832 Nu West
26600 Numac
16693 Oebwd A 1

5500 Ocelot B f

500 Omega Hyd
40(60 Oshawa A f

61160 PWA Corp
135400 Pgurin A I

71915 Pamour
35300 PanCan P
63675 Pegasus
0800 PJewl A 1

900 Pine Point
775364 placer Dm
79216 Poco Pei
35070 Powr Cor I

100 Procamb
3300 Proutgo

6000 Oue Slurs
400 Quebcor B
BUSS Ranger
1120 Rayrock 1

600 Redpatfi
900 Regional o
1050 Rettman A f

31013 Renlaance
4900 Repap I

11635 Rio Algom
1250 Rogers A
7732 Rogers B I

500 Roman
840 Rothman
62509 Royal Bnk
17767 RyTrco A
170815 Royex
3161 SHI Syst

5% 5%
195 195

22 22
197, 19%
187, 19%
10% 10%
15% 1S%
Z7S 275
320 320
13% 13%
25 25
34% 34%

1£»
27 271,

9% 9%
20% 20%
7 71,

21% 21%
18 18%
15«, 15%
17% 18

23% 23%
7% 7%
9 9%
15 15%
30 30

3% ^
r* r-
21% 22
161, IP*
8% P,
6% 6%
77 33
14% IP,
11% 12%
13% IP*
14% 141,

9% 97,

12% 13%
260 260
P, 9%
770 275
14% 14%
P« *%
«% 6%
9% 9%
167 1E7

16% 18%
12% 13
11% 11%
18% 1P2
34 34%
26% 26%
10 10
40 40
28% 26%
14% 141,

410 420
20% 21%

23580 Sti. CernA I

10600 Sceptre

2000 Scot Paper
52790 Scons f

2000 Scon C
49510 Seagram
54160 Sears Can
53800 Selkirk A f
16043 Shall Can
50 Snemn
18400 Southern
7950 Spar Aere l
11800 Stetnbg A J
170588 Stolen A
50934 Tec* B I

4136 Texaco Can
35075 Thom N A
190234 Tor Dm Bk
148 Tor Sun
1250 Torstar B I
200 Tms Ml
211992 TiCan PL
5356 Triton A
9300 Trimac
125 Trimly Rea
772 Traec A I

972 Trlzec B
10662 Ulster P
11547 U Entprtse
13510 Vulcan Pac
300 Wajax A
8800 wcoasi T
753 Westmln
7400 WeUon
4113 Woodwd A
1— No voong rights
rights.

Mgb Law Qm Qag

511 10% 11 +%
375 370 375

*17% 17 17 -%
*12% 12% 12% 4-%
*127, 12% 127, +%
*89% 68% 69 •*%
*10% 10 10
Sin, 17% 17% -%
S3P* 38 36% •*-%

S5% 5% 5%
*17% 17 in, +%
*«% 14% M%
*43 42% 43 + %
*21 20% 207, + 1,
*13% 13% 13% + %
*30% 267, 29?, _%
*2P, 28% 26%
*26% 26’, 26% -%
*21% 21% 21%
*25% 25% 25% - %
*12% 12% 123,

513% 13 13 -%
*16% IS 15% +%
310 300 300 -15
43 43 «3
52P, 2£% 25% — %
*27 27 27
210 200 208 + 10
SB 67, 67,
185 185 195 -r-1

*10% 10% 10%
SIP, 18% 167, + %
*9 B 9 -%
*30% 30 301, - %
470 465 470 +5
or resvlcnd waling

MONTREAL
Closing prices February 12

18652 Bank Mont 526 i

2942 BombrdfA SOP, a
171505 BomordrB *06% C
2900 CB Pax *16% 1

5001 Cascades *06 C

1800 ConBath Sin* T

2989 DomTxtA *157, 1

8050 MrtTrst *12% 1

138966 NHtBk Cda *10% 0
B9S2 NOverCO *11% 1

61912 Power Corp *13% 1

12555 Proviso *09% 0
37960 Royal Bank *263, 2
6660 SWtnbrgA *42% 4
4975 Vtaeolron *093, Q

Total Sales 4.428,290 snares

25% 257,

08 08% +%
06% 08% - %
18 16 -%
057, 057,
17 17

15% 15% -%
12% 12% -%
09% 09%
11% 11% -%
12% 13 +%
09% 00% -%
261, 26% +%
42% 427, + i,

08% 08% -%

OVER-THE-COUNTER Nasdaq national market, closing prices. February 12

Sales High law last Chug
ftadil

Safes Mgb taw Iasi Cbog I ftw*
(Hods)

Continued from Pa^e 35

3J80 *450 1,040
1.7« 5,400 2560

I WOO 950
903 515
769 405
513 3tt
VB0 - 580
L07O 8(5

a
as? »
JJZT 780

1,850 ifi50

2(60 Britos Xante «
«a w-Ss^mi*.
L700 OritapomPig.m Mi*mn*r
L*40

529
440

735 {410

Mhtfhi

r id-

Ek>Um_
liloing

tattem
Toztsi .....

VcrriK*

Uouco Spvilag ——
MoctadJ Pk*mi
MgriaagaMtt_
UmtlUFg

Mpas Yhm

901
90S

a&u
900

I 935

OrodiCMm BP
AMO

Ortmt Fhaoce ~—_
OriMLeatiog—.

—

S560

12°

Enjoy reading your complimentary

copy of the Financial Times when
you’re staying . . _

•

•
_ V ‘

•

J
. in Milano at the

Diana Majestic. Duca di Milano, Hotel

Exceifeior Gallia, Hikon Hotel, Hotel

Mkftebngelo, Hotel Palace, Hold

Prihc^di Savoia
.

FINANCIALTIMES— Europe's Business Newspaper—
LKkkm • Lrwktar New Y«tt

PleSava
PlcCale .48

PJpnHi 1.0*

PtcyMg
PoughSvJOa
PTecCst J

»

PresLfe .06
PrstnCp 50
Priam
PriceCo

PrceTH JS6
PrinvO
ProsGp
ProtLfe .70

PmUe JJ4

PgSdBc SO
PuBzPb .44

PuriIBs .11

PyrmT
QMefls
QVC
Ouadn
OuakCh JS*

Ouantm
Ouikslvs

Ouuta

RPMs M
RadSysJHe

RgcyCr
RgcyEI
Reginas
ReglBc J08e

Replan
RepAm 2*
RsutrH 56a
Rasen
ReyRy .76
Ripilm
RchmW.lOe
ttggsmw
RoadSvVlO
RochCS.l2s
RsvltFd

Reaotch
RossStr
Rouses .47

RoyGM
Royipra
RyanFa

151020 16% 15% 16%+ %
14 78 13% 13 13% - %
25 436 33% 32% 33% + I*

221478 231* 22% 23% +1
7 12 181, 163, 16%

15 589 34% 33% 34 + %
14 74 n 10% 10%
33 437 11% 11 11 - 1,

311 1% 1% 1%
26 1468 38% 38 38% + %
W 399 293, 28% 261,
125761 10 9% 10 + %

60 8% 6% 6% — %
9 xBS 13% 13% 13% + %
B 459 19% 19% 19% + %
15 105 16i, 16 18 - %
22 17 30% 29% 30
23 56 23 221* 221,- %
21 108 8% 7% 8%
9 208 3 2% 2%- %

84 5», 5% 5% + %
78 5% 5 S%+ %

13 88 20i* 193, 20%+ %
13 317 11% 11 HI.
11 232 4% 41, 4%+ 1,

277 8% 6% 6i,

R R
18 230 15% 14% 147, - %
17 593 9i, 8% 87,+ %
32 58 6% 6% 6%-1-U
5 957 1% 1 19-32 1 19-32

2B 195 43, 4% 4%
15 125 15% 15 15% + %
8 128 14% 14 14%

6 9 S>2 9
11 480 14% 14% 14%

1246 51% 50% 51% - %
102123 6% 6 6%+ %
7 716 17% ID, 17%+ %
1192 4% 4 4%-f 1,

98 21 20% 21 + %
300 22 21% 21 21
24 268 293, 29% 29% + %
9 107 10% ICO, 10%

629 10% 9% 9% - %
190 20 20 20 - %
731 S% 57, 57,- %

110659 23% 223, 23 + %
48 33 3% 3% 3% + %
31 52 4% 4% 4%
244216 7% 67, 7% + %

s s
16 36 13 T27, 13 + %
6 1*7 8% 7% 7i*-1

20 460 14% 14% 14%
1359 IBS, 15% 16% - %
70 39% 39% 39% +1%
41 7 6% «%- %

82405 73. 7% 7%- %

NEW YORK DOW JONES

Salem 36
SageSft
Sxhlan
SUude
StPauJB.iOe
StPauto 2
SaJiek

SFFdl

,

Sanfrds
Scherer .38

SchlAs .46

Scrmed
SdMIC
Seagate
Sealrgl .«
SaantF

SEED
Satbe! M
S«kalral.oe

Sensor .05

Sequent
SvcMsf 38
SuOak .16

ShrMed SO
Shwmt 2-20

Shoney .18

ShonSo
Shrwda
SlgmAI -32

SigmOa
SdcnGr
SJIksnS
SBlcVIs I

Siltanx

ShStMn
SUn Air

Si’zler

SmfftF
Sodeiys120
SoetyS* .60

ScftwA
SltwPB
9onocPs 5i
Sonora
SowidW
SCarMl J56

Sounet
SonidSv
Soulrsl SB
Sivran 144
Spartsa
Siandys .92

SHM;C
SidRegs .44

StrptSv1.43t

Start
SuStBo *8
SrwBcs .60

StewStv
SmM .76
Stratus

StrwbO S3
Strvkra

7 663 2T* 27
12 427 6% 5%
146337 21,21-16
17 657 27 26%

205 10% t0%
72905 46 47%

19 2 12% izi,

4 96 15% 15%
15 6 29 29
14 344 14 13%
15 20 35% 35
S00 78 10% 10

11 211 4 37,

7 16525 17 16%
12 B 199, 19
20 683 21% 21%
10 34 4% 4%
6 279 12% 12

5 34 21% 21

16 *77 9 87,

102 15% 15%
74281 6% 6%

11 3 7% 7i*

13 1329 25 247,

2D 566 42 417,

17 1109 23 22%
19 62 12% 12i*

15 283 12 11%
25 173 41 40%
12 190 121, 11%
22 1053 14% 14%
16 227 11% 11%
19 25 7% 7
14 430 4% 4%
30 48* 1 9-18 1 7-16

11 249 8% 81,

16 245 167, 16%
73 735 £4% »%
9 122 34 33%
6 87 18 171,

11 7 77, 7%
11 502 9% 91,

16 *245 23>, 223,
*44 6 5%

18 26 11% 11%
9 235 22 21%

65 S97 14% 141,

222U1S9, 18%
9 151 21% 207,

10 845 35% 35
10 149 8% 7%
19 103 54% 541.

296 6 57,
17 271 21% 21

29 13% 13
111 1% 1%

11 637 24% 741,

II 324 71% 20%
16 239 21 20%
5 70 143. 14%

25 616 24% 24

10 671 32% 3D%
23 501 19% 19

»% + %
6%+1%

23-18 +1-16
26%- %
10%
47% — %
12%
15%+ %
29 - %
137, + %

10 - %
S 15-16 + 1-16

16%+ %
19

21% - 7,

4% — %
12% - %
21% - %
9

15%
6% ” %
7%

25 + %
417,- %
22%
12%+ %
12

41 + %
12
149,

11%+ %

sr *

B% - %
16%
3«% + %
33% - %
17%+ %
7»*+ %
*% + %

22% -1
6+7,

11%
21% - %
14% + %
18%+ %
207, — %35-%
77," %
54%+ %
5?,- %
21% + %
13%

1%- %
24%+ %21+%
21 + %
14% - 1,

2£|+ %
321* + 1%
19%

StudLvi
Subaru .38

SuttFln 20
SumitB 72b
SunGrd
SunMie
Sunwsts la
SymtHIc
Systm
Syslntg
SySohw
Systmt2.09a

TBCs
TCA 22
TCBY
TCP
TMK 40a
TP1 En
TS Inds

Tahnan.05a
Tandon
TchOtas
Teknwd
TfcmAs
Tetcrda 26
Tetmatc
Tetabs
Taiwan .011

Tennant .96

Teraatn
3Com
ToMoFLlBe
Toppss
TWApf
TrnMua
Trnvuck
TrtadSy
Trimed I

Tsrtcp 1.40

20Cn1n 22
TyeoTja
Tyeona O*

UST Cp SZ
UTL
Ungitm
Until

UnPintr 60
UnSpIC
U*Cm 04
UBCal
UnCdsF S5
UHltCr
UldSure .72

USBcc 90
US HftC .16

USTrst 1 16
UStam .23

UnTelev
UnvFrs 12

UtiuHli .336

Sales Kgk
(Hnds)

10 68
2642 6%

93 B7,

11 23 23
20 14 16

259462 36

9 34 29%
867 1 11-16

7 176 6%
17 122 5%
19 7 13%
25 81 2a%

T T
10 133 11%
61 106 28
16 568 77,

330 9>,

10 134 8%
269 S%

10 6 2%
6 16 8%
1 6501 1%

14 1B1 10>,

79 299 5%
523847 259,

32 374 36%
14 1323 6%
16 59 13
181130 16
13 2 223,

53 324 15%
26 3253 19%
65 51 74%
B 1264 U14%

3 25%
IB 10 18%
10 87 10%
12 15 9%
76 2012 169,

7 681 221,
11 469 16%
63956 13-

121084 12%

U U
12 207 22i*

ID 277 7
24 1425 B%
9 1581 19%
15 35 22
IB S 227,
42 286 27

25 256 16
B 2 19

216 5
4 805 143,

9 228 24i,

197 1125 8%
12 52 40
17 307 16%
43 27 26% :

11 14 13%
41 3512 4%

Low Last Qmg I Slock

68 - % UnvMedJOa
69,+ %

. VBand
rjT- 2 VLSI

341, + W VW S"2 b ®

S; *S
2 * VlewMs

Viking

119,+ % VIpont
26 + % Vlraiek

7% - % Volvo 124,
8%+ %

WD40 1AO

ft*
*• WTO

Wattro .48

Wu — 1-16
W88h£s1^

,3_V8
WFSI.s1.06b

,4 WMSBs M
J!?

~ * Wao1GL43a
Wanslnd.12~ < . WausP -52b

5 *JJ®. ‘ Wallmn

v&V'l ws,Aur

Sf- i wwC®p™ WOFS!WstFSLSOe
Wnvvste
WUnPb

fgl?
W1TIA

5,,
WSmrit

at Wmoic £0

1B
s WsiwOs

a, + u weoraa 52
Tj:

‘ WbefTch

1*7, Wiiumn^o

»%+ % W,HAL
A ’ wasFS-ioe

WUmTr 84
—_ Wilsitf

Windmr
^ WborO .40

,Sy* Woiohn .24

2l4- 1.
tfiWOW

4 Wonhg A0“j Wyman 80

i
19 %
47, - 1-T6 XOMA
14% + % Xieor

24% Xkjsx

77, Xylogw
39% - % Xyvsn
18 - % YlowFs .62

26 ZionUt 1.44

13 - 3, Zondvn

<%+ % Zycad

22i* +2i*
7 + %
a%

187,

Sales Higb Low Lau Ong
IHndsI

10 554 5 47, 4 15-16

V V
5 991 173. 17 in, - %

23 174 8% 77, 8% + %
21 1254 119. 101* ill. + 7,
12 25 18 173, 16
1501052 3% 2’, 3-1,

604 30% 29 299,+ %
277 43. <% 4% +3-16
108 E 5 13-16 5 15*16

221142 7i, n, 7%+ %
19 645 7% 6% 7
10 32 13% 13 13% - %

629 15% 15% 15%+ %
151 12% 12 12 + %
100 52 51% 51%+ %
W W

17 35 261, 26 26% + %
9 134 12 11% 12 + %

11 2 23 23 23
15*653 15% 15% 15% - %
7 137 30% 29 299, + %
5 683 15 14% 14% - l,

9 3 11% 11% 11% + %
16 347 21% 20% 21%+ %
11 69 30 29% 30

*2 11% 11% 11%+ %
9 635 14 139, 14 - %

25 976 24% 23% 24 - %
11 489 B% 8 8% + %

226 15% 15% 15%+ %
7 56 37% 36% 37

15 41 16 17 T7 -1
17 838 14% 127, 14% +1%
22 117 16% 15% 16% + %

3147 171, 15% 167, +1%
31 19% 18% 19i, +

1

31 380 22% 21 2Zi, + 1%
12 382 18% 18 18 - %
2B 98 21% 21 21% + %
9 177 41% 41% 41% + %
12 612 18% 18% IBi, - %
11 172 11% 11% 11%+ 7,

11 117 29 28 28% + %
38 625 8 71, 8 + %
161T05U147, 14% 143,+ %
55 34 149, 141, 143, + %
9 41 12 12 12
6168 13, 1% 1 9-1B + 1,

161353 18% 177, 177,

13 13% 13% 13% — %
102093 19 18% 18%+ %

X Y Z
583 11% 11% 11%+ %

25 790 8 7% 8 + %
<78 7 6% 8%

10 33 10 10 10 + %
36 637 5% 4% 5
194560 267, 26% 26%

29 25 24% 25 + %
210 8% 77, 8
545 4% 4% 4%+ %

INDICES

Frfc. Feb. Fib. Fit

12 U 10 9

198326 196L54

7778k 774J4

Btfi Hi* 199569 11962-43) Lew 195606 (19(281)

25783 255.95 256A. 251.72 335.77 223.92
I25IM71 I4.12/B71

296JJ7 29385 29411 28796 39317 25543
lZya/B7] 1402*871

23.03 2296 Z3J5 2289 3243 2039
125.-8.-87) 1702*7)

144.24 14L63

272Ji5 269.16

Sim cangibdsii

UOUb 1232
(14/8*7) 180/32)
22783 1050

(22/I«7) ffi/4/32)

336.77 4.40
(25/6/87* (lib/32)

393.17 162
(25/8*71 (21/6/32)

32.43 S64
(25/6*71 1100/741

AUSTRIA
CcrWiNatfa 13002*4).

Fed
|

^
i

Fee.

ll

U99.4
562-7 .

11952
5535

16427

'

163.981M27 10198 16KU Ufa.97 232-14 02/9/871 16198 010*8)

351Z7 35UM I 34932 344 97

RES 426L9) 42283 54112 03/8/87) 35038 (1802/87)

18855 187.94 I 16711 18741 1 219.7b 127**71 1 17950 (20<U*71

5718 5719 5675 I 5645 6793 115/10/87) 4252 <5/1/87)

2817 275 6 2712 4fc04 126'?B7) 2513(290*81
203 71 ] 02-8

j
993 975 103.7(6.1/88) B9.7 (2fel'88)

Hilliota

Feb. 12 Frt. 12 Ftb. 10

New York 177530 2d B85 187.980
Ann 84U) 9 0b5 9 758
GTC 112799 138599 128852

year >90 (appm.)

3.07

new voax
Fib. 12 Frfc. 11 Fib 18

43446 429.63 419.77 <14 65 67684 16/1*71 396 40(291/881
13292 13108 12802 1263.4 20611117/8*71 1207.9 1290*8)

HOW KONG
Hang Seng 9** (31/7/641— 228723 2Z56 48 2233 «7 2223JH 3949 73 <L 10*7) 1 1894 9* (702*71

Feb.
j

FHL
|

Feb.

35075 15/10*7)
4112.9 03/8*71mmm
224.77 (16/7/87) 1 1435 94 <26/10*71

43676 43284 42751 42391 7b7J4 (30/4/87) 4Z3 91 19.2/88!

2398L94 fti 2377188 23b6227 26W6»3( 14ao*77 1854480 030*7]
194951 1c) 193388 19M 87 225856 01 /6*7) 1557 46 H3'liB7 )

2235 2215 2182 21800 3331 ilC**7l 1922 11001*71
1718 171J 1687 1688 2808 01/8/571 1475 1 10.11871

338.75 337.7 333 7 329 52 592.04 121/9*7) 307.48 <100 1-871

87310 8667 857.7 8518 15054 C6**71 7004 17>12/871

(a) 12878 13250 1320 0 2M90 13**7) 12670 UC/831
ib) 13930 13940 14060 23/6.0 (1610.871 1393 0 (12*2*8)

24767 24692 24*63

SWEDEN
|>te. A P tIUUlSU — («1 25072 2*531 2*361 32671(5/10*71 XX&b (1041*71

SWITZERLAND
SwuB«Hid. <31*12/581.- 5005 «8J 490.9 «?95 7SV 13/1017) 450.9110-11/67)

S

m

ulun a* air oka art 100 ncni WS£ AS Comma - 50. SuodM and Poor-4 - 10: and Toronto
Csraoiiif ind Hnw - 1000 Toroora mcicn bced 1975 aw Hoedril Portfdio 4/1*3 T LtthKSnp bondL
- eSj ladnuah piav 40 eita/ei. 40 Fkaacuh are 20 varr&r.L (d CtMetUui UnaoiUMe.

lu) 415 7 414.7
j

4095
j

4959(27-6*71
|

3bL3(2>!<87l

Saunter Fternary b Japan Nikkei 23,791.19. TSE 1,927 73

Bate values d all indices are 100 eoeet Brussels SE - 1,000 JSE Go* - 2567 JSE inantnais -

2645 and Aintralia. A0 Ordinary *»d Metah - 500. Id Dosed lu) UnaraiUble

NOTES - PnCn a» iti past are at sagtrd v (V
-Awfeai tic*™m ae* a* tae£ endeS fnu*. (•:

waaddHr. a Dakfiepaww OU srsw: u u
tuduw n Enaesa Ex ad * feet a (non

I
Travelling on Business to Athens?

Enjoy reading your complimentary copy ofthe Financial Timeswhen you’re staying ... at the Hotel
‘

Alhe’naeum, Astir Palace Hotel, AstiijVouliagmenis Hotel. Hotel Grande Bretagne. Hilton Hotel.
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CJosinfr prices. February 12 NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE COMPOSITE CLOSING PRICES
Financial Times Monday February 15 ^ u

-rices ; aii:.- r

|n» Prw. 12 Hand
Qi'gc

Char Pm. 12 Mw*
Cfa'a*

Dost Pm. 1Z Month
Ot’ut

Qtw Pin 12 Moo* h «. s' So. K* i» SZ gFL
JJ

"
“p;

an it wa IBS. 1SU 16% 15% 7% Melml
*3. •*'- -

High Low Such Dio. VU. E l DO* High Lew Quota On High Loo Suck Dm YU. E 1 WJiM Low (Lou Don I
Hfgli lew Stock Ok W. E 100s Kqh Lorn fata Doe High Im Stack Dm. YU. E 10b Itigfa Im fan Ob* High 1m Stack

AAR & .36 14 18 327 20% 20 20% 4% 13 9% BcrdCn.no 1182 12*i 12% 12% -Mg 1 30% 18 &mpKs.» 3.111 33 22% 22% 22% B% l?a Fruftffl

AFG s .16.6 11 405 23% 24% 25% 4% I 63?, 31% Borden128 U 14 W 51% 51% 51% 4% I 20% 7b CraaldStta 33 2 IlS 12% 1Z% T2ij -'4 241, 6 FrhJ ptA2£5l2S.
27 10*2 AGS c

10% 5% AMCA
g% 3 >4 AM lnfl

B'j 26% AMR
25 19 ANH P*2.12 S4

13 311 15% 14% 16% 4% 24 8% Bonnn&22 _ ... , ... . _ „ „ .-

2 68, 5% 5% 15% 10% BOaMlMo 13 21 12% 12% 12% % I 93% SB Cr*l pH2.7S 13 22 £, *£• 1 «Ri 2 Furra8a41. 4.4 86 8% fl 9% tb S3 28 tnBUki
28 646 4 31| 4 % 27J* 16% Bon£d1.82 11.7 2484 17% <J16% 16% -% 139% 65% CrwnCk 11 2BS 90% 94% 86% +1% R « « ' 67 48% WM

|

11 287B 35% 35% 35% 16% 13% Bos£ prl.
— - - - - . — *

26 10% 10 10% 2B>, 13% OpsI p*M1 11. 87 17% 16% 16% 38% 18% Fuqua 24 .6 14

116 Z% 2U 2%
118 W4 10% I0i« +'i

15% WAlu 20 *3 10 123 13% 18% 18%

30*4 30 30 -% 56 37b mtFtavl.80

12% 6% AflX a
73h 36% ASA

22% 9% AVX

II 267B35% 35% 35% 16% 13% BosE prl 46 9.6 36 15% 15% 15% -% 28% 12% CryaRLOSo 2 13 W 16% 16% 1«% +% « f, _ __ t 67% 48% InTM p*B325 52

*
22% 22i 2 22? 44% 22 Sewalr .92 28 15 3018 33% 31% 31% 68 32 CuUW .60 1 6 6 45 44% «% 44% +% *” SJL

1 M °
4 a 1? SI4

«, i«a “5 »t «'» «***.» « W
8 103 7% 7% 7% +% 41/j 20% BrigSI 160 5.4 14 211 29% 29 2B% +% 14% 4% CulIMt SOB 6 5% 8 +% !^ * £21* _

1,80 43 11 388 i1S* al,4
-1

I 57% ST hHPapal.20 30 11

«** »4 18 18 3982 44% «% 44% +% ^ «% C«.En2». 4 4 90 f5
Jg Jg ^ ^ ^ „ B g» fe,#

!?V «4 WH-ct.

1 *** =7 r uihQr«22 2 21 193 35% 26V

sjh a si if Mfi .ffl-'js®.
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% 6ft Ph£ P«H7» IV
Z 9% 0*01.20 ii.

•B1- 110 P*5 PMIS.3913,

15
‘ BS ME M002 BA

C4 79 PIC. ptKB.50 11.

I 64 PhE (tfJT.80 10.

I

zfiOOtt 92 92
TO 12% tft.tt.. .

R 11V 11V 11V
2113075 73 73 -2
1W liv 1ft liv -v
1440 116

-

*30 96
TWV «*%+%
98 98 -1

*350

«

88 69 +1
- — *KT0nti 75% 78** -Ii

12% PnttSub 04 8JD 14 102 15% M% 15% +%
' (4% 7T% PMtMr&OO 40 12 6047 91% 90 91 + %
p, 12% PW490 M 24 12 270 18% 18 10% *%
t, ra% pwcu «• &i« ns w tv, +%
E„, 10 PMP«t 00 43838 3717 1«% 14% 14% -%
P. 22% Pirn pH 73# 7.4 183 24 23% 23% -%
1% 7% PlrfVH»A8 28 5 188 11 10% TOV -%
|% 2% PWCorp «t « 4% 4% •

1% 17% PtedNCS-W 60 9 7 20% 20 20 -%
1% 4% PMM M .0 10 186 7% 7% 7% -%
u 5% PUgftD 3.0 180 7% 7% 7% -%
* PUgPr .06 1J 10 32 4% 4% 4% -%

39 14 1564 36 3C% 30 +%
90 0 679 28% 20% 28V3 43 44 *3% 44 +%
Z2 10 2146 42 407. 41% -%

082 10% TO 10% +%

i 3% PttflPr .06 VS 10 32 4%
)% 26 Pttcbnrl.12 32 14 1964 36

U* 20% PMM28S
3% 22% PtonrOS4r
ji, 29% PrmyBifl*

S% $h Ptmn
l% K)% PtoOgua
js4 16% netoaP.lQa

5i, n% Ptarim .16

6% 9% Playboy

! 11% 11% 11% +%—
»% 2ft

28% 277* 27*, -%
9% 9 9% +%
40% 49% 40% + *,

1% 1% 1%
07, 6% 6% +%
- 21% 21

%

A 40 90 23%
1010 104 15% 191, ig% +%

14 4 TH, 12% 12% -%
2% PO0OP8 9 126 4% 4% 4% -%

2J, 16% Poterda JD 21tf '6300 28% 2B 28 -%
71, 9% PapTMsJSO 26 8 120 W% 19% 19% -%

. 4% 4% Portae 43 7% 67, 7% —

%

au 20% PortQCl96 8.1 13 S2S 24% 24% 24% -%
9% 29 PofO pQjBO 90 1 27% 2T% 27%
V, 21 Pofltehe.92 30 9 251 28% 27% 26% 4-1

71! 10 PntmEsMB 50 11 1214 23V 23% 23% + %
n% 16% P»Mnrti JSl 12 10 660 27 26% 2S% +%
c% 21 P7MM9 .40 1.5 21 177 27% 26% 27% +1
«u I* primrtclAB 62 484 217, 21% 21%
II l» Prim*C 13 2245 17% 17% !7> +%
H 21 PrimaMOBb 4-20 1627 371, 36 387, +%
>1% 12% PtMJdZOte 14. 116 10% 17% 17% -7,
gu 21% MmG88l.60 MS 801 28% 26 28% +%
118% 105 Prime 1913175 12. 8 110% 110 110%-%
103*, 60 Pr«*G20Q 83 30 3017 U% 027, 837, +1%
nr. «% PrfRa .40 27 t7 SO 15 15 15

M% 25% PmgCp -40 14 9 38

10% 6 Prgtaen06a 5JJ 11

54 39 - Mar 3M 28 4

|% % PrufltC 3 44
ru 5 PruPl 4h U « .

2% 171* P9^W 2 9.2 9 954 21%
J4>, W, PSCoi p8.TO SL3 10 22% 22% 22%
17% 11% PSnO 6 252 14 137, 14 +%
14% 10% PSn pfCl.08 00 *400 13 12% 12% -%
7% 21, ’*5»« 1 331 2% 2% 2%
217. 4 riPSNH* *200 5 5 5
23% 3% vlPMHp® . IB 4% 4% 4% -%
.»% 6% VjPNHlKC 2 7% 7% 7% -%
K% 4 vtPNHoQ 1 5% 5% 5%
27% 3% *Pte+piE 6 5% 5% 5% -%
25* 3% vIPNHpff 10 5 5 5
25% 3% »|P»fp«J 17 51, 5 5

*% 17% PSvteCM . U. 8 449 21 20% 207,

26% 20 PSBQ a 2 00 tt 2805 2ft 24% 25% -%
n 30b PSEQ P*5l26 &9 *200» » ® +1
100 71 PSCG pfT.TO 9.1 *700 04% 04% 04%
|Q0% 71 PSEG (*700 9.0 *511066% 66 861, -%
.77% 65% PSEG (*7.40 9.1 *300 81% 81% 81%
1% 1% Pubftek 16 17, 17, 17, .

M% 12% PueWo 20 J 2D 119 24% 34% 24,
8% in': P* OtfBa- 10 5 7 - 27% 27% 27%
!17, 17% Puga9»1.76 *0 12 215 19% 19% 19% -%

3% Pulbm .12- 2013 439 9% 5% B% -%_ - - -- g* *318 9 «% 0% +%
0 *97610% 10 1D*a +%
« 5 4% 4% 4%
11 349 8% 8% 0% +%
4 20 1% 1% 1% -%

#% 7%
»%

10% 6% PuttHtnAS
10% 10 PMM 8098
% 3% Pyro

QMS
1 Qantot

•7% 31% OeatoO 1
li% 127. OuakSC0O
i 3% Oimnaa

49 QwMCjg .

7% QatVI 09
47, OalVC -77«

2017 1750 45% 44% 44%+%
1034 197,

10

121,

12%

4.1 1034 197, 191, 19% -%
29 247 71, 7 7 -%

2010 1829 77% 75 70 +1m 281 9% 9% 9%
104 7% 7% 71,

W% 26% OmMafJO 57 25 *325 33% 33% 33«a +%
0 10 O*RaHa04fl 20 7 117 12 11% 12 +%

R R R
0% 4% RBM 0% .7 10 5 8 « 0
’1% 34% RJR Nb102 3010 483348% 48% 48% +%
125% 115% Ml pHI00 9.7 1 1W 110 110 -%
11% 4% RLC 20 20 7 221 8 77, 77, .

Si, 7 RU Cp 02 3.7 4 14 07, 8% 0% -%
3 RPC 2« 4% 4% 4% -%

« 17% me 0O3093272D%20a an«+%
<J% % Radfca - 05 1 1 1

M 57% RMaPutJSO 2-1 U 1724 71% 70% 70%
“ 41 439 0% « 0% -%

71 1205 5% S 0
0 17 1700 45% 44% 49, +V
10 0 10 10% 10 «% -%
13.0 05 19% 19 19%.+%

4 60 0 7% 0 +%
20 11 608 60% 68% 06% +%

104 21, 2 2 -%
S 5 47, 47, -%
* 3. 5 s,:

1*

1% 4 Raread
1% 3% RangrO
14% 29% Rsycmv24
0% 8% RJamFcM
S% 14% Rayom20O
3 5% ItayWi
147, 57% Rayttw 2b 1% RooriBt

3% RdBaS pi

0 2% RdW ptA
TO, 14% RST_ 104 7014 92
TO, 6% RoenEe 0 401 0% 9 9% +%
2 9% Rodmn -36 54 51 227 6% 6%

Robeka 00 100 4104 11% 12% V&, +%5% 7

V V
% 4%
6% 11

&*
IZMmB P/ S, Cbi rm.
tp|k to &adt HtWE lOfeHtf low ObdmObm
31% 20% &Wffl8M1078 57 15 301 20 27% 27% +%
26% 12% Sltttlw.72 0012 510 18% ir% «% +%
10% 3 Shawm .68 3.9 « 252 17% Wt W% -%
341, tz% ShLeti n.76* 40 012 19% 10% 187, +%
231, n% Shotby 24 1.7 IS 68 137, t3% 13% +%
901, 02% ShaHT 4J0a 50 13 417 73% 73% 73%
30% 30% Shram 00 10 13 944 20% 28% 207, +%
16S, 6% feiwbt s 00 40 11 301 7 07, 7
201, 10 SteiPad.70 70 12 72 23% 2T, 23% -%
M% 0 SgnlApi .12 - 20 S 24 0 57, 8
30% *1% Slflnat 10* 40 32 W 27% 27 .27H 26% Slngor 40 0 26 106 49% 48% 49%
42% 32% Stafli pO0O 90 10 38 37% 36 —

%

22
.
15% Size)or 106 M 28 10% n% 10% +%

W, 11% Skyltna .48 3.4 13 36 14% 14 14
28% 14 Slattary 13 25 70% 1S% 201, +%
107, 4 SmJtMe S 337 7 8% —

%

72% 39% Sm*Sal04 30-13 1912 67% 96% 663. -B,
00 30 Smuckr.72 Mil 57 50% 50 M
48% 24% SnapOn.79 ZO IB 710 99% 38% 36% -%
KJ% 6% Snyder 100 19. 2T 624 8% 7% 7% —

%

22% UP* Snydr p<209 12. U 18 10 10 +%
37% 21% Sonar 2 0.7 12 2471 30 29% 30 +%
Si ia as* IS £5 IT* S’* *,
44% 30 SeurcC30O 90 *15 36% 36 36% +%
27% 23 SreCp pG40 90 *40 2S% 25% 28% +%
22% 16 SJertn &106 70 11 29 17% 17% 17% -%
51 28% Soudan 1 20 6 7 33% 36' 36% +%- - - 4021 290 23% 23% 23% +%

7.1 10 7826 33% *3% 33% +%
9.1 12 3672 239, 23% 23% +%
6011 16 38% 361, 36% -%
6.1 11 394 48% 40% 49% +%

2 29 29 29 —%
112 9% 6% 9% +

31% 17% Soomfiic 1
38% OT, 3COIEAS6
26
40% 31
57% 43
38% 28 SoRy pC0O 90
14% 7% SoUdCd0O 00

5otdhC014
SotndQ628
SNETI 3

W, 7% SOUnCoJO 80 112 9% 0% 9% +%W, 3% Soumrfc 3 2132 3% 3% 3% -%
43% 19 Sonde p<5038 25. 47 20% 20 20% +%
30% 9% Sam* p&31 24. 1B4 10% «% 9% -%
251, 11% Swam .13 0 25 317 19% 15% 15%
26% 10% SwtGaal04 50 12 101 2Si, 22% 22% -%
45% 29% SwBa1laZ32 60 11 3122 30% 30 30% +%
26% 19% SwEnr 06 30 14 49 177, 17% 17% +%
32% 22% SwtPS 2-12 0.1 11 394 26% 26% 291, -%
W% • Spartan 02 44 10 21 117, lyr, nr, -%
20 W, SpcEqn 11 27 15% 15% 13%
20 7% Sprogan 49 1444 8% 9 8% -%
30% 20% Springs 04 2.7 TO 16 317, 31% 31% -%
69% 43 SquarOL92 3.7 14 602 64 SP, 621,
1027, 55% SquO>I»10O 20 19 x2956B5% 64% 65 +%
32 187, SM,1 MO 3.7 14 839 221, 21% 2TT, -%
54% 37% Statoy (4300 80 144 42% 41% 42% -%

11% StSPnt 10 334 14% U% 14% +%
4 178 8% I 0 +%

22 10 56 14% M% 14%
IS. 6 305 8% 9% 91, -%

317, in, StSPnt
11 4% StfdBk
29% 11% StMotr 02
M7, 8% StdPac10Oe
44% in, Sttffrds.72

21% 12% StandoxSe
38% 19% S&fttm 1

38% 21% StaflflM6&

52% 35% stvnm.it
13% 9% StaMSd.12a
47, 2% Smoqo 091
IP, 7 SrriBcp 00
BS% 35>, Stof1D0l02

20 9 470 23% 23% 23% +%
30 11 10 18 15% 167, +%
30 11 24 ST% 31 31
30 13 292 26% 26 26% -%
20 9 52 40% 387, 40% +1
90 72 11% 11% 11% -%
24 52 3% 3% 3%
7.614 56 10% 10% 10% -%
1.7 26 *117488 B8% 38% .

497, 21 StBVtvJ 100 2014 3293 46% 45% 46% -%
16 5% SUtol 23 20 7 7 7

S S% SUMVC40 30 10 22 66% 68% 66 -1
23 StonoCh-54 15 10 2220 35% 347, 35% +%

12% S% Suite 4 48 67, 6% 6% -%
« 16% StopSte 04 10 29 1173939% 38 39% +2%
15% 10 Suieq 140 11. 13 72 13 12% 13 +%
5 1% StorTdi 15- 2850 2 17, 2 +%
24% t3% SntMS09a 17.0 37 17% 167, 17 -%
23% 13% SMdRs 00 2012 363 20% 19% 19% +%
127, s% StwwSh 57 26 8 0 8
10%' 6% SunDfal.108 12. M6 9% 9% 9% +%
16% 6% SunB 20 113 9% 9% 9i« -%
20% 127, SunEntfSO 1ft 29 6S1 16% IS 15% -1
73% 34 SunCo 3 5.4 17 712 581, 54% 55% +1%
64i2 36 SuntMMO 40 24 379 45% 45 «% -%
10% 3 SunMn 13174 3 4 +%
W% 7% SuoM pit-19 14. 101 9% 0% 8% +%
273, 17 Sociv S 08 30 10 1150 23% 22% 22% -%
30% 19 SupValuU 23 14 1913 19 19% 19 +%

13 23 19% 19 19%
24 382 39% 38% 36% +%
10 16 9% 8% 9% -%

27 17 *255033% 3^* 30% +%
02 10 20 944 30% 30 30%+%
T T T

10 S% Tew H 02 7.4 212 7% 7 7 -%
78% 37% TOC 03a 3 39 28 721, 71% 71% +1%
2ft 20% TECO 8104 0012 498 24% 237, 24 -%
10% 5% TGB= 24 11 7% 7% 7% -%
28 11% TJX a 00 10 2088 17% Iff, 17 -%
23% 171, TNP 107 70 0 80 1ft 19% 1ft +%
70 27 TRW s 100 34 12 734 47% 46% 47% +%

201, 13 Swank
43% 19% SyMTc
16 77, SymaCp
4ft 23 Syntax* 1

41% 22% ^ooo

TocBt 299 1% 1 1%
Z1 332 1ft 14% 14% +%24% 9% ToPoy a 00

32 13% Taltay pi 1

71% 44% Tambd 102
37% 17% Tandem
56% 20 Tandy JO
19 44% Indwell

19% 9% TcfaSym
43% 20% Totem*,80

37, 1% Taicora 21 24 2 1% ir, I

390 A Tahfyn 4 U 21 330% 319 330%+10%

5.1 14 19% 19% 19% —

%

3.7 15 085 53% 51% 52% -%
18 6960 1B% 16% «% +%

10 12 4252 37% 36% 37% +1%;
19 204 17% 17 IT -%
B 26 11% 11% 11% +%

20 24 101 2*% 23% 23% -%

12 !

High bar

31 " 41%
63 41%

Si 15%

73% 30
48% 28

- «%
2ft K
26% «%
93% 09
22 ft
6ft 45%
1761, 92

O‘0«
f, at Data Prac.

Stock Oh. W. E lObffiga low firtt Ckm
USX (3400a 90 383 48 47% 48 +%
usx pr 300 80 93 01% 61 61% -1,
USX WI iro 1*4 IV IV
UHnm 9 111 1ft 1ft «V
UnfFmt0D 0 Ifl a OT, 28 26 -V
Unfivr §301 0 13 20 351, 35 35% -'4
UnNV a JW 0 13 1766 591, 50% SB + «,

UCmp *1.16 30 12 914 34% 33% 3ft +’«
UCeib 100 60 13 5318 237, 22% 23*, + J1
UrfooC 22 ro 7% 7 7 “1*
UnE!ee102 70 8 1457 2ft 24% 2ft
UB pfL 6 9.7 2170 82% 82% 823, -7,
UnS pt208 IV <3 27% ZT, 2ft +v
UnS ptlTO 9.4 77 22% 22% 223,
UB pH 8 TO 2200 79 79 79
OnExpUea TO 19 » 78% TO 1BV
UnPac 3 3011 2216 58% Sft 5ft +%
UnPe p<725 60 299 lilt, lift Ills,+ 1%

200 136 10% 10 TO +%
Z15 206 14% 141, 14% -%

Uoiayii 02 2.7 11 5196 347, 33% 34%
Unity pQ.75 60 1412 63% 62% 62% -%

fl%
_

1% Urte 18 2 17, 17, -%
2ft ft UAM 00 20 IS 188 ID ft 10

4ft 29 UnBmfJO 1013 34 45% 40 4S>,

29% 16 UCbTV*06 0160 790 U2B 281, 287, +%
327, 21% Ufium 202 lft 3 300 22% 22 227, -ft

14% 5% biTaxn
19% 9 (MtodFt0O

s s

umu 1*100 14. 1 13% 13% 13% -%
UnUnd M 6.1 23 ISt tft 12% 12% +i
UnWntl 0 382 26% 20% 2ft +7%
UJorBk 09 40 ID 47D 22% 22% 2ft +%

53% 49% UJrSk p603a 50 350 50 50 50 -%
12% 6% - LBQng n05a 44 43 0% 6 8

Z Z2
1B% W4

37% 18
32% 17

13% 3% UdMM
2i« 1% UPkMft
23% 28 UaahO .12

81, 1% USHaai
34%. 12% USShoa.46
80% 42% -USWaa60B

4% 4% 4% +%
• 1% 1% H, -%

0 8 753 3ft 35% 30
1013 3 2% ft

28 10 2050 16% 18 W% +%
8.1 10 3253 547, 53% 53% -%

15% 6 UoStefc 31 7% 7% 7% +%
60% 30 UnTocMAO 07 8 *441237% 3ft 37% +%
33% 23% UnfTal 102 64 3577 30% 297, 3ft -%
40% 29% unrr apnjo 4.1 3 37 37 37
23 14 UWR S 04 4015 81 19% 18% 1ft -%
1ft ft Unttrda 147 7% 7% 7% +%
29 13% unhrar 00 10 21 15 w, 16% lft
3ft 25% UnvtCp108 40 8 45 29', 29% 29% -%
34% 21 UrwRAJS 30 12 170 27% 27 27 -%
11% ft IkHtfiTUB 13. ID 109 11 10% 1ft -%
19% S', UUneb 3S5 ft 6 ft +%
45 21 Unocal 1 3.1 21 1936 33% 32% 32% -%
5ft 23% Up)0hrMJ2 24 IB 4637 317, 30% 30% -%
10% 7 USACal 1 TO 10 57 ft S% ft +%
45% 3% USUFET06 30 8 352 3ft 33 33% +%
11% 8% UaBoF 02 TO 122 9% ft 9 +%
307, 20% UtaPL 202 70 T2 523 2ft 29% 29% -%“ 13% MKDOUMb 50 10 160 1ft 18% 18% +«,

227} UtUOopOA* 90 0 2ft 247, 2ft +%
2ft 231, UOICo pc201 97 13 27 27 27 -%

V V V
40% 22 VP Cp 0C012 704 29 2ft 2ft
14% 4% VaM 188 ft ft ft
1ft 4% Valero 17 1516 4% 4% 4% -%
26 2ft Valor pB44 TO 14 2ft 2ft 2ft +%
25% 15% VWor pIZOS 10 19 15% 1ft 15% -%
267, is VOWS n20O 12. W 252 22 21% 21% -%
4 1% Vatoym 113 25 2% 2% 2% -%
4ft 27% VonDrra-15 3016 90 307, 35% 381, +%
8% 2% Vsrco 210 4% 4% 4% -%
3ft fft Vartan 08 M 114 27% 277, 27>, -%
3% 2 Verity 788 2% 2% 2%
23% 14% Verity ptiJO 6.7 63 1B% 19% 19%
17% ft Vjuq 40 30 16 131 11% 1ft 11% +%
2ft 11% Voaco 40 30 15 104 13% 13% 13% +%
H> 3 Vtndo 162 S', 8 8 -%
15% 11% VootSalTOa 91 11 15 13i< 13% 13% +%
0 2% Vattm 34 4% 4% 4%
00% 537n VaEP pi S 80 J» 57 56% 57 +1%
27 14 Vtoboy107e 80 13 280 19% 18% H +7,
55%. 20 VJatoCh15a 0 64 968 407, 45% 457, +%
13% 6 Vena 546 7% ft ft +',
UM 74 Vomod 19 23 89% 0ft 89% +1%
164 95 VulcU 302 ZB 13 9 139 138% 139 +1WWW
4ft 29% WKOR2.BD 7.7 12 120 34 32% 337, +1%
* “ 119 5 5 5 +%

3018 15 16% 16% lft +%
17 320 ft ft 5% +%

427, 20 WaMtS .12 4 27 6800 27% 26 27% +1%
447, 24% Walgm 00 10 18 612 31% 31 31% +%— 31% WalCSvJO 17 15 56 38% 37% 38% +1

17% WamC 06 10 17 4749 31% 30% 31 +%
71 39% WrnC pO03 6.1 603 58S, 583, 59% +1

0ft 48% WanrrfilS 20 18 1874 7ft 79% 78% +%- 7011 105 23», 2ft 237, +%
0 6 131 127, 12% 123, -%
40 14 69 26% 2ft 257, -%
9.1 12 181 27% 27% 2ft -%

Waste s 06 1017 5237 36 34% 34% -%
WatkJn 40 10 12 161 25 24 25 +%

30 2 ft 2 +%
2 10% 10% 10), +%
40 9% 9% 9% +%

64 20 18 257, 25 25 -%
15 20 114 33% 32% 3ft -%
40 96 545 51 487, 50% -%

45% 45r

0 2% WMS
25% 127, WocfcWJO
9 4 WaMoclOa

203, «% WtthGSJO
1ft ft WashHsJM
377, wi, WahNoflJO
30% 227, WahWtzaO
48% 20
38% 19

ft 15-16 WowU
13% 6 Ween pi

36% 6% WabbD
2ft 10% WbIqbUJO
41% 2«% WailH * 00
60% 37% WaHiF 2
52 45% Waff p02le 7.1 200

23% 1ft WaffM 2 T0 17 40 Tft 19% a;i
Titoyo 4 ye w Wtji 4^ WandyaJi 30331 2907 8% «% 6% -%

21* 2 5? L 22^ 5J* j 22% 12% «*» > 0 u is 137 u>( ie% 167, +%

nepel TIT
BagffenjOq 04 . ,

Wi
MehTnUa. : IV TO «

1V»%
6% ft
«% W%

2ft TO Town a 02 Z1 TO TO63 Tft 147, 15% +%
101% 29% Torn* 10 307 49% 49 49% +%
90% 37% ToltX wd 80 4ft 49% 48% +%
68% 36 Tempt a 04 101022140 44% 40 +1%
62% 36% T«aaofl904 70 5124 40% 39% 39% -%

_-K» TOO •% Tone pc 7.40 80 5 Oft 02% 92% +%
36%. « Tecdyn - - 93SBf» «%«%-%.

- 360 TO ft,.- 10 -

37 19% dW lft -%
3649 30% 3ft 38% +%

5P, 24% RoyMia 00 M 11 4397 42 40% 41% +%
24 07, Rhode* 40 20 12 40 1ft 1ft 15%+%
46i, 28% RttaAtd .74 ZO IS

1% RvrOtk
201, 11% Rotten 17 14% 14% 14%
2ft 12% vjRobin 7 314 25% 2ft 2S

25% 1*% RochQ 1.60 60 8 630- 17% 17 IT

4ft 37 RochTIZn 60 14 62 46% 45 4ft -%
15% 5% Rckwry 02 40 « 60 6 ft 0 +%
22> : 14<, RcflCtrlOO 90 18 042 1ft 19% 1ft- - — 40 7 2577 107, 17% 1ft +%

20 36 5 07, ft 67, +%
20 11 204 32% 91% 3ft +%

IS 0072 22% 21% 22 +%

111, 4% Romp 24 4.4 3 77 . 5% ft
IIP, 4% RepQypTO 00 32 98 ft ft
Sft 30% RODNY120 Z0 67 S3 43 4ft

“ 4397 42 40%

06 37% -3ft + % 1 3ft 35” TudndJOb 20 0 31 31 31“ ?«0wS*m0+v«5ft a®. ;>£•*» •» s ISn ui. ul uz. I 371* 227, Tupac .40 10 39 12 28% 28% 26% +%
297, 30 -%

16% ft T«

26% 20 Toner (*2.16 TO
47% 267, vfTexaco

1ft ft TxABC . 09 4% ft 4

4ft 20% TtnEst 1 30 14 *2799057, 2ft 2ft +%
53% 49% TiCT pft4fla 80 *46050% 50 501,

-HPa 14% Rodeo* .72
iiu 47, RodRaaMa
M% M RoKaaoS*
39 lft Row
7V, 11% RoUnEa.00 .4 33 *137421% 21% 21%
:«% 12% Ronmi 00 30 16 60 19% . 10% 15% -%
29', Tft Rcpor «9 30 0 412 16% 16% 10% -%
5ft 29% Rotor 10D 20 00 250 61% 50% 507, -%
1ft 2% Rettcii *667 3% 3% 3% +%
111, 3% Rowan 2084 07, ft_ ft -%
141 9ft RoytD 802a 07 10 3327 lift 1*7, 111 -%
13% 3 Roytnt 29 232 12 Tft 12

1ft 5% Royea 01a 70 244 7% T 7%
35 19 Rabutt se 10 21 SO 04 Eft 2* +%
4ft 17% RuooSr .40 1.7 TO 203 94 23% 23%
24% 11 RuaTg a .60 30 TO 20 W% tft 15% -%
20% (ft RunaflJD 10 12 284 13% ft 13%
43 20 Ryder 0 1012 1790 26% 27% 27% +%
321, 17% Ryfcefl -60 30 14 73 S3 . 2ft S3

33 11 Rytond .40 20 7 475 10% i5% 16% +%
24% 7% Rytnar 7 20 11% 1ft 11% +%
13% 0 Rymarpn.17 tt t » »

s s s
Tft 7% at ted .Mb 10 11 590 9% 9% 9%
ft Sft SPSToo t Z1 18 113 32% 3ft 32% +%
W% tt S3UC 17 MO 20 25% 25% -%
34% 16% ftattcNST* 40 TO 68 *1% tl% 21% -%
tft ft Sabina .04 0 443 15 14% 15 +%
1«% TO 3abaR140a TOT 38 11% 11% 11%
Tft 9 Safic 6 06 14% 14 M% +%
39% M BenlO a 00 10 27 016 29 28% *8% -%
9 ft SMiCaoiAT* 86 96 0% 0% 8% +%
25% 17% aUoU>01« 0010 92 2ft 22% 22% -%
1ft 5% Satent .

99% 61 SoOteM 04
47% N% Saiomn M
Jr*, aft sdmmto.
ft 7 9JnoW30a
127, 8% SJwaoR
3ft 23% SAnkROM
22i, 14% SFoEPSoa
85 32 SFoBtf la
«% 26', teaLobSB
1ft SoWRE 00
24% 14% 3ov€P 1

40 9%- ft' ft “%
.7 TO 694 78% 77% 777, -%
0104 4612 20% 20 20% -%
10 TO «11 3ft 3ft 33 -%

“"s a. SU2
70 136 28% 28% 23% -%
17. . 44 17% Tft IT

20 TO 1119746% 44% 4ft +%
00 TO 2122 40 39% TO +1%
1 1 TO 2 ITT, WI, TT»,

40 12 396 34 23% 237, +%
147, 10% BavE pl109 11. W 11% n% 11% “%
“ *

' 2435 3-167% 384 Sowte
1% IS-16 Sum pi

Jft M% 8CANA202
*% S% Set*

10 1%
7.1 TO 3TO 33

01a 4.6 1ST 67,

(7% 31% SetePlaUB- 20 tO 4643

11*04 3-10

IX 3a
ft ft

“%

ii

IT ft
!W, 0%
17 55
75*, TO
3 67,

«% TO

»!, Ml w,
ft 5ft 58% —

%

SdUratdJB U TO 7851 » 3ft 3ft +%
Sdtwbfl- 6 260 7 ft ft “%
9d*d - .12 10 TO 391 1ft 1ft 3% “%
SeoTO* 140 01 XI 783 71% 6ft 70% +%
Seetty* -32 07 W TOO 14% 14 >*% *%
SWMAzffla 0 383 ft «%•%»%
SmCW.TOo .7 11 467 X2% *«, H%

ft 10% Soa£l pn.40 11. M 13% 13%. TO%
7<

r n saac proxm a u tft to% «% -i,

777, 13% 5aaC pCZTO O 30 16% W, W% “%
4 sn, Saac PCM.ee 10 • 4ft ft ft+J*
72% TO SaagniZIO 20 11 1*90 03% « +%
'*% 12% 940014 90 TO «% *ft 3 "%
3% 28% MW'49 V* » « 39% 3ft 39%
«% 21% &H5PTO0O 00 12 TOB *4% 3* 3ft +%
ft 2ft 0 06 0 MM», » »» %“ — "

5.73190-1903 31% 3ft Jft -%
0 TO 04 60 Sft Jft
0 14 42 63 62% SS% -It

0TOTOH t 00 » S S t*«oCp.« 10 TO 1034 96% Jft J®a “%
TO ft 3% 3%

371, 227,

357, 25% TakUHZBO
10% 4 Toxfl •
3ft 17% Todmi 1

9% 4% Ttmdc
28% TO Thrtne
67% 41% ThmSol.60
22% 13% Thwnm66b
28 ft ThmMoW
W% 9 TMAMfll.DO
24% 10 Thartnd06o
S3- 7% ThartocSOt

10% 4 Tldwtr
4! . l«% THtay n

34 -%

«Sa +%

906 2406307,
9 93 8%

407 046525
09 7 6li I
14 541 13% 13% m>,

XA 17 239 50% 4ft 49% +%
17 « 197 1ft 1ft 1ft
2013 295 147, 1* 14 -%
11. 60. ft ft ft
.6 0 8 «% 10% 107,

11. 0 160 ft 8% 8% +%
357 7 0% ft +%
.62 23% 23% 23% +%

8 968 1ft 10 10% +%
TOT, 65% Tima 1 1.131 1257 89% 57% 687, +V,
52% 30% TmMtro02 ZT 17 3102 35% 3*% 34% -%— “ ~ 10 79 *190 61% 60 61% +2%j

11 163 3% 3% 3% “%
TOO 2% 2 2
34 4% 4% 4% +%

Z4 12 41 W7, 1ft W7, +%
S3 2ft 257, 267,

17% Tlgariq

17 31 30rJ 31 ’ +%

ft Sft
ft 40% S59MA19*
n% 4>% StguaTOia,
<1*% 64
«% TO
to. p%

Off, 43% HmkontJO
7% 2% Thao
2«% 1% wJTodSh
30% 2% wfTdS (*

36% 73>, Tokham40
27 30% ToCd (*201 11.

3ft 28% To£d pO.47 11.

26% 00% TTOEd pCJ6 IV 6 22% 22% 22% -%
24% 19 TeiSd plZ21 TO. 6 21% 21% 21% -%
23% 19% ToC o4plZ216V 8 2ft 20% 20% -%
16% 4% TottBr a 13 331 7% ft 7% -%
25 7% Tonka 10 249 10% TO +%
36% 20% TsoOU 03 .7 19 3 32% 31% 31% -%
3ft 21% Trchmk 1 30 10 750 2ft 277, 2ft +%
ion, TOft Tret. pWTOa 7.* 122 TOP, 102% WZ%+%
23% 11% Toro a JO &5 » 0 lft 16% W, -%
S', 1% Toko 17 168 ft 2 ft
357, is ToacopCUS 80 34 26% 207, 28% +%
42% 22 TnyRU ' 25 3536 3ft 32 32% -%
14% 7% TramoiMO 13.68 1TO W% 10% «% -%
35 14 TWA 268 22 217, 217,

17% M TWA pf2-25 14. 62 1ft 16% 1ft
51% 22% TTaeoalJ* 55 6 1185 33% 33% 33% +%
26% 21 Ttanbt£2Ba 00 22 257, 25% 25% -%
10% 10% TMCttoOVTO 11 731 1ft 1ft lft
15% 4% Tmoeap 7 42 ft ft 0%
SO TO TimnaoflJS 01 1SW 27 25% 2ft +1%'

57% 37% Tmac pH.70 11. 17 43% 43 43% +%
18% 47, TranEx 00 O. 240 7 ft 7 +%
8% 2% Tranen 231 4 3% 3% -%
27% 24 TrCP (AGO - 90 2 25% 25% 25% -%
307, »% TouTocn 468 51 19% 18% TO

52% 30% TrantncZTO 60 9 4605 38% 38 3ft +%
56% 45% Trot pi+W 80 101 50% 50% Sft
34 20% TriOoo4.62a 30. TO6 22% 22% 22% +%
44 22% Thom * .10 0 TO *728 241, 24% 047, +%
36 23 Triad 0.10 0 TO 23 23 23 +%
4ft 297, Triton* .70 ZO 21 2118 38% 377, 38% +%
ft ft Trier* 70 6% 6% ft -%
34% 14% TrtWy 00 10 62 636 2ft 26 2fl% +%
44% 20% Trtoov*_36 10 14 603 31% 30% 31% +7,
TO% 6% TritnQa 13 138 11% 11% 11% +%
24% 11% TrtCnpWO .7 10 » W% 13% «% +%
29% 18% TriC (X 0 90 19 20*, 00% 20% +%
83% 49% TootETOBO 60 TI 262 577, 56% 57 -1
15% 7 ' Tube* *05 09 9 342 9% 9 ft +%
257, 1ft TwhtDB.ro- Zl 14 74 25 25 25 +%
29% 15% Trent t 04 1.0 03 143 23% 23 23

15% 9% Trier ^4 30 12 50 11% 11% 11% +%
U U U

Eft n% U3C 000 10 6 20 lft
113 too uoc p» 1 jyvigft v
32 21% ua 06C74O » * *%**.
13% 4% uOkOT, .1 TO 30* ft 7 7% +%
3ft lft SS3ro It s;
40% 06% U3PQ Z48 707 ,

,

a 41% O3P0 P44.TO 00 * Sr S
Sft 23% USQ t.129 307 561 16% 3ft 26% -%
5 to% uauceai « y »% »
S% U% USPOa • ™ lb
3ft TOW t*r a Ml 40 13 1413 301, 2ft 30 +%
5% 01 3x iSaJTO 4962 3V. »% 30% +%

AMEX COMPOSITE CLOSING Closing prices

February 12

?/ at
Stofc Dhr E 100s High law Don Onga

« 7% 7% r%+ %
5 18 14% 14% 14% — %

AT4E
Acton
AibaW
Alphahi
Alta K7 686 28% 27% 2B*i+ %
Amdahl 00 121091 34% 33% 33*4

AtoaalJIa 5 4 14% 14% 14%+%

04 35 ft
27 3%

7%
3%

ft+ %
»%- %

AMzfA 52 6 40 13%
6 1 13%

13% 13%+ %
tft 1ft- %

S 1%
66

AMaoB 52
AMBld 103 ft
APatf 50a 10 7 65
APree 00 51 1 141* 14% 14%
ASeE MB 3 3% ft ft- %
Amitiu 20 2*4
Asmrg 0D 3656 6%
Aatrotc 237 7-16
Atari 9 162 ft
AtiaCM 110 ii,

AOaswt

Z% 2%+ %
6%+ %

57, 6%
1% ft

100 12% 11<a 12% +1%
& B

BAT 08a TO BSD 7% 7 0-M 7 tM6 +3-18
Samara 34 7% ft 7%
BaryflG 6 41 ft 5% 5%
BetgBr 02 15 OC 23% 23% 23%
BcCp 1 11 14 271, 27 27
tenkHf 1 10 3 27 27 27 + %
BlountA .45 15 32 11% 11% 11% - %
BlouniS 40 15 1 11 11
BowVa10Oe 14 12% 12
Bmwnr 10 1% 1%
Bownaa 05 9 614 11% 11
BraenB 09 14 1ft 19% 18%

c c
cots 12 9 17% 16%
CM Cp 65 ft 2%
Calprap.OSt 7 11 7 67,
CamCm40 10 IBB lft 12% lft + %
CawiA 00 14 4 17% 17%

-

CFCda .TO

ChmpEh
207 5%
60 3%

«!,+ i

17%+ %
2%- %
7 + %

v*x
. 3%

CftmpPft.40 15 3 307, 301, 307,- %
ChtMdA 04 M 28 27% 27%

“
CWPwr .11 92 ft 6
CMDvg 500 ft 8%
CtyGasaOO 14 2 14% 14% 14%
Comme01e 32 11% 11% 11%+ %
CmpCn 17 Si 5

_

ConodF 3 6%
Cencpt 74 27,
ConsOG 4 1%
COnatn 9
ContMO 211

Cnm* 1 17

CmCP
CrCPB
OwCPpU02
CwCptD205
Cubic 09 14 23 15
Ctsond 18 211

%

"Z
a
i%

ft- %

%
6%
ft- %
ft

DWG
Damson

A% 4% 4%+ %
131, 12% 13', + 1,

30 29% 29% + %M «% M + %
12% 12% 12%+ V
24*, 24% 24*,+ %
23 23 23
IS 14% Ifl
1*4 IV 1%

D
ft
D

ft ft+ V
V 3-32 V

fl Sb
Stack Kv E IDO, ^ Ltw Data Cteg,

DaiaPd .16 284 9% 7% ft + %
Daiaied 154 r, 13-16 7,
Diltoid .10 M 167 34% 33% 94%+ %OomaP 211215-18 % », - V10
DucamJQb 12 785 10% 10 10%
Duplex 08 13 303 1ft 16% 1ft + %

£ E
EAC 5 5% 5% 5%
EatfCi 10 1% 1% 1%+ %
ESBtOo la 12 13 341, 33% 33%+%
EehBga07 374603 19 18% 19 + %EceCnJOa IS 17 12 117, 12 + %
EWnor 40 ft ft ft
EmpirA 08 29 126 3% ft 3%+ %
EN8CO 18 1023 3% ft ftEnMd 292 4% ft IT - %

F F
TkteU 31 12 0% ft 6%+ %
FAuBPrl.tto 1070 9% ft ft
FlachP 011 38 1 12% 12% 12%
Buka 1081 63 43 lft 1ft 17
Fomtt. 171665 1ft OT, 1ft- %
FroqD TO 52 ft 9% 9%
FnMLn 2693 6 ft ft + %
FurVtt 00 181099 ft 3% 3%

G G
GM 5 57 ft ft ft
G71 12 51 4% 4 4—1,
GiantF 00 17 190 3S<, 347, 351,+ 7,
GntYlg 297 14% 14 14% %
GUttU -70 TO 79 32*, 31% 32%+ %
GJnmr 1 39 24% 24 24
QkjbNR 257 47, 4% 4%+ %
GidFId 30 7-16 7-16 7-18
GmdAii 110 15% 15% 15%
telLkC 04 18 124 S3 52% S3 + %
Granina 7 4% 4% <% — %
Greiner TO 2 13% 13% 13% + 1,
GrdOie 00 10 40 UP, TOW 1ft + %
GCdaRnM 281 13% 13% 13%

H H
Hetad 8 244 1% 1% 1%
HampU1.37t 0 60 7», 7% 7% - %
HrtRkn-T3e 35 ft ft 6%
Hasbm JOB W 750 lft 13% 13%+ %
HhhCh 224 4% 4% 4%+ %
HIM) Z34a 10 276 20% 20% 20% - %
(idea .10 6 2U 21% 207, 2U,+ %
HeritEn 5 2% 2% 2%
HamhO 73 5 4% 47,

HomsSh 151229 4% 4% 4% + %
Honyba 8 B 6% ft 9%
Hotmats 06 21 58 24% 24% 24% + %
HntHar 6 487 ft 8% B% + %
HcuOT 4 29 7, % %+ %
HovnEa TO 125 11% 1ft «% + %

ICH 5 125 7% 7% 7% — %
ISS .10 14 2ft ft ft + %
ImpOOglJO 1321 45% 44% 45% +1%
InatSy TO 80 1% 1% 1%

Stock Oh ^ lSaBgh law Qua Oaga

krigSyl.Wa 4 99 5 4% ft
IntCtyg XL 5 112 «% TO*, lft+ %
tatrmk .11 159 19 9% 9% 9% + %
hafliut 465 3% 3 37,

Inter 1 4% 4% 4%
IraqBrd 10 4 20 19% 20

J K
10 15 17 1ft 17

1 0% 0%
“

16 34 2% 2%
KayCp .18 4 1 9% 9%
KayC«A05a 11 2% 2%
Ktoam 0 14 27, 2%
Kirby 01 3% 3%
KooarCZTO 128 18 28% 27% 28% + %

L L
LtfenkSv 00 6 4 ft 6%
Lame 7 30 6% ft
LeaPbr 55 4 37,

LotoiaT 3 193 4% 3%
Ltoirae 34 70 3% ft
Uttyun 1447 % %
Lkmal 7 127 4% 4
LorTed 101384 10% 10% 10% - %
Liana* 08 11 IBB 11% 1ft 11%+ %

M M
61 9 ft
180 % 5-16

19 318 21% 21% 21%+ %M ft 7% ft
36 5% ft ft- %

MalSd 18 90 Tft 13% 137, — %
Matrix 65 6% 6% 6%
Media* 04 31 285 48 4ft
Udcore 9 7 3% 2*,
Mara 00 14 2 15% 15% 15% + %
MleftStr 13 403 ft 5% 5%
MteanW 32 15 *271 7% 7%
MteWE 04 49 237 9% 9%

N N
NVRyna.41l 9 151 ft 6%MPam .10 609 7% ft
NM*Ar 125 0 14 13% T33t - %
NProclAte 9 14 22% 22% 22% + %
NWldE 8 44 2% 2% 23, - %
NYnme.44 153W9 30*, 29% 29>, +

‘

T05 i«% 13%
27 1% 1%
7B 7% 7%

MCO Hd
MCO Ra
MSI Dt
usn

3% + %
ft - %

ft+ %

a-'

ft
«%+ %
4
4%+ %
ft - %
%
“ %

+ %

46
3 + %

7%+ %
ft

ft+ »,

ft + %

NCdOG 105 14% n% T4%+ %
NuctDt
Numac

T%
7%

O P Q
OEA 13 23 20% 30% 20*, + %
OOMap0Oa B ft ft
PaBCp 40 20 4U 26%

“
PtHeat106e 50 15%
PMLDa 081 S 924 6%
PtoncSy 20 T

PHDsrn 7 19
Ptttwayl.60 12 5 79
PopaEv
ProodB

2ft+ %
VZ+U
1 + %

16% » + %
78% 7B +1

26

%

TO IMS 1V1B 11-16 — 1-16

t 122 2 4% 47, ftt %

Pf Sts

Stock Cm E 1Kb Hi^i Urn Qua Dmge

PreadA .10 21 ft 5 ft + %
PrcCma 7 8% 6% 6%

R R
ftBW 28 4% 4
Ronabg 45 t0<2 10
ReCep BS 35 ft 6%
Roan A 214 21% 21
Rogers .12 19 16 21% 21% 21%
Rudick 02a 10 43 1ft 16 16%

* - %
10%+ %
ft
71% + %

1.78 10&JW
Sage
Salem 5 96 Si 5%
ScaitdFUOa 95 7i? 7%^

16%

s s
« 37 30% 31 + %

ft ft
-
ft" %
ft- 1,

7%
Scheib 06 ID 16 12% 12% 120, + %SecCap 15 17,
SlketAa .19 » 4 75,

Solilron 9 211 5%
SiHavn
Stanwd
StoriQ
stoftsn
straw
Synaloy

19 3%
11 20 6%
10 101 ft
IS 322 8*1

70 ft

17,

3^

S’*

ft
r.

ft

T T
TE 59 3% 31,
711 31 118 3% 3
TabPrd 00 13 6 13% 1ft lft
TanfB, 0 30 7% ft 7%

8 8 4% 4%
992 8 5%
177 ft 7%

1132 tft s%
13 14% 141,

9 103 fir, b%
8 11% 11% 11%'

75 3% S’, ft

”l
5%+74
Si,

8%

8%+ %

*5

TecnTp
Tetoph
TampiEJOt
TexAlr
ToflPlg .40
TwCiya
TrISM
TubMox

3% — %
3%+ %

4%

7%+ 7,

9%- %
14%
ft + %

u u
ft- %
ft - %
5%- %

6%- %

Ultra .08e 12 102 ft S',

Unlcorp -60 . 51 57, 53,
UnValy 5 102 5% 5%
UFoodA 4 2 1% V,
IkwPal 34 ft 8%

V W
VtAmCs.40 TO 3 Ifl', T07, lft
VtRdi « 4% 4% 43.

WangB .IB 25 1982 14% 143, 141, + 1,

WengC .11 24 112 14% 14% 14%
WihPs 156 14 69 199 194% 198 +2%
Wtttfrd 120 1% 1% 1%
WeltAm 4 30 1% 1% 1%+ %
WolGrd 89 5 4% 5 + u
WDIflltl 71013 123, 12% 12%+ %
WhrEnLlOe 47 11 13*i 13% 13%
WIchRv £8 |.% d 1% 1% - %
Wdstm 08 31 6 9% 9% 9% + %
Worthn IB ft 6% ft + %

X Y Z
Zlmer 15 1% ft ft

OVER-THE-COUNTER M national market, dosing prices, February 12

A&WBd
ADCs
ASK
AST
Admda
Acuan
Adapt

Site tfigh law tan Chag
[Hadxl

150 69 12% 12 12 + %
15 587 18% 17% «*,+ %
16 6S3 1ft 11% 11%
13 191 9% 9% 9%
25 40 14 14 14

30' 21' WIPtP ,100 44 12 376 30% 28% 297, +%
15 9% water900 as a% a% a% +% „
ft % «|WCNA 669 7, % 13-16—1*10

tft 4 vfWCNpf 23 5% 5% 5% +%
16% 13% WAG*- pH00 12, 18 14% 147, 1*7,

34% 7 WsttSL 04 25 4 TU 8% 9% 9% +%
6% 1% WUrion 1735 3% 2% 3
91% ' 90% WUn plA TO 17. 8 90% 90% 90% +%
22 18% WUn pB S U 1825 21% 21% 21%
75 40 HtME 1.72 MTO 381051% 50% 50% -%
Sft 23 Wife a 00 28 a 90S 283, 27% 29% + %
80 287, WeyertIJO 30 a 3041 41% 40% 40% -%
50 32% Weyor pr2-82 60 256 38% 371, 38 -%

a 5% riwnm 1 46 8% 0% B%
20*4 Wnrtpl LTO 30 11 7K 28% 26 28 -%

29% 10% Whitanl 10 a 11% 11% 11% -%
39*, 22% WMttak 1 30 6 94 25>, 25% 2S%
21% 7% Wlckaan * 876 9% 9% 9%
10% 2% Wlc* wt 6 3% 3% ft +%
32% Tft Wide ptAZSO 12 86 20% 19% 19% -%
10% 3% WMrad.TO 27 75 9 4% 4% 4% +%
26% 10 WBIcGa .15 0 13 177 17 18% 16% +%
377, 19% WUBand.40 50 9 557 24 23% 24

8% 4% WBahrO 48 4% 4% 4% -%
Tft 3% Wincnavosa 22 54 *% 4% ft -i,

7% 1% VAntok.TOa 00 30 2 V, ft -%
52 Jft WMDbtIJS 4* 15 212 427, 42 42% +%
1ft 7 WbubgJO 40 14 48 8% 6% 0%
4 1% Winner 30 3 27, 3 +%

S. 21 Wife ,1.44 5.7 10 589 25% 25 2ft -%
, 42% WtoePl30* 7.0 11 437 4ft 46% 46% +%

26% 167, WtoPSs104 6011 185 223, 22% 22%
47% 2ft WftaO 109 UU 209 337, 331, 33% +%
W% 9 WotvTc 00 10 9 19 12% 12% 12%
14 7% WdteW 65 in 11 M% 11 +%
99% 29% WTwth *102 30 TO TOT 42 41% 41% +%
16ft 60 Wotw pC20O 10 11 118 lift 110

B% S WrtdCp 117 7 ft ft -%
19% 10% WridVT 20 t27, 12% W, +%
81% 39 Wrigty 1.0te 7*22 61 73 713, 72%

ft 1 Wurttzr 259 1 1 1 -%
17% 7 WyteL x 08 20 TO 75 S% 9% 9% +%
30% 14% Wyrra 00 30 42 TO 21 19 19», +»,

X Y Z
05 50 Xante 3 5* 10 1388 Sft 55% 5ft +*,

Sft 52% Xerox pOAS TO. 120 537, 53% 53%
31% 19% X7RA 04 22 TO 442 29 2ft 207, +%
337, 17% Yoridn 11 289 28 27 27% -%
ft 2>, Zapata 129 ft 3 3 -*,

37 a% Zayra M 2.1 T 8905 19% 187, lft +%
1ft 8% Zama* AO MO xl OT, lft OT, +1,

33% 10 ZeatoE 2377 1ft IS 1ft +',

13% 2% ZanLab 373 2% 2% 2%
25% 13% ZanM 00 44 9 3 OT, 18% OT, -%
20% 11% Zero 05 Z4 IS 230 1ft IS 1ft +’,

30% IS ZMPlBa.68 30 a 205 22% 21% 22% +%
10% 7% Zulg 1000 IV 389 9% ft 0% +%

SiImflguwm taroOdaL Yaat^r highs Bid kna raflecl 0m
piarioua 52 wn afca plu* «u ctxtent weak, put not the totes

trading «tey. WhM a ap9t or anek dMdaod aoounting 10 2S

par eant or moca has bean paid,ma youto Ughriow range and

dtvidand era shown tor the new Mode only, linlass otherwise

noted, cates ol dMdonds era anouat dtotommams txasad on

Kit latest dodamtiOR.

n-dhddand also exm(»L tennual rate «* riridand ptes

stock riridand. c-OquidaUng dhadand. dd-cTOad- d-nawynarty

knar. a-dMdend dadared or paid kt praoedng 12 monsh*. g-

riridand In Csadton funds. JUOfect to 15% non-rasidsics tax.

tdMdend dactand TOter sptt+d or stock dMdand. HknOend
paid this ypMr, omitlad. daterwt or no action taken at toast

dMdand meettag. k-tMdond OadanM or paid this year, an ac-

oumdallva taaoaarithttvidaads in arrears, n-new issue in the

put 52 weeks. The high-low range ba^ns «njh the atari of

trading, rtf-next day daPway. P/E-priaa aarrangs rado. r^Sri-

dand dactand or paid hi pracaOng 12monhs, ptes sioek «s»-

dand. vatock apBL DniOnnda begin with date at spBt sis -

aatos. 1-dMdand paid in stock in prscedng 12 months, asff

mated cash value an axtfnttand or cxtfatrbution data, in-

now yearly Mgh. u-tradtog haded, ri-te bartnjpicy or recanar-

diteortoingraorganljadva'tfaritoBMlcmpicyAcl.orsacu-

riiaa aaaumad by such companies, vtftfwtribtaad. w+wnan
issued, ww-wlth awn in x-ax-riridaot or as-nghts. xds+x-

rj+r+^f^" aw wBhoiil uanants. ystdMard and sates in-

ML ykhteW. Mtfaa te ML

. . .at no extra charge.

if you work in the business centre of

MILANO

Milano (02) 6887041

And ask Intercontinental S.r.L. for details.

ft,, J ====== =====

—

26 S42 19% 18% TO + %
101534 8 5% 6 + %

ArilsSv .10 TO 60 18% 17% 16% +1%
AdobSs 31 472 26 25% 26 + %
AduTei 12 102 14% 14% 14% - %
Advanta 7 382 2% 2% 2%+ %
AdvoSy 1303 ft ft 5%
Aegon JEAt 20 32% 32% 32% +1
ABBsh 19 248 Ml, 14 M% + %
AgncyR I 20 107 19% 19 TO - %
Agntcog 00 473 13% 12% 1ft + %
AlrWtoc 141222 11 10% 11 + %
AktaHR06a 11 213 18% TO*, 16%+ %
Aldus 31 283 1ft 14% 15*4+ %
AtosBm .18 B 62 11% 107, 11% + %
AlexBldlJS 10 312 467, 45% 45
AOeeo 709 6 ft 53,-7,
AiegW 00 6 587 0% 9 9% - %
AlMent 21 220 7% 7 7%+ %
Attwasi 35 391 12 OT, 11»,+ %
Atm, 9 80 OT, 10% 10%

AWAirl
ABnkr 00
AmCarr
AmCny

AHStd
ArotnLf AO
AMS,
ANDns 1.40
ASwNY 00
ASNVpn.81
ASafts .12 12 70 ft ft ft+%
ATvCra 55 749 25% 2ft 247,- %
AmFtFd 1356 15% 14% 15 + %
Anwra 1 116 13* 17% 171, 17%+ %
Amgen 409495 33 32% 32%-%
AmekBkJt 85 353 M% 1ft 14%
Ariogic 24 505 7% ft 7
AflChSv 2150 ft ftlS 11-18 +7-1

Sack Sate Hwb laar Last Ctee
Phtel

CtzFGs .60 101029 1ft 1ft 1ft
CtzU Aa 121 200 31% 31 31
CilyFed 04 21 67 ft ft 5%- %
CryNC 04b 12 963 24% 24% 24% - %
ChyBcpl.12 8 9 42 41% 42 + %
Clamor 1 13 69 30

— —
Ckxn 101141 ft
CoOpSfc 00 4 40 12% 12 12
Coseff 12 48 17% 17% 17%

171988 8%

29% 297,

ft ft+ %

. 8% 8%
14 104 20*4 19% 20%

113 24% 24% 24%+ %
1ft 1ft

10 - %
5%+ %

310 16
M3 84 Iff, TO
550118 ft ft
5 56 Iff, «% 10%
8 37 12% 12 12%

CoaiSI

CocaBO 08
Coeur
Cohen*
Colagan
Coffdl .TOO
Co)rrGp AO
ColoW 265202 1ft 13% 1ft
CoJuFds .10 13 22 18% 1ft 16%
Cemcat .16 1304 25% 24% 24>,

Cmcatop.lS 424 22% 22% 22%+ %
CmsricZro 10 134 68% 65 65 - %
CmCir 106 20 163 38% SB 58
CmcFdl 5 44 12% 1ft 12*,

CrriShg 06 18 49 1ft 16 W, + %
ComdE 54423-16 2 21-16 +MB

48 7503 10% 9 9% ComSvg04e 34 17% tft 1ft- %
1072 4% 4 4t, + % CmpCrs A0 9 139 8 ft ft
21 9 ft ft+ % CCTC 582 ft ft ft+%

566 ft 7 7% + % CptAut 40 323 12% 12*, H%+ %
640 13% 12>, 13%+ % Cncpda 26 212 14% 1ft lft

11 641 17% 17 17 - % CnsPapUO 13 505 BUT, «*% 60% +2
13 120 1ft 16 IS - % CUMad 45 1 10 10 10+1*
11 44 5 ft ft -Ml Conttn 12 235 12% 1ft 12i,+ %
9 177 12*, 12 12 CtrtTte 179 7% 6% 71,

25 378 15% K% 15 Convyt 1484 ft ft ft
4 S 28% 28% 28% — % Convw* 231243 7% 7 7 - %
8 442 TO% lft 15 CooprD £29 13 12% 12% + %

23 173, 17% Tft CoorsB 00 15 604 10% 19% «%+ %

AptoBio
AptoMt
Archive
ArgoGp
Armor .44

Ashton
ADGU 1.76

ADSeAT
AuJorikS

Autospa
Avnlek

AndvBc .72 6 20 OT, 153, 1ft
Andrew 34 21 14% M% 14*,

ApogEn .M 12 TO 10% 1ft 10%
ApoioC 221870 13% 13% OT, - %
AppreCsZa 19*1233041% 40% 41 + %
ABloscl 14 249 12% 11% 11%+ %

28 416 251* 24% 25% + %
1075204222 20% 21% +1
8 365 5% 5% S', — %
3 216 38 373, 38
18 5 1ft 1ft 1ft
IS 4848 2ft 24% 2S + %
11*287 2ft 2ft 25%
10 320 03, 8% 0%
241001 19% OT, 19 + %

14 1% 1% 1%— %
13 1228 7 6% ft

B B
BS .18* 101900 4% 4% 4%+ %
BakrFn la 38 38% 373, 37%-%
BakrJs .06 9 41 7% 73-16 7% - %
BteLyB 00 4 690 12% lft 12%
Bnbnca1.ro 10 23 23 21% 213,- %
BnPop 102 7 917 28i« 27% 28% +1
BcpHw 1.78 9 109 513, 01% 51%
Benctec 7 218 8% 6% 8% + %
BKfC 104 132380 271, 26% 263,- %
Briton .48 8 87 9% 9% 9%+ %
BnfcgCtrJO 11 38 12 IP, 12 + %
fit;Wore .40 12 9 14% M% 14%
Bam, .4* 13 95 1ft 18 18% - %
Barns 166 TO 9% ft
Baeff 1 12 15 33 32 32
BayVw 6 124 17% 17% 17%
BaySol 44 8 254 42 41% 41% - %
BeaubC M 313 7% 7 7% + %
Beenas06a TO 48* ft 8% 8%+ %
SeflSv 49 12 IP, 12 + %
BeniSv 3 117 5% 5 5% - %
Berkley 08 7 424 25% 26% 2S% + %
BerVHa 20 2 3150 3050 3050 -25
BattLO 102 10 341 47 46 48% - %
Bgfiaar 1 12 381 19% 19 19%+ %
Butfty TO 135 ft ft ft - %
Biogen iotn ft 5% 5%
Btcmet 30 284 24 23% 24
BtoTG 755 6% ft B%+ %
BJcXO 08b 12 257 26% 28 26%+%
BlefcEn 73 1423 29% 28% 29 - %
BoaiBn 2 6 105 34% 34 34 + %
BabEvn 04 19 795 OT, IS 15 - %
SohamaJOb 7 65 13% 14% 16% + %
BonvtP 6 176 7 6% 03,
BestBcs 00 7 3- 17% 17% 17% - %
BamFC .72 91121 1ft 1ft 1ft + %
Branchs .68 0 230 1ft 15 15
Brand .06 85 11% 11% 11% - %
BrfcwigJSa 71 ft 3% ft+ %
Bmltmn 11 SB* 11% 1ft OT, + %
Bninoas .10 28 1382 12% 11% IP,- %
Budget 10 696 11% 11 11% + %
Buflet, 28 10 13 18 13 + ',

BuxidT 13 487 14% 14% 14%
Braftra 04 19 14 21% 2T% 21%
Burrer 24 274 TO% 10 10%+ %
BMA 1.10 32 49 OT, 25% 261,

C G
COC S3 1ft 1ft tft+ %
CPIs 00 13 3 17% IP, 173, — %
CUOm 261215 21% is% 21 +1
CVN 289 97, ft ft- %
CbrySc102a 20 47 421, 4ft 42% + %
Cattitc 14 43 ft 7% 7%
Calgene 238 110 7% 7 7i,

Colaan 00 20 121 36% 38 36%+%
CaiS to 2067 ft 61, 6%
CaJUic 682 5% 5% 5% + %
Cambnt 61791 OT, 1ft OT,+ %
CamBS 381 9 ft ft
Caflom .15a 2fi aa 4ft *0% 4ft + r,

Cortonw 25 167 21% 20% 21 + %
CareetC 18 1385 12% 12 OT, %
GsxlCoi07e 24 15 23% 23 23 - %
Cannran 194 14% 14 14% +1%
Caseys 16 258 13% (2% 13

CalOCpJBa 35 4% 4% 4%
CriCms 237Su22 21% 22 + %
CrirBe 100 18 448 3« 33% 34 + %
Cantcor 112 26 2ft 28 + %
CMbPsl20Oc 9 30 lft lft 1ft + %
C*n8ce1.l5b 15 fit 43% 43J,

CtrCOp 8 4 14% 14% 14%
Cf>06*1.06 9 50 27% 2fi>« 2B>,- %
CtyCma 607 17% 17 17
Outs 15*4 14% 13% M + %
CnrniSb.1T 13 2063 OT, OT, OT, + ',

Cnnwia 3* 659 11 9 10',+1»B
36 129 8% 8 8
11M84 9% ft ft+ h
2221945 9 ft ft - %
57 3 25% 25% 25% + %
W 170 8% 9% 9%
16 120 12 11% 11',- %
17 B 20 Tft 1S%
11 889 14% 14% 14%+ %

708 13% 13% 1ft %
CltrOwi 22 21 130 OT, 12 OT,
Cmrffni0Z& 7 130 42% 42 42% - %
Oman 24 222 2ft 29 28% + %

Crift
Chcrpie,

ChiCtk
ChDMk.316
ChlAut
CWavHd
cut
cmpslc
Cmtwi

+ %
Conlis 230 15% 16% 15%-%
CoreSt 100 10 049 3ft 39% 3ft + %
Costco 01 1657 11% OT, 11 - %
CrzyEd 10 294 ft 1% 113-16+%
Creator 104 13 234 24% 24 24% + %
CrstPdl 1757 14 12% 13% +1%
iCronue 236 13% OT, 13% - %
CrosTr 70 IS M% 15 + %
CuJum* 08 M 1268 16% OT, OT,- %
Cyprus 2213162 22% 21% 22%
CypSem 32 490 1ft 1ft 1ft
Cyrngn 60 8 7% 7%— %

D D
DBA « 337 20 16% 20 +1%
OEP 23 85 Ml, M 14
DNA H 7» ft 5% 6 + %
DSC 171171 6 ft ft + %
DetoySy 168 7 ft ft - %
DenQp .13 0 21 70 70 70 +1%
DtttO 19 343 5% 5 5 - %
DtSwrch 98 87 8% ft ft- %
Datcpy 35 3% ft ft
Datscp 20 07 34% 3ft 34% + %
D*upbn108 10 40 30% 30% 30%
Dexor 10 53 6% ft 6% + 1,
Daysta 29 405 7% 7 7 - %
DebShs 00 TO 210 0% ft 0%+ %
Dekalb .40a 19 280 2ft 28% lft + %
Das

- '

Devon

£«te tfigk law lu C2ow

(Hndli

Stock

FllkHB 02

Gatecp
GaOtooe
Garboa
GardA

MCI
MDTCp
MMR

FbrAei 100 11 17 41 40% 41 + %| int.«.
Fortnf 00 0 105 18% 18 M% - %Uvpho
Forums 06 29 546 ft 3% 3% -1-16

w
FramBv.Me 104 13 12% 12%
FreeRU A0 23 339 OT, 15% 15%
FremM .60 5 129 11% 11 11% + %

12 193 33 31% 33 +1%
G G

661 6% ft ft - %
16 202 8% 9 9% +

1

13 15 13 12% 12%
15 173 1ft 12 13 + %

GatwBvna 10 191 14% 14% 14%+ %
Gatway 13 103 ft 2% 2%- %
Gonetea 794329 40% 391, 39%
Genodn 300 20% 19% 10% - 1.

Gantom 8 187 7% 7% 7% - %
Genmar02a 71138 9% 9 9%
Genzyre 167437 1ft 9% 10
GrmSv 9 82 9% 9% 9%+ %
Gi&snG 05 10 579 15 14% 14%
GldnVto 23 330 21% 20% 21 + %
Gotaas 04 TO 299 24% 2*% 24%
GouWP .78 18 IS 16% 1ft 18%+ %
Gradco 141733 ft ft ft + %
GrphSc 3 800 6% ft ff?
GAmCm02a 11 33 11% 11% 11%
GtlkBc 00 3 49 10% 1ft 1ft
GtNYS*.08a 627 ft 7% 7% + %.
GrnRhb 20 248 10% 10% 10%
GmwPh 650 10% 10% 1ft + %
Graamn 13 3101 7% 7 7% + %
Grdwtra 22 31 17% 17% 17% + %
Gteeh 22 335 13 12% 12% - %
Guarttt 05 6 338 6% 6% 6%

H H
HBO 00 12 571 7% 71, ft
Hadaon TO 689 3% ft 3%+V16]
HamOiLOSa 33 14 243, 24% 24%
HanaBi 50 11% 11% 117,+ %
Hanvins.36 6 42 257, 25 25 - %
HarpGp .17 13 181 12% 12 OT, + 7,
HrtINfll;

HrttdSs
Karrina
HMheaa
HBhdyn
HltothR

8 591 23% 23% 23%
9 189 27 26% 28%
9 102 9% ft 9%
11 110 1ft 16 16 - %

135 3 3 3 -1,

HcftgSs 06 17
Heaton
Henley 0Ot
HHMS 00
Hibera1.04b
HigMSu
Hogan
HmeCry
HmFTn.T6e

411146 11 103, 11
T7 154 lft 18% 19%+ '

17 4 197, OT, 19*,

8 103 22% 21*4 21% - 1

1974 22 21% 21% — l

6 488 12 1ft 11%+ 1

8 48 21», 20% 21%+ '

12 28 ft ft ft + :

56 173 ft 4% 4%
• 130 18% 173, IS + 1

10 02
313 * 18%

ft
19% + 1

4%+1.
HmeSav07a 729 u16 15% 16 '+ %
HORL 212342 17% 1ft 17% + 1%
HmoSL 42290 12% dOTj 11% -P,
HoriadeJO M 12 18 17% 17%
HBNJs AS 9 153 23 22% 22%+ %
texiUB 00 15 81 17 1ft 17
targlns 17 97 OTa 17 10% + %
HuttoB046 14 29 221, 22% 22*,+ %

__ . .... HuJBhT 9 19 11 MI% 11

«“ ft 3,4

3,£ +Wfl>HyteAt S B2 ft 6% 6%+%
I

ISC
toot

OtagPr 21 6 30 28% 28% - %
Dtasonc 24 1977 3 215-16 2 15-10-M*« 71 !25 7%
OigMic 29 50 15% 15% 15% + <« ,IW W0 27 10033 Sft
DtmeCT00 10 11 13 12% 13 + %
Dtonex 26 435 291, 27% 2ft + %
DbdeYrroa 034H 22 20% 2D% -1
OirGnf 00 30 925 6% ft 6 + %
DomBk .76 8 2362 1ft W% 1ft + %
Doskcto M 7 ft ft- %
DraaBe 191602 IP, 11% 11% + %
Orator 166 ft 5 5 - %
DreyGr 34 320 14% M% 14%
OvnXDn 32 12 175 227, 21% 22 +1
DuqSys 23 159 19 1ft 1ft + %
Durkn 11 M 10% TO 10% + %
Dunron 06 19 *21 18% «i, 1ft
Oyitsca 0 210 7% ft ft
DylchC 10 77 19% 19% 19%

E E
EMC* 13 967 tft OT* 15%+1%

11 94 M% 1ft 14%
12 70 7%

EluaAB
Emules

EngCnv
EnFact
EngCttnJS*

BPam 102 15 128 1ft 15% 15%+ %
Bata 56 345 11% 11 11%+ %

7 330 4% 4% 4%+ %
255 38% 37% 38% +1%

15 232 6% 6 ft -
1,

4332 9-16 27-16 2%-Mtf
334 101, ft
3*8 15-MS ft
8 20% 20% 20%+ %

71 67 ft ft ft + %
EntPub .10 14 50 18% 17% 10 - %
Bands 9 836 17 16% 16%+ %
Enviraf 15 110 17% OT, 17%+ %
EnzoBI 30 4% 4% 4% + %
EqPBs 02 11 23 19 18% 19 + %
ErteTM0Oe 16 254 34% 34 34%+ %
EvnSut 12 126 21% 20% 20% - %
Evans 12 113 ft 6% 6% - V
E*ceBc05e 8 306 117, 11% ift+ %
Excein 20 291 ft ft ft
Expin 14 17 13% 13% 13%

F F
9 43 141, 14 14

17 Molft tft 16 + %
7 199 20% 20 20% + %

22 133 11% 11 11%+ %
FirGpn 1.44 18*355182 8ft BO7, - >,

Faraflu 4 B3 ft37-10 3%+%
Fitter 102 35 286 3ft 39 3ft + %
Flriterpf 1(12 OT, 29% 2ft + %
FidFTrt 00 136 10% 18*, 1ft
FUthTaUn 11 225 36% 3T, 38*,

Rfi8riS 00 12 204 01 70 01 +2
RggriA 02 20 Sft 56% 50% + %

ZT 294 OT2 13 OT, + %
21 MM 0 7*, s + %

131 2 IT, 2 +1.«
22 57 TO 10% 10%
3 221 10 1S>, 1ft + %
01295 45% 45 40%
0 382 11% 10% 11 + %
9 202 24% 21% 21% + %
77180 12% 12 lft

76 21% 21 21%
7H 26% 25% 2ft + %
142 OT, 15% OT,

4 474 13% tj 13%+ %
221292 28 25% 25%

FiFIBk .72 9 06 201, 2S% 26 - %
FtWCps .44 13 32 11% 11% 11% + %
FHsyW 0* 17 1*2 251, 25 25% + U
FMdBa 1 9 9 23% 27% 2ft + 1
FNCUM106 11 17 37 38% 37
FSecC 1.10 11 *34 24% 24 24% + %
FtSvSk 8 104 93, 9% g%+ %
FTarms 104 11 Si 2«% 24% - %

7 7% — %
. 36% 3ft + %

13 103 6% ft 6% + %
13 238 4 ft 4 + %

269 1ft 11% 12%+ %
AmeMid 59 ft 0 ft + %
tang 1000 ft ft ft- 1,
hoemp 10 101 5% 5% 5% - %
tnflBca 1.16 8 105 25% 24% 2£ + %
IndfNl 108 17 55 36% 30 38
todHBkUto 8*10 30% 28% 30%
IrnflWI 67 12 11% 11% - %
trilBdc 55 12 lft 173, 17%-%
tnfrmx 33 785 22 21*, 2P, + %
Writes 1382 ft 9% 9%+ 1,

Inmac 06a 21 75 TO*, 19 19
Oopcha 88 524 8 ft ft + %

I 53 578 ft 6 6%+ %
26 360 ft 7% 8%+ %
35 MSB 11% 11% 11%+ 3,
40 181 4% 4% 4%
28 12701 2ft 25% 25% - %

817 10% 10% 10%-%
396 ID ft ft- %

10 87 ft ft ft- %
214464 2ft 253, 2S%
80 794 17% 17% 17%

a
,

22 » 1ft 1ft 1ft“ % 1 IntmetC 00 13 405 13% 13% T3% - %
. _ I InBeata 3 115 ft ft 8%

tosfgp
liiattr

JuiaDvx
tntgGan

lnttwtS2

Mricis -M

bttrieaf

bitmac

FFBCp JO
FrirhvB
FrmHm 1
Farnff

FileNei
FinNvra
Ftegm*
Fimgan
FAIaBk 00
FstAm 100
FtAficp .60

FIATn 105
FTExeC
FE*p£Z17f
F&xptFZ88
FEkpfG
FFMIc M
FIFM0B

TO 622 7 ft 6 1VW +3-10Fonara

FstUCs 00 92643 22',

FWfFn 00 0x101 7% 7% 7%
Fusrar V10 9 50U30 36 , 37
Ftaarv TO 19 17% I7f% 17%
Fasset 54 17 171 17
Flafdl 232 4 ft 3%
RaNBF M 12 538 M% 14, M

Cjpher ._ . ^ . _ _ _
Cnee* 9 78 ft 8 ft + % [

FUoAs 07 42 973 11% 11%
Cto£oCpl12 10 BS 25% 2S% 25% - % |

fU00s 06 <4 741 OT, Tit,

14 501 1 «-i6 1 ia-10 r?,

11%
ia 11%

19 702 14% 1ft 133, - %“ “ 2* 24 + %
main
LrtOmlrA 16 45 24 24 24
IGame 17 30 10% 10% 10%
inflGng 35 102 19% 1ft 19%
IntLses 9 20 M OT, 14 + %
IMP 19 81 3% 3% 3% + %
mMcbO 534 ft 8% ft+ 1,

MTete 739 9 ft ft + 1,
intan 21 TO*, 19% Iff,

tamSL 00 60 7% 7i, 71, - %
Ital 517 17% 17 17%+ 1,
kalpfC 180 47 48% 47
KoVokd04e 48 30 124% 1233, 123% —2
tvarans 25 11 18 17% 18 + %

J J
Jactan .44 ID 23 22 21% 22 + 3,
Jsgoar0Oe 813S0521-32 59-16 5%+M6
JtorGp 12 273 9% ft ft + %
JefSnd04a 14 86 9 Sft 51 + %
Jerks .10 12 1210 14% 14% i«% - i,

JJtyL&s 231212 9 ft ft + %
Jonri A.70a 27 321 OT, OT, OT, + 7,
Juris .10 16 81 17% 171, 17% + %

K K
KLA 45 835 15% 143, 15%+ %
KamaiB.ro 11 220 15% 14% 15 - %
Kwchrs 137 IB 15% 15%+ %
Kaydoo-W* M 187 29 26% 2tS< + %
KlySAs 18 406 38% 37% 30%
Kemps .72 7 5096 23% 22% 22% - %
KyCrtJ A0 6 130 13% 12% OT,
Kinder 124450 12% 11% 12 + %
Korrng 23 730 9% 9% 9%
Krugers 02 12 225 6% ft ft
Kutota 8%

LAGear
LSI Lg
LTX
LsPeta
Lacang
Ladtffr0Oa

386 ft ft
L L

19 3224 plft M% 14% - %
31 1595 8% 8 81, -r %

1158 13 12*, OT,
30 334 17% tft 17 - %

330 ft 7% 0%+ %
9 1201 13>, 12% 1ft + %

LdlTBs 00 32 925 OT, 13% 13%
LamRs 220 8% 6 6
Uncsts08b t2 234 TO lft 1ft - %
Lances £4 15 307 OT, 10% lft %
Lamms 02 19 58 », 2ft 33%
LeeDU 523 3% 3% 3%
Uotor 14 194 1?t, 17 17%
LteTch 15 31 11% 1ft 11% * %
LlnBrds 34 107Gu5l% 50% 51% *1
LnFIkn 17 702 13% OT, 13% + 3,

LlnearT 33 40 10 9% 10 + %
Uaosoi TO5 3% 3% 3% + %
LUCIas .17 137561 S% 16 lft + %
LeneStr 6004552 tft 177, IB + V
LflngF 1J0 9 60 52 50% 51% r 1,

Sate Mgh law Lm One
(KndsJ

10 7425 201, 27% 279, + %
153355 TO', 0% 10%+ %

M M
3610784 II 1ft 10%
15 637 7% 7*, 7%+ %
14 2 IS*, 15% 15', + %

UNC 156 0 2190 41% 40% 403,- 7,

9 165 8% 8% S', - %
13 2 11% 11% 11%
T7 1869 21% 20% 21% + %
100056 13 12% 13 + %

*801 15% 14% 15%+ %
13140 43, 4% 41,+ %

4 97 ft ft ft
9 244 TO S% 10 + %

23 964 6% ft ft - %
169 6's 6 61, + %

Mamtw 00 14 29 18 IB 18 - %
Mfntt 100 54 688 421, *1% 41% - %
MvbFn07e 10 81 11 10>2 11
MameCl-52e 25 201 63 60% 62% +1%
Meram 48 12% 12 12%
Uarshi 04 9 32 29 26% 28% + %
MartnL 13 *38 4% 4% 4% + %

IB 226 53, 5% 5% -1-16
131433 10% TO*, Tft

MMXs
MSCars
MTECH
MacfcTr
ME go 0Oa
MogmC
Magnal .40

Ma(HJ
Ma|Vd,
MgtSd

ueaonp
Mscote
Uessbk 06 10 96 17% 17 17 + %
Uasstor
Maura
Maxtor
McCaw
McCrm 1

Medatet 00
j

UetSCro

516 1% 11, 1%
54 6118 3% 3% 3% + %
132827 11% 1ft 11% + %

2*80 22% 21 22%+ %
14 IB* 38% 371, 371,-1%
5 1B1 161, lft 16+%

47 241B 14% tft 147,+ %
*73 5% 5% ft - %

Mentors .16 21 592 lft 10% 1ft + %
UentrG 191813 233, 22% 23 + %
MercBcl.40 72 22 21% 22 + %
MercBXIJO 11 722 38', 37% 3B + %
MrchNt 00 20 292 23*< 23 23% + %

9 47 15% 15 15
7 1150 1ft 1ft 19% - %

460 6% 6% ft+ %
36 91, ft 8%

10 528 101, ft 9% - %
2843 30% 29% 30

10 210 11% 11% 11% -
244 20% 1ft 20%+ %

9 246 46% 45% Aft - %
13 149 107, 10% 1ft- %
11 123 B', 7% B«e+ %

5611 15 14% IS + %
TO 2938 221, 21% 21%
16 103 3% 3% 3%
TO 94 5% ft 5%+ %
335571 56i, 54% 55%+ %
O 375 40% 40% 40%
8 *72 97, ft ft - %

15 155 22% 217, 22i, + %
11 OT, 12 12-%

12*517 9 8% ft+%
17 369 IP, 11% 11% - 1,

20 100 23% 233, 23% + %
37 933 26 27% 271,- %
37 701 201, 27% 20 - %

MercGn 02
MittnBc 1

Merttr
UermckJOe
MeryGs
MezrMbl t

MeyerF
MichlFd.TOa
MicriNt 100
Mteom
MIcrD
MIcrTc
Mlcrap
Micrpro
MieSem
Mieshs •

MWICp 1.48 TO 375 40%
MdwAIr
MtltrHr M
Milton
Mnuscr
Minetks
Minster

MobICA
MobICB
Modifies ^4 10 351 15<; 1ft 15
MolBiO 384 12

>, IP, 12
Molexs 20 399 40 38% *0 +1%
MantSv0Oa 111 171, 16% 1B% +
MoorF 100 12 96 2ft 26% 26% - %
MorgnP 10 164 20% 19% 20% + 1%
Morins 25 76 15% 15% 15%
Morsns .40 14 46 lft 18 18 - %
Mirm* 06 101748 231, 21 23 +3
Muttmli 55 5 56% 55% 56%

N N
NACRE 1*1815 22*, 22 22
NEC .129 144 65 777, 77% 777, +1%
NEOAX 97 7% 7% 7%+ %
FESB 00 10 122 13% 13 13% +
NflChy 1.44 131690 30 OT, OT, - %
NCNJS 92 11 31 37 36 36 - %
NtCptr 04 10 877 13% 13 1ft + %
NData .44 20 179 26% 26 26-%

8 715 4J,

13 243 17,
12 30 12

NtHarts.081

NM(cm
KtfPza
NEECO
Neikmr
NwkEq
NtmcSy
Neutrgs
NECrlt
NE Bus .60 17 301 23

4% ft-
13, 1%- %

11% 11% - %
12 410 11% 1ft 11 - I,

TO 175 6% 77, 77,- %
27 432 OT, 17% 18%+ %
123887 7% 7% 7% + %
42 331 29% 2ft 29%+ %
33 85 21% 20% 20%“ OT, 22% - %

NHmB 08 8 27 lft 12% OT, - %
NJ SO 05* 10 5S4 18% 17% 18% + 3,

NYMrs 9 35 14% 13% 14%
NMIIBe100 12 71 30% 30 30%
NwktBk .*0 8 38 17% 17 17 - %
Newpt .06 17 <9 9>« 9 9
NwpPti 73 S', ft 3% + %
Nike B M 13 1578 2U, 21% 21%+ %
Nobel .42r 10 6 6% 8% 8% + %
NOIeDr 62 4', 4% «',

Nordsns 06 13 30 31% OT, 31% +1%
Nontots .18 233757 24% 23 2* + 7,

Norsks J5r
NAmCm
NAmVs 1495
NslBcp 1.40 11 9 47
NocTrat 1 *6 15
NwNG 1.56
NwNLI 06
NorwSv 79e II S3 ii^
NovaPn
NoveHs

932 77, 7% 7%+ 1,

141362 2ft 27% 2&%+ %-
1% 1% - %

45% 47 + Ii,

OT, 38% - %
9 1070 7ft 1ft 19%
7 334 277, 27% 27% - %

11 % 11%
0 ft* %
20 20%+ %

2196
26 1459 21

Noxelu .40 20 357 21% 21 21',+ %
Numre 06 142 lft 10% 1ft + %

DM! Cp
OcuUrg

o o
47 17 4% 41,

192 ft 5%
4',

5%- %
OgilGp .68 131568 OT, OT, 76% + %
OhioCesi08 10 475 35 3ft 3ft - %
OldKnt 06
OiaRep .74

& 43 22% 22% 22% - %
5 614 25% 24% 243,- %

Omman.96 17 290 1ft 1ft 19% - %
OneBc .40 7 565 14% 14 u% + %
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EUROPEAN OPTIONS EXCHANGE

FOREIGN EXCHANGES

US trade figures, a small step but the right direction
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BY JONAS CROPLAND

DECEMBER'S US trade figures
were greeted last Friday with a
sigh of relief, not because they
were particularly good - the
deficit in 1087 rose to *l7I.2bn
from 8166. 2bn in 1986 - but
because they were out of the
way.

Sentiment now seems to be

K jerTleaSs w«k Tuesday's US Indus-

week and usually in contrary production could show a ^
directions modest upturn of around 0.2 which now only four week s _ _

p.c., according to Mr Rupert awa7' UFRUNBfllLTnr

Witness last week. Most of Thompson, US economist at A quick glance down the Ust Sg
the participation by fund man- “organ Grenfell, following WQaj<] probably show a more m> 2-tt
snni. immirtprs pvnortPK and another fall in unemployment. ltf u*

A little towards the better any real clues on economic Fears of a return to inflation could result In a net repayment p.c. from 4.2 p c., still Mow eoeiwJ«c

end of expectations, the figures trends, mainly because the fig- are now generally regarded as of £4bn. the targeted ceiling or 6 p.c Igfiadwc

pushed the dollar firmer. Thai ure has been very erratic being somewhat wide of the This bullish time is endorsed Bank lending presents a lew EOEiafcsc

better sentiment may receive a recently. Morgan Grenfell go marie and the latest thrust in by Mr Neil Mackinnon, econo- more problems. The rather grey
|
0
|
|«g*c

further boost this morning with for a rise of 4 p.c. after a fall of official policy has been towards mist at Nomura Research Insti- area of round tripping on bills §j|££j;
the release of Japanese trade 16.2 p.c. in December and a 6.6 keeping a tight lid on the econ- tute, where & net repayment of has diminished as the difzeren- eoc

M

n£
figures for January. These are P-c- rise in November. omy through, if necessary,' £6Mtbn is expected. .tial on interbank rates and bill Kap
expected to show a sharp con- While the dollar may possibly Wafer Interest rates. Money supply and bank tend- ‘discounts narrow*. However, eoem«p
traction in the surplus to take time off sterling is facina- * UK figures due on ing figures on Thursday may earlier in the month, the oppor- EOE tetetp

around J2bn. the rekase 0f - batehof Tuesday are likely to reflect an provide more of a mixed reac- tunities werecertainly greater. :the release of a large batch

tute, where & net repayment of
£5nbn is expected.
Money supply and bank lend-

ing figures on Thursday may
provide more of a mixed reac-

tatistica begin statistics this week? These fig- ^ definei?10
thinTn tiS ures should play a key role in

of income and corpora- may fall by 0.3 p.c., according

ITC determinine market sentiment *a^aocorffing to Chris Tw- toNomura, while the year on

Witness last week. Most of
Die participation by fluid man-
agers, importers, exporters and
a predominance of speculators

or ‘short-term investors', was
driven by a monthly historic
figure, erratic by definition and
which would be revised twice
over the next quarter- Yet trade,
figures remained the key fac-

tor.
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dollar
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SiSK .Cre"fel1 . following woui

q
d a more

Drew, which' year rate will increase to 4.8

Bank lending presema a lew EOttetaC
more problems. The rather grey

area of round tripping ot bills §g|££p’
has diminished as the aifferen- EOtMnl*
.tial on interbank rates and bill ggEbtaP

‘discounts narrows. However, eoemop
earlier in the month, the oppor- eoe tnuutp

*

(unities were certainly greater. :

The uncertainty means that sme
bank lending projections for SJS :

January vary from £4bn to s/ftp

£5bn. 5SE
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"»*- fall in unemployment HJ ioneonWanm.
However.ln the long term, there rate fever, which marked the
was likely to be an adverse start of trading last week
reaction to an excessive build appears to have been overdone,
up of inventories, he added. *vHowever the market may well
Housing starts for January, have the direction on the next

due for release on Wednes- move in interest rates right but
day,are hardly likely to provide probably for the wrong reason.
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ated with a sinking ship.

Why the panic? Uncertainty 1

and fear can play some nasty 1

tricks at times and the recent 1
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Years
^cial t/ Lying at the heart of the history

^ of the Financial Times is a
' -®hT ' merger, little noticed at the time,
1888 n| I 1988 that took place in 1946 between

? two rather small-time, City of
^,'1 London newspapers. The two

'

|

papers that came together that
year were the Financial News and

the Financial Times, creating a single paper, the
modem Financial Times, that was to attain a
breadth and stature previously undreamt of in

financial journalism. Universally renowned for its

accuracy and objectivity, the FT of the late 1989s is

In a very real sense the progeny of that fortunate
marriage of more than 40 years ago.
The elder of the two original papers was the

Financial News, founded in 1884 Four years later It

was followed by the Financial Times, which soon
after going pink in 1893 had established rough
parity with the FN, making them London's two
leading financial dailies. Why was the late nine-

teenth century so propitious for this type ofjournal-
ism? The answer lies less in Britain’s continuing
industrial supremacy (being eroded though it was)
than in the fact that this period saw the absolute
dominance of the City of London as the world's
leading international financial centre, a dominance
that lasted without serious competition until 1914.

The main elements of that paramount position are
well known: the strength of London's international

money market; the versatility of her long-term
international capital market; and the adoption by
the rest of the world of the gold standard. Francis
Hirst, Edwardian editor of the Economist, tried to

encapsulate what the City was:
'It is the greatest shop, the greatest store, the

freest market for commodities, gold and securities,

the greatest disposer of capital, the greatest dis-

penser of credit, but above and beyond, as well as

by reason of all these marks of financial and com-
mercial supremacy, it is die world's clearing house'.

F-A- or a prospective financial papfer the key word
was securities - in other words, the London Stock
Exchange and that murky but populous world of
touts and half-commission men, outside brokers and
speculators, spinning off from it. By the 1880s the

Stock Exchange had been in existence in Capel Court
for almost a century, and its membership comprised
some two and a half thousand brokers and jobbers
who traded in almost two thousand quoted securities.

It was a somewhat hermetic world, ripe for trenchant
comment and comprehensive, up-to-the-minute infor-

mation, but as yet the fourth estate had almost
entirely failed to provide that service on behalf of
what was &Tapldly expanding Investing public
This was this gap that the Financial News and the
Financial Times now proceeded to fill. Of the two
papers, it was generally the FN that was to the fore,

pioneering what contemporaries as well os historians

of the press came to recognise as the 'new' financial

journalism. As early as 1886 it was the first paper to

publish the 'tape' prices collected through the Stock
Exchange day by the Exchange Telegraph Company,
thereby in its own words placing ‘all our readers upon
an equal footing with the favoured Tew In London’;
over the next ten years or so it fearlessly exposed a
whole series of financial scandals and frauds, inevita-

ble symptom of what was still a lightly regulated

market; and during the phenomenal rubber boom of

1910, when the scenes on the floor of the Stock
Exchange were so Intense that one day a member
who fainted at eleven o'clock was not picked up until

the crowd that had been unwittingly supporting him
started to leave at four, it was the FN that showed
the verve and imagination to reach out Tor a new
type of investor through its daily column. Voice of
the Rubber Public, in which correspondents vied with
each other to express opinions about the respective

merits of the leading rubber shares of the day. Propa-

gating and encouraging popular capitalism long
before the term was invented, the late-Victorian and
Edwardian financial press knew what its market was
and went for it at full tilt.

But if the main focus was the stock market, and to a
lesser extent London's other principal financial and
commercial markets, the concerns of both the FN and
the FT in practice extended much further. One
should hardly be surprised: the City at this stage was
far more concerned with financing gold mines in

South Africa or railways In South America than, say,

cotton mills in Lancashire, and the preoccupations of
the financial press naturally reflected those global

priorities. A random week in August 1911, for exam-
ple, shows the FN as having printed no less than
forty-one major articles or 'specials’, with topics

including British capital In the Dutch East Indies, the

Denver & Rio Grande Railway, Canadian grain trade,

and Roumanian crude oil production. The strongly

pro-imperial FN also at this time ran a weekly Empire
Section, providing an abundance of information
about the opportunities for investment in the domin-
ions and colonies, where ever-raore British capita]

was now flowing. While as for readership, not only

did tire FN from 190? to 1914 publish a continental

edition daily in Paris, but at the FT’s AGM in 1911 a
shareholder said that it might be of interest to the

directors to learn that the previous year when he
made a trip through Siberia, Chino, and the East, he
round the Financial Times in all the clubs, and there

was quite a run on iL

There was also an awareness, if somewhat patchy,

of the rapid and profound technological changes
going on, especially in the field of transport In 1896

an FT special correspondent managed to accompany
(on train and cycle) the famous London-to-Brighton

motor-car rally as far as Reig&te before giving up and
concluding that for the invention to ‘become popular

as well as useful', science would have to 'find a way
for minimising smell, sound and vibration’. Thirteen

years later, no correspondent was on hand to witness

Bleriot's historic flight, but both papers had brief

reports of the event, and the FT's editorial page even,

included the following short 'leaderette':

The arrival of the first cross-Channel passenger by

aeroplane has been followed by a fall of Vi in Dover

"A". We learn on the best authority, however, that

the South-Eastern (railway company) does not intend

to ‘scrap* its steamboats yet. Possibly the Sharehold-

ers' Committee will inquire at the next meeting why
the Company is so backward with Its aeroplane ser-

vice'.

The facetious tone was perhaps pardonable, though

in its way was indicative of that perennial (if some-

times overstated) guir between the City and the real

world or economy.
Still, as one of the FN’s main stories that same day

indicated, there were other, graver matters on the

more immediate horizon. ‘Government Decides on

Eight Dreadnoughts', ran the headline, and over the

following five years the unstable state of Anglo-Ger-

man relations presaged the worst. Yet there existed a

ClAI
s

A span across a

century of change
widespread belief (typified by Norman Angell’s best

selling book The Great Illusion) that international

commercial interests had become so entwined as to

render war between nation states inconceivable. It

was a belief to which the editor of the FN, Ellis

Powell, fully subscribed and which imbued the confi-

dent ethos of the paper. The financial and economic

forces have become the predominant factors in our
twentieth-century life', he wrote in 1912, adding:

‘This is a distinct gain for humanity as a whole,' since

political forces axe capable of being distorted, minim-
ised, and outwitted, while economic power is the

absolute and inexorable auxiliary of every effort to

advance the prosperity of the world'.

The guns of August two years later came as a bitter

shock, but both the FN and the FT fully accepted the

government line chat Britain had no alternative but

to intervene. When the pieces were picked up in 1918,

there was no denying the dire implications. Britain's

National Debt had increased tenfold; a quarter of her

investment abroad had been liquidated; and Wall

THE LANDMARKS
1884 Financial News founded.
1888 Financial Times founded.
1893 FT printed on pink paper
1919 FT bought by the Berry brothers.

1928 Brendan Bracken becomes chairman
of the FN.

1 929 General news on front page of the

FN.
1935 Start of the FN 30-Share Index Cater

taken over by the FT).

1940 General news on the front page of

the FT.

1945 Lord Camrose (formerly Sir William

Berry) sells FT to the Financial News
Ltd. The two papers become one,
taking the name of the
higher-circulation Financial Times.

1949 Gordon Newton becomes editor.
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1987 Start of FT-Actuaries World Indices.

By David Kynaston

Street had taken advantage of America's three years

of neutrality to fulfil many of London's traditional

functions. Moreover, from the point of view of a City

no longer impervious to the state of the British econ-
omy, the condition of that economy could only be
described as poor. In particular, the classic nine-
teenth-century export industries - coal, iron and steel,

textiles and shipbuilding - had lost many of their

markets and in the post-war world would show few
signs or being able to regain them.
For the financial press as a whole, the war had

Inevitably been a strain - with skeleton staffs, severe
paper rationing and, in the context of much-reduced
City activity, sharp drops in circulation and advertis-

ing • but for the FN it had been something worse.
Compounding these problems was the deep and
protracted internal strife that racked the paper’s man-
agement during these years, a condition aggravated

by the tendency of the editor to use the FN as a crude
propaganda sheet in a hysterical campaign designed
to uncover the so-called 'unseen hand' of traitors, in

high places. It was a campaign that fundamentally
alienated' its City readership', which was still the core

constituency arid then as ever placed accurate report-

age at a premium and disliked subjective rhetoric. By
the time the war ended, the FN had lost much of its

original authority, was in a poor commercial position,

and would face a long uphill struggle to recover.

The FT by contrast was not only in a relatively

sound state, but also from 1919 had the inestimable
advantage of coining under the astute management of

the Berry brothers, who already owned the Sunday
Times and would later take over the Daily Telegraph.

Under their auspices the FT soon assumed what
would become its basic inter-war character - a charac-

ter that may be fairly described as limited in range
and often dull, but at the same time utterly reliable in

its coverage of all the relevant financial news.
Yet, for a financial paper of ambition - which on the

whole the FT was not the inter-war period repre-

sented a time of great opportunity, almost because of

the wholly altered economic outlook for Britain and
other western powers. It was true that the pre-1914
era of a liberal, open and integrated international

. economy, with free capital flows, was over and that
Faltering attempts to reconstruct It would be rudely if

not permanently dashed by the depression or the
early thirties. But against that, it was to be one of the
basic facts of Inter-war life, not only in Britain, that
economic questions now dominated politics and polit-
<al discourse to a far greater extent than they had
before the war. This was true In the 1920s whether In
terms of currency policy or budgetary deficits, price
levels or trade balances, and was even more so during

the 1930b, a decade of protectionist and centrally-

managed economies. These and a host of other more
or less recondite themes increasingly demanded
accessible, readily digestible presentation and expla-
nation.

It was much to the credit of the FN that from the
mid-twenties, under a -series of exceptionally able

editors and defying the logic of low circulation, lim-

ited resources and, for much of the time, world-wide
depression, it yet managed to a great extent to rise to

that major challenge. It did so essentially by adopting
a policy of recruiting bright young journalists and
using them to turn the paper into a more thoughtful
and - outward-looking organ than the FT, though
retaining the stock market as the principal day-to-day

focus. It was. In effect, a caking of the high ground,
and key figures included Paul ELnztg. who hi 1926
began his acclaimed Lombard Street column on mon-
etary matters; Hargreaves Parkinson, the first Lex
and prophet of what would become, tire cult of the
equity; arid Otto Clarke, who in 1935 initiated .the

celebrated 30-Share Index,- like the Lex column later

taken over by the FT. Ydt for all the talent at the
FN's disposal, it was often hard work to. make ends
meet, especially during the slump of the early

thirties, and the paper's circulation was never more
than about a third of the FT's level of. some 30,000.

E

fashion for 'a bold, healthy rate of spending wherever

it can be financially justified on its merits - neither a

timid parsimony nor a spending mania'.

By the mid-thirties, with the worst of the depression

all eyes inevitably turned to the darkening m*®*"

national situation. The’ FT’s sympathies were with

the appeasers, typified by its arguing in 1936 that out

of Hitler's occupation of the Rhineland there might

veil emerge in the end a dearer prospect of Euro-

pean peace than has existed for a generation past

.

The FN's position was more complicated. Its chair-

man, Brendan Bracken, was a dose associate of Chur-

chill, and at the time of the Rhineland the paper

called on its readers to ‘face the dear fact of Ger-

many's all-embracing policy of expansion’. But two

years later, following the eleventh-hour Munich con-

ference to preserve peace and in the context or mas-

sive City relief at its outcome, the FN declined to

offer a verdict either way on the pact itself, but

wondered hopefully whether ‘the agreements of the

last couple of days may in the near future be expaiv

ded into a formal Four-Power Pact, which would

bring back to life the old idea of the Concert of

Europe*. Hitler's occupation of Prague in March 1939

showed the worth of such talk, and henceforth both

papers fully supported the new aggressive stance or

British foreign policy. 'It was inevitable that sooner

or later
1

, asserted the FN in September 1939, ‘we

should have to fight to check Germany’s drive to

world supremacy’; while the ET's leader, 'Our War for

Peace', expressed belief in the justness of the cause

and confidence in victory. At the last, there was no
snivelling about markets in a state of collapse but,

instead, a shared resolve.

Again the papers shrank in size and readership - at

one stage the FN's circulation was barely 2,000 - but

there were some characteristic responses to key har-

bingers of the eventual post-war dispensation. In 1942

the FN welcomed the laying of the intellectual foun-

dations of the Welfare State, but, according to the FT,

*the Beveridge plan, in its main outlines, is that of the

Trades Union Congress'. In 1944 the government’s

White Paper declaring full employment to be the

indispensable goal of future administrations was
accorded a lukewarm welcome by the FT. whereas

the FN'b cartoonist drew a sympathetic sketch enti-

tled ‘Never Again!', showing long queues outside an

employment exchange.
That same year, in the wider world, the Bretton

Woods arrangements for the post-war monetary and
trading order were broadly approved by both papers,

though the FT’s anxiety about whether the proposed

World Bank would be sufficiently selective in making
its loans was minor compared with the FN's grave

reservations about the system of IMF quotas that

gave the United States 'such a figure as will make her

attitude, at any Future moment, decisive to all intents

and purposes'.

Y-M-et f<r?

» ibw ven or if the character of the two papers

was fundamentally different, there was however
broad agreement between them over the -great ques-

tion of the day: namely,
.
how best to restore the

pre-war splendours of the British economy and that

international financial system centred on London
There was rarely a suggestion that there might be a
conflict between these two desirable aims, and for

most of the period both papers more or less saw the
answer in terms of what the FT in December 1920

called the movement for a rigid and relentless econ-

omy', an answer reinforced a few days lata1 by a
major article exposing 'The Orgy of National Extrava-

gance'.. Predictably, they both celebrated the return to

the gold standard in 1925 ('a real stride towards world
recovery', according to th* FN) and six years later

mourned Britain’s enforced departure from it.

Through the 1930a, the FNi was, as one would expect,

rather more critical than the FT of the National

Governments cautious economic policies, referring

bitterly in 1932 to ‘a lack of grip and a failure of

courage consequent upon the absence of-conviction'.

But for all its critical edge, together with awareness

ofthe human suffering of industrial Britain, It would
be a mistake to Imagine that the FN was anything

like Keynesian in its approach to economic policy.

Instead, It preferred, as in 1983, to call in pragmatic

M et few could deny that the truly epochal event
of world history was the one that took place only a
few weeks before the end of that long, usually

friendly rivalry between the two papers. In a word:

Hiroshima. The FT - staggering aa it might seem -

hardly recorded the event. The FN not only ran a
front-page piece on the story Cone of the main topics

of conversation yesterday In the City, as It was every-

where, was the atomic bomb*), but also devoted a
lengthy editorial to its long-term implications. After

offering the opinion that 'if handled with wisdom, the

new weapon trill prove to be a most powerful instru-

ment, making for permanent peace’, most of the

leader concerned itself with the economic possibili-

ties. It discussed the various ways in which atomic
power might be harnessed for industrial purposes,

referred confidently to how ‘informed commentators
say that a teacupful of the new substance would be
sufficient to drive the Queen Mary across the Atlan-

tic', and concluded in suitably portentous if tentative

manner. •

‘It may be that yesterday's announcement marks
the beginnings of the end of the Coal Age, and the
first step towards a new industrial era that will mean
a complete realignment of economic power between
the nations. But that, at this stage, is perhaps looking

rather far ahead’.

Early in 1945 the FT's owner, Lord Camrose (the

former Sir William Berry), made the rather capricious

decision to offer his paper to the FN. He did so partly

because of poor health; partly because he wished to

concentrate the family energies on the Daily Tele-

graph; but above all because he anticipated, unlike
most people, a Labour victory in the general election
later that year and did not believe that in the
changed post-war conditions the City would be able
to sustain two financial dailies. Bracken on behalf of
the FN responded to the offer with alacrity, and on
October 1 1945 the two papers became one. This new
paper took the name of the FT on account of its

higher circulation, its greater commercial clout, and
also no doubt its pink paper, that most special of
marketing advantages.
The FN thus nominally died as a paper, but its spirit

very much lived on, especially through the people
who now took the top jobs on the merged paper.
Chairman of the new FT, until his death in 1958, was
Bracken; managing director was his protege Lord
Moore, later Lord Drogheda; and the first two editors,
Hargreaves Parkinson until 1949 and then Gordon
Newton, were both former FN men. Severe newsprint
restrictions handicapped the growth of the paper
until at least the early 1950s, but the new FT soon
embodied the best characteristics of its two predeces-
sors. as well as acquiring several notable ones of its

own.
This new creation could not have flourished as it

did if the City itself had withered as a force, as indeed
many contemporaries in the immediate aftermath of
the war expected that it would. After all, the British
economic position by 1945 was a fairly disastrous one,
with many overseas investments liquidated, the
export trade in shreds, the industrial base much trun-
cated, and the level of debt alarming. Moreover, the
foreign exchange market, the gold market and the
majority of commodity markets remained closed until
the 1950s; the floating of foreign issues was severely
restricted; and the nationalisation and fiscal policies
of the Labour government were naturally inimical to
the Stock Exchange. In this potentially grave situa-
tion, the City not only showed its traditional resil-
ience. re-establishing itself with Impressive,speed and
assurance as both the primary centre of foreign trade
financing and the largest international insurance
market, but also It was crucially helped by the sur-
prising failure of New York as the rival international
centre to capitalise on the almost total dominance of
the dollar in these post-war yean. Various explana-
tions have been suggested for this failure, but what-
ever the cause the striking fact was that by, say, the
early 1960s the New York market was exporting
barely a third of the capital that London had done on
the eve of the First World War. As a result the
post-1945 City remained for at least the next quarter
of a century one of the two big players on the world
financial stage,

It was this renewed City base that the FT now
fortified and sought to make impregnable from the
competition of less specialist papers. Highly reliable
coverage of British company news and results was
developed, while much attention was given to the
statistical side: yields on Industrial securities began to
be quoted from 1947; a few years later saw the
publication of cover as well as highs and lows In the
prices service; and In 1962 there began the ambitious
FT-Actuaries AU^hare Index, Wore v^ io^
accepted as the best available measure of portfolio
performance. There also emerged in the 1950s three

on financial matters. One wasHaroW Wincott, as unashamed exponent of econorSc
Ubershsm whose weekly column especially endearedfom to file small investor. Another was C. Cordon

****
-
Lombarf column on mon«a£

^uired reading for central baSS
abroad as well as at home. The third was Anhww
i
nsp“r- d°ye* of modem Lex columrS^

whose finest hour came during the famous British
*

Continued on page 3Q
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In 1886, two years before the Financial Times was first

published, Karl Benz was granted a patent for his 'Patent-

Motor-Wagen* in Mannheim, Germany and started to pro-

duce his now famous three wheelers for sale. In the same

year Gottlieb Daimler, working independently, introduced

his version of the motor carriage. By 1888

Benz cars were being sold in the United

Kingdom and no doubt their proud owners

welcomed the arrival of the very first "F.T/

Daimler and Benz all but invented £

the motor car and moved 19th century

engineering into the 20th century with

inspired dedication. But they weren't great

innovators simply because they were first;

Daimler and Benz managed to define accu-

rately the basic principles and priorities of

automobile engineering as we know them,

it was they, for instance, who decided to

use *a steering wheel instead of the then

more familiar nautical tiller. By 1901 they

had introduced the honeycomb radiator.

:he all-steel chassis and timed valves.

The innovative spirit of Gottlieb

Daimler and Karl Benz still survives today.

Their uncompromising pursuit of engin-

-
.

-
:

important pre-occupation. These important social and

nical issues are those in which Mercedes-Benz is again Pn>-£±

M

viding the lead- They were the first to develop adjustably

engine management systems to suit a variety of different v^I|

fuels. A three-way catalytic converter system for use - ;

high compression engines and premium- :-r^

lead-free . fuel is already operating in the.^ Vf^

United States and some European countrh^-^®

Protecting Your
. ; i.

Most Valuable assets : r
.

•"

*

.... •
•

Safety is another area in

;

Mercedes-Benz consistently leads the^%
.

•

automotive world. Many of todays :V V^

. .
‘

\ ; r,yjd

commonplace safety features were firsts

developed for Mercedes-Benz vehicIels^^S

The principle of the rigid passenger;^
..

safety cell and energy absorbing front and

rear crumple zones was patented as early . :$

as 1951. This all-important safety feature

is sometimes incorrectly credited to. other
: ^

car manufacturers. \ :VV^}

This year the Don Safety TVophy which

is widely recognised as Britain’s premier -Vj

road safety award was won by a unique air- $

eering perfection, together with dynamic

and ergonomic excellence, has produced the bench-

marks against which the rest of the industry is judged.

THE 1688 BENZ. THE ONLY ORIGINAL EXAMPLE OF WHICH IS IN THE POSSESSION OF THE SCIENCE MUSEUM IN LONDON.

The Lasting Investment One hundred years ago

bag system developed by Mercedes-Benz. /:

;

The winning entry was chosen by an independent panel',' 3

of judges and awarded for the most effective advancement ..

d

of safety in automotive transport in 1987. For almost- J

2 5 years this prestigious award has recognised volun- _ ^

tary innovations that in future years have become legal -

-J

Today a Mercedes-Benz is not only

the car with the most enviable past but one discerning motorists welcomed
necessities. In the case of a sudden impact

T

fhe aifBag'SySftem is activated automatically 1

with a most assured future. A Mercedes-Benz is not only

built to survive today’s environmental hazards better but

because of its build quality and forward thinking body

design it remains reliable and attractive for considerably

longer than cars which are ever-changing, followers of fashion.

As investments many Mercedes-Benz cars have given

their owners handsome returns. Legendary cars like the 1936

8-cylinder 540K roadster are amongst the most desirable

cars ever sold. Even in 1979 one of them fetched approxi-

mately £250,000 - the most ever paid for a car at the time.

And on the rare occasion when a 1954 gull-wing 300 SL

changes hands, the selling price is not far from £100,000.

Coys Complete Collectors’ and Investors’ Car Value

Guide states. "Almost everything Mercedes-Benz have built

has collector potential, from the early tricycles to the under-

rated and undervalued 6.9 engined 450 SEL. Some are

beyond the price range of any but museums and the super-

rich already.*

In the current unpredictable economic climate - when

even the Financial Times is hard pressed to forecast the

future - a Mercedes-Benz is still a good investment.

Superior build quality is a characteristic still very much in

demand. Continuing testimony to this are the prices of the

second-hand Mercedes-Benz cars advertised in the press.

Facing The Future With Confidence

These days a great proportion of Mercedes-Benz

research is pre-occupied with the challenge of improved

fuel economy through better aerodynamics and greater

engine efficiency. With the need to lessen the impact o?

exhaust emissions on the environment an increasingly

The
2— Wjctpsecond^Hpfl^tip^a eu^hiotj betw^en.the d^vef-and

-

1

the steering column. Then within the following seconds the

ENGINEERED LIKE NO OTHER CAR
IN The World.

bag deflates itself and returns to the hub of the steering^
..,'••-31

wheel, allowing the driver to evacuate the car. • ;•

Not only are Mercedes-Benz safety achievements^

unrivalled, they are also unending. Improvements arei?a

constantly being conceived and designed into the devel- #
1 '

' 1
opment of future cars and where possible, incorporated

^
•J

into existing models. 3

The Second Century

Mercedes-Benz have entered their second century

facing up to challenges and offering ingenious solutions.

The modern world is crowded, yet its population has a right

to expect a safer, cleaner environment and less chaotic

road conditions. Alternative power sources need to be

investigated, as do completely different transport systems

to confirm or redefine methods of mobility in the future.

Mercedes-Benz are energetically pursuing such alter-

natives and have been researching hydrogen-propelled

vehicles, alcohol fuels, electrically powered vehicles, rotary

engines, multi-fuel gas turbines and the latest ceramic

engine technology.

The business of making, selling and servicing motor

vehicles is ever changing. Similarly, the technology of

newspaper production is developing at an accelerating

pace. Undoubtedly the Financial Times will remain at the

forefront of its field just as. more than a 100 years after

Karl Benz filed the patent that would change the face .

of our century, Mercedes-Benz maintain the automotive

leadership they have always enjoyed.

If CH”
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The First 100 Years
BRITISH POLITICS IN THE LATE 19th CENTURY

A period of three

distinct phases
A basic regularity has lain behind the cycles in British politics, Roy Jenkins argues.

WHEN THE CENTURY of the T“% a . t k t era! Party.

I
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financial Times began, the sec-
ond Government of Lord Salis-
bury was a quarter of the way
through Its six-year term of
ofnce. HLs first Government
had been a short-lived affair of
eight months, which did little
more than give Gladstone a
pause for cogitation in opposi-
tion, during which his mind
made the portentous leap to
Home Rule for Ireland.
A hundred years ago, there-

fore, Salisbury was only just

eral Party.
Chamberlain, on the other

hand, had campaigned as
recently as 1885 on the shock-
ing radicalism of “Che unauthor-

getting into his somewhat shuf-
fling style, which was neverthe-rung style, which was neverthe-
less to carry the country
through most of the next
decade and a half of imperial
apogee. His reign was full of
paradox, which is not unusual
with those who exercise power.
He considerably disliked

being Prime Minister, which he
nevertheless was for a total of
nearly 14 years, and immersed
himself in the work of the For-
eign Office (which he combined
with being Prime Minister forwith being Prime Minister for
nearly the whole period). And
he regarded most manifesta-
tions of imperialism as rather
vulgar. His most famous
remark: “Most things don’t mat-
ter at all, and nothing matters
very much" was hardly steeped
in the spirit of Sir Henry New-
bolt.
Nevertheless, he presided

over a remarkable period of
Conservative hegemony. There
is a common fallacy that the

ised programme.” But Home
Rule affronted his nascentRule affronted his nascent
imperialism, and Gladstone, in

one of the most expensive acts
of condescension in history,
affronted his legitimate sense
of his own position. The combi-
nation sent him skidding across
the political spectrum. It was as
though Mr Benn had announced
in his heyday, six or seven
years ago, that he was impelled
by Mr Foot’s unilateralism to
support a Conservative Govern-
ment.
Deep though the upheaval

was, it did not at first send
Chamberlain skidding across
the floor of the House of Com-
mons. Throughout the six years
of the Parliament of 1886 he
and the four or five Liberal
Unionist privy councillors who
supported him sat cheek by
jowl with Gladstone and his
shadow cabfnet on the front
opposition bench.
Courtesies were observed,

they referred to each other as
“my right honourable friend"
but Chamberlain’s opposition to
Gladstone was Implacable
(whatever his other political
qualities, he was a good hater)
and his support or the Salis-
bury Government correspond-
ingly dependable. He persuaded
himself that the Irish issue was
so transcendent that it had to

be sustained on everything else

as well.

Next time round, after 1895,
he (and four other Liberal

*clAl r.'V

<3^

Peaceful adjustment to change has been

accompanied by a continuing loss of

political and economic strength and

influence. A bid to break this cycle has

been mounted in the past 10 years

classical period of the British founded, intervened in the first

parliamentary system, when 18 years. The Liberalism of the

tanon of Its Prime Minister is ance with Liberal Unionists,
founded, intervened in the first lii his first short Government,

every true-born Englishman _ . .

was “either a little liberal or did not extend far beyond the ity. In his second, he still

else a little Conservative," was political provenance of its lacked an overall Conservative
characterised by reaiilarlv leader. majority, but he was the leader

18 years. The Liberalism of the before they had been created,

1016-22 Coalition Government he had simply been In a minor-

characterised by regularly
alternating party. governments.
In fact, this was rarely so,

except perhaps during a fairly

brief Disraeli/Gladstone period.

The Conservative period was of by far the biggest single
interrupted by the two and party and there were 78 dissen-

threequarter years (1892-6) in tient Liberal MPs who had bro-
which Gladstone had his last, ken viscerally with Gladstone.

Unionists) accepted office in
the third Salisbury Cabinet.
The alliance was thus forged

isbury cabinet.
ftas thus forged
but it was only

It is both more accurate and rather pathetic, fling, Rosebery were led

more significant to note that 'gave a brilliant 15-month exhi- Chamberlain and
i by Joseph
Lord Harting-

into a party, but it was only
another eight years (although
after Salisbury’s death) that

the half a century or so bition of how to be a really bad ton. But Chamberlain, a pol

after Salisbury’s death) that
Chamberlain began to split it as
effectively as he split the Lib-
eral Party in 1886. And such
was the force of his destructive

between 1868 and 1922 was Prime Minister and Asquith, as clan of flair and originality,

divided into three 18-year peri- Home Secretary, first made his although much of it destruc-

ods, the first and the third
being predominantly Liberal,

reputation.
It was, none the less, the most

the second still more dominat- one party-dominated of the
ingly Conservative. There were three periods. This is despite
limitations to each of these the fact that Salisbury started
three generalisations. in a weak parliamentary posi-
1874-80 Disraeli Government, tion and was always dependent
upon which the political repu- upon a by no means easy alli-

tive, was a more vigorous and
restless stablemate than the
easy-going future Duke of Dev-
onshire. There was also much
more piquancy about his posi-

tion. Hartington, the Whig
leader, was a natural flaker -
away from the right of the Lib-

was the force of his destructive
genius that by so doing he sig-

nalled the end of the Conserva-
tive hegemony as derisively as
he had signalled its beginning
nearly two decades before.
Nevertheless, it was certainly

not back to the status quo ante
1886 as far as the likely future

BRITAIN IN THE 19m- “

Mrs"Thatcher’s decade
A real change of direction may have been achieved, says Malcolm Rutherford.

THERE ARE two problems In
writing about The Thatcher
Years in a survey that is meant
to have a centenary sweep
about it The first is that hardly
anyone predicted that they
would go on as long as they
have. ’Die second is that they
are not finished yet
Here are two quotations

which help Illustrate the point
The first is from Mrs Margaret
Thatcher speaking as leader of
the opposition to the Conserva-
tive Party Conference at Black-
pool in October 1977.

“If I have one message above
all, it is this: 1 am not prepared
to settle for second, third or
fourth best for Britain. I do not
believe that our decline was
inevitable any more than I

believe that an accident of
nature off our coasts has made
our recovery automatic."
The other comes from Mr

Peter Shore, a man of some
knowledge of foreign and eco-

nomic affairs as a member of
both the Wilson and the Cal-

laghan Cabinets.
“I’m not an over-optimistic

person about the British econ-
omy, because you can’t be opti-

mistic after many years of
experience and study, but if

you’d asked me if I genuinely
thought that the 1980s were

ingly popular. If one had to
pin-point the beginning of Tory
populism - and of a great deal
else that followed, like privatis-

ation - that would be it. The
1979 manifesto said: “We want
to work with the grain of
human nature." Selling council
houses was part of that
approach.
The benefits of North Sea oil

turned out to be indispensable.
Although the Government fre-

been helped at home by the
lack of a coherent opposition.
The Labour Party was inter-
nally torn even before the 1979
general election. When some of
its leading members, including
Dr David Owen, broke away to
form the Social Democratic
Party in 1981, it looked as if a
fundamental realignment of
British politics might be under
way. Even leading Tories at the
time feared that some of their
own members might defect to
the new grouping.
Nothing like that happened.

The Liberal-SDP Alliance nour-
ished for a while in the opinion
polls and by-elections, but went
back to the drawing board after
the general election last year.
In terms of Parliamentary
seats, the Labour Party is not
yet back to its position of 1979
and has continued to lose

quently sought to play them
down, sarfng that theydown, saying that they
amounted to little more than
five per cent of gross domestic
product - and was perhaps
seeking to guard against the
Question: what happens when

going to be the British decade, 1

would have said ‘yes’. And it

hasn't been. It’s been absolutely

terrible."
Mr Shore was speaking on a

BBC Radio 4 programme as

Election victory wave from Mrs
Thatcher. Today, a lot still

remains to be done.

recently as May 1986.

True, there has been another
general election since then and
Mrs Thatcher has further con-

solidated her power. But we
should not forget that none of

that was foreseen when she
first took office in 1979 and
that the least pessimistic note

at the time was that almost any
government in the 1980s was
likely to do better than its pre-

decessors because of the bene-

fits of North Sea oiL

It was not until her third con-
secutive victory in June 1987

that there was a widespread
realisation across the spectrum

of British opinion that the
country may have finally

changed direction and that the

objective of government was no
longer to preside over relative

economic decline as painlessly

as possible, but to lead the

recovery.
It may take a fourth Conser-

vative victory - with or without
Mrs Thatcher - sometime in the
early 1990s to produce a credi-

ble alternative government in

waiting, such has been the dis-

array among the opposition
parties.
Thus the 1980s have been,

far and away, Mrs Thatcher's
decade. Much has been made of
her luck, which she has had in

abundance, and although one
should not dwell on it, it is per-

haps worth listing some of the

underlying factors that have
been in her favour.
She was fortunate, for a

start, in chat the then Mr James
Callaghan delayed the general
election that could have taken
place in 1978 until he was
forced to go the country in
1979. The ^winter of discon-
tent" intervened and gave her a
bigger majority than she might
otherwise have expected. More-
over, the uprising of che trades
unions against the Labour Gov-
ernment^ incomes policy made
it easier for the Conservatives
to implement the reforms of
industrial relations that they
had promised in their manifesto
and in such earlier carefully
prepared documents as The
Right Approach and The Right
Approach to the Economy.

It is also true that the coun-
try was at least partially condi-
tioned to set off in new direc-

tions. Mr Edward Heath had
promised a fresh start when he
became Prime Minister in 1970,
only to revert to a more famil-

questiom what happens when
the oil runs out? - without the
North Sea revenues it is almost
inconceivable that economic
policy would have continued on
the course it did.

At the very least, they helped
to provide for the rising num-
ber of unemployed. They were
also a cushion for the restruc-
turing of the economy that
gradually took place.

There were some other less

tangible benefits that would
have been enjoyed perhaps by
any British Government of the
period. English became the
indisputable international lan-
guage, not because of Britain
but because of the United
States and the emergence of the

ground in the south of England
and the Midlands. Indeed theand the Midlands. Indeed the
most serious opposition to Mrs
Thatcher has tended to come
from within her own party, and
that she has gradually elimi-
nated, though at the price of
putting some of it in the House
of Loras.

widespread use of computers.
Being at home In a world lan-Being at home in a world lan-

guage was an advantage not
shared by France, West Ger-
many or Japan.
Geography also helped. When

It was the feebleness of the
opposition parties that gave
Mrs Thatcher the one benefit
that perhaps not even she fore-
saw: time. No other British
Prime Minister this century has
had so long at the job. If Attlee
had held on in 1951 in order to
be able to take advantage of the
economic recovery that was

it came to global financial mar-
kets, the City of London was
ideally placed in the- time zone
between Wall Street and Tokyo.
Equally when Britain finally
Came to terms with membership
of the European Community -

as it did in the Thatcher years -

it was able to maintain close
ties with Washington without
always unduly offending the
continental Europeans. Being
an island, with a somewhat dif-
ferent history from the Euro-
pean land mass, again became
an asset, and one which was
easier to exploit if the economy
was healthy.
No doubt by chance the

revival of British fortunes coin-
cided with more Introspective
times in both France and the
Federal Republic. The French
had domestic problems in being
landed with a socialist Presi-
dent and a conservative Prime
Minister. The West Germans
seemed almost deliberately to
have abandoned their high eco-
nomic growth rate of the past
and to be pausing for thought
before deciding what to do
next. It became possible there-
fore for Britain again to play a
role on the international stage
that it had some difficulty m
keeping up in the previous
three decades.
Not least, Mrs Thatcher has

iar course when unemployment
went on rising. Emphasis on
supply side economics, on the
need to control public expendi-
ture and reduce inflation, and
even on monetary policy all

came in when Mr Denis Healey
was the Labour Chancellor of
the Exchequer. So the ground
was not wholly unprepared for

the new broom.
Mrs Thatcher had further

noticed, as many of the leading

politicians of the time had not,

that the sale of council houses
to their tenants was exceed-

had not called a general elec-

tion on February 28, 1974. Mrs
Thatcher might never have
been leader of the Toiy Party,
let alone Prime Minister.
As it was, she seized the.

chances when they came. She
has made mistakes, of course. It

is almost incomprehensible how
a former Secretary of State for
Education - her only previous
Cabinet job - could nave takenCabinet job - could nave taken
so many years before making
the reform of the education sys-

tem a priority. She has rushed
into some privatisations with-
out guaranteeing that they
would lead to greater competi-
tion. Long periods of her
administration have been bog-
ged down in dreary, and hardly
critical, legislation, as with the
poll tax now.
Even by her own criteria, set

in 1979, a lot remains to be
done: the reduction of unem-
ployment, for example. When
the results came through on
election night 1987, she admit-
ted that the problems of the
inner titles and of the north-
south divide, which is in part
more psychological than real,

had not yet been tackled. The
remarkable fact is that she goes
on and on. The supreme test

will be whether sne knows
when to stop. -
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evolution of British politics was
concerned. Gladstone’s ill-pre-

pared lurch to Home Rule in

that year, rushed, as was cru-

elly said, by “an old man in a
hurry," and presented almost as
though designed to carry with
him as few people as possible,
had not merely separated the
Liberals from effective power
for 20 years. He had also sent
them chasing off after an issue
which had little central appeal

who was destroyed by a messy
and mysterious divorce case in

the same year, it also meant
that the Liberals had hobbled
their social reform wing.

to the English working class at
a time when “the condition of
the people" was becoming* an
insistent issue.

The break with Chamberlain
meant not merely the loss of
votes in the House of Commons
as in the country, without
which Home Rule could not be
implemented. Accompanied by
the loss of Sir Charles Dilke,

This, in turn, had an impor-
tant effect on the independent
development of working class

politics in the 1890s. There was
no Labour Party as such until

1906, but the tircumstanoes in
which it was almost bound to
develop outside the Liberal
Party, even though in tempo-
rary alliance with it, stemmed
from the events of 1885. Had
Dilke and Chamberlain
remained in positions of power
within the Liberal Party, per-
haps succeeding to dominance
when Gladstone went, the evo-
lution might have been differ-
ent.

As it was, when the Liberal.
.Party came back to power in

1

1906, it brought with it the
embryo of its future replace-
ment. As It also had, in Asquith
and Lloyd George, two political
figures of the very front rank
but of incompatible style and
temperament, the embryo did
not take too long to be bom.
But the accouchement, even if

punctual, ushered in exactly 1

another 18 years of Conserva-
tive hegemony - from 1922 to
1940. Throughout much of the
first 100 years of the Financial
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Years
THE HOUSE OF COMMONS

An enduring ability

to adapt and absorb
The Commons is. still one of the best clubs in town, says Peter Riddell

PARLIAMENT IS perhaps the
least changed of all leading
British institutions over the
past century. For all the
far-reaching developments in
British society generally, there
has been a surprising degree of
continuity in the structure and
behaviour of the House of Com-
mons.
The picture described by that

incomparable parliamentary
journalist Henry Lucy in his
Diary of the Salisbury Partia-
ment 1886-92 Is familiar to any
modem observer. The confron-
tation across the chamber, the
occasional dramatic interven-
tion, complaints about unruly
behaviour (worse then than

. now), the procedures for con-

;
sidering business (themselves
partly the creation of the early
1880s), and the power of the
whips in determining the final
votes are all remarkably simi-
lar.

In short, what has made the
House of Commons distinctive
from, say, the US Congress or
many Continental legislatures
was already established in the
late 1880s.
The power and influence of

the House of Lords has, how-
ever, declined, in response both
to the widening of the franchise
and to statutory limitations in
1911 and 1949. Yet, curiously,
the Lords, strengthened since
L958 by life peers in addition to
the hereditary element, has
enjoyed a revival in the 1980s

as a counterweight to radical
Thatcherism, and as a result of
the regular televising of its pro-
ceedings.'

The executive has certainly
gained power and wide-ranging
responsibilities over wide areas
of economic and social life over
the century. Yet, that has
altered its relationship to the
legislature less than is com-
monly supposed. The Govern-
ment was already in a powerful
position in the 1880s, with the
Commons mainly acting as a
check and a spolftight rather
than as an originator of deci-

sions.
By the late 1880s the Com-

mons had largely lost the
actual, as opposed to formal,
power to decide which group
could hold office. The major
extension of the franchise In
1888 and the associated firming

of party lines and discipline
ended the 20-year period in
which prime ministers had to

form coalitions from several
fluid groups in the Commons.
The power to approve or dis-

miss governments then passed
to the electorate, unless, as in

1885-86, parties themselves
split, forcing a succession of
elections.
Party was all in 1888, even

though then, ss now, there was
a multi-party position. There
were not only Lord Salisbury’s
Conservatives and Gladstone's
Liberals, but also the Liberal
Unionists under Lord Halting-

Voting patterns
Votes cast at General Elections

Conservative

Winston Chwrchth

at Westminster
In 1939.

1880 90 1900 10 20 30 40 ,50
.
60

,
70 80 .

ton and Joseph Chamberlain,
who had split from the Liberals
over Ireland in 1886, and the
separate Irish members, the
ParneUites.
Within these party ties the

central role of the Commons as
the main forum of political
debate - for holding ministers
accountable and for making and
breaking careers - has
remained, largely unchanged.
Henry Lucy points to the suc-
ess of Arthur Balfour in the

Commons in the 1886-92 parlia-
-ment in dealing with the frac-

tious Irish members which
made his reputation and helped
to ensure that he became Salis-

bury's successor in 1902.
Lucy also describes an Inter-

vention by Gladstone which
held the House enthralled:
“Last week he delivered four
great speeches, any one of
which would have established a
Parliamentary fame. But it

seemed that since the House
last saw him he had renewed
his youth, like the eagle. Even
his voice, which sometimes
failed him, had regained its
mellowness.
"He spoke, as he often does in

chance debates on a Friday or
Tuesday night, in a conversa-
tional tone, free from all politi-

cal acerbity - a speech lumi-
nous with knowledge, profound
in wisdom, touched here and
there with flash of kindly
humour. It was like Priam sk-

at the Gate talking in the
ow evening sunlight to the

young men around him.” Glad-
stone, then in his 79th year,
still had his fourth premiership
four years away.

Similarly, MPs now come into
the chamber to hear speeches
by Mr Edward Heath, Mr
Michael Heseltine and Or David
Owen (none of them anywhere
near Gladstone's class as an
orator), or before they left the
Commons last June, Mr Enoch
Powell, Mr Roy (now Lord) Jen-
kins, and Sir James (now Lord)
Callaghan.

Parliament has lost its place
as the dominant forum for such
discussion. Apart from the dra-
matic moments or speeches the
chamber is said to be less well-
attended than even 20 or 30
years,ago,jpvtiy .besarige.'of £he\
counter-attraction of numerous
cross-party select committees
monitoring the affairs of gov-
ernment departments.. Such
commltles played an Important

part in parliament in the 19th
century, but there were fewer
of them, and the current stru-
cture of 14 such committees
was only created In 1979.
The debates of the Commons

receive less detailed coverage
in the press than in the past,
though the radio broadcasting
of its proceedings over the last
decade means teat many more
people are directly aware of the
noisier incidents like prime
minister's questions.
Back in 1888, only a little

more than a quarter of the
adult population had the vote.
Not only did no women have
the vote until 1918, but less
than 60 per cent of adult men
were eligible. While the 1884-6
changes had extended the male
franchise, there were still.

JLengthy resldeh£ft^ain&>.QXfi£r^
qualifications which excluded
many unskilled manual work-
ers. . 4 i

•

- The main change occurred in.

1918, when all men, and women

Uoyd George in 1915 The Msrquta of Salisbury

Lord Asquith Stanley Baldwin

Wlfflam Gladstone

One hundred years ago. Lord
Safabwy was Britain's

'somewhat reluctant Prime
Minister. Ms most famous
remark was that “most things
don’t matter at afi, and
nothing matter* very much.”
An astute aristocrat, be
despised the seniatkmaUsm
of popster journalism and
the tricks of poUdans.
Pictured, below: victory

smiles from Mr and Mrs
Clement Attlee and friends,

outside London's Transport
House after the famous 1945
General Election triumph

over 30, were given the vote,
and women were allowed to
become MPs - thus creating the
opportunity for Mrs Margaret
Thatcher to become the lon-
gest-serving Prime Minister in
the 20th century. All women
over 21 were given the vote in

1928, the multiple vote and the
six months' residence qualifica-
tion were abolished in 1948 and
the voting age was lowered to
18 in 1969.
These changes accelerated

both the disappearance of the
independent member"dependent
on local patronage or support
and the appearance of mass
party organisations with
national networks of candi-
dates. This trend was already
well-established by 1888,
.though the limits on party com-

shown by ,tba^
existence of a large number of
unopposed elections. These
totalled over 100 even In the

of^, amf^amemnt^

1936, before disappearing after
the 1961 general election.
The extension of the fran-

chise permitted the creation,
and growth of the Labour
Party. In 1888, Keir Hardie was
only an unsuccessful parlia-
mentary candiate. He was not
elected to the Commons until
1892, before losing again three
years later. The Labour Repre-
sentation Committee was not
founded until 1900, and the
Labour Party, so named after
1906, did not adopt a nation-
wide organisation until 1918.
The rise of Labour, the asso-

ciated decline of the Liberals as
a major third force after the
1920s, led to a change in the
social composition of the Com-
mons. In 1888, apart from the
Irish^membetSj .the^Hoqsj, was
'prpjrtnminautly impe&ctaSS. and
middle-class, with a large num-
ber of peers’ sons and a sizeable

fessions. Not least of the deter-

rents to working-class members
was that MPs were unpaid until

after 1911, when they started
to receive £400 a year.
A number of Liberal, as well

Labour, members from lower-
middle class and working-class and Mrs Thatcher, with provin-
backgrounds entered the Com- cial lower-middle class back-
mons in the 1890s and 1900s. grounds, yet a direct descen-
Initialiy, Labour was a predom- aant of the Victorian Prime
inantly working-class party. Minister was an MP until last

IcaLy, the social June and the present Cabinet
contains three peers' sons.

in the number of upper-class
members, and a growth in the
number with a professional or
business background. Lord Sal-
isbury, the aristocrat, has been
replaced by Mr Edward Heath

Thatch

'but, paradoxically, the social
base of the Commons has nar-
rowed since the 1940s follow-
ing the large influx of middle-
class professionals in Labour's
landslide victory of 1946. For
instance, the proportion of
Labour MPs who were rank and
file workers fell from an aver-
age of 72 per cent in the
1018-36 period to just over 40

Yet, while these social
changes and the extension of
the franchise have meant that
political leaders turn more out-
wards to the electorate, the
basic character of Parliament
has altered less than might

^ have been expected. Perhaps
per iynt jn ifl4R*ayid «nbse- that just shows that the Com-

fnqns is Itself a £!£_
ie number of Labour MPs with servative institution, adapting

a professional backround rose and absorbing newcomers. It is

from,24 to oyer 46 -per.cent, .
-still, one of the best clubs in

flnufc
r t&gfc but no logger ah exc)u-

there hasoeen a slight decline sway aenflemaiflrauB:
- '
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The First 100 Years

THE WINTER OF DISCONTENT

Turning point in UK
industrial relations
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The wave of strikes across Britain, a decade ago, has cast a long

shadow, says Philip Bassett

WHEN, EARLIER THIS year,
Mrs Margaret Thatcher became
the longest-serving British
Prime Minister this century, she
turned as an indicator of
change to her favourite touch-
stone - the transformation of
British industrial relations from
its perceived strike-proneness
to now relative industrial har-
mony.
“They used, when I first came

in, to talk about us In terms of
the British disease. Now they
talk about us and say. 'Look,
Britain has got the cure. Come
to Britain to see how Britain
has done it.' That is an enor-
mous turn-round."
Picking turning-points, even

in retrospect, is a chancy busi-
ness, no less In the tangled web
of British industrial relations
than in any other social aspect.
Many have claims - the 1926
General Strike, the early- 1040s
move by the unions into corpo-
ratism, the Donovan report of
1968, the 1974 or 1984-85 min-
ers' strikes - but for the sheer
breadth of impact art British
life and politics in recent years,
the events of the winter of
1978-79 stand out.
Not that they did so to such

an extent at the time. To a
reporter covering the strikes of
that time, probably no less than
those more centrally connected,
with them, it was far from

obvious how far-reaching
would be the impact of each
new wave of employees going
on strike, doubling and redoubl-
ing discomfort and anxiety to
the public so that the newspa-
pers, reaching - unusually - for
their Shakespeare dubbed it the
‘winter of discontent’.
The sheer numbers of

employees taking part were
enormous. By its end, almost 20
per cent of the British work-
force had taken action, from
oil-tanker drivers to hospital
porters, from journalists to
lorry drivers, from train crews
to gravediggers. Though the
number of strikes in 1978 and
1979 actually fell from previ-
ous years, the number of work-
ing days lost through stoppages
soared to more than 29m - the
highest since the General
Strike.
Oddly, this huge social con-

vulsion remains peculiarly
under-studied- Now, at a time
when industrial relations scru-
tiny has declined, no large-scale
dispute goes by without a
book-length post-mortem: the
numbers generated by the
1884-85 miners’ strike, for
instance, run currently to well
over 30. Yet no such account
has appeared of the considera-
bly more significant events of
the winter of discontent.

Partly, that was a matter of

timing. Events ran on: to the
election of May 1979, and in
industrial relations to the
national steel strike on 1980 -

the first of the string of large-
scale public sector stoppages
which have been hurled, almost
completely ineffectively, at Mrs
Thatcher's government.

Partly,, though, it was
because what the strikes meant
took time - at least until the
next election in 198$ - to
emerge fully: the wholesale
change in economic policy, and
from that in social attitudes,
towards individualism, entre-
preneurialism, and conserva-
tism; the swift removal of the
unions not just from the near-
dominant public role they had
both enjoyed and exploited in

the 1970s, but virtually from
the political stage entirely; the
ending of what some - even
some in and close to the Labour
Party - have suggested may be
the last Labour government.
After years of membership

was set solely by Callaghan and
Denis Healey, then Chancellor.

William Rodgers, then trans-

port secretary, says a number
of Cabinet members felt the fig-

ure was ridiculously low. Jack

Jones says there was no discus-

sion with the unions about it-

Lord Murray, then TUC general

secretary, says the figure was
Treasury-inspired, and came
right out of the blue.

Even so, it might still not.

have mattered. Labour’s parlia-

mentary instability meant it

unlikely Callaghan would be

able to hang on in office until

his last date of 1979 most
thought an election likely in

autumn 1978. “To those of us
around him," says Lord Dono-

ghue, then Callaghan's chief

policy adviser at No 10, “the 5

per cent made sense while we
thought there might be an elec-

tion.
In a decision he now - unsur- •

m_% ssH #a ®
prisingly - regrets, Callaghan

w . stunned everyone, his Cabinet

London’s Petticoat Lane, piled with uncollected rubbish during the strikes of 1978-79. The
political Impact of these scenes was far-reaching.

colleagues included, by not call-

ing an election. As Sir Patrick
Natme, then permanent secre-

tary at the DH5S, soys: “After

the election was not called, one
began to take the 6 per cent

kept the country -•?. v'

couldn’t concern, itseu wth-.th^.- *

Government and; jts pofiticaK-::

problems. _ • .. u ,

r'
;r

V;'- -
Labour was

.

classically

between its re^onsibilitertor;,

govern, and’ its own COhstfat' . .

ency, as Sir Peter Lataru^ tfeeS .'

'

A senior Department of TWfes-h '

port civit servant, told

ICBH seminan “I was convinced;. ;.

that ministers wanted to lobkV-
as though they were- dbijjg-;

'

something, but When Itcamfr toS
it there were TOO 1 many minis--

.

ters who had too close relations

•with the unions." '
. '"A 'zr-

r '~

. But it was the adao»m t&e~ =

public sector - mounds of: rot-/7

ting rubbish in the sjreets^:--
*

picket lines stopping oxygenA '

supplies to dying- patients,-- the;:.,

dead not being buried-whiph
finished Labour,-offand made-
glorious summer fof the,.C0B^~:

.

servaxives seem Inevitable.:

Douglas Smith, now chalsnah
of the conciliation serviceAca^
and then in the Department^! ;

.

Employment, believes' that the
reaL impact of the publie ser-' •:

vice strikes was over-stated gt

decline, of greatly-reduced
importance, of virtual margin-importance. of virtual margin-
alisation, how far do the unions
now accept responsibility for
ail that followed ? Sid Weighell.
the former railwaymen’s
leader, was hissed and jeered
when he told an early 1980s
TUC Congress that it was their
own fault Mrs Thatcher was
now in power. Lord Callaghan,

then Prime Minister as Jim Cal-
laghan. is unequivocal in blam-
ing the unions. New union lead-

ers such as John Edmonds of
the GMB general union believe
unions had become arrogant,
and over-reached themselves.
But even now, a decade on,

some union leaders still agree
with the view of Ken Gill, gen-
eral secretary of the white-col-
lar Tass union, at the 1978 TUC
Congress: “When a Labour gov-
ernment disagrees with the
trade union movement, then it

is almost certain than the Gov-
ernment is wrong."
A whole tapestry of events

led to the strikes of 1978-79.
Crucial to them, as Sir Kenneth
Stowe, then Callaghan's princi-

pal private secretary, put it at
a recent ground-breaking semi-
nar organised by the Institute
of Contemporary British His-
tory, were the massive pro-
gramme of public spending cuts
necessary after the Labour gov-
ernment called in the IMF in
1976, and Labour's political
instability in the Commons,
when it was governing in 1978
without a majority. But a num-
ber of more immediate events
were vital.

The key was the rejection by
the 1977 biennial conference of
the TGWU transport union of
the impassioned pleas of its
then-leader. Jack Jones, for fur-
ther support for the social con-
tract on pay. prices and legisla-

tion between Labour and the
unions.
Though it seems barely credi-

ble now in the late 1980s that a
policy derision at a trade union
conference could have that kind
of impact, once the TGWU had
voted for a return to free col-
lective bargaining, the Labour
government was living on bor-
rowed time. Labour then failed
to win agreement from the TOC
on pay, and instead derided to
go for another year of pay
restraint, following previous
years' 5 and 10 per cent ceil-
ings with a further year of 5
per cent as a limit.

Lord Ennals, then as David
Ennals health services secre-
tary, says now that the figure

seriously."
So did the unions - but as a

target to be beaten. Driven first

by the private sector, by
lengthy disputes, and subse-

the' time: many more bodies-
were left unburied in a: barely;

reported dispute mLiverpOor
last year than in the. winterfof
discontent. . . i

quently large settlements, at
Ford and British Oxygen, and in
the road haulage ana oil trans-
port industries, the Government
- first its pay policy, then
through that its claimed special
relationship with the unions,
and, with that gone, Its very
existence - came under threat.

Sir Clive Rose, then heading
the Cabinet Office's Civil Con-
tingencies Unit emergency plan-
ning group, says the tanker
drivers posed the need for a
state of emergency. Callaghan
wanted one, but was vetoed by
the Cabinet. Action by the CCU,
in concert with TGWU leaders,

- But the- impact - especially on
“

television - of the-acriou’s.
effect was enormous, matched
only , by the increases eveiitu-
ally awarded by the Clegg .pw.;'

'

commission set up by Labour* /
'
r

which were scathingly hoh-'
oured by Mrs Thatcher aisdfbU ='

lowed by the . corrtmissioa's
swift scrapping. . .

r

Buoyed up by a tidal wave-pf
public disgust with what was,
widely seen as the excesses of, ..

trade, union •power,.. -Mrs
Thatcher was swept--into -office^
and Labour - and the-uhkmsr~-

-

into the years of bleak daricnessV
in which they now still huddle.
She went on to transform the !

unions in what many regard: as

:

TRANSPORT

SIGNED!
Passengers’ high-speed future

Jet travel may one day look as old-fashioned as transatlantic liners, says Kevin Brown

JULY 20, 1987, CGE LAUNCHES THE MINITEL VIDEOTEX

TERMINAL IN NORTH AMERICA.

AUGUST 21, 1987, CGE REINFORCES ITS POSITION IN THE

WEST GERMAN TELEPHONE MARKET.

AUGUST 27, 1987, CGE CONCLUDES A MAJOR AGREEMENT

FOR ENERGY GENERATION EQUIPMENT IN MEXICO.

SEPTEMBER 23. 1987, PROOF OF CONFIDENCE ITT INVESTS

$ 180 MILLION IN CGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACTIVITIES.

SEPTEMBER 30, 1987, CGE RECEIVES PRIME

CONTRACTORSHIP FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE CROSS-

CHANNEL TGV HIGH-SPEED TRAIN.

OCTOBER 29, 1987, CGE BURSTS INTO THE PACIFIC WITH A
MAJOR CONTRACT FOR THE AUSTRALIA-NEW ZEALAND

TELECOMMUNICATIONS UNDERWATER LINK,

NOVEMBER 10. 1987, GREAT JgfIf
BRITAIN CHOOSES CGE NUCLEAR .

ENERGY TECHNOLOGY.

(TO BE CONTINUED...)

REMEMBER THE British Trans-
port Commission? Not many
people do. yet it was one of the
most spectacular failures of the
post-war era.

Set up in 1947 by the first

majority Labour Government,
the Commission embraced vir-

tually every field of transport,
covering a workforce of more
than 1m people

It controlled the railways, all

canals and waterways, long dis-
tance road haulage, much
coastal shipping and ferries,
the London Underground. ' and
most bus and coach services.

Its brief was to make the
most efficient use of national
transport resources by elimi-
nating wasteful competition
and integrating all the mayor
undertakings to prevent waste-
ful competition.
The Commission lasted 15

years - it was abolished by a
Conservative Government in
1962 - and it failed principally
because the planners failed to
foresee the -post-war explosion
in the use of private cars.
When the Commission was

established there were just
3.5m motor vehicles in Great
Britain, and the number of pas-
sengers on public rail and bus
services was at its highest for
years because of shift work and

Large numbers of pre-war
passenger liners were still ply-
ing the oceans, from Europe to’
North America, Africa, India
and Australia, and there were
plenty of new ones on the
drawing boards in the early
1960s.
In 1953 alone, the US liner

United States and the Swedish
Kungsholm entered service,
while Cunard had two ships in

,
British yards and Canadian.
Pacific one. More were planned,
the FT reported, in August.
‘ The article, by the editor ’of

Shipping World, reflected the
prevailing orthodoxy by sug-
gesting that there would
always be people who would
prefer to travel by sea Most of.

the new ships finished up in the
cruise market, or carrying sub-
sidised emigrants .to .Australia
* The two decades after the
war were a period of rapid
development in transport tech-
nology - notably in the produc-
tion of diesel and electric trains
to replace the romantic steam
locomotives of earlier years.' -

Other developments were less
immediately successful^' -

nuclear powered merchant
ships turned out to be too
expensive for viable operation,
and monorails failed to fire the
bureaucratic or popular imagi-
nation despite favourable Gov-
ernment evaluation in 1968.
-The hovercraft, invented by 1

Sir Christopher Cockerell in
1953, eventually went into ser-
vice on the English Channel,
where several remain in opera-
tion, but failed to achieve the
huge export sales and rapid
development which was expec-
ted of it.

mmm
petrol rationing during the war.
By 1962, when the Commis-

sion was abolished, there were
10.5m vehicles, and both rail

and bus services were in seri-
ous decline as passengers
turned increasingly to private
cars and motorcycles.
Many of the component parts

of the Commission have since
been sold to the private sector -

notably the National Freight
Corporation, and most of the
National Bus Company, and
large parts of British Rail's
holdings, such as iL«? ferries and
ports.

The railway itself remains in
the public sector, however,
much as forecast by the FT as
long ago as March 1940, when
keen eyed readers would have
spotted in the Investor's Note
Book column the prediction
that wartime control was
unlikely ever to be relaxed.

The unidentified but percep-
tive author noted that the
1914-18 war had led to the cre-
ation of the existing Big Four
railways, and forecast;" the
1939-X war (may) result in the
formation of a Big One, possi-
bly under the title of the
National Transport Board."

Nationalisation was opposed
by both the industry and the
Financial Times, which
attacked the "Socialist fiction
that the railways are ineffi-
cient" and deplored the Govern-
ment's failure to calculate the
real coses of nationalisation.

Holiday-makers at Dover beach, 29 years ago, marvel as the
SR.N1 hovercraft arrives from Calais after its first Channel
crossing. The historic trip, on July 25, 1959, was made by
Christopher Cockerell (later, ShJ and Commander Richard Lamb.

Nationalisation went ahead,
of course, but profits were still
being made on dealings in rail-
way shares right up to New
Year’s Day 1948, when they
were converted into British
Transport Stocks on previously
unannounced terms.

In a front page article the FT
reported on the last day of offi-
cial dealing:" At 2.55pm quite a
crowd surrounded Home Rail-
way Dealers in the Stock
Exchange to celebrate the exit
of this market, which is at least
a century old.

"Auld Lang Syne was sung
and speeches were called for.
but no response was forthcom-
ing to the demand. In fact, deal-
ers were far too busy to make
much of the occasion, and
retired to their offices to con-
tinue dealings for some time
after hours.

In the event, nationalisation
proved no panacea for the rail-
way’s problems, and by 1961
Dr Richard Beeching was work-
ing on the plan carrying his
name which was to reduce the
network by a third.

At the same time, the L'K was
belatedly trying to bring the
national road network up to the
level achieved hy its Continen-
tal rivals, particularly in West
Germany, France and Italy.
A roads programme was

announced in 1955 in an

attempt to redress the damage
caused by almost total neglect
of the system since the out-
break of war In 1939. In the
event, it was not until 1987
that the Roads Minister was
able to announce that the
motorway programme was “vir-
tually complete,"
The real post-war excitement,

however, was in international
transport services, particularly
the switch from sea to air on
the North Atlantic.
Tourist class passenger

flights began in May 1952,
when a BOAC Constellation air-
craft took off from London for
New York carrying 68 passen-
gers at a discount of 41 per
cent on the normal first class
fare.
When the flights started,

BOAC had bookings for 17,000
passengers up to September,
and as services increased other
airlines reported increases of
up to 500 per cent over the
number of passengers when
first class flights only were
available.
May 1952 was also notable

Tor the inauguration of the
world’s first jet airliner service
- a weekly BOAC Comet from
London to Johannesburg.
Clearly, a new era had

arrived. But It was a long time
before the shipping companies
recognised that their markets
were being poached.

The 1960s brought the devel-
opment of Concorde, -..the
Anglo-French supersonic air-
finer developed jointly -by the
British Aircraft Corporation
and Aerospatiale.
The aircraft was a technical

success, albeit at huge cost to
the taxpayers of the two coun-
tries, but no export sales were
achieved, only 16 aircraft went
into service, and research and
development costs were written
of£by Che two governments.
The 1990s will bring the

Channel Tunnel, finally given
the go-ahead after an earlier

to
1

,??
start was abandoned In

I9<4, and high speed rail ser-
vices between London, Paris,
Brussels and Cologne.
The longer-term future -is

anyone's guess. But the British
rlotol project and the National
Aerospace Plane, being devel-
oped by the US Government,
point the way towards ultra-
fast passenger services for the
next century which could make
jet travel look as old fashioned
as the transatlantic liners it
replaced.

YOUWASHDOWN THEMOST.
Will WASHDOWNTHEMERC.

FOR FIRST AND CLIPPER 5 CLASS PASSENGERS. WHILE YOU'RE BEING PAMPERED IN THE
AIR, YOUR CAR GETS THE SAME TREATMENT ON THE GROUND: FREE VV\LET AND ONE WEEK’S FREE PARKING.
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INDUSTRY IN BRITAIN

A story of lost
• . •

opportunities
British industry’s weaknesses in the post-war period were well-known

but were not acted upon, says Geoffrey Owen

THE STORY of British industry
after the Second World War is
one of a persistent failure to
adjust r to the loss of protected
Commonwealth markets, to
growing competition from
Japan and Germany on one
hand and the newly industri-
alised countries on the other,
and above all to the need to
replace outdated practices and
attitudes in product develop-
ment, manufacture and market-
ing.

With a few exceptions in such
sectors as pharmaceuticals, it is

a story of lost opportunities.
Management weakness, com-
pounded by errors of govern-
ment policy, caused strong posi-
tions in several established
industries, such as motor vehi-
cles, to wither away. Promising
attempts to build world leader-
ship in newer areas like elec-
tronics largely failed for lack of
vision, resolve and fol-
low-through. As this survey is

written, there are signs of
renewed confidence, of a deter-
mination to rebuild. But the
damage inflicted during earlier
decades was profound.
Was this the inevitable result

of a hundred years of gradual
decline? No doubt there is force
in the numerous general expla-
nations for Britain's deteriorat-
ing position in world markets -

the class structure, the lack of
attention to technical educa-
tion, the anti-entrepreneurial
bias in universities, the low sta-
tus of engineers and so on.
After the high point of the
industrial revolution in the
19th century the UK certainly
slipped back in the interna-
tional race. But if attention is

focussed on the period immedi-
ately before the Second World
War, it is not obvious that Brit-
ish industrial performance was
outstandingly bad by world
standards.
Newer industries like chemi-

cals, motor vehicles and electri-

cal engineering grew strongly in
the 1930s. Powerful companies
had been founded by able
entrepreneurs, like Morris
Motors, or by merger, like
Imperial Chemical Industries
and Unilever. .Older industries

like steel and textiles fared less
well: attempted rationalisation
schemes did little to solve
underlying structural problems.

Yet, taken overall, British
industry on the eve of the war
did not show obvious symptoms
of the wasting disease - or, as
some would put it, the urge to
self-destruction - which became
apparent after the war. Perfor-
mance was, at the very least,

respectable.
Some historians, notably Cor-

relli Barnett, have drawn atten-
tion to the deep-seated weak-
nesses - in quality of
management, in labour rela-
tions, in overall levels of pro-
ductivity - which were
obscured by the apparent
achievements of British indus-
try during the war. But his
analysis snows the size of the
international challenge that
would face British industry
after the war, not that the chal-
lenge could not be met.
What was needed, when the

war ended, was a drive to mod-
ernise. to apply the best avail-

able technology and manage-
ment methods throughout
industry. Instead, most manu-
facturers found themselves in a
seller's market in which the
urgent requirement was not
better design or lower cost, but

more production. The motor
industry, for example, briefly
became the world's largest
exporter of cars in the immedi-
ate post-war period, even
though its models were mostly
outdated and unsuited to over-
seas markets. As the home mar-
ket expanded rapidly in the
early 1950s the incentive to
export was reduced.
The weaknesses of .British

industry compared with its
overseas rivals were generally
known, but not acted* upon. In
steel, for instance, the report of
the Anglo-American Productiv-
ity Team in 1952 showed that if

all the existing steelworks were
expanded or even retained it

would not be possible to reach
the minimum size for efficient
operation. If the criterion for
government and company pol-
icy had been international com-
petitiveness, the shape of the
steel industry would have been
radically altered in the 1950s
and 1960s, with new investment
concentrated on the best loca-
tions.

Conservatism and compla-
cency among the producers,
reinforced by bad government
decisions, led to mis-directed
investment; the tendency to put
social and political criteria
ahead of efficiency was syxnbol-

bi the 1930ft, newer Industries, Including the vehicle sector, grew strongly as powerful companies, such as Monte Motors,

were founded by able entrepreneurs. Pictured here Is the Morris Minor production line, over 30 years ago. Today, the

UK motor industry Is recovering from a decline which began hi the early 1970s.

Harold MacmlHan (left}: spflt steel investment between Wales
and Scotland. Sir Jules Thom: he created the strongest British

TV set manufacturer.- '•

ised by Mr Harold Macmillan's
decision in 1959 to split the
fourth strip mill between Scot-
land and south Wales - a deci-
sion whose consequences per-
sist to this day in the
long-running argument over the
future of the Ravenscraig
works in Scotland.

In theory, the nationalisation
of steel (for the second time) in
1967 could have paved the way
for restructuring and modernis-
ing the industry. In practice, as
with most other forms of gov-
ernment intervention during
the 1960s and 1970s, the effect
of state ownership was to delay
rather than to accelerate the
changes that were needed. Nei-
ther the Labour Govemmment’s
over-ambitious National Plan of
1965 nor its detailed interven-
tion in industry through the
Industrial Reorganisation Cor-
poration (set up in 1966) pro-
duced a lasting improvement in
competitiveness.
True, some of the IRC-spon-

sored mergers were successful,
notably those in the electrical
engineering industry involving
GEC, AEI and English Electric.
But the conditions which led to
success in that case - a deter-
mined management with a clear
plan for reducing costs and eli-

minating over-capacity - did not

exist in the much more difficult
case of the motor industry.
Of all the consequences of the

IRC-supported British Leyland
merger, the decline of the Ley-
land and AEC heavy truck busi-
ness was perhaps the most dis-

appointing, since this was a
field, much more than in high-
volume cars, where the UK had
particular strengths.

The role of government and
its agencies was generally
unhelpful during this period.
Quite apart from the stop-go
characteristics of macro-eco-
nomic policy (which had a
harmful effect on consumer
product industries like domestic
appliances, TV sets and cars),

purchasing policies by national-
ised Industries were too often
guided by narrow perceptions
of distinctively British needs,
with insufficient regard for
overseas customers.

The choice of advanced gas
cooled reactors by the Central
Electricity Generating Board in
1965, the aircraft purchasing
decisions of the state airlines,

the Post Office’s early forays

into electronic telephone
exchanges - all these had bad
effects on the ability of their
suppliers to compete In world
markets; they stemmed in part

from the over-centralisation of
technical decisions.

It would be absurd to assign
all the blame for Britain’s poor
industrial performance to the
errors, inconsistency and
unpredictability of government
policy. Yet it is interesting to
vote that in one sector where
the government's role has gen-
erally been both supportive and
consistent the UK's, perfor-
mance has been good. This is

the pharmaceutical industry. It

is a sector which has benefited
from some factors which were
notably absent in much of the
rest of British industry - a. close
rapport between academic sci-

ence and industrial research
laboratories, a rapidly growing
home market (through the
National Health Service) and a
production process that did not
rely on large concentrations of
unskilled or semi-skilled work-
ers and so was less vulnerable
to industrial relations conflict
The fact that US-owned drug

companies were invited by the
Government to establish labora-
tories and factories in the UK
in the 1950s exposed the British
producers to American manage-
ment methods and helped to
enhance the vitality of the sec-
tor. The recent success of a
company like Glaxo, now one ot

the world's leading drug compa-
nies. reflects at least in part the
favourable environment which
the manufacturers have
enjoyed since the war.
Although the industry has

come under attack for allegedly
high profits, over-aggressive
sales methods and occasional
lapses of safety, successive

f
jovenunents have recognised
cs value to the economy and
have been reluctant to do any-
thing which would seriously
damage xt.

Some critics might argue that
excessive emphasis on the
shortcomings of government is

simply a cloak for entrepre-
neurial failure, that British
management, if it had been
good enough, could have risen

.

above the problems of the
domestic economy and estab-
lished world-beating busi-
nesses. Such critics might point
to the example of foreign com-
panies, such as IBM, which
have invested heavily in prod-
uct development and in manu-
facture within the UK and have
achieved productivity levels
that are competitive by world

. standards.
Yet while it is true that the

quality of management in some
foreign-owned companies
appears tff* haVd ‘b&h 'higher''

Chan in their British counter-

parts, the record of such sub-

sidiaries is patchy at best- »

disappointing performance oi

the UK operations of General

Motors, once regarded astne
most powerful of all US corpo-

rations, shows that American
management methods did not

provide an unfailing recipe for

success in the British enviton-

ment-

As for home-grown entrepre-

neurs, there have been some
powerful individuals who have

built or revived substantial

UK-based business empires. Yet

the number of chose empires
which rank today among the

world’s leaders in their fields is

disappointingly small. Too
many success stories proved
short-lived. Dr Daniel McDon-
ald’s BSR dominated the world

market for record-changers, yet

after the departure of the
founder failed to adapt to

changing technologies and con-

sumer tastes. Sir Jules Thorn
created the strongest British

TV set manufacturer, yet nei-

ther he nor his successors were
able to give the group the inter-

national dimension that was
needed.
Although there have always

been a good many companies
which specialise successfully in

niches of the world market, it is

hard to resist the impression of
a certain entrepreneurial cau-
tion, a lack of adventurousness
and ambition 'which was influ-

enced by the uncertain eco-
nomic climate in the UK. Per-
haps if Britain’s entry into the
Common Market had occurred
in the early 1960s rather than
the 1970s, British industry
would have been caught up in
the faster growth of the earlier
period. As it was, entry in 1973
coincided with the end of the
post-war boom.
Slower growth added to the

difficulties which most UK
companies faced in reorientat-
ing their products and their
management attitudes towards
the enlarged European market.
Initial disappointments - often
resulting from ill-judged take-
overs - led to a degree of disen-
chantment with Continental
markets. Hence EC entry was
not the fillip that its promoters
had expected.

Will the 1980s mark a turning
point? Will the 1990s, which if

all goes according to plan will

bring the completion of a barri-
er-free European market, see
the resurgence of British indus-
try,on the world stage? The
economic and political climate
is more favourable for business.
There is less complacency in

board rooms and a far greater
determination on the part of
leading British companies to
judge themselves by the highest
international standards. The
next generation of entrepre-
neurs, perhaps with a larger
vision of what can be achieved
than their predecessors, is now
aWaited.
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with a 27-shilling^rystal set
In 1922,whenwe were only five years old,we made our

first radios.

The cheapestwas a crystal set. costing£1.7s.0d. (The

Financial Times-a mature34 at the time-mighthave used
one to lend a critical eartothe infant BBC).

Today,ofcourse,ourradios costyou more. Like theman-
pack in our System4000 range,shown here.

Itfsthe rangethatrecentlywonustheAustralian Army^s
£160-miUion ProjectRaven tactical radio contract.

Down the years,we’ve made many otheradvances.

From our ‘candlestick’ telephones for the Post Office

back in 1929, toSystemX today for British Telecom.

From ourCoffmangas cartridge engine starters that

helped Wbrld War 2 fighterplanes to scramble, to our engine
monitoring systems forthe US Marine Corpsand RAF
Harriets.

From ourearly developmentworkon electronic

sensors in the late 1930s, to ourongoing radarand sonar
systemsupremacy now.

The Financial Timeshas witnessed it all.

Our contract successes, our financial growth, our
achievements in developingthe microchip thathave taken

us to Britain^ numberone in integrated circuits.

Long maytheFTprosperLong maywe make the news.
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IS BRITAIN edging, stumbling
or at least crawling towards a
new and positive role as a man-
ufacturing power? After ten
years of change that has
reshaped British industry at a
*£*ed rarely experienced
before, this is now a question
central to the health of the UK
economy.
The sheer scale and immedi-

acy of the metamorphosis is
such that the answer will not
be really known for many
years. What is obvious is that
the period largely coinciding
with the three Governments of
Mrs Margaret Thatcher has
transformed much of the char-
aeter of British manufacturing,
leaving it with a slimmer but
smaller physique.
Parts

large swathes of UK manufac-
turing during the end of the
1970 and the early 1980s.

In the vehicle industry, BL —
now the Rover Group - shut 13
plants under the management
for survival strategy of Michael
Edwardes. One of those plants,
Can ley, in Coventry, was
Europe’s biggest car manufac-
turing site in the 19605. MG and
Triumph disappeared as sports
car marques. Total car output
in Britain tumbled to a low
point of 890,000 in 1982 from
the peak ten years earlier of
1.9m. -

BL’s Leyland subsidiary
struggled to remain a truck and
bus manufacturer while its
farm tractor business, the last

indigenously owned volume
ducer, disappeared. Theare undoubtedly producer,

healthy and strong, but these image of motor manufacturer,
years have also exposed persis- Rolls-Royce w
tent frailties in Industry's bone
structure that remain a severe
drag on performance and on
Britain’s standing as a leading
international maker and devel-
oper of manufactured goods.
The present structure and

state of health of industry is in
large part the result of three
distinct phases of change since
1979. The first phase lasted to
around 1983. It was one of
unremitting pain as manufac-
turers laboured under the bur-
dens of an overvalued pound,
high interest rates, shrivelling
recession-hit demand, and the
self-inflicted handicap of out-
dated plant, tired management
and poor labour practices.
The second period, which

stretched into 1985 was one of
gradual stability among the sur-
vivors of the previous period,
improving profits and cash bal-
ances, and the emergence of
many companies from their
stress-induced cocoons.
The third phase, in which the

UK still finds itself, has been
characterised by two features.
One is a rapid upsurge in prof-
its and, more recently, in out-
put as companies reap the bene-
fits of vastly improved
shopfloor relations, cost-cutting
and restructuring. The other is

a fundamental reshuffling in
the ownership structure of
scores of manufacturing sec-
tors.

Many of these sectors are
hardly recognisable from what
they were in the mid-1980s, let

alone in the 70s. Much of that
restructuring, which has tended
to reinforce the position of
non-British companies has been
aggressive and beneficial. Some
ofit though has been nervous
and defensive, with companies
unsure of where they are or
want to be, and groping for a
firmer foothold in increasingly
open but crowded markets.

It is becoming difficult for the
man in the street to recall the
sheer scale of factory closures,
wholesale redundancies and
company collapses that hit

was seriously
dented as sales plummeted.
Some component manufactur-
ers, like Rubery-Owen shrank
almost out of sight
During the peak of site clo-

sures in the textile industry
immediately after the turn of
the decade, 200 mills closed in
just one 12-month period.
A mass of production sites in

mechanical engineering went
under, and a number of once
great but then floundering com-
panies broke apart, among
them Alfred Herbert in machine
tools and Stone Platt in textile
machinery.
The steel industry went

through a trauma of massive
proportions, too. During the
late 1970s and early 1980s
when the British Steel Corpora-
tion was running up losses of
more than a SI bn a year, four
large private sector steel mak-
ers shut down, scores of subsid-
iary sites closed and BSC
scrapped more chan a hundred
pieces of production plant.
Some of this was the result of a
successful and planned ration-
alisation of the industry.
The social consequences,

however, will remain for at
least another generation in
towns like Consett and Shotton.
One of the most depressing sto-
ries of difficulty and retreat by
VK manufacturers was the elec-
tronics industry. The first
Thatcher Government latched
on to electronics as a main
building block for Britain’s
future. In the over-simple ver-
nacular of the time, it was a
'sunrise' industry.
The Government took an

interventionist role, moving
almost immediately towards
the liberalisation of telecommu-
nications and privatising Cable
and Wireless in 1981. Cuve Sin-
clair, inventor and populariser
of computers, became one of
Mrs Thatcher’s favourite busi-
nessmen.
But the problems came thick

and fast. ICL was saved &om
the brink of collapse only with
a it200m Government loan

The Kuan car plant at Washington in the north east Of England. Some sectors of British industry have become Increasingly
dependent on infusions of Japanese technology

THE RESTRUCTURING OF BRITISH INDUSTRY

Big slimdown raises

questions of scale
Massive changes have taken place, but important weaknesses remain, Nick Garnett believes.

guarantee. British television
manufacturers steadily
retreated. GEC and Rank held
on in this Held with joint ven-
tures with Japanese companies,
but eventually withdrew com-
pletely along with Granada.
Thorn EMI, once with preten-
sions to being a big Integrated
electronics company began a
long divestment which has now
taken it completely out of con-
sumer electronics, Its television
interests now merged with
those of Thomson of nance.
Weighed down by an unsatis-

factory split in development
and manufacturing between
GEC and Plessey, the earlier
much-vaunted System X digital
telephone exchange system
crawled rather than leapt into
the 1980s. Clive Sinclair him-
self eventually had to sell off
his main brand name.

A few industries, such as
pharmaceuticals and aerospace
- where the last major company
collapse, that of Handley Page,
was in the 1960s - escaped
these traumas. But elsewhere
the tale was one of almost
unlimited bleakness. Three of
the biggest toy makers, Airflx,
Lesney and Dunbee-Combex-
Marx went into receivership.
Even the mighty Imperial
Chemical Industries reported a
one quarter loss in 1980 and
cut its dividend on the back of
sliding world demand for petro-
chemicals.

All this is a far cry from the
kind of industrial news which
has filled national newspapers
in the past two years, as profits
and production have moved on
to a steep upward curve. Car
output was up at 1.15m last
year and rising. Glaxo has the

world's fastest selling drug six
years after launch. Many other
sectors from textiles to machine
building witnessed substantial
increases in sales.- Net gearing,
the proportion of debt to
equity, is steeply down right
across manufacturing industry.
All this has been accompanied
by a huge acquisition spree in

North America.
Much of the increase in out-

put, however, is coming from
production sites owned by for-
eign companies - US, French
and Japanese in the car-build-

' ing sector, and American and
Japanese groups in computers
and other electronic areas.
At the same time the well-

documented problems in many
British companies of inade-
quate training, low investment,
scarce research and develop-
ment and a lot of tired and

inadequate manufacturing
plant that falls below the stan-
dards even of the l960spersjs-
tently remain. A reshuffling of
the ownership pack among Brit
ish industrial companies-that Is

little short of dramatic appears
to be producing a more coher-
ent shape, but it also inflates
that not only Is industry in a
state of flux, it is also strug-
gling with a number of deep
seated weaknesses.
The restructuring in the past

few years has taken many
forms. Some of it has resulted
from acquisitions by one or
more dominant companies. In
textiles, for example the even-
tual formation in 1986 of Coats
Viyella followed the absorption
and merger of many businesses,
including Carrington Viyella,
Vantona and Coats Patons to
create a company larger than

Courtaulds.
A number of sectors have

reverted back to the kind of
shape they had at an earlier

date- The partial dismantling of
British Shipbuilders has thus
placed the warship building
yards of Swan Hunter, CammeU
Laird, Vickers and Vosper back
outside state ownership. In
machine tools, more than ten

companies have changed hands
during the past two years as
many of the general engineer-

ing groups that got into the
business in the 1960s and 1960s

have retreated, selling subsid-
iaries to .other smaller compa-
nies and to managements eager
to run the business concerned

themselves.
Some sectors have changed

shape because a few large com-
panies decided they could not

make a go of it or were too
small to be a serious player.

This has been a feature of the
much-reduced white goods
Industry where TI has disposed
of all its businesses, the main
ones to GECs Hotpolnt, and
Thom its interests to Electrolux
of Sweden.

In two sectors, vehicles and
electronics, a stong streak of
defensiveness has characterised
change of fundamental propor-
tions- -Lotus has sought the
security of General Motors
while Aston Martin and AC
have fallen under the wing of
Ford. Panther has gone to the
South Korean industrial con-
glomerate, Ssangyong. The Ley-
land truck and bus operation
has-been put into a Joint com-

with Daf of the Nether-
in which the Dutch com-

pany holds a 60 per cent stake,
while Bedford has been broken
up, the vans business going to a
joint company between GM and
Isuzu of Japan, the trucks busi-.
ness to David Brown's construc-
tion equipment based mini-em-
pire.
Rover, no longer with a

stand-alone model programme,
is becoming increasingly depen-
dent on Honda. To complete the
changes, and to underscore the
increasing influence of the Jap-
anese, Nissan says that within
five years it will be producing
cars at a volume little short or
a half Rover’s present output at
its recently-opened plant in
Washington in the north-east of

In electronics, the past year
has seen Plessey, the number
one British company in semi-
conductors take over the semi-
conductor interests of Ferranti;
a merger of Plessey and GECs
telecommunication manufactur-
ing interests, and a link-upin
defence electronics between
Ferranti and International Sig-
nals and Controls of the US.
Most of these mergers and

take-overs have been positive
and, in some cases, long over-
due. But they do point to one
continuing source of weakness

in British manufacturing - .the

lack of size ofmany companies.

The UK does have a number
of large globally-competitive
manufactureres. Coats is now
the biggest European-based tex-

tile company. Glaxo is the
world’s sixth biggest pharma''
ceuticals company, ICI the
fifth-largest chemicals concern
and PlUangton a world leading
flat glass producer. British
Aerospace is the largest Euro-
pean aerospace operation and
Mareonl, a leader in many types
of defence electronics.

But in many industries where
powerful global companies are
emerging, British competitors
are often small by comparison
and enduring all the handicaps
which that places on product
development and marketing.
Examples of this are many.

Hotpolnt is now the only UK
full line white goods producer,
but even after the TI pur-
chases, its turnover of S&OOm Is

one sixteenth that of Electrolux
In white goods, and an eighth
the size or Whirlpool in the US.
The merger of GEC and Ples-

sey’s telecommunications
operations created a company
only at number eight in the
world league table, a quarter
the size of AT and T and
smaller than European competi-
tors, Alcatel, Siemens and
Ericsson. Most of Rover's out-
put is low margin volume-type
cars but its production is
smaller than that of a specialist
high-value company such as

Having a broad cross section
of first rate niche producers is

as important, however, and the
UK has very many of these -

companies such as Lansing in
lift trucks, Weir in pumps, GEC
in turbines and Perkins in die-
sels. One serious problem is

that a very high proportion of
these companies are in older,
capital goods industries with
flat or declining demand rather
than in consumer,products.
This suggests two things. One

is that the UK has held on to
businesses in traditional sectors
rather better than getting in to
new ones. It still has a £3bn
trade balance in mechanical
engineering but a £2.5bn deficit
in electronics. The other is that
the UK falls far short of being a
rated producer of consumer
goods: it does not have many
companies with an outstanding
reputation in their respective
fields, like Jaguar.

Britain is still an important
manufacturing nation, how-
ever, with almost a quarter of
its GDP dependent on it. The
future health of scores of cities

and towns - whose ctirrrent
depressed appearance is part
testament to the continuing
shortage of good, well-paid
manufacturing jobs - will
depend on how well and how
quickly the UK can build on
what It has retained.

Why Britain’s most advanced
systems company is still in training.

lb CAE traininghas alwaysbeenan

investment, notanexpense.

We invest6% ofourturnoveron a variety

oftrainingschemesmanagedbya
professionaltrainingteam.

Schemes tomotivate staffandupdate

ski11s. Schemes to encourage innovative

thinkingandpromote greater adaptability.

So itcomes as little surprisethatin 1987

wereceivedtwo prestigious training awards.

AnationalawardfromtheManpower

awardfromthe BritishComputer Society.

Althoughthese awards arenotreflected

in ourbalancesheet they’re certainly

reflected inourknowledge

bank.

That’swhywe’ll stiflbe
in trainingwhenwe're
100 years old.

CAP
TheSystemsCompany
CAPGroup pic, 22Long Acre. London.WC2E9LY.
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A cornerstone of
British insurance since 1720.

For 268 years GRE has been busily meeting die

insurance needs of private individuals and companies

around the world.

Through the years we've continually improved and
expanded our range of services, combining the

considerable skills of our own people with die most

up-to-date technology available.

Butby no means axe we a srony-feced giant; in feet
we Kite to chinkwe offer insurance with ahuman touch.

Which is why; as one of the oldest inhabitants of
the City we are pleased to congratulate a fellow citizen

on a fine 100 years.

GCAMXA.* RCMAL EXCHANGEASSURANCEPLC HEAD OfflCE ft£KALEXCHANGE LONDON BOV KS.
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IN OUR INNOCENCE,WE THOUGHT
THE FT’s 100th BIRTHDAY WOULD BE AN
IDEAL DAY TO ADVERTISE THE AUDI 100.

WE WERE NEARLY RIGHT

WHEN WE put "this proposal to our friends at

Audi, they seemed enthusiastic.

‘ACH SO, das ist herrlich. A great idea
,
but why not

j

feature ike Audi 80?’
,

j

'

i

WE WERE, we must admit, nonplussed. It must
j

have shown. *

*
I

• • - ’
. s

'YOU WANT to know why? Galvanization of coursel
j

‘OF COURSE/ we said ‘how silly of us.’

‘INDEED, THE Audi 80 has afully galvanized body
;

which minimises corrosion. And, that, oj course, means

that the Audi 80 lasts a good deal lo?iger than many of .

its competition. Rather likeyour Financial Times, eh?
’

!

WE HAD to agree but felt we ought to remind

them that their own Audi 100 also has a fully

galvanized bod)’:

‘THATIS indeed correct bull a triumphal gleam ap-

peared, the Audi 80 looks much better with the Q3

option

!

feature the Audi 100. After all, they have not changed

the interior of the Financial Tunes for many many

years. Is that not so?

'

IT SEEMS we looked blank.

‘METALLIC PAINTWORK option, number Q3,

otherwise known as Flamingo. And what colour is a

flamingi?
3

‘PINK! WE ventured.

DEFEATED, WE were forced to admit that the

only reason we had suggested using the Audi

100 in the first place was a certain coincidence

of a numerical nature.

A THOUGHTFUL silence descended

1QUITE SO, and what colour is the Financial Times?
3

I

i

i

WE NODDED, and then rather rashly, as it
* 1

transpired, suggested that it might be a good

time to mention the fact that the Audi 100 was !

about to have its interior completely redesigned,
j

i

I

AHHA! 1We felt the coup de grace coming. We
(

were not wrong. That isprecisely why we should not

across the table.

‘ACH SO, one hundred and another hundred, yes, quite

logical! A pause, followed by a smile. 'OK, rue have

an idea, no Audi 80, no Audi 100. We meetyou half

way. Wefeature the Audi 90,jaV

UNDER THE circumstances, we thought it

would be silly not to.

DER AUDI 90.VORSPRUNG DURCH TEGHNIK.
rnT AUDI 3QSTAST5 FROM-AROUND fl* flfo)BROCHURESWD PACE L‘SJS«?0M AU0» INFORMATIONSEW E-WSS !Z?S.T " JO . r.£:;;££«^N :A:; -£_«-Cv: E>P0R7 AND FLEET S£LES. St- SAKE” r?E£T. i-jilZ-Z!-, /CM ?•* 3*ii



The First 100 Years

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIAL POLICY

Battle between two forces
A.H.Halsey looks at the history of welfare provision in Britain

THE FINANCIAL TIMES was
born in an imperial and capital-
ist Britain. Two forces have
since fought for dominance
over social policy. As T. H. Mar-
shall put it. ‘citizenship and
class have been at war in the
twentieth century*. They were
to seek their armistice in the
welfare state.

Social policy begins with gov-
ernmental response to frailty,

dependence and disaster among
the governed. Tn ail societies
these problems are primaevally
met by family obligation,
though legalised charily is

ancient - the Romans gave
bread to the poor.
The first industrial nation

inherited familisin, encouraged
thrift but was baffled by the
vulnerability of the industrial
classes to market fluctuations.
Puritan political economists
misread poverty as sloth and
invented the 1834 punitive
poor law, offering relief from
destitution on pain of
suspended citizenship under
discipline in workhouses.
Their Victorian commission-

ers were less stem in practice
than in theory, but policy was
directed to production rather
than distribution, both of which
they held to be properly private
rather than governmental. The
‘Treasury View' belonged to
their grandchildren, yielding
reluctantly to the "New Liberal'
theory of surplus which justi-
fied state redistribution of
wealth and income but resisted
Keynesian management of
aggregate demand.
By mid-century with the (par-

tial) enactment of Beveridge's
programme for social security'

and Sevan's National Health
Service, a comprehensive con-
tract for protection against the
vicissitudes of industrial life

was in place. The historic com-
promise of rhe welfare state -

committed to both a free mar-
ket and politically organised
charity - had become the social
consensus of a capitalist democ-
racy.
Even before the First World

War Lloyd George's reforms
reflected a vaguely defined
feeling that government must
provide against destitution for
all compatriots.

The principle was there: the
problem was how much and
how. The aim shifted slowly
and spasmodically from relief

of absolute destitution to pro-
tection against relative priva-
tion, from the workhouse to the
DHSS. from a patchwork of pri-

vate prudence to universal

State insurance.
Yet class resistance was stub-

born, the Right fearing bureau-

cratic socialism, the Communist
Left fearing attenuation of rev-

olutionary zeal by a service

state. Nevertheless, citizenship

had victories. The twentieth

century 'total' wars compelled

a kind of siege socialism.

Between the wars there was a
slow reformulation of the basis

on which state help should be
offered. The workhouse test

retreated before compulsory-
insurance, providing cash pay-

ments 'as of right' in sickness

and unemployment. Then, in

the 1930s, first the unemployed
and later the aged were offered

unconvenanteo payments by
the state related to their needs.

The first major step to social

security as a right of citizen-

ship was brought in by Lloyd
George in 1911 with limited
unemployment insurance and
more comprehensive coverage
of sickness. Benefits were set at

a flat rate in return for unifonn
contributions, by contrast with
the German scheme which
related contributions and bene-

fits to earnings, appealing to

the strong rather than the weak
and doing less to rescue the
very poor from the poor law.

in 1911 statutory unemploy-
ment insurance covered two
and a quarter million men.
After the war it was gradually-
extended to cover virtually all

manual workers. Because of,

and despite, mass unemploy-
ment in the slump years, bene-

fits were increased in value and
extended in duration.
The Depression brought crisis

to state welfare. Conservative
financing compelled cuts in
government expenditure and
reductions in social security
payments which brought down
the Labour administration. The
value of unemployment benefit
dropped ten per cent and a
national means test was intro-

duced. to be managed by the
Unemployment Assistance
Board set up in 1934.

Yet. the fact that payments
were now made for the children
of men out of work but not for
rjiose of employed men under-
lined the absence of family
allowances and threatened the
differential between relieF
income and earnings from
employment.
Only in 1929 was the poor

law dismantled and its respon-
sibilities tranferred to the
major local authorities. But
there remained a million pau-
pers supported by the public

assistance committees of the
local authorities in 1939.
Debate about the proper form

of state relief - how far benefits
should be a support of private
savings, how far adequate in

themselves for subsistence,
whether they should have a
contributory base Or be funded
from general taxation - was
resolved by Beveridge in 1942.
The scheme attacked ‘want'
through insurance against inca-

pacity to earn and through fam-
ily allowances for men in work.
The object was a guaranteed

minimum income as of right,
adequate for normal needs and
to continue as long as the need
lasted. Flat rate benefits in
return for flat rate contribu-
tions now represented an ele-

mentary' equality of citizenship.
The minimum preserved the
incentive to voluntary further
effort, and limited the level of
taxes. Insurance benefits were
to be backed by a means-tested
scheme of national assistance
which it was assumed cheer-
fully and wrongly, would
become less significant as insur-
ance cover became virtually
universal.
Social security was one part

only of a wider plan for social
reconstruction. It could only-
work on three assumptions: full

Sir William Beveridge: a bold
programme for social security.

employment, family allowances
and a free and comprehensive
health sendee. Full employment
was essential if a contributory
insurance scheme were not to

run into deficit. Family allow-

ances were essential to protect
against poverty but also to
maintain the differential
between the incomes of work-
ing households and those on
relief.

The National Health Service
embodied Beveridge's third
assumption. Unlike the social

security plan, it was a sharp
break from earlier health insur-

ance, with no contributory con-
ditions, comprehensive medical
care to the limits of what the
country chose to afford was to
be available to all citizens
through GPs, nationalised hos-
pitals and local authority com-
munity- and domiciliary nursing
services.

In the 1940s, war fosiered
welfare. On a. longer view the
inter-war years, dominated by
unemployment, nurtured the
gradual acceptance of a
national minimum standard of
living for all citizens. The Sec-
ond War raised popular expec-
tations. though politicians and
civil servants remained scepti-
cal about expensive proposals
for social security.
Beveridge himself attributed

the fall of the wartime coalition
government to its half-hearted
support for his plan. Yet the
succeeding Labour administra-
tion failed to introduce insur-
ance benefits adequate for sub-
sistence and reduced the value
of family allowances. Bevan
went through painful and
protracted negotiations with
the medical profession and the
local authorities before a com-
promise health service
emerged.
The political consensus of the

post-war years was fragile. The
giants of Idleness, Want. Igno-
rance, Squalor and Disease
were statutorily condemned.
Full employment, social secu-
rity, secondary education, new
housing and* the National
Health Service would drive
them Into the forgotten past.

It was a noble moment of
high civility, unclouded by
expectation that these social
evils would return in a yet
more affluent generation
together with their discarded
economic liberal remedies.

Professor A.H.Halsey is
Divertor of the department oj
Social and Administrative
Studies in the University oj

Oxford

Hospital bedside greeting: Aneurin Bevan, Health Minister in the 1945-50 Labour Government and founder of the Natfamrt Heafth

Service, 40 years ago. .
- '

THE NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE

A struggle to catch up
George Teeling Smith looks at the prospects for the NHS, once the envy of the western worife

THE NATIONAL HEALTH Ser-
vice in Britain epitomises the
welfare state, and.the changes
which are taking place in it.

Health - like other aspects of
welfare - is a growth Industry.

Almost all the countries of the
western world have doubled
the proportion of national
wealth spent on health between
the early 1960s and the late

1980s.
Typically, medical care

accounted for between four and
five per cent of gross domestic
product in the early 1960s, and
now accounts for between eight
and ten per cent. In fact.
Britain is an exception to this
general rule. Health care in

Britain has increased its share
of national wealth by only 50
per cent over the same period;
it now accounts for about six
per cent of gross domestic prod-
uct.
However, Britain will proba-

bly start to catch up with other

countries over the next twenty
years, as its national economy
as a whole recovers. It seems to
be a basic economic principle
that countries spend a larger
proportion of national wealth
on medical care as they become
more affluent.
There are three other funda-

mental reasons why health care
will continue to absorb a higher
proportion of national wealth.
The first is the advance in med-
ical technology. As more and
more diseases become treatable,
the scope for medical care
steadily expands. The popula-
tion becomes healthier, but it

becomes more expensive to
achieve that better health.
Second, as a corollary of this

fact, the number of very old
people will increase. They need
disproportionately more care
than the young or middle-aged
population. It is the over-75s
who are going to increase most
in number and who need most

medical care.
Third, as technology

advances, so do public expecta-
tions for prevention and treat-
ment. No one expected a new
hip, for example, 30 years ago.
Now, not only have new hips
become routine, but we will
soon also expect new hearts to
be provided on demand. And at
the other extreme of life, pre-
mature babies who had no pros-
pect of survival twenty years
ago are now expected to grow
up into healthy children,,
thanks to modem medical tech-
nology. But these sorts of medi-
cal miracles cost tens of thou-
sands of pounds for each life
saved.
More mundanely, the preven-

tion of scourges such as influ-
enza and even possibly the com-
mon cold may soon be routinely
available and may have to be

f
aid for in the foreseeable
ture. ....

In Britain, under the National

Health Service, it has become
fashionable to see the resulting
growth in expenditure on medl-
cal care as an economic prob-
lem. This is no doubt because
the NHS is largely funded out
of general taxation,: and the
present government hasu the
laudable aim of reducing taxes.
As a result, there has been

speculation that the NHS might
be privatised, or replaced by
some Continental style .of
health insurance. However,
such radical solutions- to the
‘problem’ are a chimera. It

would be political suicide for

any government to dismantle
the National Health Service. It

is extraordinarily popular with
the electorate. In fact, recent
surveys have suggested that
the great majority of the public

• would like to see more spent oh
the 'NHS, even if it. meant
higher taxation. .
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This is no doubt partly
because the public are continu-
ally rem&ided by the popular
presa of the recurrent shortages
under the Health Service: in
coronary artery bypass sur-
gery, for example, it is esti-

mated by the experts that
Britain should be doing three
times as many operations as at
present - the Americans do
seven times, as many per million'

population, but they perhaps
perform too many.

With the treatment of fatal
kidney failure, also, it ia esti-
mated that more, than a thou-
sand adults below the age of 66
die each'year in Britain because
treatment is not available for-
them. With less dramatic exam-
ples,- the quality of care in'
health service hospitals often
seems to fall far short of that
provided in other countries.

All this- no doubt helps to
explain the rapid growth of pri-

vate medical care alongside the
National Health Service.
Whereas in the. 1960s private
medicine accounted for only 0.5
per cent of total health spend-
ing in Britain, it now accounts
for 5.9 per cent - a tenfold
increase in its share. And pri-
vate -expenditure on health is

still rising fbur times as fast as
spending on the NHS. For non-
urgent surgery, the private sec-
tor now finances 13 per cent of
all casea

There seems little doubt that
private medicine in Britain is

going to continue to expand its

share of the health expenditure
in the years ahead. No political

party now openly opposes pri-

vate medicine, in the way that
the. Labour Party did until a

.

few years ago. It is recognised
as an appropriate adjunct to
the basic provision of the NHS,
which can - and indeed perhaps
should - be chosen by the hew,
very affluent sectors of the
community.

-Interestingly, this growth in

private medicine is no longer so
often seen

.
as . a threat to the

quality of care in the National
Health Service. The earlier
accusations of "queue jumping'
are starting to give way to a
realisation that one fewer in
the NHS queue means that
those behind will receive treat-
ment sooner.. It is certainly
fairer for a rich 'yuppie' to pay
for his family's, treatment pri-
vately. rather than to use his
social influence to get preferen-

.

lial treatment within the NHS.

• The remaining fear is that the
growth of private medicine
could exacerbate the shortage
of resources . within the NIK.
However, the fundamental
shortage is one of money, not
manpower "or materials. Pro-
vided that the Health Service
responds to public expectations
of. better care. It, too, can grow—. a ,mi iru •1:11

alongside private medicine.
There is no basic conflict
between the two sectors.
Indeed, probably the most

important development in
health care in Britain over the
next two decades will be a
much greater co-operation and
interchange between the public
and the private sectors.'

. This Is already very apparent
in residential care of the
elderly, for example. Only just
over hair of all old people in
residential accommodation are
paid for out of public funds and.
accommodated in publicly
owned homes.
Ten per cent are paid for out

of public funds, but live in pri-
vately provided homes; another
11 per cent are paid for pri-
vately in public accommoda-
tion; and 24 per cent are pri-
vately financed In private old
people's homes. This sort of
mixture of public/private pro-
vision and finance could well
become a - model for other
aspects of welfare provision in
the future.

Certainly, evidence from Con-
tinental countries suggests that
there is no threat to the quality
of care for the least privileged
from a growth in the private
sector. In the Netherlands, for
example, one third of the popu-
lation are privately Insured for
medical care, and only two
thirds are covered by the state
insurance scheme.
Yet a study by two health

economists a few years ago sug-
gested that the health of the
Dutch population was better
than in Britain or in France,
where almost the entire popula-
tion was covered by the state
health insurance.
Perhaps the greatest benefit

of all which would come from
greater co-operation between
public and private health care
in Britain would be the logical
introduction of ‘market' princi-
ples within the ‘free’ National
Health Service. Already the
idea of different health dis-
tricts buying and selling ser-
vices between each other has
started to be introduced.
This means that efficient hos-

pitals not only attract more
patients, but also get the extra
finance to provide for their
care. This sort of internal com-
petition - including competition
between the NHS and private
hospitals - could provide
exactly the sort of stimulus to
efficiency which our 40-year
-old National Health Service
requires.

k
More resources^ more compe-

tition; more efficiency; these,
then, are the three elements
which could transform the fal-

tering National Health Service
into an institution which once,
again was the envy of the West-
ern world - as, in a sense, it was
when it was created in 1948.

Professor George Teelimg
Smith is director qf the Office
ofHealth Economics
IVilOMli/. i « ml*

THE 1944 EDUCATION ACT

Reforms that have stood

the test of four decades
Brian Simon re-assesses one of the great achievements of the wartime coalition

THERE IS NO DOUBT that the
2944 Education Act was one of
the great reforming measures
of this century. It crystallised
aspirations which had devel-
oped across a broad spectrum
of opinion in the depressing
inter-war years - R.H.Tawney’s
Secondary Education For All,
perhaps the most effective edu-
cational manifesto ever written,
was published as early as 1922
-

.
and provided the legislative

basis for the massive expansion
of education through the 1950s
and 1960s up to today. In that
sense its provisions have stood
the test of time for more than
four decades.

In sharp contrast to the
Baker Bill of today, the 1944
Act was very much a consensus
measure. It was carried by a
coalition government - albeit
one with a large Tory majority,
but with all-party support. But-
ler and his colleague, Chuter
Ede (deeply experienced both
In politics and in local govern-
ment) gained enthusiastic sup-
port for their, reforming mea-
sure from all parties in
parliament (including Commu-
nist), from all the main teacher
organisations, the local authori-
ties and their officers, from a
mass of -voluntary organisa-
tions, and finally, and then
most important, from the
Churches (in particular the
Church of England, which had
a large stake in the schools).
This was a genuinely popular
measure of social advance, if

ever there was one.
Legislation, again in sharp

contrast with the Baker Bill,

was preceded by almost three
years of intensive public dis-

cussion - and this during a war.
As early as. June 1941 the self-

appointed planning group of
civil servants at the Board of
Education produced a detailed
sketch of the future in the.
famous Green Book, first dis-

tributed in ‘a blaze of secrecy'
(even Butler, not then President
of the Board, was at first
denied a copy), but shortly to
be made publicly available.
This provided the spur for all

organisations that wished to
sort out their own proposals, to
publish them and to enter into
discussions with the President,
himself a past master at negoti-
ation.

Butler's major achievement,
of course,'was to reach a Satis-

factory compromise with the
Church of England in particu-
lar, but also with the Roman
Catholics who, however, were
less happy with the. final solu-
tion. .Fundamentally, this
allowed more public money to
flow towards Church schools in
return for greater public con-
trol.

This was essential to break
the logjam, and haul the system
effectively into the mid-twenti-
eth century. It was not only
that Church schools were deter-
iorating badly due to lack of
funding: the Churches had sig-
nally failed, in the late 20s and
30s, to carry through ‘reorgani-
sation

1

on the lines of the
Hadow report of 1926, accepted
as^overnment policy from

By 1938 only 16 per cent of
Church schools had been reor-
ganised (split into primary and
post-primary departments or
schools) compared with more
than 66 per cent of local
authority schools. No reform
was possible without this
breakthrough.
There is no doubt that this

success was due to Butler's own
efforts, especially in winning
the essential support of William
Temple, the far-sighted
Archbishop of Canterbury.
Without it the central feature
of the 1944 Act - secondary
education for all - could not
have been won. as Butler him-
self clearly recognised. Negotia-
tions. especially with the
Roman Catholics, were long and
tortuous. In his own writings on
this period, Butler devotes by
far the greatest attention to
this aspect of his measure.

The Butler Act brought all

post-primary schools under a
single code of (secondary) regu-
lations. By this means the old
division between elementary
education (for the masses) and
secondary education (for an
elite) was, in a formal sense at
least, finally overcome, fees
being abolished in maintained
secondary schools.

This was the Act’s main egali-
tarian significance, but it also
provided for the raising of the
school leaving age to 15
(achieved in 1947) and finally
to 16 (though this took a full

generation). It also provided for
compulsory part-time education
for all to IS in county colleges -

an important perspective never
in fact realised.

It laid down the respective
roles of central and local gov-
ernment in the ‘delivery’ of the
system, and so crystalised the
‘partnership' by which educa-
tion was administered up to
today (but for how much lon-
ger?). Generally the Act gave
expression to a generous view
of the scope and character of
education as ‘a national service,
locally administered', though it

did not in any way touch on the
curriculum (except in the provi-
sion for compulsory religious
instruction - part of the deal
with the Church).
Because it contained no pre-

cise definition of the structure
of secondary education, the
massive transformation to com-
prehensive schooling of the
1960s and later could be car-
ried through within existing
statutory limits. Hence the
Act's lasting significance now
for nearly half a century.

In sharp contrast to

the Baker Bill of

today, the 1944 Act

was very much a

consensus measure

But how is the Butler Act
evaluated by historians today?
Was it ‘the greatest measure of
educational advance since
1870, and probably the greatest
ever known', as Harold Dent,
then editor of the Times Educa-
tional Supplement, and the
Act’s chief publicist and cele-

brator, claimed at the time, or
was it basically a cautious, typ-
ically Conservative measure, as
argued recently by Paul Addi-
son (in The Road to 1945) - one
which preempted a more radi-
cal measure which seemed, at
one time, a possiblity?
Early in the war, especially

immediately after Dunkirk,
sharp criticism developed of
the 'public' schools, both for
their divisive social effects and
for their ‘failure’ in terms of
leadership. Many organisations
called for their assimilation
into a national system.and it

was widely accepted that
things could not go on in the old
way.

Here. Butler successfully out-
manoeuvred the democratic
movement. A Commission was
appointed to make recommen-
dations. When the Education
Bill finally appeared in Decem-
ber 1P43 there was nothing in it

on this issue - the matter, But-
ler announced was still under
discussion.
The Commission only finally

reported after the Bill was
through parliament. Character-
ised by Butler as ‘this sensa-
tionally ingenuous report', no
action followed. 'The first class
carriage', as Butler wrote later
in self-congratulation.'had been
shunted on to an immense sid-

ing’.

Another controversial issue
was the future structure of sec-
ondary education. Was there to
be one school or three - in other
words, were the grammar
schools to remain inviolate as
selective schools in the new dis-
pensation?
The Bill itself left this ques-

tion open. But here again a spe-
cial committee had been set up
to advise on examinations and
other matters - the Norwood
Committee. The White Paper,
issued in July 1943 presaging
legislation, had assumed the tri-

partite system (grammar, tech-
nical, modern) as inevitably the
future. The report of the Nor-
wood Committee, published
only a few days later, also
strongly argued the case for the
tripartite system, proriding an
ideological legitimisation for
this structure.

In this way the stage was set
for the imposition of this sys-
tem thereafter, though it must
be noted that this was in fact
carried through by the Attlee
governments of 1946-51. The
wide support for the single
(‘multilateral') school, which
had erupted between 1942 and
1944, had its (temporary) qui-

etus.

Butler had his Bill ready at a
crucial moment, In November
1942, just at the moment when
the Allies achieved their first

really successful operation in

North Africa, Sir William Bev-
eridge produced his famous
report - to a fanfare of trum-
pets. A queue a mile long
formed down the road from the
Kingsway HMSO centre for
copies.
The government now came

unders immense- pressure for

R.A.Butler (above) and his colleague, Chuter Ede - deeply
experienced both In politics and local government - gained
strong support for their reforming measures from all parties.

action on issues relating to
social welfare, and this was
reinforced by a series of
by-election losses. Growing con-
cern developed among repre-
sentatives of traditional Tory
policy. It was at this moment
that Butler was able to produce
his White Paper, foreshadowing
legislation - and providing a
welcome diversion from Bever-
idge.
The Bill, while embodying

substantial reforms, was also
suffused with Conservative val-
ues. The role of religion in
maintained schools was
reinforced. Educational privi-
leges were perpetuated through
the protection of the public
schools; the direct grant schools
(which continued to charge
fees); and, in essence, through
the protection of the grammar
schools within the maintained
sector.
When the bill was finally

published in December 1943 it

was welcomed by the (Tory)
Chief Whip, James Stuart, as a
means of keeping MPs occupied
without provoking party strife
- a point confirmed by Butler.

In appointing Butler as Presi-
dent of the Board of Education,
Churchill had warned against
even thinking of legislation.
But, due perhaps to an unusual
concatenation of circumstances,
it wa£..R_A. Butler;' who .trf-

umphed in the end.
Butler later claimed that he

recognised, as early as
1941,that a Socialist govern-
ment was likely to succeed the
Churchill administration. Hence
the importance of using ‘the
immediate present to reform
our educational system'. This
involved conceding 'secondary
education for all' - a policy pro-
posed by the Spens Report at
the close of 1938, but immedi-
ately rejected with contumely
by the National Government of
the day.
Had the county college sec-

tions of the Act been imple-
mented, and these built on sub-
sequently, we might now have
a system of combined education
and training equivalent to those
of the most advanced of Euro-
pean countries, instead of being
at the bottom of the league in
this respect
Had secondary technical

schools been energetically
developed in the post-war
years, these also would have
made their contribution. But no
government was prepared to
grasp either of these nettles in
subsequent decades. Here may
lie the long-term tragedy of the
1944 Act.

The irrlter is Emeritus Pro-
fessor of Education, University
of Leicester. ^
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EDUCATION TODAY

A question of purpose and value
Michael Dixon, Education Correspondent, sees confusion behind the reforms now being implemented

THE QUESTION that is proba-
bly most frequently asked
about education is: “What do I

have to go to school /or?" -
nearly all of us have flung it at
our elders at some time, and
have not always been satisfied,

by their answers.
The most common reply made

by adults over the past century
has been: ‘Because the law says
so," When the Financial Times
first appeared in 1888, primary
- then termed “elementary" -
schooling had for eight years

children inbeen compulsory for
England and Wales between the
ages of five and 10, and pupils
with poor records could be
made to continue until 13. But
it was not until 1891 that fee-
charging even for elementary
schooling was largely abol-
ished.

Scotland, as so often, had led
the way by making schooling
compulsory from five to 13 as
early as 1872, when there was
already a right to free-of-
charge attendance. The Scots
also raised the minimum leav-
ing age to 14 in 1901 whereas
England and Wales did not fol-
low suit until 20 years later. In
1947 the minimum age went up
to 15 both south and north of

the Border, and it was lifted to
its present level of 16 while
Mrs Margaret Thatcher was
Secretary for Education and
Science in 1072.
But while citing the statute-

book may enable adults to
silence reluctant pupils' pro-
tests, it hardly answers their
perennial question. Although
the law's command explains
why they must attend school, it

does not explain what they
have to go there for. Nor would
a child who persisted in asking
the question have much chance
of obtaining a conclusive
answer.
After over 100 years of com-

pulsory education, when the
state-funded service is costing
about £18bn a year, the pur-
pose of the activity remains in
dispute- Moreover, the opposed
arguments still often resemble
those of mediaeval times when
one main party held that the
purpose was to develop
self-contained scholars, while
another claimed that it was to
produce socially responsible
and practically capable citizens.
The argument currently

favoured by most British peo-
ple, outside the educational
profession at least, is the capa-

ble-citizen view. It owes its
present prominence initially to
a speech by Mr James (now
Lord) Callaghan when he was
Prime Minister of the Labour
Government in 1976. He stated
that part, even though not the
whole, of education's purpose is

to equip young people to earn a
in a pluralistic societyliving in

increasingly dependent on the
exploitation of advanced tech-
nology.
Although his statement imme-

diately found much support
among the lay public, the edu-
cation service in effect stayed
committed to the scholar-produ-
cing view. It went on concen-
trating its efforts overwhelm-
ingly on youngsters with
aptitudes for academic studies
while largely failing to develop
the different talents of the
many children whose intelli-

gences are of a practical kind.
The capable-citizen argument

has nevertheless continued to
gain ground under the two most
recent Conservative Education
Secretaries, Sir Keith (now
Lord) Joseph and Mr Kenneth
Baiter. During their years in
office there has emerged wide
agreement that, by comparison
with the education services of

countries such as West Ger-
many and Japan, the British
service is poor at equipping
young people to earn their liv-

ing in an advanced economy. In
addition many voters, probably
doubting that UK education
will make the necessary adjust-
ments voluntarily, believe it is

time for the national govern-
ment to re-shape the service by
law.
As a result the FT's cente-

nary coincides with the intro-
duction of far-reaching changes
to the schools, colleges, poly-
technics and universities
through the Conservatives'
Education Reform BUI. Its
prime aim is to bring the state-
maintained service under more
effective management. It pro-
poses to do so by a mixture of
centralising and decentralising
steps which combine Co prune
the powers of the numerous
more or less independent bodies
at present controlling various
parts of the educational net-
work.
For example, although local

authorities will remain largely
responsible for state-funded
schooling, the Bill seeks to hand
some of their prerogatives to
individual schools.

While loosening the rein on
which individual schools have
been held by their area's local
authority, the legislation seeks
to centralise control over them
in another way. Whereas what
they teach has so far been
largely decided by their heads
and teaching staff, the Bill pro-
poses that all normally able
pupils should henceforth follow
a national curriculum occupy-
ing at least 70 per cent of class-
room time.

For keeping abreast ofthe financial times
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In England (there are differ-
ences of detail for Wales, and
both Scotland and Northern Ire-
land would be under separate
albeit comparable legislative
provision) the curriculum
would consist of English, math-
ematics, science, technology,

3mbi-history and geography, co
nations of music, drama and
design, and physical education.
Secondary-school children
would also have to take a mod-
ern foreign language. All
schools would additionally
have to provide religious
studies- Pupils' progress would
be checked, probably by
national tests taken at several
ages such as 11, 14 and 16, and
possibly in a limited version at
seven.

Even so, the imposition of
such compulsory studies and
checks will not necessarily
have the effect which ministers
and most of the public seem to
want. The centralising measure
may succeed in raising UK
pupils’ general attainments to
the higher standards reached,
particularly in maths, by chil-

dren of comparable academic
aptitude in West Germany and
Japan. But it is doubtful that
British youngsters' more practi-
cal skills can be adequately
developed by a curriculum so
dominated by conventional sub-
jects as to allow but a tiny pro-
portion of time for the study of
technology.

Indeed the Government's only
apparent strategy for counter-
ing the over-concentration on
scholarly pursuits is- centered
on the post-school levels of edu-
cation, where the Bill proposes
several measures to increase
emphasis on practically
directed activities.

Colleges providing courses for

qualifications whose academic
status is below that of a degree
would be placed under govern-
ing bodies containing powerful
representation of business
interests. Awards of taxpayers'
money to universities would be
decided by a funding council
required to favour those seen to

give value in return, and more
open to ministerial direction

than the present

Independently of the Bill, the
Government is offering univer-

sities and other degree-award-
ing institutions special induce-

ments of up to Jtlm to produce
schemes for changing their

courses and teaching methods
to make students more commer-
cially enterprising and equip
them with skills needed in the
economy.

At present, of course, nobody
can be can be certain whether
the legislative upheaval and its

associated measures will prove
to be worthwhile. There is,

however, one thing which
already can be fairly safely
said. It is that unless the pur-
pose of Britain's education ser-

vice has changed from scholar-

producing to the development
of more broadly capable citi-

zens before yet another century
goes past, the UK’s days of
prosperity will by then be over
and done.

Top, loft: a classroom scene In the 1880s; centre, top-hatted Eton Volunteers

with drill practice In 1914; right, 40 years ago. children from Wakefield were a»o
“working holiday" near the seaside, without giving up school-time. For 30 shHfmgs (£1.50}, tbey

enjoyed a three-week stay at Hornsea, where the Wakefield Authority fauHt spedaf classrooms.

The local councils would
cea^e to be able to hold down
the intakes of schools oversub-
scribed with applications, so as
to keep up numbers in less pop-
ular schools. Tho.se in high
demand would have to be
allowed to take in as many chil-

dren as they had room for. Suc-
cessful schools’ governors,
backed by a majority of parents
of pupils, could apply to be
freed from local-council control
and be funded by central gov-
ernment. Head-teachers and
governors of all but the small-
est schools would also be given
more power over the spending
of their budgets and over
appointments and dismissals of
staff.

In South London, a student completes a recent art project at Fdvzadown Comprehensive School.
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.... I cannot conceive a more perfect

car; I do not expect ever to ride in or drive

onemore supremely satisfying in its power,
silence and comfort—and, rather surpris-

ingly, also in case and pleasure of handling.
It was intoxicating to press home the ac-

celerator pedal with its long travel, every
inch of which meant business, and feci the
car with just a whisper of eagerness surge
smoothly and irresistibly forward.

. . .There were brakes to match the power,
but needing no more pressure than the ac-
celerator pedal; a perfect clutch, and direct
control from the steering column of the

softness or tension of the springing.
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MANUFACTURING

Knowledge of the business

still the key to success
The Japanese have proved good learners, says David Sawers

™ mmicn of mamifac-tunng industry have beentransformed In the last 100
years. Electronics were a labo-
ratory phenomenon In 1888 the
motor industry had just been
born, and the electrical indus-
try was no more than a fast-
growing infant, iron and steel
mechanical engineering and
textiles were the dominant
industries,' and coal was virtu-
ally the sole source of power.
. Japan was only beginning the
process of Industrialisation,
and the US was already the
largest and most efficient man-
ufacturer in the world. Britain
ranked second and Germany
third, but German industry was
growing twice as fast as Brit-
ish. American manufacturers
remain the most efficent in the
world in 1988, but Japanese
industry now comes second
with productivity 30-40 per
cent leas than in US * "US industry.
Productivity in British manu-
facturing is little more than
half that in Japanese industry
and about two thirds of that in
French or German industry.
The decline of British manu-

facturing relative to that of the
Continental countries and
Japan accelerated after the Sec-
ond World War. US industry
also lost ground in this period.
Since 1980, however, produc-
tivity has been growing as fast
in British and American indus-
tries as in Japanese or Conti-
nental industries, as their
industrialists have sought to
reverse the trend.
The transformation of the

products of manufacturing
industry since 1888 has been
the combined effect of techno-
logical innovation and economic
growth. In 1888 the consumer
goods which were being made
were simple, such as textiles
and some foods; capital goods
formed a high proportion of
manufacturing output. Rising
incomes have meant that con-
sumers have more to spend on
manufactured goods; and tech-
nology has supplied goods for
consumers to buy, such as cars,
television sets, video recorders
and cameras.
Manufacturers have increas-

ingly become suppliers of con-

ness to change; and they have
to be combined with the ability

to lead their subordinates
wherever they want to go.

The managers of 1888 were
more likely to have been pro-

moted from the shop floor than
are the managers of 1988, so
that those Victorian managers
were more likely to be familiar
with the details of the produc-
tion process of their company.
But they were also likely to
have received less formal edu-
cation than their modern coun-
terparts; and this lack of educa-
tion handicapped those
industries, such as the British,
which retained this source of
recruitment for managers after
business became more complex
in the twentieth century, and
after industries in other coun-
tries had begun to recruit uni-
versity graduates for manage-
rial posts.

So long as. the graduates
effectively.learnt the business

they were better able to exploit
the growing number of techni-
cal and commercial possibilities
open to a manufacturer than
the older style of manager, with
his limited knowledge of the
world outside his factory.

The modern manager, with
his academic training, has all

the more need of experience
within the plant if he is to pro-
vide effective leadership for
the workforce in an age when
workers give their consent
rather than accepting their
orders. In the factories of 1888,
orders tended to be obeyed
with little questioning, but the
development of a more egalitar-

ian society in the past century
has created workers who
expect to be persuaded,not to
be ordered.

The task of the modern man-
ager is thus more difficult In
the management of staff, as
well as in technology and mar-
keting; he has to win the
respect of his staff by demon-
strating competence and leader-
ship. If he can do so, however,
he can then take advantage of a
better educated labour force,

which can contribute more
ideas for the improvement of a
company’s operations than

Manufacturers have increasingly become suppliers of consumer
goods, and of cSscretionary or fashion products.

sumer goods, and of goods
which are increasingly discre-

tionary or fashion products. At
the same time, technology has
eased the task of preparing
variants on the theme of con-
sumer products like the motor
car or camera, providing the
manufacturer with more meth-
ods of stimulating demand for
his products.
But in so doing, technology

has made the managerial task
far more complex; managers
now have to decide what new
products will be attractive in
which markets, whereas in
1888 the range of products they
could supply was both more
limited and more familiar. Far
less often did the manufacturer
then have to decide whether a
new product would appeal to
enough buyers to make its

development and launch profit-

able. The technical ana com-
mercial expertise that manag-
ers needed to be successful was
therefore far narrower in 1888
than it is today and manage-
ment was a much simpler task.
The increased differentiation

around the basic product has
affected international trade as
well 'as manufacturing. Trade in
consumer goods does not only
occur because one country has
a comparative advantage in the
production of cars and another
has a comparative advantage in

the production of cameras; it

also occurs because there are
hundreds or thousands of dif-

ferent variants of car or camera
that can be produced, each of
which satisfies a slightly differ-

ent demand, so that no one
national industry can economi-
cally satisfy all domestic
demand, however large its com-
parative advantage in car or
camera production may be.

The increased complexity of

the managerial task in manu-
facturing over the last century

has not changed the basic

requirements Tor successful
managers. Now as in 1888, they

have to understand the technol-

ogy and the market, which
implies knowledge of the
details of the company’s
operations in each sphere. They
need to possess an infinite

capacity for taking pains over

possible improvements to pro-

duction processes and the strat-

egy of new product develop-
ment, and the expertise to

ensure that they take pains
over the important matters.

These characteristics imply
assiduity, industry and willing-

might the workers of the nine-
teenth century.
Western managers may be at

a disadvantage compared with
managers of Japanese firms
when it comes to motivating
staff. Japanese managers who
have worked in Britain report
that British workers need more
persuading to accept manage-
rial proposals than do Japanese
employees, who are generally
more tractable and obedient,
and more willing to equate
their own interest with that of
their employer.
Consensus may be a Japanese

habit, but it seems easier to
obtain in a Japanese than in a
western company because the
Japanese subordinate is more
subservient. This characteristic
of the Japanese employee gives
the Japanese company a partic-
ular advantage when it comes
to operating a large plant such
as a car factory.
The most successful manufac-

turing nations of the twentieth
century have been those where
managers most effectively com-
bined academic skills with prac-
tical knowledge of their compa-
ny's operations. These
countries have been Germany,
Japan and the US. When man-
agers in the US became more
interested in planning and less
interested in production, in the
past thirty years, American
industry began to lose ground
to European and Japanese
industry. British industry,
which had failed to introduce
academically educated staff
and then, when it started to do
so, failed to ensure that they
gained experience of the fac-
tory, has been about the worst
performer of the twentieth cen-
tury.
The British industrial decline

reflected a loss of interest in
manufacturing industry among
British society. Industry
offered a lower class career
than the professions or the gov-
ernment service and within
industry factory management
offered a lower class occupa-
tion than financial management
or planning.

Top managers, therefore,
came to be people who knew
lltUe of the means by which the
company's products were made,

and who paid little attention to

the productive activities of

their firm because they did not

understand them, ir the top
managers still understood the

factory, they were liable to be
practical men who did not

understand the market.
Like their post war contempo-

raries in the US, the top manag-
ers of British manufacturers in
the present century have
tended to put more emphasis on
the financial than on &e "real"
activities of their firms.
Their quest for profits

through financial controls over
their companies' operations
has, ironically, produced much
lower profitability than Japa-
nese companies have achieved
because the operations of the
British companies have been so
much less efficient. The high
profits of Japanese industry
demonstrate that concentration
on the essentials of manufac-
turing performance creates the
most profitable concern.
The changing fortunes of

nations in manufacturing indus-
try over the last centuiy seem
to reflect their acceptance or
rejection of the basic require-
ments for success: that the
managers should understand
the business, and should
always be seeking to improve
its performance.
Fashions in management

methods have come and gone,
but nothing has changed the
underlying truth that the per-
formance of a manufacturing

concern is improved, by con-'
stant study of the relevant
technology, the operations and
the market; and by frequent
experiments in the laboratory,
the plant and the marketplace.
The Japanese, absolute begin-

ners a century ago, have
absorbed this lesson from their
British and American- teachers
and applied it with admirable
assiduity just at the time that
their teachers chose to relax.
Their success has stimulated
their teachers to try^harder
again, although they are' some-
times to be seen trying to adopt
the techniques which some Jap-
anese companies use rather
than the attitudes, the assidu-
ity and the experimentation,
which seem the more signifi-
cant influence on Japanese suc-
cess.

British and American Indus-
trialists who seek to learn the
lesson of the last century could
do worse than to conclude that
Victorian standards of effort
and application are a prerequi-
site of success in. manufactur-
ing industry. Add what has
been learnt since about technol-
ogy and marketing since 1888,
and a dash of Confucian philos-
ophy, and you have modern
Japanese management.

MANAGEMENT

Nostrums fall

from favour
Christopher Lorenz on the quest for balance

managers, con-
cademics have

Industry’s task has changed
dramatically. Spurred on by

_ v advances in technology,

VStofl* manufacturing has moved since the
i late 19th century from meeting

basic needs to supplying a range of mass
market consumer demands. Accompanying this

has been a revolution in science, medicine and
other fields, such as transport.

HARD-HEADED
sultants and acadi
preached for decades that com-
panies should always ask them-
selves the fundamental ques-
tion, "what business are we in,

and which do we uxmi to be'
in?”.

So It was entirely appropri-
ate. on Valentine's Day 1967,
for the Financial Times to
launch its new Executive's
World page, forerunner of the
Management Page, with an arti-

cle which began:
"If there is any management

principle which has some claim
to universal validity, it is this -

stick to what you are good at,
and don't diversify into fields
where you have nothing special
to contribute".
Far too few companies evi-

dently took heed of this nugget
of Journalistic wisdom. In 1882,
a fiill 16 years later, the Man-
agement Page reported a set of
studies which showed that the
frenetic diversification drive of
the 1960s and 1970s was still

under way in the US and
Britain: between 1970 and 1980
the number of conglomerates in

the Fortune 600 list of top US
companies more than doubled,
to over a third of the total,
with the UR tally soaring

almost as fast, to nearly a fifth

of the country’s 200 largest

enterprises.
It took another year or two

for the dangers of excessive

diversity to become so pain-

fully apparent, in the form of*

strained management resources

or financial problems (some-
times both), that they could no
longer.be Ignored. Divestment
(or ’back to basics') then
became the preponderant fash-
ion.

Now, with the Management
Page celebrating its coming-of-
age, the average company also
seems to have matured, realis-

ing that the ideal portfolio of
businesses consists of a strong
central core, surrounded by a
few closely related interests.
There are still plenty of excep-
tions: they include specialised
conglomerates such as Hanson,
as well as the fast-growing
empires of Carlo de Benedetti
and others in continental
Europe.

All of these have still to
prove their staying power. But
'model' conglomerates such as
Harold Geneen’s ITT have been
dismembered, and most compa-
nies have struck a new balance

Continued on page 14
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From 2 million lights forLondon to a £1 billion

technology resource for the world.
Inthe year thatthe Financial Times first castthe incandescent

brilliance of its financial analysis andreportage uponthe City of
Londonthe founder ofthe Ferranti company thenonlytwenty-three,
was alreadyputting into effect bis plans to 'fight up' the town. By1888
work hadcommenced on the DeptfordPower Station-a development
planned to provide two million lights forLondon- a capacitywhich
would exceedmanytimes the capacity arrypfhgrlight installation in

theworid.

Deptford was to be the forerunner of themodempower station
and stands as a memorial to the youthfulenergy and genius of Ferranti.

100 years on the cxnnpanv Ferranti founded still pursues his vision
of innovatory leadership wedded to practical results.

Nowthemerger of Fenanri andInternational Signal SlControl
seated a £1 billiontechnologyresourcecompanyaddinga

in flip, intemafinngl df-fenc**, Space anH civil

has created a £1
significantnewj
electronics:

A company with a comptemeruaryblend ofte^
markets in computers, electronics, navigation systems, radar; lasers,

communications, missiles, spacecraft, ordnance systems, technology
transfer and control systems.

With an orderbooknowworth£15 billion the companyhas the
continued commitmentand resources to ensure technological
leadership and an excitinggrowth potential.

Something we're sure, the FinancialTimes willbe happyto report
upon inthe decades to come.

Ferranti pic Bridge House ParkRoad Gatley Cheadle Cheshire SK84HZ

FERRANTI
P
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Walk of managem«nt.

mJSPS- **ntuiy after theo™ of the large, complex cor-
poration and the consequent
emergence of professional busi-
ness management as a recog-
nised, controversial and mucn-
studied activity, companies
young and old are growing fesa
impressionable. Even in faddish
America they are becoming less
P^y to pendulam-like swings
Of fashion, whether it be for
cash cows', culture or quality
circles. Under intense pressure
from all the growing complexi-
ties of international competi-
tion, information technology,
and the rapid rate of changeTn
every aspect of business, execu-
tives are at last recognising one
of the essential truths of mod-
ern management; that it con-
sists of the constant reconciling
of opposities.

_
They are also coming to real-

ise that the appropriate balance
varies over time, and from
place to place, so that no partic-
ular solution is fully exportable
from one era to the next, ormmi one place to another - be it
from America to Europe, or

company to company. In
the jargon popularised by Tom
Peters and Bob Waterman, co-

^ authors of the business best-
ir seller, In Search of Excellence,

managers are coming to grips'
with the need for tightness
combined with looseness, hard-
ness with softness, analysis
with instinct, intellect with
heart, education with experi-
ence. In a phrase, they are
learning to manage ambiguity
and paradox.

This is evident in all aspects
of management, from strategy
and structure light through to
human relations.

In strategy, not only are vari-
ous appropriate balances being
struck between diversity and
specialisation, but the old idea
that companies should be either
technology-driven or market-
ing-led is being replaced by the
recognition that both can be
equally important, with the bal-

a ance depending on time and dr-“ cu instance. Similarly, the mid-
1980s craze for blanket global-
isation (whether of products,
brands or advertising) is fast

Sharing ideas: British and Japanese workers discuss questions with a supervisor during a morning break period at a Japanese-
owned factory In the UK.

This quest for the reconcilinggiving way to a level-headed
balance between global standar-
disation and responsiveness to
national differences.
At the same time, the dictum

that a company should have
sole control and ownership over
everything it does has also
given way to a pragmatic readi-
ness to disaggregate various
activities and share them
through alliances, joint ven-
tures, spin-offs and the like.
More fundamentally, the notion
that strategy is a linear pro-
cess, in which analysis always
precedes action, is being
replaced by an iterative
approach, where the one con-
stantly influences the other.
Thus planning is no longer seen
to be in conflict with opportun-
ism: the first sets a loose frame-
work for the second, and is in
turn affected by it.

Even America's business
schools, fountainhead of the'

discredited idea that manage-
ment is a purely cerebral activ-
ity, are coming to accept that
Honda's legendary invasion of
the world motorcycle market in
the 1960s was not the careful-
ly-planned exercise that their
early case studies claimed it to
be.

In the always muddy field of
organisational structure, path-
finding companies are abandon-
ing the exclusive dogma of
functional versus divisional
versus business unit structures.
Instead, the likes of IBM, Hew-
lett-Packard, Unilever arid Phi-
lips - plus some smaller fry -

are groping towards a tai-
lor-made combination of cen-
tralisation and decentralisation,
in which a flexible, and rela-
tively informal, balance
between the two replaces the
traditional bureaucracy of
matrix organisations.

of organisational opposites
stems in part from the need to
reflect newly rebalanced corpo-
rate and business strategies.
But it also reflects a greater
recognition of the human fac-
tor. The fact that people work
best in small units has long
been realised in theory, but
only recently in large organisar
tional practice; now companies
are trying to combine the two
through all kinds of experi-
ments, notably what consul-
tants, and practitioner-pundits
such as John Sculley, the Pepsi
bureaucrat-turned innovative
boss of Apple, call 'the network
organisation’.
One of the hallmarks of this

new breed of enterprise is its

constantly-shifting, almost ad'
hoc structure. Another (and a
further paradox) is the way its
leader combines the forceful
setting of direction, and the dis-

tribution of corporate
resources, with an empowering
of employees to almost inno-
vate their own way towards the
common goal. That might sound
like an airy piece of academic
self-contradiction, but is pre-
cisely the sort of ‘tight-loose-
ness which makes Japanese
companies such lethal and
fleet-footed competitors. Scul-
ley and other western business
leaders are now trying hard to
emulate them.
Behind this approach, among

other things, lies one of the
most unlikely new balances of
all: a sort of reconciliation
between two views of human
nature which have alternately
coloured employee relations
policies for over a century
(they were originated by Plato
and Aristotle). The first, popu-
larly known as Theory X,
argues that people have to be
compelled or induced (finan-
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dally or otherwise) to do the
right thing. It underpinned the
concept of scientific manage-
ment which was pioneered by
Frederick Taylor around the
turn of the century, and was
then applied with, a vengeance
to the organisation of factory
work into repetitive, low-level
tasks. There is little doubt that
the near-universal prevalence
of this view in many western
countries contributed heavily to
many of this century's battles
between management and
labour.
The second view, dubbed

Theory Y, holds that people are
best motivated by guidance and
encouragement, rather than by
policing and penalties- After
stuttering on and off for
decades, its influence only
really began to take hold in
American and European compa-
nies at the beginning of the
1980s, when quality circles and
other 'Japanese' approaches
became widely known and
admired. (Much of the thinking
behind them was actually done
by western academics, consul-
tants and practitioner-pio-
neers).

After a short period of flirtar
tion with the idea that people-
management was, after all,
really just a matter or creating
‘soft’ consensus (and that indi-
vidual financial incentives were
almost unseemly), western com-
panies have been inching
towards a combination of "a
and ‘Y*. In a growing number of
cases stern negotiation and
clear objective-setting, are
being reinforced by an unprece-
dented sharing of information
and encouragement of initiative
(by both individuals and
teams).

In many companies attractive
financial incentives are also
being provided, for shop floor
workers as well as managers.
This combined approach has
already scored a number of
notable successes, for instance
helping several US independent
steelmakers to thrive in what
was seen just a few years ago
as a notoriously doomed Indus-

‘The achievement of balance
on so many managerial dimen-
sions is, to say the least, quite a
challenge. As even the prac-
tised tightrope-walker knows, it

is all too easy to step too far
one way or the other. Embrac-
ing the attractions of corporate
alliances, to take just one
dimension, can all too easily
lead to the surrender of one's
core strengths, as a number of
western companies with strong
Japanese partners have found
to their cost.

It is equally difficult, even
for a company in a slow-moving
marketplace, to strike the right
organisational balance between
decentralisation and co-ordina-
tion; many a corporate head-
quarters is scratching its com-
munal head about its most

’future role and

Above all, it is remarkably
hard for substantial organisa-
tions:,in fast-moving markets
and technologies to keep up
with, let alone master, the con-
stant speed and unpredictabil-
ity of change which pervades
almost every aspect of today’s
business environment.

Diverse views on management present an

historical conundrum, says Christopher Lorenz

The ‘management’
paradox

"Rarefy, if ever, has a new
basic institution, a new
leading group, emerged as -

fast as has management
since the turn of this

century". Peter Drucker,
doyen of business pundltry,
In ‘The Practice of
Management 7954.

“Management is not a
new basic institution at all. It

is a very ancient art The
new science of management
is in fact only a continuation
of the ok* art of
government". Antony Jay,
student of realpolltik and
co-author of "Yes, Prime
Minister', In “Management -

and MacNaveUi', 1967.

The operative change in

the 19th century was
probably the steady
increase in the size of
organisations so that
beginning with one or two
(owners’) agents, it made
sense in time to talk about
‘the management... In the
more refined employments
the colonial and civil

services - there were no
managers but
‘administrators'... the
Americans began the
process of pumping
‘management fun of
legitimation". Alistair Marti,
intellectual agent
provocateur, in The Rise
and Fall of the British

Manager', 1977.

"The English word
‘manager1

derives from two
distinct roots. In the 16th
century it enters the
language from the Italian

maneggiare - one who
breaks horses - the true
macho-manager, in the 18th
century it is separately
derived from the French
menager - the domestic
economy of a household or
kitchen - the nurturing
manager notion. The English
term ‘manager* should
therefore incorporate both.
It is sad that at present it

rarefy does*in Dractfce/Bab

centralised and
decentralised. For the most
part...they have pushed
autonomy down to the shop
floor or product
development team. On the
other hand, they are fanatic

centralists around the few
core values they hold dear.
Tom Peters and Bob
Waterman,
consultants-tumed-milllonaire
evangelists, In 'In Search of
Excellence', 1982.

"What will be needed in

future are organisations
where all functions are more
closely coordinated than
ever before....the successful
managers win be those that
manage change across the
whole business rather than
in separate parts". Valerie

Hammond and Kevin
Barham, researchers. In

'Management for the
Future', 1987.

"Most managers manage
the consequence of events
that have already taken
place - they're always
dealing with the aftermath.
Instead they should manage
events which haven't yet
happened - they should
Iearn to manage the
beforemath. In toe face of
crisis, transition, and rapid
change, we needto team

Qarrattl admftiis&afbr fvthecf
*'

"ffiSftrto operate ifTreaTtirrie". i
consultant, in The Learning '

.

-
Davis,

-:? - ;

Excellent companies, if academte-tumed-prophet,
they know any one thing, author of 'Future Perfect"
know how to manage (published In UK as '2001
paradox-.^They) are both Management'Ll987.
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The First 100 Years
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.IT IS no longer a contentious
“matter that labour unions are
in decline all over the advanced
world. .The Issue they face is

not to contest that - but,
instead, to seek a means of
arresting decline or, if that
proves Impossible, to keep it as
slow as possible while finding a
role to play in keeping with
their reduced circumstances.
The causes for that decline

are well rehearsed: the shrink*
ins, wen disappearance of the
heavy and labour Intensive
industries which gave many
unions their birth and which
sustained their memberships;
the concomitant shrinking of
vast plants and their replace-
ment,. in many sectors, with
smoUqr, more tightly managed
units; .the growth of service and
professional sectors, where
unionisation was and is weak;
the burgeoning of part-time and
home-working; and the loss of
power by many governments of .

the teft over the past decade. .

The unions, . having often
sought to deny or pooh-pooh
these factors, are now as seized
of them as any. However, nei-

ther they, nor those who wish
to see them continue to decline,
can know with any certainty
what the ftlture holds for them
(Professor George Bain, the
UK's authority on unionisation,
told a recent business seminar
that the most authoritative pre-
dictions of continued union
decline had been made in the
mid-sixties - on the eve of an
unprecedented boom in the
unionisation of white collar and
salaried employees, assumed by
experts to be immune to union
blandishments). ..

The most fruitful exercise, in

an essay like this one on the
period ahead, is to act as a wit-
ness.for the. defence of the the-

sis that unions con - though not
necessarily ipill - grow again, or
at any rate reach a relatively

level plateau of the kind on
which they found themselves in

many countries for the two
decades after the last war. This
exercise, which has the argu-
able merit of being unusual,
should of course be set beside
the more common forecast of
continued decline

.

Three major factors are com-
monly adduced as leading to
the growth of union member-
ship: low unemployment; high
inflation; and a government of
the left. These factors, often
present simultaneously in
advanced countries in the
sixties and seventies,are now
relatively rarely found in co-ex-
istence. Indeed, only the Scan-
dinavian of Western European
countries have even two of
those (governments of the left,

and relatively low unemploy-
ment).
But these factors can all

return, and probably will: and
while it is unlikely that their
conjunction will dictate the
same kind of corporate politics

practised in the fifties, sixties
and seventies, it is also difficult

TRADE UNIONS AND THE FUTURE

Adapting out of decline
John Lloyd takes a contrary view of the prospects worldwide for trade unions
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A dock £Bto incident in London tat 1951. The disappearance of labour Intensive industries and the shrinking of vast plants has

dealt a serious Mow to union organisation throughout the advanced world

to see how the pressures they
create will not give rise to col-

lective responses from work-
forces. more vigorous than at
present. .

Yet that apart, the social
democratic settlements adopted
in different forms by roost
advanced countries since the
war - in which the social part-

nership of government, busi-
ness and unions settled by cen-
tra] bargaining issues such as
pay, the “social wage1* and even
investment levels - still holds
out, somewhat attenuated here
and there to be sure, in many
countries,' especially, in North-
ern Europe and Australasia.
Governments of the right and

the left which come to power in

these countries expect to deal
.with strong, coherent union
centres - and frame their poli-

cies accordingly. An example:

Norbert Blum, the West German
Labour Minister, is a former
metalworker and active trade
unionist: in his case, his union-
ist background was in the Cath-
olic workers1 group, which has
a traditional alignment to the
CDU, or main party of the
right.
Blum's style is consensual

and cautious: and though his

policies and legislation - espe-
cially on the payment of social

security during strikes - has
been controversial within the
unions, he still seeks to com-
mand the centre and to work,
as far as possible, by at least

reluctant acquiescence.
Against this, we should coun-

terpose the experience of the
Labour or socialist governments
of Australia, Spain and New
Zealand, where the policies of
both have met with protests.

even strikes, from the trade
unions: and where the govern-
ments have not lost in popular-
ity in the polls for being seen to
“take on the unions".
We may, indeed, be witness*

ing a new phenomenon: where
governments of the left adopt
modernisation policies (espe-
cially in the case of Spain)
which inevitably challenge the
vested interests of labour as
well as, indeed, often more
than, those of capital: and that
this is given an extra twist by
being combined with the per-
ceived needs of the govern-
ments to court public opinion
by being seen to be tough on a
pressure group which might
become too powerful.
In these cases, the unions

receive little benefit, at least
via economic policy, for their
support of the government -

though they and their members
may well benefit through social

policy. The parties of the left

have ceased, in roost cases, to
be parties of a class — the
working class - interest,
because they believe that that
class is no longer numerous
enough, or conscious enough of
itself as a class, to form the
basis of a winning electoral
platform. .

If this is a firm trend, the
unions throughout the
advanced world have to be on
their mettle to succeed as best
they can on their own account.
That means organising those
groups of workers.in service
and in “marginal" workplaces,
whom they have neglected hith-

erto; and that is exactly what is

now happening - though with
varied success.
Among the most dramatic and

expensive of such strategies
was the effort mounted over
the past three years by the US
union confederation, the AFL-
C10: its "Southern Strategy"
saw millions of dollars and hun-
dred of organisers poured into
the traditionally barely-organ-
ised deep south in a sustained
attempt to establish unionisa-
tion in the new, “sunbelt"
industries. The strategy had
some isolated successes: as a
whole, however, ft failed.
In Britain, presently, two

strategies have emerged, and
are being pursued simulta-
neously. One, dubbed new real-
ism, sees the craft unions
attempt to make themselves as
attractive as possible to
employers, a project which has
had some real success, espe-
cially in multinational plants.
The other strategy, adopted

by the big general unions, is

based on bringing in to union
membership part-time workers
— mainly women - and workers
in low paid and service indus-
tries. Initial signs point to a
hard slog.

This is not meant as a covert
judgement of ultimate failure.
For while it is true that the
organisation of workers in
these sectors will be difficult -
as management becomes more
sophisticated, as the benefits of
unionisation appear slight, as
the numbers of workers in any
given location remain small and
the workers transient, and thus
hard to bring together by union
organisers, still, they remain
low paid and often in need of
the land of services unions can
offer.

Finally, we have discussed
only the position of unions in
the advanced countries. In the
newly-industrialising countries,
their position is often, at least
potentially, one of growth
rather than decline - as indus-
tries spring up which demand a
skilled labour force, and work-
ers flood in to industrial work
from rural areas, in many cases
looking to unions to give them a
sense of identity.

In some of these countries,
too - South Korea and South
Africa are very different cases
in point - unions intersect with
a struggle for democracy and
representation, and often gain
support (though at the risk of
factionalism) by being identi-
fied with a broader social
movement than their own.
The great labour movements

of the world first came into
being as organised centres of
which governments had to take
account some 100 years ago
(though unions themselves,of
course, are much older).

In the last part of the 20th
century, their future is neither
wholly assured or uniformly
bleak - but, in the advanced
countries at least, their future
health will depend on a more
rapid adaptation to industrial
and social change than they
have had to make since the

ADVERTISING

Long battle for

respectability

Feona McEwan charts the industry’s growth

FEW INDUSTRIES arouse pas-
sions in the way that advertis-
ing does. Since the early 19th
century, when people began on
a large scale to spread persua-
sive messages for commercial
gain and attempted to change
social behaviour, advertising
has grown up with controversy
at its side.
Down the years it has been

alternately vilified as a perni-
cious influence on society,
lauded as a fuel of the econ-
omy, dismissed as irrelevant
and a waster of resources, held
up as a symbol of freedom,
revered as a great entertainer.
Today, though the debate on

the exact nature of the influ-

ence of advertising will run and
run, the industry is widely
accepted as a valid force in

democratic society. Few would
argue with accepted marketing
wisdom that advertising (now a
substantia] £5bn industry in

the UK) has a vital role to play
in the success of products and
companies. Yet it is an industry
that has had to prove itself
every inch of the way.

Inquiring minds, from Macau-
lay and Carlisle to A A Milne, C
S Lewis and J K Galbraith,
have questioned its morality
and ethics.
In one of the most revealing

insights into Adland, Advertis-
ing Inside Out (W H Allen,
1977), Philip Kleinman sums up
the main charges laid at the
industry's door. These include:
being economically wasteful,
acting as a spur to rising prices,

encouraging excessive material-
ism, being spiritually vulgar,
and vulgarising and exploiting
human weakness in an unac-
ceptable way.
The debate is not new. Long

before the First World War, one
Chiozza Money MP, put the case
for the prosecution. He called
advertising "a most conspicu-
ous waste in distribution and
one of the most unnecessary
trades...from a national point of
view, these people are wasting
their time. It may be added that
when they are pursuing the
sale of patent medicines, whis-
kies and complexion creams
they are doing something worse
than waste time."
The ad industry put it differ-

ently. One leading advertising
manager of the day wrote:
“When you buy branded and
advertised goods, you receive

better value for money than
you could possibly buy in any
other way. Wares which are not
advertised sell so slowly that
the increased cost of production
and marketing makes it neces-
sary to sell them quality for
quality at a higher price. Buy-
ers of unadvertised goods pay
for the advertising of those
which are advertised."
Much of the criticism was

deserved in the early days. Dur-
ing the industry's formative
years, from the mid-1950s
onwards, when limits were
stretched and boundaries estab-
lished, abuse of practice was
inevitably common. It was the
day of the medical quack who
promised to cure baldness, end
asthma and dispose of double
chins.

Many advertising claims
related to problems that medi-
cal science had never heard of.

Wrights Coal Tar soap boasted
that it could cure “skin consti-
pation". Non-medical claims,
too, were fanciful. One toffee
brand was advertised as “a
delightful concord of sugar, full

cream milk and fresh Irish but-
ter - three fine body-building
foods".

It was also the day of the
trickster who persuaded home-
based ladies to help copy out
sermons and stitch some nee-
dlework for the church on con-
dition of payment first. Then
there were the bogus traders
and criminals whose goods
failed to materialise once gull-

ible readers had handed over
their money.
Public outrage ran high

against the opportunist, albeit

minority, element that gave the
industry a bad name. There
was an outcry, for instance, in

Edinburgh in 1897, when the
Bovril company threatened to
adorn the facade of a promi-
nent building overlooking
Princes Street with illuminated
signs. And again when Quaker
Oats erected a prominent sign
over Dover Cliffs.

The First World War was a
landmark in the evolution of
advertising in the UK, not least

because of the interest shown
by the Government. In a move
that was to foreshadow the cur-
rent position of government as
one of the nation's largest sin-

gle advertisers, the War Cabi-
net called in advertising

Continued on page 16

A story for today from the people who make cars with a future.

The
Intelligent

An extraordinary show is on the

road One day soon two huge trucks,

e Transit van and a pair of Siena four-

wheel-drive espies might roll into a

town near you.

Several ions of equipment will be

unloaded and assembled on a futuristic

stage; a giant spark plug, an induction coil

three feet 'across, a fully-programmed

robot arm. projectors, screens and yes.

an astonishing Ford prototype car.

It has an engme that tunes itself,

a gearbox without gears, wiring without

wires and a diagnostic system that can

tell you what's wrong should it ever

break down.

But perhaps the most amazing

thing about it is that you could be driving

one very much like n yourself sometime

in the next ten years And if not you.

your children certainly will.

Whats it all in aid of?

The 1987/88 Faraday Lecture is

now touring the country.

This annual event is organised by'

the Institution of Electrical Engineers and

this year its bang sponsored and pre-

sented by Ford of Britain, the first motor

manufacturer to deliver the lecture.

The talks will be given by a team

of Ford electronic engineers responsible

for some of the most fascinating

developments occunng m the motor

industry today.

They'll describe how Michael

Faraday (1791-1867). himself a famous

lecturer, made his discovenes about

the nature of electricity, how those dis-

coveries are applied to cars today and

how, sooner than most people expea.

they'll help give birth to the first

Intelligent Cars - cars like the prototype

featured in the show.

Most exciting for us. the lectures

are designed principally for young

people-, and we already know, from

our involvement with such activities as

the Youth Opportunities Programme and

the Outward Bound Trust, how enthusia-

stic they can be when their imaginations

are fired.

Most of the shows are already

booked. Indeed, your children may be

going with a party from their school or

college. But if not. arid if you'd like to

know more, please contact- The Faraday

Officer. Institution of Eieorical Engineers.

Station House. Nightingale Road. Hitchin.
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experts to help it on such mat-
ters as army recruitment and
the War Loan effort.
This interest from the State

prompted the industry to recog-
nise the need to be taken seri-
ously, so that it set about form-
ing a representative bodv
which later became the Insti-
tute of Practitioners in Adver-
tising (IPA). Terry Nevett
charts the industry's develop-
ment in his admirably compre-
hensive book Advertising in
Bn****, a History,(Heinemann,

Meanwhile, advertisers were
weeded out. Luxury goods and
German goods and manufactur-
ers disappeared from view, as
did railway companies' adver-
tising (unnecessary travel wasd iscouraged). Department
stores, military outfitters, ciga-
rettes and soap manufacturers
and the motor industry how-
ever, continued to advertise
West End theatres “fering a
respite from the pressures of

safe holidays* in the
south and west of the country
were also publicised.

J

The inter-war years saw aflurry of advertising, as itbecame the “people business"
55*5 lt “ known as today,
national expenditure grew
from an estimated &31m in
1920 to $57m in 1928. It was a
time of colourful personalities
and considerable creative flairAn interesting trend during
the wars was the banding
together of advertisers for pub-
licity purposes who financed
their campaign on a co-opera-
tive basis. Nevett reports that
advertising appeared for a

variety of products, likely and
otherwise, with the public
being exhorted to buy British
cars, to eat more fish and fruit,
to smoke imported Havana
cigars, dress themselves in Har-
ris tweed, warm themselves by
coal fires, protect their wood-
work with white lead, retreat
behind British wire netting and
send friends British Christmas
cards."
Long before other industries,

advertising was offering
women equal opportunities. In
1924, Viscountess Rhondda
commented; “It is just about the
one profession in which women
have equal chance with men. At
one time advertisers did not
care to deal with women, but
that prejudice has disap-
peared-"
At this time, advertising deci-

sions were still made largely on
guesswork and instinct.
Research came to the fore in
the mid-1920s with an
increased emphasis on the care-
ful planning of campaigns and
market research which took
place before any advertising
was conceived.
The Second World War pro-

moted advertising to the front
line in visibility terms. Nevett
notes three main roles that
advertising played at this time:

Tlte 19th century soapmakers
were among the first to realise
the power of branding - they
had noticed how effective
medical advertising could be
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Major advertisers, such as
producers of biscuits, fire-
works, soft drinks, cars and
tyres, attempted to keep their
names in front of the public,
though their goods were not
necessarily available.

The Government spent enor-
mous sums on communicating
essential information, trying to
regulate public behaviour and
boosting morale.

-- i

From the' First World War to
Aids, Government has recog-
nised the power and Impor-

tance of advertising

O And classified advertising
(especially births, deaths and
marriages In the local press)

Uidcs
to boost community

Not surprisingly the tone of
advertising changed. Utility
was in, hard sell out. The
emphasis was on performance
and economy - for example,
Viyella socks that do not

shrink, save more coupons than
you think."
Patriotic symbolism

abounded. There was the stal-
wart British housewife exhort-
ing her men to go to war. the
caricature of Hitler urging
young men to join up. Again itwas the State that dominated
the advertising stage.
Between 1940 and 1946, gov-

ernment advertising expendi-
ture totalled some £9.5m. Peo-
ple were told about ration
books and identity cards, gas
fornication avoided.
But the war was to have a

long-term debilitating effect on
British industry. While Ameri-
can companies were advancing
their understanding of market-
ing and devising sophisticated
programmes, British companies,
which faced a seller’s rather
than a buyer’s market, had
none.
So when the American com-

panies landed in the UK in the
1950s, bringing with them hot
competition, British companies

were sorely disadvantaged.
Habits acquired during the war,
when companies had treated
each other like old friends, had
killed the competitive spirit.
With the end of food controls

came expansion again for the
industry, old consumerism took
root. Pull employment and eco-
nomic prosperity increased con-
sumer choice, and advertising
had to reassess its role. Previ-
ously its job had been primarily
to bring a product to the pub-
lic’s attention and leave the
retailer to do the rest; now,
with the advent of self-service
and multiple stores, it had to
take on the complete communi-
cation task and sell the product
too.

In the post-war years interna-
tionalisation among companies
took off, as they sought econo-
mies of scale; and with the
takeovers and mergers that fol-
lowed, the advertising industry
won new supporters.
Since 1946, the most signifi-

cant event in advertising has
undoubtedly been the advent of
commercial television, now the
most powerful and intrusive
mass medium of them all. Now-
adays, when people comment
on advertising, they are usually
talking about TV commercials.
And with television has come
some of the most imaginative,
amusing advertising around,
begetting a bevy of production
talent that has created a num-
ber of successful feature film
directors.

But the creative history of
advertising is another story.
Today, the role of advertising is
as complex as it has ever been.™ the vulnerable business cli-
mate of the 1980s it has
assumed a new importance to
companies who need to shore
up their defences against pred-
ators. The need to support
brands and keep audiences
informed of company activities
has never been greater.
Nor are consumer goods alone

in depending on advertising for
their survival. Increasingly it is
social issues (road safety, anti-
drugs, the AIDS campaign 1

,

so-called “social marketing",
that looks to advertising for a
voice. In this respect, one of the
m^jor players in the advertising
geld, as it has been since the
First World War and will prob-
ably continue to be. is State

IT IS LITTLE more than hun-
dred years ago, in 1881, that
the people of Godalming, in
Surrey, saw their streets lit up.
The power came from the River
Wey via a waterwheel and gen-
erating station. Records show
that the lighted main street cost
S95 a year, some $15 less than
gas light. Not only was $15
being saved but history was
being made.
Nobody dreamed of the

far-reaching effects; of the day
when a switch could draw pure,
safe power from many miles
away to heat or light our lamps
and to power our labour-saving
appliances. Experiments on
magnetism and various odd
forms of electricity had gone on
for more than 200 years; but
Godaiming in 1881 was the cat-
alyst for Britain.

,
There is no doubt that we

owe our saved labours largely
to electricity. True, a non-elec-
trical, moisture-extracting
wringer came on to the laundry
scene more than 300 years ago;
but its successor, the wooden-
rollers mangle, reached us as
late as as the middle of the last
century. Its successor, the elec-
trical spin dryer, was first
introduced in 1927 but did not
find popular favour until the

Osc

LABOUR SAVING DEVICES

Essential

luxuries
Sheila Black looks at key inventions

late 1950s or early 1960s.
Much earlier, H. Cecil Booth

invented the idea of sucking air
through^ a doth that trapped

t, a firstand held dust and dirt, » ..in-
version of the vacuum cleaner.
He mounted these contraptions
on horse-drawn carts, parked
outside the window and fed the
big hose inside to draw out the
dirt, often the centre of attrac-
tion for delighted guests at dec-
orous tea parties.
The domestic, personal vac-

uum cleaner was a wonder of
the post-war era. Developed
before the first world war, it
grew to popularity fast
between about 1919 and the
mid 1920s. Charles Colston, who
worked for, had faith in and
bought the UK rights to Hoo-
ver, was ridiculed by many
including his mother who
refused to believe that anyone
would pay 19 guineas for that
contraption when a broom
could be bought for 19 pence.

In the top paper, advertise-
ments for housemaids and
other staff began to add the
magnetic phrase “Hoover
Kept”. But there was also a tre-
mendous social upheaval. Col-
ston would recall that he sold
more vacuum cleaners to coun-
cil homes where many incomes
were clubbed together for the
capital outlay to keep clean a
home where everyone went out

|

to work and spent few hours in
the house.

It was the beginning of lux-
ury appliances for the poor andu taught Colston that The
Times failed to sell his wares
while the Daily Express. Mirror
and women's magazines did.
New council homes were elec-

trified by the mid '20s, and

were

most builders were installing
electricity in new houses while
the rich were having their older
homes converted.
The cost was falling. To light

one bulb for one room for a
year was, in 1931, costing less
than 10 shillings a year as
against"$10 at the turn of the
century. The cost of installing a
simple lighting system was
about $6 or $7. By 1936, 64 per
cent of homes were wired. In
1955,that had risen to 1955 and
to 100 per cent in 1986. Best
selling appliances have mostly
been irons, fires, kettles
top of all, vacuum cleaners
though, more recently, blan-
kets, power DIY tools, hair dry-
ers, lawn mowers, radios and
such have taken over.
The refrigerator, the freezer,

washing and drying machines,
cosmetic, gardening and DIY
appliances are now so much
taken for granted that we are,
almost, hardly even grateful for
their existence. Yet It is only
about 60 years that the adver-
tisements read "Don’t kill your
wife with Work. Let Electricity

do it“. How to treat electric
shock was another message
preached In the advertisement,
alongside ads for electric mou-
setraps.

The history of excellent
developments is littered with
gimmicks such as detachable
moustache guards, self-pouring
teapots, more tearaaking
machines than one might ever
imagine, stale toast crispers,
and - though now advertised as
"new" - even the time reflectors
that beam the clock's face on to
the ceiling.

In an odd way, we work har-
der than our forbears, who set-
tled for standards and lifestyles
of which we would be intoler-
ant today. We may not sweat
and toll as we ply our appli-
ances but we decorate, launder,
garden and dean home to much
higher standards and far more
frequently.

Curiously, we strive less to
keep up with the Joneses,
mainly because there is such a
wealth of choice of appliances.

We have become decisive, shop-
pers, making our own decisions

•without looking over the fence
at the neighbours. We are price-

conscious, brand conscious .and:
conscious of much else while
once we were almost entirely'
class-conscious.

Nobody would deny that one
of the greatest labour-saving

boons of this centery has be«m['

the Invention and development'

of easy-care fabrics. Though t

the electric iron is invirtaafiy
,

100 per cent of homes, the non-
iron, drip-dry, easy-wash' fab^

rics are the real labour saves.
They give us all a classless chic
or prettiness, .according to_-our-.-

personal tastes. They turn- us
into wearers of pretty, palecol—
ours that would otherwise rbe -

totally impractical. And'they
ease the lot of mothers ,te an

'

incredible degree. Women- have
been much liberated .by- then-
machines and have been ab&to-
fill time usefully and happQy_
English Electric called its first
automatic washing machine
"The Liberator" with -that in
mind. And are men who

.use-
power and gardening tools ^not
delighted by getting the .work
done in time to enjoyrWine
week-end leisure? \ '-V-.V'T’"

There may have been times
during the last century j.when.
fwe risked being the servants of
ur machines. Now we alf'&Wy

e
ur machines. Now we ali enjoy
eing their masters add mi-y

tresses. They seem so-efftrt-
lessiy to do our biddinfrThey
are expensive to maintain and
to have repaired. Arf out-of-
work machine convmces-u^that
it is an essential, not -ftluxury,
for we resent doing without it
for even a day. ' '*

• -

The latest washday tecfailqaes being deroonatiatad alongside the old In the 1920«
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was merelya twinkle
in its founder’s eye.

.i

Konica first opened its doors for
business in 1873.

So when the F.T. first hit the head-
lines, we’d already been making front
page news for no less than fifteen years.

It should therefore come as no sur-
prise that we were responsible for intro-
ducing the very first Japanese plain
paper copier.

Right from those early days, our
innovations in photochemical and opto-
electronic technologies have continued
unabated.

And not surprisingly with 115 yean
expertise behind them., Konica

U-BiX copiers have also been the
byword for reliability.

Now with the launch of our latest
machines, our praises are being sung
even louder. Even for new models
before they re available in the U.K.

Here s just a sprinkling of model
summaries from the latest independent
survey into copiers by ‘What to Buv for
Business’:

KONICA U-BiX 112 WORTH

KONICA U-BLX 150 GOOD VALUE

KONICA U-BLX I50Z GOOD VALUE

KONICA U-BiX 220Z WORTH A LOOK
KONICA U-BiX 225Z WORTH

WATCHING
KONICA U-BiX 320Z BEST BIT

KONICA U-BiX 420Z WORTH A LOOK

KONICA U-BiX 550Z BEST BUV

KONICA U-BiX 700ZA
KONICA U-BiX 700ZR

worth
watching
WORTH

WATCHING

Of course, that’s only a selection of
the range of Konica U-BlX business
machines. We’ll happily supply you
with more details of our latest fax
models on request.

All of our products are backed by
Customer Care, the most comprehen-
sive and reliable after-sales service
you'll find anywhere. And yet another
reason why people in business always
have a good word for Konica U-BiX.

For further information dial 100
and ask for Freefone Konica U-BiX.

Or return the coupon.

Businc“ Machines i I'KI Ltd.

x ik GrJ
b
R
m Essex SS 14 3AR

Telephone: Basildon ,'0268 ', 27871 or dril irm , r .

konica U-BiX. Fax: t02681 26030
100 d f°r Frec,one

I'm interested inl what independent experts sav abomThe konica U-BiX copier and lax range
y

Please send me deiaiR
6

name

POSITION

COMPANY

ADDRESS

postcode

TELEPHONE

U-BOC
ko^busbs^mach^s

Call Konica first.
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rRsr 100 Years
the TRANSISTOR’S IMPACT SCIENCE

Key invention The beginning
David Fishlock tells how the transistor paved

the way for the ubiquitous microchip modern science
THE TINY TRANSISTOR, first

disclosed to the world 40 years
ago this year. Is probably the
most pervasive invention since
the wheel. It has made itself an
indispensable part of our per*
sons! effects and leisure activi-
ties, and of the domestic, com-
mercial, industrial and military
life of the developed world.
In 40 years the ubiquitous

chip, the minuscule engine
driven by the transistor, has
grown into an Industry with
sales of about $32bn last year.
Three scientists - two theore-

ticians and an experimentalist -

with Bell Telephone Laborato-
ries on Murray Hill, south of
New York, shared the 1956
Nobel prize for physics for dis-
covering the "transistor effect."
The trio's employer, then and

still one of the world's great
centres of engineering physics,
was seeking an alternative to
the vacuum tube (thermionic
valve), basis of all electronics
before the transistor. As Bell
Labs, research arm of AT&T,
saw the future, the valve would
be too clumsy and unreliable a
component on which to base
electronic systems of the com-
plexity envisaged as World War
Two approached. But the war
postponed its efforts to find an
alternative.
After a two-year search, John

Bardeen and Walter Brattain
discovered the "point contact"
transistor in December 1047,
and demonstrated that they
could amplify telephone signals
on December 23. Their scien-
tific paper establishing their
claim acknowledged the help of
their boss, William Shockley. In
January 1948 Bill Shockley
invented the "junction transis-
tor", the semiconducting sand-
wich which dominates the tech-
nology today.

These discoveries stayed
secret for seven months, how-
ever, until July 1048, by when
Bell Labs had made patent
applications. Brattain knew
that at least one US university
was hot on the trail, for it had
sought his advice.

Then, in New York AT&T
wheeled out an 8-ft. model
transistor to explain to the

world what a remarable discov-
ery its trio had made. To its

chagrin the world was unim-
pressed. Worse was to follow,

for the company's own manu-
facturing arm western Electric

had great difficulty putting
transistors into production. Not’

until 1952 did the device begin
to appear in the US telephone
system.
The first transistorised hear-

Einstein has a strong claim to be considered as Man of the Century,,

writes John Maddox

ing aids followed In 1053. and
the first transistor radio In

1954, but both were too coetiy-
Transistors cost eight times the
price of valves.
London-born Bill Shockley, a

theoretical physicist, led the

THE YEAR 1888 waa just about
the beginning of modem sci-

ence. The dust was beginning to

settle after the great argument
between Darwin and his critics

about the evolution of species
that became the cornerstone of
what is now biology.

In many ways even more sig-

nificant, James Cleric Maxwell
had just constructed his great-

synthesis of the Newton-like
theories of electricity and mag-
netism derived from the efforts

Kenneth Baker’s national cur- galaxies each much like that to

riculum? If not, there will be which the sun belongs, aikLso.

yet another generation of Brit- would not have been tenjpted^to.

ish entrepreneurs who do not ask the question.)
.....

Know why gallium arsenide is Ask any reputable scientist

the same as silicon, but in some you meet at dinner and jfe or

ways better.) she will mutter, something^-
The year 1905 was when the about working

^
hypotheses

revolution broke and Einstein about «hu* only specialists

was the single-handed revolu- are qualified to pronounce.Ask ?

tionary. Too Uttle time has about environmental, xiste, apdY
passed, since then, for us to be you are as Hkely to be asked to.

able to understand how greatly asksomebody else. -

.

ho* chanced the way we Even so. the revolution- that -

small "solid-state” group Beil
had set up in mid-1946. He was

of the previous century.
Neither Maxwell nor his con-

temporaries appreciated how
subversive was his theory of
electromagnetism. Two decades
went by while his Cambridge
colleagues and competitors
(they thought of themselves as
his betters) did their beet so
reconcile Maxwell’s explanation
of the phenomenon of light
with Newton's paradigm of
what the physical world is like.

Only R-A_Lorentz, of Leiden,
appears (at about exactly the

had set up in mid-1946. He was
then 35, trained In the US at
Caltech and MIT. He had been
with BeU Labs since 1936 and UW.

' ,W-&C ;

had attempted unsuccessfully
to make a solid-state version of
the triode valve as early as
1939. For two years of the war <L. ^
he directed a US Navy labors- 4 4
tory wrestling with submarine -liP- • j§-JMpm ^ ^

detection. •
% •

~~

In 1945, Bill Shockley's group \<A '

included Waiter Brattain, an ”
.

'

experimental physicist, then MBRi bs»v. 11 *> mB| .U '

43, with whom he had worked * A '

pre-war and who also worked
on submarine detection. Shock-
icy also hired John Bardeen, ||gMiij|^g|gjp a .A

'

" K " ’MM *
’’faife

another theoretician, aged 37,
from the US Naval Ordnance
Laboratory.
Shockley has been described .

" "

by Bemd Matthias, another ^ R§§|
t

eminent Bell physicist, as "the ^ | if
quickest physicist 1 ever knew Vs
at the first two stages of a gj&jfefeaf

problem. He was very good at
breaking down problems to
their bare essentials and doing -

things with, what one might
call, Gaullic simplicity or clar-

BeU labs, until I96f»f whai he
-set up his own transistor : ;

re^arch laboratory at the age
:

Under company rules all £V -

^

three scientists had assigned
”

theu^ transistor patents to

under an anti-trust consent
- > - •

.

£2*1Jjf* ^eU waived all fur- Pause for thought: Professor Einstein, who was doing advanced studies at Oxford In May. 1932,

invention
** her remarkable is seen here resting In Christ Church meadows. In 1917 he had Invented the General Theory of

Relativity. What matters, he once said, is only what we can observe. He died in 1955.

he has changed the way we mE!S.
think. By himself, without the Einstein set mlxauU^-becpme
benefit of research assistants a continuing upheaval, By tiie

and post-doctoral research fel- 1920s,- one aspect of.ttncfei^
r • . . .i . __ tnlflhr tno nntniiAoS imltflommL •

* tuiu wue oic iciau,c, u»» —f.* r-—

.

lute; light comes in little made formal in the doctrine.of-

<ets of energy (called quantum mechanics; from that.packets of energy (called quantum mechanics; from
quanta, as in quantum median- paradoxically, has, sprung: a.

ics): and the interaction much more certain understand- -

between radiation (light for ing of how atoms and motecuSeS-

example) and matter is such are constructed than sj

that matter prone to radiate could have hoped for eai

time of this anniversary) to
have understood the implica-have understood the implica-
tions of Maxwell’s work. The
others did their best to "save
the appearances" (Newton’s
phrase) by endless elaborations
of the doctrine of the luminifer-
ous aether.

It fell to Einstein (in 1905)
finally to blow up that fanciful
edifice. Before then, the seeds
of the revolution of 1905 had
been thickly scattered. Roent-

that matter prone to radiate could have hoped for earlier as
light of one colour will be atim- well as the theories JbjydwtjJCif

ulated by light of that same col- adventurous . people jidw-geek-
our to emit more of It (which Is literally to explain-whytmatter
.i. . «_ _ at in whof nre' kfmiar if- >A' ~Ka

>

aa
the basis of the invention called is what we know it to - be;- as

the laser, delayed by more than well. A ’

'-mi c, v,.

gen (at Wurtzburg) discovered
X-rays in 1895. Becauerel (whoX-rays in 1895. Becquerel (who
had graduated only in 1888) set
fashionable Paris chattering
when he discovered radioactiv-
ity a year later. In 1897,
J.J.Thompson found proof ofJ.J.Thompson found proof of
the existence of independent
particles of electricity, called
-electrons, at the Cavendish
Laboratory at Cambridge.
The questions - How does this

fit in with Newton? - were com-
ing more thickly than the
answers. Einstein may not have
made the physical world a sim-
pler place, but he made it possi-
ble for it to be intelligible. It is

surely significant that, when
the Financial Times began,
there was nothing that could be
called a scientific profession.

half a century). The construction of the de©-_
tronic devices on which- weitow".
depend rests on the same foun-
dation. Early readers of the.FT,
no doubt imbued with the Vie-V
torians’ confidence in their abii- -

ity to calculate the . physical
world, would nevertheless be
surprised to learn that we .are-

fast approaching the time when,
biological systems will also, pe':

calculable. .

The discovery in 1953 of tpe
chemical structure of. the
genetic material DNA haa made
that possible; the infant bio->

technology business -has
already shown how it is possi-
ble to simulate what happens in

. living cells to make novel drugs
and vaccines, but the fall bene-
fits in medicine and agriculture
He still over the horizon
(although it is worth remember-.’

Charles Darwin: plenty of in8 fljat the plague of AIDS
fierce critics would have been :a .much

greater threat to all of us with;
Einstein was evidently an out today’s understanding of

unusually clever person. That how DNA works). •/ .

Charles Darwin: plenty of

fierce critics

he invented (in 191T) the Gen- The programme of. deliberate

--
.

> r.'-'i .

.

FT., YOU’RE IN THE PINK.
CONGRATULATIONS

FROMA 95-YEAR-OLD YOUNGSTER
IN THE PINK.

called a scientific profession.
There were engineers, it is true,

organised into powerful engi-
neering institutions for ever
seeking to magnify and share
the kudos of their nearly con-
temporary heroes - the Ste-
phensons and Brunei - and an
army of entrepreneurial cranks
pressing dazzling inventions on
the fag-end- of the nineteenth
century, buoyant after the long
recession of the 1870s.
Some of these succeeded;

Remington (who mass-produced

eral Theory of Relativity, suffi- social change founded on scien-
tific understanding which is

run-of-the-mill genius’s life- implicit in that, declaration is of
work and now the framework course constrained. There axe
within which all cosmologists some who do not fancy the idea
seek explanations for the world that the world we live in should
we live in, is a kind of extra, be manipulated, and blame sex-
That towards his

. death On anjtists for arrogance.) Others
7QRR> ho chwonlr from f ho full ...x ** ’ '

1055) he shrank from the point out (but with incautious
implications of his radicalism is gloomy zeal) that change
neither here nor there. Did not

' always brings unexpected prob-
even great Galileo recant lexns; one of the dangers for.the
towards the end, to the general years ahead is that what is
dismay? called environmental concern

guns, helping Singer to
mass-produce sewing-ma-

A dozen years from now, at- will be too powerfully iastitu-
the end of the century, they tionalised by emmenta. -

mass-produce sewing-ma-
chines), the Wright brothers
(who invented flight) and Max-
coni. But science was still

will be saying that he has a But the most likely cause of
better claim to it than, say, failure to win the full .benefits
F-D.R. or even VJ.Lenin. What from even present understand-

taught at Cambridge as Natural
Philosophy- In 1888, Nature
was sustained by a vigorous
correspondence about the fac-

Einstein has done Is to make ing is what it has been for the
logical positivists of us all. past .twenty -years'- the crying'
What niatters, he^id at the shortage of people skilled

ulty of hares for swimming.
What has happened si

Beginning, js only what we can enough to win them. Sadly,
observe. (Ernst Mach, the Mora- Britain has become a special
vian whose name is commem- case. The chief consequence? of

Congratulations, too, on 100

years of reporting the financial and
business news.

Which is just about five years

longer than we’ve been making it

Like you, FT., we’re a world
leader in our fieldandwe got thereby
following a similar route.

First, ofcourse, like you,we had
the foresight atThomson to get. our op-
eration off the ground in plenty oftime
for the arrival ofthe twentieth century.

And, like you, throughout this

astonishing century we’ve concen-
trated our energies and resources on
steadily building a worldwide reputa-

tion founded upon’ expertise,
,
inno-

vation and pioneering leadership.

How do our prospects for the

future look as we move fast forward
into the twenty-first, century? Our
prospects look just like the FT. s. A
decidedly rosy shade of pink.

What has happened since
could not have been foretold or
even guessed at Even by the
turn of the century, people did
not properly appreciate the
enormity of the revolution that
lay just a few years ahead.
Josiah Willard Gibbs at Yale
University in the US may
already have embarked on his
still unsurpassed account of.the
usefulness of energy, but the
universities had not yet begun
to teach the Periodic Table

morated in the unit invented the past two decades of pazsi-
the year the FT began and still ruony and mismanagement in
used to refer to the speed of the public support of science
ultrasonic objects such as air- has been to magnify self-doubt,
pro Ft n/gc Pnataln'e nhilflannhi- J. .«_* .iM ncraft, was Einstein’s phiiosophi- undermining the British scien-.^
callodestar in this connection.) tific community’s confidence in
From this derives modern sti- its capacity to solve the praoti-

ence’s opinion of its goals that cal problems that confront its
particularly maddens politi- sponsors.
cians: there is no such thing as Is it not a shame that a tom-

devised by the St. Petersburg
Russian, Mendeleev, acknowl-Russian, Mendeleev, acknowl-
edged as important by the
Royal Society of London only in

1882. (Will that be a part of Mr

absolute truth, only different munity whose predecessors •

degrees of uncertainty (or of contributed powerfully to the-
falsifiabllity). You can see how revolution of the past century^
this works in a host of different should now be in awe of whaL
ways. Did the Universe begin happens elsewhere, notably txJ
with a big bang? (The first Japan and the US, where the!
readers of the FT could have cookie has crumbled differs
had no means of knowing that entiy? .

j
.

there are countless, or at least The writer is editor oA
still-uncounted, objects called Nature -magazine. I
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are available for sale.
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The First 100 Years
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MEDICINE

Virus infections represent one of medicine’s most serious remaining challenges,

says David Fishlock, Science Editor

IT HAS BEEN A remarkable
century for medical science, the
science which interests the
greatest number of people and
which leaves very few in the
developed world untouched in
their lifetime. The three most
profound influences on prog-
ress in medical science all
began about a century ago.
The first was control of infec-

tion, which began with recogni-
tion by the French scientist
Louis Pasteur that infection
was caused by a transmissible
organism. Pasteur found ways
of attenuating or weakening
such organisms so that they
could be used safely to build a
defence against such deadly
infections as cholera, anthrax
and rabies..

His work opened a line of sci-
entific thinking which led to
the first-ever Nobel Prize for
medicine, awarded in 1901,
going to Emil von Behring, the
German army doctor who In
1890 had discovered serum
therapy. He demonstrated its

efficacy for diphtheria, with
dramatic effects on the death
rate in children. Von Behring's
own mentor, Robert Koch, was
himself rewarded in 1905 for
his identification in 1882 of the
organism which transmitted
tuberculosis.
As the present century

unfolded, the trail led to the
discovery- of sulphonamides
(sulpha drugs) by Gerhard
Domagk hi Germany, which
opened the way for modern
chemotherapy starting with
penicillin m 1942, streptomycin
(.1943) and chloramphenicol
(1949). Chemotherapy can con-
trol all the major bacterial
infections of our time; rheu-
matic fever, puerperal fever,
septicaemia, pneumonia,
typhoid and TB.

In the second half of the cen-
tury, chemotherapy has also
had dramatic consequences for
many non-infectious diseases
including heart disorders and
failure, mental disorders and
peptic ulcers.

The second profound influ-
ence on modern medicine is
“imaging’', which enables the
doctor to see with his own eyes
what is wrong right inside his
patient without exacerbating
the patient’s distress. In 1895
William Rontgen, a German
physics professor, showed how
his “invisible rays" could pene-
trate living tissues to reveal the
bones starkly against their
enveloping flesh. He, too, was
awarded one of the first Nobel
prizes in 1901, for physics.

Kontgen’s rays illuminated a
trail which led to nuclear phys-
ics and nuclear medicine. Bec-
quereJ and the Curies shared
the Nobel physics prize in 1903
for their work on radioactivity,
which was to make the name
Amersham famous worldwide
for its radiochemicals for locat-
ing and identifying disease.

The year 1970 saw a dramatic
advance in the technology of
imaging, comparable with Ront-
gen’s original X-ray discovery,
when - Godfrey Hounsfield
invented computerised tomog-
raphy (CT) scanning. He
applied microminiaturised com-
puting to radiography in order
to reconstruct X-ray images of
organs and tissues even when
they are shielded by bone, as in
the case of the brain or the spi-
nal cord. So fast is the compu-
tation, CT images can even
allow the doctor to view dis-
function in a moving organ,
such as the beating heart
Barely had the medical pro-

fession begun to evaluate the
opportunities for better diagno-
sis. of illness opened by X-ray
scanning when, in the mid-
1970s, the first fuzzy images of
nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) imaging began to
appear. NMR takes signals
emitted by hydrogen atoms -

common to all living tissue -

and reconstructs them by com-
puter into anatomical images
the doctor can ' readily under-
stand.
The incentive driving NMR

A SCIENTIFIC PIONEER

Professor became
a star writer

Profile of Francis Simon, a key figure in wartime

research and the FT’s frrst science

j correspondent

AT THE AGE OF 55, Francis
Simon became the first scien-

tific correspondent of the FT..
An Oxford don, he was already
one of the world's great ther-
modynamictsts, a fellow of the
Royal Society, later to be
knighted and to head the Clar-

endon Laboratory, Oxford's
department of physics.

Professor Simon wrote for the
paper for over eight years.
Moreover, a newspaper which
was largely anonymous, some-
times bylined its stan Professor
Sir Francis Simon, C8E, FRS.
Simon, a key figure in -the

wartime research into atomic
energy, was. recruited by Har-
greaves Parkinson, who as edi-

tor in April 1948 somewhat dif-

fidently solicited the scientist’s

comments on two staff-written
features on the economics of
atomic energy.

Professor Simon: the don who
cstna to Float Street

“You may. I’m afraid, find
them a little naive..." he said,

and went on to say how greatly
he welcomed the opportunity of
“having someone with your
knowledge and authority to
help us in a field which 1 am
convinced has very great possi-

bilities".

The great man’s response was
that the articles were “not at
all bad, considering."
Simon’s first contribution was

accompanied by a pies; "Please

don't be too hard on me. it Is

my first attempt at journauBm.
The article, entitled "Why
waste coal? - By our scientific

correspondent," appeared on
June 2. 1948. It argued that the
open domestic fire should be

abandoned in favour of a sim-

ple closed stove, which the
wntcr believed could be mass-
produced by post-war Britain

for "only a few pounds cadi",

and would have the addithm&l
advantage of making homes
warmer.
Later that year the editor

wm urging his scientific corre-

spondent in Oxford to write not
only long features but shorter,

newsy Vicms and “keep us
primed" on the doings ot sci-

ence. He was praised for sub-

mitting "exactly oh the lines I

had in mind." _ _
In November 1948, Simon

invited his editor to ah evening
diNLUurse at the Royal institu-

tion in Mayfair, where he
would be speaking on science.

The editor asked if he might
send a reporter. Simon said yes,
with the caveat that, “1 only
hope that it will not look as if

Prof Simon is guilty of plagia-

rism at the expense of the Sci-

entific Correspondent of the
Financial Times."

A few days later Simon was
chiding the FT for forecasting
in a motor industry supplement
that gas turbine buses and cars
might be on the streets in two
years. “It seems very doubtful
indeed whether the gas turbine
has desirable characteristics as
a motor car driving unit. " This
is no less true 40 years on.
Parkinson was dearly enjoy-

ing what was becoming a per-
sonal relationship with a witty
and urbane as well as erudite

contributor. In December he
wrote, quoting, from, the poet
Cowper “...from your gifts to
draw a plea - and ask you for
still more."
But later that month he was

wondering whether the depth
of knowledge his correspondent
had displayed in a farsighted
pair of features on atomic
energy - the second accompan-
ied by a first leader - might not
land him in jail. Simon reas-
sured him with private feed-
back from some of the leaders
of the still very secret British

programme.
In his first atomic feature

Simon had concluded that
atomic power "may prove very
useful for some types of speci-
alised projects" - propelling
ocean liners was one. But he
was doubtful whether it would
ever contribute appreciably to
power generation: “This will
certainly not happen within the
next 50 years or so," he wrote.

If atomic power were ever to
provide an appreciable part of
the world’s power consumption,
the very tricky matter of radio-
active waste disposal “would be
a most serious problem," he
forecast. Simon was much more
optimistic about other applica-

tions including its uses as a
research tod and for medical
treatment.
He concluded that, on bal-

ance, and given "present stan-
dards of international morality"
the dangers .outweighed the
advantages and “we would be
happier without it." But any
notion of stftppfag the dock for

50 years in atomic physics, as
some were-then propwing, "to

allow political morals to catch

up with the progress of sci-

ence' was unrealistic, As early

as 1948 the damage had
already been done.
The friendly correspondence,

albeit always conducted in for-

mal terms - Professor Simon
and Mr Parkinson - continued
until late in 1949 when the edi-

tor retired, handing over his
scientific correspondent to Gor-

don . Newton, for whom he
wrote foranother six years.

Oar thanks to Prof, Sieho-
las Karst, FRS, and Vu Royal
Societyft>raccess ia the late Sir
Pravcis Simon’s papers.

D.F,

hard in competition with X-ray
scanning was absence of any
“invisible ray" and possible
long-term harm for the padent.
The fuzziness quickly gave way
to images as sharp as in CT
scanning, and a plethora of new
information which a US com-
mittee of medical experts sum-
marised in 1987 as "an extraor-
dinary addition to our
diagnostic armamentarium”.
The armamentarium is still

expanding, with positron emis-
sion cameras - byproduct of
particle physics - among the lat-

est methods of imaging.

The third profound influence
on modem medicine has been
an understanding of the bio-
chemistry of the body, devel-
oped over the past 100 years. It

began when scientists first
recognised that the living body
was making identifiable chemi-
cals - hormones, for instance.

Late in the last century two
physiologists, William Bayliss
and Ernest Starling, strove to
explain how the stomach knew
just when to release digestive
juices. They indentified a
“chemical messenger” which
they called a hormone, from the
Greek meaning “rouse to activ-
ity". It was the first of many to
be discovered as vital agents of
a myriad automatic functions
the body performs.

This biochemical trail led to
the demonstration by the Cana-
dians Banting and Best in 1921
that a hormone called insulin is
the missing ingredient in the
disease diabetes, and that it can
be administered to regain con-
trol of the flow of glucose into
the bloodstream.

In 1910 the German biochem-
ist Albrecht Kossel won the
Nobel prize for medicine for
explaining the chemical con-
struction of the living cell,
reward for his work on nucleic
add chemistry over the previ-
ous two decades. In Britain,
Alexander (now Lord) Todd
unravelled the chemistry of the
chromosomes; while Oswald
Avery and bis colleagues in the
US showed the compound deox-
yribo-nucleic add (DNA) to be
the key to heredity.

In 1953, the Anglo-US team
of Crick and Watson in Cam-
bridge proposed the double-he-
lix model for the way nudeic
adds are organised in DNA
thereby earning the Nobel prize
for medicine in 1962. By then,
the science had acquired a new
name - molecular biology.
By the mid-1970s molecular

biology was sufficiently
advanced to permit primitive
modification of genes - "genetic
engineering". With astonishing

Continued on next page

In the US, a child undergoes a brain scan on advanced medical equipment from General Electric’s Research and Development
Centre at Schenectady, New York.
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Small wonder a major US bank chose a

British Steel-framed building for its new London
head office. Today, steel looks as good on the

costing sheet as it does on the designer’s

drawing.

Steel-framed buildings are also strong and
faster to erect, and British Steel now holds its

biggest share in the high-rise market for

50 years.

High-rise also describes what we've achieved

in quality reliability and customer service.

That’s howwe’re backing Britain’s industrial

recovery

We’re selling British Steel around the world.

Steel arches for mines... zinc-coated steel

sheet for cars... steel for industry for transport,
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.

Easier said than done, when you consider

that world steel supply exceeds world demand.

But done, none the less. With a combination of
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We’ve moved from deep loss to rising profit
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The First 100 Years
AVIATION

From balloons to Concorde
Regular air travel through the upper atmosphere is now being investigated, says Michael Donne

AVIATION OVER the past hun-
dred years has moved from the
man-carrying hot-air balloons
of the 1880s through to the
Concorde supersonic airliner of
today.
But already, the frontiers of

flight are being pushed even
further forward with research
into the concept of Earth-to-Or-
bit “Aerospace Planes" or
“Transatmospheric Vehicles"
t'TAVs), such as Britain's Hotel
horizontal take-off and landing
aircraft, which may materialise
around the turn of the century.

In 1896, the eminent Victo-
rian physicist Lord Kelvin, in a
letter to Major B F S Baden-
PowelJ rejecting an invitation to
join the Aeronautical Society of
Great Britain (it became the
Royal Aeronautical Society
later l. declared: "I have not the
smallest molecule of faith in
aerial navigation, other than
ballooning, or of expectation of
good results from any of the
trials we hear of" - a not
uncommon attitude of mind
among his contemporaries.
Today, over one billion pas-

sengers fly every year in com-
fort and a high level of safety
on scheduled airline services
throughout the world, an illus-

tration of how wrong even
those of the highest scientific
reputation can be when fore-
casting the future.
Even by the late 1880s, when

the FT itself was bom, aviation
in Britain had already been
given limited official recogni-
tion, when hot-air balloons
were used by the British Army
in the Sudan in 1885. and also
to observe the annual Army
manoeuvres at Aldershot in
1889.
Over the past hundred years,

there have been many epoch-
making events in world avia-
tion. Probably the two most

Britain alone, aircraft manufac-
ture reached a peak of over
26,000 a year by 1944, employ-
ing nearly 2m people, and Whit-
tle’s jet engine was improved
and manufactured by
Rolls-Royce to power the first

British jet fighter, the Gloster
Meteor.
After the War, the late 1940s

saw the rebirth of civilian air
travel, and dramatic break-

famous, and certainly the most through^ with the world's first

far-reaching in their Impact,
were the first powered, sus-
tained and controlled flight in a
heavier-than-air machine, by
Orville and Wilbur Wright on
the sand dunes at Kill Devil
Hills, near Kicty Hawk on the
North Carolina coast on Decem-
ber 17 1903, and the first test-

bed run of the turbo-jet engine
invented by Frank Whittle, in

the British-Thomson-Houston
factory at Rugby, on April 12.

1937.
Only thirty-four years sepa-

rated Chose two events, but in

that time aviation had devel-
oped phenomenally, beyond the
Wrights' imagination. The First

World War had refined aircraft
from primitive contraptions
into lethal fighting machines,
while the post-war period had
seen the birth of civil air trans-
port.

gas-turbine powered airliners,
the British turbo-propeller
Vickers Viscount, which first
flew in 1948, entering service
in 1963, and the de HaviUand
Comet turbo-jet, which first
flew in 1949, entering service
in 1952.
-But although the Viscount
was a massive success, with
nearly 450 aircraft sold (still

the highest total for any British
airliner, with many still flying
today), the Comet tragically
failed. Two accidents over the
Mediterranean in 1954 were
discovered subsequently to
have been caused by metal
fatigue leading to explosive
cabin decompression. The Air
Certificate was withdrawn, the
fleet grounded, and valuable
sales cancelled.
Even though the Comet was

substantially redesigned, and
By the rime Whittle, a serving eventually went back into pas-

RAF officer, was conducting his senger service in 1958, the
early jet-engine experiments in delay had proved too great: the
1937, the big flying-boats built concept of the gas-turbine
by Short Brothers in Rochester, aero-engine had swept on
and flown by Imperial Airways through the world’s aerospace
(the forerunner of British Over- industries. Where the UK had
seas Airways Corporation led, others followed, especially
which in turn became British in the US with the highly suc-
Airwaysl, were linking the far- cessful Boeing 707 and Douglas
thest parts of the British
Empire with England, and
experimental transatlantic pas-
senger flights were about to
start between Southampton,
Foynes (Ireland), Botwood
(Newfoundland), Montreal and
New York.
The Second World War con-

tinued the dramatic technologi-

cal expansion of aviation. In

DC-8 which both emerged in the
late 1950s.
Today, more than 7,300 com-

mercial jet airliners of all kinds
are in operational service in the
Western world, some 80 per
cent of them of US manufac-
ture, with another 1.700 turbo-
propeller airliners also.

century, some 5222bn will be
spent by the world's airlines
buying some 5.000 additional
jet airliners of all kinds, of
which $150bn will be for
growth and J72bn to replace
existing ageing aircraft.
Allowing for the retirement

of ageing airliners, the world
jet fleet by the end of this cen-
tury is expected to have expan-
ded to around 9.500 aircraft.
As a measure of how far avi-

ation has come, the distance of
120 feet that the Wright
Brothers achieved in their first
flight of 12 seconds over the
Carolina sand-dunes on that
December day in 1903 (later the
same day they made three
more, longer flights) could be
performed today inside the 231
feet 10 inches of the passenger
cabin of one Boeing 747 Jumbo
jet airliner.

The Wrights' aeroplane
weighed only 605 pounds, plus
pilot The heaviest Jumbo jet
now available, the 747-300,
fully loaded with over 400 pas-
sengers and fuel for a
long-distance flight of nearly
6,000 miles non-stop from Lon-
don to Tokyo weighs at take-off
over 833,000 pounds, with an
even heavier version, the
747-400, on the way.
One of the most dramatic of

the advances in world civil avi-
ation in the post-Second World
War period has been the intro-
duction of supersonic transport,
in the shape of the
Anglo-French Concorde, capa-
ble of carrying up to 100 pas-
sengers at speeds of more than
twice that of sound (Mach 2, or
over 1,200 mph).
The Concorde entered service

in January, 1976 - seventy-
three years after the Wrigl

idi

The first jet airliner. Britain's

ill-fated Comet (top): a giant of

Its day. a Handley Page 38
passenger airliner at its trial

flight In 1930; and pioneer avi-

ator Sir Geoffrey de HavHland.

York in November, J977. There
were also originally BA ser-
vices to Singapore and to DaJ-
las/Fort Worth, but those have
been discontinued.

Today, BA’s Concorde flights
link London with New York,
Washington and Miami, and
those by Air France link Paris
and New York.

Despite the original hostility
directed at supersonic flying
because of noise and pollution,
Concorde has subsequently
proved acceptable at all the air-

ports it serves regularly. The
fastest supersonic Concorde
scheduled crossing to date was
from New York to London in 2
hours 56 minutes, by British
Airways, on January 1, 1983.

Also, both British Airways
and Air France have developed
substantial charter operations,
which ironically take the Con-
corde frequently into destina-
tions where it was originally
banned because of noise.

Today, more than ten years
after it began to earn its living,

more than one million passen-
gers have flown on the sched-
uled North Atlantic Concorde
services of British Airways,
and if charter passengers are
included the total is well over
lm. Concorde still has many
years of service life left in it.

enough to carry it through to
the late 1990s. if not into the

next century, although the
numbers of aircraft in both the
BA and Air France fleets may
be reduced as time goes on as
aircraft are taken out of service
to be cannibalised for spares
that cannot now be manufac-
tured, especially engine spares.
But already, research is

under way on possible eventual
successors to the Concorde.
Aerospatiale of France, one of
the original Concorde design,
development and production
partners, has produced prelimi-
nary design studies for a sec-
ond-generation supersonic air-

liner, an Avion a Grand Vitesse
(AGV).
McDonnell Douglas of the US

also has studied a possible
Hypersonic Commercial Trans-
port, or HSCT, and has
suggested the possibility of
international collaboration in

its development, but again little

progress on this plan has been
achieved so far.

A more promising approach,
however, to the continuation of
very high speed flight into the
next century is now under way
on both sides of the Atlantic
through research into what are
genetically called “Aerospace
Planes" or “Transatmospheric
Vehicles" (TAVs).
These are aircraft capable of

very high (hypersonic) speeds,
or more than 3,000 mph (over
Mach 5 or five times the speed
of sound), capable of taking off
from conventional airfield run-
ways, soaring into low-Earth
orbit to perform various mis-
sions in space, and eventually
landing again like conventional
aircraft.
Various designs are being

considered. In the UK. British
Aerospace and Rolls-Royce are
studying the Hotol (horizontal
take-off and landing) Aero-
space Plane concept. A similar
concept has emerged in West
Germany called the Saenger
venture.
But these are iow-key studies

compared with the current
extensive research in the US on
the $3.3bn X-30 National Aero-
space Plane Project, or NASP,
being undertaken by the US
aerospace industry in conjunc-
tion with the US Air Force, the
Department of Defense and the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.

This is similar to Hotol and
Saenger, but is much further
advanced. Major study con-
tracts on airframe and engine
designs, and on new materials
and their associated production
techniques for such a venture,
have been awarded, and cur-
rent plans envisage two prelim-
inary research vehicles flying
as early as 1993.

If satisfactory, a full-scale
vehicle will be built for flight
later in that decade.

Continued on page 21

Medical breakthroughs
Continued from page 19:

Brothers' epochal flight - with a
regularly scheduled service
between London and Bahrain,
with Air France also starting
sendees from Paris to Rio de
Janeiro via Dakar. British Air-

Moreover, it is estimated that ways' services to Washington
between now and the end of the began in May, 1976, and to New

speed its practitioners have
turned such manipulations into
new opportunities for medical
diagnosis and therapy through
powerful new biotechnology
research teams such as Genen-
tcch in the US and Cel Itech in
Britain.

The net effect of these three
strands of scientific progress -

control of infection, imaging,
and biochemistry - has been a
phenomenal improvement in

life expectancy in the devel-
oped world, points out Sir Ray-
mond Hoffenherg. who as presi-
dent of the Royal College of
Physicians for the past five
years ranks as Britain's top
doctor.
Over the century, life expec-

tancy has increased from 48 to
77 years for females, and from
44 to 72 years for males The
most dramatic effect can be
found in the statistics of infant
mortality, which has declined
from 154 deaths per 1 .000
births in 1900 to fewer than 10
in 1 985.
But scientific progress has

not increased the normal lifes-
pan of man beyond the biblical
three score years and ten.
Instead, diseases of an ageing
body - including cancer, arthri-
tis and senile dementia - have
gained prominence as more peo-
ple survive into retirement.
One disturbing trend is the

re-emergence of infection as a
mtyor health problem. On the
one hand there is the problem
of virus infections for which
medical science has failed to
deliver a cure as dramatic as
antibiotics for bacterid! infec-

tions. On the other, there is the
re-appearance of infection as- a
byproduct of progress in medi-
cal science, notably of trans-
plant surgery.

Viruses have been controlled
most successfully by preventa-
tive medicine - immunisation. In

1940. 46.000 eases nf diphthe-
ria were reported in England
and Wales, and 200 died. Nowa-
days it is rare and almost only
ever found in nun-immunised
people. In 1955 there were
4.000 cases of paralytic polio-
myelitis. Today, British doctors
see fewer than 10 cases a year.

But such successes can incu-
bate their own problems for as
public fears nf a discus*? fade,
those fears seem to refocus
elsewhere. Adverse publicity
for the remote possibility that "a

vaccine may have side-effects
has discouraged many mothers
from immunisation They
ignore statistics which state
that the risks of the disease far
outweigh even the most pessi-

mistic estimates of encephalitis
occurring. As a result, the inci-

dence of measles and whooping
cough is rising alarmingly.
"Our failure to exploit the

full potential of immunisation -

the most clearly beneficial and
easily implemented preventa-
tive measure - must raise ques-
tions about our commitment to
preventative medicine in gen-
eral." says Sir Raymond Hof-
Tenberg.
He is also very despondent

about the failure of the devel-
oped world to transfer the ben-
efits of medical science to
developing countries, where the
average life expectant.-} is still

only about 35. and infant mor-
tality is between l0U-20i'l

deaths per I.OilU births.
The developed world today

indulges in the luxury of
intense criticism of medical sci-
ence for ils failure to explain
and cure ail disease, and to do
sn free from nil side-effects. As
a result, many people are turn-
ing to so-called "alternative"
nu-dical practices. The common
and salient feature r. r such
practices is not scientific but
simply the much longer time
the therapist is able in spend
counselling his patient, eight
times as long as the 01* can
afford, it is estimated.

Meanwhile, the problems of
the developing world go largely
unheeded. For quite trivial
amounts of money and effort,
several scourges could be elimi-
naled by immunisation as effec-
tively as smallpox was final!

v

eradicated in 1977 This riise:ise

succumbed to :i campaign
mounted by the World Health
Organisation - an agency of the
United Nations - in mass vacci-
nation.

Will the developed world ever
be persuaded to see that it must
also be to its own immense
advantage to help impoverished
nations eradicate the other six
great scourges— diphtheria
measles, polio, tetanus, TB and
whooping cough - identified by
WHO as’ amenable to similar
programmes of mass vaccina-
tion?

There can be no question that
progress in explaining the basic
nature of AIDS since the dis-

ease first appeared in the US in

1981 has been swift because of
the basic understanding of bio-

chemistry and molecular biol-

ogy built up over the past cen-
tury'

What is also well understood
now is how elusive a quarry
medical science is pursuing. In
I98S the experts still forecast
five years and probably longer
before either vaccine of cure is

making any real impact on
what is an exceptionally lethal
epidemic

v/*
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AN AVIATION PIONEER

An intrepid survivor
Sir Thomas Sopwith was in at the start of aviation history

“IN THE old days we used to
crash a lot but when it was all

over we nearly always just
stood up. shook the wreckage
ofr. and walked away. Crashing 1

did not seem u> hurt because
we did it so nicely and slowly.

Even spectacular crashes often
used to have happy endings ...

But bless you It was fun.”

The speaker is Sir Thomas
Sopwith. pioneer aviator, bal-

loonist and yachtsman, who
was born on January 18 in the
same year that the FT itself

was founded, 1888. The son of
an engineer, he wanted to join
the Navy, “but they didn’t
think i was clever enough, and
they were probably right," so
he was educated as an engineer.
Now celebrating his cente-

nary. he is the last survivor of
that small group of aeronauti-
cal pioneers who collectively
built the UK aerospace industry
from nothing in the early years
of this century.
Those intrepid men included

Robert Blackburn, Geoffrey de
HaviUand. Frederick Handley-
Page. Alliott Verdon-Roe,
Charles Stewart Rolls, and the
three Short Brothers. Horace,
Eustace and Oswald.
Only two of those original

pre-First World War aircraft
companies survive (after many
vicissitudes) and trade today
under their original names -

Rolls-Royce, founded in 1906
by C S Roils and Henry Royce
as a high quality motor-car
manufacturer, only later turn-
ing to aero-engines, and Short
Brothers, founded in 1908.
Thomas Octave Murdoch Sop-

with ( he was the eighth child in

a family with seven older sis-

ters. hence the name Octave),
taught himself to fly manned
aeroplanes in 1910,* when he
was 22. and quickly established
himself as a pioneer aviator,
setting distance and duration
records in Europe and America
and making not only a great
name but also some money.
The latter he invested in a

small company of his own, the
Sopwith Aviation Company,
which rapidly achieved success

Sii Thomas Sopwith: “Bless

you, it was fun!”

by winning the second Schnei-
der Trophy contest in 1914, at

Monaco with the Sopwith Tab-
loid, piloted by Howard Pix ton.
Sopwith also ran a flying

school at Brooklands, and
among his early pupils was a
soldier, Major Hugh Trenchard
of the Scots Fusiliers, known as
“Boom" because of his voice.
Trenchard asked Sopwith to
teach him to fly in 10 days
(“because after that I’m too
old") and thus scraped into the
Royal Flying Corps before he
was 40, eventually rising to
high rank and becoming the
founding father of the Royal
Air Force.

International recognition and
financial success came to Sop-
with during the First World
War, with such famous fighters
as the “Pup" and the “C-amel".
During the war, Sopwith’s com-
pany and its associates built
1 1,237 aircraft of his design for
the British air forces and
another 5,000 for the allies, and
by the end was employing over
5,000 workers itself, apart from
those employed by sub-contrac-
tors.

But the severe post-war run-
down led to the liquidation of
the Sopwith company, and the
formation in its place of a new
company, Hawker Engineering,
named after Harry Hawker,

who W3S the brilliant chief test-

pilot for Sopwith before, during
and after the war.

It was that company which,
having initially built motor
cycles as well as aircraft iri

order to survive, ultimately
generated Sopwith’s lasting
fame, for it produced not only a
long line of famous military air-

craft - including the Hart,' Fury
and Hurricane - but also the
great Hawker Siddeley Group,
created in 1935 to include sach
other famous names as A V-
Roe, Sir W G Armstrong Whi-
tworth Aircraft, Gloster Air-
craft and Armstrong Siddeley
Motors.
The UK aerospace industry -

privatised by the present Gov-
ernment after a period of state
control - today has sales of over
£7bn annually, and a total

backlog of orders worth over
£2ubn.

Sir Thomas Sopwith has lived

through all these changes. The
shape of the industry has
changed radically from the
handful of infant struggling
companies he remembers from
immediately before the First
World War, and ways of doing
things have been revolution-
ised.

“In those days, all you had to
do was to rough out a scheme
on the back of an envelope,
show it to those were going to
do the job, and they then
started right away without
needing anything else ... It was
all a very different picture to a
modern conception which has
to go through the fine mesh
sieve of the design and stress
offices."
But he still believes strongly,

in the need for a British aero-
space industry.

“True, modern aircraft are
very expensive and they take a:

long time. In the First World
War, when we thought tip a
new type, the thing was flying
in six weeks. Now it's not fly-

ing in six years. It’s ail got so
big, hasn't it? I'm glad 1 lived
when I did. But our fathers and
grandfathers have all said that
before us."

Continuing a tradition

in careful handling.

Mitsui O.S.K. Lines have been transporting goods
worldwide for more than a century, with the kind of
special care and attention instilled by so many vears
of tradition.

Today, this proud tradition continues between the
major ports of Europe and the Far East with a weekly
fixed day service, the vessels, the equipment, and
the know-how to move goods fast and safely.

This tradition of dependability has helped
Mitsui O.S.K. Lines become one of the world’s premier
shipping lines.

MitsuiO.S.K. Lines
Head Office.
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Continued from page 20

The US aerospace industry
believes that the spin-off from
such a vehicle (which would
initially have primarily military
uses) could be enormous, with a
"family'* of other vehicles
emerging.
One such could be a high alti-

j

tude hypersonic airliner which
could fly across the Pacific
Ocean between the US West
Coast and either Australasia or
the Far East in about three
hours, against the twenty hours
or so, depending on destination,
now taken by subsonic iets.

This “Orient Express* type Of
airliner would perhaps seat
about 200-pius passengers, and
would be be much more stream-
lined and needle-shaped than
Concorde, to suit its speed of
3,000 mph or more.

It would meet the already
emerging demand in the US for
an aircraft that could link the
US with the Far East - regarded
as the most significant and rap-
idly developing arenas in world
air transport for the remaining
years of this century - far more
swiftly than anything hitherto,
while also being suitable for
other long-range global air
routes.
Wh3e some may regard such

ideas as fanciful, in the US
Government and aerospace
industry they are regarded
with extreme seriousness, as
evidenced by the multi-million
dollar Government contracts
already awarded for prelimi-
nary research.

If all goes as well as the US
aerospace Industry hopes, these
ideas for Aerospace Planes or
TAVs may well come to fruition
around the turn of the century,
little more than twelve years
from now.
In the US, driven by the need

to reassert supremacy in aero-

space technology after the dam-
aging problems with the Space
Shuttle, the political will to
achieve such results is there,
and the money is also available,
while the aerospace industry is

keyed up to perform the admit-
tedly complex technological
task of turning these ideas into
reality.
When one considers how far

aerospace has come since the
days of the Wright Brothers
just eighty-five years ago, and
even now much has been
achieved in the past forty-odd
years since the end of the Sec-
ond World War, it would
unwise for anyone to say that
the “Aerospace Plane* concept
and its “Orient Express" deriva-
tives will not either emerge, or
succeed.
To take such a view would be

to emulate the blinkered atti-

tude of Lord Kelvin, in lus con-
demnation of the future of avi-

ation nearly a hundred years
ago. The subsequent record has
shown how foolish his attitude
was, and how soon he was
proved wrong!

The first moon landing; Soviet cosmonaut Yurf Romanonka whose Soyuz TM-3 ended a 327-day space mission last yean the European Ariane blasts off from French Guyana and (below) the British contender, Hotof

THE NEXT century for space
exploration promises to be
tumultuous. By. the year 2088,
space holidays will probably
have become .routine and the
FT may be printed on Mars.
Nothing illustrates better the

accelerating pace of mankind's
technological advance than the
history of space activities. The
Chinese invented the rocket in
the 13th century as- a projectile
to kill people in battles. Almost
immediately, some dreamed of
how rockets could be used to
carry people beyond the
Earth's atmosphere into space.
Nonetheless, ft took more

than 700 years before a power-
ful Soviet version of the same
Chinese invention boosted the
first person into orbit in 1961.
From this point on, landmarks
in space travel have piled up.
The first walk in space came in

1965, followed four years later

by the first lunar visit
The 1970s saw the first dock-

ing with a space station, sev-
eral motorised drives by astro-
nauts, on the Moot and the first

(and so far only) joint manned
mission in space by the US and
the USSR.
The 1980s have marked the

early flights of the first sub-
stantially reusable space vehi-
cles, the US space .shuttles, and
the beginnings of a permanent
manned presence beyond the
atmosphere by rotating Soviet
crews on board a. new and
improved space station.
Roughly 200

' people have
entered space,

.
most of them,

American - though the USSR
has -kept its citizens there for
much longer periods, with vis-

its to space stations of months
on end being commonplace.
Hie world . has launched

SPACE

Soviet missionaries in the ascendant
Peter Marsh on the prospects for space exploration in the next century

about 3,500 satellites, all but
100 or so the properly of the
two superpowers, for a variety
of uses from carrying telephone
calls to measuring the heights
of mountains. -

What is the point of it all?

The first reason is exploration.
Expanding mankind’s frontiers
has been the driving force'
behind the roughly S500bh (in

today’s money} that the world
has spent on space technology
since the 1960s.
Many would go along with

the sentiments of G. Edward
Pendray, an American rocket
enthusiast of half a century ago
who wrote in 1947: “There is

something about rocket power
which transcends the bleakly
mechanical aspects of the sub-
ject and changes its followers
into missionaries...Perhaps... it

is Che lurking chance that by
rocket power we shall actually
some day be able to visit and
explore worlds other than our
own."
Pushing closely behind explo-

ration as a motivation for space
developments - some would
say this factor should be placed
first - is the military dimen-
sion. The technology of putting
people or objects Into space is

closely connected with that of
launching and directing nuclear
missiles.
“There would not yet have

been a single astronaut or cos-
monaut In orbit without the
help of rockets initially devel-

oped for military purposes,"
Wemher von Braun, the Ger-
man-born doyen of the US’s
rocket engineers, pointed out as
far back as 1965.
Another reason for the mili-

tary dimension is the age-old
interest in defence circles in
controlling the “high ground," a
vantage point from which to
observe or prosecute the
enemy. John F Kennedy
summed it up in 1960, right at
the beginning of the space race:
“If the Soviets control space,
they can control Earth, as in
past centuries the nation that
controlled the seas* dominated
the continents."
Much of the money that

today the US and USSR hurl at
space technology is spent in the
military arena, whether this
lies in producing higher-resolu-
tion spy satellites to observe
troop movements or in attempt-
ing to use space as a medium
from which to shoot down mis-
siles, as in the US Star Wars
programme.

Prestige should be added to
the list of motivations. Enhanc-
ing the US’s reputation was
undoubtedly one of the main
objectives of the Apollo Moon-
landing programme of the
1960s. Apollo unquestionably
helped the US in many areas -
from matters of foreign policy
to achieving foreign orders -
although in ways that are
impossible to quantify.
A fourth reason for going into

space is to seek purely scien-
tific benefits, such as a better
understanding of the other
worlds in the solar system.
Finally, the idea that space
developments are closely tied
up with economic and technical
benefits is a beguiling one, and
one which governments fre-
quently use to justify costly
space programmes.

Certainly, projects like Apollo
have helped the development of
many technologies from micro-
chips to equipment to help car-
diac arrests. Communications
satellites have developed into

an industry with applicability

to terrestrial businesses.
But putting forward economic

benefits as a reason for going
into space is dishonest. In the
1970s, several studies were
written in the US and Europe
attempting to describe the eco-
nomic results on Earth from so
many dollars spent in space.
Most of the studies were

unconvincing, as is admitted by
Henry Herzfeld, who as chief
economist at the US National
Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration between 1976 and
1 983, was responsible for many
of them. “The (commercial)
spin-offs do occur," says Herz-
feld, "but they may not be
where you think and they may
take 20 years to show through."
What of the next 100 years in

space? The main problem for
the West in this area is the US's
far from decisive stance on
space policy, much of this
brought on by the Challenger
space shuttle disaster of Janu-
ary 1986.

The main US space scheme
for the rest of the century is a
big manned orbiting base, due
to cost about S30bn and to go
ahead with the support of West
European nations, Japan and
Canada No one knows how the
international involvement will

work out or whether ti>e appli-
cations planned for the station
will ever repay the large cost.

The uncertainty is reinforced

by problems over the safety
and efficacy of the space shut-
tle fleet, which will be vital to
the success of the station. Shut-
tles are due to ferry into orbit
components for the construc-
tion of the base and also to sup-
ply it once built. The uncertain-
ties may take a step towards
resolution later in 1988, when
the shuttles are due to fly again
after the layoff caused by the
Challenger disaster.
With the US unsure about its

direction, the balance of power
has swung automatically to the
Soviet Union, which appears to

be driving forward with a plan
to keep its Mir space station
permanently occupied, using
switched crews. This may help
the USSR develop those indus-
trial applications, such as the
manufacturing under weight-
lessness of new, ultra-pure
materials, which may emerge
from low-gravity research.
The Mir operations will also

put the USSR ahead in plans to
visit other planets such as Mars
by using a base in Earth orbit

as a supply site.

On the face of it. Mars is not
a particularly attractive place
to colonise or even visit. The
temperatures are icy; the atmo-
sphere contains not air but nox-
ious gases; and there are savage
dust storms. Nonetheless, the
propaganda value of going
there would be immense- Ana
undoubtedly it would be a good
jumping-off point for other mis-
sions - perhaps to the asteroids,

the rocky fragments that drift

around the solar system which
appear to contain abundant
supplies of valuable metals and
other materials.

The technology required for a
Mars visit would not be particu-
larly difficult. Everything
points to a Mars colony estab-

lished some time in the next
100 years. Like today's Antarc-
tic bases such a colony would
be a place for the hardier of the
world's citizenry but it would
be by no means an impossible
place in which to eke out an
existence, helped no doubt by
the creature comforts of the
21st century.

There is also the leisure
industry aspect to space
operations.The world is running
out of new and exciting places
for people to go on their holi-

days. Space certainly offers all

this; and then there are the
magnificent views. It is easy to

picture, rocketing around the
solar system in a few decades'
time, the equivalents of today's
cruise liners.

If space tourism does become
an important business, the Rus-
sians, or at any rate any West-
ern tour operators smart
enough to do deals with them,
are likely to be in the lead-
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A Delco Advanced Suspension System commands top
performance on the road, and that means top satisfaction

for your consumers.
At Delco, advanced suspensions begin with the

modular strut assembly delivered just in time and in

sequence-assuring an accurate, high-quality build.

Next is the Delco Automatic Level Control System
which maintains the designed vehicle attitude under
varying load. Assures a level ride for smooth vehicle

handling.

Add to these features the Delco Computer Command
Ride System and you can truly produce the car for

tomorrow. The Delco Computer Command Ride System,
available with automatic road sensing, detects the type of

road surface being traveled and adjusts foroptimum
suspension damping characteristics. This means

optimum ride and handling over all road surfaces. An
interface is provided to permit driver selection of specific

driving modes whether itte a smoother ride home from the

office or responsive handling on a winding road. Delco

Computer Command Ride offers a complete ride system
utilizing high-technology electronics custom designed for

your vehicle.

Delco advanced suspensions also include total air

suspension systems to let you provide flexibility and value

in your product for todays discriminating consumer.
Talk to us. Rod out why Delco Products can offer you

quality suspension systems—on time-at competitive

prices. Just write or call Delco Products, High Street

North, Dunstable, Bedfordshire LU6 1BQ, England

(0 582-64264).
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A MOTORING PIONEER

Hairy Ford, founder of the Ford Motor Company, at the seat of a Qnadrfcyde, the first car ever
built, with his grandson Henry Ford II

People’s carmaker
Kenneth Gooding on a genius of mass production

HENRY FORD'S place in Indus- eventually sold out to Henry
trial history is secure. His com- Ford in 1919 he collected $29m.
party was the first to make a Ford's fortune was made by
car that the ordinary' working
man could afford, launching a
cycle of mass production and
mass consumption in the 1JS.
He did so by introducing to

his factory in 1913 a moving
assembly line, where employees
remained at their work stations
and the job came to them - the
very essence of what would
become America's industrial
revolution.
Ford introduced the eight-

hour working day and a $5 a
week minimum wage. In doing
so. he played a major part in
creating a new kind of society
in which people thought as
much about their leisure time
as their work.
Ford was was bom on a farm

near Dearburn, Michigan, in
1863, the son of an Irish car-
penter who who emigrated to
the US after the potato famine.
He loved to tinker with

machinery from an early age
and became one of many tal-

ented men in the late 19th cen-
tury attempting to produce
automobiles.
He put his first car on the

road in 1896 when he was 33
and sold it for $200, His first

company was not a success but
in 1904, at the age of 40, he
joined in partnership with a
coal merchant, Alexander Mal-
eolmson. to set up Ford Motor
Company. When Malcolmson

the Model T, a simple, durable
car launched in 1908. Ford's
idea was that it should be a car
that a farmer could use and.
more importantly, afford. It
should also be a machine the
owner could easily fix if some-
thing went wrong.
Ford adopted the techniques

of Frederick Winslow Taylor,
the first authority on scientific
industrial management who
brought time and motion
studies to the steel and other
industries.
The Model T was so success-

ful - at times dealers were
asked not to take orders
because there was no more
capacity - that Ford could con-
centrate on his factory.

In 1908 he hired an industrial
efficiency expert, Walter Flan-
ders. who convinced Ford he
needed more space to set out
production in a line so each
incremental improvement on
the line speeded up production
and cut costs.

' The aim was to break each
function down into much
smaller units so that each could
be mechanised and speeded up
and eventually flow into a
straight-line production of little

pieces becoming steadily larger.
In 1913 Ford first used the

technique for magneto produc-
tion. This was divided into 29
different operations divided

between 29 different workers.
Production time was cut from
20 to 13 minutes for each mag-
neto.

Once the moving assembly
line was introduced the same
year, the time taken to build
each car was cut by half to five
hours 50 minutes and within
weeks to two hours 38 minutes.
Further innovations had the
time down to an hour and a
half by January 1914.

As production speeded up the
price of the Model T came down
- from $780 in 1910 to $360 by
1913-14.

In his recent book. The Reck-
oning. contrasting the Ford and
Nissan car companies, author
David Halberstam describes
Henry Ford as “a genius of
mass production who loved his
factory more than his car.

“He spared no expense to
modernise his plant but resisted
virtually every attempt to
change the Model T until he and
the car were overtaken by
younger, more entrepreneurial,
competitors making better cars.
Only then did he relent".
Ford also held on to the reins

of power at his company for far
too long and it was left to his
grandson, Henry Ford II. to
rebuild the company after the
founder's death in 1947 to its
position today as the world’s
second-largest automotive com-
pany.

THE CAR

The invention that changed society
John Griffiths looks at the evolution of car manufacture worldwide

IT TOOK, AS FAR as archaeolo-
gists and historians can work
nut, about 58 centuries for the
two basic concepts to come
together.
Somewhere around 4000 BC,

in the region of what is now
known as the West Baulk, a cry
which was the Sumerian equiv-
alent of Eureka! is presumed to
have gone up, announcing the
birth of the wheel.
On January 29th, 1886, just

two years before the Financial
Times made its debut, Karl
Benz registered at the Imperial
Patents Office in Berlin his
three-wheeled vehicle with
gas-powered engine.*
Thus, at a four-stroke, was

bom an industry which would
go on to become the world's sin-
gle largest in manufacturing
terms, currently accounting by
OECD estimates for about one-
seventh of total world trade -

and, ultimately, the traffic jam.
Yet, initially, the world, and

the Germans in particular,
regarded the car as a curiosity
rather than an invention capa-
ble of practical applications.

In the first years of the
industry it was left to the
French, and North Americans,
to make most of the running.
Even so, until several years

after the turn of the century,
car-making was essentially a
metal-bashing cottage industry,
wherever it was located. Verti-
cal integration was almost com-
plete, even if mention of the
term itseir, and others, like
economies of scale, would have
had most company car bosses
of the time diving for their dic-
tionaries.

In 1903, there were already
some IQU companies making
cars in the US, although it was
a constantly changing popula-
tion. Thus no-one was about to

get too excited when on June
16. 1993 an individual called
Henry Ford started his third
attempt to join the motor indus-
try by launching Ford Motor
Company with paid-up capital

of $2S,UU0. What Ford set in

train at his tiny workshop at 58
Hagley Avenue. Detroit (after
he had taken an axe to the door
so he could get his first ever
car, the Quadricycle out) has
shaped the course of the indus-
try ever since.

The rust-changing production
technology which is currently
transforming the industries of
Japan, Europe and North Amer-
ica, to the extent that 'lights
out' manufacturing of virtually
entire cars by the end of the
century is no longer inconceiv-
able, is in reality only the logi-
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The Volkswagen Beetle: even-
tually to take over from the
Ford Model T as the world's
best selling car, and (right)

German motoring pioneer, Got-
tlieb Daimler.

cal extension of the production
concepts first set out by Henry
Ford I.

He defined mass production
as, “the focussing upon a manu-
facturing system of the princi-
ples of power, accuracy, econ-
omy, system, continuity, speed
and repetition".

in the light uf computing
power and flexible manufactur-
ing systems, he wuuld probably
have sought alternatives for
the last term.
But the principles translated

into practice at Ford’s Highland
Dark plant as the making of
standardised, interchangeable
parts, machined to close toler-
ances and brought together on
the moving assembly line.

It is sometimes overlooked
just how devastatengly success-
ful Ford’s formula of using
mass production to lower prices
[ four times in three years at
one stage) to hitherto
undreamt-of levels proved to
be. More than 16m Model Ts
were sold between 1908 and
1927, when it was discontin-
ued. This was- a record for a
single model which would
remain unbroken until nearly
50 years later by. Volkswagen's
Beetle.

By the mid-1920s the Model T
was estimated to be accounting
for 50 per cent of all world reg-
istrations. even if most of them
wen.* in America.
Europe's industry evolved

over its early period in some-
what different fashion. An alto-
gether more elitist business, in
terms of customers no less than
companies, for a long while it

regarded labour as being too
cheap to merit heavy capital
investment

Yet, it was Ford, once again,
which was primarily responsi-
ble for dramatic change in
Europe, and first of all in
Britain. A decision to assemble
in the UK. at a plant in Man-
chester. led to Ford accounting
fur 29 per cent of 191 4's total
UK car production of 25,000
units.
The between-wars period pro-

duced a fundamental change in

the US-Europcan relationship,
with the US now a creditor, not
debtor nation. Citroen and
Renault began tu emulate the
US production methods being
adopted also by General Motors
on its own route to becoming
the world's largest producer of
vehicles.

Indicative of the Tael that
there is little really new under
the sun. Italy's emerging motor
industry nearly included Ford
as a producer in 1930. But in a
highly-charged climate of
nationalism and tariff barriers,

the dictator Mussolini banned u
stand-alone presence by the IIS

producer - and suggested a
Fiat-Ford link instead, with no
more fruitful an outcome than
the merger talks which would
take place Mime 56 years later.

Not until the end of the Sec-

in d World War, however,
would the world's motor indus-
try start down the path leading
to its structure today.

In its immediate aftermath
the French government drew up
a five-year plan for its own
industry, that uf Germany
started digging itself out or the
ashes, and the plethora of com-
panies producing cars in the
UK. not least Morris Motors
which had its origins in a bicy-

cle shop opened by William
Morris in the early 1890s.
cranked up production once
more on the basis or pre-war
models.
Morris had continued to make

ears on a very small scale at its

Cowley plant throughout the

war bui it was not until I94S
that an entirely new model, the

Morris Minor, was introduced -

another 'classic' which would
continue in production until

1971 and the first of the all-

British ears, rnher than the

multinationals, designed to take
real advantage of mass produc-
tion methods
By 1952. however, cost and

other pressures had already

begun in emerge which would
start the long prncess of merg-
ers within the indigenous UK
industry designed to keep it in

competition with the multina-

tionals. In 1952 Morris merged
with Austin Motors to create

the British Motor Corporation.
IL did mu produce a larger.

cohesive unit but a clash of cul-

tures and divided loyalties.
Prior to the merger, - the auto-
cratic William Morris had long
maintained fierce oppostion to
unions, publicly offering to
send their leaders on all-ex-
penses paid visits .to the Soviet
Union provided the tickets
were one-way.
Leonard Lord, managing

director of the new BMC, was,
nevertheless, bullish about
prospects and, in the short
term, had reason to be.

Despite intermittent indus-

trial relations friction, and a
1956 credit squeeze which

regulator - a factor which, in

one form or another, was to dog
it throughout the post-war
period to the end of the I9?0g.

Again production fell by 40

per cent, inevitably, provoking

yet more strains within . work
forces. . .

Meanwhile, in Japan, Nissan

and its fellow producers: wen
starting to build on the Initial

impetus to Japan's motor-indus-

try provided, ironically* by
Austin's generous granting oLa
licence to Nissan to assemble

the Austin Chummy uhder
licence. .

*••*'

Although UK production: con-
tinued to rise, albeit erratically,

through most of the.. 1960s to

reach a peak of 1.92m in 1972;
some saw the 1960s as the.start

of a decline destined to last
until 1982. •

‘ - •
i

Models were slow.
. to . be

replaced, and often had a -poor
reception in terms, of. design
and assembly quality. Endless
disputes arose at BMC's plants*

as well as those FoFd, GM and
the increasingly troubled
Rootes group, over piecework
pay systems and other issues

even as BMW, Mercedes and
Volkswagen were starting to
massage the West German
industry into a shape which
would eventually make

;
it

Europe's strongest.
BMC was still making.;profits,

but only just. By 1968, VMS had
also overtaken it in sales terms;
with rvenue of -£2.5bn com-
pared with BMC’s £l.9bn. . /•. . t

Fiercer competition, --an
increasing inability to? invest
adequately and labour disputes
led to the Government pushing
BMC into a merger with truck
and bus group, Leyland, that
year in the hope, forlorn as it

turned out, that their combined
resources would Improve
things.

*

By 1974 British Leyland was
bankrupt. Nationalisation fol*

lowed under an unprecedented
public spotlighL, with the subse-
quent 1976 Ryder Report rec-
ommending linkage of further
government investment to the
group's performance.

’

BL’s, now Rover Group's,
more recent history is; still

etched strongly in most Britons’
minds: the arrival of Sir Mich-
ael Edwardes as chairman; his
battle to restore what - he
viewed as the ‘management's
right to manage'; an intended
product-led revival-- based
heavily on collaboration with
Honda of Japan. >

Sir Michael could claim, with
some justification, that the
combination of high UK- lnflaJ

knocked- ouH>utrdqwn-th|^_year—tjon and the .ipe^rorpowered
by 40 per cent, production of strength of sterling level
the UK car industry-, mchi^ng.^t»taUy TiqhisriQediSyyifeaon'
the now well-entrenched hi^H-' economy wenrau^TrafirPul-
nationals Ford and GM, rose pints .which ^Thwarted his
from 860,000 units in 1957 to attemptto take. Austin:Reyer in
reach 1.4m in 1959: The UK

. particular back- into .sustained
was Europe’s clear industry - profits.-

--

‘

leader. But the jury is still ouV-^s it

Almost overnight, however, is on current.chaioman- Mr.Gra-
British producers were once
again thrown into disarray at
the start of I960 by further use
of the industry as an economic

ham Day's own- efforts tc£take
Austin Rover, finally,,into both
profitability and the private
sector. • :•

Pre World War II Advertisement

50 Years ’

progress in

ELECTRICITY

THE past fifty years have seen Electricity

grow from the mysterious cc new-
fangled plaything ” to its present position as

the universal servant of mankind.

The present age can indeed be described

as the age of Electricity.

It is no exaggeration to say that, because
of electricity, we are undergoing a second

industrial revolution—a revolution that is

rebuilding British Industry on healthier,

brighter and more prosperous lines.

In the home electricity is producing a
similar revolution—lightening the load of
daily drudgery and helping, by its ready
service of light, warmth and power to bring
cheerfulness, comfort and convenience to
the humblest dwelling.

Announcement of the British Electrical Development Association, Inc,

2, Savoy Hitt, London, IT.C.2. Temple Bar 9434,
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TO THE INDUSTRIAL histo-
rian, telecommunications pres-
ents an unusual paradox. In one
sense, It is a very new industry:
generating and fed by advances
at the frontiers of technology,
it la re-shaping established con-
cepts of time and space at a
speed unimaginable only a
decade or so ago - so fast
indeed that it sometimes threat-
ens to out-run roan's ability to
comprehend and control its
potential.

The microchip, the computer,
the satellite and the optical*
fibre circuit have endowed tele-
communications with an awe-
some capacity not only to trans-
mit information across
distances but to . process and
manipulate it in a seemingly
limitless variety of forms.
Vaulting . across geographical
and sectoral boundaries, it is
blurring the lines between once
separate economic activities
and challenging the frontiers of
sovereign political authority.
The globalisation of financial

markets and the removal of
barriers to new entrants into
them, the internationalisation
of broadcasting and printed
media, and the increased mobil-
ity of business enterprises and
their production facilities all

testify to the power of telecom-
munications to sweep away tra-

ditional .redes and alter drasti-
cally the terrain of the playing
field. -•

Yet; for ail this breathless
progress, telecommunications is

also a very old Industry. Its ori-

gins date back at least to the
invention of the telegraph in
the 1830s, a period when
Britain's Industrial revolution
was at its height. Large parts of
it, and many of the people who
work in it, are still deeply
imprinted with traditions, atti-

tudes and institutional struc-
tures built up over generations.
Indeed, the force of the

upheavals which have racked .

the industry in recent years is

in part attributable directly to
the tensions inherent in this
ambivalence. Even in those
countries which have opted to
liberalise their national indus-
tries, telecommunications as a
public service, long enshrined
in rigidly regulated monopoly,
remains an uneasy bedfellow
with telecommunications as a
happy hunting ground forthe
free-spirited innovator and
iconoclastic entrepreneur.
Unlike the computing indus-

try, with which it is now collid-

ing, the history of telecommuni-
cations has for the most part
been one of institutions, not of
individuals. Whereas bucca-
neering upstarts have inter-
vened regularly over the years
to change the direction of the
computer business, telecommu-
nications developed over a long
period in almost' every country
as the province of monolithic
organisations possessing near-
sovereign powers. If genera- -

cions of Americans knew their _

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

A dramatic transformation of the terrain
Old notions have been swept away by modern technological developments says Guy de Jonquieres
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'Number, please” - rows of telephonists taking calls on the first multiple switchboard at the old
Glasgow central exchange In 1888.

telephone company affection-
ately as Ma Ben, it was perhaps
partly to remind themselves
that behind the bland and
impersonal exterior of that vast
bureaucracy there lurked a
human'presence.

Of. course, in the early days,
telecommunications had its
share of popular folk heroes
and folk tales. Alexander Gra-
ham Bell, with his memorable
telephonic injunction, "Mr Wat-
son, come here, I want you!",
Alraon Strowger, the Kansas
City undertaker who invented
the automatic telephone
exchange, and Gugiglieroo Mar-
coni, who sent the first radio
signal crackling across the
Atlantic:

However, even before Queen
victoria left the throne, the
structure of the telecommunica-
tions industry had begun to
mutate towards a system of
national monopolies. By the
1930s, the process was com-
plete in most countries of the
world. Gradually, the pioneer-

ing spirit gave way to the ethos
Of the civil servant and the

tions of Americans knew their _administrator; the driving force

behind the industry’s develop-
ment became- the territorial
expansion of telephone service,

not the haphazard impact of
technical invention - though of
course inventions continued to
be made.
There was an irrefutable logic

to this change. The value of a
telecommunications network is

a direct function of the number
of subscribers it serves: the
more people use it, the more
people want to use it. Compet-
ing networks, vying with each
other for territorial superiority
and using incompatible technol-
ogy. were not equipped to fur-
ther that objective. Monopoly
structures, with the powers to
impose standardisation and
optimise network design and
investment, and the freedom to
cross-subsidise operations in

such a way as to make service
affordable by large numbers of
new subscribers, were judged to
offer the most effective way
way forward.

In return for their freedom
from disruptive market pres-
sures, the monopoly telephone
companies were required to
shoulder .social responsibilities.

Their compact with national
governments obliged them to
offer a universal service, avail-
able to everyone everywhere on
similar terms.
These arrangements served

their purpose remarkably well.
National telephone networks
steadily expanded their reach,
pulling in more and more cus-
tomers and progressively
imposing themselves as an
essential part of national infra-
structures, binding together dis-

parate and physically distant
elements of society into a tigh-
ter and more cohesive whole.
For the first half of this cen-

tury. telephony remained pri-
marily a domestic phenomenon.
It was not until the 1930s that
technology - in the form of a
more powerful repeater valve
used on undersea rabies - made
possible inter-continental tele-

phone calls. When they first
arrived, they were also prohibi-
tively expensive for the ordi-
nary subscriber. When the Lon-
don-New York telephone link
was introduced in 1937, the
service was priced at £15 for
three minutes - the equivalent
of about £350 today.

Long-distance international
telephony did not begin to cake
off in a big way until after the
launch of the first telecommu-
nications satellites in the 1960s.
Suddenly, a new dimension was
added to the telecommunica-
tions world. By escaping the
capacity restrictions inherent in
undersea cables - which were
slow and costly to lay - satel-
lites ushered in a new era of
mass communications. And as
the transmission capacity of
each generation of satellites
grew by leaps and bounds, call-

ing costs to the subscriber came
tumbling down.
For the telephone operators

and their subscribers, it all
seemed part of the forward
march of progress. Yet, in
another sense, satellites also
marked the fading of a long era
of steady and stable develop-
ment - and the early warning
signals of turbulent change to
come.
For the satellite revolution

also introduced two radically
new notions into the telecom-
munications business. First, by
removing previous restrictions
on capacity, it called into ques-
tion the economics of telecom-
munications as a supply-driven
industry, in which the monopo-
lies acted as licensed custodians
of a scarce resource. Secondly,
it showed that technology was
capable potentially of reducing
dramatically the barriers to
entry into telecommunications,
hitherto kept high by the
immense investment required to
build a terrestrial network.
As it happened, the implied

opportunities were first
exploited in practice on land
when, in the late 1960s, a small
US company named Microwave
Communications (MC-1) applied
for and won permission to oper-
ate a telephone link via micro-
wave radio between St Louis
and Chicago in direct competi-
tion with American Telephone
and Telegraph.
By dint of a succession of

legal battles, MCI succeeded in

enlarging that initial break-
through from a pinprick into a
gaping hole in the flanks of the
AT&T monopoly. A decade
later, it had convinced the Fed-
eral Communications Commis-
sion (FCC) and the courts to
authorise it to operate a fully-
fledged, nationwide
long-distance telephone service
in competition with AT&T. Oth-
ers followed in its wake, includ-
ing GTE, ITT and International
Business Machines.
While these events were hap-

pening, technology was brewing
up an even bigger surprise, in

the form of the digital revolu-
tion. The advent of the tiny
microchip turned conventional
telecommunications technology
upside down. Suddenly, Tt
became possible to replace con-
ventional electro-mechanical
systems, which transmitted
telephone signals as a succes-
sion of analogue sound waves,
with more reliable and versatile

electronic components which
functioned on the same princi-
ple as computers.
The change was not limited to

the machines themselves. By
enabling voice, data, images
and video all to be transmitted
in the same electronic form and
augmented by the application
of computer software, digital
systems opened up a dazzling
range of opportunities to sup-
ply ‘intelligent’ services across
the telephone network.
These developments, how-

ever, begged a major question:
where did computing end and
telecommunications begin? In
the US, where the two busi-
nesses had traditionally been
strictly separated by regula-
tion, the FCC agonised intermi-
nably over the issue. Finally, in
1980, it gave up an unequal
struggle and declared that the
distinction had become mean-
ingless.

That ruling opened the doors
for computer and telecommuni-
cations companies to enter each
others’ territory. However, to
take advantage of this new
freedom, AT&T was required to
pay an exceptionally high price.
As part of a complex settlement
of a government anti-trust case,
it agreed to divest itself of its

22 operating subsidiaries,
thereby dismantling the struc-
ture of monopoly whose legal

-

status had already been
severely dented by deregula-
tion.

From the US, radical reform
of telecommunications spread
rapidly to Britain, which liber-

alised its market in 1981 and
partially privatised British
Telecom in 1984, and to Japan,
which relaxed its domestic tele-
communications monopoly in
1985.

In other parts of the world,
these moves were initially
regarded with amazement and
disapproval. Nowhere more so
than in western Europe, where
state-owned telecommunica-
tions monopolies had increas-
ingly come to be regarded as
national technological bastions.

uniquely equipped to resist

marauding incursions by pow-
erful American and Japanese
electronics companies.
Surprisingly rapidly, how-

ever, the mood has changed. In

many European countries, the
power of the monopolies has
come to be seen less as a force
for technical and social prog-
ress and more as a barrier to
innovation. With telephone pen-
etration nearing saturation and
customers clamouring for an
ever wider range of choice, the
basic rationale of the monopoly
system has been called into
question.
Adding further pressure have

been the upheavals racking the
telecommunications manufac-
turing industry. The close rela-

tionship which bound monopo-
lies to a group of traditional

suppliers in each country has
been coming under heavy
strain. Manufacturers have
found it increasingly difficult

to recoup the soaring costs ol

developing electronic equip-
ment from sales purely to their

home markets, while the need
for more competitive procure-
ment and a wider variety ol

products have led their monop-
oly customers to enlarge their

circle of suppliers.
As a consequence, a massive

wave of restructuring is taking
place in the manufacturing sec-

tor, as companies increasingly
resort to alliances, mergers and
acquisitions both within their
own countries and across bor-

ders. A fierce commercial battle

is under way as companies
strive to achieve the interna-
tional economies of scale imper-
ative to their longer-term sur-
vival.

By comparison, developments
in the provision of telecommu-
nications services in most of

Scotland’s first satellite earth
station, used for North Sea oQ

platform communications.

continental Europe have looked
decidedly placid. Though liber-

alisation is on the agenda both
at the national and EEC level, it

would extend only to the equip-
ment attached to telephone
systems and the services
offered on them. No continental
European country is currently
considering opening its basic
network to competition.
Hence, the telecommunica-

tions world appears to be divid-
ing into two camps. Those like

the US, Britain, and Japan, who
have enthusiastically embraced
the principle of thorough-going
reform; and the rest, who
favour a gradualist approach
stopping well short of an out-
right attack on the fundamental
touchstone of monopoly power.
Yet how real are these dis-

tinctions? Advocates of radical
liberalisation would argue that
attempts to maintain tightring-

fences around monopolies are
doomed to failure and can only
distort the market. Technology,
they insist, is undermining the
technical and legal bases of
such barriers and throwing
open all areas of telecommuni-
cations to new competition.

Yet in those countries which
have pushed liberalisation fur-

thest, telecommunications is

still far from a free-for-all. In
the US, the break-up of AT&T’s
Bell System has arguably
resulted in the transformation
of a large national monopoly
into a series of local monopo-
lies. In the long-distance mar-
ket. the FCC has found it neces-
sary to intervene repeatedly to
keep the market open to
AT&T's competitors.

In the UK. where liberalisa-

tion was widely viewed at first

as a highly controversial and
politically contentious move,
the government has been
widely criticised recently for
subjecting British Telecom to
too little competition, not too
much. In many ways, its detrac-
tors claim, it is still behaving
like an inefficient and unres-
ponsive monopoly. In Japan,
meanwhile.the vast Nippon
Telegraph and Telephone shows
little sign of ceding much of its

hold over its traditional mar-
kets.
For policymakers and econo-

mists, these anomalies and con-
trasts raise many incriguing
questions. Can free and open
competition really be achieved
in telecommunications and sus-
tained over the longer-term? Or
is monopoly a natural state
which will inevitably re-assert
itself? Or, alternatively, will

the economics and structure of
the industry oscillate between
these two poles?

It may well be the next cen-
tury before we have answers.
But judging by the recent
extraordinary speed of develop-
ments in telecommunications,
the industry may well have
been transformed yet again by
a further cycle of dramatic
change.

Modem economies are a summary

of mans achievements. Each new

discovery, each invention plays its part

in the way life is conducted.

This is progress. And progress is

gathering momentum. The computer,

for example, bom just half a century

ago affects every part of our lives,

lending us hitherto unimaginable

power and opportunities.

But consider, for a moment, a

world without electricity.

The computer could not even be a

pipe dream. Communications would be

slow and unreliable. A handicap which

overnight would plunge us at least 100

years into the past.

The very fabric of society as we

all know it - light, heat, industry,

commerce - would simply fade away.

The last century has been shaped

by electricity. Our future depends on it.

It is, in short, energy for life.

Energy for Life
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THE COMPUTER

A brainpower race
Alan Cane looks at the hopes held out for artifical intelligence
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HEADLINES which announced
the first generation of digital
computers in the 1950s look
quaint to us now with their
anthropomorphic references to
'electronic brains'.

Customers for the most com-
plex and expensive business
tools ever invented quickly
learned that was mostly hyper-
bole. Their electronic marvels
were, in fact, only as smart as
the people who programmed
them. Managers were enter-
tained by computers which
could, apparently, write poems
or sing songs, but despaired of
having even simple business
application programs written in
less than six months. ‘Intelli-
gent’ machinery did not seem to
have much of a role in the
vvork-a-day business of data
processing.

Until the late 1970s. that is,
when what, in retrospect, must
be seen as one of the most
remarkable events in the his-
tory of computing shook the
data processing world.
Japan, through its Informa-

tion Processing Development
Center. JIPDEC, announced in
1979 a programme of research
to establish fifth generation
computer systems, advanced
machines which would be
based, JIPDEC claimed, on
innovative theories and tech-
nologies that could offer the
advanced functions expected to
be required in the 1990s, over-
coming the technical limitations
inherent In conventional com-
puters.
They would be, JIPDEC went

intelligence. Researchers in
Europe and the US had been
carrying out basic research
ever since the invention of the
digital computer. The expres-
sion 'artificial intelligence'
itself is generally attributed to
the US researcher John McCar-
thy who used it in 1956.

Progress, however, was
erratic; the computing tools of
the day were hardly up to the
task. As Vernon Pratt points
out {Thinking Machines, 19S7):
"Artificial Intelligence thus
slips in unobtrusively. There is
no sudden innovation that
marks its birth, only a steady
growth in the virtuosity with
which the new instrument of

Despite the promise of

electronic marvels yet to

come, fears of computers

with super human powers

seem groundless

functions of a very high level.
Id'these systems, intelligence
will be greatly improved to
approach that of a human
being"
The Japanese proposals

spurred on the modem quest
for the "intelligent" machine
and, at the same time, revital-
ised the older debate about the
nature of artificial intelligence.
The Japanese were, of course,

in no way pioneers in machine

the computer was played, and a
moment when a name that hap-
pened to stick was first pro-
posed."

Pratt clearly establishes that
by I960, the ground rules for
what could be thought of as
classical artificial intelligence
research had been laid down, it
was academic in nature,
divorced from business or com-
mercial realities.

James Martin and Adrian
Norman, in their influential
book The Computerised Society
(1970) note: “We deliberately
omitted ‘artificial intelligence'
techniques from our specula-
tion (on the future uses of the
computer in society) as they
seem of dubious practicality of
yet."

But only a few years later,
here were the Japanese claim-
ing that machines with human-
like intelligence would be the

l hand-maidens of industry and
t commerce in the 1990s and,
i what was more, they intended
> to take the lead in making sure

that came about.
1 The effect was electric. In the
i US, memories of what the Japa-

nese had done to its domestic
electronics and semiconductor
markets were strong, leading to
fears the same would happen in
advanced computing. Edward
Feigenbaum, a pioneer in artifi-

cial intelligence, and Pamela
McCorduck, a science writer,
published The Fifth Generation
in 1983 where they complained:
“America needs a national plan
of action, a kind of space shut-
tle program for the knowledge
systems of the future...We have
outlined America's weak,
almost non-existent response to
this remarkable Japanese chal-
lenge, In the trade wars, this
may be the crucial challenge."

The UK's avowedly non-inter-
ventionist government first set
up a committee of inquiry and
then established the Alvey pro-
gramme in advanced computer
technology, directed towards
broadly the same aims as the
Japanese Fifth Generation Proj-
ect. In the European Commu-
nity, a complementary pro-
gramme of research was
established under the name
Esprit.

It was, without doubt, the
most audacious piece of sabre
rattling in computing history
and resulted in millions of dol-
lars of funding for research
into very powerful micropro-
cessor and memory chips,
advanced computing techniques
and sophisticated software
approaches. And that all helped
to prepare the technological
ground for major advances in
artificial intelligence.

,

The pioneers of computing,
after all. were constrained in
their ambitions by the technical i

means available to them. Gott- i

fried Leibniz, Blaise Pascal, *

Charles Babbage and other i

early computer scientists were (
essentially concerned with i
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developing calculating engines.
With the technology of the day,
what else was open to them?
Babbage probably intended to
use steam in the mid- 1800s to
power his remarkable ‘Analyti-
cal Engine', but the quality of
gear-cutting in his time was not
up to creating the hundreds of
cogs that, if ever completed, it
would have used.
Alan Turing, the brilliant

Cambridge mathematician who
developed many of the founda-
tions of machine intelligence,
had no such limitations a cen-
tury later. His universal com-
puting machine, an endless
paper tape, read from or writ-
ten to, one square at a time,
was entirely imaginary. The
mathematics implicit in his
device, however, were the
essence of modern computing
theory.
The physical means to realise

many of the concepts in artifi-
cial intelligence were becoming
available in the 1980s. The sub-
stantial processing power
required was available through
very sophisticated microproces-
sor chips, capable of handling
information 32 binary digits
(bits) at a time in a similar
manner to a mainframe com-

puter (but at vastly lower cost).
Memory chips capable of stor-

ing one million bits of informa-
tion were available. Chips able
to store 16 times that amount
were already well down the
development path.
Most important of all, signifi-

cant progress was being made
towards the development of
parallel processors, machines in
which many small processors
are linked together in a variety
of ways to yield massive pro-
cessing power. Conventional
computers process instructions
one at a time; parallel proces-
sors, many instructions simulta-
neously

Parallel processing computers
are a cornerstone of fifth gener-
ation systems. One advanced
example of this kind of system,
the “Connection Machine",
which originated in the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy (MIT) Artificial Intelligence
Laboratory, involves 66,636
processors connected together
and working cooperatively as a
network.
And then there were the first

commercial products of some
three decades of research into
artificial intelligence. These
were "expert systems”, com-
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puter systems which can store
human expertise in a typically
narrow area and regurgitate it

in apparently reasoned answers
to questions.
The success of these simple,

but often effective systems
together with developments in
parallel processing (which have
some affinities with neural net-
works in the living brain) have
opened up serious questions
about the limits of artificial
intelligence and the uses to
which it can be put.
These are complex questions

requiring answers at several
levels but they are critical to
the successful use of computers
in business, government and in
society for the foreseeable
future.
There are those who see in

artificial intelligence the possi-
bility of creating a higher level
of intellect. Igor Aleksander
and Piers Burnett (Thinking
Machines, 1987) quote Edward
Fredkin, manager of the AI lab-
oratory at MIT as claiming that
“there is no principle of science
or engineering that prevents us
from making intelligent com-
puters that are infinitely
smarter than ourselves.”
Aleksander and Burnett find
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The origins of Britain's com-
puter Industry: a 1948 letter

from Manchester University to
the chief scientist of the Min-
istry of Supply, acknowledging
the go-ahead to construct an
electronic calculating machine
and, four years later, the Fer-
ranti Mark 1 Computer In

action at the university

such claims unhelpful: “A large
majority of those working the
field of artificial intelligence
would regard Fredkin's pro-
nouncement as outrageous and
damaging nonsense, " they
declare, arguing that a great
deal more has to be discovered
about the human brain before
scientists begin to think about
building machines to equal or
supersede its competence.

So, fears of computers with
superhuman powers are seem-
ingly groundless. What is much
more worrying than the com-
puter which understands more
than we do is the computer that
we cannot understand at .all.

Programming is the problem.
Major computer systems are
programmed by teams rather

than by individuals .and their
work is modified, patched, up
and rewritten by other teams.
Joseph Weizenbaum, another

pioneer in the development of
artificial intelligence software
put it bluntly (Computer Power

.

and Human Reason, L976> "By
the time these systems come
into use, most of the original
programmers have left'., or
turned their attention to other
pursuits. It is precisely when,
such systems begin to be used
that their inner workings jam
no longer be understood by any
single person of team of inch-

.

viduals.” It is a phenomenon
familiar to anybody with jiny
experience of a modern- data
centre. • -[

There is as yet no obvious
solution to the software prob-
lem. It may well be that the
greatest value of artificial intel-

ligence, in the near terra at any
rate, will be in keeping track of
the behaviour and purpose of
software created by human
intelligence.
Without such a safety net,

what trust can be placed in
software developed for. “life-
critical” applications in facto-
ries, industrial plants or weap-
ons systems.

A COMPUTER INDUSTRY PIONEER

An indelible signature
Alan Cane on IBM’s opportunistic founder, Thomas Watson

FEWTSTtfFAftiES of any size
are so cast in the mould of their
founder as International Busi-
ness Machines, the world's larg-
est computer manufacturer and
perhaps soon to become the
world's largest company.

'

More than 30 years after the
death of Thomas John Watson,
the company that he created
and tended during its formative
years still bears the marks of
his opportunistic, materialistic
Presbyterianism.
Born in 1874, near New York,

of Scottish ancestry, Thomas
Watson started business life
selling sewing machines and
small pipe organs from a
horse-drawn wagon, eventually

I apprenticing himself to two of
the most formidable and ruth-
less salemen of their day: John
J. Range, manager of the Buf-
falo office of the National Cash
Register Company, and John
Henry Patterson, its overlord.
He learned the lessons taught t-

by Range and Patterson well,
put them into practice and
instilled them in his own staff.
IBM's reputation to this day is
as a marketing organisation par
excellence - rather than as a
technological leader.
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Its congrafuktions all round in 1988. One hundred years of the Financial Times, and the
irtieth anniversary of Brother in Europe. Here’s to a successful future,

for both of us.
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Thomas Watson, the

founder of what may soon
become the world's largest

company, started in

business by selling sewing

machines from a wagon.

IBM started life as the Com-
puter Tabulator Recording
Company and, in fact, missed
the digital computer boat the
first time round. J. Presper
Eckert and John Maunchley,
developers of one of the first
commercial computers, sought
finance from a largely uncom-
prehending Watson; “He was
playing down the value of
patents,” Maunchley recalled.
“He shook hands and turned us
over to someone else who
offered each of us a lab and the
chance to work for the greater
glory of IBM. So we turned
them down."

It was left to Thomas's first

son, Tom Watson Jr, bom in

1914, to show the imagination
and enthusiasm for technology
that steered IBM into its domi-
nant position in the world-wide
computer business.
But he was following in giant

footsteps. William Rodgers,
whose book Think tells the
story of IBM from the begin-
ning to the late 1960s, reveals
that the young Thomas Watson
was a loner who avoided the
hunting, shooting and fishing
trips popular with his contem-
poraries.
"He did. however, leave the

mark of his identity around the
village; he loved to write his

name repeatedly on things in a
bold and heavy hand." In the
creation of IBM. Thomas Wat-
son scrawled his signature
indelibly across the data pro-

cessing practices of the major-
ity oT the world’s major busi-

nesses-

Presidential candidate Elsenhower with Watson in 1952

A COMPUTING PIONEER

Sad genius
Alan TuriQo’s several claims to history

ALAN TURING’S place in 20th
century history would have
been assured by virtue of a sin-
gle paper - On Computable

- which he published
in 193b. Encompassing the idea
of a "universal machine” which
could solve any problem pres-
ented to it In binary digits, it
laid much of the theoretical
groundwork for the develop-
ment of the digital computer.
As it was, however, he went

on to play a key role in break-
ing German code systems dur-
ing the Second World War, to
lay the basis for modern
research into artificial intelli-
gence and to draw up plans for
an advanced commercial com-
Pu
Ut?^.re“,ised eventually by

the UK s National Physical Lab-
oratory as the Pilot ACE.
Turing read mathematics at

Cambridge in the early 1930sand was elected to a fellowship

So u
ln® 3 College at the age of

-—He spent a couple of years
doing graduate work at Prince-
ton in the US With the com-
puter pioneer John von Neu-
mann.
Fond of running, cycling and

Cn6ss. his brilliance was
matched by his eccentricity He
would cycle round Buckingham'-

shire wearing a gas-mask to
ward off hay fever. He rigged a
gadget to his bicycle to count
the turns of the wheels, having
ascertained that the chain
always fell off after a certain
number of revolutions. It never
seemed to occur to him to take
the machine to a mechanic for
repair.
His work during the war was

on Ultra, a project carried out
at what was then the British
Government Communications
Headquarters (GCHQ) at
Bletchley Park. The aim was to
crack the German Enigma
codes, cryptograms created
using a complex electromechan-
ical device and supposedly

w! t h T.H Fftr'S
M-H.A.Newman among others,
°u

5.
an electronic decoding

machine called Colossus which
successfully read the German
signals. Colossus was, to all.
mtents and purposes, the
world s first working electronic
computer.
After the war Tunnd

Alan Turing: sad end

.A“e^ the war, Turing turned
his attention to artificial or
machine intelligence, devising

1

5.JUrin® ^*est 10 determine
whether a machine could be
said to have intelligence. He
suggested that if a human
observer behind a screen and

Sn^"I
U^ca

v
tin

.« th«>ugh termi-
nals with both another humanM.™1 romputer could not
distinguish the man from the
machuie after a period of dia-
cgue. then it would be unfair

intelH^m
the maChilK' **>

that by 2000^
mterrogtt°r wou!d notS mor? than a 70 per centSB of

.
making the correct

identification after five minutes
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F/r,st 100 Years

THEATRE

Rich talents create

golden age on stage
Two events in 1888 have proved prophetic, observes Michael Coveney

THE ARTS

THE Financial Times carried its
first theatre notice in April,
1953, as evidence of the news-
paper’s self-proclaimed “widen-
ing range of Interests.”
The article, by Derek

Granger, now a distingushed
film and television producer (of
Brideshead Revisited, among
much else), was an elegant
account of Graham Greene’s
first play. The Living Boom.
That play turned up again in
London last year, showing signs
of wear but distinct premoni-
tory flashes of the plays of reli-

gious and sexual guilt that
came after, a trailer for more
secularised territorial forays
into the Pinter hinterland.
Tumultuous events in the the-

atre of the past 30 odd years
have been recorded in these
pages by Mr Granger’s succes-

sors - T C Worsley. B A Young
and myself, with essential sup-

port work at various times by
Anthony Curtis, Garry O'Con-
nor and Martin Hoyle.
In Britain, we have seen the

foundation of the English Stage
Company by George Devine at

the Royal Court with John
Osborne’s Look Back 6* Anger,
the establishment of the Royal
Shakespeare Company by Peter

Hall in Stratford-upon-Avon
and London, the opening of the
National Theatre under Laur-
ence Olivier at Chichester and
the Old Vic in the early 1960s,
followed in 1976 by the compa-
ny's transfer to its own allotted

home on the South Bank after a
century of agitation, and the
growth of a regional and fringe

theatre movement underpinned
by the Arts Council, the cul-

Lord Oflvter has spanned the century Uke a shooting star

tural conduit of taxpayers’
money founded by the econo-

mist Maynard Keynes in 1947.

If one thing strikes me about
that period, it is the interlock-
ing nature of so much in world
theatre. Going back a century, I

would select two random
events of 1388 as particularly
prophetic: the chance discovery
of Johannes de Witt's sketch of
the Swan Playhouse, drawn in
1596, and the premiere of
Strindberg's Miss Julie.
The first gave a dear idea of

how non-scenic was the Eliza-
bethan theatre and led directly
to the foundation in 1895 by
William Poei of the Elizabethan
Stage Society. Fustian Victorian
staging was put under Are,
texts re-established, the intel-

lect engaged once more. Clarity
and simplicity characterised
Poel's innovations, all of which
have resurfaced in the modern
RSC.
Modern technology has

resulted in a new kind of visual
extravagance. But theatre
architecture has recoiled from
the concrete functionalism of
the mid-century self-advertis-
ing civic philosophy that
resulted in the new National
and Barbican buildings.
The galleried neo-Georgian

style theatre has renewed the
intimacy between player and
audience - once, we assume,
the trademark of the Swan.
And now the RSC has its own
Swan at Stratford-upon-Avon.
Miss Julie, the suicidal rebel

who succumbs to the passion of
a valet, was described by her
creator as a half-woman and
man-hater. The character pres-
ages so much in the century's
drama, just as Strindberg's min-
ing of his own tortured private
life opens the floodgates of the
confessional psycho-sexual

1988

Both the visual and performing

arts have become accessible to a
much wider public worldwide in

the post-war period and much
more international in character.

drama that is so prevalent in
our literature, both off and on
stage.
Two years after Miss Julie,

Ibsen’s Hedda Gabler burned
her dull husband’s manuscript
and shot herself with her
father’s pistols. Strindberg and
Ibsen hastened the divide
between the theatre of serious-
ness and mere entertainment.
The split characterises the cen-
tury, with our own Bernard
Shaw ditching his task of criti-

cal trail-blazing to bring wit
and wide popularity to the seri-

ous drama In his own plays.
Little theatres like the The-

atre Libre in Paris (founded in

1887), the Freie Buhne In Berlin

(1889) and the Independent in

London (1891) marked the cen-
tury’s intellectual commitment
to the theatre. The great insti-

tutions soon followed: the
Moscow Arts with Stanislavsky

and Chekhov in 1897, the Dub-
lin Abbey in 1904 (the year, of
The Cherry Orchard) and, after
two world wars, Giorgio Streh-

ler’s Piccolo in Milan and Ber-
tolt Brecht's Berliner Ensemble
in 1949.
The ensemble is a 20th cen-

tury ideal in theatre, one to
which our own big companies
still aspire. But conunerrialism
has been a potent forts, too.

The advent of electric lighting

in theatres 100 years ago coin-

cided with the rise of the the-
atre-owning management and
the corralling of the theatre by
the bourgeoisie.

The impetus came from
{America, where David Belasco
-was the first big commercial
impresario. His counterparts in
Britain were Sir Edward Moss
(who entered theatre from the
circus) and Sir Oswald Stoll

(who came from journalism).

Vaudeville, burlesque and
music hall on both sides of the
Atlantic were swallowed up in

the entertainment theatre, in

show business.

Art hit back in the great
musicals originated on Broad-
way and in the West End come-
dies of manners by Noel Cow-
ard in the 1920s and 1980s.

This system, art and show
business viewing each other
with suspicion Before, quite
often, taldng to the same bed,

still characterises theatre in

Britain and America. Trevor
Nunn, who succeeded Peter
Hall as artistic director of the
RSC, is now the chief' creative

apologist for the musical the-

atre, while the popular compo-
sitions of Andrew Lloyd Web-
ber have wrested the initiative

in this sphere from Broadway
toShaftesbury Avenue.

Irony, scatology and satire
are the preferred weapons of
theatrical humorists, some his-

torians think as a way of con-
templating the political grotes-
queries of this century, starting
with the Great War. Alfred Jar-
ry’s Ubu Roi had sec the tone in
1896 when, in an Infantile par-
ody of Oedipus Rex, the hero
had turned on the audience and
shouted mantra.

Theatrical forms became
increasingly self-conscious,
resulting in what may be the
most important theme of the
century, that of anti-illusion-
ism. Inis surfaces in the alien-

ation-effect of Brecht, but also
in the absurdist “theatre within
a theatre” plays of Pirandello.
Six Characters in Search qf an.

Author was premiered in Paris
in 1921.

The plays of Sartre and
Anouilh in Paris developed a
blackening mood and also a sort
of jaundiced, bitter-sweet fri-

volity. Anouilh’s influence,in
particular, can be sensed in the
spirited experiments of Tom
Stoppard, cavorting merrily
between linguistic philosophy
and the boulevard. .

Brecht and Anouilh contain
the seeds of theatre as anti-the-

atre, given definitive expression
by Beckett in Waiting For
Godot, a play written at the end
of the 1940s but not performed
in London until 1965.

Beckett, primarily a comic
writer, has been over-identified

’’ S'-' " .* *''?.
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with a vision of nihilism. But
his characters, in play after
play, have given resonant
poetic expression to the sense
of futility and impending after-

math that afflicts each genera-
tion of children “bom astride
the grave.”

Over the last 30 years, we
have seen the rise of the direc-
tor as a powerful force, the
increase in business sponsor-
ship of respectable enterprise,
the departure from Britain of
Peter Kook, our most outstand-
ing post-war director, to Paris,
and a laboratory lifestyle of
dramatic excavation among
primitive cultures.

John Osborne’s Look Bade In
Anger (1956) chimed with the
new generation of grammar
school meritocrats ana provin-
cial actors enuring the theatre.
And Harold PintePs The Birth-

EstaMishment of the Royal

Shakespeare Company under

Sir Peter Hal (top) ana a key

event. Composer Andrew
Lloyd-Webber, a new gfant of

the theatre.

day Party (1958) heralded a
new, stylish and menacing
voice that owed as much to

Strindberg and Pirandello as it

did to Beckett and Coward.
In the past three decades, our

great British actors have come
up to date, too. Olivier, span-
ning the century like a shooting
star, transformed his career as
the seedy vaudevfllian Archie
Rice in Osborne’s The Enter-
tainer. Ralph Richardson and
John Gielgud appeared in plays

by Pinter, David Storey and
Edward Bond. Peggy Ashcroft
remained a “lass unparallelled

"

in Shakespeare and occasion-
ally on television.

As we step nervously
towards the 1990s, our theatre
shows signs of resilience even
as it struggles to adjust to con-

tinuous economic pressures. Its

actors remain the chief glory,

and the greatest source of
delight, for any dramatic critic.

However tarnished our times,

the age is golden that can boast
the talents of Judi Dench,
Vanessa Redgrave, Glenda
Jackson, Maggie Smith, Antony
Sher, Jonathan Pryce, Anthony
Hopkins and the performer who
shows every sign of re-defining

what we actually mean by
great acting, Michael Gambon.

SALEROOMS

Delicately poised
Antony Thomoroft reviews two decades of strong growth

SIXTEEN YEARS ago, when the
Financial Times started to take
a close, daily -interest, in the
machinations of the leading
auction*, houses, Christie's had
annual international sales of
£19.7ra. and Sotheby's of
£43.3m.
Last year Christie’s turnover

was over £580m. and that of
Sotheby’s £837m. Indeed Chris-
tie’s sold one painting, Van
Gogh’s Sunflowers for £24.75m.
and Sotheby's almost managed
to exceed its annual turnover of
1971-72 with one lot when it

knocked down another Van
Gogh, Irises,for $53.9m.(£30m.)
The growth of the two sale-
rooms in recent years has been
phenomenal. They have taken
over from the antique dealers
as the main source of works of
art; they have spread overseas,
especially toNew York, Geneva
and Monte Carlo; and they have
managed to get across the idea
that works of art can be consid-
ered a good alternative invest-
ment on top of any aesthetic
appeal.
And for most of this period

they were a great British suc-
cess story. Building on reputa-
tions which stretched back into
the 18th century, Sotheby’s,
Christie's and Phillips, the
third in size, ensured that Lon-
don was the centre of the inter-
national art world. Of course,
long established dealers, like
Agnew, Spink and Colnaghl
made a contribution to Lon-
don’s dominance but it was Che
expertise ofthe salerooms, pro-
moted by their extensive pub-
licity departments, which
ensured that, like Haxrods. they
personified British tradition
and style.

Like Harrods, too, their suc-
cess attracted predators. In
1983 Sotheby’s was in financial
difficulties when frantic
growth overseas, especially in

the US, coincided with a down-
turn In the art market To res-
cue it from an unwelcome bid,
the Sotheby’s board tamed to
Mr Alfred Taubman, an Ameri-
can real estate tycoon, who
now owns virtually all the
shares (and who plans to off-
load almost 30 per cent to the
public when the stock markets
improve). Christie’s has been
the subject of numerous take
over rumours, but can also
probably arrange an agreed bid
if in any danger. Phillips, much
smaller in size.with sales last

year of 577.7m, has made It

plain it would love to acquire
Christie’s, but this Is seen as
presumption at this stage.

The purchase of Sotheby's
has not had any profound
effect on its operations - yet.Mr
Taubman has pushed the idea
of art as investment more
heavily than his British direc-

tors and by touting very expen- •

sive lots around the world has
tried to introduce millionaires

to the joy of antique collecting.

He has expanded the real estate

subsidiary of Sotheby’s, and
more than recouped his invest-

ment by selling the air rights

above its New York saleroom
for the construction of a condo-
minium.
But while New York seemed

to be overtaking London as the
prime centre for trading in art

two years ago now there is a

it
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Sunflowers by Vincent van
Gogh was sold by Christie’s for

a then record of nearly £25m.
In March 1987

balanced stability between the
two. Sotheby's switches its

most expensive lots from city to
city according to the strength
of the local market. New York
is obviously better for contem-
porary art but London still has
the edge in Old Masters.
The power of Sotheby's and

Christie’s has bred a certain
arrogance. There is little legal
restriction on their activities
and they get away with prac-
tices which seem bizarre to out-
siders. It is only in the current
season that they have stopped
pretending that every lot
offered has found a buyer. As it

is they cannot bring themsleves
to say 'unsold': the auctioneer
tends to clear his throat and
quickly pass on to the next
item.
There is also the anomaly

that they take revenue from
both buyer and seller, which
confuses the Issue of whose
interest they are principally
representing. Perhaps the big-

gest tow in the art world in the
last sixteen years has-been over
the Introduction of the buyer's
premium in 1975. Until then
the salerooms had earned their
money by taking a commission
from the seller.

In an effort to raise income
both Sotheby's and Christie's
simultaneously added a 10 per
cent charge to the hammer
price to be paid by the buyer,
raising accusations Of collusion.

As a way of boosting income it

was marvellous, because the
seller still had to pay 10 per
cent. The dealers, by far the
main buyers in the auction
{rooms, were furious and
attempted a boycott, but so
dependent are they on the flow
of antiques pasting through the
salerooms that they had to
accept the new procedures.
Ever since, however, relations
between the auction houses and
the dealers have been strained.

In many fields, such as sil-

ver.fumiture and Old Master
paintings dealers are still very
important but because they
cannot match the publicity
machines of the salerooms their

achievements as suppliers of
valuable antiques is under*
played.
The salerooms have boomed

on the back of the increase in

excess wealth; the growing
interest in the past; the rise of

art history as an academic dis-

cipline; the emergence of global
collecting; the search for -alter-

native investments; and the
genius, of individuals, such: as:
Mr Peter Wilson, who pushed'
Sotheby's to the fore, and, in a
more modest way, Mr Jo Floyd
of Christie's.

But they cannot now relax.
The expansion rate of recent
years - in the last season
(which runs from September to
August) Sotheby’s boosted sales
by 85 per cent and Christie’s by
50 per cent - puts an impossible
burden on them. When the
stock markets faltered last
autumn the salerooms quickly
noticed a lessening of demand,
especially for the middle range
goods. As dealers find more dif-
ficulty in selling stock so will
their buying pressure in the sal-

erooms falter..

In the last two years Japan
has taken over from US as the
main source of new growth.
The Sunflowers went to Japan,
as have other western trea-
sures, from expensive illumi-
nated manuscripts to Old Mas-
ters.The global spread of
demand is some safeguard
against a recession in the US or
Europe. But there are other
challenges- to the salerooms,
apart from the economic. The
EC in Brussels is threatening to
intrdouce VAT on imported
antiques in the UK which
would badly hit London’s entre-

pot status - in many important
sales, such as Impressionists,
most ofthe lots come from
abroad and go back overseas.
The salerooms have prepared

themselves for any change by
moving into Monte Carlo, Switz-
erland, and more recently, Ger-
many. They are also looking
forward, too, to the lifting from
1992 of restrictions in France
on foreign auction houses.

Sotheby’s and Christie's, eas-
ily the largest auction houses in

the world, dominate the mar-
ket. Local salerooms In the UK
are tending to disappear many
have been bought by Phillips
which now has a chain of small
regional rooms and offices.

Two very different markets
are developing - the big interna-
tional sales,at which over
$ 100m. can be bid in two hours,
and the regular weekly auc-
tions where the national pas-
sion for antiques finds an out-

let. Sotheby's and Christie's
have largely cut themselves off
from selling any lot for under
£250.
Their representatives scour

the world for the important col-

lections which might be ripe for
the market. A succession of
deaths among rich American
widows can still make all the
difference to the annual sales

figures.
Increasingly, the activities of

the auction houses come up
against worries In the countries
they operate in that the
national artistic heritage is

being lost to foreigners.

But if they find it harder to
repeat the growth of recent
years they might feel the need
to adjust their approach. At the
moment the art world is neatly
poised between two decades of
unparalleled expansion, and a
more competitive, probably less

gentlemanly, future.
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In 1830 the brothers David

and Dennis Davy set up business

in Sheffield as mechanical engineers.

Today, Sheffield is still an

important city for Davy and

mechanical engineering is still an
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the scope ofDavy'sexpertise has
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The First 100 Years

CINEMA

Better news at the
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box office
Nigel Andrews reports on signs of renaissance in the UK film industry

CINEMA IS the only art form in

the world which is younger
than the Financial Times.
Though it was almost exactly
100 years ago - in 1887 - that
a new suburb of Los Angeles
eame into being, named Holly-
wood, it was another 25 years
before the lights and cameras
moved in, closely followed by
directors sporting jodhpurs,
bullhorns and triple-barrel
names (Cecil B De Mille, Erich
Von Stroheim). Only then did
Hollywood become synonymous
with the movie business.

Other famous start-dates in
film history sprang up before
and have sprung up since. The
first public movie projection in
1895 (in Paris, courtesy of
France's Lumiere Brothers).
The first talking picture in
1927 ( Al Jolson in The Jazz
Singer). The arrival of colour
at much the same time. LThe
crown of First Feature Film
photographed in colour is dis-

puted. but the first notable one
was undoubtedly Douglas Fair-
banks's The Black Pirate, made
in two-tone Technicolor in
1926). The first Cinemascope
film in 1953 (The Robe).
That last event, though artis-

tically none too auspicious,
could be said, if anything could,

to have begun the modem age
of cinema. For it signalled the
first major shot in a war that
has continued to this day: the
war for audiences between cin-
ema and television. Nowhere
has this war, and its impact on
cinema's development, been
more keenly felt than in
Britain. More than three
decades of world cinema have
passed since Hollywood first

tried to outgun the small screen
by going for wrap-around spec-
tacle. The Robe was joined in

the 1950s by armies of films in

Cinemascope, Cinerama, 3D and
other wall-to-wall or cyeball-
to-eyeball processes. During
that time Britain has tried to

keep its film industry going in

the teeth not just of television

but of heavy competition, and
sometimes near colonisation, by
its same-language ally across
the Atlantic.

Astonishingly, the British cin-

ema has not only survived, but
has come through to flourish.
Today our movies are the most
vibrant in Western Europe, per-
haps in the Western world.

Films like My Beautiful Loan-
dretle. The Draughtsman's Con-
tract. A Room With A Vieu>,

Hope And Glory and B’is/J You
Were Here have won us friends
and influence abroad. And at

home, the brutal axeing in

recent years of virtually all

centralised subsidy from the
film business - including capi-
tal allowances and the 30-year-
old Eady Levy on cinema tick-

ets - has not destroyed our
film-makers. Bather, it has
proved what we knew all along:
that they can make bricks with-
out straw, and rather good
bricks at that.

Astonishingly, Britain's film

industry has not only

survived but has come

through to flourish, with

films which today are the

most vibrant in Europe

plant offices in London and
reap benefits from the Swinging
City and its financial advan-
tages. At one point in the
decade. 90 per cent of British
film production was being paid
for by America.
Another reason for the writ-

ing on the wall was the empty-
ing cinemas. Drastically falling
audiences - they fell from over
000m admissions in 1959 to
54m in 1984 - soon meant that
British film-makers relying on
the British market could say
goodbye to seeing their money
back from any but the tiniest-
budgeted movie (under a mil-
lion pounds).

Britain's initial panic reaction
to this development was to go
international, in the 1970s EMI.
after a series of home-front
flops under their former chief
Bryan Forbes, took their deal-
making machinery to Holly-
wood. There they financed
films as diverse and broad-
based in their intended appeal
as Convoy. The Deer Hunter
and Hanky TonJc Freeway. But
when the Bops began to out-

number the hits, so also began
the slow decline of EMI's repu-
tation and bank balance that
led in I9S6 to takeover by Can-
non.

In those spine-chilling years
Cannon also took over from
EMI their theatre chain. This
was one prong of the notorious
exhibition duopoly (the other
being Rank) that many people
believe to have been at the root

of British cinema's troubles.
What few could have dared to

suspect was that Cannon's
maraudings in the cinema-chain
area - in addition to EMI’s the-

atres, they also snapped up the
Star and Classic chains - would
soon end the duopoly in favour
of a virtual monopoly.
The largest nail in the coffin

of British cinema seemed to
come with the Film Acts of
1 984 and 1985. As well as abol-
ishing tax allowances and the
levy on cinema tickets, the Acts
scrapped the National Film
Finance Corporation, a body
which had bravely doled out a
few million pounds of state sub-
sidy per year to film companies
who, like Oliver Twist, always
wanted more. In place of the
NFFC-, we now saw the birth of
“British Screen", a consortium
of movie companies pooling

None the less, it has been a
testing era. The post-war epoch
began well, then sagged disas-

trously, and only lately has
picked up again. For 15 years
after the war Britain's vitality

in film production was encour-
aging. At our studios one mon-
ey-spinning series succeeded
another: Ealing comedy, Ham-
mer horror, the Carry Ons. And
when the Swinging 60s came
into view. Britain had a new
film movement to match it: the
abrasive realism and immedi-
acy of films like This Sporting

Life. Saturday Night And Sun-
day Morning and If-

Lindsay Anderson, its direc-
tor. described If at the time
(1968) as “something like the
writing on the wall." What he
was talking about was the pos-
sibility of a class revolution in

Britain. But as the decade prog-
ressed. the writing on the wall
looked more as if it aimed at
British cinema itself. However
British the subjects or settings,
fewer and fewer British films
in that swinging decade were
being financed by their home
country. One reason was the
emergence of the phenomenon
known as “Hollywood,
England." In the 1960s the
American majors came over to

wsc
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By 1946, a third of Britain's population were attending dramas

once a week or more. In 1978, however, drama admtotons had

fallen to 127m a year, declining to 54m by 1984. .Attendances

suddenly Improved in 1985 (71m), rising again steadfly to 7$m
last year. The great movie stars of afl tone Include (from toft),

Charles Chaplin, Marilyn Monroe, Marlene Dietrich, Humphrey

Bogart and, (below), Rudolf Valentino and Greta Garbo. ..
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fell

largely their own money rather
than the state's in the interests

of good cinema.
There have been times when

this unpromising climate -

American domination, a scle-

rotic exhibition scene and the

withdrawal of virtually all gov-

ernment support — has seemed
tantamount to a cry of “Aban-
don ship!" But in the same
decade some strange and heart-
ening things have begun to hap-
pen. We had a double dose of
Oscar success - Gandhi and
Chariots Of Fire winning Best
Film prize in successive years
(.1982 and 1983) - and wc were
treated to a startling renais-
sance in mini-budget cinema
pioneered by Channel 4. The
ship of UK cinema, having
entered tilting bow first into
the ravening seas, suddenly
began to right itself-

In 1985 we had British Film
Year. And soon after that, the
newspapers recorded the
scarcely credible news that
more, not [css, people were
going to the cinema. After the

all-time low of 1984, there was
a 30 per cent rise in 1985, and
further small rises in 1986 and
1987. when admissions totalled
a heartening 76m.
Where the cinema goes from

here is anyone's guess. World-
wide, we suddenly find our-
selves with a bursting audio-vi-
sual toy cupboard. Video, cable
and satellite are with us- New
big-screen processes Umax and
Showscan) are being pioneered
to counter the threat from
home viewing. And as the
1930s showed, there is no time'
like an economic recession for
pushing people back in front of
the entertainment screens.
As for Britain, its postwar

history teaches us the most
priceless lesson of all. There is

no such thing as a point of no
return in movie history'. Cinema
can pull itself up by the sprock-
et-holes from the most termi-
nal-seeming of disasters. An art
form based on the persistence
of vision is going to make abso-
lutely sure that “vision" per-
sists.

ELECTRONIC ENTERTAINMENT

Vision of the future
Raymond Snoddy anticipates a revolution in home entertainment

THOUGH FEW would have
been aware of it at the time, the
arrival on the streets of the
first copies of the Financial
Times in 1888 coincided closely
with the birth of a new elec-
tronic age of communication.
As the struggling paper, sub-

sidised by profits from the pub-
lisher's other title. The Draper's
Record, was promising to be
‘the friend of the honest finan-
cier,' a young German physi-
cist, Heinrich Hertz, who was to

die tragically young, was carry-
ing out basic research that
would help to revolutionise the
future of domestic entertain-
ment and information._
Hertz managed to create and

receive radio waves and demon-
strate their electromagnetic
nature - an important step on
the road to broadcasting.
Equally significantly, nine
years earlier in 1879 London's
first telephone exchange had
opened with seven or eight sub-
scribers.

A century later, the influence
of both technologies is still

spreading ever outwards creat-
ing dramatic new opportunities
for the delivery of electronic
news, information and enter-
tainment to the home of the
21 st century.
What this new world could

eventually look like is perhaps
dangerously easy to forecast

because so many of the possi-
bilities already exist either in
limited form or as working pro-
totypes in the research labora-
tories. . - '

In the vision of the future
there is little doubt that the
television set will no longer bq
a small, squat box in the cor-
ner, but a large flat screen on
the wall, displaying pictures
that match the best cinema
quality and complete with digi-.

tal stereo sound.
A multitude of channels will

be available, broadcast
.
from

space platforms which will
gradually replace the present

Continued on page 27
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The First 100 Years

IN THE Same year that the
'inancuu Times was launched.
George^Eastman gave the world
the Kodak Box Brownie, and in
t^eds, a man named Le Prince
tued a patent Tor the use of
sprocket holes to achieve effi-
cient synchronisation on the
Kmetoscope, a peepshow
machine.
The arrival of the sprocket

hole marks the true beginning
of the film industry, so the his-
tory of this newspaper has run
precisely parallel to the history
or the visual mass media.

It has taken 100 years to
.

move from the Brownie and the
Kmetoscope to a daily diet of
Neighbour* and a weekly taste
of Dallas for millions of Brit-
ons: visual entertainment in the
home, coining to us from Aus-
tralia and the US, respectively.

Foreign origins and huge rat-
ings are significant because the
story of cinema and television
is the story of a modern Indus-
try which has been interna-
tional from the outset and has
driven steadily towards global
audiences.

In one sense the cinema dur-
ing its earliest period was more
like television than it was dur-
ing its heyday in the 1940s.
Though the most famous of the
early pictures were fictions -

The Great Train Robbery of
1903, The Perils Of Pauline in
1914, Easy Street in 1917 and
so on - there was also a power-
ful factual element.
Fan clubs and movie maga-

zines reflected the great popu-
larity of the cinema between
the mid-20s and mid-40s. By
1946, British ticket sales
reached an all-time high of
1,640 million, yet by 1986 the
figure had tumbled to 72m.

It has recently become fash-
ionable to pooh-pooh the belief

TELEVISION

Audiences now on a global scale
Christopher Dunkley suggests that television has helped to make film more popular than ever

that the reason for this dra-
matic decline was the growing
popularity of television. A book
called The Last Picture Show?
Britain's Changing Film Audi-
ence written by Docherty, Mor-
rison and Tracey and published
by the British Film Institute in

December 1987. declares: 'Tele-
vision was framed; the real cul-

prits were Elvis Presley,
expresso coffee, the Town and
Country Planning Act of 1947
and the sclerosis of the British

[cinema] exhibition industry*.
Their argument is that the

decline of one form of enter-

tainment and the ascendancy of
the other was not a matter of
cause and effect, but that both
changes arose from the same
underlying movements in soci-

ety. No doubt they have a
point, yet even this book says
that "only two thirds of the
decline would be attributed to
television' (only!). Moreover,
the coincidences are difficult to
ignore.
The world's first proper

high-definition television ser-
vice was started from Alexan-
dra Palace by the BBC in 1936.
They mounted the first major
outside broadcast in 1937 for
the coronation of George VI,
and attracted a record audience
of 60,000. But on 1 September
1939, without warning, the
screen went blank - and two
days later war was declared.

Continued from page 26
hit or miss business of launch-
ing individual satellites into
geostationary orbit.
The plethora of information

and images from space will be
augmented further by the

this year which will be power-
ful enough to deliver pictures
to receivers on individual
homes as well as to cable televi-
sion networks.

It will be followed in 1989 by
the first privately-funded Euro-

potentially limitless capadty of ft®
broadcasting by sat-

fibre optic national grids bring- £*!***.

ing the final union of telecom- w 1

munications, entertainment and ^bree new national channels of

education. television.

Eutelsat, the European satcl-
Unfortunately it Is much organisation is planning to

»*u"«*tour powerful flexible
satellites designed to meet
needs for television satellite

J Z L °n opacity until the end of the
indeed, to bo certain at all century at least

SSJUf 1

!LSiTEhSU ^ The high-power satellites will
WI, I embrace or bring with them digital stereo

* »«- • . „ , sound channels and the ability
Mr John Forrest, director of to move to high definition tele-

engineering at the Independent vision with a picture closer to
Broadcasting Authority also the shape of the cinema screen,
recently sounded a warning probably from the mid 1990s
about the strength of inertia in on.
areas where there is already a Ac the moment, all the signs
strong consumer base and are that the Europeans will
where the public’s patterns of
behaviour are long established.
More than SO years ago, he

points out, it was conclusively
demonstrated that broadcasting dard whi'c
on FM in the VHF band gave
far superior radio reception
than AM broadcasting in the
long and medium wavebands,
yet FM has still not surptanted
AM.
Mr Forrest also believes that

produce a co-ordinated evolu-
tionary approach to high-defi-
nition television - and that the
Japanse high- definition - stan-

ich would render all

existing equipment out of date
will not prevail as the single
world standard.
Mt Forrest of the IBA

believes that the 1990s will be
the decade of the television sat-

ellite and that the creation of a
manufacturers may be creating comprehensive national fibre
too much uncertainty in the
marketplace because new con-
sumer products are arriving at
declining intervals - for exam-
ple the launch of digital audio
tape so hard on the heels of the
compact disc.

“1 think the consumer is get-
ting to the stage now where he
or she is starting to put their
foot down about new technolo-
gies." says Mr Forrest. He
believes it is important to show
the consumer a planned strat-

egy for the introduction of new
products, and, in particular,
that the approach to high defi-
nition television should be an
evolutionary one which does
not render all existing televi-

sion sets obsolete.
Apart from the inertia factor

and consumer confusion, tech-
nology is already rapidly bump-
ing against a ceiling imposed by
the physical limits of human
eyes and cars.

Plans for high definition tele-
vision which rely on roughly
doubling the present 625 lines
in a PAL television set, for

optic network may have to wait
until the next century.

Futuristic home TV
systems will probably use

large flat screens on the

wall, complete with superb

digital stereo sound

The Government would
clearly like to sec such a net-
work created but does not want
to meet the vast cost itself or to
add to the power of British
Telecom by giving it exclusive
control of such a valuable
asseL

In a less futuristic, and
undoubtedly more realistic
way. Governments all over
Western Europe have been dis-
covering spare frequencies for
new terrestrial television chan-
nels.

In the UK, engineers arc in
agreement that there is room
for a fifth channel covering uphi ii mi. television set, lor in , ,

ant r.rzt's
where the eye can distinguish
differences. Compact discs, to
be followed in the age of satel-
lites by digital stereo sound,
will do the same for the ears.

50per cent of the population.
Tinvime may, in the end, turn

out to be a greater limiting fac-
tor than technology or spec-
trum shortage on the develop-

u. no ««= »u.i.v iv. »•" '«». mem of the new media - apart
However, Mr Ivor Cohen, for- from those who are given too

director of Mul- much involuntary leisure
lard, the Philips electronic com- through unemployment,
ponent company and a member Research in the US suggestsof the ^veraments lnfonna- that the overall amount of lei-
t>on Technology Advisory Panel sure time available to a family
has emphasised that when the has actually been declining
British public does perceive largely because of the increJ?
value in new electronic gadgets i„g number of women in the
for the home they tend to be workforce
receptive. British consumers led Jn West Germany, forecasters
the way in Europe in early have predicted that the use
adoption of colour television which people make of the mass
sets, the video recorder and the media will increase over thehome computer. next 10 years - but only by 12
Mr Cohen also points out that per cent - and then be close to

now consumer electronic prod- saturation point. But the future
nets have tended to fall drama- of home entertainment may not
tically in cost if the price is ail be about pictures, wide
calculated in the number of screens and satellites - or as
weeks of average pay needed to passive entertainment,
purchase each item rather than Yamaha, the Japanese musi-
pQUAfe ..

,
cal instruments company.

In the first five years of black which celebrated its centenary
and white television sets, after last year, has ambitions to be
World War Two, the price fell able to create the sound of a
from an equivalent of IBfc full orchestra with no loss or
weeks’ wages to 12 weeks. By sound quality whatever,
comparislon, the cost of a col- . , . „
our teletext TV fell from g .

At tne moment, some of the

wili tb 2% between 1979 and *>un* which are
,qoo electronically-created - such as

MrT pnhan the guitars and the violins -
On the Cohort scale, the m«iv «>iii Ha foivsnc# niw**-* #»/S nS
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information in the home? Extra network you ^SiHtiwivsbc
choice is definitely on the way. T(inTct your
A privately-backed id-channel electronic orchestra and record
satellite projectr called Astra is the result in flawless digital
scheduled to be launched late .stereo sound.

A worldwide television audience of 750m people watched the spectacular Royal Wedding celebrations on My 29, 1981 - at that

point the largest TV broadcast In history. Above: members of the Royal family with the Prince and Princess of Wales, wave to

crowds - and cameras - outside Buckingham Palace.

The screen stayed dark for
seven years, and then the ser-
vice began in earnest in 1946:
the year before cinema atten-
dance figures began to decline.

In that year average weekly
admissions to the cinema were
31.4m. On 2 June, 1953 the BBC
not only televised the corona-
tion of Queen Elizabeth n but -

at the insistence of the young
monarch herself, who over-rode
the advice of the Cabinet - the
cameras were allowed right

inside the abbey.

Kichard Dimbleby gave the
commentary and all over
Britain the fortunate possessors

of television sets invited in
family, friends, and neighbours
to 'look in”. The result was
that there were more viewers
per set on that day than ever
before (or since) and the audi-
ence topped 20 million, exceed-
ing radio’s figures for the first
time. Television sales rocketed

and by 1954 average weekly
cinema admissions were down
to 26 million.

For television the early 1950s
were the years of the shared
national experience. Television
critic Philip Purser conveyed
the feeling when he looked back
to write about the BBC’s first
production of Orwell’s Nineteen
Eighty-Four which was
screened in 1954. He said: "I

was vaguely aware that even-
ing of what I now believe to be

the unique virtue of broadcast
television. I wasn’t alone, or
with a couple of others, in that
poky back room where they
kept the TV. I was plugged into
a huge nation-wide audience,
hanging onto every turn In the
story."

There were 5m television sets
In British homes in 1955 which
was the year commercial televi-

sion really got going. In 1966
British cinemas showed Bill

Haley and his Comets in Rock
Around The Clock teenage
Teddy Boys dutifully ripped up
a few seats, and respectable
film fans stayed away in their
millions.

By 1957, ITV was offering its

viewers The Adventures Of
Robin Hood, Emergency Ward
JO, The Army Game, Double
Your Money, and Take Your
Pick. In September 1967, to the
horror of the BBC, where the
statistic has never been forgot-
ten, Britain's brash new com-
mercial television service
claimed 79 per cent of the audi-
ence.
By 1968, cinema attendence

figures were down to 14.2m a
week, a fall of more than 50 per
cent in 12 years, but the num-
ber of television sets had risen
to 10m
Since then, the milestones

have been the opening of BBC2
in 1964 (the year that T. C.
Worsley began his . exemplary
television column in the FT);
the coming of colour in 1967;
the launching of Channel 4 in
1982; and, in the last 18
months, the beginning of 24-
hour television.

It is estimated that there are
now 500m television sets in the
world, 20m of them in Britain
where 98 peer cent of the popu-.
lation has direct access to one.
More than half of Britain’s
homes have two or more, and

the average time spent

bv every man, woman and du»
day in X*e sum-

mer and four in the whgnjm
ema admissions have slipped to

1.3m a week. . . j,
And yet, paradoxical as it

may seem, the form of enter- •

tainment made possible by tne

invention of the sprocket hole -

the. movie - is more popular

than ever. Audience figures >n

1986 were not just higher than

in 1946 but probably double.

The difference in that today
people watch in their own
homes, on the television screen
which, during the history of

this newspaper, has supplanted
the hearth as the chief focus of

domestic life.

Not only do our television

channels each offer anything
up to 12 old movies a week,
many of them attracting audi-

ences running into millions,
some as large as 18m, but
increasing numbers of viewers
hire new movies from high
street video shops.
Today; more than half of

British homes possess a video
recorder and in 1986 there
were 35Ora rentals of feature
films on cassette. Since it is

estimated that three viewers on
average watch each cassette
the annual figures for video
viewing alone - 1,060m - have
now entered the same league as
cinema during Its peak period
in the 1940s. Add together the
figures for old movies off-air
and newer movies on cassette
and the figures for 1988 would
undoubtedly be higher than
those for 1946.
Today’s homes are mostly

warm and comfortable and the
video recorder allows you to
scop and make a cup of tea
whenever you choose. The
Essoldo could never do that.

.
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TODAY IT’S GROWING EVEN MORE.
In 1906 a great earthquake and fire destroyed vast areas of San

Francisco (including our own offices).

Faced with such a calamity most insurers scaled down claims while

some refused to pay out altogether

However; we met all claims fully and promptly and in doing so

further built our reputation for fair dealing.

Today, that reputation has enabled Royal to grow into a group that

comprises 113 companies, transacting business in over 80

countries through some 500 offices employing over 20,000 staff.

Together they give us representation in all the main imnranr<-

markets ofthe world.

Royal insure all manner of things from personal effects to power
stations and we also provide life assurance, pensions and
investment fund management.

It all adds up to make us one of the leading property casualty

insurance groups in the world.

And our commitment to our policyholders' is just as great today as

it was in 1906.

After the recent storms that ravaged the Sooth ofEngland, our staff

worked weekends to turn claims into cheques in seven days.

In 1906, Royal were buildinga reputation.

Today it's growing even more.

Royal Insurance
When people need as, we’re there.
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The First 100 Years
LITERATURE

The vanquishing of

Mrs Grundy
Anthony Curtis on the seeds of modernism

THE YEAR IN which this news-
paper was started was the year
in which T.S. Eliot was bom
and also the year in which Mat-
thew Arnold died. It was as a
young American in London,
working in Lloyds Bank in the
1920s. that Eliot began to pub-
lish his critical essays, laying
down new guidelines for liter-

ary appreciation. Eliot set new
standards just as Arnold’s lec-

tures. Culture and Anarchy,
had done for an earlier. High
Victorian generation. It was too
in the 1920s that Eliot pub-
lished The Waste Land offering
a bewildered poetry -reading
public a vivid illustration of
what a truly modem poem was
like.

But if modernism came to its

fruition in works published in

the first quarter of the 20th
century, the seeds had been
germinating ever since the
1380s, and we can see shoots of
modernity in many English
writers we would describe as
late Victorian or Edwardian.
Modernist rumblings can be

clearly heard in the English
novel at the beginning of the FT
period. Dickens and Thackeray,
George Eliot and Trollope, were
all dead, the last two only just;
but the kind of fiction they had
written - long novels with mul-
tiple plots, that were published
in three volumes, and had
appeared in serialised instal-
ments - was still obligatory.
The English novelists of the

1 88Os, Hardy, Meredith, George
Moore, Gissing, accepted this
situation but they chafed and
grumbled. They resented the
restriction of the form and they
resented the restriction
imposed on the content by Mrs
Grundy (clearly an ancestor of

IN 1888 Alfred Waterhouse
was the President of the Royal
Institute of British Architects.

In many ways he represents the
link between mid-Victorian and
late Victorian architecture.
He also symbolises the energy

of his times. He was an incredi-

bly prolific architect and the
weight of many of his buildings
still lies heavily upon the earth.

Mrs Whitehouse but much more
powerful ), who objected to such
incidents as Tcss being carried

to safety in the arms of Angel
Clare.
By the time he wrote Jude

The Obscure (1895) where the
"new woman", complete with
complicated sexual problems,
makes an early appearance in
the person of Sue Bridehead,
Hardy had had enough of such
reactions and gave up writing
fiction altogether, devoting the
remainder of his long lire to
poetry, an early modernist.

ft was Moore who ultimately
broke the fictional mould. He
told his publisher his next
novel would be in one volume,
and that did it.

Moore dealt too with Mrs
Grundy in a pamphlet Litera-
ture as Nurse. He savagely
flouted her attitudes in his
novel, A Modern Lover. The
plight of women who resisted
the pressures of the marriage
market concerned him as it did
Gissing in novels like The Odd
Women.

If a demand remained for
long novels of feminine inter-

est, readers wanted shorter fic-

tion too. The spread of literacy,

and the expansion of railway
travel, were factors in creating
u new literary appetite. The
1890s were a boom period for
the short story, and for popular
magazines combining illustra-
tions with short fiction.
The Strand Magazine led the

field. It found its star contribu-
tor in a Scottish GP named
Conan Doyle; and another pop-
ular writer in his broth-
er-in-law "Willie" Homung who
invented Raffles, the Amateur
Cracksman.
Someone who enjoyed as daz-

zling a success as Doyle as a
writer of stories was a young
man who had come to London
after working as a journalist in

India. His first collection. Plain
Tales From the Hills, was pub-
lished in the same year as the
first FT and after that Kipling
never looked back.
Henry James noted a new

tone, in young Ruddy's tales
and his verse, the voice of the
Cockney, and of other dialects
of the common people. Some of
the other new short story writ-
ers, like Arthur Morrison, went
even further along this road
and found material in the most
disadvantaged areas of London.
His Tales of Mean St reels
(1894) - a phrase taken over in
the 1940s by Raymond Chan-
dler - was a minor landmark.

Novelists like Bennett, Weils,
Maugham and Swinnerton owed
much to this now forgotten pio-
neer. But there was an immedi-
ate reaction against squalor and
social realism. Mrs Grundy did
not like working-class life on
moral grounds. The aesthetes,
led by Oscar Wilde, and draw-
ing strength from the writings
of Waiter Pater and Ruskin, did
not like it on grounds of taste
and sensibility.
They believed that art (litera-

ture. painting, music) should
not be a reflection of the squa-
lor of the period but an alterna-
tive to it. They were conscious
that everyday life was becom-
ing more and more subject to
pressures, economic, political,

and social, that were tearing
the individual apart. They rec-

ommended that the individual
recover his integrity by becom-
ing completely immersed in art.

By contrast to the hurly-burly
of everyday life they aspired to

James Joyce

an inner serenity; they wanted
to be "still as a Chinese jar is

still" - as Eliot put it later. This
doctrine, which became thor-
oughly discredited and ridi-
culed, nevertheless left a per-
manent mark on most of those
writers whom wc regard as the
heroic authors of the 20th cen-
tury: James Joyce, Henry
James, Conrad, Yeats, Ezra
Pound, Eliot, Virginia Woolf,
Samuel Beckett and Proust in
France. Perhaps only D.H.
Lawrence, brought up in Non-
conformist Nottingham,
escaped it.

It was James who presented
the novel as an alternative to
life in which life could be much
understood better than through
the mere process of living. Life
left to itself was clumsy (his
word) but life as dramatised by
the nuvelist had perfect form in
which the most delicately
poised moral dilemmas could be
depicted. In his careful profes-
sional hands the loosely con-
trived novel inherited from the
Victorians was re-structured.
He performed the same service
for the shorter form or tale.

The teller of the story, the

ARCHITECTURE

From the Gothic to Lloyd’s
The profession’s role over the past 100 years, by Colin Amery

till lies heavily upon the earth, new in 1888 - both of them
Like so many great Victorian powerful examples of his skill

we can see from the excellent
condition of their surviving

figures, Waterhouse success- at adapting historical styles to buildings, had a great concern
fully combined art and com- large scale modern uses,

merce. His Prudential Insurance Architects at that da
for ease of maintenance as well

headquarters in London's Hoi- ingeniously using materials like

born and the Natural History terra cotta and fired ceramic

Architects at that date were as decorative liveliness,

geniously using materials like Waterhouse was president
rra cotta and fired ceramic 1 00 years ago of a profession

Museum were both relatively bricks and tiles and, clearly, as that was markedly different

We Congratulate The Financial Times

OnManyYears Of Successful Advertising!

from the profession today.
There was a much public and
private work for architects, and
this led some to feel that their
profession was simply a com-
mmercial enterprise. It was in
1892 that the debate on
whether architecture was art or
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commerce came to a head, a
year in which the RIBA tried to
introduce more thorough pro-
fessional examinations.
The great flowering of archi-

tectural competitions helped
the profession to flourish, but it

was the great growth of private
and commercial commissions
that created the large scale
architectural practices that
today are commonplace.
The 100 years covered by this

survey began under the Influ-
ence of architects who were
breaking away from the Gothic
Revival and the pioneers of
modern architecture who were
to grow from the roots of the
Arts and Crafts Movement.
Architects like Waterhouse

and Norman Shaw were to
show that there were alterna-
tives to the Gothic. New Scot-
land Yard which opened in
1 890 designed by Shaw showed
that the influences of Wren and
French castles could be com-

I

bined to produce a highly influ-

I
cntial public building.

In the years when the Finan-
, cial Times began life in the City
of London almost all traces of
the Georgian fabric had gone.
Wren's churches survived but
the new roads like Cannon
Street and Queen Victoria
Street and the Embankment
were already imposing a nine-
teenth century pattern on a
medieval and eighteenth cen-
tury City. Major public build-
ings, railway stations and
bridges changed the scale of the
City.

It was until after the Second
World War to remain essen-
tially a Victorian City. The
architect. Sir Albert Richardson
who designed Bracken House as
the headquarters of the Finan-
cial Times in the 1 950s under-
stood the 19th century quality
of the City. II is design for
Bracken House - an urban paj-
uzzn built of fine materials -

reminds us today of architec-
tural values that arc perhaps
more related to the past hun-
dred years than the next.

Architectural debate docs not
figure large on the pages of the
Financial Times in the early
years of the century. Mention
of new building is principally
covered as part of the news
about the property industry,
and. indeed, architectural criti-

cism scarcely features.
The first architectural corre-

spondent to join the newspa-
per's staff was Harold Brock-
man who joined in 1961
although there had been some
earlier articles by the architec-
tural writer A.Trystan
Kd wards. Brockman, the first

architectural correspondent to
be appointed to a national
newspaper, wrote regularly on
new buildings until 1978-79 as
well as organising the newspa-
per's influential Industrial
Architecture Award from 1967.

His period at the FT coincided
with the post war property
boom in London as well as the
incredible growth in public sec-
tor building, both in high-rise

tower blocks and new towns.
The initiation of an award to

encourage higher standards of
architectural design in industry
was a major step for a national
newspaper, it identified an area
in the national lire where
improvements were slow and
often very much behind other
countries.
There was a strong feeling

that much' ol' the architectural
euphoria generated by the 1951
Festival of Britain was in fact

generation of English novelists

acknowledged his importance ^ ~ ' vjr,
as a supreme master of the

, _ ^ • m
9 "l

form but they could not share rPl* 1 3 Tl G r| vpTr ;

in his refusal to face political, I P I I I |X|I
social and religious issues A -*• vIUA*
head-on. To be sure. Graham S-.T.

Greene has learnt from James * 1

;

but he has learnt equally from . % A ^ — - zL >L-'.
.

•

Conrad. Since the Second World -4- ya I y T" f\ fJ U.'>y -

War the novel has come off Its I p 111 III li. v | CJL.
Jamesian pedestal and has wV/ ^ V
presented patterns or models of ^ '

related to particular interest Max Loppert surveys the musical scene * •

groups, and social problems.

As novel-readers we now THE FIRST Financial Times

have a rich choice of contempo- review of a musical event was forced pe
oper*-1
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novel, the Black novel, the cam- ter of Die Walkuere which had sil
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pus novel, the South African been performed the previous Bu
. imnossible to 4

novel, the Irish novel the evening by the Covent Garden pinched, it is impossiDie

Indian novel, the West Indian Opera Company (as it then imagine opera

novel, to name but a few. Many was) at the Royal Opera House, PJ*™
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to show the individual leading By this date, opera had con- (Britten *ndTf
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his life against the background solidated a secure postwar base recently Maxwell Davies,

of the mSraentous evenu that in London - the presence of per- twistle,

have happened in contempo-

of the British opera composer

(Britten and Tippett, xnorc.
recently Maxwell Davies, Bir- :

twistle, and Knussen), the Brit- <
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mediating consciousness,
whether a subjective "1" or a
third person he or she, had a
sovereign status which enabled
the novelist to achieve a dra
malic unity comparable to a
stage play. And this immediacy
was enhanced by an equally
disciplined use of language
which traced the whole thought
process of the characters as
they engaged in conversation
with each other.

The refined prose employed
by James, becoming ever more
refined as his long career prog-
ressed, displeased many of his
first readers. Wells published a
savage parody in Boon, but of
all the novelists of the Edwar-
dian period, it is from James
that later novelists have had
most to learn.

James lived right through to
the period of the First World
War, when he showed his soli-

darity with Britain by becoming
a naturalised Englishman. The
war shattered his dream of per-
fect form with an appalling
sense of revelation: “This then
was the meaning of the dread-
ful years," he said. The next

rary history, as in The Music of Garden (since 1947) and Sad-

Time sequence by Anthony ier s Wells (since 1936, with

manent companies at Covent ish opera singer and conductor.

Powell or (from the vantage- wartime interruptions) guaran-

point of the Indian sub-conti- teed the metropolis a larger

Garden (since 1947) and Sad- the British opera director and

ler’s Wells (since 1936, with designer, is now a normal, fea-

wartime interruptions) guaran- ture of the international oper-

teed the metropolis a larger atic scene. This alone, and the

nent), Midnight's Children by
Salman Rushdie.

quantity and more regular sup-

ply of opera than ever before in

extraordinary popularity of the •

well-known operas on record, .•

" the city’s history. Outside Lon- television, and film suggests

It is more than 60 years since don, however, the story was that opera is one of the postwar
77ie Waste Land and the flow of different, and hardly changed British growth industries
new poetry on both sides of the from what it had ever been: whose growth is unlikely to
Atlantic in English is as broad infrequent performances by slowdown.

. v
and copious as ever. Modern touring companies (of very The transformation, of the
poets are chary of the words- varying musical and dramatic British concert scene since the
holic fugues of a Dylan standards). above-mentioned date in 1963
Thomas, and currently nave On October 19 1963, for has been no less startling, but it

developed a style known as instance, the Carl Rosa Com- has been achieved in rather less

Martian where the reader cries pany were giving Carmen at clear-cut fasbion. Symphony
"eureka!" as the imagery pres- the Grand, Blackpool, and an orchestras and choirs were the
ents itself like the solution to a Italian Opera Company, with most substantial inheritance
riddle. stars acclaimed by the London from previous musical eras; in %
_ Press ...‘Complete Company of the postwar era the decline -of"

‘hmSf 50 -
CoAvmcs and Scenery from the vogue for amateur choral

^ traviala at the Man- singing has been general, and
can banker s poem will retain

chester Opera House. Earlier the orchestras - those outside
its peculiarly haunting appeal

that morith the Welsh National London as well as belonging to

Opera had given a short season it - have had to adjust to pres-
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Sir Thomas Beecftam

Industrial Architecture Award
- and Increased wear and tear Philharmonic), but only the
on those same singers' essen- Philharmonia, founded by Wal-

' ally frail vocal instruments). ter Legge as a "recording
Sadler's Wells Opera moved orchestra could claim a right-
i London's largest theatre, and ful place among the world’s

successfully picked the win- EESm?
to London's largest theatre, and ful place among the world’s ;

there became English National front-rank orchestras. In the •

Opera, the company giving 1960s, as London became
more performances of opera increasingly one of the record-

'

than any other in Britain. On ins industry’s most important
the subject of Wagner's Ring hubs, and as the demands of .

tetralogy alone - the second the expanding conceit reper-

.

ing industry’s most important
hubs, and as the demands of

The Natural History Museum,
Kensington, London

instalment of which played a tory became more exigent, the
part in establishing the ET arts virtuosity of all the London
page - who could nave guessed orchestras grew apace,
that over the next three This factor, closely linked to
decades or so the Scottish, the famously quick sight-read-
Welsh, and English national ing abilities of London orches-
companies would all mount tral musicians, and to the
their own complete cycles (two impermanent nature of their
or them in Andrew Porter's employment conditions, can
new English translation)? fairly be said to have worked
The development of a genera- against the quality of London

,

tion of British Wagner singers concert standards quite as
eventually to be engaged in much as on their behalf,
many of the world's great the- Now, in the late- 1980s. with
acres is only one of the many economic conditions far harsher
extraordinary features of the than in previous decades, the

ners. Foster Associates Modern P°^?war British operatic boom.
Art Glass Company in Thames- causes °f this boom are
mead. Piano and Rogers's PA numerous, complex and
Technology and Science Centre, cIoseIY jnterlinked to be more
Farrell and Grimshaw's Herman than bnePy treated here. The
Miller Factory, and in 1980 the most significant were the pos-

firsl major industrial building twar expansion of music educa-
by the third member of the Hi- tion m schools and colleges, the
Tech triumvirate Michael Hop- c* ,stcnce of state funding of
kins, his new brewery building c”e arts

- and the growth of
at Bury St. Edmunds. those companies already

touched on, in which the com-
In 1982 the nature of the FT plicated art of the singer-actor

award altered to take account could be fostered and helped to
of the changed nature of indus-
try and work. Because archi-

flourish.
All these entities have been

tecu have such an important subject to serious re-examma-
rolc in the creation of the work- tion during the period of the
ing environment it was felt that Thatcher government, a time
Che scope of the award should when the value of state-gener-
be widened, particularly as the aied and sponsored art and
role of heavy industry was education has been questioned,
changing so rapidly in the UK. This coincides exactly with the

Workplaces like laboratories p'>riod °r severe financial con-

and hi-
P
tech

bmiSo^unSS under which a11

have replaced much industrial
plant, and it was felt that the
expanding role of office work
deserved some appropriate rec-

ognition.Thc new award - the
Financial Times Architecture at

Work Award was established in

1 982 and has continued the tra-

dition of acknowledging excel-

lence in design. The judges have
maintained a healthy disrespect
for controversy giving the
Award in 1987 to the Lloyd's of
London headquarters designed
by Richard Rogers Partnership.
While the FT's own award

dues recugnl.sc the changing
nature of architectural practice

in relation to the important cli-

ent body or business and indus-

try • it is inevitably only a par-
tial barometer of tbe
urchitctural weather. The last

century has seen the move from
an artist based profession and
acceptance of modern architec-

ture and design has been slow.

The last 100 years has proved
to be a period of enormous
changes in Lhe built environ-

ment and the application of
technology to architecture has
produced very mixed results
both functionally and aestheti-

cally.

Colin Amery

orchestras grew apace.
This factor, closely linked to

the famously quick sight-read-
ing abilities of London orches-
tral musicians, and to the
impermanent nature of theit
employment conditions, can
fairly be said to have worked
against the quality of London
concert standards quite as
much as on their behalf.
Now, in the late- 1980s, with

economic conditions far harsher
than in previous decades, the
independent orchestras are
maintaining a precarious exis-
tence - and, because of that,
taking ever fewer chances on
repertory and performers,
producing ever greater amounts
of repetitious, competent rou-
tine, and responding ever more
cravenly to the pressures of the
record companies.

In the earlier part of the same
decade the City of London may
have gained, at the Barbican
Centre, its own large-scale con-
cert hall to compete with activi-
ties in the Festival Hall. But its
existence has so far providied
no very striking artistic benefit.
It is, indeed, noteworthy that at
this time the British orchestras
most often admired for their
maintenance of genuine musical
standards are to be found in the
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A new public emerges for dance
Ways of dancing and ways of thinking and showing dancing have altered, says Clement Crisp

Composer Benjamin Britten: won ^oat popularity

Continued from page 28

regions - the City of Bir-
mingham Symphony under its

youthful star Simon Rattle, and
the Halle under Stanisl&w Skro-
waczewskL

It is in the field of contempo-
rary music that the most valu-
able developments in British
music have taken place. The
1950s were a quiet time for
music; the great 20th century
revolutions of style, form, ana
content appeared to have
passed this country by. (Brit-

ten, always the most Europe-
oriented of British composers,
was still being regularly
reproached for his ‘cleverness

,

and Tippett, in the decade
before his rise to great popular-
ity, was likewise dismissed as
an impractical idealist.)

But nevertheless a musical
revolution was being prepared,
stealthily, by young musicians
and their trusted mentors in
places like the Darlington sum-
mer school (run by William
'Glock) and Manchester. Under
Glock, the great modernists of
20th century music were newly
examined and appreciatively
absorbed; and when in 1959
Glock himself became Control-
ler of Music at the BBC, the
same revolutionary enthusi-
asms were spread much further
and more widely.
With the BBC very much in

the lead, the 196Os were per-
haps the century’s most excit-
ing years for British music.
Leading 20th century figures -
Schoenberg, Stravinsky,
Webern, Bartok, Messiaen - got
a hearing alongside younger

THIRTY YEARS AGO in Che
world of art the stage was still

essentially European, if not
actually Parisian. Picasso and
Braque were still active,
Matisse, Leger and Bonnard not
that long dead, Giacometti,
Ernst, Miro. Moore and Nichol-
son still, as it seemed, in full

career. The issues, such as they
were, lay not between abstrac-
tion and figuration - for
abstraction then embraced any
figurative implication - but
between the modern and the
academic
But that world was about to

suffer a profound shock. The
New York School of the
abstract expressionists had
been established in its domestic
reputation for some time, but it

was only now that the work
was shown extensively abroad.
Its collective influence was all

the more profound, perhaps,
for the delay.
From comparative obscurity

such artists as Mark Rothko,
Clyfford Still, Barnett Newman,
Willem de Kooning and Jackson
Pollock were accorded over-
night the critical standing
almost of Old Masters, such
was the confidence, or at least

the insistence of the American
cultural machinery of the time.
This, with its immediate devel-
opments in hard-edge, post-
painterly abstraction ana mini-
malist sculpture, was to be for
nearly a decade the New Art,
that seemed on the surface to
have made all pictorial refer-

ence or figuration redundant.
Of course it had done no such

thing, but certainly a great
many figurative painters, espe-
cially those of more open
expressionist persuasion, felt

for a while threatened and iso-

lated. But figuration never
went away: Pop Art, in both its

British and American varieties,

saw to that, and indeed it is

salutary to consider just how
many of the artists now in
mature and late career worked
happily throughout this phase
and even enjoyed considerable
success when it was at its

height - David Hockney, Peter
Blake, Michael Andrews, Pat-
rick Caulfield, Allen Jones.
Francis Bacon took no notice of

it whatsoever and suffered not
one bit.

Lucian Freud, too, as Frank
.Auerbach and Leon Kossoff,
simply got on with the work in

hand, and all of them now see

the wheel come round to their

advantage. If figurative art has
been revived, it is currently
ascendant in its expressionist
aspect, both in Britain and the
world at large, with Auerbach,
Freud and Bacon among the
leading exponents. America is

no longer pre-eminent, and if its

market in modern art remains
all-powerful in purely economic
terms, it is as a market that

now appears Co require of its

artists neither quality nor any
sustained originality but only
novelty.

Of more fundamental impor-
tance, however, than any par-
ticulars of 'swings and round-
abouts, movements and
individuals, is the simple fact

Europeans (Boulez, Henze,
Stockhausen, Berio. Ligeti) and
the protagonists of the so-called

Manchester School, Goehr, Max- i

well Davies, and Birtwistle.

The stimulus thus provided
added distinct attractions to
the attendance of contemporary
music concerts (every British
appearance of Stockhausen
guaranteed a full house).

This wave of popular interest

!

later subsided, but without
diminishing the receptivity of
British performers and compos-
ers to the more distinctive
musical trends and fashions of
the day. Nowadays, it may be
hard for a living British com-
poser to gain access to most of
the symphony orchestras, but
the existence since 1968 of the
London Sinfonietta, without
question the world's most
important and influential con-
temporary music orchestra, has
ensured the possibility of other
outlets; and later new-music
enterprises - the annual events
at Huddersfield and Glasgow,
the wide-ranging Almeida Festi-

val - have sprung up to make
the British new-music scene one
of the world's most genuinely
lively, unstuffy and un-regi-
mented.
‘In conclusion, it is perhaps

worth pointing out - not as a
gesture of centennial self-con-
gratulation, but as a simple fact
- that in the discovery, assess-
ment, and (where appropriate)
support of every significant
operatic or musical trend of the
postwar period, the influence of
the Financial Times arts page
on British caste has been cru-
cial.

WHEN, in the mid-1960s, the
Financial Times began its arts
coverage, ballet in Britain had
just ended an exhilarating quar-
ter-century which had seen the
creation of a National Ballet,

already world-renowned.
The troupe that Ninette de

Valois established in 1931 at
Sadler’s Wells Theatre was now
The Royal Ballet, a great Opera
House ensemble, arid an inspi-

ration for foreign companies as
well as audiences. Other compa-
nies, notably Festival Ballet,
Ballet Rambert, and the Royal
Ballet's second ensemble,

. toured indefatigably, and
played occasional London sea-
sons.

It was still financially con-
ceivable for great visiting com-
panies - New York City Ballet
and American Ballet Theatre,
the Royal Danes and the Paris
Opera Ballet, and, of course the
Bolshoy Ballet, who had 'made
their first revelatory British
appearance in 1966 - to travel
to these shores without monu-
mental cash problems.
The Arts Page years have

seen massive changes in British
dance, some admirable, some
daunting. Certain strands run
persistently through the fabric
of this period: funding; ways of
paying for ballet, and the
growth of commercial sponsor-
ship; the development in
Britain of contemporary dance
in its varied manifestations; the
quest for a regional identity for
dance; the emergence of a new
public, younger and more
adventurous-spirited, from var-
ied ethnic backgrounds, often
educated in dance, and very
receptive to innovation; the
popularising Impact of televi-
sion, video and film; the idea of
a dance ‘‘boom"; the polarisa-
tion of an audience and a reper-
tory, which has mean the sepa-
ration of a public between
devotees of classic and contem-
porary styles.

Thirty years ago, British bal-

let was still dominated by the
two women who had made it

possible In the 1930s.Ninette de
Valois had been intent upon
creating a national ballet, and
she had succeeded. Marie Ram-
bert was tireless In encouraging
new talent and in exposing It on
an intimate scale. By 1956
Ninette de Valois had two com-
panies and the accolade of a
Royal Charter, and her audi-
ences were conditioned to an
opera-house art. firmly based
upon the 19th century classics.

Rambert, victim of harsh
commercial necessity, had been
obliged to accept this same pnb-

ART

The heartland

spreads out
William Packer on a changing art scene

Pablo Picasso: the modem master

that within the last 30 years we
have lived through a great
change in the way artists
address themselves to modern-
ism and the avant-garde. Until
about 1970 it still seemed that
the driving energy of modern-
ism was conducted by linear
progression, with one
avant-garde succeeding
another, ism by ism, each to be
overtaken in its turn. The artist
was either with it or out of it, a
simple choice. But now that cre-
ative energy, though no less a
stimulant, Is dissipated across a
wider front, with its advance in
consequence slower and less
frenetic perhaps, but also infi-

nitely more various.
There was no reason to sup-

pose that the modern movement
should for ever follow its hec-
tic, narrow course, any more
than that the river should
never slow down and broaden
as it approached the sea. Who,
in any case, is to say that it is

indeed the sea and not a decep-
tive lake, with rapids to start
us all off again on the farther
side? We live in truly catholic
times and for the artist the
choice is all.

The heartland of the London
art world, now as thirty years
ago, is centred upon Mayfair
and St James's, about the sim-
ple axis between the salerooms
of Bond Street in the north and
King Street In the south.

But the sheer proliferation of
dealers In all the special fields

of art, even in this narrow cen-

tral zone, has been astonishing,
and beyond it there seems now
to be no limit to how far they
might spread. Who, 30 years
ago, would have thought to

lie appetite, and in order to sur-
vive at the box office had been
forced to tour versions of the
classics rather than those
works she had inspired from
the fine talents she discovered.
Within 10 years, the collapse

of Ballet Rambert was immi-
nent. Reformed and re-formed
by Norman Morrice after the
fashion of Nederlands Dans
Theater, a company dedicated
to crossing the traditional gulf
between classic and modern
dance, the new Ballet Rambert

'

presaged the single most signif-

icant development in British
dance charted in the Arts Page
- the creation of a contempo-
rary dance school and com-
pany.
The visits to London of Mar-

tha Graham, and later of Paul
•Taylor, Alvin Ailey and Merce
Cunningham prepared the way
for the great expansion - and
the great divide - among the
dance public. The conversion of
a balletomane, Robin Howard,
to the emotional and physical
attitudes of the Graham style
was crucial. Howard’s decision
to implant Graham technique in

this country with the assistance
of one of Graham's leading
dancers, Robert Cohan, acted as
an amazing catalyst for dance
feeling among a young section
of the public.

The establishing of the Lon-
don Contemporary School and
company in the late 1960s coin-
cided with a much larger Inter-
est in dance among Britain's
youth. But it Is London Contem-
porary's proselytising tours,
establishing residencies where
a community could have a week
or more’s saturation in dance,
reaching out to schools and col-

leges and clubs, educating and
inspiring the young, which so
helped the expansion of dance
in the 1970s.
At a time when urban young,

from varying ethnic back-
grounds, knew much frustra-
tion due to the tensions of
inner-city living, the dance
craze was a means of release. It

was not only a national trend -
New York’s outburst of break-
ing, slamming, and the world of
Saturday Night Fever, were
signs for the fixture - but it

brought a new energy, and
markedly different demands
and attitudes into the main-
stream of British dance.
The achievements of London

Contemporary Dance and of the
new Ballet Rambert, of such
schools as HarehiUs in Leeds,
where dance became an integral

part, of the curriculum of disco
championships and the plethora

dozen to a score. It is hardly a
question of parties. Press and
private views: the list Is formi-
dable and the duty unfujfillable
to see a bare fraction of the
work on offer.
Though he may still elicit a

natural sympathy, the days are
long past when the young artist
actually deserved commisera-
tion for any difficulty he faced
in finding a wall on which to
hang his work in public. Never
has the old truth, that if the
work has merit, sooner or later
it -will have its due, carried
more force.
Even before the gallery

explosion came the realisation
that what is good for a gallery
was always as good for an art-
ist. Studio shows are now com-
monplace and indeed part of
the common round of the pro-
fessional and interested art
world. Empty factories and
warehouses in London’s then
less salubrious quarders were
colonised from the late 1960s
on by ad hoc groups of artists,

such as Air-Space, that also
served the more general envi-
ronmental good by insisting
that such buildings were useful
still.

On the public side the story is

much the same, of continuity
and yet marked change. The
great museums and institutions

venture so far afield as Chelsea
to look for anything more than
an antique?
Today, if the grander and

more specialised Old Master
dealers remain concentrated in

the West End, the known world
of contemporary art Is wonder-
fully extended Into Soho and
Covent Garden, Belgravia, Ful-
ham, the City, Wapping, Beth-
nal Green, Camden Town,
Hampstead,and outside London
to Glasgow and Edinburgh,
Bristol and Manchester, New-
castle, Sheffield and Bir-
mingham.

Again, it is not as though the
old order has changed, exactly.

In the modern and contempo-
rary, as in the Old Master field,

many of the old names are still

there and doing well.

“limes are hard," has been
the dealer's continuous refrain
through all these years. Taxes,
the strength of the stock mar-
ket one week and its weakness
the next, and endemic British'
philistinism are all to blame,
and yet one cannot but notice
by how much the market-place,
at least, has grown. There have
been successive bursts of gal-
lery establishment and expan-
sion in the period, with inevita-
ble failures but the general
growth has proved remarkably
hardy and adaptable.
Galleries indeed are springing

up everywhere, with the
remarkable recent crop of deal-
ers in the streets around the
Portobello Road only the latest
manifestation. Where even 10
years ago a day which saw six

or seven shows opening was
unusual, now there are days on
end which may each see from a

in the main now put on many
more exhibitions than they did
30 years ago, and address
themselves to far wider audi-
ences, but costs have rocketed,
the exigencies of conservation
and insurance have grown ever
more restrictive, and govern-
mental support is proportion-
ately less adequate.

Physically, the galleries are
all much extended, though they
still have too little room for the
job our society expects of them,
and the roofs still leak indiffer-
ently upon the treasures
beneath. Without corporate and
commercial sponsorship none of
it could now be sustained even
at the old civilised level of pub-
lic support for the public good,
Fetal oblige.

Our art schools, meanwhile,
have been transformed out of
recognition and not altogether
to the good. It is a long story,

too long for the present occa-
sion, but it is enough to say
that an over-trusting good faith

on the one side was met by
executive mendacity and
duplicity on the other. Reform,
some or it misguided, imple-
mented in the mid-1960s by an
access of funds for building sad
expansion all too soon revoked
out of cynical political expedi-

ency, was thereby vitiated.

There has followed over these

20 years past a steady eco-

nomic and practical attrition by
which courses and indeed
whole schools that had been
assured of protection have been
exposed. There is no end to it,

even now. It is remarkable how
well our art schools, by the
quality of their graduates in all

disciplines, continue to serve a
community that misunder-
stands ana, in effect, despises
them. They do far better by us
than we deserve.

The Royal BaDot’s production of Manotu Antoinette SMey as Manon and Anthony Dowefl as Dos Crieex.
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phed on its first Our pages charted Western impelled, to abandon novelty in tours its repertory of classics,

ay very different Thiitre Sllet', favour of shnmkeni « '

•attarnt- £ -eUas mcou^mgnovelo®
It no less remark- mercial involvement was still a tlve versions of the 19th cen- w happy creative equilibrium,

long way off. What WTB even-
tually achieved as a regional

of spin-off troupes from the inces became taboo as vocabu-
LCDT stable, and of exponents lary, Elizabeth West and Peter,

.of Indian and Afro-Caribbean Darrell made an attempt to'

dance, told of changing atti- .establish a regional troupe in

tudes. The Dancing British who the West Country, different in

were hailed in New York in style and function from touring
1949 when the Sadler’s Wells or metropolitan companies.
Ballet triumphed on its first Our pages charted Western
visit, are today very different Theatre Ballet's Com-
in manner but no less remark- mercial involvement was still a
able as performers. long way off. What WTB even-
And the final canonisation of tually achieved as a regional

contemporary dance for British company affected Arts Council
audiences must surely have policy, and in 1969 the Council
come with the installation of engineered WTB’s transfer to

' Martha Graham’s company at Glasgow, where ft was to
the Royal Opera House, Covent become today’s Scottish Ballet.

tually achieved as a regional proper forces for the task,

company affected Arts Council "Never mind the quality, feel

policy, and in 1969 the Council the title” has been a recurrent

tury repertory, without the 006 remains the most artisti-

proper forces for the task. cally successful company in

"Never mind the quality, feel
. f

the title” has been a recurrent
.mitto cial viability means that Lon-

Garden, during its Bicentennial Another 'regional troupe; Ballet and London Festival Bal-
season in 1976. Twenty years Northern Ballet Theatre, was let, have had no less pertinent
before, the faithful few had brought into being in 1969. Its experience of this matter,
been sparsely scattered through chequered artistic history dem- When, in 1970, SWBB became
the stalls of the Saville Theatre, onstrates a recurrent theme in a concert-sized group offering a
when Graham first came to presenting ballet in the regions: repertory of notable modern
London. the public's belief in received work, their loyal public stayed

its Bicentennial

guide to management’s SSSS'JSfZShL1

dilemma. Touring companies, f?
01* Festival Ballet, with an his-

such as Sadler’s Wells Royal
Ballet and London Festival Bal- back to to founding days in

when Graham first came to presenting ballet in the regions: repertory of notable modern
London. the public's belief in received work, their loyal public stayed c h
Regionalism for dance has ideas about the nature of ballet, away in droves, clearly feeling p,z!Pf--r! UIK1?a

; _ .

been one of the vexed matters Neither WTB nor the later betrayed by a company which . The dilemma of a safe and,

of the Arts Page years. At Scottish Ballet, ribr Northern had won their affection by traditional repertory versus

about" the 'time'that the prov- "“Ballet Theatre, began with the - showing sudV loved artists as
' D Continued on page 30

EZtt&ttSTSSZ* I960, could boast at the end of

experience of this matter. *8St year that ft six-week
1970, SWBB became

a concert-sized group offering a
repertory of notable modern bLeaktn?v,

211 h® 51

work, their loyal public stayed ?f
ce the com'

away in droves, clearly feeling founded,

betrayed by a company which . The dilemma of a safe and.
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stnn_ national interest than in years
gency. Ballet s costs have inevi- past.
tably spiralled. Productions are a significant swing in publicnow budgeted in hundreds of taste has been the increased

pouiM
^! during appetite for full-evening bal-

***!!.». Prohibitively lets. The pattern established byexpensive for many large the popular classics was to
ensembles, and audiences at bring the creation of full-length
hwJL and abroad suffer works for the Royal Ballet by

Ash1®" - notably Ondine, La
imposed by Fille mal garde* (one of the

inadequate state or local sub- happiest premieres evervenhon find little alleviation at reviewed in these pages!, and
the box office, and the current The Two Pigeons.
report of the Royal Opera There followed long ballets

Covent Garden, cites by John Cranko for his Stutt-
that theatre s 48 per cent grant gart troupe, and then the
as a dire comparison with other enduring full-scale works by

houses which Kenneth MacMillan: Romeo and I Continued from page one
fSTSSiST 0f Juliet ' Manon and Moverling, Aluminium takeiheir income in state funding, which have become staples of " — *
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StPaid’s Cathedral survives mlraculoualy amid the rubble of the City of London after World War Two. The site (foreground) was later developed as the headquarters of the Ftoancial Times, v
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over battle of
1958-9. when he successfully
stood oul against lhe City cstab- industry was perhaps the key

Spanning across a century of change
However, the great focus of expansionist' policy under a new benefit to itself. In short, antlcf-

nities opened to ft abroad'.While
as for the much-vaunted -argu-
ment concerning loss of indepen-,

dence, that was briskly disposed
of: ‘There is no reason to supposeier situations, ana the inevita- Ballets such as these have i£hn«».T „ ““r mausiry ptrrnaps me Key nowever, ine great locus ot expansionist policy ui

ble cutting of corners and with the classics, served to pro^ Sen that included LaSiS ?'!f'i
t l

T
aSt initia]l

*/
A t*am ?f attention during these postwar Chancellor though it was com- paring the future withdrawal

, that Adhering to the Treaty of.
reductions m creative or tour- vide those essential vehicles for whSSS owiwrflPearaor^had

mduStnaJ rorresPondems was in years become and tiien remained pelled to add that sue
1- - ' M J - "irrespondents was in years became and then remained pelled to add that such a policy from Imperial or global. reSDOnsi- Rnmp win fmnose on iis a sarren-

ing activity serve but to impov- star “performers who^dorni- I ^mlv°h^mp *)?? place 'n the Provinces by the late the state of the British economy, would have to be ‘inside ihe lim- bilities, east as wsll os wen. '.of der of sovereignty which" V~ndt'
crishtheart. ^ SSSd.^d Si doiilnie, SX- FTlS& ,940s- with the Treeing of which was widely seen as recov- its set by confidence in the Suez: ‘We must put the economic mire t“an"!Swiigh^tw the
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isa ' tpyn. Nerina, Beriosova. Lynn

tions, the Arts Council has been Seymour. Antoinette Sibley,
accused of providing too little, Anthony DoweTl, David Wall,too late. Thus, self-help, or and the trio of Leningrad stars,
rather, commercial help, has Natalia Makarova,

There was, however, infinitely
more to the new FT than
improved City coverage. As early
as 1944. looking ahead to the
post-war FN tlJai in fact became

newsprint came fully to the fore
over the next decade.
Comprehensive and markedly

detached labour coverage was
also now developed, reflecting

ering well enough in Its own
terms, but increasingly lacking a
competitive edge in relation to its

rivals. As early os April 1946
themes were stated that would be
reiterated by the FT many times
afterwards, including tn the
wake of devaluation three years

««A..«r, commercial neip, nas Natalia Makarova". Rudolf I the nost-war FT Parkinson had
,he
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new Prominence oT the trade

become the most impressive Nurevev and Mikhail Rnrvchni
,ine

.
P051 war

.
r 1 • rarK,nson naa unions; while the beginnings™ „r «sMMi.i ^..r,

™ureyev and Mikhail Baryshnl-
J written a key memorandum became apparent of systematic
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scientific coverage (with the later:

!_ kefy to obtain
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what would be papers first scientific correspon- ’Britain is piling up a large bur-
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denl bsing one *>f the great then- den or social services in outlays
modynamicists of the age, on health, education, national

financial journalism. The post- Francis Simon), so that by the insurance, family allowances and

pound'. There was the rub, and it

would remain so until the second
post-war devaluation in 1967.
Intimately related to the eco-

nomic debate was the whole
question of Britain's place in the
post-war world. The first big test
was her involvement in • the
Korean War, when In the course
or 1950-1 the FT showed no dis-
position to deny the underlying
national assumption Lhat
Britain's place remained on the

strength or the country first -

whatever consequences may fol-

low from that'.

Wa new role in
Europe be one of those conse-
quences? Through most of the
1950s the FT shared the general

area of financial development kov
during the past decade. Spon- It is the latter two who also
®?.r?9 ,P 13

_n°w Vltai ,n funding typify another theme of these
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years - the male dancer as pub-

in 1978, when the Associa- lie hero. It was Nureyev, cata-
tion for Business Sponsorship united into the limelieht whpn i u., * *“**-“ -""“"a *< ^ «•«; •n™n»i«.=l uiiunuiim miu uxuihb i«mc icmaiueu uu uic **“>» «*= * * "‘<"™ “« 6““=*“
of the Arts was founded, pri- he fied the Kirov B^letin Paris

| a smaller ^k^^ where
midI9^s there were col- subsidies for liousjng and for top table, Irrespective of the British scepticism towards^ a

c«nn n^^LC
ftSQ

a7ol
i
nt^1 -° in 1961. who imposed the new

* ~ “
&o0u,000. In 1988 it stands in image of the male star upon the
excess of £20m, and every world

°f dan“ ' production. A force of nature, he has
tounng, educatKma, work . even danced, choreographed, and I interestedthe existence of theatres - travelled more tirelessly and
reflects a reliance upon this more adventurously than any

.
inco

L
me- other performer of our time. He

Theatres have themselves made male dancing news, and abeen part of the vexations of decade later the genius of Bar-
tne years. A decline in the num- yshnikov consolidated
ber or major companies visiting view of the danseur
London is attributable to the The creations of Maurice

people would oe articles, usually written by young doubtful experimentation in Suez • this had changed, as a central idea' - and did not even
° P

.k-
and

.
very intelligent Oxbridge State-control. When we have leader entitled ‘All the Burdens’, seriously consider whether

topped our potential wave of
prosperity, how shall we deal
with the potential challenge of

der

employment, wages the state of gradual, and tended to enj5y
P™*®. exports, taxation, tiUes like -Cut-Throat Competf-

etr’ never
tI

-

on - (about the razor market)thought about such things and 'Sticky Times far Sweets'
before

1

. It was that demand that
a new-style financial paper
would have to meet, and Parkin-
son added: ’From the Daily Mail

Bejart for his BaNet of the onwards the big circulatfonscapita1 to provide a stage and Twentieth Century also pro- have come from tanning newauditorium of fitting propor- pounded the view that “Dance
1

upping new

„ is man" - a riposte to the idea
The Royal Opera House and that “Ballet is woman" which

the Coliseum are shared with was the credo of George Balan-
opera companies, and Sadler's chine, whose ballets and whose
Wells suits only medium-sized New York City Ballet represent
ensembles The Royal Festival the most brilliant affirmation

^®§e„
has

,
not of classical styJe during the

prevented Festival Ballet from Arts Page years,
playing long and very success-
ful seasons, but it has little to
recommend it for dance.
The use of a tent In Battersea

Park and in the regions by the
5 been a

anping
markets’. It was a brilliant vision
and utterly justified by subse-
quent events. Reaching out to a
fresh type of readership, in par-
ticular the expanding managerial
class, in order to supplement its

traditional appeal, and held

N
They have been years of pro-

digious change. Ways of danc-
ing, ways of thinking about
dancing, ways of showing danc-

D . _ „ „ w c-
-- — »#g. have altered. Surveys suchHoyaJ Ballet has been a poor as this tend to encourage a

and sometimes sodden stop-gap. morose view that things are not
Outside London, the refurbish- what they were, and that it was
ing of the Birmingham Hippo- better then. If standards ofdrome provided a first-class classical dancing .seem less tiay.

columns begun on
advertising and Lhe retail, trade,
while consumer coverage also
developed, especially under the
auspices of Sheila Black from the

_ppeal. and held ,ate 1960s Finally, on the public

together firsL by Parkinson and affairs side, there was, taking the
then by his brilliantly Intuitive lerm al

.
lts

.._.°,
:1 .®sl ' greatiy

reviving German and Japanese
exporting industries, now tempo-
rarily out of commission?'
Through the 1950s the paper's

.
.approach towards economic poli-
cy-moking - oscillated between a
market-oriented approach on the
one hand and Lhe more fashion-
able ‘Butskellism

1

on the other,
.with the latter more often pre-
vailing. In policy-making practice
the cause of economic liberalism
tended to be wedded to the cause
of defending sterling and thus
the sterling area, a cause that
loomed large over all economic

Britain should attempt to partici-
pate in the emerging Common
Market. But by 1959, earlier than
in most papers, the hope was
starting to be expressed that the

European Free

following cuts in industrial
investment, made clear about
‘the attempt to carry too great a
defence burden’:
'Judged by manpower, indus-

trial capacity or economic poten- ambitious
rial we are noL a world power in Trade Association, of which
the same sense as the United Britain was a member, would
States or the Soviet Union, it is become part of wider union with
to that fact, and to the ultimate the EEC, rather than being part
dependence of our whole position of an economically divided
in the world on productive Europe. It was, however, the
investment, lhaL we must adjust political dimension that partlcu-

our thinking' . . . lariy appealed to the editor Gor-
The chief leader writers at this' don Newton, who at about this

time were Andrew Shonfield and time was persuaded by Robert
William Rees-Mogg; perhaps the Schuman and others that in

benefits which we shall

from membership’...'
By this time the brief ‘never

had it so good' euphoria of iS59:
was over, and the FT now not
only looked to the European,
community in general, but to
French-style economic planning
in particular as means of solving
Britain’s economic problems.
This latter tendency was very-
much Lhe fashion 'of the early -

.

1960s and was first-dearly shown,
by the general support given to
the creation of the corporatisf
National Economic Development,.
Office in 1961. In the case, of the
FT, it reached a climax in Janu-
ary 1963, in the bitter and trau-
matic context of General de
Gaulle's Non. Calling on the gov-
ernment to overcome the disap- .

pointment and ‘go all out for a-
faster rate of economic growth',
the paper pulled no punches
about how this was to be
achieved:

'It means knowing precisely
what one wants and dealing
ruthlessly (as ruthlessly as the
French planners, perhaps) with
all the mental and physical
obstacles which stand in the way
... If the Government, is able and
ready to do this, to provide the
country with the leadership and

successor Gordon Newton (justly ‘‘xpanded political coverage and
. ,

knighted in 1966). the post-war <* S2- T,.ZiZSZ iq^aT respond quickly and kt
FT was to prove a phenomenal
success story, with
mid-1960s reaching
a circulation unimaginable i

pre-war world
nalism.
What did this

most powerful ana also readable European unity lay the best f
b

i?
1

,?.
res"

team in the paper’s history. Later means of preventing future war- .
5° lack

:
the

T^
in Lhe year 1

in the woke of Suez - fare on the Continent. Or as a.
people will----- .... -.-.-j » »—i pro-

years', with the alternative being Britain would be applying, with Jj?** j!I

,berLl by plan-.,

high cost, low investment, almost complete confidence ^^ ‘nprecticevAseatlyasOcto-

tax and low incentive econ- being expressed that Industry Pf-
r
,

scorn was poured on

. Lhat,.sinee the war had would be able 'not merely to
capable of absorb- withstand competition Ur Its ? ’

drv desert sand will home mnrkPt h„r mt.iV* ft. 17
towirds the magical view oflife’;dry desert sand will home market but to ' take full

with little lasting advantage of. the greater opportu- Contkuied on next page.
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Continued from previous page
while within weeks of Wilson
coming to power in October 1964,
the tone was almost one of grim
pleasure ('Gone is the illusion
that growth can come from talk.
Gone is the illusion that planning
ran ignore finance ...’) at the
paper was at best lukewarm
towards the short-lived Depart-
ment of Economic Affairs'
much-trumpeted National Plan
('a small but noi unpromising
baby*), and the following Janu-
ary was distinctly cool towards
the proposed establishment of an
Industrial Reorganisation Corpo-
ration, flatly stating that 'if min-
isters ore really anxious to work
with the City and with industry,
their aim should be to supple
meat the working of Lhe market,
not to subvert it’.

Yet whatever the specific reser-

vations about corporatism In
practice, there is no doubt that
the FT as a whole during the
1960s broadly subscribed to, and
indeed greatly benefited from,
the prevailing spirit or the age,
which saw economics as lying
right in the centre of public and
political Ufe, did not question the
principle as such or detailed eco-
nomic planning on the part of
the state, and, in general, placed
professionalism at the highest
passible premium. In short, min-
isters of technology were in, four-
teenth earls who counted with
matchsticks were out. It was thus
entirely appropriate that, when
the paper early in 1967 started
two new daily features, as port of
an expansion programme to
counter the imminent threat of
The Times Business News, these
should have been pages devoted
to technology and management.
The emergence of the Technical
(now Technology) page reflected
the post-war explosion of scien-
tific industrial research; while
the Executive's World (now Man-
agement) page grew out of the
strong contemporary belief that a
more technocratic or 'Hansar-
dised' approach towards the
management of industry would
almost single-handedly transform
lhe economy at large.

in November 1967 the value of
sterling was reduced from $2.80
to £2.40 to the pound, the 'pound
in your pocket' was declared safe,

and the FT announced that ‘the

ball is over'. Devaluation efrec-S signalled the end of the
ig area and meant that Lhe

CiLy of London would have to

look elsewhere ir it was to
remain a major international
player. Crucially, though not
entirely recognised at the time,
Lhe US cavalry now crested the
hill in the form or the Euromar-
kets, which after small begin-
nings in the late 1950s were

f
athering such momentum that

y 1970 the Eurodollar sector had
grown to some S45bn and the
Eurobond market to only a little

less. Devaluation also hod impor-
tant implications in the wider
sphere, being yet one more blow
for any lingering Imperial role
ana thus a further push towards
a European orientation. By
December 1969' the General' had
abdicated the political scene and
his successor, Pompidou, was
able to lift the French veto on.
British entry to the Common
Market There may be no such
thing as an agreement of princi-
ple’. the FT declared in hopeful if

cautious mood, 'but a new era Tor
Europe may have begun at The
Hague'. It was an era, moreover,
that would not only involve Brit-

ish membership, but also a move
away from 'an essentially Gaull-
ist Europe or loosely linked
nation states' and Lowards 'a

Europe which is intended to
move, however gradually,
towards economic and political

integration'

Brendan Bracken: the man behind the merger between the

Financial Times and the Financial News.

£_ ich was the background •

the need for a reneu’ed interna-
tionalism, going beyond tradi-
tional ties and sentiments -

against which the FT during the
late 19605 embarked upon a fur-
ther phase of its development,
taking the form of a dramatic
increase in representation abroad
and coverage of foreign news.
The key figure was the foreign
editor, J.D.F. Jones, who during
his eight years in the position
(1967-75) both developed the
existing 'stringer' network or oor-
rrespondents to a point where
there were more than a hundred
round the world and increased
the number of full-time foreign
correspondents abroad from a
mere handful to almost thirty,
which was more than any other
paper in the world employed
apart from the New York Times.
He also developed the concept of

whothe regional specialist, of wttom
by the late 1960s there were
about ten. based in London but
travelling abroad frequently.
Altogether it was a transforming
exercise • at a time when most

pers were cutting back on their
staff

Major global events of the early
to mid 1970s both vindicated ana
consolidated this strategy.
Between 1971 and 1973 the inter-

national monetary system estab-

lished almost 30 years earlier at

Bretton Woods irrevocably broke
down. 'Floating now Respectable'
was the title of the leader given
to the results or the Paris meet-
ing of finance ministers in March
1973, and the FT argued forcibly

that ‘the more that national mon-
etary authorities can resist the
urge to intervene in the
exchange markets the better'.

The year was not out before the
momentous oil shock, involving

an almost overnight quadrupling
of oil prices and an abrupt end to

the West's assumption of auto-

matic, even painless economic
growth. 'History has always
shown that it is unwise to try to

exploit a monopoly position ruth-

lessly', the paper warned the
Arab oil-producing countries at

the end or October 1973, but two
months later it was rather belat-

edly, if resolutely, accepting that

things would never again be the

same:
From the ravages or 1973 there

emerged a rather different world;

the breakdown of Bretton Woods
meant that international affairs

would become more market-dom-
inated than government-domi-
nated; the paramount importance
of OPEC would put economic
news into the top rank of world
affairs; and with the expansion
or international capital markets
(fuelled by petrodollars), the
continuing growth of multina-
tional companies and the influx

of foreign banks, the City of Lon-
don would become ever less paro-

chial The opportunities Tor a
London-based international busi-

ness paper were very great.

Yet for much of the 1970s the
atmosphere in Bracken House
was slightly akin to that of -a

bunker,. and a major reason for

this was the seemingly irresist-

ible rise of trade union power,
not least in the newspaper indus-

try itself. A leader of July 1972,

written in the context of dockers
being gaoled under the Heath
government's Industrial Rela-

tions Act (which the FT had sup-

ported) and an ensuing state of

industrial turmoil, caught the
tone, one that prevailed in

Whitehall as well as Fleet Street:

‘The Government must per-

suade the public that what Is at

stake now is the way in which
this country will run its affairs.

Will the country accept that Lhe
wishes of the majority and the
law must be respected, that the
interests of all those who cannot
protect themselves against infla-

tion are nonetheless legitimate
and a matter of concern to all?

'Are we to go back to feudal times
and the over-mighty subject who
-pursues his ends and -his alone no
matter what the cost to anyone
else or are the normal political

processes to be allowed to work?’
It was a theme that recurred

during the miners' strike of 1974,
when according to the paper 'the

heart of the present matter, ironi-

cal as it may seem, is that the
Conservative Government is

rightly unwilling to let the min-
ers bring back unfettered free

enterprise into the running or the
economy' . Over the next five
years - years of 'stagflation' - the
FT’s attitude towards the ambi-
tions of the unions continued to
harden. The Bullock Report on
industrial democracy earned the
combative response that 'indus-

trial management, already Lried

exceedingly hard, is now ready to
fight back'. While as for the eco-
nomic resolution adopted by the
TUC in September 1978, 'It would
be hard to contrive a recipe more
likely to provoke inflation and
inhibit growth than the blend of
job protection, higher public
spending. Lighter price controls

and confiscatory attacks on
wealth applauded by the dele-
gates’
There was an alternative - and

it was a 'counter-revolution' in
which the FT played a signifi-

cant part, especially through its

economics commentator Samuel
Brittan. In the late 1960s he had
abandoned Keynesianism and
been converted not so much to
Milton Friedman's specific views
on correct monetary policy as to
his tenet that, in Brittan 's words
In 1969, 'the authorities have no
more than a temporary power to
influence output and employ-
ment'. The FT itself over the
next decade was a more sluggish
and less whole-hearted convert
towards monetarism and away
Tram demand management • and
did not quarrel with Heath’s
U-tum in 1972 - but in 1974 it

described the proposed National
Enterprise Board as nonsense; in
1975 it expressed the belief 'that
incomes policy can be no more
than a temporary expedient,
inevitably accompanied by many
disadvantages’; and in 1978, In
the context of the major sterling
crisis that September and the
calling in by the Labour govern-
ment or the IMF, it stated that
what was necessary was 'to
tighten the money supply more
effectively' and ‘to cut public
expenditure still further'. Matters
came to a head during the ‘win-
ter of discontent' of 1978-9, when
Brittan hailed Lhe union leader
Moss Evans as 'a hero of the
hour’ for rejecting any further
pay norms and a leader headed,
'Back to the pig trough', argued
that ‘the undignified tussle over
wages' was 'not so much an out-
break of anarchy as a return to
normality'. The spirit or eco-
nomic liberalism was beginning
to rule, and on election day in
May 1979 the FTs leader rejected
the Labour vision of the future as
‘grey and drab and stifling of
individualism', preferring instead
the Tory belief that it is the role
or the individual rather than that
of the state which Is crucial’. In
sura: 'The time to arrest the
trends of decades of post-war his-

tory is now. The task will have to
be approached with great care
and patience. No one con be cer-

tain that the Tories will succeed.
But they must be given the
chance to try’.

The leader was called 'A change
of direction', and so it proved.
1979 was also a historic year in

the history of the FT, for on Jan-

uary 2 there began a separate
Continental edition printed in

Frankfurt for distribution both in

Europe and North America. The
immediate reason for this step
was to improve what had been
rather erratic distribution in

those areas, but it was a decision,
taken in 1977, that had two
important long-term im plica-

.

lions: firstly, an acceptance that,

in the context of a depressed
domes! ie economy, the best hope
for future expansion lay in boosl-

ing readership and advertising
abroad; and secondly, an increas-

ing debate within the FT about
the very nature of the paper and
its mantel. Editor from 1973 to

1980 was M.H. ( Fredy ) Fisher,

an internationalist by back-
ground and temperament, and
under his direction the paper
engaged during the late 1970s in

what. was essentially a process of
redefinition, in broad terms shap-
ing its character for the 1980s.

Underlying it was an acceptance
that the central function of the
FT was to address itself as thor-

oughly and systematically as pos-

sible to a certain fairly
well-defined market, in terms of
type or reader, and that it would
be folly to risk losing (or even
diluting) that market by attempt-
ing to be a generalist paper that,

historically and by collective
temperament, the FT was not
designed to be. In practical terms,
this redefining process look three
main forms in the late 1970s:

much improved and expanded
international financial coverage,
especially in areas like the Euro-
markets and International com-
pany news; the start of a cutting

down in certain peripheral areas,

masL notably sport, which by the
1980s was reserved for Saturdays
only; and in foreign coverage,

f
reater emphasis not only on the
cy business areas of North

America, Europe and Japan, but
also within those areas on the
economic aspects. Or as the ques-

iffa would-be Paris correspondent:

'Are you as happy to cover
Renault os Mittrrund?’ Out of the

redefining process os a whole
there emerged a paper on the one
hand more specialist but still

capable of the broad brush, on
the other more international in

lone, perspective and range.

The early 1980s were marked
by the deepest recession for half

u century, caused partly by the
second oil shock and affecting
the whole of the industrial West.
The FT naturally devoted consid-
erable attention to Its effects -

typified by a notable fifteen-part

series in the autumn of 1980 on
British companies entitled ‘Wres-
tling with the Recession' - but it

also consciously- sought at' the
same lime to provide a strong
und positive focus on the new,
'sunrise' industries where It

believed much or the future lay.

Computers, electronics, telecom-
munications - all these were now
t-oming to Lhe fore and receiving
from the FT sustained treatment
of an increasingly international
nature. As for the policies being
adopted by the West to counter
the recession, the paper was gen-
erally sceptical of Reaganomics
(the economic equivalent of
'what cricketens call a Chinese
rut’, it was to call the Adminis-
tration's deficil financing), but
supported the approach of the
Thatcher government during its

first two or three highly fraught
years, as inflation declined to
come down and unemployment
climbed to unprecedented post-
war levels. The crux was proba-
bly Sir Geoffrey Howe's unex-
pectedly harsh Budget in March
1981 ('Lack of help for most sec-

tors shocks industry' was the
front-page headline), when the
paper praised the Chancellor for

his courage in sticking to the

controversial medium-term
financial strategy. It was an

rediscovery oi its financial roots Nor is there p^mcial— »» and, approaching the end ofiis between a K)phbti«ted fin:^“
important moment in the history first .century, a coming of full system and a

of Thatcherism; and the FT’s had circle. The liberalisation and omy;
;
If anything hyper ac

^
become on Increasingly Internationalisation of the mar- canital markets impos

infiuen-

economy
internationalisation of the mar- capital markets

_

impose -

kets, the rapid erosion of tnull- short-term view on industrys&’Msas-jKff&M «-

having 'shown that it Is possible own right, and the increasingly itself*
. . ont

to break with the past' and in fierce hettie for persona! as well. Oft the most j^yrumt sin#

particular 'forced people at many as institutional savings were all day In the^historŷ or the City. I
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levels in British society to under- developments, along with many alone the Stock foclwnge,
^

it was

stand that their prosperity others, that. demanded contimi- a salutary remmder that

depends on their own efforts, and ous and sophisticated coverage. «»•« «•>«« in the causes oi

they cannot count on govern-
ment to ball them out'.

Editor by this time was Geoff-
rey Owen, who in 1982 was
responsible for steering the paper
.through the charged waters of
the Falkland^ War. 'Jingoism is

not the way', it declared on the
day that the British task force set
sail, and over the next ten weeks,
amid an atmosphere that was
feverish, muddled and at limes
unpleasam, it adopted a notably
cool; considered approach to the
question or British policy. The
line throughout was that it might
come to war in the end, but that
it must not do so until all possi-
ble means of negotiation were
exhausted. There was also an
insistence that Britain should not
engage in hostilities until a
coherent long-term plan for the
future or the islands had been
thought out: 'Fortress Falklands*
was not such a plan. The FT’s
restraint and maturity by no
means won 'universal approba-
tion - 'the City of London is not a
hiding place for the wets and
weaklings', wrote one angry
reader - but did the paper much
credit.
Yet. paradoxically, the big story

of the 1980s was probably the
global financial revolution, thus
involving on the port of the FT
an increasingly international

R-Jfc. m. esponding to this the

FT not only improved journalism
but also produced new statistical

instruments, including the FT-SE
i00 Index from 1984 and the FT-
Actuaries World Indices from
1987, the latter seeking, in the
context of global trading, both to

provide a benchmark for judging
the performance of international
investment managers and to indi-

cate the health or otherwise of
the world's capitalist economies.
The fundamental financial event
of the decade was, of course, 'Big

Bang* in the City of London on
October 27 1986, and the FT
marked it with a comprehensive
48-pdge survey putting a much-
hyped day into valuable perspec-
tive; while in the main body of
the paper a leading article wel-
comed Lhe 'vast increase in com-
petition' it heralded, before
sounding a warning note:
‘Uncertainty and volatility in

lhe international monetary sys-

tem currently permit those who
live off capital (lows to earn
above-average returns. But bank-
ers cannot defy the laws of eco-

nomic gravity by earning more
than their customers for ever.

was also devoted to the causes

industry, commerce and public

affairs.

By its hundredth year, the

paper was in excellent health,

commercial as well as journalis

tic. Five years or a bull market,

to be rudely shattered in October

1987, had helped to produce
record advertising; circulation at

over 300,000 was also a record,

with over a quarter of that read-

ership coming from overseas, fur-

ther helped by the decision to

print from 1985 in New York in

addition to London and Frank-
furt; and the newspaper revolu-

tion of the winter or 1985^6,
taming the power of the print

-unions, had at last allowed realis-

tic plans to be formulated for the
full-scale introduction or new
technology in the paper's produc-
tion. The FT itself - editorially

independent, dispassionate in

approach, liberal In values, and
mercifully Tree of egoism or van-
ity - was widely recognised as not
only the jewel in the crown of
the British press, but also as one
of the great newspapers of the
world.
Dr Daind Kynaston is a profes-

sional historian, specialising in
the UK financial sector. His
noth book. The Financial Times:
A Centenary History, was pub-
lished bu Viking on February
IS. £25.
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IF THE financial and economic
history of the past century has a
central theme, it is the love/hate

988 relationship between governments
and markets. How much to inter-

('+. /| vene and when to intervene?
**** These have been the perennial

‘ questions.

When investors picked up the first issue of this
newspaper in 1888, there was little doubt about the
answer. Laissez faire was the dominant ideology.
Great Britain, although already past her prime, was
stiU the intellectual and financial capital of the
world. She was committed to free trade and small
government and so, willy-nilly, was much of the
world economy.
A quarter or a century later, in 1913, the calm,

stable world of 19th century liberalism was about to
be shattered for ever. But even if the First World
War had not intervened, time would have run out
for the liberals. The working classes were becoming
more restive as.trade unionism gained ground. Pres-
sures for higher public spending, especially on wel-
fare, were growing.

Another 25 years on, in 1938, laissez faire had
been almost totally discredited as a political philoso-

phy. The Great Depression of the early 1930s was
widely seat as proof of the fallibility of Adam
Smith's invisible hand. Markets - especially finan-

cial markets - were regarded as chronically unstable
and in need of firm management by government.

The reader of the Financial Times in 1963,
another quarter century on, would have reflected

smugly on the wisdom of the post-war Keynesian
consensus. There was little talk then of the magic of
markets; governments confidently "fine-tuned’
their economies, regulated their financial sectors

and built up their welfare states. Who could com-
plain? Growth was rapid, inflation low, and unem-
ployment almost unknown.
In 1938, the sodal and financial landscape is very

different A conservative revolution has swept the
world. The dominant political ideology is closer to
the laissez faire of 1888 than to the interventionism
that blossomed in mid century.

B

change interest rates 49 times between January
W and Dec

to
1904 and December 1914.

In contrast with the Gold Standard era, few
attempts have been made to beautify the inter-war
years. For economic liberals, the period 1919 to 1939
is one best forgotten. The catalogue of economic
mistakes included: the unwise reparations imposed on
Germany (and the country's subsequent hyper-infla-
tionV, the transitory return in the mid-1950s to the
Gold Standard at quite inappropriate exchange rates;

the Wall Street stockmarket crash of 1929; and the
Great Depression of the 1930s.

CL

lg government is out of favour. Economies
and financial markets are being deregulated. Taxes-

are being cut. The need for equality is denigrated.

The wheel in short has turned almost full circle.

Will ^ keep on turning - or has it reached a final

resting place? Will financial instability, high unem-
ployment, trade friction and international debt crises

eventually discredit the new “hands ofF philosophy,

as they did in the 1930s, and lead to re-regulation and
aggressive public sector intervention?

Or are these mere teething problems for a late 20th

century liberalism that will eventually flower in a
new era of growth, stability and prosperity ?

The answer will not be apparent until the Financial

Times is well into its second century. For the time
being, we can only try to learn some lessons from
history. The past century divides rather neatly into

four periods: British dominance and the Gold Stan-

dard (up to 3914); inter-war depression and instability

(1919-1939); American dominance and Bretton Woods
(1946-71): and post-war conftision (1971- ).

The Gold Standard era tends to be viewed through
rose-tinted spectacles. It has frequently been hailed as

a unique epoch of tranquility, civility and prosperity,

an historical repudiation of the thesis that economies
can prosper only if demand is managed and markets
regulated.

For example, Professor Leland Yeager, a leading US
monetary historian, argues that ‘people were freer

from government regulation - freer to transact any
honourable business as they saw fit, to make invest-

ments. to transfer funds, to travel without/ormality -

than in any age of history be£$$ qr sfricdy

The wheel’s full turn
Whether or not to intervene in the workings of the market has been a continuing dilemma, reports Michael Prowse

He notes that Phileas Fogg (the hero of Jules
Verne’s Around the World vnEigkty Days) was able
to pay his expenses from a carpet-bag full of Bank of
England notes' that were acceptable everywhere.
Fogg crossed national barriers with impunity and
took for granted the existence of an International
means of payment that was not liable to sudden
appreciation or depredation. -

Keynes, in The Economic Consequences of the
Peace, wrote eloquently of .the joys of pre-war eco-
nomic life. Capital and labour were certainly excep-
tionally free in the 40 years running up to the First

World War vast quantities of both migrated from
Britain to the US, the colonies and the developing
world in search of higher returns in relatively empty
lands. But the economic achievements of the period
can be overstated.

Dr James Foreman-Peck", an economic historian at
the University of Newcastle upon Tyne, dismisses as
“chimerical' the notion that this was the time when
"capitalism functioned best*. Growth in real output

per head in tine sixteen wealthiest economies aver-

1.5 per ceflftaveju^feetwg^i IjB70 and I913.
with 3.f*

" “ " *“*ugp, in tbefc2p

of managed growth after the Second World

During the Victorian era of total factor mobility,

world trade growth averaged 3.3 per cent a year;

during the Keynesian consensus years of the 1950s

and 1960s, when both capital and labour flows were
tightly restricted, it averaged 8 per cent.

But more importantly, the Gold Standard era
offered an attractive life-style only for a tiny upper

crust. For the majority, hours of work were long and
conditions extremely poor. There was no security

against unemployment, sickness or old age. The dis-

tribution of income and wealth was grossly unequal

rigidly (and at some arbitrary rate) to a precious

metal. Differences in growth and productivity
between countries have to be met by internal price

and quantity adjustments rather than by exchange
rate adjustments. If wages are sticky downwards, as is

almost always the case, unemployment is the price

paid by weaker countries for the prized link with
gold.

Britain's anchor role in the Gold Standard system
led to a prolonged overvaluation of sterling This

ALjver, the tranquility was more imag-
ined than real. Economies were racked by periodic

recessions and financial crises. The UK, for example,
experienced slumps in the late 1870s, the early 1880s
ana in 1907. The Gold Standard was the root cause of
some of the irstab^itv^, ^ .

It is asking fqg|roqbB|to link a\urren®FabsoluteIy

dampened growth, encouraged the export of capital,

and helped Britain lose its early Industrial lead.
Indeed, at the turn of the century, concern about lost

manufacturing competitiveness was running at fever

pitch, as Dr Foreman-Peck points out
Books such as E.E. Williams’s Made in Germany

(published in 1896) created a xenophobic scare about
commercial decline and rising imports.

The Gold Standard did not even achieve price stabil-

ity. UK wholesale prices fell by about 50 per cent
between 1875 and 1895, before recovering in the run
up to the First World War. And artificial exchange
rate stability led to pronounced interest rate vola-

tility. The Bank of,England's efforts to influence gold
Dowsed sqSnamtifri external equilibrium obliged it

eristics of these years were a mean-
ness of spirit in international negotiations, policy
passivity at home, and a crating for the “blessed
normality’ of the pre-1914 world. The perils of
looking to the past rather than the future in economic
management are amply illustrated in Britain's do;

battle to return to gold at the pre-war parity

policy ignored the huge changes in relative price
levels that had occurred since 1914 and the fact that
an anchor for the system no longer existed. The US
was not ready to assume global economic leadership;
Britain was incapable or exercising it.

The restored Gold Standard was subject to all man-
ner of pressures. Quite apart from the initial
exchange rate misalignments, some countries failed

totally to play by the rules. France and the US in

cular seized the opportunity to absorb a large

ion of the world’s gold stocks without adopting
the expansionary macroeconomic policies that gold
inflows were meant to entail.

Indeed, R G Hawtrey, the UK Treasury economist,
likened the Bank of France to a boa constrictor swal-

lowing a goat: once it started taking in gold it could
not stop even if it wanted to.

Britain finally accepted the inevitable and floated
the pound on September 20. 1931. The preceding
financial crisis had been inflamed by the Macmillan
Committee’s acceptance of sterling's overvaluation (it

subsequently fell by 30 per cent) and by the Labour
Government's failure to aopease the City with cuts in
unemployment benefit (thought necessary to reduce
the budget deficit).

If the restoration of the Gold Standard demon-
strated the folly of crying to recreate the past, the
Great Depression illustrated the folly of excessive
reliance on private markets. Today, it is hard to
imagine how the authorities, especially in the US,
failed to respond to the deteriorating economic cli-

mate.
Between 1929 and 1933, US gross national output

fell by nearly a third. Unemployment rose to almost
13m, or about a quarter of the labour force. Pro-
duction did not recover to 1929 levels for almost a
decade; one person in every five was still jobless even
in 1938.
Yet leading economists, reared in the classical tradi-

tion. urged no action by government As J K Gal-
braith points out in his History ofEconomics, theory
ruled out the possibility of a prolonged depression
(Say's Law said that supply created its own demand):
“Physicians, even of the highest repute, do not have a
treatment for an illness that cannot exist'.

Joseph Schumpeter at Harvard and Lionel Robbins
at the London School of Economics came forward to
urge specifically that nothing be done’. The depres-
sion, they maintained, must be allowed to run its

course.
Poison had been accumulating in the system and

only hardship could extrude it and restore the econ-

omy to health. Schumpeter went so far as to argue

that a recovery would be sound 'only if it does come
of itself".

Throughout Herbert Hoover's presidency, until
March, 1933, US policy followed the classical design.
“Recovery was expected and compulsively predicted’,

according to Galbraith. All the traditional levers were
pulled: by 1931, the New York Federal Reserve Bank
had reduced interest rates to a nominal 1.5 per cent,

. compared with 6 per cent before the 1929 crash.

Continued on page 63
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THE WORLD ECONOMY FRE -1914

A world economy
starts to emerge
Alec Caimcross on a period of rapid growth in trade

THE WORLD could look back in
1914 on a long period of steady
economic

.
growth that had

transformed living standards In

many .countries, particularly
those in Western Europe and
North America. In the United
Kingdom, which had led the
way, real incomes had doubled
in the previous half-century
and wealth had grown at much
the same rate. Cither countries,
starting later, were advancing of trade, the United Kingdom

£3.5bn by 1913 and was still

increasing in volume at about
3.5 per cent per annum. Trade
for most countries had proved
an "engine of growth" allowing
scope for fuller use of underu-
tilised resources and increased
specialisation In profitable
directions.

Two countries had played a
dominant part in the

faster.
There were, however, wide

differences between different
continents and, within each
continent, between different
countries. In some, the process
of change and development had
scarcely begun while others
were already far advanced in
the absorption of the latest

on a truly international scale,
Germany in relation to the
European continent. The UK
had long traded far more with
other continents than' Europe
and in 1913 still carried on
some three-quarters of her
trade outside Europe. In the
middle of the 19th century,
with only 2 per cent of the

methods of production. Perhaps world’s population, it had sup-
the most striking feature of the plied about 20 per cent of the
period was the emergence of a world’s exports and in 1913 its

world economy in which eco- share of world trade was still

nomic development spread from nearly 15 per cent. For raanu-

one country, to another through factures, the proportion was
.

(he diffusion of ideas and tech- more than twice as large — just

nology, the expansion in trade, under one-third compared with
large-scale emigration and the 7-8 per cent in 1987. Germany's
export of capitaL trade, which in 1850 had been

It was the revolution in com- well under half that of the UK,
munications that struck Keynes had become equal to it in vol-

as so extraordinary, lool
back across the gulf that
rated 1919 from 1914. “The
inhabitant of London,” he recal-

led, “could order by telephone,,
sipping his morning tea in bed,
the various products of the
whole earth, in such quantity
as he might see fit, and reason-
ably expect their early delivery
upon his doorstep; he could at
the same moment and by. the
same means adventure . his
wealth in the natural resources
and new enterprises of any
quarter of the world ... He
could secure, . forthwith, if he
wished it, cheap and comfort-
able means of transit to any
country or climate without
passport or other formality. ...

and could then proceed abroad
to foreign quarters, without
knowledge of their religion, lan-

guage, or customs, bearing
coined wealth upon his person
... Most important of all, he
regarded this state of affairs as
normal, certain and permanent,
except in the direction of fur-
ther improvement."
The most risible evidence of

development was the growth of.
trade. From about JEBSOzn; ipJ

I860 world trade had grown xo

*•:
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uroe by 1913. But whereas the
UK traded extensively with the
Dominions and the Third
World, more than half Ger-
many's exports went to Euro-,
pean countries.

Germany was the hub round
which the European economic
system revolved. For most of
her neighbours she was their

best customer and largest
source of supply. Even in the -

case of the UK, Germany
bought more British exports
than any other country except
India, and supplied more
imports in return than any
country except the United
States. German enterprise and
German capital played a major
role in the development of all

the European countries lying to

theeast.

The UK supported develop-
ment on a wider scale. In all

parts of the world, Britain
exercised a powerful influence

in three different ways: by sup-
plying manufactures, by offer-

ing an open market for primary
produce and by providing vast
amounts of capital. Of these,
the last is usually given great-

est prominence. By 1918,

The way in which the world economy
works has become better understood in

recent decades. Concerted action

between nations to overcome problems

remains, however, an elusive goal.

Britain had become by far the
world’s largest creditor with
overseas assets comparable in

value to the whole of her stock
of domestic fixed capital other
than dwellings, and equivalent
to over twice her national
income. Translated into 1987
magnitudes that would repre-
sent £700bn. which compares

with a current portfolio of
overseas assets of about
SlOObn. Forty years later, two
world wars had so reduced
Britain’s wealth that it had
barely recovered to the 1913
level.

The flow of capital from the
UK reached a peak in 1913
when it absorbed not far short

of 10 per cent of the national

income. Most of it went to the

American continent and Austra-

lasia, that is. to the countries

where European migrants were
settling, and took tne form of

loans and debentures rather
than equity capital. Its princi-

pal use was in railway-building

and the improvement of trans-

port and communications. In

this way extending the sources

from which food and materials

could be drawn and accelerat-

ing the growth in supplies.

Uf equal importance was the
availability of a market in
Europe for these supplies. Then
as now agriculture in Europe
was highly protected. The Brit-

ish market, however, remained
open and had an influence on
world economic development
altogether disproportionate to
its size. For some foodstuffs, it

absorbed well over half the
quantity entering Into interna-
tional trade and for all primary
produce it handled a substan-
tial proportion of total trade.

For the countries in course of
development with borrowed
capital, whether British or not,

there was an assured market
for the goods whose production
was facilitated by external bor-
rowing.
Not that development was

confined to those countries to
which European labour and
capital flowed in unparalleled
amounts. Africa and Asia
together had borrowed just as
much by 1913 as North Amer-
ica, and Latin America almost
as much. There was also sub-
stantial direct investment in the
Third World, amounting per-
haps to half the total for pri-

vate investment. In parallel
with investment, trade expan-
ded rapidly. In the three more
backward continents, it grew at
about 4 per cent per annum
over the 30 years before the
First World War - at least as
fast as, and probably faster
than, the growth of world trade
as a whole.
Black Africa, now falling

behind, had then one of the
highest rates of trade expan-
sion - faster than Asia if Japan
is left out and faster than total

world trade.
The flows of commodities and

capital that grew so smoothly
and steadily rested on a pay-
ments system in which there
was general confidence. For a
quarter of a century or so all

the leading industrial countries
had been on the gold standard
and although there had been
periodic crises, none of them
had interrupted the operation
of the system.

Prices had been moving up
slowly for many years but not
at a rate to disturb confidence
in the medium of exchange or
in the fixed parities of the main
currencies. The competitive
position of the leading coun-
tries did not change violently:

on the contrary, wages per unit
of output remained remarkably

stable in each of them. Money
wages rose gradually, respond-
ing flexibly to competitive pres-
sure and showing little secular
connection with changes in the
cost of living.

The gold standard was funda-
mentally a sterling standard.
Only three countries - the
Netherlands, the United King-
dom and the United States -
had a free market in gold. Many
others operated a gold
exchange standard, using bal-

ances held in sterling to supple-
ment their gold reserves and
hold the rate of exchange to a
fixed parity. At least half the
total value of world trade was
paid for in sterling. This made
the Bank of England, although
it had only a minute free
reserve of gold, the centre of
the international payments sys-
tem. By changing Bank Rate, it

could regulate the flow of
short-term capital to and from
other countries for the finance
of their trade. At the same
time, London was much the lar-

gest capital market in the
world.

The system was also a multi-
lateral one and free on the
whole from discrimination.
Countries had no need to settle
accounts bilaterally but could
set a surplus in one direction
against a deficit in another.
This was highly important to
the UK which was in chronic
deficit vis-a-vis North America
but in surplus with the rest of
the Commonwealth, especially
the colonies which marketed
much of their output of raw
materials in the US. It was the
breakdown of this triangular
arrangement after 1945 that
made the dollar problem so
acute for the UK.

In 1914, the system had been
working well for many years.
But there were doubts whether
it would function satisfactorily

in the future. The boom which
had been in progress for many
years, with a break in 190S,
had passed its peak and a
depression of unknown depth
lay ahead. The UK was encoun-
tering a whole series of difficul-

ties at home and abroad and
losing the power necessary to
sustain its central role. The
terms of trade were moving
strongly against the industrial
countries and giving rise to con-
cern for the future supply of
primary produce entering into
trade. Tensions were building
up between the leading indus-
trial countries.
Even if war had been

avoided, the chances are that
the world economy would have
entered a period of slowdown
and readjustment. But there is

no reason to think that the
readjustment under peace-time
conditions would have been
beyond the capacity of the sys-
tem and required a revolution-

ary break from existing
arrangements.
The writer is - Chancellor of

the,ifftiuersiip'OfGlasgow.
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Dislocation, disintegration
Charles P Khidleberger analyses the acute economic crises of the inter war years

TO ALL BUT Marxists, war is

an exogenous shock to an eco-
nomic system. It is, moreover, a
hot-house, accelerating eco-
nomic development that is

under way, hastening decline
when that has begun.
War redirects resources in

various directions: out of pri-

vate consumption and invest-
ment into public consumption
of shot and shell, out of broken
export lines into import-com-
peting production on a scale
comparable to prohibitive tar-
iffs. It may pile up debt against
which there are few productive
assets to provide subsequent
service, and consume previ-
ously existing foreign assets
that earned income.
World War L the longest and

the most destructive in more
than a century, was no excep-
tion to these generalisations. In
Europe, casualties of dead and
wounded were enormous, and
concentrated . in the most pro-
ductive male youth.

.

The 21 years from Armistice
Day in November 1918 to
World War II can be divided
into a postwar crisis (1920-21);
recovery, to about 1926; an
interlude of boom, albeit
marked by depressed sectors
such as agriculture, and
depressed economics such as
Great Britain; the 1829 crash
and strenuous deflation to 1932
or 1933; followed by a long,
slow recovery to I93«: and the
re-armament boom In 1938-39.
The immediate postwar

period was one of Illusions.

After demobilisation came the

. task of creating a world fit for
heroes. Exhausted by overtime,
labour demanded and obtained
the eight-hour day in victors
and vanquished alike.

The collapse of the German
economy appeared to hold
opportunities for profitable
expansion in steel, cotton tex-
tiles, shipping, coal and chemi-
cals. France and Belgium pro*
ceeded with ambitious
reconstruction plans, confident
that Germany would pay for
them.
The Allies set German repara-

tions in April, 1921 at S132bn.
The US and the European allies

acrimoniously negotiated a
series of war-debt settlements.
Some of these illusions evapo-
rated in the period of recovery;
others survived until the
depression which they helped
deepen.
The collapse of the stock-mar-

ket bubbles in 1920 and 1921
was followed by half a decade
of efforts to get wartime dislo-

cations behind. Monetary con-
ferences at Brussels and Genoa
led by Montagu Norman of the
Bank of England tried to
rebuild the gold-exchange stan-
dard through agreements.

Britain returned to the gold
standard in 1925 at the price of -

gold that had been maintained
since 1717 (with wartime inter-

ruptions). France went through
a series of exchange crises and
finally established the Poincare
franc at one-fifth its prewar
level, under-valued relative to

the over-valued pound.
The German mark exploded

in hyper-inflation ana was
replaced by the Rentenmark
and then the Reichsmark. The
stabilisation process Included a
Dawes loan, the unexpected
success of the New York
tranche of which started a
flood of foreign bond issues in
New York, especially to Ger-
many and the world periphery.
A brilliant Economic and

Financial Department of the
League of Nations embarked on
a series of initiatives in trade

and finance. A World Economic
Conference in 1927 produced
agreement for a tariff truce,

but lacking an enforcer evoked
little adherence in practice.

Stability from 1924 to 1929
hid a series of structural weak-
nesses; an accumulation of Ger-
man debt to provide the foreign
exchange to pay reparations, a
piling up of French balances in

London; and especially the
recovery in Europe of grain
production without a compara-
ble shrinkage of expanded acre-

age and yields overseas from
the war.
Central-bank co-operation

went forward, including the

ing them in London, but tension
remained between Norman at
the Bank of England and Emile
Moreau of the Bank of France,
rivals for central-bank leader-

ship in Europe. -

In the spring of 1928 there

began a boom in Wail Street.

From seedlings, sprouted in the
hothouse of war, in sectors
such as automobiles, tyres,
petroleum products, radio,
chemicals and public utilities,

especially electricity, new
industries flowered and gave
rise to excitement among inves-
tors and speculators.
The boom was financed by

brokers' loans, attracted not
only from New York banks but
from American industry and
abroad. Interest rates tightened
. The flow of loans to Germany
and the "Regions of Recent Set-
tlement’’ was cut off as -bond
buyers turned to the stock mar-
ket. Such a country as Austra-
lia that normally borrowed
through overdrafts and paid
them off with long-term loans
on occasion, found their pay-
ment deficits could not be
financed and drew down for-

eign-exchange reserves.

German borrowers turned to

short-term bank credits. Rising
interest rates in the United
States slowed down mortgage
lending and borrowing for the
purchase of automobiles to
level off industrial production
after Jane 1929.

As the stock market went
higher in the summer of 1929,
the Federal Reserve raised
interest rates still more. The
stock market peak was reached
in September; in the last week
of October the market col-
lapsed. The trigger may have

Continued on page 36
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Continued from page 35
been the September Harry crisis

in London that drew British
funds back to London from
New York and tightened inter-
est rates still more.

Black Thursday, on October
24, and Black Tuesday, on Octo-
ber 29, wiped out billions of
paper profits. Stock markets all

over the world fell In sympa-
thy.
The liquidity seize-up caused

by threatened brokers' loans in

a falling stock market spread to
commodities as goods exported
to New York on consignment
met commodity brokers unable
to obtain financing. The Federal
Reserve responded to the crash
by open-market operations to
ease money markets, and Presi-
dent Hoover called industrial
leaders to Washington to urge
continued investment, output
and sustained employment.

Interest rates fell in the first
half of 1930, but share and
commodity prices failed to
recover. A "flight to quality"
was observable in foreign
bonds in New York in March.
1930 and in domestic bonds in
September of that year.
Large Nazi gains in the elec-

tion of September, 1930
increased the lack of confi-
dence. The first banking crisis
in the US took place in Novem-
ber and December, 1930, as
late-enrering banks, forced to
make their way by taking on
high-risk borrowers and strug-
gling for cash from the 1929
crash, finally joined the agricul-
tural banks which had been
failing in the United States
since 1925.
The scene shifted from the

US to Europe. While German
banks with large short-term lia-
bilities to foreigners had been

a National one. cess fully in the early 1920s
When the pound left gold on against Poland in the west and

September 21, 1931, it did so in various aggressors in Siberia in
a free fall from S4.86 to the the east.
dollar to $3.25. This pushed
dollar and gold prices down,
rather than sterling prices up.
Further deflationary pressure

in the US came from gold-bloc
country conversions of dollars
into gold, to which the Federal
Reserve responded in a classic
mistake by raising interest
rates.

Japan, which had belatedly

Some liberals in the West
viewed its new economic sys-
tem of planning and govern-
ment direction enthusiastically.
Early problems were addressed
through a New Economic Policy
in 1922, later abandoned with
Stalin's victory over rivals.

Poor crops in 1930 and 1931
coincided with low world prices
for wheat, but the country-
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tand&rd *n nonetheless exported out of its

1929, abandoned it in December
1931 and went its separate way
with a beggar-thy-neighbor pol-
icy of an under-valued cur-
rency. Its militarists started
adventures in Manchuria,
pushed hard for military' spend-
ing, and assassinated a moder-
ate finance minister in 1936.
The rest of the 1930s have

been characterised by the anti-
Nazi German economist, Wil-
helm Roepke, as a period of
world economic disintegration.
The Hawiey-Smoot tariff of
June 1930, signed by President
Hoover over the protests of
1,028 economists and more
than 45 countries, made for a

Black Thursday, on

October 24 and Black

Tuesday on October 29

wiped out billions of

paper profits

descending spiral of interna-
tional trade.
Latin American countries

defaulted on the bonds they
had sold in New York from
1924 to 1928. The German
Standstill Agreement with its
creditors developed gradually
into an elaborate system of for-
eign-exchange control, with
bilateral clearing, especially
I’is a-vis Southeast Europe and—-— — ..-x. Latin America, and special

under pressure, the break came exchange rates for particular
in Ausrria with the failure of types of goods and services.
the Creditanstalt in May, 1931.
Rescue operations were inad-

equate and the crisis spread to
Germany. An attempt to halt
the run on German banks from
outside the country - the Hoo-
ver moratorium on war debts
and reparations of June 19,
1931 - gave rise to technical
questions raised by France. In
the three weeks in which these
were being settled, the run
accelerated, forcing Germany to
block further repayment of for-
eign loans.

The run spread to Britain
where the Macmillan and May

both those sold and those
bought.
An attempt to settle interna-

tional monetary' and trade prob-
lems at a World Economic, Con-
ference in London in June and
July 1933 failed, as President
Roosevelt decided that stabilis-
ing the dollar would limit the
rise of prices that depreciation
since April had produced.
Out of the wreckage came a

more formal sterling area on
the one hand, and gold bloc on
the other. The sterling area had
been buttressed by the Ottawa
Agreement of August, 1932,

reports revealed the height of instituting tariff preferences
foreign liabilities and played up among Commonwealth coun-
the danger of budget deficits tries. Autarchy became aTwo sets of Franco-American watchword, and received the
loans were too little, if perhaps blessing of Keynes in a Yale
not too late, and the second Review article in 1933.
gave rise to conditions that The Soviet Union turned first
brought down the Labor gov- Socialist and then Communist
ernment and its replacement by Jn 1917, defended itself suc-

limired supply to obtain foreign
exchange, driving wheat prices
still lower and starving some
estimated millions of Russian
city-dwellers.

Throughout the interwar
period, the Soviet Union used
exports in the interest of ulti-
mate autarchy, but continued
to require from abroad sophisti-
cated equipment and especially
commodities such as wool and
rubber. In 1939, Stalin's cynical
deal with Hitler unleashed the
German attack on Poland to
start World War 11.

The world economy came
back slowly from the depths of
1932 and 1933. Low interest
rates in Britain and favourable
terms of trade following the
depreciation of sterling led to a
building boom chat spilled over
into Scandinavia, through lum-
ber imports.
President Roosevelt became

bored with the changing dollar
and stabilised it in Februar
1934. In the same year, the Un-
adopted a more international
policy through the passage of
the Reciprocal Trade Agree-
ments Act providing for
reduced tariffs in limited
amounts. France and the gold
bloc pursued a deflationary pol-
icy to correct balance-of- pay-
ments deficits.
In 1936, the Popular Front

came to power in France, raised
wages and worsened the posi-
tion until the French franc was
devalued in September 1935
under the cover of a Tripartite
Monetary Agreement with
Britain and the United States
inaugurating limited but sym-
bolically significant interna-
tional monetary cooperation.
Progress in trade was

attempted on a wider basis
with the commissioning of a
report by Paul van Zeeland, for-
mer Belgian prime minister, but
its conclusions proved abortive
as Europe turned belatedly to
armaments, to counter the ris-
ing menace of Nazi Germany.

Hitler occupied the Rhine-
mand in 1936, took over Austria
in the Anschluss in 1937, Cze-
choslovakia after meeting
Chamberlain at Munich in Sep-
tember 1938 and took over Cze-
choslovakia in March. 1939.
With the attack on Poland in
September of that year, the fat
was in the fire.

The writer is Professor of
Economics, Emeritus, at Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy.

TRADE POLICY

The challenge to liberalism grows
The lessons of history are in danger of being forgotten, says Martin Wolf

WHEN THE Financial Times
was founded, liberalism in
international economic rela-
tions. though strong, was grow-
ing weaker. As the centenary is

celebrated, the trend looks simi-
lar.

The late-Victorian decline
was followed by the disastrous
collapse of the inter-war years,
itself succeeded by a success-
ful, but now decaying, post-war
reconstruction. If the pattern is
to be repeated, can one hope for
the same happy ending?

In the case of international
trade, Mid-Victorian liberalism
had two specific sources: the
commitment of the UK (alone
among the major countries) to
unilateral free trade, which can
be dated to the repeal of the
Com Laws in 1846; and the
European commercial treaty
system, which had Its origin in
the “Cobden-Chevalier Treaty"
of 1860, negotiated between
France and the UK.
The treaty system that was

then established in Europe Is
not of purely historical interest.
Its fundamental norms were
non-discrimination (the uncon-
ditional most favoured nation
clause), reciprocal bargaining
and the binding of negotiated
levels of protection, all of
which were to reappear in the
General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (Gatt) after the Sec-
ond World War.
The active participants in the

liberal system were the Euro-
pean countries, but at that time
these countries dominated the
world. In 1913, 33 per cent of
world trade was within Europe
and another 52.6 per cent was
between a European partner
and a partner in some other
region. A paltry' 14.6 per cent
of international trade was
among non-European countries.
The only important outsider

was the US, which insisted on
tariff autonomy. Growing US
competition from the 1870s,
most importantly the export of
grain from the prairies, was a
-source of protectionist legisla-
tion in Europe, starting with
Germany in 1879 and France in
1892. The conflicts over trade

foodstuffs that catch the
headlines today date back to
the time when the FT first
appeared.
The era before the First

World War witnessed another
development with significant
modern echoes: the concern of
the UK with its relative decline,
in 1880 the UK had accounted
for some 30 per cent of world
industrial production, but by

Growth world trade and industry

8000
1880=100 By volume Log scale

shocks

Souiccs:W.w.Rosdw The World Economy ;Hiaory and Prospect'

1913 her share was down to 14
per cent. By contrast, the US
had become the world's most
important industrial power by
the mid- 1880s, and accounted
for more than a third of world
industrial output in 1913. The
determination of the US to
remain outside the interna-
tional trading system thus
proved a damaging anomaly.
Despite some moves towards

protection, policy remained lib-
eral on balance (except in the

into " US| - a*141 the international econ-
i

t** 1 omy became progressively more
!e was within Furnn* integrated. Between 1870 and
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exports of the more
advanced countries grew on
average at just over 4 per cent
a year, while GDP grew at 2.5
per cent. World trade more
than tripled between the early
1880s and 1913.
The dominant pattern of

world trade was not, as is often
believed, of exports of manu-
factures from industrial coun-
tries in return for primary com-
modities from the less
advanced. In 1913 some 60 per
cent of the exports of the more
advanced countries went to one
another, including half their
exports of manufactures.
The complex network of

international transactions col-
lapsed in the inter-war period,
in the 1920s problems were cre-
ated by the monetary chaos in
Germany and the refusal of
France to act on the old basis of
non-discrimination. More seri-
ous, however, was the contin-
ued insistence of the US on a
strictly unilateral and protec-
tionist policy, which reached its
apogee in the Smoot-Hawley
tariff of 1930.

Retaliation by 30 countries
followed enactment of the
Smoot-Hawley tariff, including
the abandonment of free trade
by the UK in 1932. The disrup-
tion caused by the growth of
protection was one reason why
the stock market crash of Octo-
ber 1929 led to a uniquely
severe depression. The Great
Depression not only reduced
world trade through direct
effects on income but led to fur-
ther protection, the protection-
ist spiral continuing downward
into the pervasive restrictions
of the Second World War.
What were the effects on

trade? By 1929 the volume of
world trade had recovered from
the First World War. (Even in
1 930 the volume of world trade
was some 13 per cent above the
level of 1913.) Between 1929
and 1932, however, the volume
of world trade fell by a quarter
(the value failing much more,
by over two thirds).
As a result of the Second

World War and the Great
Depression, the major econo-
mies were more inward-looking
in the 1950s than in 1913
Between 1913 and 1950 the
GDP of the more advanced
countries grew at an annual
average rate of just under 2 per
cent, while their exports grew
hardly at all.

After the war. trade was lib-
eralised under the auspices of
the OEEC. Gatt, the EC and

Elta. Currency convertibility
and international monetary sta-
bility were restored through
the OEEC and the IMF. Huge
resources were transferred
from the US under the Marshal]
Plan.

The international economy
was transformed. Between
1950 and 1973 the volume of
exports from the more
advanced countries grew at
close to 10 per cent a year,
while their GDP rose at over 5
per cent a year. By the mid-
1970s the ratio of trade to
national income of the major
countries was (with the excep-
tion of Japan) equal to or even
higher than in 1913.
The 1948-1973 period of

rapid growth of international
trade and the world economy
had three particular features:

By 1950 trade within
Europe as a whole had fallen to
only 22 per cent of world trade.
Thirty-five per cent of world
trade was then entirely outside
Europe, up from 14 per cent in
1913. Despite the rapid growth
of world trade in the post-war
era, that of Europe grew stiU
faster. By 1970, two years after
the elimination of tariffs within
the EC, European countries
were involved in 70 per cent of
world trade, no less than 40 per
cent of it within the region.

Li The growth of world trade
was led by trade in manufac-
tures among industrial coun-
tries. In 1955 63 per cent of the
exports of industrial countries
went to one another, as did 56
per cent of their exports of
manufactures. By 1973 the cor-
responding proportions were 75
and 73 per cent.

LI Exports of manufactures
from the developing countries
became increasingly important
especially for them. In 1955
these exports were 7 per cent
of world exports of manufac-
tures and 13 per cent of their
total exports. By 1973 these
shares had risen to 8 and 25
per cent respectively, despite
the growing importance of oil
land they have gone on rising

1985)
*° 12 34 per C6nt

The oil shock of 1973 ended

this golden era for the growth
of trade and output. Between
1948 and 1973 the growth of
world trade was both extraordi-
narily high and higher than
that of world industry. After
1973 world industry and world
trade have grown at an equal
and much lower rate.

One reason for the slow
growth of world trade has been
the decline in world trade in oil.

But the reduction in growth has
been more general. For exam-
ple, world exports of manufac-
tures grew at 10.6 per cent a
year in volume between 1965
and 1973, but at exactly half
that rate between 1973 and
1985. Meanwhile, the pressures
of competition on the estab-
lished industrial countries from
Japan and the developing coun-
tries have- continued unabated.
Indeed, exports of manufac-
tures from developing countries
grew faster between 1973 and
1985 than before, at an annual
rate of 12.3 per cent.

The competitive pressures,
slow economic growth and ris-
ing unemployment, notably in
Western Europe, since 1973
have inevitably increased pro-
tectionism. According to World
Bank estimates, about 16 per
cent of industrial country
imports in 1986 were covered
by restrictive non-tariff barri-
ers. up from 13 per cent in
1981. In clothing and iron and
steel the proportions were over
60 per cent.

There are estimates that by
the mid- J 980s more than TO per
cent of world trade in manufac-
tures was covered by discrimi-
natory measures, such as the
multifibre arrangement and vol-
untary export restraints, the
proportion of world trade indi-
rectly distorted by such mea-
sures being much greater.

What is not dear is whether
the slowdown in trade simply
reflects slower growth, which
has then caused increased pro-
tectionism, or whether protec-
tion has exerted an independent
effect on trade and growth.
Those who consider protec-

tion to have been of minor
importance point out that, even
in manufactures, where the

Historica trends
Growth of real GDP and Exports in selected countries
10%

1870- 1913-
1913 1950

Source:World Development Report 1987

“new protectionism" has been
concentrated, the growth in
exports after 1973, at 5.3 per
cent a year, has been higher
than that of world output, at
3.5 per cent- But the inhibiting
effects on investment of protec-,
tionism would be expected to-

.

lower the growth of income -

itself. Furthermore, discrimina-
tory trade measures would ;

have quite modest effects on*,
trade, because they divert com-*
merce rather than stop it, but.

"

the resulting economic ineffi- 2
ciency would reduce growth. -' '

The Tokyo Round of multilat-
eral trade negotiations under
Gatt, the seventh such round,
took place in the shadow *of ^

these developments, the initial
'

declaration having been agreed :

in the inauspicious year of _•

1973. It is hardly surprising
that it took six years to com- '•

plete; it is also unsurprising •

that the Round’s contribution
to liberalisation was modest. * -

The 1989s have raised even-
’

greater challenges for trade ;
policy. The recession of •

1979-1982 waCs the most severe
since the Great Depression,
with world trade stagnating for
four years. The combination of
high unemployment in Europe, •-

large trade deficits in the US
and vigorous competition from
Japan and the East Asian
newly industrialising countries *

has made it Increasingly diffi-

.

cult to preserve liberalism.
In these unhappy circum-

stances the declaration inaugur-
ating the Uruguay Round was
agreed in 1986. While technical
progress has been qtrite goodr •

the aim of extending liberaIren- -

tion to agriculture and services,
however worthy, looks like an
effort to extend a house whose
foundations are collapsing.
The Depression of 1929-1932

.
followed a period of monetary
chaos and difficulties with
deadweight debt, most of which
was the legacy of the First
World War. In commercial pol-
icy the 1920s saw protection.-.-
ism and a lack of predictability
in commercial policy. The
Depression was preceded by a
financial collapse and US pro- .

tectionist legislation.
This year, too, has' been pre-'

ceded by an extended period of
monetary chaos and difficulties
with debt, in this case debt con-
tracted by developing countries
after the two oil shocks. The
growth of world trade has been
sluggish since 1973, and com-
mercial policy has been growing •

increasingly protectionist and
disorderly. In 1987, as in 1929,
there was a major financial
shock. In 1988, as in 1930; Con-
gress is debating a major piece
of protectionist legislation.
There is nn reason why the •

experience of the intorwar
years hsis to tr repeated, but
*!,Hl l-'an

.
n" longer be ruled out.Nor is a ihc ease that people

laHed ti. learn Irnm history.
They did learn; but then they
rirgot To have l.isi a world of
liberalism and ccnnnmie expan-
sion once was tragically iinfor-
nmate: lose it twice would be
l.ir more culpable than mere
inivIvNsncss.
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THE GOLD STANDARD DEBATE

A policy that crippled
The mechanics of going back to the gold standward were not well understood. Robert Skidelsky

on a move that failed and the consequences of that failure

A HUNDRED YEARS ago all the
main countries of the world
adhered to a fixed-exchange
rate system known as the gold
standard.
Their domestic currencies

were freely convertible into
specified amounts of gold; they
maintained fixed proportions
between the quantity of money
in circulation and the gold
reserves of their central banks.
An ounce of gold was worth
S3.83 and SIS.60. giving a ster-

ling-dollar exchange rate of
4.86.
The appeal of the gold stan-

dard was that it provided not
just exchange rate stability,
which encouraged international
trade, but promised long-run
stability in prices, since the
obligation to maintain convert-
ibility acted as a check on the
“over-issue" of notes by govern-
ments-
The gold standard was

suspended de facto during the
first world war and de jure
immediately after it. It was
restored between 1926 and
1931. Between 1945 and 1971 a
diluted form of gold exchange
standard (the Bretton Woods
System) was in place. For the
past 17 years currencies have
floated

-

Maintaining a fixed exchange
rate system was evidently
much easier in the 1 9th century
than it has been in rhe 20th.
The debate surrounding
Britain's return to gold in 1925
helps explain why.

In retrospect, the First World
War proved fatal to the old
gold standard. True enough,
criticism of it had started
before the war. The main point
made by monetary reformers
like Irving Fisher and Knut
WickseM was that the quantity
of gold, and therefore money,
fluctuated with the cycles of
gold mining rather than with
business needs, so that the gold
standard system failed to main-
tain price stability.
The transformation from an

automatic to a managed system
was already under way before
the war. The war itself, though,
was a watershed. It was fought
by all belligerents on a wildly
inflationary basis. By L019 the
currencies of victors and losers
alike were well below their par
gold values.
Moreover, since the inflation

rate had varied from country to
country, the relative values of
their currencies were no longer

Board did nothing to offset, and
by its interest rate policy
actively promoted, the heavy
fall in prices which accompan-
ied the collapse of the brief
postwar boom in early 1920.
Given the British commitment

to the pre-war sterling-dollar
exchange rate, Britain had to
follow the deflationary course
set in America; and more sav-
agely. since British prices had
risen higher.
Policymakers were not appar-

ently conscious of having any
r. Underly-

StanJey Baldwin: Churchill was
his Chancellor

choice in the matter,
ing the deflationary stance in

both countries was the convic-
tion that justice to the bon-
dholder required that war loans
be paid back in currency which
as nearly as possible equalled
their pre-war purchasing
power.
Thus, the process of back to

gold involved, for. Britain, two
years of unprecedentedly high
real interest rates, the effect of
which was to cripple British
industry and leave as its le^jacg

the same. Currencies were left

free to float in 1929. Neverthe-
less. the official view every-
where favoured resumption of
specie payments as soon as pos-
sible at the pre-war par values.

In Britain this doctrine was
enshrined by the Cunliffe
Report of 1918, and formed the
basis of policy.
However, the mechanics and

costs of returning to gold were
not well understood. The crux
of the matter, as far as Britain
was concerned, was that its pol-

icy was tied to that of the
United States. US wholesale
prices had doubled between
1914 and 1920 whereas British
wholesale prices had trebled.
Enough new gold had been
mined to support a higher price
level without reducing the gold
value of the two currencies, but
most of this was in the US.

In principle, convertibility at
pre-war values could have been
restored without undue defla-
tion had the monetary policies

of the US and Britain been sen-
sibly coordinated but no
machinery for cooperation
existed.
Landing of inflation was a

necessary condition but the
required British deflation
would have been much less had
America attempted, for exam-
ple, to stabilise its domestic
prices at their 1920 level.
Instead, the Federal Reserve

an unemployment rate ol

per cent which lasted until
1940.
By the time the Great Defla-

tion had ended in 1923 British
wholesale prices had fallen
from their 1920 peak of 324
(1913=100) to 160 and weekly
wage rates from 262 to 180 in

must take priority over
exchange stability. Given Amer-
ica's preponderant pull over
gold, to fix the sterling-dollar

exchange would be “to surren-
der the regulation of our price
level and the handling of the
credit cycle to the hands of the
Federal Reserve Board of the
United States."

Having witnessed the social

and economic costs of forcing
down wages and prices, Keynes
was now saying that a coun-
try's exchange rate should
adjust to its wages system,
rather than the other way
round. This argument was
eventually to prove lethal to
the gold standard.
Winston Churchill became

Baldwin's Chancellor of the
Exchequer on November 6
1924. The Gold and Silver Act
of 1920, preventing the export
of gold, was due to expire at

the end of 1925 and a decision
had to be made whether or not
to renew it. If the decision went
against renewal the best time
would be in the spring of 1925
when demands on the exchange
were lightest.

Most informed opinion now
favoured an immediate return
to gold. Keynes and Reginald
McKenna, chairman of the Mid-
land Bank, were against. A few

the same period. Unemploy-
ment had gone up from 3 per
cent in 1920 to 22 per cent in

the second quarter of 1921
before felling back to II per
cent. The sterling-dollar rate,

having sunk to 3.5 at the height

of the boom, had improved to
4.50 by early 1923, but the
wholesale British/price index
was still higher than America's.

It was in the light of these
events that Keynes turned deci-

sively against the policy of
going back to gold. By the end
of 1922 he was arguing that
relief of unemployment
required a rise in the British
price level of some 15 to 20 per
cent, and “that the improve-
ment of sterling towards par is

hampering that."

In July 1923 he called the rise

in Bank Rate from 3 per cent to

4 per cent (in response to a
sudden fall in sterling) “one of
the most misguided movements
of that indicator which has
ever occurred."

In his Tract for Monetary
Reform, published in December
1923, he argued that, faced
with the choice, price stability

tion: fixing the exchange at the
lienrate which had prevailed de

facto for most of 1923-4 -

between 4.40 and 4.50.

The Chamberlain-Bradbury
Committee, set up in 1924 to
consider the question of the
return to gold, reported in Feb-
ruary 1925 that the moment
was opportune. A capital-in-
duced rise in the exchange had
carried the pound to 4.68, just
short of parity.
Very few men were involved

in the actual decisionmaking
process - Churchill himself. Sir

Otto Niemeyer, Controller of
Finance at the Treasury. Lord
Bradbury, an ex-Permanent
Secretary. Montagu Norman,
Governor of the Bank of
England, and a handful of
bankers. Industrialists were not
consulted. Norman believing
that “the merchant, manufac-
turer, workman .etc should be
considered, but not consulted
any more than about the design
of a battleship."
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Winston Churchill: genuine
feelings

The main Issue concerned the
extent of the divergence
between British and US prices
Niemeyer's main argument was
that British and American
prices were “within 4*4 per cent
of each other, if not nearer", so
that the "extra sacrifice
needed to achieve par would be
negligible.

bankers, plus the Federation of
British Industry, favoured post-
ponement.
No one seems to have consid-

ered the possibility- of devalua-

Prof. Donald Moggridge has
drawn attention to the com-
pletely innumerate nature of
the calculations. According to
R.S.Sayers. Norman's method of
working out purchasing power
parities was “to add together
figures suggested by, say, six

livideauthorities and divide them by
six and take the resulting aver-
age as the best working
assumption.

Churchill understood little

about the intricacies of finance.
Nevertheless, he had been well
briefed in the Keynes-McKeruia
line. Some of the objections he
raised to the policy of retumin;
to gold were no doubt design*
to elicit cogent arguments for
his own public use when
announcing the return.

But it is hard not to believe

that his memorandum to Nie-
meyer of February 22 1925
reflected his own genuine feel-

ings: “ The Treasury have
never, it seems to me, faced the
profound significance of what
Mr Keynes calls the 'paradox of
unemployment amidst dearth’.
The Governor shows himself
perfectly happy at the specta-
cle of Britain possessing the
finest credit in the world simul-
taneously with a million and a
quarter unemployed." It is

impossible not to regard... the
object of full employment as at

least equal, and probably supe-
her valirior, to the other valuables

objectives you mention...The
community lacks goods, and a
million and a quarter people
lack work.

“It is certainly one of the
highest functions of national
finance to bridge the gulf
between the two. This is the
only country in the world
where such conditions exist.
The Treasury and Bank of
England policy has been the
only policy consistently pur-
sued. It is a terrible responsibil-
ity for those who have shaped
it, unless they can be sure that
there is no connection between
the unique British phenomenon
of chronic unemployment and
the long, resolute consistency
of a particular financial policy.
I would rather see Finance less

proud and Industry more con-
tent."

The Treasury's consistent
response to this line of argu-
ment was to stress that the
return to gold was an employ-
ment policy. British unemploy-
ment could only be mopped up
by a worldwide trade recovery.
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PIONEERING ECONOMISTS
MAYNARD KEYNES

Saviour
Robert Skidlesky on a central figure of the twentieth century
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JOHN MAYNARD KEYNES Is

one of the central figures Of the

20th century. He revolutionised

economics; revitalised political

liberalism; and helped save cap-

italism.
He is a name to conjure with

in the history of philosophy
and of the arts. His greatness

lies in the sum of his achieve-

ments: we diminish him if we
see him only as a “great econo-
mist."

He was above all a political

economist, because he con-
sciously fashioned his economic
theory to serve the purposes of
statesmanship as he conceived
them.
His disciplined achievement is

the more remarkable because
he had a naturally fanciful
mind which loved to play with
ideas and with ideal schemes of
living. But he knew that the

1930s was no time for play.
The Keynesian Revolution in

economics can be studied in the
textbooks- It is difficult now to

rescue Keynes’s “vision" not
just from his own theoretical

constructions but from the
mass of subsequent analytical
compromises, simplifications,
encrustations- His main propo-
sition was that production
could be limited by effective
demand.
By saying this he switched

the attention of economics from
the problem of how to secure
the most efficient allocation of
available resources to the prob-
lem of how to secure the full

use of potential resources.
Although particular arguments
he used have not survived, the
view of how an economy works
has never been the same since.

The idea that there could be
an excess of productive capac-
ity was not in itself new. But to
pre-Keynesian economists such
excesses reflected a maladjust-
ment in the structure of pro-
duction and were therefore
temporary, in the sense that
they generated their own cure.

A typical case would be when
the relative demand for labour
had got out of line with the
relative demand for goods. Sur-
pluses of labour in one sector
could temporarily co-exist with
shortages in another; but, given
reasonable flexibility, the price
system would bring about the
necessary adjustment.

In addition, economists recog-
nised that economy-wide col-

lapses could occur, connected
with the business cycle. But the
notion of a cycle itself

suggested the existence of a
corrective mechanism.
For example, a shortage of

gold, causing deflation of
money and depression in busi-

ness, corrected itself by stimu-
lating the expansion of gold
mining. Thus although the exis-

tence and indeed frequency of

unemployment were recognised,

economists could still say that
full employment was the
“norm" to which the system
tended.

The possibility of a persisting
general glut was excluded by
Say's law. The theory of rela-

tive price adjustments was
implicitly a theory of full
employment as well.

Keynes denied that the price
system performed, or could per-
form, this adjustment function
when an economy-wide shock
was too severe. In such an
event output adjustment took
the place of price adjustment.
The whole system would run
down to the point at which
reduced output was balanced
by a higher propensity to con-
sume out of shrunken incomes.
This was the situation of
“under-employment equilib-

Stuck in this position, the
economy needed an external
jolt or injection of demand to
get it "moving" again. Rather
than waiting for something to
turn up. governments should

this stimulus them-provide
selves. More generally, they
should so manage their budget-
ary. monetary and other poli-
cies to prevent any large-scale
collapses of aggregate demand
from developing.
Keynes's most important

move was to identify economy-
wide shocks with fluctuations
in business' confidence. He
made the volatility of invest-
ment a matter of central theo-
retical interest.

In a sense, all he did was to
incorporate into economic the-
ory his own observations of
business psychology. "The state
of confidence." he wrote in The
General Theory of Employment,
Interest, and Money, “is a mat-
ter to which practical men
always pay the closest and
most anxious attention. But
economists have not analysed it

carefully..."
Keynes painted a picture of

Investment behaviour not
firmly grounded in mathemati-
cal expectation, but flimsily
rooted in “animal spirits.'' Such
behaviour was not "irrational";
t reflected states of uncer-
tainty and anxiety about the
future course of events.

Keynes wrote: "The fact that
our knowledge of the future is

fluctuating, vague and uncer-
tain, renders wealth a pecu-
liarly unsuitable subject for Lhc
methods of the classical eco-
nomic theory." Students of
Keynes are only now- starting to
remember that he was the
luthor of a major treatise on
probability.

One reason classical theory
was able to abstract from the

problem of uncertainty was
that in the 19th century some-
thing was always “turning up"
to revive the “animal spirits" of

by the state could be reconciled

with economic free-willby indju

viduals and groups. In . abort*

Keynes worked out a Jogfc

intervention to cure mass
unemployment, which enabled
the private economy to fmicQbh
much as before; and' without
disturbing property rights.'or

political freedoms. This was,the
new Liberalism's Big Idea,

That he fashioned his cevv
nomic theory with these^laxga-

purposes in mind ifi'ffidisjmt-

able. “The authoritarian safe
systems of today," be wriote in

The General Theory, "seek
solve the problem of unenmloy-- .

ment at the expense ol feffir

ciency and freedom... But it

may* be passible by a right anal. -

ysis of the problem to dtire fee
disease while preserving- effi:

ciency and freedom."

Maynard Keynes: a naturally

fanciful mind

entrepreneurs. Also^general
confidence in the capitalist sys^
tern was stronger, and
social impediments to its suc-

cessful working fewer.
By the 20th century capital-

ism was looking like an endan-
gered species, checked and
challenged at home and abroad

-

Keynes developed a theory for

a system which needed
crutches. As he put it in L924:

“If private enterprise is not
unchecked, we cannot leave it

unaided."
This line of thought places

Keynes firmly in the history of
politics as well as of economics.

As the late Fred Hirsch wrote;
he “promised full employment
and John Stuart Mill too."
Keynes gave liberalism a pro-
gramme on which to fight back
against Communism and Fas-
cism.

His ideas could not save the
actual Liberal Party from
decline. But they ensured that
the freedoms associated with
historic liberalism would
remain central values for the
parties which disputed the suc-
cession.
Keynes offered an alternative

to the polarised.' political
choices on offer at the time. He
did not believe it was possible
to return to laissez-faire: in
that respect he was an authen-
tic spokesman of embattled lib-

eralism. On the other hand, he
set out to stop the stampede
towards collectivism.
Keynes's political compromise

between laissez-faire and col-
lectivism was to superimpose a
managerial programme which
he called socialistic on to the
theory and practice of classical
liberalism. It was a solution to
which his economic theory
directly pointed. Through its

existing control of the budget
and money supply, the state
was required so to manage
aggregate demand as to main-
tain approximate full employ-
ment.
No extra controls were called

for. There was no need for pub-
lic ownership; no need to "plan
the economy"; no need to
“choose" between capital and
labour; no need for large-scale
redistribution of wealth and
income; no need for dictator-
ship.

Fiscal and monetary leverage

uring the survival of the social

system under which- '.we:Hve
today. The Keynesian reVolxi-

tion helped ensure that after

the Second World ^War; there
would be no repetition, of -the

economic and political catastro-

phes of the inter-war years!.-

.

All the mqjor Western gov-
ernments made, full-employ-
ment commitments to theirefec.
torates. They all became -'

conscious stabilisers. .Economic
stability in turn promoted polit-

ical stability. No doubt:there
were other factors making ' for
the long post-war boom. Buttbe
confidence businessmen had
that governments would not-
allow another slide into depres-
sion was a background factorof
incalculable importance.
Today it is fashionable id ssy

that .Keynes made too many
concessions to collectivism; feat
he underestimated the resil-

ience of the market system and
over-estimated the competence
and probity of governments. In

'

historical terms, capitalism's

survival and recovery is an
-

event of fundamental impor-
tance. No one expected it in fee
first half of the century, Ute
socialised economy seemed the
model of the future.
Schumpeter devoted a mas-

sive tome to showing how capi-

talism had become unviabie.
There was the Marxist three-

stage model which progressed
inexorably from Feudalism,
through Capitalism, to Social-
ism. All Third World countries
adopted socialist development
strategies.

•.'*'• •

Keynes provided ideas essen-

tial for the defence of capital-
ism when it was under its fier-

cest attack. His ideas and the
policies associated with them.

-

helped it survive and recover
confidence.
Today even socialist coun-

tries are giving
. up • their

systems of centralised' plan-
ning, trying to create markets
where none existed before,
making the first tentative steps
back towards private owner-
ship of the productive instni-

tnents. And since socialist plan-
ning can work only in societies

which are to a significant
degree unfree, this movement _

away from state socialism
promises the most radical
extension of the area of free-

dom since the Second World
War.

Professor Skidelsky is Chair-
man ofInternational Studies at
Warwick University.
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The First 100 Years

in%
CONTRARY TO THE forecasts
of many (Including this writer),
unemployment in the UK is cur-
rently genuinely declining. Nev-
ertheless, the task remaining
before we are near back to the
performance of the halcyon
days of Keynesianism, remains
substantial.

Many people do not acknowl-
edge of course that those days
wore halcyon at all. They
believe they were days of infla-

tion and English sickness. If
they are referring to the 1960s
and 1970s, and specifically to
inflation, they are wrong; infla-

tion from 1950-1970 averaged
no higher than the current rate.
The 1970s were another matter;
average unemployment 4 per
cent, average inflation 11 per
cent.
In Che opinion of this writer,

the events of the 1970s were
mainly responsible for the UK’s
economic woes of the 1980s.
World shocks produced world
inflation and incipient stagfla-

tion. To this, in the early eight-
ies, the UK added a gravely
overvalued

. exchange rate
(owing to North Sea oil), the
effects of. which can be calcu-
lated to have been sufficient to
have explained most of our
massive unemployment, and
certainly all of our excess
unemployment on the OECD
average. At the height of that
crisis, in 1980/1, our interna-
tional competitive position had
declined by over a third com-
pared to 1978. At the time of
writing, after the fall of the
dollar, we have still not
regained as much as half that
loss.

This British tale has a longer
historical perspective. The
shocks of the 1970s and 1980s
caused the true message of
Keynesian political economy to
be lost. That message was not
very Left Wing, and was pro-
foundly distasteful to Marxian
socialists. It said that a free
market economy was (and is)

an excellent engine for foster-

ing incentives and allocating
resources, but, being possessed
of positive feed-back, was
inherently macroeconomically
unstable. Various built-in stabi-
lisers saved us from total
chaos, the end-result being a
system which oscillated sharply
between limits. For the era
before World War 1, the graph
demonstrates this famous trade
cycle indeed graphically.
Governments, however, the

message ran, may influence the
picture massively- When they
fight total wars, they reduce
unemployment to. nothing,
while sometimes containing
inflation (average inflation rate
during World war I; 60 per
cent; during World War n, 15
per cent). When they fight
inflationary shocks with mone- .

tary tightness, they pay a price
in recession and unemployment.
Between such extremes, if they
can succeed, as they seemed to
do from 1946 to 1970, in main-

the PROBLEM OF UNEMPLOYMENT

Those halcyon days
Robin Marris rejects claims that post-war Keynesianism is to blame for

today’s high levels of unemployment

1850 60 70 80 90 1900 10
SonrccDcpartment of Employment

THE GRAPH SHOWS the history of British
unemployment. It goes back nearly half a century
before the Financial Times was founded, and
after 1970 Includes a comparison with the "OECD
average" (rich, industrialized western economies).
1988 figures are forecasts. •

The data have been adjusted to the latest

statistical guidelines of the International Labour
Office. A person is counted as unemployed
if he or she is out of work, fit to work, ghres
recent evidence of positive action to find work.
Despite this conservative definition, the current
figures are very high.

How can one say this, it may be asked, when,

as-the graph shows, the UK showed a marked
improvement in 1977 and seems set to at least
repeatthe performance In 1988? The answer
is that tee UK forecast unemployment rate for

1988, around 10 per cent is historically high.

It is at least as high as tee average of the
inter-war period, which in turn was twice as
high as average of tee second half of tee 19th
century or the first decade of tee 20th.

More importantly. 1988's unemployment rate,

which is typical of its own decade, is at least
three times worse than the average for tee whole
period - a third of a century no less - from the
end of World WarTwo to tee end of tee nineteen
seventies.

taining a high and steady level
of real demand, and yet
restrain inflation, they can
eliminate the trade cycle, keep
unemployment down ana
encourage economic growth.
Economic growth, however,

requires a satisfactory response
from the supply side: in the UK,
as is well known, the supply
performance (Le. productivity
growth) in 1945-70 was inter-

nationally unsatisfactory. It

was however better than any
previous UK performance.

In contrast, between the two
World Wars, when governments
tended to behave in a destabil-
izing manner, the results (see
graph) were catastrophic. Some
have seen an analogy between
Britain's inter-war experience
and recent British experience.
In the 1930-33 crisis, our unem-
ployment, though enormous,
was actually less than in the US
(where the rate for a time
topped 33 per cent). But by
international comparison, we
had- an extremely poor record

in the 19£0s.
This is usually now attri-

buted to over-rapid demobilisa-
tion 1918-22, and a sharp re-val-
uation of the exchange rate by
the then Chancellor, Winston
Churchili in 1924. The resulting
crisis in the coal industry
(wages had to be reduced) led
to the General Strike of 1926
and created class, memories
whose influence an British poli-

tics, and on British economics,
have only recently begun to
fade.
But the analogy is not good.

Whereas the exchange re-valua-
tion of 1924 was a deliberate,

and apparently economically
perverse, government act, the
exchange appreciation of 1979
was the result of North Sea oil,

and would not, as such, have
been easy to avoid. Further-
more, at the time, it provided
merciful assistance against the
then rampant inflation. In
thinking about alternative poli-

cies for the time, (me my think
of the last days of Callaghan, or

what has happened in Mexico.
This thought suggests a more

general lesson to be learned
from attempts to compare the
events of the 1970s and 1980s
with those of yesteryear. If one
reads Keynes 1940 pamphlet
called How to Pay for the War,
one sees at work the mind of a
man who is only too weli aware
of the perils of inflation and of
the general difficulty of con-
taining the spiral in times of
full employment.
Had he survived I am sure he

would have joined his followers
in increasingly emphasising the
difficulty of "managing* a full-

employment economy which
retained cost-pushing institu-
tions like trade unions and
monopolies. The graph shows
that even before 1970, there
was an upwards creep in unem-
ployment. There was not, in
fact, any convincing evidence
of accelerating inflation, but it

could, nevertheless, be said
that the task of "macro man-
agement* was becoming

increasingly tense.
In any event, no Keynesian,

and certainly not Keynes him-
self, would ever have predicted
that it would be easy to manage
one's way out of the type of
situation created by the subse-
quent shocks, first the general
commodity boom, then the four-
fold rise in the price of oil,
inside one night at the end of
1973.
But were not the shocks

themselves, many ask, the accu-
mulated product of the 30
years of Keynesianism ? I think
this suggestion is quite untena-
ble. Why 1973, rather than
1963 or 1953?

It is my opinion that, since
around the time of President
Lyndon Joluison( 1963-69), the-
world economy has been essen-
tially suffering from progres-
sive non-management of the US
economy. The non-US rich-
country economy is smaller and
faster growing than the US,
but, of course, not unified.
American presidents, increas-

ingly disqualified by the
media-dominated electoral pro-
cess from the actual task of
government, have tried to sat-
isfy the needs of the welfare
state and the need or desire to
re-arm, while also averse to
taxation. In consequence we
had first the Vietnam inflation,
which led in turn to the 1970s
price shocks, finally followed
by the Reagan era with its per-
verse mixture of tight money
and fiscal profligacy.
Faced with all this, and faced

with an economy long weak on
the supply side, it is not in ret-
rospect surprising that in
Britain, Thatcher/Lawsonism
has seemed to many the Only
Way. Perhaps indeed it was. Of
course I do not want to think
so. But 1 am equally sure that
the message of the long graph
is not, as casual inspection
might suggest, "under capital-
ism, unemployment always
comes back*.

I am sure that the true mes-
sage is that with good guidance,
the conditions of the 1950s and
1960s, no doubt in a different
form (with a stronger supply
side), can and will be regained.
The burgeoning prosperity of

large parts of the national econ-
omy. currently evident to all
eyes, is an obvious indicator.
Let us hope the centenary year
of the Financial Times heralds
confirmation thereof.
The author is Professor Emer-

itus of Economics at Birkbeck
College, London Unii'ersily. The
adjusted data are the responsi-
bility of0w uuUwr. The sources
used include Peter Sinclair,
Unemployment. Basil Btark-
trell I9B7. pp. George Ala-
(/askouifs, Birkbeck College
London University, unpub-
lished standardised post World
War II series based on UK offi-
cial data: OKCD Economic Out-
look, June 1987, Chart G, p. 35
and Table HI 2, p. 167, with
disrussion, pp. 30-3110.

PIONEERING ECONOMISTS: JK GALBRAITH

Liberal left’s lion
The Canadian-born adviser to governments has provided an antidote

to the excesses of mainstream economics, says Michael Prowse

“POLITICAL ECONOMY", said
the great Victorian economist,
Alfred Marshall, “is a study of
mankind In the ordinary busi-
ness of life." John Kenneth Gal-
braith is one of very few lead-
ing post-war economists to take
this dictum seriously.

While most of the profession
has taken refuge in ever more
abstruse mathematical models,
Galbraith has written lively,
accessible and extremely influ-
ential books about the real
world of 20th century business
and commerce. In the process,
he has rejected most of the cen-
tral precepts of standard neo-
classical economics and become,
in Lester Thurow's words, “an
economist out of the main-
stream of economic thought,
but in the mainstream of eco-
nomic events".

Galbraith was bom in 1908 in

a small Canadian farming com-
munity near Ontario. He started
out as an agricultural econo-
mist and was, as he states in

his Ambassador's Journal,
“without rival as the nation's
first expert on the price of
hogs". The hog guru subse-
quently became a long-serving
Harvard professor, adviser to

Presidents, diplomat, best-sell-

ing author and feted champion
of the American liberal left.

Senator Edward Kennedy has
described him as a “pioneer in

trying to lead us safely across
the Great Divide between the
private and public sectors in
American life."

War-time experience as a
price controller in Washington
and Galbraith's early study of
agriculture (a sector of the
economy where government
intervention is often taken for
granted) possibly help account
for the vehemence of his rejec-

tion of the supposed optimising
powers of Adam Smith's invisi-

ble hand.
“That the classical system in

its purest form (the farm sec-

tor) will not be tolerated by its

participants is a highly signifi-

cant fact of modem economic
life", he maintains. His research
for The Great Crash, his classic

study of the financial insanity
that led to the 1929 stockmar-
ket debacle, doubtless elimi-
nated any remaining confidence
in unfettered market forces.

Galbraith's highly individual
analysis of real world econo-
mies is to be found In three
major works: American Capi-
talism, The Affluent Society and
The New Industrial Stale

.

As
Myron Sharpe points out in his

J.K.Galbraith: “There Is nothing
an economist should fear so

much aa applause..."

witty John Kenneth Galbraith
and the Lower Economics, Gal-
braith is best described as a
revolutionary because he is

“not dissatisfied with this or
that aspect of theory, but with
its very core". While acting as
one of torch-bearers of Keynes-
ian economics in the post-war
period, he developed a critique
of classical theory that runs
deeper than that of Keynes.
Keynes had accepted the

validity of most of what is

today called microeconomics;
he merely developed a new the-
ory of what determines the
aggregate level of output and
employment. Galbraith, by con-
trast, rejects most of modern
microeconomics. Classical the-
ory emphasises consumer sov-
ereignty and competition
between small firms in an
Impersonal market place; Gal-
braith emphasises the producer
sovereignty of the modern
mature corporation and its ten-
dency to dominate the market
place rather than to compete
within iL His point is that the
Victorian model of atomistic
competition - which still holds
sway in most textbooks - is the
wrong starting point for analy-
sis, being hopelessly out of
date.

His view of the nature of
modern capitalism led to a scep-
tical view of US antitrust poli-

cies which in the 1950s oper-
ated on the simple maxim that
“big is bad". In American Capi-
talism , he noted sourly : “It is

possible to prosecute a few
evil-doers; it is evidently not so
practical to indict a whole econ-
omy". The corporate sector

needs tough regulation, but
there is no point trying ro make
it fit the mould of atomistic
competition. The Galbraithlan
view, ironically, has subse-
quently become popular with
the free market Right.

In 77u? Affluent Society, Gal-
braith extended his critique of
mainstream economics by oblig-
ing Americans to examine the
value-judgments underlying
their economic system. Why did
they allow private affluence to
coexist with public squalor?
Why did the quality of life not
rise in line with the volume of
goods? Heretically, he
suggested that the maximisa-
tion of GNP might not be the
only goal worth pursuing.
Americans might also legiti-
mately ask questions about its

composition and its distribu-
tion; they might worry about
the “social balance" achieved as
well as the overall size of the
cake.
The New Industrial State

develops Galbraith's theory of
the modern mature corporation.
As Sharpe puts it, he “heaps
scorn on the absurd proposition
that the managers obtain vicar-
ious pleasure from their alleged
efforts to enrich the stockhold-
ers'. Decision making in Gal-
braith's world is by the “tech-
nostructure" (which reaches
down below* the top manage-
ment) and on behalf of the
technostructure. Profit maximi-
sation is often well down the
list of priorities. The future
theory of the firm, he main-
tains, must primarily be a the-

ory of bureaucratic structure
and organisation.

Galbraith's alternative vision
of modern economic life is

undoubtedly flawed. Consum-
ers have more sovereignty than
he allows; the great corpora-
tions less. His value is as an
antidote to the excesses of
mainstream economics, which
remains less concerned with the
plausibility of its assumptions
than with the elegance of its

algebra.
During an era when many

prominent economists have pre-
tended that the discipline is

akin to a “hard science" with
unchanging truths, he has
emphasised its subjectivity and
the importance of the value
judgments that underlie all

analysis. In the early 1950s he
wrote tongue-in-cheek: "There
is nothing an economist should
fear so much as applause, and I

believe I am reasonably
secure." A misjudgment, surely.
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POST-WAR ECONOMIC STRUCTURE
George Marshall: aid plan

helped rebuild Europe

The pathway to prosperity
Michael Prowse analyses a period that started well but went wrong in the 1970s

AT THE END OF THE Second
World War, easily the most
destructive conflict in history,

the outlook for sustained eco-
nomic growth was not good.
Europe and much of the Far
East had been physically devas-
tated and could not afford to
import goods from the US - the
only area of economic dyna-
mism.
Policymakers could derive no

comfort from the disastrous
economic experience of the
1920s and 1930s. Once the war-
time command economies had
been dismantled, it would have
been quite reasonable to antici-

pate decades of financial insta-

bility, low growth and high
unemployment.
In the event, the quarter cen-

tury from the late 1940s to the
early 1970s was a period of
unparalleled economic prosper-
ity. in the industrial country
members of the Organisation
for Economic Cooperation and
Development, real output grew
at an annual rate of almost 5
per cent - some 2% times as fast

as in the previous four decades.
The remarkable rise in GNP
was associated with low infla-
tion and virtually full employ-
ment. Progressive tax struc-
tures and generous welfare
programmes ensured that the
gains of economic growth were
more evenly distributed than
ever before.
Post-war economic prosperity

was not a gift from the Gods. It

was the result of human plan-
ning and cooperation on a scale
never previously experienced.
There was a rare determination
not tn repeat the errors of the
past and an almost visionary
willingness tn create new eco-
nomic structures and institu-
tions. This was backed by a
broad acceptance of the need
For extensive government inter-

vention; la visez faire, . it was
thought, had been tried and
found wanting.
Economic success seemingly

rested on four main pillars: the
generosity of Marshall Plan aid,
which greatly speeded the ini-

tial reconstruction of Europe;

the creation of the Bretton
Woods fixed exchange rate sys-

tem and the parallel establish-
ment of multilateral institu-
tions such as the International
Monetary Fund and the World
Bank; the commitment, espe-
cially on the part of the US, to

a new liberal world trading
order, enshrined in the articles

of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (Gatt); and
the intellectual triumph of
Keynesian economic doctrines,
which persuaded governments
to take positive steps to main-
tain growth and high employ-
ment, rather than passively
accept the economic conditions
thrown up by unfettered mar-
kets.

In 1 947, real per capita
incomes in Western Europe
were some 13 - per cent lower
than in 1938. In spite of strict

controls on imports. Europe
faced a $7bn current account
deficit and a further $2bn
shortfall on capital account.
This was financed by ad hoc US
and Canadian loans and by run-
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ning down gold and foreign cur-
rency reserves.
By mid-year, when Secretary

of State Marshall made his
famous Harvard speech, it was
clear that Europe needed more
than piecemeal loan finance.
Given the lack of dollar pur-
chasing power abroad, US busi-
nessmen were also acutely
aware that if a major aid pro-
gramme were not forthcoming
their export orders would tum-
ble.

The Marshall Plan was duly
put into effect with the passing
of the Foreign Assistance Act in

April, 1948. Over the next four
years, Europe received aid
worth nearly $14bn, 90 per
cent of which was grants rather
than loans. The aid paid for
about a quarter of Europe's
total imports between- 1947 and
I960.
The UK received the largest

amount of Marshall Aid (about
a quarter of the total), but West
Germany was also an important
beneficiary. The decision to
help the defeated aggressor
was partly a reflection of
America's determination to
counter any further advance of
Communism in Europe. But it

also reflected the post-war
cooperative spirit and stood in

sharp contrast to the punitive
reparations imposed after the
First World War.
The European resource gap so

generously closed by Marshall
aid in the late 1940s was
around 5 per cent of combined
GNP. In other words, it was
broadly equivalent to that
faced by Third World debtors
at the peak of the 1980s debt
crisis. The similarity of the fin-

ancing needs perhaps accounts
for Lhe recent calls for a Mar-
shall Plan for the Third World.
US aid may have set the

world economy on an expan-
sionary path by the early
1950s, but it was certainly not
sufficient to account for sus-
tained high growth over the
next 20 years. The explanation
for this lies largely in the trade,
exchange rate and macro-eco-
nomic policies adopted after Lhe
war.
The articles of agreement of

the IMF and the World Bank
were signed at Bretton Woods
in New Hampshire in July
1944. The monetary system
conceived there was a compro-
mise bused on rival blueprints
put forward by Harry Dexter
White on behalf of the Ameri-
cans and John Maynard Keynes
for iht- British. The Keynes
Plan proposed a new interna-
tional means of payment, called
bancor, and rules to ensure that
countries in external surplus
had an incentive to follow
expansionary policies.

Th«- White Plan was less revo-
lutionary. putting the onus of
adjustment firmly on debtors,
who were to be allowed to bor-
row from a common currency
pool only to tide them over
short-term balance or payment
difficulties Unsurprisingly in
view of the US's economic dom-
inance, the system event uaJly
administered by the IMF resem-
bled White's proposals much
more closely than Keynes's.
After the chaos of the 1930s.

both men. however, were
agreed nn the need for greater
exchange rate stability,
although neither favoured an
attempted return to the rigidi-

tics of the traditional gold stan-
dard The Bretton Woods
exchange rate system accord-
ingly required IMF member
countries to establish a par
value for their currencies in

terms of either the US dollar or
gold i into which the dollar was
convertible at a fixed price).
Par values were to be adjusted
infrequently and only in
response to a fundamental dis-

equilibrium" in a country's bal-
ance of payments.
While and Keynes also agreed

"ii the need for liberal trade
rules For much of its history.

the US had been quite strongly
protectionist. But by the 1940s
it was arguing vigorously for a
multilateral, non-discriminatory
world trading system.

There were several reasons
for the change of stance. "Hie
Americans were obviously
aware of the damage caused by
the tariff wars they had done
so much to stimulate in the
1930s.

They also greatly resented
Britain's extensive system of
Commonwealth Preferences and
indeed had made its abolition a
condition of war-time financial
support. The promotion or non-
discriminatory trade policies
was a tactful way of stripping
the UK of its old Imperial

.
advantages. But probably most
important, during the war the
US had become easily the stron-
gest global economic power (in

the late 1940s It accounted for
nearly a half of world manufac-
turing output). Even mercantil-
ists in the US Treasury could
see that liberal trade policies

would give it the best chance of
dominating overseas markets.

Trade liberalisation under the
auspices of the Gatt was a
great success. The first round
of negotiations in 1947 between
23 initial signatories resulted in
123 agreements covering 45,000
tariff items relating to about
hair of all world trade. By the
early 1950s, the level of US
duties had been substantially
reduced and the number of Gatt
signatories was steadily rising.
The formation of the European
Economic Community, later to
become the world's largest com-
mon market, kept up the
momentum of market opening,
which culminated in the Ken-
nedy Round of multilateral tar-
iff reductions in the early
1960s.

The opening up of trade facil-
itated the iransrer of teehnol-
ogy from the US and went far
to explain the unusually rapid
growth in the immediate post-
war decades. Without liberal
trade policies. Europe and
Japan would have found it

much harder to catch up with
high US living standards. The
shortcoming uf trade liberalisa-

tion was the narrowness of its

scope, it never extended to agri-
culture. which became increas-
ingly protected in all three
major economic blocs, or to ser-
vices.

The post-war era of fixed
i but adjustable) exchange rates,
liberal trade and expansionary
macro-economic policies was a
remarkable historical episode.
But nothing lasts forever. By
the late 196US. the system had
begun to break down. Expan-
sionary macro policies were
sustaining growth and employ-
ment, but at the cost of steadily
rising inflation. The US, in defi-
cit because of the Vietnam War,
had ceased to be a reliable
lynchpin for a fixed exchange
rate system. The momentum of
trade liberalisation had begun
to founder.

In Lhe 1970s everything
began to go wrong. President
Nixon was forced to cut the
[ink with gold and the whole
Bretton Woods apparatus of '

fixed rates was jettisoned as
,

industrial economies struggled

to cope with high inflation and
oil price supply shocks. Keynes-
ian economics roll into disre-

pute. Governments abandoned
their commitment to full

employment. Financial instabil-

ity increased.

The disintegration of the
posL-war economic system was
painful. But it should not be

allowed to detract from the

verv real achievements of the

founding fathers in the 1940s.

They put the world economy nn

a mad to greater prosperity

than would have been thought

possible in the lute 1930s.

WORLD ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION

Euphoria and rows

behind handshakes
Philip Stephens says national interests are still put first

Leaders of the seven leading industrial nations at the 1987 Venice economic summit

PERHAPS THE most striking
feature of international eco-
nomic co-operation over the
past few years has been the
dazzling speed with which the
mood has oscillated between
mutual euphoria and bitter
recriminations.
Few who have followed the

twists and turns of policy co-or-
dination will forget the claim of
Mr James Baker, the US Trea-
sury Secretary, that the eco-
nomic accord reached at the
1986 world economic summit in

Tokyo represented the biggest
advance since Bretton Woods.
Nor will they forget how hol-

low that sounded during the
public slanging match which
erupted between Washington
and Bonn just three months
later at the annual meeting of
the International Monetary
Fund.
The smiles, handshakes and

outright hype which have char-
acterised the public photocalls
of finance ministers and central
bankers of the Group of Seven
nations have frequently been
matched by vehement private
bickering.
The renewed public clashes

between the US and West Ger-
many which followed last
autumn's stock markets crash
were unsurprising- in -the -light

of the tensions which had been
simmering below the surface
for much of last year.

It is easy therefore to be
sceptical over the future of
cooperative efforts to restore
more balanced growth to the
world economy.
The pessimist's analysis of

events over the past few years
is that from time to time the
governments of the US. Japan,
West Germany. France, Britain,
Italy and Canada, have seen a
coincidence of their national
self-interest and their wider
international obligations. On
those occasions they have
cooperated and been happy to
claim the credit for their
breadth of vision.
But once politicians in one or

other country have seen a con-
flict between its domestic prior-
ities and wider international
obligations, it has had no hesi-
tation in ditching the latter to
further the former.

It is an analysis of events
which has obvious attractions.
The tensions between what
governments have .seen as indi-
vidual and mutual interests
have never been difficult to
spot.
They have surfaced in West

Germany’s consistent refusal to
even think of jeopardising its

commitment to virtually .stable

prices; in Japan's unwillingness
to tackle interest groups like
the government bureaucracy, or
farmers, in modernising its
economy: and in the US' equivo-
cal attitude to stabilisation of
the dollar in the face of its mas-
sive trade deficit.
Tlio conclusions drawn by the

pessimisus, however, arc far
less credible.

Eminent economists such as
Martin Feldstcin argue that
because of Lhe obvious difficul-
ties of policy co-ordination rhe
whole process should be aban-
doned
The attempt to pursue closer

cooperation over a wide range
of economic policies may even
be counter-productive - reduc-
ing the prospects for joint
action in more limited areas
like trade and defence where
cooperation is actually neces-
sary, he snys.

In Mr Feldstcin's analysis,
many if not all of the policy

changes of the last few years
would have been taken anyway
as a result of decisions which
governments saw as being in

Lheir own narrow interests.

It is nut an argument, how-
ever, that bears close scrutiny.

On one level it is rather like
saying chat the existence of
original sin means that society

will never be perfect and it is

therefore fruitless to try to

improve it.

More importantly, it misses
the impact on policymaking of
the radical changes in both the
world economy and in the intel-

lectual climate since 1985. The
offeci of those changes has
been to create a much greater
roini'idencc of national and
mutual self-interest.

The political turning point
wns September 1985‘s Plaza

accord which marked Washing-
ton's emergence from the
self-imposed economic isola-

tionism which characterised
President Reagan's first term.
The accord was far from per-

fect. But its raison d'etre - a
cooperative effort to reverse
the burgeoning US trade deficit,

initially at least by driving
down the value of the dollar -

marked a recognition of the
interdependence of economic
policies in the largest nations
which Washington previously
had blithely ignored.
The expected persistence into

the 1990s of the deficit - and of
the parallel surpluses in Japan
and West Germany - means that
the recognition is not likely
quickly to evaporate. If by
European standards, the per-
spective of policymakers In
Washington remains parochial,
it is a great deal less so than in
the days when Donald Regan
held sway.
The turbulence on financial

markets since October has
taught (most) US policymakers
that they can no longer afford
to address their remarks only
to Capitol Hill.

An eventual reversal of the
payments imbalances will not
be a smooth process. The col-
lapse of- last yearjs- ‘Louvre
accord demonstrated that there
was no clear consensus on how
the balance of adjustment
should be split between
exchange rate changes, a curb
on consumption in the US and
faster economic growth else-
where.
What there is, however, is a

shared analysis of the direction
of policies needed in each of the
major economies • on the rela-
tionships, for example, between
savings and investment bal-
ances and external deficits, or
on the structural obstacles to
faster growth in Japan.
The consensus is that the US

should aim- for progressive
reductions in its budget deficit
to ensure that domestic demand
grows less fast than the econ-
omy as a whole - a relationship
which would gradually erode
the trade deficit. Policy in
Japan and West Germany
should be directed at achieving
the inverse to ensure a
run-down in their surpluses.

if that seems unremarkable,
it is worth remembering that in
the early 1 980s. senior US poli-
cymakers would not admit the
existence or any link at all
between the budget and trade
deficits.
There has also been a broader

change in the intellectual cli-
mate away from the doctrinaire
free-markot policies which
were behind the malign neglect
of the dollar in the first part of
the decade.
The virtues of freely fluctuat-

ing exchange rates in an era
when the volume of transac-
tions in single day frequently
totals more than S InObn are no
longer obvious
Policymakers who only five

years ago suggested that the
foreign exchanges represented
perhaps Lhe most perfect of
markets find it difficult to
rationalise the wild swings
which now shift the value of
major currencies by 3 or 4 per
vent in a matter of minutes.
There is no agreement on

what, if anything*. should
replace the present system. The
key governments have all but
ruled out a return to the fixed
rates of Bretton Woods.
The Louvre accord also ran

the risk of allowing govern-
ments to delude themselves
that action to stabilise,
exchange rates could be a .sub-
stitute for broader changes. In

policy.
But the ideas of successive

French governments for a more
formal system of international
exchange rate management are
no longer looked at as impracti-
cable or even eccentric.

The Damascene conversion of
Nigel Lawson, Britain's Chan-
cellor, to the virtues of what he.

terms “managed floating" of
exchange rates underlines the
extent of the shift in attitudes.
Just five years ago Mr Lawson
was a prominent member of a
Government which presided
over the malign neglect of ster-
ling, a policy which contributed
to the collapse of large sections
of Britain's manufacturing
industry.
He now sees a coincidence of

interest between Britain and
the rest of Europe in promoting
stable exchange rates. As yet
the pound is linked only infor-
mally to the D-mjaric, but only
Margaret Thatcher, the Prime
Minister, stands in the way of
full British membership of the
European Monetary System.
The institutional mechanisms

for broader cooperation
between Europe, the US and
Japan are far from perfect.
Development by the IMF of a

system of objective indicators
of economic policy and perfor-
mance for the largest industrial
economies has frequently
become bogged down in theoret-
ical arguments over detail. Is
the exchange rate, for example,
a measure of policy or perfor-
mance?
There are also deeper argu-

ments over the extent to which
such mutual “surveillance"
exercises should include auto-
matic obligations on govern-
ments to adapt their policy.
None of the major players are
yet ready to see their national
sovereignty infringed.
The indicators, however,

have provided a framework in
which the tensions between
national policies and the extent
lo which they are contributing
to more balanced growth can be
mure readily measured.
The medium-term analyses

provided for governments by
the IMF, in particular, have
shown the scale of the policy
adjustments needed to promote
a more sustained reduction in
payments imbalances - and the
penalties which individual gov-
ernments are likely to face if
they ignore their wider obliga-
tions. Those analyses are grad-
ually being built into the fabric .

•»r cooperation.
That fabric is still thin and

might yet be torn by the insular
focus in Washington in the
run-up to November's presiden-
tial elections. But whatever the
occasional problems, it will be
difficult even the most myo-
pic uf policymakers to reverse
the growing consensus that the
interdependence of interests
among major economics can no
lunger be ignored.
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A HUNDRED yeara ago the UK, periods of price stability have
like most Western countries, teen those In which the raone-
was following a variant of tary unit consisted of precious
monetarism known as the Gold metals (stamped Into conve-
Standant No estimates of the- nient units of standard weight
money supply were published known as coins) or of IOUs
or demanded and there were no notes or bank deposits convert^
ar*u.‘^nt^ *Hml bwr money ible into specie. Superficial
should be defined. rationalists have rebelled
The mechanism was all the against the idea of the amount

more effective because it did of money being determined by

The First 100 Years
MONEY SUPPLY

Anchors past and present
Samuel Brittan traces the history of money control as a policy instrument

Unfortunately, the basic business cycle to another -
truth of the quantity theory of which threatened a take-off
money does not mean that it is into ever-rising double digit
easy either to measure the inflation in the 1970s - has
effective quantity of money or been reversed. Inflation in most
to control its growth in a non-
inflationary way under a paper
money standard. Historical
experience is not necessarily a

countries is now back to the
few per cent a year slow creep
last seen in the 1950s and
1960s, and in some cases it is

good guide to the behaviour of even less. This has been
a purely token system when achieved by governments com-

ic price for
gold was £3 17s lOfcd per
ounce (the decimal equivalent
is approximately £3.894). The
gold price had been set at that
level in. 1717 by Sir Isaac New-
ton, then Master of the Mint,
and it remained there, except
for an interval during and.after
the- Napoleonic Wars, until
1914.
During the Gold Standard era.

When the money stock
threatened to be inadequate,
the real value of gold and silver
rose, creating an incentive to
develop banking and credit
faculties and to economise on
bullion supplies. Columbus set
out in search of gold and silver
at a time of deflationary pres-
sure, when the commercial
revival of the 1 5th century was

money, consisted either of gold being hampered by insufficient
coins or erf bank notes and.bank supplies of those metals,
deposits convertible into gold. During the two and half cen-
The Bank of England raised tunes of broad price stability
Bjmk Rate when Its ability to that Britain enjoyed from the
coiweiC its notes and deposits reign of Charles n to World
fntp gold -was threatened either War One, there was no con-
by- a. loss of confidence inter- scious attempt to regulate the

based on M3

one particular range of finan-
cial asset classified as money is
being controlled through cen-
tral bank targets. Goodhart’s
Law (named after some obiter
dicta by a former Bank of

minted in a broad sense to
sound finance, but which have
nevertheless presided over a
great over-run of their official
monetary targets.
The reasons for the vogue of

Bixtorv nf tH* of
T" Richard Nixon: cut the flnk Souroesdugures 1871-1969 FomaHistory of the United States" anlH . ia71 . Figures 1970-1987 Bankwas there a conscious money wWl * 1971

supply policy. The Federal not the conscious product of ity, not only would reasonable
Reserve, established in 1913, human design at all and con- price stability be established,
acted .to maintain the gold tabled large mythological ele- but financial policy would also

“•* dollar or — espe- merits. ... be making a contribution to

nilly or an external drain on Its money supply: it was automati-
goad stock. cally checked by the link with
Although monetary histori- gold. In none of the periods

aaabave discovered many com- covered by Friedman and Anna
pBetfions, the basic mechanism Schwartz in their Monetary
was as simple as that More- History of the United States" ““SlSLHElSIJ",

CI
S^2S?

**
over*It worked in a rough and was there a conscious money wftn m 1971
ready way. • supply policy. The Federal not the conscious product of
The pnee level was not rigid Reserve, established in 1913, human design at all and con-

front year to year and there acted .to maintain the gold tained large mythological ele-
were inflationary and deflation- value of the dollar or - espe- merits.
ary cycles of varying lengths, cially in later decades - to Monetary historians examin-
Por.instance the consumer price influence interest rates. The ing the record, both of periods
index fell by8 per cent between latter led for a period after of price stability and those of
1870and 1888 (overall/ not per World War Two to fairly stable inflationary end deflationary
annum) and it rose by 14 pm- monetary behaviour. When the breakdowns, indeed found a
cent.between 1888 and 1913. In Vietnam War and the budget link between various measures
the three years 1870 to 1873 it deficits of the late 1960s ren- of the money supply and the
rose by as much as 9 per cent, dered conventional interest nominal national income. Fried-
But these movements did not rates incompatible with stable man and Schwartz found in
get out of hand and proved US monetary growth, the whole (heir monetary history a fairly
self-reversing. In 1913, on the post-war monetary order came steady annual fall averaging 1
eve of World War One, con- to an end. per cent in the velocity oTUS

SourcesJsgores 1871-1969 Forrest Coe & Alan Webber 'A Monetary History of the UK'
Figures 1970-1987 Bank of England A CSO

England economist. Prof technical monetarism are nev-
Charles Goodhart) states that ertheless most revealing. They
any monetary indicator had little to do with the nistori-
becoraes distorted as a guide to cal studies just mentioned, but
monetary conditions once it is everything to do with the fright
selected for target purposes. with which governments took

, - at the escalation of inflation.The invention of new mone- starting in the lah> i qaiv w,, r

35F?£5HS ffaBBSS

1979 was bound to create com- Tj._ ,Durious nreeision of

anc^contrerf
0
of^he^oua^tv

6
of

technical monetarism, which

money, asIhe evolnuT oZthe

sssis market had already

cially in later decades - to Monetary historians examin- smoothing out cyclical fluctua-
influence interest rates. The ing the record, both of periods tions in output and employ-
latter led for a period after of price stability and those of ment.
World War Two to fairly stable inflationary and deflationary For the purpose of nining
monetary behaviour. When the breakdowns, indeed found a a neriod when there was no

whether to hold cash, checking ward adjustment of the mone-
(current) or savings accounts, tary target.

These might be subject to dif- Similarly, the problem of
ferent long-term velocity whether to monitor money,
trends; but it makes little dif- financial assets or even total
ference whether the historian wealth did not arise. There was

ward adjustment of the mone- ^e for doi^tic mo^y Stotod^ti^^ESitary target. ply, are that it concedes too g*
Similarly, the problem of much power to official inter- .JLinl

whether to monitor money, vention, under-rates the influ-
mana8e*

World War Two to fairly stable inflationary And deflationary For the purpose of wymining 2 per cent in narrow money or
monetary behaviour. When the breakdowns, indeed found a a period when there was no 3 per cent In broad money was
Vietnam War and the budget link between various measures conscious policy of controlling consistent with price stability.

ference whether the historian wealth did not arise- There was
claims that a rate of growth of no large dead-weight govern-
2 per cent in narrow money or ment debt (ie debt not backed

financial assets or even total ence of competition in provid-
monetary substitutes, and

ment, when what they were
really doing was switching
their fiscal and interest ratetakes official statistics far too r‘Tr ;, ,

- Sr? ,

much at their face value. Fried- fiSSSn
10 ®,V6 pnonty to ow

deficits of the late 1960s ren- of the money supply and the the quantity of money, the
dered conventional interest nominal national income. Fried- exact definition of money does Slightly different monetary

eve or world War One, con-
sumer prices were little above
their 1870 levels - zero infla-
tion for all practical purposes.
Nor could anyone say that

rates incompatible with stable man and Schwartz found in not matter. The amount of rules can be formulated retro-
U5 monetary growth, the whole their monetary history a fairly money was determined by the spectrvely; but overwhelmingly
post-war monetary order came steady annual fall averaging I gold or silver base and by the the most important principle

en
*V ,

P?1 cent
;
in the velocity of.US credit pyramid erected by com- seems to be that monetary

There is one other historical circulation of money between petitive banking institutions. growth should be kept at a
finding to be mentioned. The 1870 and I960. Studies of more Official policy was concerned modest rate. A wrong definition
record suggests that - despite recent decades suggested a at most with the convertibility would seem to lead merely to

by productive assets) and manites are often very good at
financial assets might be expec- analysing how controls and reg-

™pl
/

ted to grow roughly in line with illation in the economy gener-
the nation’s real wealth multi- ally will be avoided or Will pro-
phed by the price level. Cur- duce unintended effects quite
rency. financial and real assets different from those their spon-
would grow in rough proportion sors desire. But wo often they
to the nation's wealth in peri- evince a touching faith in gov-

oding , le money times

all the crashes, finan- £
price stability was obtained at cial bubbles and other crises
the expense of jobs. In the three resulting from the exuberance
and a half decades up to 1914 of unrestrained profit-seeking -

light upward drift.

The long-run trend of
of bank deposits and not with slowly creeping inflation, easily

resulting from the exuberance was believed to be determined
of unrestrained profit-seeking - by non-monetary forces such as

output their size. Individuals derided correctable by a modest down- for measuring purposes.

unemployment averaged 4.7 per the great and persistent histori- technology, population growth
cent - far lower than in the cal inflations originated in the or enterprise and thrift. So
inter-war or post-1973 period, financing of government, excessive growth in the money
although there were large cycli- Indeed, it is difficult to find supply led in the end to infla-
cal fluctuations. Interest rates long-lasting inflationary epi- tion, although there might first
were also moderate. A crisis aodes which persisted in the be a temporary boom in output.were also moderate. A crisis aodes which persisted in the be a temporary boom in output,
rate of Bank Rate, of 7 per absence of heavy government The result of these investiga-
cent, was seen in 1873 and not borrowing. tions was to suggest that if the
reached again until 1907. In summary, price stability in stock of money were to grow by
Experience - was not as the past depended not on a con- a steady annual amount cone-

favourable on all fronts scious money supply policy but sponding to the underlying
throughout the whole Gold on two institutions, the Gold increase of real output, with a
Standard period. But histori- Standard and the belief in a small adjustment one way or
cally it still remains true that balanced budget, which were the other for the trend of veloc-

PIONEERING ECONOMISTS: FRIEDMAN

Overwhelming impact
; Walter Eltis on the influence of the monetarist ^dvocatS

1
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IN NOVEMBER 1953. the
Oxford University Political
Economy Club met to discuss
the world dollar problem, and
the secretary who recorded the
names of those present had to
leave a blank for the name of
one North American visitor;
That blank was filled in after
the meeting with the unknown
guest’s name, Milton Friedman.

In short, at the age of 41,
Milton Friedman was still an
anonymous visiting professor.
Now, aged 76, he has won a

Nobel Prize for economics and
is one of the two or three living
economists who have had an
overwhelming impact on the
policies of governments
throughout the woritL
The members of the Oxford.

Political Economy Club ought to
have known better since Milton
Friedman had already written
one of his three most notable
contributions to economics.
In a major article published

in 1043, he suggested that a
government which wished to.
maintain high employment
should make no efforts to
adjust public expenditure and
taxation in order to smooth the
effects of the business cycle.
Always distrustful of the

power of governments to fine
tune the macroeconomy, he
argued that, because of lags
between the perceived need for
reflationary policies and their
implementation and further
lags before these policies would
actually begin to produce
expansion, they might be
entirely inappropriate by the
time they tome effect. The net
impact of fiscal policy could
just as probably be destabilis-
ing as stabilising.

Friedman prosFriedman proposed instead
that countries should devise
automatic fiscal stabilisers
where the budget would move
into surplus when it was boom-
ing, and into deficit when it

was depressed, without any
need for discretionary action by
treasury ministers, who would
get it wrong os often as they
got it right.

’

The 1048 Friedman believed
that it was fiscal policy that
mattered, but during the !950s
be gradually rediscovered the
quantity theory of money. W«
can say *rediscovered* because
he has said that we, in the late

.

20th century, only know two
important - things About the
Influence of money oh prices
and output not found In the
famous articles published by
David flume in 1752.
Starting with, his 1967

restatement ofthe quantity the-
ory, Friedman adapted nod
enriched 18th century mone*
tary analysis so that It could be
applied to 20 century econo-
mies. He went on to win a
series of debates with Keynes*

'

lans, most notably In 1965
when he (with Meteeim*n) and
the Keyneelsn Ftaneo Modtgfi-
aiio (with Ando) debated
whether fluctuations in the US
national income were, best
explained by Uw money supply,

MBton Friedman: a Nobel
prize-winner for

monetary analysis.

or by investment and govern-
ment expenditure.
Friedman convinced many

that money was the dominant
influence, and he went back to
the 1930s to show that the one-
third fall In the money supply
that the Federal Reserve had
presided over from 1929 to
1033 was the main factor
behind the one-third fall In
GNP (since, if prices would not
fall by one-third, the only other
way in which the US economy
could function with one-third
less money was by producing
less). So the Federal Reserve
was responsible for the depth
and duration of the' 1930s
depression by .cutting the
money supply, «uid his quantity
theory claimed to explain this.
His academic articles which

won his Nobel Prize have often
been extremely subtle and tech-
nically sophisticated, but he
has never hesitated- to present
very simple versions of the
quantity theory in the media,
and he can be devastating on
television.

Few who saw It will forget
how, in the 1970s,' he disposed
of a Cambridge professor of
economics who was seeking to

. explain UK inflation in an
entirely ad hoc manner, vfe, by
the rise in oil prices and the
outcome of some UK labour dis-
putes. Friedman

:
shot back

with: "You have to explain
inflation with a theory which is

valid more than 40 miles from
Cambridge.'* For him the expla-
nation or inflation, was always
monetary.

. There are, of course, many
measures of money and highly
sophisticated versions of the
quantity theory, and several of
the world’s distinguished econ-
omists established the irreputa-

tions by following Friedman’s
lead ana deriving the appropri-
ate monetary equations and
data fortheir own countries.
Friedman’s third notable con-

tribution was the invention, in

1968. of the-^naturar or non-

accelerating inflation rate of
unemployment which was
determined by micro labour
market forces. He argued that
the only sustainable way of
bringing unemployment down
was to cut this natural rate
through policies which would
increase the number of workers 1

willing to take jobs.

A country could pull unem-
ployment below the natural
rate by expanding the money
supply, the most effective way
of increasing effective demand
according to Friedman; but as
unemployment fell the demand
for labour would exceed the
supply, and wages and prices
would be pulled upwards so
that the extra money would end
up raising inflation and not
employment.
Friedman has argued that the

rise of average US unemploy-
ment in the 1970s (compared
with the 1980s) has been quite
largely due to minimum wage
legislation which prevented the
young and unskilled from find-
ing work at modest rates of pay
in line with their own low
potential productivity.

The quantity theory led
Friedman to believe that infla-
tion control depended wholly
on limiting monetary growth,
while the natural rate theory
meant that unemployment
could only be reduced by per-
suading the unskilled and the
unemployed to work for less.

These Friedmanite
approaches to inflation and
unemployment placed no onus
on governments to fine-tune the
economy, a task which, accord-
ing to Friedman, they were in
any case incompetent to dis-
charge. The policies which fol-
low from these theoretical con-
tributions are obvious, and they
are precisely those first
adopted in Britain after Mrs
Thatcher’s election victory in
1979.
Many economists are natu-

rally critical of the simplified
versions of Friedmanite eco-
nomics which he has propa-
gated in the media, while his
most important journal articles

are 15 or more years old. His
monetary equations no longer
predict the data as accurately
as they used to, and it would be
difficult for any economist to
appear on UK television today
and say that inflation is down
to 4 per cent because Mrs
Thatcher’s government has
reduced the growth of the
money supply to anything dose
to that figure.
Those who still have a high

regard for Milton Friedmaxrs
economics will nonetheless
respond that inflation does gen-
erally come down in societies
which adopt his polities, while
it invariably remains high in
countries which tolerate exces-
sive monetary expansion.

o The writer, a Fellow ofExe-
ter College, Oxford, is currently
Economic Director of the
Rational Economic Develop-
ment Office.

to the nation s wealth in peri- evince a touching faith in gov-
ods of stability; and prolonged ernments in their own special
inflationary or deflationary epi- sphere.
sodes would reveal themselves Despite the failings of techiti-
whatever aggregate was used cal monetarism, the tendency of
for measuring purposes. inflation to increase from one

velocity" they would have been
nearer the truth than what

fiation to increase from one Continued on next page

The result of these investiga-
tions was to suggest that if the Which building society
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If Deutschmark investments are part

of your pension fund strategy, you are

familiar with the variety of DM instru-

ments available. But, there are subtle

differences in yields, liquidity, maturity,

and depth of the market. There are

yet other considerations which may
require tailor-made solutions.

Our experts in Dusseldorf and

London would like to talk to you about

them. WestLB is one of the leading

German banks issuing DM bonds. After

all, we have over DM 60 billion in

circulation worldwide. When the future

of young people is at stake, make sure

your plans include WestLB.

WestLB
The Westdeutsche Landesbank.

DusseldoM Herjcgstrssse 15. 4000 Dusseldorf 1.

Telephone (21 1 >:• 260V Tele* 8582605

London -U. Moorgai* London EC 2R 64 E.

Telephone '1)6 ;361 41. Telex 387 984/5

Anchors past and present
Continued from page 41
There is indeed a common

core of common sense to both
the Keynesian and the mone-
tary positions. This is that the
growth of demand and of
iiatumal income shun Id be
maintained at a steady rate.
The hubris of the monetarists
was to insist on a stable rela-
tionship between chat growth
and particular monetary aggre-
gates. The hubris of the
Keynesians was in their
response to evidence that
increases in demand and income
were being dissipated in higher
inflation rather than promoting
full cm ploy men t Their
response was lo inject even
more spending power into the
economy, hoping that this
would not affect inflation ur
that the inflationary conse-
quences could be smothered by
so-called incomes policies.

Readers of the Financial
Times may be aware of my arti-

cles proposing to extract the

common core of sense From
both monetarist and Keynesian
doctrines by governments
attempling hi keep Che growth
of total national expenditure
[and therefore national income')

on as stable a path as possible.

The division of this growth
between extra output and ris-

ing prices is not one that gov-

ernments can influence

directly. They can, however,

provide a stable framework
within which people can adjust

their own wage and price deci-

sions in the knowledge lhar

they will not be bailed out of

their mistakes by inflationary

injections of demand.
Even the German Bundes-

bank - the last remaining offi-

cial stronghold of technical

monetarism - has in practice

boon prepared to override mon-
etary targets when velocity has
fallen unexpectedly. But once
national authorities start
looking at money in conjunction
with velocity they are using
Nominal GOP as a guide
whether they know it or not. A
conscious avowal of that faet
might unable action to be taken
mure promptly and with less
sense of guilt It would also
provide 3 better guide than the
more usual meaningless for-
mula of "taking all indicators
into consideration."

1 wish l could leave the mat-
i here ltut i hr experience of

the I Adds suggests that it is n«,t

i-tumglt for each country lu pur-
sue* s< mnd puln-iirs in isolation.
iiTi-speclivc of how these pnli-

« tos arc defined
I'murnry in ivhai many mone-

tarists and Keynesians alike
hail hoped, the floating
exchange rates of the last
decade and a half have been
|dalined by huge swings. These
tf11 I it I' beyond the short-term
volatility disliked by traders ur
tin* overshooting of the text-
books. bm have involved
long-term swings of pins or
minus 3tJ \*vr umi nr mure land
i hereh ire a loui amplitude «»r
lit) per rein J in the exchange
rales of leading currencies
against the dollar

Simply In Iry to fix exchange
rates or even narrow their
movements, whether by inter-
vention or monetary police.
could impart a major ‘inflation-
ary or deflationary bias - more
likely the former - to the
world. Moreover, the underly-
ing imbalances - for instance in
the fiscal policy uf different
countries - would remain.
Any system of fixed i.»r even

managed exchange rates would

do more harm than good unless
there were some anchor to pre-
vent the international system
as a whole from running hay-
wire. So the suggestion of a sta-
ble growth of Nominal GDP re-

emerges in a system of man-
aged or fixed rates as a joint
aim for the core countries of
the system, ic the Group of
Seven, or perhaps the Group of
Three - the US, Japan and Ger-
many.

I wish this were not so. I

should be happier with an
international monetary regime
based more on rules than on
negotiation, forecasting and
national income statistics.

Unfortunately. I do not think
tlie old Gold Standard can be
restored. The mere knowledge
that it was being reintroduced
ar a price of around S600 per
ounce, compared with the *35
an ounce which President
Nixon abandoned in 1971,
would undermine credibility in
the maintenance of the new
rate in the face of political dif-

ficulty. There is also the more
fundamental uncertainty about
whether the growth of multiple
reserve banking - le, the cre-

aliun of large deposits on a
small gold base in inverse pyra-
mid fashion - would undermine
the system. That it did not do
so up to World War One is an
insufficient, guarantee for the
more financially inventive
world. in which wo live.

Devising the rules of an Inter-
national system will be a task
for the second century of the
Financial Times.
The figures on economic per-

formance under the Gold Stan-
dard are taken from C H Fe*n-
stein. Statistical Tables of
National Income of the UK
1855-1965. Cambridge, 1976.

The First 100 Years
HAYEK'S CONTRIBUTIONS to
political economy, social philos-

ophy and the history of ideas

span nearly GO years, but his

work in economic theory was
done chiefly in the decade of
the Great Depression. It was
during those years that Hayek
brought the Austrian School of
Economics to the English-
speaking world and fought and
lost the intellectual battle with
Keynes over the causes and
cure of the world slump
Hayek's economic theorising

had little impact on economists
or policy-makers for nearly 40
years, and its importance has
come to be recognised only
recently, as the era of postwar-

f

irosperity has come to an end.
t may be that Hayek's ideas
can give us an insight into our
present economic discontents
that wo can gain nowhere else.

If this is so. however, it will be
because we understand the his-

torical context of ideas and cir-

cumstances in which Hayek
developed his theories, and
thereby grasp their limitations
in illuminating our own predic-
ament.
Born into a distinguished aca-

demic family in Vienna in 1899,
Friedrich August von Hayek
was privileged Co grow up in

the last years of the great lib-

eral empire of the Hapsburgs.
His thought is deeply marked
by the intellectual atmosphere
of pre-war Vienna, and by the
catastrophic collapse of politi-

cal and economic order in the
aftermath of the Great War.
Hayek's lifelong opposition to
nationalism in monetary policy,
and his rejection of collectivist
economic policy, can be under-
stood in part by his belief that
such policies are incompatible
with the liberal world order
that prevailed until 1914, and
which successive generations
have sought to rebuild. Even
Hayek's preference for a regime
of fixed exchange rates, and his

opposition to floating curren-
cies. express his conviction that
a liberal order presupposes that
sovereign states be restrained
in their economic policies by
impersonal and supranational
rules.

If. then. Hayek's life-work
has been to refashion the intel-

lectual foundations of the lib-

PIONEERING ECONOMISTS:
FRIEDRICH VON HAYEK

Limits of knowledge
John Gray outlines the - now - influential ideas of the veteran Austrian

liberal economist

oral order he knew m his youth,

he has used as his tools in this

project the inheritances* of Aus-
trian economics and philosophy
- the economics of Mengcr.
Bobm-Bawerk and of Hayek's
teacher. Wieser, and the philos-

ophies of Ernst Mach and Lud-
wig Witrgenstein, Hayek's
half-cousin. It was this intellec-

tual inheritance that Hayek
brought with him to England,
when in 1931 he accepted the

Tooke Professorship of Eco-
nomics and Statistics at the
London School of Economics.

From the early 1940s
onwards, Hayek turned his

attention from the economic
theory of a liberal order to its

social philosophy, publishing in

1944 his provocative and con-
troversial The Road to Serftbrm.
He continued his work in social

philosophy during his stay’ at

the University of Chicago as a
member of the Committee for

Social Thought 1 1950-62). It

was there that llayek wrote his
masterpiece, The Constitution
oj Liberty (I960). It is perhaps
not an exaggeration to claim
that, whereas Hayek received
the Nobel Prize in 1974 for his

work in economics, it is as a
political economist in that
broader sense in which Smith.
Kieardo and Hume arc political

economists that he will be
remembered.

Referring to the saying of the
poet Archilochus, that "the fox
knows many things, but the
hedgehog knows one big thing,"
Hayek has referred to himself

as a hedgehog who has spent a
life-time trying to express a sin-

gle thought, whose neglect in

the ruling intellectual circles of

our time has had major conse-

Friedrich von Hayek: a long
road to recognition

quences for policy. The idea
that runs throughout Hayek's
work, in economic theory as
much as in social philosophy, is

that of the insuperable limita-

tions of human knowledge.
Contrary to the conception of

general equilibrium theorised in

the neoclassical tradition of
Leon Walras, the economic
problem for Hayek is not that

of allocating scarce bur known
resources to fixed ends,
instead, the economic problem
is posed by the division of

knowledge in society. Neither
the available resources, nor the

pattern of preferences, is, or

can be, known to anybody,
whereas the idea of a general
equilibrium presupposes the
possibility of complete informa-
tion being possessed by all.

Market institutions, accord-
ingly, acL not as economisers in

conditions of scarcity, but as

discovery procedures for the
transmission of dispersed

knowledge in price signals.

The market process is thus a

response to the must radical

scarcity of all. scarcity ol

knowledge, and always rests on

the unavoidable ignorance of

market participants. This con-

ception of the market as a dis-

covery procedure, which Hayek
developed in the 1930s as part

of his criticism of the Walra-
sian idea of general equilibrium
that he had used in his earlier

writings on monetary fluctua-

tions. was deployed by him in

his two major intellectual cam-
paigns as an economist -
against the macroeconomic
theorisings of Keynes and
against the proposals of social-
ist economists for a form of
comprehensive economic plan-
ning.
Hayek's critique of socialist

planning, made in seminal arti-

cles in the late 1930s and early
1 940s. have been amply corrob-
orated by the historical experi-
ence of the socialist blocs, and
have been largely accepted by
Marxist economists both East
and West. It is partly due to the
belated recognition of Hayek's
intellectual victory over the
socialist economists in the
1930s that socialist discussion
centres now, almost exclu-
sively. on questions of worker
co-opcratives and market
socialism.

Hayek's argument with
Keynes - in which, to his own
lasting regret, he produced no
systemic refutation of the
claims of The General Theory -
turns on distinct, though con-

nected arguments. For Hayek,
the real economy consists in a
massively complex, and con-
stantly changing, structure of
relative prices which can be

modelled only very inadc-

quatelv by theorists or policy*

makers. To maintain, as Keynes

did, that recession could be
explained by a deficiency in

aggregate demand, is to attri-

bute to statistical fictions a

causal power they do not pos-

sess. Reliance on macroeco-
nomic aggregations in theory

and policy carries with it dan-

gers which go unrecognised In

Keynes’s theory, which sup-

ports the idea that disco-ordi-

nations in the market process

can be removed by manipulat-

ing the supply of money and
credit.

Hayek's conception of the

real economy as an almost infi-

nitely elusive complex struc-

ture of changing relativities

accounts for his opposition not

only to Keynesian policies of

demand management, but also

to Friedmanite monetarism. For
the latter supposes that
“money'1 is an objectively iden-

tifiable and controllable vari-

able, whose manipulation by
central banks can have exact
and predictable effects on eco-

nomic activity. Hayek has
always rejected this monetarist
credo, if only because it ignores

the subjectivity of money and
other economic phenomena,
which are not independent
items in the world, but solely
projections of human beliefs

and expectations.
Hayek's scepticism of the

power of human reason, and his

insistence on the unavoidable
ignorance or policy makers and
market participants, are at the
root of his defence of a limited

government which sets the
rules of the game of the market
but does not seek to achieve
specific results from themarket
process. This is the classical lib-

eral agenda for the state, which
Hayek stated in The Constitu-

tion of Liberty, and which he
has refined in later writings.

His more recent proposals, for a

regime of competing private
currencies and for a compli-
cated form of bicameralism,
have found little favour among
his followers, and arc likely to

have still less impact on policy.

John tiro i/ is n Felhne of
/.\mis Col/•••/! . O.ijiirtl. mill On
author of n mm/ hiiiyra/i/iy of
Hiii/ck

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Mount Washington Hotel, Bretton Woods: birthplace of the IMF and World Bank

World’s handmaidens
The IMF and World Bank have both adopted new roles, says Martin Wolf

IF THE World Bank and IMF
did not exist, would anyone
bother to invent them? This
question arises quite naturally
44 years after the conference at
Bretton Woods. The questions
are rendered more pressing,
however, by subsequent
changes in the roles of the two
institutions.
Ever since the first oil shock

the IMF has concentrated
increasingly on the adjustment
problems of developing coun-
tries- In this way the IMF's
managing directors have dis-

played great entrepreneurship.
After ail, the IMF's official rai-

son d’etre disappeared in 1971,
along with fixed exchange
rates. In its adaptability the
IMF has shown that interna-
tional institutions, unlike old
soldiers, need not fade away.
They can change their function
instead.
Adjustment assistance has

become of increasing impor-
tance to the World Bank, coo.

Indeed, developing countries
could be forgiven for thinking
that too many institutions
assist with adjustment, while
still offering insufficient assis-

tance.
Events have forced the World

Bank, like the IMF, in this
direction. The ability of its cli-

ents to pursue the development
programmes that are its raison
d’etre has been impaired, dra-
matically in certain cases, by
the adjustment problems associ-
ated with the two oil shocks
and, above all, external indebt-
edness.
Such a convergence of the

two institutions is far from the
initial intention. US policy-mak-
ers had believed that interna-
tional institutions with univer-
sal membership were a
necessary element in Che plan
for a better world. But among
these institutions, two. the IMF
and the subsequently still-born

International Trade Organisa-
tion, were to have a special role

as guardians of rules governing
money and international trade,
respectively. Meanwhile, the
World Bank was established to
lend for postwar reconstruction
and global economic develop-
ment.
The rules in the IMF’s charter

were designed to achieve cur-

rency convertibility on current
account of the balance of pay-
ments and a system of fixed,
but adjustable, exchange rates.
The IMF's power to supply
hard currency to countries
experiencing balance of pay-
ments difficulties was aimed at
preserving rates of exchange
against temporary pressures,
thus avoiding recession or the
introduction of exchange and
import controls in deficit coun-
tries.

In Lhe event, the enormity of
both the postwar imbalances
and the task of reconstruction
left both institutions on the
sidelines, ft was the Marshall
Flan and its progeny, the
Organisation for European Eco-
nomic Cooperation, that over-
saw the return to normality.
The World Bank starred mod-

estly and with an orientation
towards lending for reconstruc-

tion. The shift to development
lending occurred during the
1950s and was further
enhanced by the creation of its

arm for soft lending, the Inter-

national Development Associa-
tion (IDA). in 1960. Since World
Bank money is borrowed from
capital markets, borrowers
must be creditworthy. The
World Bank had already
become a development agency.
With IDA it became an aid

agency as well.

The IMPS start was also a
slow one, general convertibility

of the major developed coun-
tries only being restored in

1958. The IMF's subsequent
reign over the exchange rate
system was both brief and trou-

bled, in effect ending in the
early 1970s.
At Bretton Woods it had been

taken for granted that the US
would be a creditor country.
For this reason, the US had
rejected the more ambitious
plans proposed by Lord Keynes,
so ensuring that the ability of
the IMF to supply liquidity to

countries in difficulties would
be limited. The parsimony of
the US was to rebound on itself

far more swiftly than anyone
guessed.
The inadequacy of IMF

arrangements became obvious
as the US balance of payments
deteriorated in the 1960s.
There was a flood of dollars,

simultaneously providing the
liquidity the world was sup-
posed to need and undermining
faith In the value of the sys-
tem's key currency. Several
informal arrangements were
made to supplement IMF
resources, but these were insuf-

ficient to halt the growing pres-
sure on the dollar.

Irritated by the resistance to
adjustment displayed by the
surplus countries, the US was
determined to be the one weak
currency country to et\joy full

monetary autonomy, whatever
its formal obligations. Accord-
ingly , the U£ engineered . a
devaluation of its currency in

1971, which led to generalised
floating. The US desire for
autonomy has since remained
the most important single fea-
ture of both US policy and the
international monetary system.
With the arrival of floating

and the tendency of the princi-
pal developed countries to man-
age their affairs by Joint con-
sultations outside its
framework, the IMF's main role
had disappeared. Moreover, the
improved access of developed
countries to private capital and
the increasing orthodoxy of the
financial policies of most of the
developed countries has further
undermined the IMF’s influ-
ence. Surveillance has replaced
effective supervision, the IMF
becoming ever more exclusively
the guardian of financial ortho-
doxy in the developing world.
The World Bank, too, experi-

enced significant, though much
less traumatic, changes In the
1960s and 1970s. Under Robert
McNamara (1968-1981) the
Bank's operations increased
greatly in size. World Bank
approved loans rising from
$S47m in 1968 to $8.8bn in

1981 (more than tripling in real

terms). Meanwhile, the Bank’s
orientation shifted somewhat
from lending for infrastructure
towards lending for directly
productive activity, notably
agriculture. Equally important
was McNamara's ability to seize
the high moral ground with his

crusade against “absolute pov-
erty."

It is a paradox of McNamar-
a’s period of office that the
expansion of the Bank made it

only marginally more important
as a source of finance for devel-

.

oping countries. In 1973 when
the World Bank's net lending
(excluding IDA) was 4725m, it

accounted for 3.6 per cent of
total public and private net
lending plus transfers to devel-

oping countries. By 1980 the
World Bank's net lending was
still only 4.4 per cent of the
total. Meanwhile, the commer-
cial banks emerged and then
disappeared, like shooting
stars.

The cloud of the oil shocks
and the developing country
debt crisis in 1982 proved to
have a silver lining for the
Fund. The Bank found it diffi-

cult to respond, partly because
of uninspired leadership from
its then president, A.W. Clau-
sen and partly because of a
traumatic reorganisation under
his successor. Barber Conable.

The Bank's inertia may, how-
ever. have been a blessing,
since the debt problem appears
more likely to destroy the inter-

national institutions closely
involved than to be solved by
them.

That the opportunity offered
by the debt of developing coun-
tries is a poisoned chalice must
have become increasingly obvi-
ous to the IMF. Its normal
terms and conditions are cer-
tainly inappropriate for what is

not a temporary liquidity prob-
lem and its standard remedies,
if appropriate, are bitterly
resented.

Even if the present tentative
plans for global exchange rate
management were to come to
fruition, the IMF is unlikely to
play more than a minor role.

The IMF will, therefore, con-
tinue to concentrate on the
problems of developing coun-
tries. Consequently, the IMF
and World Bank are doomed to
ever closer co-operation while
grappling with problems that -
in the absence of effective
leverage over the developed
countries - are as much outside
their capacity, to solve as was
the plight of the world economy
immediately after the Second
World War.

The past 40 years has taught
the world that the twin chil-
dren of Bretton Woods play a
valuable role, though one that
might now be better played by.
one rather than two institu-
tions. But we have also learned
that such institutions can only
be handmaidens of the world
economy, the order itself
depending, as it has always
done, on the often faltering wis-
dom of the world's principal
economic powers.
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JUST ABOUT everything and
its opposite eah be illustrated
somewhere -.in the developing
wodd, Even though almost all
couhtrica have grown more
stoitfy .iff. the 1980s than
before. there are some that
liftve grown Taster, including
chetwo giants,.China and India.
China oas benefited, consider-

ably from its economic reforms;
neither- has borrowed heavily
abroad; and both are relatively
little affected by the behaviour
of the world economy.. But
those affected have suffered,
many dramatically. The J980s
really do seem like a great
divide.

Until then, most parts of the
Third World had made consid-
erable progress. Between 1960
and I960, life expectancy grew
by about 10 years; there were
very large increases in literacy
and educational enrolment; in
Lhe' 1970s, population growth
rates began to come down in
most of Asia and Latin Amer-
ica-

As in most things, such prog-
ress was least marked in Sub-
Saharan Africa (SSA} and the
poorest countries in Asia, such
as Bangladesh and Nepal. This
was equally true of economic
growth, which was particularly
strong in South-east Asia and
Latin America.
The major international

upheaval was that of oil prices
- but, for most of the Third
World, even that cost only
about 1 per cent on annual
growth rates.. Look at the fig-

ures for oil-importing develop-
ing countries;

Annual growth for the East
Asia and Pacific countries was
8.2 -per cent for 1960-73, 7.6
per cent for 1973-80. Over the
same periods, growth in Latin
America and the Caribbean fell

from 6.9 to 5.4 per cent; for

SSA from. 4.4 to 3.3 per eent.
The industrial market econo-

mics fell off more in growth-
rate terms: from 6.1 to 2.6 per
cent. But at least the Third
World did grow. In the 1980s,
Latin America and the Carib-
bean have hardly grown at all,

and four countries (Argentina,
Trinidad, Uruguay and Vene-
zuela) have gone backwards, as
have eight of the poorest coun-
tries, seven of them in Africa.

.. To what do the successful
countries owe their success, or
the unsuccessful their failure?
Naturally there are many
explanations, not to say fash-
ions. It must be said that the
behaviour of the world econ-
omy has much to do with it.

The 1980s recession has been
unusually long and deep, and
has had some peculiar features:
the combination of recession
and high real interest rates has
only one precedent in this cen-
tury, a brief period in the
1930s. it is not in our text-
books; but it has been ruinous
for the big borrowers. And com-
modity prices have been
extremely low - still an impor-
tant factor even for the more
advanced developing countries,
and crucial for the poorer ones.
Yet one cannot attribute

everything to external condi-
tions. In good times and bad,
some countries do better than
others. What really needs
explaining is relative success or
failure in comparable circum-
stances. Obviously manufactur-
ing performance is one of the
keys. How did South Korea
manage export growth of 34
per cent a year in the 1960s
and 23 per cent in the 1970s
(and even 13 per cent in
1980-85, more than three times
the developing countries’ aver-
age)?
For some, It is a triumph for

THE THIRD WORLD

A diverging decade
Why, Robert Oassen asks, have only some developing countries managed to prosper?

market-forces — but anyone
who knows Korea would not be
content with that; it is a highly
controlled economy, with gov-
ernment interventions at innu-
merable points, not least in

banking and investment deci-
sions.
The marketeer would say

that Korea has succeeded
despite the controls; others
would attribute a share of the
country's success to them, but
would emphasise the skill of
their administration, the degree
of co-operation between gov-
ernment and business, and the
competitiveness of domestic
markets. Lesson one seems to
be that it is not the extent of
government intervention that
matters, but its quality.

It is certainly possible to hin-
der development by poorinter-
vention. Exporting manufac-
tures has been a growth
escalator, but many countries
have failed to climb on to it.

Some, especially in Africa,
scarcely had a chance. But oth-
ers were well placed and have
missed the boat. India in the
1960s was one of the world's
major industrial producers. But
its system of exchange and
import controls and industrial
investment licensing have con-
tributed .to holding it back.
Of course, there have been

many other problems - power
shortage, inadequate transport.

Annual growth
Real GDP i %)

Countries 1965-80 1980-85

All developing 6.0 3.3

Low income;

China 6.4 9.8

India 3.8 5.2

Other 3.2 2.8
Sub-Saharan
Africa 5.3 -0.7

Middle income: 6.5 1.7

Brazil 9.0 1-3

Mexico 6.5 0.8

S Korea 9.5 7.9

Hoik Kong 8.5 5.9
Singapore 10.2 6.5

Industrial

texdEEurt 3.7 8.3

A young woman refugee
In a Mozambique reSef camp.

lack of capital and foreign
exchange - but the control sys-

tem itself has helped to stran-

gle industrial development. The
objectives of the controls were
admirable enough - to ration
scarce foreign exchange, to
curb the growth of monopolistic
conglomerates, to promote
indigenous technology and pro-

duction, to create regional bal-
ance - but they have not
achieved them.
Perhaps lesson two is that

(The sources for ihc Table and all

figures in ihis article are the World

Bank's World Development Reports

various issues.

)

controls exerted with the aim
of establishing internationally
competitive industries may suc-

ceed; those whose aims are pri-

marily social and political
rarely promote growth or social

justice-

It is obviously not the degree
of freedom for market forces
alone, or the control regime,
that account for the success of
the major Third World export-
ers of manufactures. They had
the trained and skilled people.

the administration, the infras-

truetue. If you ask why Africa
has been in such travail, the
absence of these things strikes
you at once. And they are not
the only missing elements.
Most of the SSA countries

have had independence only for

25 years or less; they have been
subject to serious political
instability, and the contending
forces have often acted In a
way peculiarly damaging to
economic development. The
commodities they produce have
weak market prospects, and
have gone through unsettling
booms and busts. Agro-dimatic
conditions are also extremely
intractable.

It is not just the droughts,
which have been so notable
recently, but the extraordinary
variety of soil-types and mois-
ture conditions. A tiny number
of new types of seeds could be
planted over the entire irri-

gated wheat areas of Northern
India and begin the Green Revo-
lution. In Africa, any new plant
varieties have to be adapted to
highly localised conditions - a
research job which is woefully
behindhand. Today many Afri-
can economies are crumbling,
soils deteriorating, and forest
cover diminishing, at a time
when populations are still dou-
bling every 20 to 30 years. The
tasks ahead are daunting.
One of the encouraging signs

is a new willingness in Africa
to reform economic policies. If

the domestic and external con-

ditions for growth are difficult,

aL least they need not be com-
pounded by self-inflicted
wounds. That is not too strong
a phrase for the mix of overval-
ued exchange- rates, public sec-

tor mismanagement, disincen-

tive tax and pricing policies
and ill-conceived regulation
which has been so damaging to
many African economies.
Recognising their own plight,
and encouraged by the interna-
tional agencies, many have
embarked on reform measures,
with some promising results
already.
For the World Bank and the

IMF. these are in many ways
new departures. Some within
the Bank have voiced concern
at moving so far from the tradi-

tional role of pure project-lend-
ing; for others, policy-based
lending represents a much more
powerful instrument for
influencing development. Of
course it is - provided it is well
done.

A few observers have
accused the Bank of going over-
board in favour of market
forces Such a view may have
been encouraged by some of its

recent publications, but its

practice has been more sophis-

ticated. “Getting prices right” is

necessary; but far from suffi-

cient. (Lesson three?) In agri-

culture, the research has to be
done and the inputs, markets
and transport provided. For
manufacturers, Africa lacks
much of the institutional basis
for enterprise growth - bank-
ing, accounting, legal services;
deregulation alone will not be
enough. In trade ’as well, “out-

ward orientation" is fine - but
countries have to be ready for
it.

The Fund, too, is preparing
itself for a new role in Africa,

with Us much-needed Struc-
tural Adjustment Facility. Afri-

can countries need a longer lead
time for adjustment than has
often been granted. Some of
their fears of deregulation and
trade liberalisation are well
grounded, and they will have to

be supported as they proceed.
Both Bank and Fund should

now be entering on a new era of
adjustment, and not just for
Africa. The Baker Plan was a
recognition that adjustment via
contraction was not working; it

willed the new end, adjustment
with growth - but so far nei-
ther the US nor the other donor
countries have willed the
means. They have not yet
grasped the nettle, either, of a
major role for public agencies
in intermediation of the debt
problem, which is surely over-
due. Compared with 1973,
when much was done, the inter-
national community has
responded quite inadequately
to the current crisis.

In the end, there are some
impenetrable mysteries about
economic development. We
know quite a lot about what
helps and what hinders. But no
one can guarantee to make it

happen in the real, political,
world.
Many developing countries

have made enormous strides in

the last 30 years, some from
beginnings that seemed as
unpromising then as the poo-
rest countries face now. This is

comforting to the development-
watcher; less so to the hun-
dreds of millions who live daily
with a degree of deprivation
that is potentially avoidable.

The writer is Director,
Queen Elisabeth House, Inter-

national Development Centre,
University of Oxford.
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THE PROBLEM OF DEBT

A borrowers’

market
Anatole Kaletsky finds the lessons of history

have not been learnt

“The fiscal history of Latin
America is . replete with
instances of governmental
defaults. Borrowing and
defaults follow each other toith

almost perfect regularity. When
payment has resumed, the past
is easily forgotten and a new
borrowing orgy ensues. 7his
process starred at the begiftn\

rtiHg of the. past century qnd

,

continues doion to the meggut-.
day. Jt has taught us nothing.^

.

THOSE WORDS appeared in
1933 in a book called Foreign
Bonds:An Autopsy, by a former
New York investment -banker,
Max Winkler. They could have
been written with even more
authority in 1982. after the cli-

max of the latest borrowing
orgy in Latin America - an
orgy which confirmed with an
uncanny precision the “perfect
regularity” of sovereign
defaults to which Winkler and
dozens of other commentators
had drawn attention 50 years
earlier.

Nearly every country
involved in the debt crisis of
the 1980s defaulted on its for-

eign debts between 1931 and
1933. Practically all the
defaulters of the 1930s had
previously defaulted in the
1870s. And most of the Latin
American countries that were
already independent nations in

the 1820s defaulted then as
well.

In fact, only three Latin
American states continued to
pay their debts throughout the
1930* the Dominican Republic,
Venezuela and Argentina. To
underline the historic parallels,

several of the Eastern Euro-
pean nations whose insolven-
cies in-1980 and 1981 foreshad-
owed the latest Third World
debt crisis, were also among the
defaulters of the 1930s. Poland
and Hungary suspended debt
payments in 1931; Romania and
Yugoslavia joined them a few
mouths later.

These defaults were not just
transitory or small-scale distur-
bances. They figured Just as
prominently as the latest debt
crisis in the financial news in
America and Europe, and they
caused massive losses for tens
of thousands of investors who
had put their fortunes in Latin
American bonds.
Mexico, for example, owed

over $500m. in 1932 when it

finally abrogated all its loan
agreements; Eleven years later,

it ended its default by paying
bond-holders leas than $6Um Ln

"fbll settlement" of its obliga-
tions

While $500m was ft relatively
modest aura, even when
adjusted for inflation, com-
pared with- Mexico’s present
day debt of SltiObn, the sudden
collapse of lending to Latin
America by US and European
investors in the late 1920s is

widely considered to have made
an important contribution to

.

the worldwide economic seizure T

of the 1830s
The defaults of the 1990s

aba threw up numerous periph-
eral phenomena that would be
strikingly familiar to anyone
who lias followed the financial

news of the last five years.
There were indignant hear-

ings in the US Congress, which
found "the scandalous practices
and abuses" of American bank-
ers primarily to blame for the
crints.lt was discovered, for
example, thftt the son or the
dictator of Peru had been paid
miliums of dollar* in bribes by
US batik* to convince his father

.

of their country’s need for more
foreign loans.
There were commissions of

international financial experts
dispatched to Latin America
and central Europe, along the
lines of the current IMF mis-
sions, to recommend "adjust-
ment policies" that would, per-
mit, .speedy, resumption of
payiti&tfts on ’the'foreign. Joans.

- commissions
r£mn\pd.-Tw$h. reassuring, state-
ments about the countries they
had investigated, and these
were followed closely by fur-

ther defaults.
"Brazil has all but turned the

corner on its difficulties,” the
Bank of England's Sir Otto Nie-
meyer reported in July 1931,
for example. Less than a month
later the country declared a
total moratorium on all its debt
payments - a default that was
not settled until the late 1940s.

Yet, despite all these paral-

lels, the cynics of the 1930s
were proved right. A few
decades later the world’s
finances had totally forgotten
about their grandparents’ deba-
cles in the Third World.
Few of the young lending

officers that the banks
unleashed on Latin America in

the l97Qs had any interest in
history - and their superiors

did nothing to apprise them of
the continent's dismal borrow-
ing record. Even by the autumn
of 1 982, after Mexico had
stunned the financial world by
suspending its interest pay-
ments, most bankers believed
that a long-term default by a
sovereign nation was literally

an impossibility - countries
“just don’t go bust," the bank-
ers repeated, with a hypnotic
conviction, to anybody who
cared to listen.

Thus, as late as September
1982, Mr Walter Wriston, the

chairman of Citicorp, and the
dominant figure of the decade
in the American and interna-
tional banking business, was
able to write unrepenfantly in

The New York Times; _

"Ovor the years a lot of intel-

lectual capital has been
invested in the proposition that
massive defaults by developing
countries will eventually cause
a severe world financial crisis.

Those who took that view in

1973-74 have been proved
wrong, and those of us who
believed that the market would
absorb the shock of skyrocket-
ing oil prices proved correct.*

Mr Wriston’s main argument
for this self-confident assertion
displayed the casual disregard

Tor history that has always
been a hallmark of financial

manias:
"A country does not go bank-

rupt. Bankruptcy is a proce-
dure developed in Western law

to forgive the obligations of a
person or company that owes
more than it has. Any country,
however badly off, will own
more than it owes."
During the 1970s, statements

like this echoed through every
bank boardroom in America
and Europe, to the consterna-

tion’ of the few monetary offi-

cials - like Governor Henry
Wallich, of the US Federal
Reserve Board, and Lord Har-
old Lever,, in the British Gov-
ernment - who were trying to
remind a complacent world of
the financial disasters of the
past.
Why were their warnings

Ignored? Partly for the reason
that underlies nil speculative

Continued on page 44
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A NEW SUPERPOWER Taxation and national debt, 1888*90

An unchallenged export boom
A highly effective economic system lies behind Japan's industrial success, reports Ian Rodger

THE STRIKING aspect about
most accounts of Japan's rise to
the status of economic super-
power in the past 20 years is

how much they under-esti-
mated what the country would
achieve. In the mid-1960s, it

was widely predicted that
Japan's rapid growth would
soon come to an end because its

labour force was no longer the
cheapest among industrialising
countries.

In the mid-1970s, inflation

and the soaring cost of oil were
said to be the forces that would
cripple the country's industrial
advance, and in the mid-1980s,
the rapid rise in the value of
the yen would do the trick.

Despite these predictions,
Japan has continued to advance
to the point where it now has
the largest per capita income in
the world, is the world's largest
creditor and is the undisputed
leader in many high technology
industries. And there is no sign
yet that its economy is running
out of drive.
About the only thing that can

be said in defence of these mis-
calculations is that many Japa-
nese analysts made them as
well. From the Japanese van-
tage point, it was probably dif-
ficult to imagine anything much
better than life as it was in the
late 1960s. The dash for growth
that had begun soon after the
Second World War had largely
achieved its objectives. The
country had just moved ahead
of West Germany to become the
second largest economy In the
world, and it was still enjoying
booming growth (average 12
per cent between 1965 and
1970).
Structurally, the economy

had successfully shifted its

base from light, low technology
industries, such as textiles, to
heavy industries - mainly auto-
mobiles and shipbuilding - sup-
ported by a strong steel indus-
try, and was already making an
impact on the fast-growing
world of consumer electronics.
The dual structure of employ-

ment - high paid and guaran-
teed jobs in the leading compa-
nies, sweatshops elsewhere -

was gradually disappearing. In

1950, textiles accounted for
half of Japan's exports, by
1975, only 5 per cent. In 1956,
Japan exported 46 cars; in

1971, it exported more than
lm.
The country's trade balance,

which had oscillated worry-
ingly between small deficits

mmmmm .
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leading industries, did make advanced several hypotheses to
those investments, and within a explain the exceptional perfor-
short time, to the surprise of mance of the Japanese economy
both themselves and their com- - attributing it variously to the

shortage, the Japanese were
also the first to embrace the
dramatic advances in industrial
automation, especially com-
puter numerically controlled
(CNC) machine tools, that
emerged in the mid-1970s.

hi, I, i i I, .juaurc -wt. w in,- As a result, they not only

Japanese electronics destined for export: a ready market over- proved their industrial effi-

petitors they had largely shuf- country's group oriented cul-
fled off the effects of the tune, strong government guld-
higher costs of oil and emerged ance, the existence of powerful
in a much-improved competi- industrial manufacturing and
tive position. trading groups, their concentra-
The Japanese were among the tion on a few dynamic sectors,

first to discover that new a rigorous education system or
investments and procedures for the availability of cheap
saving energy often brought finance,
with them improvements in None of these characteristics

product quality and other cost is exclusive to Japan, and so
reductions. Because of their none is sufficient alone to
need to cut costs and get explain the country's success,
around a chronic manpower The Boston Consulting Group
shortage, the Japanese were argued In a remarkably pre-
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argued In a remarkably pre-
scient study, published by the
FT in 1974, that it was the
unique combination of all the
these factors that produced
"the most effective economic
system in the world."

improved their ta3U£d efff-
ciencv thev also herame a particularly impressed with the

wor 'leader in machffe fool
nese Government. It pointed out
that the Government's leader-

and surpluses through the by its second external shock - manufacturing. "*** Government. It pointed out

1950s and early 1960s, moved the huge rise of oil prices in Th fi ht h t npnrill(1(1(1
t
5?t

Governments leader-

decisively into the black in the 1973. Japan is almost totally ,?
fl*ht

,

b*ck Produced ship has always been accepted

late 1960s as the great export dependent on imported energ£ by 8ecto
fboom began to gather momen- and so the oil shock hit it

the t ‘rst Quarter or 1976, the was the Government which mi-

tum harder than anv other industri-
econo",y ,

w« growing at an tialed industrialisation in

The success of Expo 70 in alised country?lt also exposed
ann“al,8«d of 14 per cent. Japan in the mid-19th century.

M.G. MufliaU, Dictionary ofStatistics. London: Rouiiedge (1892).

Population of British India excluding native sates. , , _ nin<\
* P. Bairoch. 'Europe's grass national product. 1800-1975'. JournalofEuropean Econotmc History {WS).

A TALE OF TWO TAXES

VAT takes the strain
Clive Wolman on trends in taxation

turn.
The success of Expo 70 inThe success of Expo 70 in alised country. It also exposed ‘ VT ZTj"S' 5™r

Osaka, coming after the 1964 the underlying fragility of the „
rate was n

f!j
sustained,

Olympics in Tokyo, added to a country's industrial base.
growing sense of confidence For all the progress that had jo^iS.
among the Japanese. It was at been made, Japa£ still relied to AJ 1*
this point - In 1971 - that the a considerable extent on low
country was hit by its first wages to compensate for indif-
major external shock, the ferent productivity. By mid-
Smithsonian agreement which 1975. industrial production was S£2k^h?n itSiS? inTs??abolished fixed currencies, falling at a rate of 20 per cent
causing a sharp devaluation of and wholesale prices were ris-
the dollar against the yen. i«g.

has come from the sharp rise of

After trying briefly - and The Japanese authorities ffmidToSB**to°the curralitexpensively - to maintain the responded to the crisis in the vTor
1

ifffi
yen at its Y360 to the dollar only way they knew. They re- YF“
level, the Japanese authorities asserted the export-intensive
gave up and let it rise. As in the policy that had been so success- <

Vh^?Lif
n
o

past two years since the yen’s ful in the previous 20 years. „ 2,
I*

®

I*
latest rise, many economists They tightened money supply «/*!«

f
K?«h

argued then that it was time to and fought inflation to the
ne6ative effects of the high

reduce the emphasis on exports ground, refusing to give way to y
and to shift the direction of the the yelps from industry and
economy to developing a higher labour until there was some ??™^ b

standard of living and better evidence that real damage was
oualitv of life at home. occurring e

.
rs

.

at h
.
ome improving

By contrast, governments in

rapid growth rate of the late Western countries became
2960s, but it continued to outr involved in economic develop-

perform all the leading Western ment only after the limitations

industrialised countries. It was and failures of 19th century

also fitter than most of its com- capitalism had become appar-

petitors to face the second oil ent> *“6 so tensions between

TAXATION OVER the last cen- detailed applications of income
tury has been primarily a story corporation taxes is die
of the rise of two taxes; Income extent of the former imperial
Tax on individuals and cor

££!T£iJ
n
.£?

1 which spread from the US (mainly in J
ment only after the limitations I

Rrif_in r ^ mst nf the world For the citizens <Britain to the rest of the world
in the first seven decades, and

i- Influence of Britain, France and
[q the US (mainly in Japan),
d For the citizens or inaustrta-

d lised countries In the 20th cen-

Value Added Tax, vriiiSi' has wh« h« been more
ent, and so tensions between . from rrm» imnortant than the soread of

quality of life at home.
It is tantalising, if idle, to

machine tools to the Soviet try in the world which was
Union in violation of an agree- imposing a system of Income
ment among the Western allies, tax was Prussia, although
The Ministry of International France and the US had previ-

Trade and Industry (MITT) is ously experimented with, and
occurring.
At the same time, the Govem- their products. They have alsoau is lanwauauifi, u >uic, w liic aaiuc luiic, uk: vruvem- Af It,.

wonder what would have hap- ment cajoled and bullied indus-
™

pened if such a policy had been trialists into investing more 8

enacted and had been allowed money
a investing rn

plant, both
to run its course. Would the increase output and improve
Japanese have acquired a taste productivity. The FT reported
for consumption? Would they with amazement in February,
have lost some of their drive? 1975 that Japanese steelmakers
Would they have become more were planning massive new
leisure-oriented? investments, perhaps totalling
We will never know because, 1.7bn, 'in the teeth of world

before such a policy could be recession."

resulting from the higher yen.

The result is that Japanese
industry appears poised to
maintain its competitiveness in
most key industries while mak-
ing new incursions into other
high technology sectors, such
as computers, aerospace, bio-
technology and new materials.

established, the country was hit The steelmakers, and other Western analysts

been spreading from France important than the spread of

i^lm nr??rn
^“ ^ 6

over the last three decades. income tax internationally has
always been present.

In the jggQs, income tax, been the spread of income tax

An excellent example of the although it had been first intro- internally - by the continual

Government's extraordinary duced in Britain during the lowering of the exemption lim-

influence and prestige in indus- Napoleonic wars at the end of its - at higher and higher rates,

trial matters emerged last year the 18th century, was still The ratchet effect has oper-
during the Toshiba Machine applied to only a small propor- ated with a vengeance, particu-

scandal, in which a Japanese tion of the population at a rate larly in the two world wars,

machine tool-maker was caught of less than one per cent. At which saw rates pushed up and
exporting sophisticated that time the only other coun- then maintained in the subse-
machine tools to the Soviet try in the world which was quent peace, primarily to
Union in violation of an agree- imposing a system of Income finance growing social expendi-
ment among the Western allies, tax was Prussia, although tures.
The Ministry of International France and the US had previ- The peak of the high taxation

Trade and Industry (MITT) is ously experimented with, and era throughout the world was
responsible for approving abandoned, such a system. reached in the 1960s and early
exports to the Soviet Union, so But by the First World War, 1970s. The seeds of the count-
it must bear some of the blame nearly all the leading world er-revolution were, however,
for the incident. However, no powers had introduced some already being planted by three
MITI minister or senior M1TI form of income tax, and after factors. One was the mounting
official resigned or was sacked, the Second World War, income resentment of almost all the
and there was no outcry from tax became an almost universal working population in Industri-
industry against the ministry’s phenomenon, even in the Com- alised countries against high
failures. Only Toshiba officials munist countries of Eastern rates.

were punished. Europe and the developing Although this was partially
For all the carefully thought- countries - including the tax neutralised by the deduction of

out explanations of Japan's havens of Africa, Asia and tax at source from regular
success, it is easy to lose sight Latin America. The only irapor- earned income, in the growing
of the simple ones - in particu- tant exceptions are Bermuda, informal economies of most
lar, the astonishing failure of the Cayman Islands, the Turks western countries tax evasion
US Industry during the past 20 and Caicos and Vanuatu. became widespread. At the
years to maintain its competi- The two world wars also same time, the growth of tax

responsible for a
exports to the Soviet xuon, so I

abandoned, such a system.
But by the First World War,

it must bear some of the blame nearly all the leading world
for the incident. However, no powers had introduced some
MITI minister or senior MITI form of income tax, and after
official resigned or was sacked, the Second World War, income
and there was no outcry from tax became an almost universal
industry against the ministry’s phenomenon, even in the Corn-
failures. Only Toshiba officials munist countries of Eastern
were punished. Europe and the developing
For all the carefully thought- countries - including the tax

out explanations of Japan's havens of Africa, Asia and
success, it is easy to lose sight Latin America. The only irapor-
of the simple ones - in particu- tant exceptions are Bermuda,
lar, the astonishing failure of the Cayman Islands, the Turks
US industry during the past 20 and Caicos and Vanuatu,
years to maintain its competi- The two world wars also
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ON A CENTURY

years to maintain its competi- The two world wars also
tiveness. encouraged the extension of
Despite their enormous income tax to corporations,

resources, and despite ample although the extent to which
warnings, the Americans, in corporate income is imputed to
case after case, have simply shareholders remains a subject
been unable or unwilling to of continuing controversy and
answer Japanese industrial reforming legislation in most
challenges. With transistor countries,
radios in the 1950s, cameras According to the leading UK
and black and white televisions tax historian, Mr Basil Sabine,
in the 1960s, ears, colour televi- of the accountancy firm,
sions, video recorders in the Deloitte Haskins and Sells, the
1970s, and now factory and similarities between different
office automation equipment, income tax systems are far
too, the Japanese have repeat- more important than the differ-
ed^ found the going remark- ences. All systems have some
ably easy in the world's laraest degree of progressivity

radical than those of the US.
But similar, if weaker, pres-
sures have built up in manv
other European countries, such
as West Germany, Norway and
Belgium.
This trend has coincided with

a move towards much greater
international cooperation
between different tax agencies
which has led to a crackdown
on the abuse of tax havens and
other forms of tax avoidance.
The other factor that has

thrown up the possibility of
cuts in income tax rates in

many countries has been the
success of what has become the
fastest-spreading tax of the sec-
ond half of this century, Value
Added Tax (VAT). From its ori-

gins in France, the tax has
spread throughout the Euro-
pean Community to countries
as far afield as Turkey, Indone-
sia, Taiwan, New Zealand and
(with modifications) India. It

remains on the political agenda
in Japan and Canada. Only the
US has ignored its attractions
so far.

If the trend towards higher
VAT rates and fewer exemp-
tions (or zero-rating) continues,
VAT will supplant income tax
as the most important single
source of revenue for several
governments by the end of the
century.
VAT is fundamentally differ-

ent in its conception, adminis-
encouraged the extension of avoidance by corporations and tration and economic effects

individuals, subject, especially
on their investment income, to

from such predecessors as pur-
chase tax and a variety of other

the higher rates, through the indirect taxes which in most
exploitation of all kinds of spe-
cial reliefs and exemptions,
prompted counter-legislation of income tax.
ever-increasing complexity. The atti

countries have existed since
well before the introduction of

The attractions normally

ably easy in the world's largest I degree
and richest market. whereby the higher inc
In the early 1980s, the US earners are taxed at a hi;

Government's high dollar policy rate than the low earners. 1

made it even easier for the Jap- have some form of persi
anese. and harder for US com- allowance,
panies in key manufacturing The major differences
sectors to survive. European whether individuals or fa;

companies may not have been units are taxed, whel
any better equipped than their income from different sou
US competitors during this is taxed separately, accon
period to match the hard-dri v- to different principles
ing Japanese, but European rates, and whether incom
governments did not allow the taxed at the national or 1

Japanese free rein in their mar- level or both. Residence, de
kets. ciation allowances and ol
Japanese exports of elec- accounting concepts are

tronic equipment to the US main sources of divergenci
soared from Yl.OOObn in 1976 corporation tax.
to Y3,500bn in 1986. Over the Mr John Rodway of
same period, exports to the EC Inland Revenue's intematii
have grown much more slowly, division believes that the pr
and were only half as large as factor explaining the simil
those to the US. in value terms, ties and differences in

progressivity

J
those to the value terms.

whereby the higher income _ __ _
earners are taxed at a higher century Europe, the counter- self-policing and thus difficult
rate than the low earners. Most revolution of the late 1970s to evade.
have some form of personal originated in what was becom- Revenues have far exceeded
allowance. ing the new centre of economic the projections made prior to
The major differences are power, the Pacific basin. Propo- implementation In, for example,

whether individuals or family sition 13, which was directed Indonesia and southern Europe
units are taxed, whether against property taxes imposed Its chief drawback is the heavy
income from different sources by the state of California, was compliance costs it imposes on
is taxed separately, according the first popular revolt against small traders, particularly
to different principles and high taxation. when they have not already
rates, and whether income is Within eight years, the anti- absorbed an invoicing culture
taxed at the national or local tax sentiment had been trans- But the economic Sid techno-
level or both. Residence, depre- iated into what is the most logical changes of the second
ciation allowances and other detailed, complex and compre- half of the century in narticu-
accounting concepts are the hensive pieces of tax reform in lar computerisation’ havemademam sources of divergence in history, the US tax reform act. VAT the quintessential modern
corporation tax. which cut the top rate of per- tax
Mr John Rodway of the sonal income tax to 28 per cent Prof. John Kay of the London

Inland Revenue s international and the corporation tax rate to Business School and former
division believes that the prune 34 per cent, as well as sweeping director of the institute for Fis-Tactor explaining the similari- away a mass of special reliefs. CaJ Studies believes that this isties and differences in the Other countries have taken the key factor exolaining the_ similar, if less ambitious, steps, rise of VAT and the increasing

often prompted by the US difficulties of imposing income
__ _ example and the increasing sen- and capital taxes on the returnsCpQ s«»v

‘fy
to differential interna- from savings and bn-SttnenS^IJVJ tional tax rates of cross-border The increasing ease with

trade, investment and nugra- which economic transactions
the credit tap from full-on to S can be recorded at low cost and

The third factor was the claimed for VAT are that it is a
resurgent influence of Lais- powerful revenue-raiser draw-
sezrfeura economics which, by ing on a massively wide tax
emphasising the distortions ere- base. It creates relatively few
ated by taxation, pointed in the economic distortions, it is based
direction of lower rates and a on economic concepts which
broader base of tax, to be (unlike those of "income”, par-
achieved by the removal of ticularly from savings) are easy
most of the special exemptions, to define and difficult to avoid

If income tax began in 19th by artificial manouevres, and is

Debt crises
Continued from page 43

FROM ONE LEADER TO ANOTHER

— pa6-— yie and professional labour.
fevers - greed had overcome full-off, they eliminated the -j-he Anglo-Saxon countries
fear. But the bankers' blind {"'"JPY?* the UK. Canada, Australia and
confidence seems also to have bated the difficulties of debt

been founded on a genuine mis- servicing. Inevitably a sover-

understanding of the nature of ei^ideht crisis ensued, just as

sovereign debt.
Walter Wriston was right to

it did in the 1930s.
Yet there was one respect inWalter Wriston was right to m

argue that countries could not w
J*
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go bankrupt. But the imposst- when he denied in IPS- that

bility of putting a country into
massive default would cause a

bankruptcy an§ forcibly liqui- worid financial ensts. Since
- ~ - August 1982 the world econ-

omy has enjoyed one of the lon-

Thi i
l”our' the mounting expenses of mak-

,n® enforcing sophisticated
ustralia and technical judgements when theNew Zealand, have been the conceptual basis for imposingmost obvious reformers. New taxes is confused gkes a dea?Zealand’s reforms over the last long-term advantage to a taxtwo years have been even more like vAT, he believfs

For one hundred years, the Financial Times has provided
impartial insight into the workings of world finance.

At Daiwa, for 85 years we've believed in keeping abreast of developments
worldwide. And when it comes to financial journalism, we know there's only

one “Financial Times.'’ Thafs why, when we look to the next century,

we look to the FT to continue a tradition it started one hundred years ago.

From Daiwa. Congratulations to the FT.

And here's to many more.

dating its assets, Tar from ofrer-
ing reassurance to lenders, is

th? fatal flaw in the sovereign Best penotte of non-innationary

lending relationship. In sover-

eign lending, the creditors' ulti-

mate lines of defence - collat-

eral and liquidation of assets -

Simply do not exist.

growth in history. Even as the

less developed countries have
retrenched and deflated, the
creditor nations, particularly
America, have prospered and

This means that' a country's «rown
.
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theoretical capacity to repay
debts does not guarantee credi-
tors against loss. It is the bor-
rowers' willingness to pay that
is critical. And that willingness
depends on two crucial factors;

how likely the country is to
receive further credit, and how

predicted the Third World's
willingness to make extraordi-

nary economic sacrifices in

order to preserve the stability

of the Western financial system

and the profits of US banks.

Only In the last 12 months
great is the sacrifice required have the developing countries

DAIWA
to service its debts. themselves woken up to the ies-
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The reason that willingness sons of history - which show
to pay is not a problem in lend- that the balance of power in

ing to an industrial nation like sovereign lending is tilted
the US or Britain is that the Heavily in the borrower’s, not
debts are denominated in a cur- the creditor's, direction,

rency which the debtor govern- In retrospect, the greatest
ment issues itself. The US Gov- mystery of the Third World
eminent would never default on debt crisis was not that banks
its dollar obligations, because it stampeded Into such an obvious
could ultimately print all the trap. Rather, It was that the
dollars it wants. The same was Third World countries took five

not true of Mexico or Brazil. years to realise that they could
When bankers like Mr Wris- seize the initiative and settle

ton decided suddenly to turn the debts on their own terms.
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The Chase Manhattan Bank's ties with the City of largest commercial banks as well as the innovative skills of deepening the links we have with the financial community

London began even befbre the first issue of the Financial an accomplished investment bank. in the UK.

Times was published, The result is that Chase s business unifies corporate Which is why we expect to be running a similar adver-

We first started building long-term relationships with and institutional relationships with a growing investment tisement when the F.T. has been established in London for

British customers in TS87. banking, foreign exchange and securities trading operation. 200 years.

;-A. Todaywe have the global resources ofone ofthe world's But, as ever, we look forward to continuing and And Chase has for 201.
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The First 100 Years
GLOBALISATION OF MARKETS

From ‘Big Ditch’

to ‘Big Bang’
Dominick J Coyle traces the development of global capital markets

AMERICA'S "Big Ditch" pre-
dated London's "Big Bang" of
October 1986 by some 170
years, yet each has been a mile-
stone in the process of globalis-
ation in what nowadays we call
international financial markets.

In truth, a date closer to the
origins of the Financial Times
itself was even more significant
in the evolution and develop-
ment of world capital markets;
the opening of the Atlantic
cable in 186b greatly facilitated
arbitrage between New York
and London with transatlantic
communications being reduced
at a stroke from many days to
minutes - albeit at a cost in the
first year of service of £20 for
a one-word telegram. Globalisa-
tion of securities was not a
child of the 1980s. but had its
infancy well over a century
ago.
The abundance of natural

resources in the "New World”
created the potential for virtu-
ally unlimited investment (and
speculative) capital. But the
opening of actual outlets in
major volume in the US had to
await new techniques and
inventions in communications,
transportation and industry. A
significant early venture capi-

tal project of sorts was the “Big
Ditch" itself, the celebrated (in
its day) building of the Erie
Canal financed by the issue of
New York state bonds. The
greater part of the issue was
taken up by British investor.
and the 1817 bonds were the
first by an American state to be
quoted in London. An embryo
Eurobond!
The 57m Erie investment paid

off handsomely - unlike many
others In the US early that cen-
tury. Annual interest charges
were covered almost before the
canal project was completed,
and the bonds were redeemed
at a premium before maturity.
British - and also French and
Dutch - investors were anxious
for more such profitable securi-
ties in the new America and
away from such established
stock of the day as the Bank of
England and the East India
Company; the emerging states
were only too eager to oblige.
Bond salesmen sought to fund

projects in Virginia, Pennsylva-
nia and Ohio. A loan to finance
the Louisiana Planters' Associa-
tion was issued publicly by Bar-
ing Brothers, the first state
loan to be made payable in Lon-
don at a fixed rate of exchange;

Louisiana itself had been pur-
chased from the French some
25 years earlier for 511.26m,
funded mainly in London. Paris
and Amsterdam, the stock car-
rying a coupon of 6 per cent-
Throughout much of the 19th

century and up to the .outbreak
of World War One, massive
investment flows continued
from Europe across the Atlan-
tic. There were, inevitably,
market reversals - the collapse
of cotton prices, defaults by
many US states and the inter-
vention of the Franco-Prussian
War - but Europeans had an
insatiable appetite for Ameri-
can securities.
Some figures (although not

exclusively for the US market):
by 1854 Britain was a net credi-
tor country to the extent of
some S3bn: by 1896 her net
investments abroad amounted
to an estimated 59bn; at the
end of 1913, gross assets were
calculated at $20 bn - much of
them in the Americas.
Bonds were the flavour of the

century, investments pouring
into such romantically-sounding
railroads as the Chicago. St
Paul and Fond du Lac, the
Atlantic and Pacific, the Balti-
more and Ohio and the Atchi-

-iC
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ai. f New technology has helped financial

markets to become more international

and more innovative in recent years. It

is a process, however, which started a

long time ago

son and Topeka. The discovery
of Californian gold pushed the
railroads towards and across
the Rockies. The states, in the
main, left the "winning of the
west” to private enterprise, and
financial centres in Europe
bought and traded securities as
eagerly as prospectors sought
gold in California.
The internationalisation of

Rene Magritte. Belgian Painter. ‘ La Uramie Guerre." Detail
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-y securities had taken firm root,
le Forerunners of today's interna-
ls tional investment bankers -
le shrewd but sometimes dishon-
le est bond salesmen for the rail-
id roads and other US utilities -
le set up shop in London. In addi-
is tion to rail issues purchased in
it London, an active secondary

market developed in securities
>f originally issued in the US.— By the outbreak of the Great

War, and the forced liquidation
of a large part of their portfo-
lio, British investors were far
and away the largest foreign
holders of US securities - fol-
lowed by the Dutch and the
Germans. Only France held off
Trom large-scale investment in
the New World. The French
Government, controlling access
to the Paris Bourse, preferring
to direct the savings of its peo-
ple to areas where France had
more direct political and eco-
nomic interests, including Rus-
sia and Turkey.
The placing of - and trading

in - those US railroad bonds
represented an early globalisa-
tion of securities and illustrated
how improved communications,
coupled with latent investment
demand and more than a fair
share of promotional hype,
could influence international
trading in financial instru-
ments.
And the market, too, was

widening, with emerging US
"blue chip" shares attracting
increasing foreign investment:
companies like US Steel, East-
man Kodak. General Electric
and United Fruit — all interna-
tional equities in terms of Euro-
pean investor preference, if not
then in actual name.
The 1914-18 war changed all

that. European, and particu-
larly British, investments were
cut back drastically. Instead,
investment flows changed
direction; large loans were
obtained from American banks
and investors, and from the ITS
government. At the peak of its
wartime borrowing, Britain was
a net private debtor to the US.
and massively so on govern-
ment-to-govemment loans.
Following the war and major

reconstruction, some European
investment in the US resumed,
but by then capital flows were
moving out of America.
Whereas in the middle period of
the previous century American
promoters had scoured Euro-
pean financial centres in search i

of foreign lenders, in the five <

years prior to the 1929 Crash I

they were searching the world
for foreign borrowers. j

A Senate Finance Committee I

hearing of the period learned t

that no fewer than 29 represen- i

tatives of American financial c
houses were endeavouring to r
negotiate loans for Colombia; gsome 36 banks were competing r
for a loan to Budapest,and n
another 14 were in negotiation t,

with Belgrade. f
The Wall Street crash and the

Depression brought all that to s
an abrupt end. .lust as the Brit- b
ish had discovered a century b
be Tore, the Americans faced w
massive defaults in the 1930s. fi

Almost all of Latin America m
was in default, and a large slice m
of Europe, too. including either ri
sovereign or corporate loans to pi
Hungary. Poland, Germany, Oi
Greece, Sweden and Denmark. se
And again the war clouds Hi

were gathering; it was to take se
another three decades and more in
before i he internationalisation al
of securities markets would to
resume - and with a real von- fr;

gennee. to the point where pr
today vast capital flows are ati

sloshing around the world on a
daily basis.

The last decade and more,
indeed ever since the dramatic
change in oil prices, has seen
much greater volatility in inter
est rates, exchange rates and
inflation levels, coupled with
the gradual deregulation of
financial markets - starting in
the US. The flavour of the
decade has been the increasing
use of capital markets as a
means of capita) formation and
away from reliance on conven-
tional bank lending.
Figures from the Bank for

International Settlements (BIS)
show net bank lending in inter-
national markets peaking in
1981 at $165bn when capital
(net) raised through interna-
tional bonds was a mere 532bn.
In the five years to 1986 and
the real heyday of the Eurodol-
lar markets, international bond
offerings grew at a compound
annual race of almost 40 per
cent.
The banks themselves, facing

repayment problems by many
developing countries, moved to
issue long-term securities as a
means of strengthening their
capital base, and throughout
the 1980s have been major
players in the growth of inter-
national bond markets as Issu-
ers, underwriters and dealers.
Deregulation in the American

markets started a process of
i gradual liberalisation world-

wide covering exchange con-
trols, market access and finan-
cial innovation. Reduced or zero
trading commissions started on
Wall Street in 1976, moved to
Canada (1983) and Australia
(1984 land arrived in London
with Big Bang. The securities
industry responded aggres-
sively in the new competitive
environment to meet the needs
of both issuers and investors.
The growth of interest rate

and currency swaps has become
part and parcel of this innova-
tive process, supported more
recently by stock index and
financial futures and options.
Standard options started in the
US back in 1973; the Nether-
lands launched the European
Options Market five years later,
the same year that a standard
options market opened in Lon-
don.
Other markets around the

world have now joined in, or
are racing to catch up - just
when the world equity markets
have collapsed and, in truth,
when no-one is quite sure of the
implications for the global secu-
rities industry. But internation-
alisation has come a long way.
dramatically so in the present
decade, and the process is too
well-established - and too
suited to sovereign and corpo-
rate needs - to be reversed. -
There may well be setbacks,

and also particular flavours in
response to market circum- _
stances, as there always have
been. Floating Rate Notes
(FRNs). a substitute for the
syndicated bank loans of yore,
had their run in the early
19S0s; by 1986, they had given
way to more reliance on fixed

Black Monday October 19,1987: a trader at the end of thet?.

day's dealings on the New York Stock Exchange
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Tl»e first transatlantic cable being prepared for shipment at
Morden Wharf, Greenwich In 1857

Net new borrowings in international markets
(TJS $ BDEoasl

Net

>t way to more reliance on fixed
rate Eurobonds as interest rates

ll declined sharply. The
i- short-term Euronotes market,
e too, had its innings, and

reached record volumes in 1985
d when the market in Eurocom-
e mercial paper came into vogue,
s Last year - even before the
s October crash - Eurobond vol-
3 ur£“ had started to turn down
s whatever the needs of the
, marketplace, financial engi-
- neers have been on hand with

- FomP,ex Placing
r and trading instruments and
i processes, the lead inevitably
,

coming from the big Wall Street
•

hou
f
es - Seemingly ever-rising

stock market prices around the
world - until October s Black

i Monday — widened the vision of
mutual funds, investment
trusts and pension fund manag-
ers and consolidated the cult of
the international equity.
The yen and the Japanese

market have soared to dizzy
heights, replacing New York as
the world leader in terms of
capitalisation, a status (the
declining dollar aside) perhaps
not wholly fair to Wall Street
given the high volume of retire-
ments or corporate stock. Netnew corporate stock issues in
tnc ( lb have been negative in
five nf Lite last seven years.
And where from here? The

shock waves from last
ber * fall-out continue to rever-
beruie around the investmentworld as the FT reaches its
Krsi century. The pace of inter-
nationalisation in the securities
markets has been dramatic inrecent years, even if the verv
process itself has not been new.
Uur own century and more has
seen major reversals in capitalHows, and the playing field has

evvr been 1***1. norindeed has the global investoralways been adequately pro-

^ R,obal regulatory
framework may need a higherpnonty in the years immedi-
ately ahead.

Net. Bank Bond Double
Lending (1) Issues (2) -- Counting

S 90.0 $ 29.0 5 6.(1

125.0 28.5 7.5
leO.l) 28.0 8.0
I65.D 32.0 7.0
95.0 . 58.5 S.5
85.0 58.0 13.0
90.0 83.0 28.0
105.0 125.0 55.0
160.0 156.0 76.0
135.0 70.0 25.0

Net Bank
and Bead
Financing

S 113.il

146.0

150.0
190.0
145.0

' 130.0
‘

145.Q

175.0
240.0
180.0

Nnces: ( I ) Excludes double-counting due lo redeposis among reporting banks-
C.2) net of redemptions and repurchases.
I?l ccnain bonds laken up by 81S reporting banks and bonds issued bv
repining banks to facilitate their mtenutional lending activities.

Sources: BIS Annual Reports

Without Fear and
Without Favour

*1 would like to formally record the complete satisfaction
Ihot Hie Financial Times has received, both technically and
m service terms, in all our dealings with BBC Dalacast.
The extended period of our hial has proved that the
Dalacast system is a reliable and powerful method of
communicating realtime information to remote
locations. ' Letter from the Financial Times Newspaper
Sale; Development Director to BBC Dalacast 16Hi
December 1987.

BBC Datacost is the BBC's unique packet-based data
broadmstmg system using the broadcast television signal
With clients such as the International Stock Exchange The
Finanaal Times. Coral Racing ond Post Office Nu-Media

service
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reliable and powerful method of communicating non
realtime information la remole locations. We salute and
congrahilate the Financial Times on its fine record and look
forward lo the next 100 years together. .
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MARKET CYCLES
Dow Jones Industrial Average

3200 Log scale 32Q0

A pattern of fluctuation
What goes up usually comes most of the way back down, Barry Riley observes

FINANCIAL NEWSPAPERS are
usually launched by proprietors
ui prosperous times, and it is

therefore unsurprising to' find
that 1888 was not at all a bad
year for the City of London’s
markets.
There was something of boom

in flotations of British joint
stock companies. Moreover,
many overseas investment
propositions were dangled
before British investors, includ-
ing issues by a wide variety of
gold mines.
The alarming US balance of

payments deficit of S63m that
year reflected a surge in
imports from, among other
places, Britain. It was an early
application of the US locomo-
tive strategy to a sluggish
world economy. Indeed, it was
accompanied by an unprece-
dented flood of stock and bond
issues by American railroads.
Meanwhile, interest rates

were falling and one of the first

major economic events which
the fledgling FT reported was
Chancellor Goschen's conver-
sion of the national debt in

March that year.
Investors were offered a dis-

tinctly unappetising deal: they
had to take a cut in the interest
rate on Consols from 3 to 2%
per cent (falling to 2V? per cent
eventually) or be paid off at
par. Meanwhile, the best rail-

way debentures yielded only
3Vk per cent.
But if there is one lesson to

be drawn from a century of
market movements it is that
what goes up is likely to come
most, if not all, of the way
down again. The FT's first bear
market could not be far off.

So it proved. The capital mar-
kets became overheated, and
interest rates soared through-
out Europe. The discount rate
in Britain hit an alarming 6 per
cent at the end of 1888, while
Germany suffered a crunch in

1889.
But as far as the City of Lon-

don was concerned the real
problems turned out to be
developing in Argentina where
a wave of land speculation in

the -region of the River Plate
during the late 1880s ended in

tears.

German investors withdrew
support for Argentina in 1888,
but the plucky British merchant
bank Baring Bros hung in there,

despite the damaging railure of
a steable loan offering for the
Buenos Ayres Drainage and
Waterworks Co.

It was not a wise policy.
Mounting rumours undermined
the London stock market
through 1890. Then, on Novem-
ber 15. Baring closed its doors,
and had to be bailed out of a.

liquidity crunch by the Bank of
England.
This was a panic largely con-

fined to Britain. But in 1893 the
US had its own crisis when con-
fidence was damaged by the
threat to gold convertibility.
The seeds of the collapse had
been sown by the Sherman Sil-

ver Act of 1890.
The- 1893 panic was just too

soon to be recorded statistically

by the Dow Jones Industrial
Average, although Charles Dow
back in 1884 had created an
average of railroad stocks (at

that time the subject of the vast
majority of stock trading in

New York).
His Wall Street Journal had

in fact appeared for the first

time under that title in July
1889, and by May 1896 trading
in non-railroad stocks was
active enough for him to launch
the DJIA, covering just a dozen
issues to start with.
The London market unfortu-

nately lacks any corresponding
continuously calculated daily
statistical measure dating back
anything like 100 years. But
there was a monthly London
and Cambridge Economics Ser-

vice industrial index going back
to before 1900, and at the end
of 1928 the monthly Actuaries
Index was started (it continued

until 1962, when it was super-
seded by the FT-Actuaries
Index series).

In July 1935. however, the
Financial News (later FT)
Industrial Ordinary Share
Index was launched, and this

has given a consistent daily
record for at any rate the past

52 years.
Karl Marx had predicted

steadily worsening crises for
capitalism, and the panics of
the early 1890s lent credence to

this view, but they proved to be
false alarms.
Capitalism was in reality

swinging into one of its most
prosperous and progressive
periods. In Kondratieff terms,

the late 1890s marked the start

of a new major cycle, with the
commencement of a long
upwave punctuated by the
First World War but eventually

terminated only by the crash of
1929.
Of course, it was not quite as

simple as that. The Dow Jones
chart records bear markets in

1903 and 1907 - the latter

reflecting the “Knickerbocker"

crisis after the failure of the

Knickerbocker Trust Co, the
effects or which were largely

confined to the US.

In Europe, meanwhile, war
was brewing. When it broke out

in August 1914 the London
Stock Exchange closed for five

months, and thereafter trading

was subject to controls and to

the pressures to finance the

war effort through bond issues,

including several tranches of
War Loan.
As a major centre for interna-

tional finance. London suffered

a serious loss of business dur-

ing the war, but the immediate
post-Armistice mood was buoy-

ant. The shortages and pent-up

demand generated by four

The Actuaries Investment Index

Industries (All classes combined)

Dec 31 1928=100

100

Quarterly figures

L McKinley 9. Truman
2. T.Roosevelt 10. Elsenhower
3. Taft 11. Kennedy
4. Wilson 12. Johnson
5. Harding 13. Nixon
6. Coolidge 14. Ford
7. Hoover 15. Carter
8. F-DJ&oosevelt 1& Reagan
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vears of hostilities created
plenty of highly-profitable
opportunities for industrial
entrepreneurs.
There was a new issue boom

in the UK in 1919 and 1920
covering coal mines, steel, tex-

tiles and the rapidly expanding
motor industry

-

The euphoria proved
short-lived, however. By 1921
the world economy was in trou-

ble again, with Germany and
several other central European
countries suffering hyperinfla-

tion. In the US, the Dow Jones
Industrial Average hit what
was then its all-time high of
almost 120 in November 1919
but lost nearly 50 per cent over
the ensuing two years.

In the UK the average annual
level of the equity market,
according to the London and
Cambridge index, fell by a third

between 1920 and 1921 (to a
level little higher than In 1900).

In general, however, the
Twenties roared. By 1924 the
markets were picking up nicely,

and, despite ominous signs of
distress in commodities (where
over-production stimulated by
the war was leading to a seri-

ous decline in agricultural
prices), the industrial econo-
mies were moving ahead fast.

Despite temporary crises,

such as the UK's General Strike
in 1926, stock markets were
buoyant and the climate
became increasingly specula-
tive. Share pushing reached
scandalous levels in the UK,
while in the US buying of equi-
ties was becoming financed by
credit to an alarming degree.

The actuarial profession
chose December 31, 1928 as the
base date for the new Actuaries
Index. It was an unfortunate
time to start

,
an index at 1D0.

As Kondratieff might have
warned, the index would never
get back to its starting point
until the 1950s.
London's problem in 1929

was the Hairy crash. Clareneo-
Ilatry had been a prominent
wheeler and dealer fur some
years, and in April 1929 he
made a highly ambitious cash
offer for United Steel as a step
towards forming a giant new
combine to be called Steel
Industries of Great Britain.

But Hatry ran out of cash and
by June, becoming desperate,
he began forging Bogus share
certificates. On September 20
his crime was exposed; he was
arrested, and share prices in

London began to tumble.
The ripples of the Hatry

crash spreading across the
Atlantic can only have served
to intensify the pressures on an
overstretched Wall Street. From
a low of about 90 back in 1924,
the DJIA had risen almost con-
tinuously to hit a high of 381 at
the beginning of September
1929.
There followed a few weeks

of nervousness, alarm and then
outright panic, culminating in

the devastating fall of Tuesday,
October 29.
Wall Street's crash has ever

since remained the most notori-

ous event in stock market his-
tory (though it has since been
rivalled by October 19, 1987).
But the crash itself was only
one of a series of events which
resulted from political and
monetary ineptness and which
generated the disastrous
depression of Lhe early 1930s.

In London the stock market
was weak during late 1929, but
the fall in the Actuaries Index
for the year was a relatively
modest 1 8.9 per cent.
Much worse was to follow.

The US Smoot-Hawley Tariff of
1930 crippled international
trade, and a chain reaction of
confidence crises was triggered
in the foreign exchange mar-
kets by the collapse of the Aus-
trian Credit-Anstalt in May
1931.
The UK was forced off the

gold standard in September
1931, causing further stock
market weakness, and it was
not until June 14. 1932, that
the Actuaries Index finally bot-
tomed out at 44. 8.
The Dow Jones Average

reached its trough at about the
same time; with its low point
only 41, the proportionate dam-
age, compared with earlier lev-

els, had been vastly greater
(though it quickly doubled
again in 19331.

Persistent high unemploy-
ment cast a deep shadow over
the 1930s. but the UK economy
suffered less than many others.

By 1934 UK Industrial produc-
tion had recovered to tne 1929
level, whereas it took until
1936 in Germany and 1937 in

the US.
So there was quite a decent

mid-Thirties uptrend in the
London stock market, the last

18-month period of which was
picked up by the FT Index.
From a base of 100 in July 1935

the Index attained a peak of
just over 120 at the turn of
1936 and 1937.
But the economic upturn was

faltering and the war scare
increasing. The Index was
down through 100 by the end
of 1937, was at 77 when war
was declared in September
1939, and hit its all-time low
point of 49.4 on June 26 1940
in the wake of the British
Army’s evacuation from Dun-
kirk and the blitzing of
Britain’s cities.

The wartime and immediate
post-war UK economy was
dominated by controls, includ-

ing price and dividend restric-

tions, and the equity market
became a backwater. But the
late 1940s were notable as the
era of cheap money under
Labour's Chancellor Hugh Dal-

ton, and gilt-edged prices
reached exceptional levels: 2Vi

per cent Consols touched par in

1946.
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The First 100 Years
INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL FLOWS THE FT’S INDICES

Price of turbulence Barometers of market conditions
New regulatory measures could be on the way, says John Plender Richard Lambert on the 30, the 100 and, now, the 2,500

THE internationalisation of
financial markets is anything
bur a post-war phenomenon.
Medieval English kings turned
to Italian bankers to finance
their wars; in the 16th century
Gresham looked to Antwerp to
provide Elizabeth I with funds;
even Boulton & Watt, pioneer
of the British industrial revolu-
tion, turned to a Dutch bank,
Hope & Co, when it had
exhausted the savings of its

founders.
Looked at from a historical

perspective, there appears to be
a natural ebb and flow in the
propensity of finance to move
across national borders, in
which the turn of the tide usu-
ally coincides with foreign bor-
rowers going into default.
Growth in international capital
and financial flows then
resumes when the memory of
the resulting losses becomes
fainter - or, In the past cen-
tury, as the controls introduced
in response to financial turmoil
are lifted to cope with new
political and economic circum-
stances.

In economic terms, interna-
tionalisation makes obvious
sense where countries with
savings surplus to domestic
requirements direct funds to
developing economies in which
investment returns are higher
and savings are in short supply.
Yet, in practice, the pattern of
international flows in the
period since the Second World
War has been heavily influ-

enced by numerous other fac-
tors, ranging from the political

to - most importantly - rela-
tive levels of financial regula-
tion. And internationalisation
in securities markets has
reached a wholly new degree of
sophistication thanks to dra-
matic advances in computing
and telecommunications, which
have simultaneously permitted
the rapid dissemination of
financial information and the
reduction of financial transac-
tion costs by up to 80 per cent.
Both political and regulatory

considerations played a crucial
part in the key international
development in the post-war
financial system: the appear-
ance of the Eurodollar market.
The Soviet Union had. in the
late 1960s, a strong desire to
hold dollars in non-American
banks outside the US. At the
same time the financial commu-
nity saw an opportunity to
exploit an anomaly in the US
financial structure: the Federal
Reserve System's regulatory
ceilings on bank deposit inter-

est rates did not apply to

deposits in New York belonging
to foreign banks or to foreign

branches of New York banks.
So it was possible to enhance
the return on dollar deposits by
transferring funds from New
York to Europe without incur-

ring any exchange risk.

The Bank of England, mean-
time, conducted an open-door
policy in relation to foreign
banks and, without objection
from the British government,
offered a minimally regulated
environment for non-sterling
financial activity. Against this
background, a mainly London-
based Eurocurrency market
was destined to thrive.

petrodollar recycling episode,
in which the banks were ulti-

The development of the Euro-
bond market, which quickly fol-

lowed, was once again heavily
influenced by regulatory con-
siderations. By issuing dollar
bonds in Europe a borrower
could escape the demanding
requirements of the US Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission,
while avoiding the fiscal pen-
alty imposed on non-US inves-
tors by the US interest equalis-
ation tax in the period between
1963 and 1973.

A similar pattern is discerni-
ble in the growth of interna-
tional bank lending in the early
1970s. Restrictions an inter-
state banking in the US
imposed constraints on the
domestic expansion of the big
US money centre banks. Yet the
existence of the Eurodollar
deposit market allowed them to
engage in rapid asset-led
growth overseas. In the periodgrowth overseas. In the period
of petrodollar recycling that
followed the 1973 oil crisis,

some of the biggest US banking
giants came to generate up to
three quarters of their profits
from foreign activities. Western
governments tacitly acquiesced
in an increasingly imprudent
banker]y foray into the Third
World because recycling
deferred painful policy
responses to a four-fold hike in
oil prices.

In the 1980s the pattern of
capital flows switched from the
developing world to the devel-
oped world; and the lifting of
Japanese controls on capital
outflows coincided with the
growth of a US budget deficit
that outstripped the capacity of
American domestic savers to
finance it. Without explicit
political agreement, Japanese
institutional investors looked
for higher returns in US securi-
ties markets.
The unhappy outcome of the

in which Che banks were ulti-

mately forced to make substan-
tial provisions and write-offs
against sovereign loans to Latin
America, falls into a pattern
that is familiar to economic his-
torians. The dramatic collapse
in the value of Japanese inves-
tors' dollar securities in 1986
and 1987, in contrast, raises
more complex issues; not least
because the US, as custodian of
the world's chief reserve cur-
rency, was able to impose a de
facto default on Its Japanese
creditors through the halving of
the value of the dollar against
the yen between Spring 1985
and the end of 1087.

Unlike the British devalua-
tion of 1967, which had severe
implications for the sterling
balances, the dollar’s slide took
place within a floating system.
In effect, the market was
obliged to take the strain when
US. Japanese and other devel-
oped countries' economic poli-

cies proved incompatible and
international economic diplo-
macy faltered. The West's lead-

ing military and economic
power was unable to live with
the political consequences of
economic and financial integra-
tion.

The extreme turbulence in

both currency and stock mar-
kets in 1987 has been widely
seen as a symptom of the

,

decline of US economic power
and the problem of shifting
some responsibility for global
economic management to Japan
and West Germany. It has also
created a climate in which a
move back towards re-regula-
tion in currency and capital
markets might seem natural.
Yet there is little agreement
between the main global actors
on the desirability or otherwise
of a return to managed
exchange rates; or, indeed, on
how a smooth transition from
dollar hegemony to a full-scale
multi-currency reserve system
might be accomplished.

The American political
response to the stock market
crash of 1987 may well lead to
regulatory measures that indi-

rectly impinge on international
capital flows. But as the debt
crisis continues to cast a
shadow oveT the dog-end of the
decade, it seems unlikely that
the internationalisation of the

“WE DECIDED that the best
contribution we could make
was to produce a truly modern
and sensitive industrial ordi-
nary share index, sensitive to
the equity market's changing
moods as reflected in price
movements in the leading and
most active shares in manufac-
turing industry.”
With this rather modest

objective, the Financial News
just over 50 years ago started a
process which today involves
the calculation and daily publi-
cation in the Financial Times of
roughly 100 different stock
market indices. There are two
main objectives behind these
calculations.
The first is to provide a ser-

vice to readers. Together with
its partners, the FT now pro-
duces a more sophisticated and
widely accepted set of market
measures than are available
anywhere else in the world. In
Wall Street and other major
capital markets, a proliferation
of equity and bond indices com-
petes for the attention of inves-
tors. In London, there is the FT
series. Most of its rivals have
quietly been abandoned.
The second main objective is

to bring Che FT's name before a
wider audience. For decades,
the FT Ordinary Share Index
has been the standard barome-
ter of weather conditions in the
City of London, and the yard-
stick by which its changing
moods nave been measured on
news bulletins around the
world. On a more ambitious
scale, the hope is that the
World Share Indices, launched
last year, will become the
benchmark for international
equity investors.
The original FT Index was the

brainchild of Sir Richard "Otto"
Clarke, who .worked for six
years as a leader writer and
Lex columnist on the Financial
News before going on to a dis-
tinguished career in govern-
ment service. In an article “By
our statistical correspondent"
in July 1936, he argued that the
disadvantage of the established
indices was that they contained
too much dead weight - shares
which were infrequently
traded, and which therefore
meant that the indices which
included them were not suffi-
ciently sensitive to market
movements.
An index of 30 shares, if

carefully chosen, would give
both a sensitive and representa-

rnarkets will lead to anything
remotely like the optimal allo-remotely like the optimal allo-

cation of capital looked for by
economic theory for a long time
yet.

tive picture, he suggested. "The
value of the index (as a picture
of the market) Increases only
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Jobbers and brokers outside the Stock Exchange in 1951

very slowly after that number
has been reached."
The list of original constitu-

ents provides a roll call of the

f
reat names of British raanu-
acturing before the Second
War. It features the likes of
Bolsover Colliery, Austin Motor
and United Steel along with
shares which remain actively
traded today, such as ICI, GEC
and GKN.
Over the years, the emphasis

has shifted - in line with the
economy - away from heavy
industry' and towards the ser-
vices sector. Companies have
been taken out as a result of
their own decline, or of take-
over, and to make room for
more dynamic or market-sensi-
tive shares. In particular, Brit-
ish Telecom and British Gas
were brought in immediately
after privatisation.

Continued from page 47

It was the unwinding of this

cheap money policy by R.A.
(Rab) Butler after the Conser-
vative election victory in 1951

strong uptrend characteristic of
the first half of a long cycle

which was partly responsible
for a nasty little bear market infor a nasty little bear market in

late 1951 and early 1952. Bank
Rate was raised sharply from
2Vi to 4 per cent and long
gilt-edged yields went up to 4.

8

per cent.
The other factor was the com-

modity price slump which fol-

lowed the ending of the Korean
War. From a 1951 peak of
above 140 the FT 30 Share
Index collapsed to 103.1 on
June 24,1952. But it was the
last time it was to languish at a
level anywhere near par.
From that point the stock

market embarked np*in the
post-war series of four-yearly
cycles embedded within a
strong underlying uptrend. Suc-
cessively greater peaks were
reached in |9r>9. 1904,
IVU»R and 1972 (although in real
terms 1908 was in fact the high
point rather than 1972).

In between came minor bear
markets, usually related to bal-

ance of payments crises and
abrupt interest rate hikes. But
these market setbacks, marked
by events such as the
Rolls-Royce collapse of early
1971. were nothing like as
severe as the subsequent bear
market of 1974 or the crash of
1987.
To refer once more to the the-

ories of Kondratieff. the world
economy was again in the

the first half of a long cycle
(though the UK economy was
always struggling to keep up
with its major competitors).
The 1950s and 1960s saw the

development of the "cult of the
equity" in the UK as institu-

tional investors greatly
increased their exposure to
ordinary shares. Inflation,
albeit at low levels, became a
persistent feature of the British

economy, and bond prices were
in a secular decline as their vul-
nerability to inflation became
evident
Gradually it became the

accepted wisdom for pension
funds, in particular, to buy
equities. Eventually the popu-
lar view developed that infla-

tion was actually good for equi-
ties.

In the early 1970s, however,
this philosophy was tested to
destruction. The Conservativedestruction. The Conservative
Government under Edward
Heath, elected in 1970, began as
a financially strict regime but-
before long negotiated a spec-
tacular U-turn and embarked
on a headlong monetary expan-
sion combined with an. increas-
ingly lax fiscal policy.

Wage, price and dividend con-
trols could only keep the cap on
the bottle for a while. The
strategy collided violently with
enormous rises in the world oil

price and with a coal mining
strike- Workers managed to
defend their standard of living,

but only by imposing a. vicious
squeeze on real corporate prof-

the standard by which the per-

formance of fund managers
investing in

- UK securities is

ORIGINAL CONSTITUENTS OF
THE FT INDEX

'
'

- N

judged. Their acceptance is

such that It is common for

stockbrokers to make their

share recommendations in

terms of being “overweight" or

“underweight^ in a particular

sector. What they mean is that

investors should hold more, or

less, of a particular security

than would be the case if they
merely matched the make-up of
the All-Share Index.the AU-Share Index.

The next big innovation was
the FT-SE 100, which came in

at the beginning of 1984 to pro-

vide the first real time index of
UK security prices. Here, the
stock prices are collected by the

Stock Exchange and calculated

bn its computers.
This index is made up of the
00 largest companies by mar-100 largest companies by mar-

ket capitalisation, adjusted on a
quarterly basis to allow for
market movements. It is con-
structed in the same way as the
FT-Actuaries series. Among
professional investors, Footsie
has been taking the place of the
30 Share Index as the main
indicator of short-term move-
ments.
The most ambitious and com-

Associated Portland Cement
Austin Motor
Baas
Bolsover Colliery
Callenders Cables
Coate (JAP) .. -

Conrtanlds
Distillers
Dorman Long
Dunlop Bobber
Electrical A Musical Lads'
Fine Spinners and Doublers
General Electric
Guest Keen & Nettlefolda
Haxrods
Hawker Siddeley . .

Imperial Chemical
Imperial Tobacco
International Tea \
London Brick .

Mnicx
Patous A Baldwins
Pinchin Johnson -

Rolls-Royce
Tate & Lyle
Turner A Newall
United Steel •i-‘

Vickers
Watney Combe & Reid .

Woolworth (F.W.) .
• -

PRESENT CONSTITUENTS

plicated of the Indices pub-
lished each day in the FT are

The Index was not designed
to provide a long-term measure
of portfolio performance. That
gap was filled in 1962 with the
introduction of the FT-Actu-
aries series of indices, which
captures a much higher propor-
tion of the overall equity mar-
ket and is built on a weighted
arithmetical framework
designed to behave like an
actual portfolio of shares. The
FT carries out the day-to-day
collection of prices and the cal-

culations, while the Institute of
Actuaries and the Faculty of
Actuaries are responsible for
the design and supervision of
the series, and for changing the
make-up of the indices to
reflect market developments.
Indices for British govern-

ment securities were introduced
in 1977, backdated to 1975.
These indices have become

lished each day in the FT are
the FT-Actuaries World Indices,

which appeared for the first
time last year. The World Index
itself is made up of nearly
2,500 shares, and the daily
table includes data on 24 sepa-
rate countries and 10 regions.

Details of price and capital
movements are collected by
three partners: broadly speak-
ing, Goldman Sachs is responsi-
ble for the Americas, the FT for
Europe, and Wood Mackenzie
for the rest of the world. The
indices are calculated by the FT
after the dose of the New Yorkafter the dose of the New York
Stock Exchange each night, and
are available for the later edi-
tions of the newspaper.
There are competing indices

calculated by other organisa-
tions - mainly by securities
firms. But the FT claims severalfirms. But the FT claims several
features for its series, including
speedy publication and a set of
ground rules which make the
indices relevant to an interna-
tional investor. Most important
is the fact that the supervision
and structure of the indices ls

managed independently by a
group led by a representative
of the Actuaries and induding
outside users of the service.
Even more sophisticated mar-

ket indices are likely to be
developed in the years ahead.
Accurate, widely-accepted mea-

AUied-Lyona
Assoc Dairies
BICC
BOC Inti
BTE
Beeduun
Bine Circle
Boots
British Gas
BP
British Telecom
Cadbury Schweppes
Conrtanlds
GEC
Glaxo
Grand Met
Guest Keen
Guinness
Hanson
Hawker Siddeley
ICI
Lucas
Marks & Spencer
Nat West
P&O
Plessey
Royal Ins
Tate & Lyle
Thorn EMI
Troathoose Forte

sures of portfolio performance
are still needed in several
investment areas, notably on
the bonds side. And there will

be a growing heed for invest-

ment products tied to market
indices to help fund managers
cope with the varying risk ele-

ments in their portfolios.

its, which were- further dam-
aged by price controls.
Meanwhile, the secondary'

banking and property markets,
which had boomed during the
monetary explosion, abruptly
disintegrated.

It was a financial squeeze
rather than an economic col-
lapse. But the effect on the UK
equity market was much worse
than that of the 1929 crash.
From its peak of 643.6 in 1972
the FT Index fell all the way to
146.0 in the first week of Janu-
ary 1975, the final downward

ket suffered a short but sftarp
V-shaped collapse as a resi$ of
soaring interest rates and a cur-

rency crisis. The climax was
the famous return by Denis
Healey from a Heathrow VIP
departure lounge to call, in the
IMF and put together an emer-
gency package of cuts. The
medicine was highly effective.

After the extreme gyrations
of the mid-1970s the behaviour
of the UK equity market
changed remarkably in the ten
years from 1977. Just as the

lurch being prompted by the
New Year’s Eve failure of Bur-
inah Oil. In real terms UK equi-
ties fell by 80 per cent from
peak to trough.
Wall Street was also badly hit

by the oil crisis, but the US had
not suffered the same collapse
of financial discipline. The Dow
Jones Average's fall between
1972 and 1974 was a more
modest 45 per cent, and the US
market turned round a few
months earlier than London.

In the end Chancellor Healey
offered British industry tax
relief at the cost of aggravating
an already horrific Budget defi-
cit. in January 1975 the equity
market rocketed, and prices
had doubled by the end of Feb-
ruary. But with inflation run-
ning at an annual 26 per cent,
share prices in real terms were
still a very long way below
what they had been a few years
earlier.
The problems were not over.

In 1976 the London stock mar-

underlying economy almost
ignored the 1974 stock market
collapse, so equity .prices
turned almost a blind ey&£o the
agonies of UK manufacturers in

1981.

The regular cyclical behav-
iour all but disappeared as the
market entered a long-termmarket entered a long-term
trend channeL And a Kondra-
tieff-style crash predicted by
some for 1984 notably failed to
materialise.

Maybe the Governmexffs pol-
icy of smoothing out monetary
growth had something to do
with the stability of the stock
market.

But it is natural for markets to
fluctuate. The past 100 years
have amply demonstrated that.
The particular lesson of the
1 980s may be that the longer a
period of stability endures the
worse is likely to be the chaos
when the precarious balance
between buyers and sellers is
finally undermined.
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THERE HAVE BEEN three criti-
cal periods in the regulation of
the Stock Exchanges and the
securities industry on both
sides of the Atlantic in the last
100 years.
The first was in the years

leading up to the First World
War, which formed part of a
jnore general trend in the Brit-
ish and world economy away
from free trade and economic
liberalism, towards MHwh and
protectionism, with ultimately
disastrous consequences.
The second period was in the

mid-1930s following the market
crash and Great Depression.
The most recent period of
reform has been in response to
the general deregulation of
financial services and the emer-
gence of global competition and
markets over the last 14 years.
The new regulatory structure

and the abolition of minimum
commissions as part of the Big
Bang reforms of October 1986,
represents the culmination of a
process which has continued
throughout the last two or
three centuries.
That has been to force the

Stock Exchange into a position
of much greater public account-
ability and to accept primary
responsibility for protecting the
interests of investors and com-
panies using the market rather
than the Interests of its own
members.
The trend can be traced back

as far as the aftermath of the
South Sea Bubble, which led to
the first legislative curbs with
John Barnard's Act of 1734.
Self-regulation was, in part,
aimed at meeting criticisms
from Parliament and publicists,
leading to the formation of a
Stock Exchange in the 1770s.

Shortly before the Financial
Times was founded, in 1S78,
the Stock Exchange had warded

PROFILE: J.P.MORGAN

Power player
Richard Lambert on an investment mogul

J.P. MORGAN was already a
man of considerable influence
when the Financial Times was
first published. On his 60th
birthday a year earlier, in April
1887, his personal investments
were estimated at around 826m
and his financial assets were

dwarfed by his financial power.
{Directly or indirectly, he con-

trolled more capital investment
iq railways, telegraphy and
Edison franchises than any of
his rivals. And in the remaining

2p years of his career he was to

.
develop a degree of personal

1 power that has beet unmatched
by any other financier in the

1

past 100 years.
<jAt the height of his career, he
became a symbol of US capital-
ism at a time when America
vQas rapidly developing into one

§
world's most powerful

.

. He and his partners
directorships in 112 of
a's largest financial,
rt, industrial and public
companies. The firm's

f
iUblic security offerings for
nterstate corporations alone

' totalled nearly $2bn in the
detade to 1912.

J.K Morgan: connections
Hid dose connections with

First National and National
City tanks added still more
strenj th to his unique position

I

in US inance.
I Thi was derived from sev-
eral ources. Luck played a
part, Morgan inherited a posi-
tion an important private
bankiig house with strong con-
nectic is in Europe - especially
In Lot don - at a time when the
pace >f America’s rapid eco-
nomic development was being
set in large measure by Euro-
pean mpitaL Access to Euro-
pean i rvestors was the key ele-
ment i many of Morgan’s most
impor ant financings.
Nex . came his own integrity

and 1 ;adership. In a period
when Wail Street was a hunting

?
round for sharks and confl-
enca tricksters, Morgan

alwayfc made it dear that he
was interested in “doing only
first-daas business in a first-

class way.”
Theodore Roosevelt, who dis-

agreed with much that Morgan
stood for, was still able to
observe: "When he made a
promise, he kept it; and
untruthfulness and any kind of
meanness or smallness were
alike wholly alien to his charac-
ter.”

His working hours were not
excessive: he liked to take a
nap at lunchtime, and to leave

the office promptly at 3 o’clock.

But he had the ability to pick
the essential points out of com-
plicated financial problems, to
think on his feet, and to spot
long-term business opportuni-
ties.

All these qualities were viv-

idly demonstrated in the gold
crisis of 1896. Gold had been
Hooding out of the US through-
out the decade, to the pout
where the Treasury's ability to
continue gold payments - and
the nation’s credit-worthiness -

were both in dire jeopardy.
President Grover Cleveland

was reluctant to take decisive

action, because he feared that a
public appeal for gold would

The First 100 Years
off the threat of government
regulation, which had been
posed by a Royal Commission
investigation.

It approved the principle of a
quasi-monopolistic central mar-
ket, based on trust and the job-
bing system, and decided that
there was no way of distin-

guishing between genuine
investors and speculators. The
Exchange was able to shrug off
criticisms of the way in which
it vetted and approved new
issues, and the recommendation
that it be incorporated by Royal
Charter or Act of Parliament
The Exchange veered

between toughness and exces-
sive tenderness in disciplining
its members. In one case, the
entire committee for general
purposes was forced to resign
following public criticism of ICS

failure to do any more than
censure a broker who sold his
clients shares at a price well

SECURITIES

A premium on protection
Regulation has been aimed at increasing accountably, says Clive Wolman

which revealed the determina-
tion of the Exchange to pre-
serve self-regulation, arose
from moves by a broking firm
to promote the newly-issued
shares of the Steam Loop com-
pany. It had purchased them at
an artificial premium to make
investors think that there was
a genuine after-market.
Today something close to this

practice is widespread in the
Euromarkets, and has been par-
tially sanctioned by the 1986
Financial Services Act. But in

1892, the three leading perpe-
trators were suspended from
the Exchange.
The chief culprit was

suspended for only three years,
whereas the two lesser charac-
ters received four-year sen-
tences because they dared to
take out High Court injunctions

against the Stock Exchange
Committee.
During this period, from 1888

to 1914, the Exchange began to
act more and more as a trade
association and cartel con-
cerned primarily to preserve
the status quo and the interests
of its existing members from
outside competition, rather
than to protect the investing
community. When a stockbrok-
ing firm became insolvent, the
Exchange consistently ensured
that its other member firms got
paid out of the remaining assets
ahead of the investing clients.
Although the protection of

member firms’ self-interest on
the London Stock Exchange
was neve- as venal as it became
in New York in Che period lead-
ing up to the First World War,
some of the long-term conse-
quences on London as an inter-
national financial centre were
Just as severe, if not more so.
The two main reforms were

the banning in 1909 of dual
capacity - oy which brokers
could also act as jobbers (mar-
ket-makers) - and the imposi-
tion in 1912 of a minimum com-
missions scale. The reforms
were defended as a way of pro-
tecting the investor by segre-
gating the different functions
of agency broking and market-
making, to ensure that a broker
always dealt on the most
favourable terms for a client.

finally unnerve the business !

community and because of the
political controversy that was i

sure to follow a deal with the
|

Wall Street bankers.
Not until there was only S9m I

of coin left - and a $10m draft
|

still waiting to be paid - did
the President finally turn to :

Morgan. Could there be any
guarantee, Cleveland asked,
that gold would not continue to

be shipped abroad in the event
of a deal being signed?
"Yes, sir," Morgan replied,

without consulting any of his
fellow syndicate members. “I
will guarantee it during the life

of the syndicate, and chat
means until the contract has
been concluded and the goal
has been reached."
This was an enormous com-

mitment, involving heavy inter-
vention.. iq. both, the .foreign
exchange and international gold
markets. But the bonds Issued
by the syndicate to back the
transaction were heavily over-
subscribed both in London and
New York, and the outflow of

f
old stopped even before the
eal dosed.
Morgan was an unattractive

man. He was cursed with an
extraordinary nose, a great red
bulbous affair; he was arro-
gant; he appeared to be both
unaffected and unmoved by the
social and economic reforms of
his times. He spent lavishly on
his comforts, travelling by pri-
vate railroad car on land, and
in a series of luxurious private
yachts by sea.
His final years were over-

shadowed by public exposure.
Suspicion of the moneyed inter-
ests had been a feature of
American life from the earliest
days of the republic, and a
great wave of hostility came to
a head in the “money trust"
hearings before the House of
Representatives in 1912. Mor-
gan was the star witness^nd
his testimony was revealing.
He freely admitted and

defended a number of appar-
ently restrictive practices. Thus
he insisted that competitive
bidding for loans was in no
one's interest, since it deprived
both the issuer and the investor
of "moral responsibility" for
the deal.

His banking judgments were
suitably patrician.

i

Questioner: "Is not commer-
cial credit based primarily upon
money or property?"
Morgan: “No, sir: the first

thing is character.”
Questioner: "Before money or

property?"
Morgan: "Before money or '

anything else. Money cannot
buy it ... A man I do not trust
could not get money from me on
all the bonds In Christendom."
Morgan died in Rome in 1913,

his energy drained - according
to some of his friends - by his
ordeal in Washington a year
earlier. Given the scale of his
influence, his estate was not
immense by the standards of a
Rockefeller: it was worth about
868m, excluding his art works.
He was the last of his kind:
Washington, and the changing
structure of the international
financial system, would see to
that. Every major banking and
securities Bill debated in Con-
gress through to the end of the
Second World War - and much
of America's anti-trust legisla-
tion besides - was written with
the popular image of J.P. Mor-
gan and "the money trust" very
much in mind.

In the words of Prof. Vincent
Cmrosso, a recent biographer,"
“the centuries-old role of the
Individual banker, which Mor-
gan epitomised, was being
replaced by large chartered
institutions. That and the
organisation of the Federal
Reserve System made it impos-
sible for anyone to succeed to
hisplace."
*The Morgans, Vincent P.

Carosso. Harvard University
Press 1987.

The minimum commissions car-
tel was designed to remove at
least some of the economic
pressures to combine the func-
tions covertly.
The restrictions continued to

be justified in there terms 70
years later in the Stock

gaining a listing. Not only were
companies charged excessive
fees, he concludes, but both
they and Investors were given
inadequate protection against
unscrupulous company promot-
ers.
Mr Michie concludes that the

The new structure and abolition of minimum
commissions as part of the Big Bang reforms of

October 1986 represents the culmination of a

process which has continued throughout the

last two or three centuries

broking firms.
The reforms of the 1980s,

imposed on the Stock Exchange
by a Conservative government,
reversed the pre-First World
War reforms and revived some
of the regulatory issues of the
early years of the century. It

also opened up the London
securities market for the first

time ever to international bank-

Exchange's preparation of its

case against the Office of Fair
Trading in the Restrictive Prac-
tices Court between 1976 and
1983.
But most historians of the

period take a much bleaker
view of both the motives and
the consequences of there
moves.

According to Mr. R. C. Michie,
of the University of Durham in
The London and New York
Stock Exchanges 1850-1914, the
primary motive was to deny
provincial brokers direct access
to the London jobbers to the
benefit of the London brokers.
Dr David Kynaston, in a doc-

toral thesis, also criticises the

services offered to companies
restrictions undermined the
Integrated and efficiently func-
tioning national securities mar-
ket in Britain. When combined
with the restrictions preventing
member firms from raising out-
side capital or becoming mem-
bers of other exchanges, three
reforms handicapped London’s
development as a national and
international securities market,
he says.
By contrast, New York,

although it had imposed a mini-
mum commissions scale and
other restrictions for much lon-
ger than London, at least
allowed the development of
large, nationwide, diversified

At tiie same time, a new sys-
tem of Investor protection is

being introduced, modelled
loosely on the system intro-
duced in the US in the 1930s in
response to the Wall Street
crash.

In effect, the system of inves-
tor protection through the seg-
regation of functions is being
replaced by a more flexible
approach based on fuller disclo-
sure and a greater government
involvement, through the impo-
sition of minimum standards.
The London Stock Exchange
(now called the International
Stock Exchange) has opposed
the new regulatory system
almost as vehemently as the
New York Stock *«*«gr did
in 1933, but with rather less

success.
The New York Stock

Exchange forced the newly-
elected administration of
Franklin Roosevelt and the
houses of Congress to abandon^
or dilute several key provisions

of the 1933 Securities Act and
the 1934 Securities Exchange
Act/The emergence of the Secu-

rities and Exchange Commis-
sion, as a separate regulatory

agency, in the 1934 Act was
hailed as a victory by the New
York Stock Exchange, even
though it was the first serious

attempt to regulate the US
securities industry.

Over the subsequent years,
the SEC established Its predom-
inance over the Exchange as

the chief regulator of the secu-

rities industry partly as a
result of the political and pub-

lic relations skills of its first

chairman, the colourful Joe
Kennedy.
But the main cause of its

growing dominance was the

undermining of the Exchange's

authority by further scandals,
culminating In the arrest in
1938 of its long-standing presi-

dent, Mr Richard Whitney, for
stealing securities.

The London Stock Exchange
by contrast avoided any gov-
ernment moves to subject it to
tighter regulation during the
1980s, despite the stigma
attached to stock market
Investment and a bout of scan-
dals. The only legislative initia-

tive, the Prevention of Fraud
(Investments) Act of 1939
strengthened the position of the
Stock Exchange by outlawing
the activities of unlicensed
stockbrokers who were not
members of a recognised body
like the Exchange.
Similarly, the Exchange

appeared to win the basic prin-
ciple of preserving a system of
self-regulation, in the first

stages of a comprehensive
review of investor protection
which was started - again in
response to a series of scandals
in 1981.
But Its traditional autonomy

THE KEY YORK STOCK MARKET.

luvrarattxcokami

New York. Feb. 11.

The Slack Market opened quite

heavy, but business wee exceedingly

tame, and remained eo throughout
the day, the lack or support encou-
raging the putting out of limited

short lines. The close was intensely

dull at about the first prices. The
day’s business amounted to 28,972
shares, or which 6,328 were
Philadelphia and Reading. Money
was at 2 per cent

FWWCMLTMES,FSRUAKY188S

has been eroded
the details of theJfffSC
were hammered out

fvp

rule book of the Securities ana

Investments Board, «*e

nated self-regulatory

In particular, the ExchsnjJ*

being stripped of its

powers over Its metnber fin*9

and the conduct of their busi-

ness with investors. .

These have been nransienrea

to a newly-formed seH-reguJat-

iitg organisation, the Securities

Association. leaving the

Exchange with responsibility

only for supervising the smooth

functioning of the market.
The convergence of the regu-

latory systems of the Up ana
UK, together with a similar

convergence of market struc-

tures and overlapping member-
ships is facilitating what will

undoubtedly be the regulatory

issue of the next decade, the
coordination and harmonisation
of International securities regu-

lation.
The driving force is the grow-

ing international character of
securities fraud. Cross-border
transactions and internation-
ally footloose financiers have
all played crucial roles in the
largest securities scandals over
the last two years. These have
been the “boiler-room" share-
pushing operations in Amster-
dam, the Levine and Boesky
insider dealing charges in the
US, and the Guinness share
price manipulation during a
takeover battle in the UK.
Harmonisation is also being

helped by the fact that nearly
all the countries with large and
active stock markets either
share the common law heritage

of the former British Empire or,

in the case of Japan, have
adopted Che securities legisla-

tion of a common law country.
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The First 100 Years

LIFE IN THE CITY: 1888

Buoyed along

by Britain’s

trade boom
Confidence was high and serious money could

be made, writes Richard Lambert

THREE PER CENT Consols
were trading above par, and all
was right with the world. The
City of London in 1888 was
enjoying a period of extraordi-
nary prosperity, built on its
dominant role in the financing
of international trade and the
development of enormous per-
sonal wealth In Great Britain.
The City had become a place

where it was possible to make
money - serious money - and
its scope was changing rapidly
thanks to an influx of new capi-
tal and new workers. True, the
place was not getting a very
good press: there was concern
about the growing problem of
fraud, and about the flamboy-
ant behaviour of some of the
younger set. But there was no
doubt about the importance in
national terms of a community
which had become pre-eminent
among the world’s major capi-
tal markets.
For some years past, London

had taken over from Paris as
the prime settling-house for
exchange transactions in
Europe. English trade was
expanding rapidly in all corners
of the globe and - as Waiter
Bagehot had explained a few
years earlier - “English trade is

carried on upon borrowed capi-
tal to an extent of which few
foreigners have an idea, and
none of our ancestors could
have conceived."
Britain, he went on, had

become the greatest moneyed
country in the world, and the
resources of Lombard Street
were unparalleled. On his fig-
ures for the early 1870s, the
published deposits of the Lon-
don banks amounted to 5120m,
which was three times the com-
parable figure for New York,
nine times the Paris total, and
15 times that of the German
Empire.

Individual fortunes were ris-

ing at an unprecedented rate,
thanks to the growth of British
trade and manufacturing
resources. The number of
estates which had been proved
at 5100,000 a year or more In
the latter half of the 1880s
averaged nearly 160 a year; a
decade earlier, the comparable
figure had been 116, and 10
years before that the annual
figure was just 76.
Only four millionaire estates

were proved in the five years
to 1861. Five were to be proved
in 1890 alone, and another six
the following year.
The joint stock banks were

consolidating their position at
the centre of the banking sys-
tem. Most of today's major com-
posite and life insurance com-
panies were already well
established, and pushing out
into world markets. The Sun

Insurance Office's US premium
income amounted to 5222,000
in 1888, compared with a figure

of 5391,000 fOT the home mar-
ket.

Over at Lloyds, the tall figure

of Cuthbert Heath was to be
seen cramped into his box
every day, bringing innovation
and Imagination to the writing
of insurance risks. Burglary
policies were one of his special-

ities, and were selling well in
the face of a crime wave. The
number of household robberies
is said to have doubled between
1886 and 1888.
Some less savoury characters

were also making their mark.
This was the high point in the
career of Jabez Balfour, under
whose dynamic leadership the
Liberator Building Society had
become the largest in the land.
Using the resources of the soci-
ety, he built what amounted to
one of the world's first finan-
cial conglomerates - but he did
not get around to inventing Chi-
nese walls.
The collapse of his empire led

him to Parkhurst prison, and
brought about a major piece of
investor protection legislation
in the shape of the 1894 Build-
ing Societies Act. The Stock
Exchange had managed to
shake off what one writer has
called Its semi-outlaw status of
the 18th century, but it

remained a hotbed of sharp
practices and wild speculation.
Its membership was rising fast
- up by a third to 2.640 in the
10 years to 1887 - but it played
a strictly marginal role in the
financing of British industry,
and was wholly remote from
most of the population.
The Economist noted soberly

that, "in consequence of the
small need for any technical
knowledge, the House has in
recent years received a great
influx of new men recruited to
an important extent from soci-
ety as opposed to City circles."
This inflow of new capital -

together with the recent devel-
opment of an efficient clearing
system - fuelled a substantial
speculative binge. A flood of
-new issues 'was under way -
brewery companies like Guin-
ness, plus a whole stream of
nitrate companies - and there
was hectic trading in South
African gold and diamond
shares.
There had been a brief panic

early in 1887, following the col-
lapse of the Paris and Berlin
markets (as The Economist
observed, "the European stock
markets are so closely con-
nected that they always move
to a large extent in sympathy"),
but that had long since been
forgotten by the start of the
New Year.

PROFILE : MONTAGU NORMAN

The scene at Lloyds as depicted by the Illustrated London News. Innovation and Imagination In

the witting of policies had already become one of the London Insurance markets hallmarks

There were those who argued
that all this speculative activity
was unhealthy, and that ways
should be found to put a curb
on excesses and to concentrate
activity on genuine investment
business. But as a contempo-
rary had remarked a few years
earlier: "A stock exchange
restricted to investment busi-
ness would be as useful and as
popular as a public house
licensed only for ginger beer."
Meanwhile, the development

of the City as a place of work
had been revolutionised by the
growth of the suburban and
metropolitan railways. In early
days, the high cost of rail trans-
port meant that only those who
could afford very expensive
first class tickets could com-
mute over any distance.
But in the later Victorian

period, a number of railway
companies had started a push
to find the new commuters -

clerks and artisans who would
generate a large volume of low
cost business. The Great East-
ern led the way. Liverpool
Street station had been opened
at enormous expense in 1874,
and by the 1880s about 34,000
passengers a morning were

pushing through its doors.
New dormitories were open-

ing for these new commuters:
places like Tottenham, where
the cheap fare came to about 1

shilling a week.
Work on the first electric

tube 'train was also well under
way. Developed by the City and

ldonSouth London Railway Com-
pany, it would open in 1890,
running into King William
Street in the City.
However, the pace of City life

remained more or less
unchanged- Bagehot had
warned specifically agaii

dangerous practice of working
hard. “The life oftoo

"the stockbroker makes his
money easily, and he spends it

lightly in procuring all the lux-
uries of existence."
Not surprisingly, City life

provided fruitful material for
novelists and social critics.

Trollope's great novel. The Way
We Live Now. had been pub-
lished in 1875, charting the rise
and fall of the charlatan finan-
cier Auguste Melmotte. Years
later, the first volume of John
Galsworthy's Forsyte Chroni-
cles was to be set in 1886.
At the other end of the social

it the .scale, George and Weedon
Grossmith’s Diary of a Nobody

a man. of would -soon be making its first f
business who employs only his ‘ appearance in Punch. The hero
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own capital, and employs it

nearly always in the same way.
is by no means fully employed
... If such a man Is very busy, it

is a sign of something wrong.
Either he is working at detail,

which subordinates would do
better ... or he is engaged in too
many speculations."
Describing the life of the

Stock Exchange at the turn of
the century, Charles Duguid
explained that only the youn-
gest of the juniors need get to
town much before 10 in the
morning. Lunch, "which may
possibly include 50 up at bil-

liards," was an important duty
of the day, and the Exchange
closed promptly at 4pm.
As a contemporary observed,

of this comic saga, the mild Mr
Pooter, had worked six days a
week with no time off for ill-

ness for nearly 21 years and
had risen thereby to the post of
senior clerk in his City firm.
His ghastly son, Lupin (a dev-

otee of the Financial News) had
different ideas. Perhaps the
first of the yuppies, he was not
going to be bound by the sti-

fling behaviour of his father's
firm.
“You take my tip. Guv — off

with Perkupp and freeze on to
Gylterson, the firm of the
future! Perkupp's firm? The
stagnant dummies have been
standing still for years and now
are moving back. I want to go
ON."

Bank’s awesome
Richard Lambert on a man still capable of

financial stability in Europe.

PROFILE : SIEGMUND WARBURG

Inventive financier
Barry Riley reviews the career of a master merchant banker

BORN IN 1902 to a privileged
position within a Hamburg-
based banking dynasty. Sir
Siegmund Warburg was
deprived of his inheritance
within Germany by the rise of
the Nazis.
Instead he became the last

and, arguably, the most inven-
tive of the series of German
Jewish financiers — including
the Hambros and the Roths-
childs - who have contributed
so much over the past two cen-
turies to the development of the
City of London.
When Warburg first came to

London, in 1924, it was as an
exchange trainee with
N.M. Rothschild. He returned in
1933 in very- different circum-
stances as a refugee from
Hitler, short of money, but not
of contacts, and full of ambition
to rebuild the family reputation
from a new base in exile.
Warburg could have settled in

America, where he had exten-
sive connections: at one stage
he was a partner in the New
York investment bank Kuhn
Loeb, and he often spent con-
siderable periods of time In the
US. However, he preferred to
remain based in Europe.
He adopted British national-

ity before the war and
patiently built up his business
in London, initially as the New
Trading Company. It was not
until 1946 that the name
S.G.Warburg appeared in King
William Street. Throughout his
career Siegmund Warburg
stressed personality and inde-
pendence of view, and feared
the mediocrity which he consid-
ered would be a consequence of
a large bureaucracy. He pur-
sued influence and quality
rather than size. He brought a
Continental intensity and a
punishing work schedule

*

what had been a casual

Siegmund Warburg: Interna-

tional connections

relaxed London merchant bank-
ing scene,

in

to
and

initially, he surrounded him-
self with a group of mostly Ger-
man expatriates of roughly sim-
ilar background, but over the
years the bank became more
British in personnel without
greatly changing its character.
In choosing staff he said that
courage and common sense
counted for a great deal more
than relevant job experience.
Fiercely intellectual, Warburg

managed to find time for exten-
sive reading of literature in

several languages. This was not
casual relaxation, however: he
would scribble pencil notes
inside each volume to note the
best passages, meticulous in lei-

sure as in business.
Sometimes he took individual-

ity to the point of quirkiness.

His insistence on submitting
potential new recruits to a
handwriting test became
famous. So did the bank's fru-

gality, with its Civil Service-
like offices in Gresham Street,

where it was based during the

1960s and 1970s, and Its dou-
ble-shift lunches at 12.30 and
1.30.

From nowhere, S.G.Warburg
moved to the very top of the
corporate finance ladder inside
twenty years. One key event
was the so-called Aluminium
War of 1968-69 which brought
Siegmund Warburg fame as the
outsider who could take on the
Establishment through his mas-
tery of the then unfamiliar tac-

tics of the contested takeover
bid.

Warburg put together a joint

bid for the ailing British Alu-
minium by the American group
Reynolds and the UK company
Tube Investments. But the BA
Board chose Alcoa, another US
group, as a White Knight. There
followed a bitter battle in

which Siegmund Warburg
brushed aside personal pres-

sure from the Governor of the
Bank of England and the Chan-
cellor of tne Exchequer and
pressed on to victory.

S.G. Warburg's other special

claim to fame was its invention

of the Eurobond market.
Restrictions on the US capita!

markets made it increasingly
profitable to tap directly the
swelling volume of short-term
dollars held in Europe. Sieg-
mund Warburg searched for a
suitable borrower, and he
found Autostrade Italiane: a
$15m, six-year loan was
launched in July 1963.

His retirement in 1973 to

Blonay in Switzerland was only
partial: his influence remained

powerful. But he died in 1982,

aged 80, too soon to play a part

the dramatic strategic
changes which resulted fromngi-
the City Revolution and which
turned his small, personal bank
into a broadly-based securities

group

generating controversy

GOVERNOR OF the Bank of
England from 1820 to 1944,
Montagu Norman was in his
day the dominant figure in Brit-
ish and European finance.
Nearly 40 years alter his death,
he remains a subject of great
controversy.
According to his enemies, he

in unfewas an unfeeling man and an
unoriginal thinker, whose pre-
occupation with financial mar-
kets led him to support polities

which had an incalculable
social cost. His supporters
argue, on the contrary, that he
was the undeserved scapegoat
for his political masters, that
he made a major contribution to

and that his achievements
outweigh his shortcomings.
What no-one disputes Is that

Norman was an awesome, even
on occasions a terrifying, figure
who exercised absolute power
over the City of London. Senior
executives of Barclays Bank
still talk of what happened to a
chairman of their bank who
incurred the Governor’s dis-
pleasure in the 1920s - and
who, they say, was never
invited to sit down in his pres-
ence again.
Norman was bred for the job.

Both his grandfathers had been
on the Court of the Bank of
England, and there was never
any question but that he would
earn his living in the Square
Mile. But he was a slow and
late developer. He had an
unhappy career at Eton and
Cambridge, which he left with-
out a degree, and his years at
Brown Shipley were punctuated
by long absences brought about
mainly by nervous disorders.
For much of the time, he was
depressed and disillusioned
with his partners.
But he had two great advan-

tages, which were to prove
invaluable in his later career-
One was a first-hand experi-
ence of the US, picked up ini-

tially by way of a spell at
Brown Brothers in New York.
The other was a remarkable
head for business: according to
the Dictionary of Business Biog-
raphy, he knew almost intu-
itively whose bills to accept
and whose to reject.
The Great War changed his

life. More and more of his time
was spent at the Bank, where
his knowledge of American
markets was brought into full

play as Britain embarked on a
programme of massive borrow-
ings from the US to finance its

war efforts. In 1917, he was
appointed deputy governor:
three years later, at the age of
49, lie moved Into the inner
sanctum.. '

He had two immediate preoc-
cupations which, in different
forms, were to dominate most
of the next 20 years. One was
the need to restore financial
stability to the UK economy,
which he - and most of his con-
temporaries - took for granted
would require a return to the
gold standard. The other was to
do the same job on a broader
canvas. An early success was
his major contribution to the
financial reconstruction of Aus-
tria, and he was much involved
with similar efforts in Hungary
and Germany.
His presence on the Interna-

tional stage was underpinned
by close relationships with men
like Benjamin Strong, Governor
of the Federal Reserve Bank of

Montagu Norman: aloof and
Inscrutable style

New York, and Dr HJalmar
Schacht, the Reichsbank Presi-
dent. However, he never
seemed to care much for the
French.
In the late 1920s Norman

seemed to dominate the interna-
tional financial community. He
had a big part in the formation
of the Bank for International
Settlements in 1929, which he
was determined to develop into
an international forum for cen-
tral bankers rather than just a
place for settling reparation
disputes.

In the UK, his priorities were
soon apparent. He had already
been pressing for deflationary
measures to protect the
exchange rate and fight infla-

tion, and one of his first acts as
Governor was to push bank
rate up to 7 per cent. Orthodox
financial policies and a high
exchange rate would attract
banking deposits to London, he
believed, and would benefit the
economy by holding down the
cost of imports.
The social costs of such dear

money policies were not his
problem. In the words of a biog-
rapher, Andrew Boyle, "with
his fixation for sticking reli-

giously to his side of the barrier
between politics and central
banking ... Norman steadfastly
refused to regard issues like
mass unemployment or indus-
trial recession as his official
concern." With his enthusiastic
support Britain returned to the
Gold Standard in 1926, and it

was to his great chagrin that it

was abandoned in the financial
holocaust of 1931.
In a revealing exchange with

a Government committee a year
earlier, he had been asked
whether the bank

.
considered

the industrial consequences of
its monetary policies.

U
I should

answer," he replied, "by saying
that we have them in view, yes,
but that the main consideration
in connection with movements
of the Bank Rate is the interna-
tional consideration, and that
especially over the last few
years as far as the interna-
tional position is concerned -
certainly until the last few
weeks - we have been continu-
ously under the harrow.’’

Norman deliberately culti-

vated an aloof and inscrutable
style, which drove the popular
press to distraction: he became
known as the "mystery man of
finance." Paul Einzig reported
his contempt for publicity of
any kind: “Apart from his
speeches at the Bank meetings.

and a speech he made at a.

banquet at the Mansion House,
he is never known to have
made any public speech.”
According to another contem-

porary account: “When; ' he
receives a visitor, he sits, at a
desk entirely free from papers,
pads or any other aids to mem-
ory. The desk top is as blank as
a sheet of ice. He never makes a
note. He never forgets a conver-
sation. The secret of this aston-
ishing memoir Is to be found in
the right-hand drawer ql hto
desk. Here the Governor keeps
a diary.” . .

This was entirely a functional
affair.. Thus the entry for
August 4, 1914 reads: "Bank
Holiday- War today."
He used hiis eyebrows like no

other Governor, before Or since,
'

and his mannerisms, were to be
aped by generations of succes-
sors. Lord Reith.no mean hand
himself when it came to putting
on an act, reported that “No
other man 1 knew could be so
positively attractive when1 he
wished. Few could be colder or
remoter if this suited his pur-
pose. There was calculation in
the face he chose to wear."
Although Norman's emphasis

on the importance of.- sound
money has distinctly familiar
overtones in modern Britain, he
was most un-Thatcherlike' in
one aspect of his policy. More
by accident than design, he led
the Bank in the late 1920s and
1930s into a period of close
involvement with large sections
of traditional manufacturing
industry. He saw himself
increasingly as the man to
guide necessary rationalisation
in engineering, cotton, steel,
shipping and other sectors. ,

His motives were brutally
clear. According to the minutes
of a Bank committee in 1929,
“he considered it necessary for
the Bank to support and sub-
scribe to a satisfactory scheme,
partly to help the cotton indus-
try, partly to keep the question
away from politics, but more
especially to relieve certain of
the banks from a dangeroiia
position. The growing advances
of these banks to the cotton
industry were already unduly
large and unless they obtained
relief there was a danger thit
the Bank might be compelled io

assist them.” -
!

Although the Bank’s inter-
vention had some, stabilising
impact in the -short term, tl|e

long-term consequences m
well have been damaging,
that they helped to preseW

t
resources in what were increas-
ingly uncompetitive, areasi
the economy.

Norman’s influence Ahd-Koi
tation dwindled during the sxp-
ond half of his kmg period
office, as economic concepts
gave way to political preoc u-

pations, and as the nati m.
sought for people to blame or
the depression. In one of ms
rare public speeches, at he
Mansion House in 1933, be
caused a furore by the way he
dismissed his critics: “The <j gs
may bark, but the cars an
moves on."

He retained great ^ c
Basle, and authority in
City. But - as he wrote in
- “the traffic in my str
one way, and the end at pi

.

is blocked so I am learning 1

slow and trying to be o
tal rather than usefuL"

1
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BANKING
The First 100 Years

Commercial world’s

emerging giants
David Lascelles charts the growth of Britain’s banking system

BANKING IS ONE of the few
big industries in the world
today chat would still be recog-
nisable to people of 100 years
ago. Manufacturing and trans-
port,. two top activities of the
Victorian era, have changed
beyond recognition, and dozens
of new industries have come to
dominate the economic scene.
But banking, with a few modifi-
cations. remains what it always
was: the business of finance
and credit; punctuated by the
occasional crisis.

Back in 1888, the City of Lon-
don's most

.

imposing buildings
were already banks, notably
the Bank of England, then
nearly 200 years old. The chair-
man of the Committee of Lon-
don Clearing Bankers was Mr
R.C.L- Bevan whose great-great
grandson. Sir Timothy Bevan,
has just retired as chairman of
Barclays. Many of today's
well-known names were around
too, with some modifications:
Barings, Rothschilds, J. Henry'
Schroder, Brown Shipley, Klein-
wort Sons, M. Samuel, Guinness
Mahon, Morgan Grenfell, Ham-
bras, Samuel & Montagu, and
Lazards.
Most of them bad emerged

from financing trade and mer-
chantfng, though by then a
large part of their business was
with foreign governments. In
1880, they had to find SlOm to
bail out Barings which had
become over-exposed to Argen-
tina - another sign of how little

has changed in 100 years.
Around the country and par-

ticularly in the Midlands, the
new joint stock banks were pro-
liferating, and creating the
foundations for today’s large
clearing banks (they were for a
time barred by law from oper-
ating in the City because of the
Bank of England monopoly).
The National Provincial, the
Westminster, the Midland and
Lloyds, were already in busi-
ness. And in 1896 a group of 20
smaller banks joined,up in self-
defence to form Barclay & Co
Ltd.

Ry the end of the 19th Cen-
tury, Britain already had one of
the most highly developed
banking systems in the world.
A growing inter-bank market
ensured that surplus funds
were distributed to those parts
of the country which wanted to
borrow, and this brought new
concepts of finance to Britain’s
industrial sector. An efficient
clearing house had encouraged
the growth of a new-fangled
instrument, the cheque, which
replaced the old bill of
exchange. In 1888 (when the
base rate moved between 2.5

per cent and 6 per cent) the
clearing house volume was
£6Jbn (it is 2,000 times bigger
today).

A: the height of Empire, the

British banking system was
also stretching out its imperial
reach. A special category of
"overseas banks" evolved to
serve the dominions: the Stan-
dard Bank, the Chartered Bank,
Grind)ays Bank, the Hongkong
and Shanghai Bank, and the
Australasian banks opened
thousands of branches around
the globe. The merchant banks,
too, had strong overseas con-
nections, though these were
usually based on family links,
like the Lazards, the Roths-
childs, the Morgans and the
Browns.
Britain’s place at the centre

of world commerce established
London early as ' a leading
financial centre, hi the 1880s,
there were over 100 foreign
institutions carrying on a bank-
ing business in London, accord-
ing to The London Clearing
Banks, the classic history of
UK banking. Some of them have
gone, like the Yokohama Specie
Bank and the Imperial Bank of
Persia. But others remain: the
Bank of New South Wales (now
Westpac), the Bank of Mon-
treal, Banque Nationale de
Paris, Credit Lyonnais, Swiss
Bank Corporation, Chase Man-
hattan and Morgan Guaranty.
After World War I, the clear-

ers established themselves as
the giants of the British and
world banking scene. Their
branch networks proliferated
as banking was extended to the
growing middle classes. In Lon-
don, they built the magnificent
marble-clad headquarters
which still house many of them
now. Apart from Scotland,
where banking regulations were
different, the banks also ceased
to be issuers of notes, and the
Bank of England finally estab-
lished its long-sought monop-
oly. The Bank was still private
at this time - it was national-
ised in 1946.

In 1933, Midland Bank was
the largest bank in the world
with assets of £527m. At the
height of the Depression, when
US banks were failing by the
dozen, Midland's chairman, Mr
Reginald McKenna, put in a
trans-atlantic phone call to
National City, the largest US
bank. He said that he had
instructed his branches to stay
in touch with theirs and to
extend them . any help they
might need. The recipient of the
call was Mr George Moore, who
later became chairman of Citi-

corp. National City's successor.
"I thanked him," he recalls in
his recent autobiography, "and
in later years remembered that
our relationship with Midland
Bank should be something more
than purely commercial-"
The British banking industry

managed to escape the worst of
the Depression, but it was dev- 1

astating for US banks. Aside I

The worfdV leading banks by amts, less contra

aecfMtnU. u» 1986. Values In Sm

Rmfc Bankand bead office

1 DaMcMKangfoBank
Tokyo

2 FhHBMk
Tokyo

3 SmnkonwBank
Q&aka

4 Mitsubishi Saak'
Tokyo

5 Sanwa Bank
Osaka

b Citicorp

NewYork
1 ' Nociodiukin Bank

Tokyo
8 IndustrialBankofJapan

.. .Tofcvo
9 Cie&Acricnie

Paris

10 Baaque National*de Paris
Paris

SWctkBMUf

Century of change
in world banking

EIGHTY years ago, the list of
the world's top banks (by
deposits in Jim. or equivalent
value) was very different
from the present Hating,
above, although the

.

htg
names of today in British
banking were then beginning
to emerge.

The UK's. Big Four are all iden-

tifiable m the fallowing list

far the year J90S, even tf the

names and constituent banks
are slightly different, write*

Michael Wiltshire.

National Westminster Bank a
constituent members, for

example, can be seen ut the

entries below (numbers
-4,8,10, 13 and 15). - • •

English banks dominated the-

top twenty list of 1908, with

1 1 overseas banks making up

'

tiw tor. No Japanese banks
appeared In the 1908 ranking,,

but today Japanese banka,
dominate the list Cby assets),

above.
The lop banks of 1908, accord-

ing to Midland Bank archives

in London, were:
1. Lloyds Bank, (with deposits

3. Credit Lyonnais, (569m).
‘

2. Deutsche Bank, (S6M. .
•

4. National Provincial Bank,.

(557m);
6. London IClty iuid] Midland,

(SSfou). ; •

ti. National City Bank. . New

Ttork (S53m)..
7. Equal: Societe Generate,

(S47m); and Barclay and Co.,

C£47m).
8. London and County Bank,
(S46m).

9. Equal: National Bank, of
Commerce, New York,
<539m); «nd J Comptoir
National d'Escompte (539m).

10. Union of London and-Smiths
Bank, (536m).

11. Comptoir National D’Es-
cotnpte, Paris. (£3Sra).

12. Capital and Counties Bank,
(53Rm).

13: Equal: Parr's Bank, UK
(529m); arid the Bank of Mon-
treal, Canada; (&29m)

14. Dresdoer Bank, Germany,
ISSJTju). . .

'

15. {London and] Westminster
Bank, (£2$ra).

16. Equal: Dresdner Bank.
.

- (S27m); and the Bank of New
South Wales, (S2?m); and the

Bank or Montreal, (£2?m).
"1$. London and River Plate

B*nk.(S23my
19. Banca

^
Commerciale Ital-

ians, (ilflnO-

Tbe largest of ihe Japanese
banks In 1908 was the Yoko-
hama Specie Bank, which
reported deposits of S2lm
and total assets of S26m. This

would have placed it on a par
with the Manchester and
Liverpool District Bank in the

riiitd-aus'rankings.

from the. huge number of bank
failures, it triggered a severe
regulatory crackdown in the
form of the Glass-Steagall Act
of 1933 which enforced a sepa-
ration between commercial and
investment banking which still

exists today. The large US
banking conglomerates like
Morgan, National City and
National Bank of Boston, were
split up. The US banking indus-
try was also fragmented by
laws which prevented banks
from expanding beyond their
home states. Together, these
pieces of legislation restricted
the growth of US banks and
meant that they have never
dominated the global banking
business in the same way that
US manufacturing companies
have in their sectors.
From the Depression until*

well after World War Two,
British banking became rather
ossified because of the tight
credit controls imposed by gov-,
eminent as a result of the war,
and also because of the high
degree of cartelism that was
tolerated. The business was
dominated by the Big Five
(today’s Big Four plus the
National Provincial) and they
agreed not to compete on price

m

m
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In 1888, the City of London’s most Imposing buildings were banks and commercial centres. Above, crowds throng the area around the Royal Exchange.

(there was little else they could
compete on). But In late 1960s,
the industry plunged into a tur-
moil of change.

It began in 1958 with the lift-

ing of credit controls: this led to
much greater competition and
more rapid growth. In the late
1960s a wave of mergers
reduced the Big Five to Big
Four, and produced today's lar-

gest clearer, the National West-
minster Bank. And in the early
1970s, the new policy of compe-
tition and credit control created
a more vigorous financial cli-

mate, and precipitated the sec-
ondary banking crisis which
led, in turn to the UK's first

Banking Act.

But by then, British banking
was losing out to foreign banks.

The US banks, and later the
Continental banks, and most
recently the Japanese banks
have all edged out UK banks
from the league tables, and put
a new stamp on world banking.
But this decline has been partly
disguised by London’s great
success as a financial centre -
the home of the international
capital and currency markets.
It is host to 400 foreign banks,

twice as many as New York,
and has witnessed the powerful
currents of international lend-
ing and investment banking
innovation that have character-
ised the last 10 years.

Ironically, the issues facing
banks today - though strik-
ingly and often frighteningly
new to the people who run
them - have all appeared
before. Foreign country debt.

the sharp rise and fall of the
securities markets, and the
changes brought about by new
inventions (the electronic credit
card is to 1988 what the cheque
was to 1888.) have disturbed
and shaken banks for decades.

The encouraging thing is that
while many banks come and go,
even more of them actually
stay.

Serving people and
commerce worldwide

for 150 years.

P&O
Group

The Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company
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PROFILE : WALTER WRISTON

A fierce crusader
David Lascelles on the driving force behind Citicorp’s expansion

OF ALL the post-war decades,
the 1970s were the time when
banking as we know it today
took shape. They were the
years when the multinational
banks expanded aggressively
abroad, when the international
capital markets evolved, and
when novelties like electronic
cash machines began to appear
in bank walls-

Of the bankers who figured in
that decade, one of the most
influential was Walter Wriston,
the towering, caustic-tongued
chairman of Citicorp of New
York. Hardly a week passed
without Mr Wriston catching
the headlines with some eye-
catching move or outspoken
comment.

Citicorp had long been known
for its aggression. But under Mr
Wriston. it moved relentlessly
forward to become the largest
US bank with offices in more
than 100 countries, and fingers
in virtually every financial pie.
Where Citicorp went, others
invariably followed, or had to
come up with a good reason
why they thought Wriston was
wrong.
Wriston drove Citicorp for-

ward with the vow that he
would increase profits by 16
per cent a year and fulfil the
prize banking goal of making
Citicorp "all things financial to
all men." He pitted his own peo-
ple against each other to
squeeze that extra ounce of
competitive drive out of them,
which made Citicorp a fear-
some place in which to work,
even if it was the industry
leader.
Wriston liked to think of him-

self as a visionary. He saw
banks expanding into invest-
ment, insurance, information
and even data processing -
anything, in fact, that would
enable them to exploit their
customer base more fully.
Backed by the right technology
and delivery systems, the sky
was the limit.

He made bold advances in

many of these directions, and
transformed Citicorp into a
group so large and with so
many parts that others ceased
trying to imitate it. Citicorp
had become unique.
But his forwardness brought

him into a head-on clash with
the thick regulatory walls
which the US builds around its

banking industry. Wriston
mounted a fierce crusade to get
them abolished and establish “a
level playing field” so that
banks could compete on even

Walter Wriston: Hardly a week without an eye-catching move or

outspoken comment

terms with less heavily regu-
lated financial institutions.
However Wriston was robbed

of a triumphant end to his
career. By the time he retired in

1984, the regulatory wails had
withstood his cannonade,
though he had made some small
breaches in them, and banks
were still fighting uphill. Citi-

corp. too, had failed to achieve
his profits goal, and was losing
out in status to banks with a
more quality image, such as
Morgan Guaranty and Bankers
Trust. Wriston’s hard-driving
management techniques had
also embroiled Citicorp in con-
troversy - In one case trigger-
ing Congressional hearings.
Worst of all, Citicorp was

burdened with billions of dol-
lars of doubtful loans to Third
World countries which Wriston
had approved on the basis of
his famous dictum that “coun-

tries never go broke.” The full

cost of the Wriston era was
measured last year when Citi-

corp made a loss of over Si bn
because of the provisions it had
to make against this exposure.
Since his retirement, Wriston

has maintained an uncharacter-
istically low profile. Although
he has been tipped for numer-
ous high offices in Washington,
including Secretary of the Trea-
sury ana Chairman of the Fed-
eral Reserve, he has preferred
to move in the wings of busi-
ness and politics, and leave the
centre stage to others.

Ironically, there are now
signs of a softening of the US
bank regulatory environment,
and the Wriston dream may yet
be realised. But banking is a
tougher business now, and the
Wriston days of banking in full
cry already seem to belong to a
bygone era.

“IN THE pit several hundred
men are packed together so
tightly in an immense dished
space, that simply to stand
there for a few moments entails

little short of suffocation and
makes one perspire as if he
were in a hot bath. Then add to

this the fact that a great major-
ity are in a state of the wildest
excitement, gesticulating
fiercely and shouting till hoarse
in the effort to make them-
selves heard above the din,

which is little short of infernal.

“The hope of immense gain or
the fear of ruinous loss adds to

the feverishness of the system,
and if to this be added the fact
that not a few of those in the
pit had been up nearly all the
previous night trying to balance
their books and see just where
they stood, the acme of exhaus-
tion may be conceived, but can
scarcely be described."
Anyone who has been to Chi-

cago will recognise this descrip-
tion (vividly written, despite
the last remark} as of a futures
trading pit. The picture Is of a
great market crash, which
brought down a large bank and
many trading firms. Months
later, its full consequences were
still being guessed at. Another
report said: “How many private
fortunes in the same direction,
and in the same enterprise,
were also depleted, if not actu-
ally wrecked, has not yet tran-
spired.”
The quotations are not from

the Financial Times, which was
not quite born. The first is from
the Chicago Tribune, the second
from the annual report of the
Chicago Board of Trade. The
year of the crash was 1887, and
it took place in the wheat
futures market after an attempt
by a mysterious clique to cor-
ner the market. Its most promi-
nent members ended up bank-
rupt, and its leader, a
Cincinnati banker, was by the
end of 1887 confined in an Ohio
state penitentiary.
The New York World

reported with barely disguised
glee that “the losses have been
great and extend to nearly
everybody in the trade, and it

will be many a day before it

(Chicago.) recovers from the
effect of the catastrophe."
A hundred years later, we are

again pondering, as did the
CBOT, the unknown effects of a
crash. The modern day one was
in the stock markets, was far
more global in nature, and was
not preceded (as far as we
know!) by an attempted comer
of the markets but by a long
speculative upswing. Now that
futures have spread from com-
modities to the financial mar-
kets, futures are widely
thought to have played an
important role - some think a
destructive one, others believe
they averted greater mayhem -
in the crash of 1987.

It seems therefore timely to
remember that futures have
been around for a very long

The Chicago Board of Trade: from 1858-7 It began defining and regulating grades of wheat,

paving the way for the creation of futures markets

FUTURES TRADING

A delicate balance
Risk transfer and speculative gain go together, says Alex Nicoll

time and that the world has for
long been ambivalent towards
them. Witness the title of a
book published in 1898: Inter-
national Gambling in Futures
and Fictitious Agricultural
Produce.

Historians like to argue over
where precisely the origin of
futures lies, but the first con-
tracts to take hold were
undoubtedly at the Chicago
Board of Trade. It was founded
in 1848, but took the most
important step towards cre-
ation of a futures market in
1856-67 when it began to define
and regulate grades of wheat.
The establishment of proper
standards, measurements,
inspection and storage methods
meant that traders could deal
not just in specific cargoes
ahead of their arrival, but
instead in any wheat for future
delivery that met the standards

established by the Board.
In Britain, futures became

firmly established for a number
of products during the 1880s,
having begun with cotton in the
1860s. An important step
towards ensuring their smooth
operation was taken in 1888
with the formation of the Lon-
don Produce Clearing House,
which as the International Com-
modities Clearing House is

therefore also celebrating its
centenary this year.
A.T.Andreas, in a history of

Chicago, wrote in 1884 that: “In
rhe efforts to facilitate legiti-

mate trade, it will be curious to
note how has been necessarily
evolved the most tempting
facilities for speculative trade,
even to the point of gambling,
pure and simple."
Even the markets themselves

have always been schizophrenic
about this aspect of their
nature. Forget the motherhood-

and-apple-pie defences being
erected now after the stock
market crash by Leo Melamed,
the modem day messlah of
futures at the Chicago Mercan-
tile Exchange, the CBOT's
younger rival. Look instead at
the battles of the last century.

The CBOT for long sought -
as had others in previous centu-
ries - to ban trading in what
were called “privileges" and are
now known as options. These
were thought to be merely spec-
ulative tools and not represen-
tative of real business. It also
repeatedly tried on the same
grounds to stamp out “bucket
shops" - operations apparently
similar to bookmakers which
sprang up all over Chicago, tak-
ing their cue from the CBOT's
price quotations. The Board
tried various ways, including
pressuring telegraph companies
and even, on one occasion, the
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A.P. Giannini: his ambition was to create a transnational bank, catering for the “little fellows”. His fas

the other side of the Continent from New York's WaU St (right)

PROFILE: A.P.GIANNIN1

was the West Coast, on

Outsider with big dreams
William Hall on a freewheeling entrepreneur who set out to bring banking to the

NO TWO BANKERS could have
been less alike than J.P. Morgan
and Amadeo Peter Giannini.
The first came from a wealthy
New England family, was
schooled in Europe, and was
unbelievably well-connected.

A.P. Giannini, by contrast,
was the son of an Italian immi-
grant who was murdered in a
fight over one dollar, and had
to leave school to work for his
step-father on the San Fran-
cisco waterfront. Whereas J.P.
Morgan was one of the richest
men in the US. A.P. Giannini
was proud of the fact that he
was never a millionaire.

Morgan presided at the centre
of the US corporate power
structure, while A.P. Giannini,
or AP as he was nicknamed,
was always an outsider, based
on the other side of the Conti-
nent from Wall Street. He was a
free-wheeling entrepreneur
whose mission was to bring
retail banking to the "little fel-

low", and if this meant bending
the rules, so be it.

AP had endless battles with
US bank regulators, worried
that he was growing too fast
and paying out too much money
in dividends. However. AP's
biggest fights were with East
Coast bankers, and Morgan, in

particular, who. he believed,
was out to destroy his grandi-
ose plans to build the first

nationwide banking system in

the US
Giannini. was In his mid-

llurties, when he entered bank-
ing by accident, having inher-
ited a seat on the board of the
tiny Columbus Savings and
Loan Society, in an immigrant
quarter of San Francisco. His
ideas for developing Colum-
bus's business were not well
received so he decided, in 1904,
to set up a rival - the grandly
titled Bank of Italy.

It was to be “a bank for peo-

ple who never used one", and
AP's explanation to his board
of directors on why he hired his

first manager is a masterpiece.

“The women are crazy about
him. He kisses their hands and
is polite to them - European
style".

Very soon he had broken
another banking taboo and
started advertising for business

with slogans such as "Would
money help you?" It was just
the first of several banking
innovations ranging from mort-
gage lending to car loans and
credit cards which were pio-

neered by Giannini's bank for

the "little fellows".

The bank's early history was
marked both by natural disas-
ters - most notably the 1906
San Francisco earthquake and
fire - and by the occasional run
on its deposits. The latter prob-
lem was minimised by Gianni-
ni's development of a branch
banking system - the first of
its kind in the US - and soon he
was expanding down into Las
Angeles, at a time when the

I

unbanketj

city boasted just 300,000 peo-
ple and California was only the
2 1st largest state in the US.
Their growth explains the suc-
cess of what was to become, at
one stage, the world's biggest
bank - the Bank of America.

By the mid-1920s. the Bank s'we<1'sh "match king". This was
of Italy was the third biggest 1°° much for AP, who emerged
bank in the US, after New from retirement in February
York's National City and Chase i_?2 and won a successful

sequent depression. i

Soon Transamerica had omit-
ted its dividend, written down
the value of its assets and had
called on the help of a Boston
investment bank which had
close ties to Ivar Kreuger, the
Swedish "match king". This was

National banks, and one in five ProxY battle to regain control.

:count. Although Kreuger’s interest inCalifornians had an account
A.P. Giannini had been trans-
formed from a small banker
with a good idea, into a major
financial figure. He had already
bought banks in New York
(Bank of America) and Italy
(Banc a d'America c d’ltalia),
and was intent on setting up a
nationwide branch banking sys-
tem. The choice of the name of
his new holding company -

Transamerica Corporation -

summed up his ambitions.

However, AP never realised
his dream of forming a trans-
continental bank. In February
1929. after a particularly bru-
tal run on the group's shares,
he handed over management
control of Transamerica to a
Wall Street investment banker,
Elisha Walker, and a young
French man. Jean Monnet. who
later went on to be one of the
founding fathers of the Euro-
pean Community. Their com-
mitment to continue Giannini's
nationwide financial empire
was halted by the October 1829
stock market crash and the sub-

Transamerica was never
proven, two weeks after APw°n th® proxy battle, Kreuger,
whose financial affairs were in
a terrible mess, returned to
fc«urope and subsequently' killed
himself.

;
Just over a year later, Tran-

samerica resumed dividend
payments but its growth was
P

1*™**1 by the continuing
interference of Washington. In

to
_.

,ts substantial
inuustna] and insurance inter-

1c v V ansamerlca controlled
4b banks throughout the West
which made hair of all bank
Joans in the region. It was too
“'8

?„J2onoP°'y and by the
mid- 1960s it had been brokenup by the regulators.
Iransamenca, which is

locatedonly a few blocks awayfrom Bank of America’s San
rrancisco headquarters, contin-
u»?s ag an insurance company

Yf
r,ous if)dustrial inter-S .
S
u
Sm

-
IIer banks were

^ what is now First Inter-
s»taie Hancorporation and Bankof America went off on its own.

shearing with an axe of arable
in the CBOT’s own b&semeht, to 1

prevent quotes getting tbl the !

bucket shops. (As ft turnedrput, >

bucket shops, were legalised !

two years later). *“ £.\
Clearly thes* -were the |

actions of an exchange deter- ;

mined to keep the trade allied 1

to real business in commodities.
And yet the Board -itself saw

;

some phenomenal expositions
of the art of speculation: i ,,

One of the most notable Was
by its most famous trader: of
the time, B-P.HutchSnson^ who
propelled a huge rise ifr the
price of wheat during 1888, the
very year when theCBQT was
supposed to be .suffering from
the effects of the 1887 darner.
Wheat, which had been around
80 cents a bushel for. months,
hit $1 in September with Hutch-
inson already heavily “long'! -
owning a large - amount - of
wheat for future delivery- to
him.

.
• *•-. :

hi a determined ,campaign to
rout the bears, Hutchinson next
day pot his price tip to Si.TJOL-Ia
a history of the Boarddf Trade,
Charles Taylor writes: :“H^said
that he had -intended to .fix
$ 1.10 as the top price, but that
the shorts were so obstreperous
about settling that he had con-
cluded

1

to make the ^irice
higher." The next day he set
the price at $2. One newspaper
reported that “whenever the
old gentleman became engaged
in conversation with anyone
business in. the pit- stopped.”
Another account said: : “fie : is
the greatest speculator ever
known. The load he now car-
ries, day and uight, [would
crush any other -operator
entirely. But the old man. is a
giant intellectually, physically
and in will power.

.
• V --

•

So what is the answer to the
paradox that markets which
are designed to limit the effects
of price fluctuations on genuine
producers or consumers of
products (be these grain, pork
bellies or US Treasury bonds)
in fact produce arenas for mas-
sive speculation? The answer is

that futures markets transfer
the risk of price fluctuations
from chose that are unwilling to
bear it (wheat growers, or cau-
tious holders of Treasury
bonds) on to those that want to
take risks. The latter are. by
definition, speculators- Without
them, risks could not be trans-
ferred. Without futures mar-
kets, the risk of the farmer or
coffee-drinker is greater, or, is
perhaps assigned instead to the
taxpayer through subsidies,

jThe advent of computers and
of financial futures and options
has added, a new level of edm-
plexity to hedging on the one
side, and consequently to spec-
ulation on the other. It is dim-
cult often to identify which] is
which. Once again, the balance
between the benefits of risk
transfer and the often unap-
pealing aspect of the speculator
is up for review.
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NEW FINANCIAL PRODUCTS

Freeing capital from
its straitjacket

Stephen Fidler examines the growth of new products and services

The First 100 Years

AN EXTRAORDINARY aspect
of the last century in the
world's financial markets has
been not so much the speed of
their transformation in the last

10 years but that there had
been so little change in the pre-
ceding 90.

The pace of change has dif-

fered from country to country,
but its acceleration in recent
years, to leave few comers of
the industrialised world
untouched, is a fact and not
merely a perception fostered by
our own foreshortened perspec-
tives.

For decades, the financial
systems in the industrialised
world were for the most part
highly structured, heavily
dependent on the traditional
activities of banking, with clear
divisions between different
types of institution. In the last
decade, many of these struc-
tures have been swept away
and, often with the encourage-
ment of government policy,
competition has intensified
both within and across national
boundaries.
An inextricable part of this

development has been the cre-
ation at an unprecedented rate
of an array of new financial
products and services - the
process of financial innovation.
According to the Organisation

for Economic Cooperation and
Development in a 1984 study,
financial innovation has been a
response to “economic incen-
tives resulting from a combina-
tion of market forces and delib-
erate government policies."
To explain it, the OECD cited

high and fluctuating rates of
interest and inflation, regula-
tory changes, new technology,
growing public sector financing
needs, domestic and foreign
competition and the introduc-
tion of floating exchange rates
in the early 19<0s.
Mr Lamberto Dini, as Direc-

tor-General of the Bank of
Italy, has described innovation
as the development of tech-
niques "to unbundle the differ-
ent risks of financial transac-
tions. The interest rate,
liquidity, currency denomina-
tion and maturity of financial
instruments began to be sepa-
rately priced and negotiated on
separate markets, with an
unprecedented proliferation of
possibilities to invest, borrow,
hedge or speculate."
The viewing of financial

instruments as a bundle of cash
flows marked an important lib-

eration from the straitjacket
which had limited users and
suppliers of capital to the tradi-
tional formats of the past.
Mr David T. Llewellyn, Pro-

fessor of Money and Banking at

the University of Loughbor-
ough, has pointed to four fac-
tors contributing to the recent
flood of innovation: competition
among suppliers of financial
services, technology, a growing
marketing ethos among suppli-

ers of financial services and the
internationalisation of finance.

Globalisation has Influenced
innovation in two ways: it

encourages copying from other
financial systems, which is fur-
ther fostered by the entrance of
foreign institutions to domestic
markets, and allows market
users previously unavailable
access to foreign markets.
He has categorised innova-

tions into four categories from
the point of view of suppliers
of services: defensive - such as
those created in response to
policy and regulatory changes:
aggressive - creations which
financial institutions believe
they can market; responsive -
when they are designed to meet
a change in the portfolio
requirements of customers; or
protective - when institutions
adapt techniques because of
their own portfolio constraints.

Financial innovation is not a
random or arbitrary process,
but one which depends upon
shifts in portfolio preferences
and in the constraints on users
and suppliers of financial ser-
vices. It can be prompted by
changes in the market environ-
ment or in government policy.
There is also the phenomenon
which Mr Llewellyn has called
"spectrum filling", the tendency
to innovate by plugging gaps,
say in maturities, marketability
or yield, in the range of finan-
cial products.
The floating rate note, for

example, was clearly developed
as a response to the high infla-

tion of the 1970s, which
sharply reduced investors'
appetites for fixed-rate bonds.
Foreign exchange and interest

rate swaps have1 been aggres-
sively marketed and have been
made possible by technological
and communications develop-
ments and the internationalisa-
tion they encouraged. The tech-
nique makes use of
inefficiencies in the relation-
ships between prices in sepa-
rate markets, in the process
ironing out the anomalies.
Commercial paper, for exam-

ple, has existed in the US since
colonial days. Its development
owed much to the ban on inter-
state banking and to the
reserve-based banking system.

Its extraordinary growth in

the last 10 years inside and out-
side the US, however, was fos-
tered by disintermediation -
the attempt by commercial
banks to reduce their owner-

ship of financial assets, which
provided the trigger for much
oi the innovation of the 1980s.
This wa$ partly a response

both by banks, encouraged by
the action of banking regula-
tors, and by investors to con-
cerns which arose from the
banks' heavy exposure to cer-

tain borrowers, particularly
those in Latin America which
had declared themselves unable
to meet debt commitments.
US banks’ efforts to lighten

their balance sheets encouraged
securitisation - the conversion
of assets, such as mortgages
and credit card receivables,
into securities sold direct to
investors.

Yet, it is often the case that
an innovation will thrive even
when the original trigger has
long disappeared. The Eurodol-
lar market, the pool of dollars
which exists outside the US,
developed out of the post-war
capital injections by the US into
a war-torn Europe, but it con-
tinued to exist long after the
Marshall Plan became history.

Similarly, growth in the Euro-
bond market was spurred by
the US Interest Equalisation
Tax, introduced in 1963 by the
Kennedy Administration and
intended to stem capital out-
flows from the United States
caused by the flood of foreign
bond issues in the US domestic
markets. When this tax was
repealed in 1974, many felt -

wrongly as we now know -
that the raison d'etre of the
Eurobond market had disap-
peared.
More recently, however, there

has been evidence of the way
that financial innovation can
run ahead of the ability of indi-
viduals fully to comprehend
what has been created.
This was underlined dramati-

cally in 1986 and 1987. Banks
had been issuing instruments in

the Eurodollar market known
as perpetual floating rate notes,
which had no final maturity
but paid interest tied to float-

ing rates in the interbank mar-
ket.

Much of this paper was sold
at very narrow margins to
interbank rates, until it became
clear that built into the pricing
of the bonds was a highly ques-
tionable assumption that they
would always be readily mar-
ketable. Prices collapsed as if

there were a sudden recognition
of the emperor’s true state of
undress.

Similarly, f275m in losses
made by a trader in the mort-
gage department of Merrill
Lynch in 1987 were partly due
to a lack of understanding of
how some of the new synthetic
securities would perform when

Dealing in commercial paper at Citicorp, in London

exogenous factors, such as gen-
eral interest rates, shifted.

Financial innovation clearly
has broad consequences for
financial supervisors and mone-
tary authorities, and not merely
because so much of it is

designed to circumvent regula-
tion or tax.

Mr Lowell Bryan, a financial
consultant and director of
McKinsey & Company, has
underlined this forcefully in an
article in the Harvard Business
Review. Speaking about securi-
tisation, he said: "The potential
opportunities and difficulties
from securitised credit are so

f
reat, and the revolution
omenting in the structure and
operations of banking is so
enormous, that the way we
manage the financial part of
our economy may become obso-
lete."

It is a point well understood
by the monetary authorities.- In
1986, a study group of the
Bank of International Settle-
ments concluded that it was
possible that innovation may
contribute to strains in the
international financial system
“for example, through the rapid
growth jn the volume of trans-

actions being settled through
the payments system, or
through the increased volatility
in financial markets."
The controlling of money sup-

ply and its reliability as an eco-
nomic indicator have both been
called into question in many
Western economies during the
1980s by the shifts in personal
liquidity preferences brought
about by new financial prod-
ucts.
The group concluded that

innovation "generally has
improved the efficiency,
breadth and flexibility of inter-
national financial markets" but
that "central banks must
address the far-reaching policy
issues that arise from the pro-
cess of change."

PROFILE : JEAN REYRE

Paul Betts talks to the legend who ran Paribas for 21 post-war years

“YOU REALISE you are talking
to a living monument,” says
Jean Reyre with a mischievous
rin in a small annexe of the

que de Paris et des Pays
Bas (Paribas), overlooking the
bustling Avenue de l'Opera.

Born in the dosing days of
the last century, the 88-year-
old Reyre is still as sharp and
petulant as ever. Without the
slightest hesitation, he speaks
his mind about past presidents
of the bank he ran for 21 years
and where he spent his entire

working life- “If you ask my
opinion, I think Paribas has
become too big today. I would
have liked to have seen it

remain a smaller banqve d'af-
faires, a bit like Lazard;"

.

But even if he is now tucked
away in a Bttle office, his pres-
ence still haunts the ornate cor-
ridors of the country's leading

Mr Michel

..'afv'-r.'te* fj&t"V

Reyre: not too keen
de Gaulle

on

into a leading position in the
emerging international bond

investment bank
Francois-POncet, the bank's cur- „
rent chairman, openly acknowl- , market in the early 19ous.

edges that Reyre Is his spiritual * *’

father. He has even put his
desk exactly at the place where
Reyre had his. "I like him
dearly but not everyone would
agree with me. He was a tough
customer." says Francois-Pon-
cet.

Reyre, who prevented the
bank from being nationalised
after the last war. was the
undisputed boss of Paribas
between 1947 and 1968. He was
responsible for building up the
bank as a prime player in the
post-war reconstruction of
France and turning it into an
aggressive international finan-
cial group. He also developed
the bank's international pres-
ence, opening an office in
Moscow 25 years ago and the
New York subsidiary in the
1960s.
He was also one of the pio-

neers of export-credit financ-
ing, although he acknowledges
in retrospect that it was per-
haps not such a good deal after
all. "We helped finance steel-

works in France and then
through export credits steel-
works abroad which then com-
peted with our steelworks. I

don't have to tell you what sub-
sequently happened to the steel

industry," he remarks.
With a group of "chums"

including Siegmund Warburg,
Herman Abs of Deutsche Bank,
Hans Schaeffer of Union de
Banque Suisse, and Carlo Bora-
bieri of Banca CommerciaJe
Italiana, he moved the bank

A man of authority and of
great independence, Heyre
rubbed up the noses of the
French administration although
he always had good contacts
with political leaders. "I was
not so hot on General de Gaulle
but I liked President Pompi-
dou,” he says.
Reyre joined the bank imme-

diately after leaving Sciences
Polftiques and was soon work-
ing closely with Horace FinaJy
who reigned over Paribas
between 1918 and 1937. It was
Finaly, a close friend of Leon
Blum, the Socialist leader, who
expanded the bank's activities

in Eastern Europe before the
Second World War wiped out
all these businesses. "Paribas
was always a bit left,” chuckles
Reyre.
During the period he worked

with Finaly. Reyre recalls viv-
idly his dealings with the Swed-
ish match king Kreuger. "He
was a fascinating man but we
started getting worried in 1934
when he paid us with large
amounts of bonds issued by
Mussolini. I set off to Rome and
the then French ambassador
went to see Mussolini to show
him the bonds. Mussolini said
he did not know anything about
it. Back in Paris, I went to see
Kreuger in his elegant flat in

the Place Vendome. He said, in

his most comforting manner,
that there must have been some
misunderstanding. The next
day he was found dead in his
flat: he had committed suicide."

Francois-Poncet, the curient
Paribas chairman, ^ays R£yfe
had the reputation of being *
wheeler-dealer. suppose'yon
could call him a raider before

his time. He was ratherahS-es-
tablishment and the establish-

-

meat disliked him intensely^ he
explains. Indeed, Reyre *wta-.

behind the first ever hostile

takeover attempt in. France
when Antoine Riboud, the head
of the BSN food group, Unsuc-

cessfully tried to aequSrd fliir

venerable Saint-Gobain glass

and pipes concern. 1 i :T
~-

Reyre, who still iregrete
; “all

the opportunities I missed,"
says one of his best coups ; was
the salvage of the Machines
Bull group which he heiped-l&k
to General Electric of the US
before Bull teamed up^ with
Honeywell- :

.-• •- :' ;>
When he took, over at the top

of Paribas. Reyre, who .w«
keen to be surrounded, by. a
cnmall group of aggressive 'ool-.

leagues “hungry to go outrand
get business,” reduced' the
bank’s staff from 2.200 to

1,200 in two years. “You have
to be brutal," he says. ; '

But it was Reyre's indepen-
dence which ultimately cost
him his place in 1968 when the
bank’s board turned : against
him during the famous battle
between Paribas and the Suez
group, its eternal rival, oyer the
CIC banking group: Reyre Tiad

arranged Swiss financing for
the fight but not kept his ooard
informed. After a palace revolt,

he was forced to step down;

“One of the characteristics of
Paribas is that their chairmen
don't leave the normal way,”
says Francois-Poncet. "But
there was an uproar when he
was forced out by the board',
because the' staff were com-
pletely behind.

.
him," fie adds.

Reyre has undoubtedly left a
major mark not only on Paribas
but also on the French banking-
and financial industry. Antici-

pating new trends well ahead
of their time, he turned Paribas
into a powerful and opportunis-
tic international organisation.
Although a well-trained banker,

.

he was more of a financier who
did not always play by the con-

ventional rules of the game.
Francois-Poncet says: “He

influenced and taught me a lot.

But I taught him one thing.'
How to play gin rummy."

Congratulations

to

FINANCIALTIMES
and best wishes for the

next 100 years
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PROFILE: HERMANN ABS

A lifetime in banking
Haig Simonian looks at a career in international banking stretching back to 1929

IT WAS back in September
1937 that Mr Hermann Abs.
then a mere lad of 35, joined
the directors of the Berlin-
based Deutsche Bank und Dis-
cernto-Gesellschaft, which later
became the Deutsche Bank,
West Germany's leading finan-
cial institution and a force in
world banking today.
But even as the "Benjamin" of

the board. Mr Abs. who was
born in Bonn in (901, had
already clocked up a suffi-
ciently varied career to warrant
his promotion to the bank's top
echelon, where he became
responsible for foreign busi-
ness.

After law and economics at
the universities of Bonn and
Cologne - interspersed, in the
German way, with a banking
apprenticeship - Mr Abs joined
Deibrueck Schickler, a
respected private bank, in
1929. Like himself, it is still

going strong today.
Within six years, he had

become a partner. His foreign
experience, gained in Holland,
England and France, as well as
across the Atlantic, and mas-
tery of half a dozen languages,
was soon put to good use
But it was to be a short stay

at the top of the small bank.
Two years later, in 1937. Mr
Abs unprecedentedly took a sal-
ary cut and moved to the Deut-
sche.
There were stormy years

ahead, first under the Naiis
and then, after 1945, during the
occupation. when Omgus
l Office of Military Government
for Germany, United States) in

particular wanted to break up
the bank.
Indeed it was only re-unified

in 1957. Meanwhile. Mr Abs. a
Catholic Rhinelander like Kon-
rad Adenauer. Germany’s first

Chancellor, and who likewise
never joined the National
Socialists, went through a brief
internment by the British.

After 1945 Mr Abs turned to
reconstructing both his bank
and the country with equal
gusto. By 1948, he had become
a guiding light in setting up the
Kreditanstalt fuer Wiedcrauf-
bau. Germany's Reconstruction
Loan Corporation, which was
created to help the country
back onto its feet using Mar-
shall Plan aid.

By the early 1950s, he was
playing a key role in restoring
confidence in the new Federal
Republic of Germany. He led
the delegation in the London
talks on settling Germany's for-

eign debts, and he took the ini-

tiative in re-opening Germany's
capital market to foreign issu-

ers once the Deutschemark was
restored to full convertibility In

1957.
Conveniently, it was a time

when the interests of Deutsche
Bank and Deutschland were
closely intertwined. A year

after the capital market was
re-opened to foreign borrowers,
the bank led the first deal.
Mr Abs retained his special

interest in international bank-
ing throughout his time on
Deutsche's board, though the
ID years he spent as speaker
(chief executive) obliged him to
keep abreast of al! develop-
ments. They were busy years as
the bank first picked up Che
pieces, then grew hand in hand
with the emerging economic
giant as industrial investment
and private affluence took off.

But even in his busiest years
Mr Abs never set aside his pas-
sion for art and music. Frank-
furt's Staedel Gallery and the
Wallraf-Richartz collection in
Cologne have benefited from
his interest in the graphic arts,
while the foundations support-
ing the Goethe Museum in
Frankfurt and the Beethoven
Haus in Bonn also have good
reason to thank him.

But the greatest satisfaction
must come from those institu-

tions, domestic and foreign,
which still call on Mr Abs's
financial wisdom. Not that he
has forgotten his own bank,
cither, where he has now spent
a half century on the board.

Indeed, his shadow is so long
there that some suggest only
the most callow director — now
more likely to be in his 60s than

Deutstice Bank's Hermann
Abs: a major role in setting up
the Kreditanstalt fuer Wtedera-
ufbnau, created after the war
to help Germany back on to its

feet through Marshall Aid
funds. One of the twin towers
(right) of Deutsche Bank’s
modem headquarters in Frank-
furt with statue of Sctiffler In

the foreground.

his 30s - would propose a
major initiative without first
considering how the honorary
chairman would react.
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sep
THE YEAR 1958; six years
after the end of meat rationing

and six yean before the intro-

duction of capital gains tax; the
start of a glorious bull market
which was to take the FT Index
up from well under 200 to over
300 in the space of two years; a
period when giant takeovers

.

were reshaping British indus-
try. and causing much concern
in Westminster and the country
at large. - •

In the words of George Bull
and Anthony Vice", Che City
seemed to many people to be
both dull and romantic. Dull,
because, it-went about its busi-
ness in much the same way as
it had for decades. Run on the
lines of a group of gentlemen's
clubs' (there were no women in

any position of prominence), it

remained a place of hierarchy
and established order which
might not have seemed that
strange to Mr Pooter. There
were gentlemen - on the boards
of the great banks and insur-

ance companies, the partners of
the broking Arms — and there
were players.
These included the genera]

managers who actually ran the
big companies and who would
almost invariably have worked
their way up from branch lev-

els over many years. .Self regu-
lation worked, ' more or less,
because the people of influence
were relatively few in number,
and generallyknew each other
well.
But the place also had an

excitement and glamour of its

own. It was seldom out of the
headlines, thanks to the activi-

ties- of bold' entrepreneurs like

Charles Clore, Hugh Fraser, or
Isaac Wolfson. And new for-
tunes were being created over-
night.
The starting gun for the great

property boom had been fired

less than four years earlier
when Mr Nigel Birch, Minister
of Works in the Conservative
Government, had abolished
building licences. A young
estate agent named Harry
Hyams had already made some
very nice profits in the subse-
quent excitement, and property
developers were beginning to
earn public odium. Despite pro-
test rallies in 195? led by
Vivien Leigh, ho less, Felix Pen-
sion had succeeded in his plans
to demolish the St James's the-

atre.
Charles Gordon, has given a

vivid account of City life in the
latter part of 1958 in his book
“The Two Tycoons", the story
of Clore and Jack Cotton. The
City, he says, was then a genu-
ine village and much smaller
than it is today. Brokers seek-
ing offices in New London Wall,,
past Moorgate towards Alders-
gate, were thought to be com-
mitting commercial suicide. The
new Bank of England building
by St Paul's was the first dra-
matic enlargement of the Gty,
but the FT s building nearby

LIFE IN THE CITY: 1958

A glamour all its own
The City was seldom out of the headlines, as Richard Lambert reflects

Savoy Hotel: bitter bid battle in 1953

Harry Hyams

was still considered way out of
the centre.
The City remained Victorian

in the way management treated
staff, and vice versa. Luncheon
vouchers were considered a
great innovation, and asking
for a pay increase was often an
act of impudence. “Giving
notice or leaving a job was defi-
nitely lower-class in the ranks
and bad form at the top," Gor-
don wrote. “Dress was still for-

mal, bowlers were black, shirts
were white and suits were
dark. Many still wore detach-
able collars and cuffs If a
coloured shirt was worn, the
wearer’s Job was in jeopardy."

Sir Charles Clore

The foreign banks were only
just beginning to reappear -

Paris was a major rival - and to
the considerable annoyance of
their domestic rivals, they were
offering higher salaries and
better conditions to attract
their staff.

Industrial companies paid lit-

tle attention to die City, where
investment analysis was in its

infancy, and the idea that the
press had any legitimate inter-

est in their activities was only
just beginning to be taken seri-

ously. Interim statements were
a novelty: the furthest that
most companies would go in the
way of self promotion was to

The style was black bowlers, dark suits, white shirts.

advertise the chairman's
annual statement in the manner
of a black bordered funeral
announcement.

Deals could still be transacted
without armies of lawyers in
attendance. In what were rela-
tively small clubs like Lloyd's
or the Stock Exchange, it was
possible to rely on a fellow
member's word without requir-
ing sheaves of legal agreements
to back it up. Yet behaviour
which today might land you in
gaol was regarded as perfectly
acceptable. What was a stock-
broker for if not a stream of
useful inside tips?

Those with a sense of nostal-
gia for the good old days would
do well to recall the takeover
battle for the Savoy Hotel
group in 1953, a bitter affair

tinged with a dark streak of
anti-semitism and with finan-
cial manoeuvres which would
appear outrageous by today’s
standards.
As Oliver Marriott' has

explained, the establishment
was horrified at the attempt by
Harold Samuels of Land Securi-
ties to grab control of its

favourite watering holes. The
Savoy Board's defence tactics
included a plan for hiving off
control of the Berkeley Hotel

and several other properties
away from shareholders and
into the staff pension fund.
And its path to independence
was smoothed by both the
Treasury and the Bank of
England, which granted special
exemptions to various transac-
tions at a time of tight controls.

Although this bid failed,
there were sound economic rea-
sons for the wave of takeovers

(which had been causing
increasing political concern and
was jeopardising relationships
between the City and industry. I

Dividends had been resurained
after the war, and from 1947 to
1958 there was an extra profits
tax on dividend payments, so
that profits had been rising fas-

I

ter than dividends and share
prices. Companies had large
cash hoards, often left over
from the war, and undervalued
assets.
A major restructuring was

under way in the UK economy,
with old industries like textiles
and heavy capital goods shrink-
ing in importance relative to
electricals, consumer goods and
machine tools: the shape of the
nation's retail trade was being
transformed. The opportunities
for the astute exploitation of
assets were enormous, and in
most cases the City was pre-
pared to play its part.
But the rules were about to

change. If you had to pick a
single event which was to show
the weakness of the old finan-
cial establishment and the
arrival of new forces in the
Square Mile, it would be the
takeover battle for British Alu-
minium, which began in Febru-
ary 1958 and ended the follow-
ing January with the defeat of
the old order.
The British Aluminium board,

supported by its advisers
Lazards and Hambros, went to
extreme lengths to shake off an
attempt to seize control which
had been orchestrated by Sieg-
mund Warburg on behalf of US
aluminium producer, Reynolds
and Tube Investments.
Suspected until then, as he

said himself much later, “as the
Jew, the newcomer, the fellow
who had not been brought up in

British schools and who spoke
English with a foreign accent,"
Warburg’s success was to
change the approach to busi-
ness in the City.
As Jacques Attali wrote in

his biography “A Man ofInflu-
ence
“From then on it would no

longer be shameful to get up
early or work late. Finance
would cease to be confidentially
mentioned in clubs and admit-
ted into public places, no man-
agement or heir would be safe
from a coup d’etat. The plush
legend of City quality was in
pieces. For better or worse."
'Bid for Power, by George

Bull and Anthony Vice. London
1958\ The Property Boom, by
OliX'er Marriott. London 1967

BANKING IN THE FUTURE

Basic tasks

will remain
Banking will still be recognisable 100 years

hence, predicts David Lascelles

THEY WERE already well past
Mars by the time Dan Dare
remembered that he had forgot-
ten to pay the milkman. “Drat!"
he muttered.
Although he had his Insta-

bank module in his pocket
which could transfer money
from his Earth Bank account to
the milkman's at distances of
up to a billion miles, he couldn't
remember the milkman's
account number. And without
that he was stumped.
He'd have to slip a tenner in

an envelope when they got to
Saturn and drop it in the mail.
At least he knew the milkman's
address.
What a let-down for elec-

tronic wizardry. But if Mr
Dare's exploit seems to jibe
with your visions of an all-elec-

tronic banking future, take
note. Banking may indeed be in

the grip of earth-shaking
change, but it will still be recog-
nisable 100 years from now.
Banks perform two very basic

jobs in the economy, and unless
you believe that one or both of
them will disappear (and it

would have to be cataclysmic)
there is little reason why banks
will change much either. A11
that will change is the way that
they do it.

Banks bring together people
with money and those who
want it - and someone will

have to do that job in the
decades ahead. The fashion
nowadays is to argue that it

need not necessarily be the
banks: it could be building soci-
eties, or savings banks; or, if

you are talking about invest-
ments rather than deposits, it

could be the life insurance com-

f
ianies and the investment
irms. Or even some mega-some-

thing-or-other combining all of
these.
But It will most probably con-

tinue to be banks - for several
reasons. One is that banks are
emerging as the dominant, all-

embracing financial institutions
of bur time, and they are taking
over the services offered by
building societies and invest-
ment houses. Another is that
institutions which accept other
people’s money are subject to
tight regulator controls - and
these are being increasingly
linked to banking controls.
Other types of financial institu-
tions may be forced to become
banks - or at least subscribe to
banking-type disciplines -
whether they like it or not.

What could change, though, is

the mix of money that goes
through banks as loans and as
securities. The 1980s have seen
a big swing towards securities,
but if history is anything to go

Continued on page 56
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Dan Dare: no escaping his overdraft
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Congratulations
to one centenarian
from another.
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Continued from page 55
by, loans will remain the bread

money-raising side of the busi-
ness will become less interest-
ing and attract lesser talents.

That will also make it less
important Tor corporate advi-
sory teams to be attached to
large, well-capitalised houses
equipped to do the underwrit-
ing, so the tradition of indepen-
dence In merchant banking will
live on.
The structure of the banking

and butter business for banks, industry will shift. It will
with securities the jam that
comes and goes on top as mar-
kets boom and bust. Loans are
much simpler, and banks are
evolving into professional risk-
takers. Indeed, there is a strong
probability that the securities
markets will decline in impor-
tance over the next century.
They could either be regulated
or automated out of existence,
and much of the volatility in
currencies and interest rates
which triggers high trading vol-
umes today will disappear as
the world economy becomes
one.
The other job that banks do is

money transmission - respond-
ing to their clients’ requests to
transfer money to someone else.

This service is as basic to a
modern economy as the road
and telephone networks, and It
will stay. But the way banks do
it will change. Paper (cheques
and credit card slips) will go,
and be replaced by electronic
blips which we will trigger by
punching keyboards linked to
our TVs, or portable tele-
phones. In shops we will pay by
slipping electronic cards into
slots. But do not expect cash to
disappear completely. It is too
convenient. How would you pay
for a newspaper, or give your
kids their pocket money with-
out it?

Many things, though, will
alter quite radically. Don’t
encourage your children to
become foreign exchange deal-
ers. There will be a common
global currency by the next
century, and all those marvel-
lous currency hedging devices
invented over the last 10 years
will seem no more than a final
fling before the great coming-
together. This will wipe out a
large profit-earner for banks,
and force them to seek new
businesses.
Fortunately for them, though,

financial services will be one of
the fastest growing sectors of
the world economy in the
decades ahead. The increase in
personal wealth and the grow-
ing sophistication of the man in
the street will ensure steadily
rising demand for financial
facilities and advice.
Demand for merchant bank-

ing services will also remain
strong, particularly for merger
and acquisition advice. Interna-
tional deals will constantly
grow in size and number as
national barriers fall away. But
the financing of deals will
become more streamlined and
easy, so the underwriting and

ft
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LIFE IN THE CITY:1988

Lovely City sadly changed
Richard Lambert takes a backward look at a period of major change

become more concentrated
around a few global groups -

rather like the oil industry's
famous seven sisters of the
post-war years- And they will

have an interest in every single

purchasing transaction that
happens in the world, whether
as financiers of it, or as con-
duits for the payment.
The regulatory tide will move

in the banks1 favour in the next
few decades, and they will be
able to choose with greater
freedom between markets and
businesses. But after that,
when they have become huge
and highly diversified - but
overpowerfui and omnipresent
- there will be a reaction.

Half of the giants will be Jap-
anese. and the rest equally in
the US and in Europe (where
the late 1990s will see a big
wave of cross-border bank
takeovers). Their business will
be highly automated. They will
be able to Issue loans at the
push of a button, because
everyone’s credit history will
be in a central database, and
they will be able to transfer
funds between anyone any-
where instantly, because every
individual and corporation will
have a global account number,
rather in the way that everyone
now has a unique global tele-

phone number.
But that will not be the whole

- or even the most interesting
part - of the story. The process
will not be one of perpetually
expanding banking behemoths.
Although automation will
enable banks to segment the
market and target services at
particular groups, smaller spe-
cialist banks will spring up to
serve local communities and
particular markets, leaving the
high volume, utility-like ser-
vices to the giants.

These new banks will empha-
sise personal service to counter
the faceless, computerised style
of the global giants. This means
that the bank branch, in some
form, will survive, but as a
place to meet and talk with
your banker, rather than as a
string of teller positions. Or
maybe you will talk to him on
your TV-phone: the personal
touch will be a big selling point.
Dan Dare eased back on the

controls as Saturn drew near.
His bleeper bleeped. It was a
message from the Earth Bank’s
Moon branch where he kept his
account for tax reasons. "Con-
cerning your overdraft..." it

began. Dan Dare cursed. There
was no escape, and he knew it.
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IT WAS THE morning after the
night before. A time of great
uncertainty and self-doubt,
when business structures which
had been built at enormous
expense were facing for the
first time the test of hostile
market conditions. Maybe
everything would work as
planned. Maybe it wouldn't

At the beginning of 1988, the
City of London was still coming
to terms with the most radical
set of changes in its organisa-
tion and working practices that
had been experienced in 100
years. Its financial institutions
appeared to have survived
without any major disasters the
financial shock which bad
occurred only a few months
earlier, when share prices had
suffered a Juddering collapse.
But it seemed clear that its
working life would never be the
same again.
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A City dealing room

For one thing, people worked
harder and longer than anyone
would have imagined possible a
few years earlier. In a complete
reversal of past practice, It had
actually become fashionable to
put in a 12-hour day and to
boast about telephone calls
from Australia at three in the
morning.

Perhaps it was a sign of inse-
curity. This was not Just a
response to the national prob-
lem of unemployment which,
although by now on a falling
trend, seemed certain to remain
at very high levels. No, the City
had also developed new anxi-
eties of its own. Many firms
had for the first time built up
enormous fixed overheads -
computers, dealing rooms and
smart buildings - a develop-
ment which was forcing them
to take a much more rigorous
view of their other expenses in
difficult business conditions.

Salaries had been bid up to
what in some cases were unbe-
lievably high levels by the flood
of newcomers who had come
charging in when the Stock
Exchange had opened its doors.
And bonuses played a much
smaller part in overall remuner-
ation than they used to, which
made it harder to tighten belts
in lean times.

There was another reason for
feeling insecure. During the
period immediately before and
after the Big Bang reforms or
1986 - when firms had been
staking out their position in the

new marketplaces - there had
been an enormous turnover in
the staff of many banks and
securities firms. In return for
big payments, whole teams of
people with a particular exper-
tise would up sticks and move
together to a new employer.

The old idea that It was bad
form- to change jobs had been
replaced by the view that there
must be something wrong with
anyone who had not made such
a move.

Employees’ loyalties to their
companies had dwindled - and
vice versa. In the first few
months of the year, a number
of major firms had already
announced painful redundan-
cies, and more appeared inevi-
table. It seemed as though Wail
Street's approach to hirings and
firings - which had always
been much more cavalier than
the City’s - might be crossing
the Atlantic.

Working conditions for many
people in the City had also been
transformed. The trading floor
of the Stock Exchange had
become redundant within a few
weeks of Big Bang, as traders
moved upstairs to their screens.
Eye-to-eye contacts, which had
seemed so important in the
past, had become irrelevant and
inefficient: vast dealing rooms,
filled with frenzied looking
young people roaring down
phones and to each other, had
become a cliche of television
news reporting.

Betationships between firms
and their customers had
become more fluid than in the
the past. In the more competi-
tive climate, rivals could fight
each other on price as well as
on service, and they had
become skilled at such ungen-
tlemanly pursuits as poaching
and self-promotion. Everyone
who was anyone had hired a
public relations firm; some had
two.

City lunches were not what
they had been. Glasses of port
did not seem to slip down so
easily in this more abrasive
world. There were rumours of
iced tea being offered by some
of the less suave American
intruders.

The rules governing the con-
duct of business were also in
the process of dramatic change.
Some modifications to past
practice had been inevitable
once the old club rules had gone

out of the window, but both the
Conservative Government and
the City itself had intended
that they would be replaced by
ratebooks that would not be so
very different, based on a prac-
titioner-run system of self-regu-
lation.

But the legislation which had
eventually come out of Parlia-
ment was much tougher than
had originally seemed likely,
partly as a result of some juicy
scandals which had hit the
headlines during the passage of
the BilL The different regula-
tory organisations had drawn
up business conduct rules
which were immense both in
size and scope, and which were
specifically designed to with-
stand the test of the courts.
Lawyers were everywhere.

No one yet knew how the new.
regulations would actually
work in practice. The one sure
thing was that they would be
expensive, on some estimates
costing well over £100m a year
when everything was taken
into account. That was another
reason for feeling uneasy at a
time when business conditions
were so uncertain.

The City had changed physi-
cally as welL The Corporation
of Lloyd's, of all institutions,
had chosen the most controver-
sial of designs for its new mar-
ket place. The building won
architectural prizes, but Little

affection. Elsewhere, every
office seemed to have grown Its
own atrium: there were water-
falls, sculptures, and much
marble.

The boundaries of the work-
ing community had been
extended considerably, to the
extent that the Cfty no longer
really described a place on the
map. One important investment
bank had moved west, and oth-
ers were planning moves into
Docklands. It remained to be
seen how far efficient telecom-
munications would compensate
for such a dispersion.

Inevitably, national percep-
tions of the City and of the peo-
ple who worked there had
changed too. It was no longer
seen as a dull place full of
accountants in bowler hats.
Instead, the caricature image
was of a very brash young man,
being paid an unheard-of sum
of money and driving a German
sports car.

"Yuppie” had become a term
of abuse, referring almost
exclusively to City workers.
Early in 1988, two London the-'

atres were showing plays about
just such groups of people.

In the boom period, there had
been much bitterness all around
the country both about the

City’s pay scales and about its

ethics: the headlines had been,

full of alleged malpractices by
prominent people. Accordingly,

there was a distinct air of scha-
denfreude in the land alter the
share price collapse.

There was also, of course, a
much brighter side to -the pic-

ture. The system had continued
to function efficiently -through
all f-hfa period of upheaval, and
customers were receiving ser-

vices which were both cheaper
and more efficient. Competition
had blown away the cobwebs of
the centuries: for the survivors,
the City waa going to be a much
healthier and more bracing
place in which to do business.

There was every sign, too,
that London was succeeding in
the goal of strengthening Its

position as Europe's main capi-
tal market, and of developing
into one of the world's great
financial centres along with
New York and Tokyo.

The central question which
remained unanswered early in

the year was whether the busi-
ness conditions on which all

these changes had been predi-
cated would actually materi-
alise. Would the global market-
place continue to develop and
expand, or would the financial
shock drive investors and bor-
rowers back behind their own
borders, and Into their more
traditional forms of finance?
Would retail business really
take off, as private individuals,
switched their assets away
from real estate and bank
deposits into securities-type
products of one type or
another? No-one yet knew the.
answers.

Meanwhile, in the hit West
End play, Serious Money, the
curtain continued to fall each
night on the words of the
mournful jobber, Frosby:

“My lovely City's sadly
changed.
Sic transit gloria! Glory
passes!
Any wonderTm deranged
Surrounded by the criminal
classes.”
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Full Steam
Ahead
On A Steady
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A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE

An electronic face for market trading
Alan Cane on how the computer has revolutionised stock exchange dealings

The floor of the London Stock Exchange, a century ago.

Money may be the life-blood of
the world's stock markets, but
at the heart of the business lies

electronic technology. For more
than 100 years, the telegraph,
the telephone, the television
and now the computer have
provided the rapid communica-
tions and efficient ways of
trading which characterise
modern stock exchanges.
For many exchanges these

days the system which provides
traders with up-to-the-minute
prices also provides a mecha-
nism for dealing. The US
unlisted securities market has
no market floor, only a bank of
powerful computers and a net-
work of telephone lines con-
necting the dealers with each
other.
The Cincinnati securities

exchange has even done away
with the telephone link, that
last vestigial trace of the
face-to-face trading of the old
days. It is entirely electronic;
its members deal from their
offices using computer termi-
nals- From the moment they
press the "go" key, all the
stages in the deal are handled
automatically.
Since the "Big Bang" in the

London securities market on
October 27, 1986, the market
floor in the Stock Exchange
tower has been virtually des-
erted as members glued them-
selves to video screens in their
geographically dispersed

offices trading over the tele-

phone and using the Exchange’s
automated quote distribution
system, Seaq to keep track of
prices.

Smith New Court, largest of
London’s old jobbing firms,
backed both horses, opting to
maintain a presence on the
floor while laying plans for a
swift retreat if that approach
failed to prove viable. By
Christmas 1936, it had left the
floor for good.
Technology made its impact

In the securities markets in
three principal phases. Between
the 1840s and the early 1900s,
the telegraph and the telephone
changed ways of trading both
in the US and in Europe,
although the Old World and the
New adopted markedly differ-
ent attitudes to the new tech-
nologies.
Between 2900 and I960, the

use of the telegraph, telex and
telephone matured; they were
accepted instruments of busi-
ness.
After 1960, the advent of the

digital computer resulted in a
new technological revolution in
the markets, beginning in the
US and spreading to Europe
and the Far East. Terms such
as "rocket scientist", meaning
the mathematicians able to con-
struct massive equations (algo-

rithms) for profitable trailing,

became common parlance on
Wall Street-

These developments have had
dramatic and sometimes unfo-
reseen consequences. It is per-
fectly possible, for example, to
program a computer to generate
a "buy* or "sell" order when a
stock reaches a particular price
and transmit that order to
another computer to consum-
mate the deal, but the effect on
markets may not always be
beneficial.

Following the fall in the
world’s stock markets in late
1987, the New York Stock
Exchange has twice curbed the
use of this "programmed trad-
ing", fearing that it was contri-
buting to volatility in the mar-
ket. Wrongly, it seems. The
Brady commission which inves-
tigated the causes of the crash
identified portfolio insurance
as the chief culprit; banning
programmed trading simply
made matters worse. Pro-
pamine trading has not so far
been a feature of trading in
European or Far Eastern
exchanges.
In London, the "Big Bang"

catalysed the greatest change in
trading technology for over
half a century. The expression
is market shorthand for three
principal regulatory changes all

of which took place simulta-
neously. Minimum commissions
for brokers were abolished, sin-
gle capacity - a clear distinction
between brokers and jobbers -

was abandoned and outside

investment in Stock Exchange
member firms was allowed.

It is powerfully ironic that it

was technology which forced
the adoption of single capacity
and minimum commissions in
the early 1900s, and technology
again which provided the
means for establishing an effi-

cient market after single capac-
ity and minimum commissions
were abolished, almost a ninety
years later.

Ronald Michie notes in The
London and New York Stock
Exchanges, 1850-1914'. "The
revolution in communications
that took place in the second
half of the nineteenth century
with the introduction of the
telegraph and the telephone
was to transform the securities
market and to alter fundamen-
tally the role performed by the
London Stock Exchange"
The introduction of the tele-

graph made possible for the
first time "shunting", the simul-
taneous buying and selling of
the same security on different
domestic exchanges. Profit was
made on the fractional differen-
tials that momentarily
appeared. It led to the emer-
gence of & small, elite group of
shunters able to afford the
£2,000 a year charge to rent a
private telephone line.

Worried that competition
between the domestic
exchanges was breaking down
and that business was being
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Screen-based trading on the Tokyo Stock Exchange.

diverted from London to pro-

vincial brokers who were able

to avoid the expense and
responsibility of membership of

the London exchange, the

authorities largely put an end

to shunting by forbidding dual

capacity and insisting on mini-

mum commissions.
When the Government in the

1980s insisted this cosy, dub-
like apparatus be dismantled, It

was clear that only technology
could provide the mechanism
for a market comprising play-
ers geographically widely dis-

persed, all of whom had to have
access to share price informa-
tion at the same time.
The answer was Seaq, a com-

puterised price distribution sys-
tem modelled on the US
over-the-counter Nasdaq, but
operated by the Exchange
itself.

Built in a rush between 1984
and 1986, Seaq had a spectacu-
larly disastrous debut but has
since proved robust and reli-

able.
Unlike Europe, where commu-

nications technology was
adopted slowly, reluctantly and
grudgingly (the story goes that
one London broking house
would only allow a telephone to
be installed in a downstairs lav-
atory), US traders took to the
telegraph and telephone enthu-
siastically and with relish.

Michie notes: "In New York
there was an immediate recog-
nition that Unproved communi-
cations could aid the business
of members so both the ticker-
tape (1867) and the telephone
(1878) were introduced as soon
as they were available*.
The opening of the

Anglo-American telegraph in
1866 allowed trading between
London and New York, espe-
cially the development of
extensive links between London
and New York broking houses
for the purpose of arbitrage.
But the modem history of

technology in the stock markets
goes back only two decades.
There was progress, but it

was of a slow and piecemeal
nature. In London, for example,
in the 1960s most dealers used
just two telephones - a direct
line and and switchboard line.
Private lines operated by a

hand cranked generator were

still being used in the 1970s,
These gave way to key-and-

Uunp orate and then to "dealer-
boards" able to handle .a mini-
mum of 40 lines; the most
advanced form .of this system
in use today substitutes a ttdeo
screen for the physical-board:
Images of switches on the
screen are activated simply by
touching them.
Mr william Lupien, a former

trader ,and specialist in market
technology, dates the- develop-
ment of new technotogyiu US
exchanges from 1668 when, a
boom In the markets caused an
administrative crisis.

Foreshadowing events in the
London market after Big Bang,
US brokers found theur back
offices were unable- to cope
with the. volume of trades.
Panic measures - the prohibi-
tion of soliciting business on
Wednesday’s, cor example,
were introduced..
Eventually, the boom slith-

ered into a bear market giving
firms time to bring the com-

8
liter systems up to scratch.
ne firm. Dean' Witter, devel-

oped a computer program to
match deals and customers and
put terminals on the flow of
the New York exchange.

It was the first step towards,
fully-computerised deal execu-
tion. The Pacific Exchange
retaliated by developing a sys-
tem to automate the odd-lot
(1-99 shares) execution process.
Now every exchange in the US
has some form of automatic
execution.

Despite the video screens
which cover every dealer's desk
these days, many people believe
that the use of technology in
the securities business is only
in its infancy.

Super powerful computers
which can search whole mar-
kets in a twinkle looking for
price anomalies, artificial intel-
ligence systems which can help
in decision making and satel-
lite-based information distribu-
tion are all technologies which
the securities industry will
have to take tn its stride before
long.
As one mqjor US broker

remarked: "You cannot afford
to be the guy with the second
best technology".
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An emphasis
on strategy
David Lascelles traces the fortunes of

a 150-year old London merchant bank

WHILE THE FT celebrates its

100th birthday, another City
institution is half as old again.
Morgan Grenfell, one of the
leading names In UK merchant
banking, is 150 this year.
Morgan's anniversary could

have come at a better time (It is

recovering from the turmoil of
last year’s Guinness affair), but
the house of Morgan has weath-
ered many crises in its past,
and has proved that adaptabil-
ity is the hallmark of the suc-
cessful merchant bank.
The bank dates back to 1838

when George Peabody, a Boston
merchant, opened a counting
house in Moorgate which came
to specialise in securities and
finance and led to the establish-
ment in 1851 of George Pea-
body & Co. In 1854, Peabody
teamed up with Junius Spencer
Morgan, the US financier who
had settled in London, and he
eventually took over the bank,
renaming it JJS. Morgan & Co.
Although the bank got into

loan problems and had to be
bailed out by the Bank of
England shortly afterwards,
Junius Morgan was the man
who established the bold tradi-
tions and the close links -with

g
overnment which were to
ring the house of Morgan fame

and fortune. Tn 1870, he scored
his greatest coup when he
helped put together a SlOm
bond issue for the French Gov-
ernment at the height of the
Franco-Prussian War. As others
sold their bonds, he snapped
them up cheap, certain that the
French would redeem the issue,
which they did in 1873. The
house of Morgan reaped a huge
profit - and a reputation for
financial shrewdness which
quickly propelled it to the top
ranks of London merchant
banks - where it was still a
relative newcomer compared to 1

the luces of Barings and Roths-
childs.

In 1904, E.C. GrenfeU, later
the MP for the City, became a
partner, and in 1910 the bank-
changed its name to Morgan
Grenfell. It prospered particu-
larly from its close relationship
with the Morgan bank in the US
which was founded by J.P.Mor-
gan. Junius' son, and owned
half the London bank.
Together, they combined Lon-
don’s expertise in International
finance, and the powerful
resources of the US end. This
link continued until lfigi when
Morgan Guaranty sold its one
third stake.

AH through the First World
War and the subsequent recon-
struction, Morgan was closely

involved in raising finance for
British and European govern-
ments, and in the inter-war
years it also became a leader in
corporate finance. In 1926, it

moved to its present premises
in Great Winchester Street.
After World War II, Morgan

was prominent in . the fixed
interest market, and worked on
the denationalisation of steel.

But it lost its edge and went
into decline as merchant banks
periodically do, losing ground
to newcomers, particularly S.G.
Warburg. The decline was
reversed in the 1970s under the
leadership of Sir John Stevens,
a former bank of England offi-
cial. and Mr William Mack-
worth-Young, who joined from
Rowe & Pitman, the stockbro-
kers.

By bringing in a new genera-
tion of bright young corporate
financiers and reviving Mor-
gan’s aggressive spirit, they
pushed Morgan back up to the
top again, and into a phase of
explosive growth. From a total

Adaptability is the

hallmark of the

successful

merchant bank

.

payroll of only 100 in 1960, the

?
roup has grown to nearly
.000 today. And what was

once a tiny partnership was
listed on the London Stock
Exchange in 1986 as a corpora-
tion worth £750m.
Unfortunately, Morgan’s new

drive lacked bankerly restraint,
and the group was plunged into
the trauma of Guinness which
led to charges of illegal activity
in its corporate finance depart-
ment, and the ousting of two
top executives a year ago.
Morgan now has a new chief

executive, Mr John Craven,
who wants to make it a leading
international investment bank,
combining the new securities
businesses which Morgan built
UP for the Big Bang In 1986
with its long-standing expertise
in corporate finance and bank-
ing
Dr Kathleen Burk, who is

completing an anniversary his-
tory or Morgan GrenfeU,
ascribes its success to three
things: the strength of its ties
with the US, an ability rare
among merchant banks to plot a
strategy, and its imprimatur of
quality. "As older areas of busi-
ness began to decline. Morgan
repeatedly turned around and
developed new ones.” she says

*
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The First 100 Years
THE EARTH’S RESOURCES

The dangers of complacency
The resources gap has not materialised but other worries remain, says Max Wilkinson

THE .1980s have turned out to
be ft period of unexpected abun-
dance for almost all the natural
resources needed in the Indus
trial world- The big Question
whether this la producing
dangerous complacency.

and a half ago,
that the

iangero*
Only a

it was widely agreed
world was running out of raw
materials at an alarming rate
Shortages .of most major com-
modities were associated with _

classic cycle of stockbuilding
and inflated prices.

Yet despite the large invest-
ments which were stimulated
by these higher prices many
economists believed that the
world was approaching a form
of Malthusian nemesis in which
economic growth would be
sharply curbed by the prodigal
consumption of raw materials.

The warning was sounded
most lOUdly by an. lntPrwaWfT»inl

group of experts calling them-
selves the Club of Home in a
report called “Limits to
Growth" published in 1970.
This said that almost all
energy, mineral, and agricul-
tural resources were in danger
of becoming exhausted and that
“virtually every pollutant that
has been measured as a func-
tion of time is in danger of
increasing exponentially.*

In one sense perhaps, the
Club of Home was proved right.
Steady economic growth and
declining real oil prices helped
to precipitate the oil crisis in.

1973 when crude prices qua-
drupled and the world economy
was sent reeling into recession.
The stagnation of industrial
economies after the oil shocks
of 1973 and 1978 reduced
demand for a broad range of
.commodities - not just oil -
compared with what was
expected on the basis of the
growth pattern of the late
1960s.
However, since then the per-

sistence of over-supply of
almost all important commodi-
ties from wheat to crude has
been much greater than most
people expected.

By the end of 1886, prices for
commodities other than, fuel
had fallen to' their lowest in
real terms since the Second
World War. Many of the base
metals of strategic importance
to industry were in huge over-
supply. Food production in the
industrial wond was piling up
embarrassing surpluses. In
spite of the rapid population
increase since the war, the
world was producing enough
food to eliminate starvation if

only the poor had the means to
buy the surpluses in the rich
men's granaries.

. :

That hectic question of the
late 1960s, “when will the oil

run out?”, has come to seem for
the time being an echo from a
distant era. Potential world oil

production is now at least 10m
barrels a day or about a fifth
more than free world consump-
tion. indeed, the potential sur-
plus is so great that even con-
suming and importing nations
have become worried about the
consequences of a collapse in
prices like that in 1986-86,
when the price of crude
plunged from more than $30
per barrel to about S8.

But although it was oil prices
and the disarray of the Organi-
sation of Petroleum Exporting
Countries Which hit the eco-
nomic headlines in 1986, the
collapse of prices for some
other commodities was perhaps
even more spectacular. At
about the time that oil prices
were testing the depths, world
food prices had fallen in real
dollar terms to little more than
a third of their peak in 1984.
Average metal prices were less
than half their peak value in
real dollar terms.
Last, year prices recovered,

with the Economist Commodity
Index rising 40 per cent in cur-
rent dollar terms. However, this
was at a time when the value of

Fears that oB would run out fuelled a Mg search for new supplies In the North Sea and elsewhere.
Today potential production is running ahead of demand

the dollar itself was falling.
Studies by the World Bank sug-
gest that commodity prices
measured in dollars should rise
by about as much as the dollar
has itself fallen. This is because
a fall in the dollar’s value will
tend to make commodities
priced in dollars cheap in non-
dollar countries. The effect will
be to stimulate consumption
and to reduce the profits of
producers in local currencies so
that the commodity will tend to
become more scarce and there-
fore somewhat more expensive.
However one of the important

puzzles of the last two years is
that the weakening of the dol-
lar has not prompted a revalua-
tion of commodities in dollar
terms to anything like the
extent predicted. Since January
1, 1986 the dollar has depreci-
ated by 50 per cent compared
with an average rise in com-
modity prices of 40 per cent. In
real non-dollar terms therefore
commodities are substantially
cheaper than they were three
years ago in spite of the appar-
ent rise in nominal prices.

Although this average con-
ceals some relatively sharp
rises - as in the case of cornier
- it seems unlikely that it is

signalling a change from a
world generally blessed with an
abundance of material
resources to a period of
renewed scarcity. In the copper
industry, for example, the 88
per cent rise in cash prices dur-
ing 1987 from an exceptionally
low level seems to reflect some
relatively short-term tightening
of world supply and demand as
well as-the changes’in the dol-

lar’s value. But there are plenty
of new mining projects ready to
supply all foreseeable demand
at long-run marginal costs
which may be higher, but not
unmanageably higher than
present prices.

Viewed against the back-
ground of the dedining dollar
and the persistent weakness of
commodity prices for more than
Z0 years, the recovery last year
can therefore be seen more as a
modest correction than as the
start of any marked change of
trend. Indeed, the World Bank
has calculated that for most of
the period since World War
Two average real commodity
prices from foods to metals
have been declining at an
annual average rate of about 1

percent.
In view of the finite nature of

many of these resources, the
steady rise in economic growth
and the rapid increase in world
population during the period,
this appears a surprising result
and quite at odds with the com-
monsense view of the late
1960s. The explanation, it can
now be seen, is that man’s inge-
nuity has continued to outstrip
mankind’s increasing need to
consume resources.. Although
the application of new technol-
ogies has been widely different.

the same process can be seen to
have been at work in many
quite separate sectors. -

So, for example, the develop-
ment of better strains and new

Derby railway works 1888: locomotives now deliver the same

power for much loss weight

Metal prices
UScemsperib
12ft

fertilisers and more efficient
farm machinery have doubled
grain yields in the UK during
the last two decades.

In the mining industry, vast
trucks and diggers, and new
refining techniques have

greatly reduced the cost of
extraction and in some cases
have transformed the econom-
ics of projects. In the oil indus-
try computerised seismic tech-
niques have in recent years
revolutionised the ability of oil

companies to identify small
deposits of hydrocarbons.
Improved drilling methods, par-
ticularly horizontal drilling
from offshore platforms, better

ways of "fracturing" or break-
ing up oil-bearing rocks, injec-
tion of chemicals and steam and
other techniques are enabling
more oil to be recovered from
smaller finds.
These widespread improve-

ments to the supply of most
commodities have been
matched by a revolution In
demand which is perhaps even
more important. One of the
main errors of the Club of
Rome, it now appears, was to
assume that demand for most
commodities would rise broadly
in step with economic expan-
sion. But this has proved far
from the case. As the advanced
economies have grown, the pro-
portion of national Incomes
used for the purchase of energy
and raw materials has declined,
in some cases dramatically.
This was partly a reaction to

the rapid rises in energy prices
in 1973 and 1978, which led to
economies not just in the use of
oil, but also in a wide range of
materials related to energy use.
Motor cars, for instance,
became not only more fuel effi-
cient but much lighter in pro-
portion to their size.
However, the two energy cri-

ses only accelerated a trend
which was long established as a
result of advancing technology.
Between 1810 and 1900, for
example, the weight to power
ratio of European steam loco-
motives declined tenfold. By
1950, locomotives were deliver-
ing another four times the
power for a given weight. Then
the introduction of electric
locomotives brought another
phase of rapid improvement so
that by 1980 railway locomo-
tives were only one-seventieth
of the weight required 90 years
earlier to deliver a given
amount of power. Similar,
though often less dramatic

1988

The earth’s resources have proved less

finite than was once thought

Ill-considered exploitation is having

potentially serious consequences,

however, for the fabric of the planet.

improvements have been
achieved in many sectors. For
example, the high strength steel

girders recently used to repair
the Eiffel Tower in Paris
weighed only a third as much
as those they replaced.
More generally, it has been

found that consumption of steel

and cement per capita in West-
ern Europe has been declining
since about 1970 after rising

since the war, while the usage
of other commodities has been
on a flat or declining trend in

recent decades. This doubtless
reflects the rising importance
of computer technologies,
which have made possible radi-.

cal improvements in design
It has therefore become

apparent that the earth’s natu-
ral resources are in some senses
less finite than has been sup-

posed in the past, because the
ability of advanced economies
to do more with less of them is

impressive and unpredictable.

Nevertheless, attention has
increasingly been focused on
other ways in which the exploi-
tation of natural resources rep-
resents a potential constraint
on economic progress, particu-

larly in the less developed
world. The widespread destruc-
tion of forests and the erosion
of arable land through over-
farming are two worrying
examples.
Another, even more worrying

possibility is that the consump-
tion of fossil fuels will increase
the amount of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere to such an
extent that the climate of the
planet could be seriously
altered. The amount of C02 in
the atmosphere is now more
than 15 per cent higher than in
pre-industrial times and could
double during the next 50 to
100 years. Several studies sug-
gest that this would be enough
to raise the temperature of the
earth by about 3 degrees Centi-
grade with potentially devas-
tating consequences.
Although the detailed conse-

quences of these changes is not
fully understood, the potential
seriousness was emphasised in

last year's report of the World
Commission on Environment
and Development under Mrs
Gro Harlem Brundtland, Prime
Minister of Norway. This
report, called “Our Common
Future,” made a powerful case
for giving much more careful
thought to the consequences of
economic growth for the fabric

of the planet This, rather than
shortages of resources, may
prove the ultimate constraint to
economic growth - and perhaps
sooner than most people have
become accustomed to think.
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The First 100 Years
THE OIL PRICE SHOCKS OIL CONSUMPTION OUTLOOK

’SfrU The seeds of a new crisis
Western nations may soon find themselves dependent again on Opec, says Max Wilkinson

-

r

fed!

Another price rise; newsmen crowd round Opec oil ministers in 1978 for details of their latest meeting

A long learning process
Lucy Kellaway on the difficulties policymakers have had in reading developments

THE OIL market has been eon- view of the future. It has also
stant in one thing only over the ill-equipped the world to cope
last 15 years - it has consis- with a series of wild swings in
tently proved every long-term oil prices, which have moved
forecast to be radically, and from S3 a barrel in 1970 to
often disastrously, incorrect. almost $40 a decade later, to $8

Again and again forecasters l
" 1 ,0 about $I8

have made the same mistake - atJ^!e

Three major adjustments and
scores of minor ones over the
last 15 years have taught the
world a little about prepared-
ness. Large strategic oil stock-
piles have been built up by

majors according to long-term
contracts.

In the early 1970s. the pic-
ture was redrawn by the emerg-
ing Organisation of Petroleum
Exporting Countries. The 13-

Westem governments over the member group of oil producers

projecting the most recent con-
ditions into the distant future.

The effects of these move-
ments have in themselves been

last few years to dampen the
effects of any future interrup-

re-nationaliscd their reserves,
thereby cutting the majors’

The stability of the 1960s and unpredictable. The first two
oarlv lA7fh wa* »« Kp major oil shocks turned

tion in oil supplies. Bankers, ownership of world oil to less
meanwhile, have learnt to than 20 per cent. The Seven Sis-

earlv 1970s was exnected to he maJur 011 shocks turned

maintained indefinitely; the
*«<** yed economic wisdom

two price shocks of the 1970s ,ns‘de ou
|-

?•*>' causing inflation

extend loans on the basis of a tore were no longer in control:

were quickly interpreted as a
recession simultaneously,

nrvliidp Jo ovor-risine oil nrio>« The reduction in growth, as

more circumspect range of oil the price of oil was whatever
price forecasts; industrial com- Opec said it was.

prelude to ever-rising oil prices
The reduction in growth, as

as a result of perceived oil
consumer* in oil-.mport.ng

shortages; whereas the more saved «»re. was com-

reccnt fall in the oil price and Eu"Jfd„
as governments cut

corresponding fears of a glut of
®P*bding in ail attempt to

panics have installed plant
which is able to switch from
one fuel to another, whereas oil

During this decade a new
force has emerged: the oil mar-
ket. The reshuffling of owner-

companies themselves are grad- ship brought opportunities for
ually beginning to ignore oil traders to reconcile individ-

corresponding fears of a glut of
oil have created the expectation
that oil prices will remain mod-

rackle inflation.
However, the corresponding

today's oil price and keep their ual companies’ surpluses and
eyes more on the future. deficits of oil. Over the last five

_
. , ,

or six years the importance of
Vet no amount of preparation the market has grown exponen-

ts likely to change the nature of tially, spawning futures and
crately depressed well into the increase in growth rates that

next decade. should have resulted from the
fall in the oil price never mater-

This kind of complacency has ialised. Stricken oil companies
ad two unhappy conso- and Opec members cut back

the oil market, which has a options markets and bringing in
high propensity for crisis. Over lht . BiR Guns on Wall Street in

quenecs. It has helped create their spending at once, whereas
further instability in prices as Western governments were
long-term investment capital more inclined to use any wind-
has frequently been committed fall to reduce deficits than to

the last 15 years, the political search of speculative profits,
background to the oil market
has been chronically unstable. Now as much as twice the
The Arab-fsraeli war and the daily volume of world oil can-

on the basis of an upside-down spend more.

Iranian Revolution were the sumption of oil is traded on the
immediate causes of the oil oil futures markets in New
shocks of 1974 and 1979, while York, and Opec has discovered
eight years of war between Iran
and Iraq, the continued
squabbling between the produc-

itself no longer able to fix a
price if it goes against the senti-
ment of the capricious oil

IT WOULD have been consid-

ered a very bad joke 10 years

|9 ago to suggest that the USW Administration would become a

supporter of the oil producers'

B cartel. Now their common inter-

B est in holding up the price of oi!

M is almost a truism.

P Back in 1978, in the run-up to

W-
' the second oil price shock, the

!

Organisation of Petroleum
Exporting Countries was con-
sidered a major economic
enemy, and in the eyes of many
Americans, a diabolic one.

It had pinched the arteries

Ja supplying Western Industrial

m society with its most vital fluid,

B sending the world economy into

B 3 profound shock from which it

m has still noi entirely recovered.
Few in the West then recog-
nised that the economic argu-

ments behind Opec’s price rises

were soundly based, no doubt
because of the panic caused by
such huge increases and the
political bitterness which sur-

rounded them.
Yet even before the first price

shock in 1973. it was becoming
obvious that the lu-year trend
of declining real oil prices was
unsustainable. This incorrect
price signal was promoting a
profligate use of oil while min-

' imising the incentives for oil

jL companies to find more sources

3
of supply.

'F The construction of large oil
" fired power stations, and large
J gas-guzzling cars were just two

developments which kept the
rise of oil consumption roughly

j. in step with general economic
’ growth in the developed eeono-

’ rnies. Since conventional oil is a
finite resource, it is clear that
in the long run. the price must

’ gradually rise in real terms as
'

it becomes scarcer,

j A rise in real oil prices during

j the period would have reduced
the power of Opec in 1973 by

r curbing demand, promoting
exploration and increasing the

j economic incentives to find
alternatives. Much of the panic
which followed the two oil

shocks resulted from a gross
undcr-estimatc of the power of

ie the price mechanism to change
n- the behaviour of consumers and
,e of oil companies,
n- This is not. of course, to

-d defend the Opec price rises

a which were wildly excessive.

•J*p.
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The trans-Alaska pipeline: oil companies have been forced to explore in hostile environments

ing countries, and the changing trader. Two years ago, when
policies of consuming countries Opec abandoned its output con-

abouc US national security -

from the standpoint of defence,
diplomatic options, and the eco-
nomic well-being of the Ameri-
can people."
Simply put, the thesis was

that when non-Opec oil runs
out during the 1990s, economic
power will return to the Opec
countries, and particularly to
the Gulf states, and they may
well use it for their own advan-
tage Although the report was
stronger on analysis than pre-
scription. most of its solutions
— more exploration, more devel-
opment. more conservation -
would be helped by stable, if

—LS JJiiJ Between &
conservatism and dynamism

lie many words

have each added their own
brand of instability.

truis and the price of oil plum-
meted. the full control of the oil

motivated by greed and in npment. more co
important ways, self-defeating, would be helped
Nevertheless, after decades of not higher, prices.
complacency, perhaps the Tu.„ .

world needed to be shocked. o large quest

Given the explosive mix of price seemed to have passed to 1

political whim on one hand and the free market. However, the I

The changes which resulted
after 1973 and 1979 have con-

st long and unbalanced invest- transition is still not complete -
|ment cycle on the other, it is as traders discovered to their

not surprising that oil prices cost in December 1986. when an
have proved so .volatile. Yet unexpected return, to fixed qua-

The “M” Group j» tin litem with Constant vigilance of volatile

even without either force, the tas increased the price by 5U
oil market would probably have per cent within a day. The

professionalism and creative markets prepare
thinking. Managing other adverse conditions. Our cun-

delivered more than its share of industry is now faced with an
surprises over the period, awkward balance, with Opec’s

people’s money demands ;m
uncommon amount of .men-
tion to detail and a n
patience which leaves

nothi in; Io chance.

ML
“W3

"M” GROUP

servative attitude lo risk and
dynamic management of

n funds give our clients

coiisisleii I and superior

To invesiineirt returns.

Despite its major role in the behaviour determined by the
world economy, oil is still a market, and the market's

founded much of the energy
analysis of the early post-war
years and raise some highly
important questions for the
future..-.

,

A retent study' by the World
Resources Institute, a Washing-
Inn think tank, points out that
in the 12 years after the first

price shock, total energy con-
sumed by the industrialised

Two large questions underlay
this report and most other
recent studies on the global
energy balance: how much oil

remains to be found’? and where
will the world's petroleum come
from when the oil starts to run
out? Both questions are rele-
vant not merely to the far-off
future but to the economic
power which Opec can expect
to wield for the rest of this
century.
Despite the oil companies'

Explorers have looked in nearly sources of the vital fluid will

all the likely places. prevent the world from suffer-
On the other hand, advances ing another oil shock will

in technology have recently depend partly on what happens
been yielding substantial to oil prices during the next
improvements to the estimated few years. If a sustained period
amount of oil that can be recov- of weakness were to reduce oil

ered from in and around exist- companies’ cash flow and their
ing fields. Moreover, although incentives to spend money on
new oil discoveries have been "exotic" research and develop-
disappointing, natural gas and ment, while consumers scaled
coal appear to be more abun- back energy conservation mea-
dant than was previously sures, then the next price shock
thought. Proven gas reserves might be as violent as the last,

doubled between 1960 and it is one of the main argu-
1960. then doubled in the next merits of those who support an
decade. Over the past five oil import tax to maintain
years proven gas reserves have prices at around the 1987 level
increased by a third. of $18 per barrel. This, it is
A study§ by the World argued, is about the right price

Energy Conference suggests because it is close to the long-
that at current consumption run marginal cost of finding
rates proved and additional gas and developing new oilfields
reserves will outlast the next outside the Gulf. For free mar-
century, although reserves may keters, the idea that oil prices
not be conveniently located for should be maintained by US
consumers. The same study pres protectionism is almost as
diets that world- ceaD ‘reserves- Tepugrranrna^hayim.:jt ^t-Jjjrr
will last for well over 1,000 an international cartel.
years at present consumption . Enerffy for a Sustainable
rales- World by Jose Goldemberg,
In addition, heavy tar sands Thomas Johansson. Amulya

and abundant sources of oil in Reddy and Robert Williams

young industry, and one which behaviour driven by Opoc.
only now appears to be settling
down after two decades of This fundamental shi

enormous structural change- power From the majors to

world fell by 6 per cent while sucw?ss in finding new large shale rocks could fill the gap - (World Resources Institute

,
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Twenty years ago there was
no oil market to speak of. The
major oil companies owned
more than 60 per cent of the
non-communist world's oil

reserves, which they refined
and sold to end customers. A
small proportion of crude oil

whs delivered to third parties
at a price laid down by the

This fundamental shift in
power from the majors to Opec.
and from Opec to the oil market
has meant that the oil industry,
policy makers, oil consumers,
and Opec itself have all been in
a continual process of learning.
In the process they have

made far mure mistakes than
scored triumphs. One of the
most fundamental has been the
failure to predict how either
demand or supply would
respond to changes in oil prices.

per capita output rose by 21
per cent. The l IS economy" was
able to grow by 30 per cent
between 1973 and 1986 without
any additional cunsumption of
energy, a result which would
have seemed incredible to most
energy economists a decade ear-
lier.

Oil consumption in the coun-
tries of the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and
Development Fell by 15 per cent
or 6 1m barrels per day during
the period, helping to push

fields in the mid to late 1970s,
a consensus is growing that
few-, if any. very large accessi-
ble deposits are left to discover,
outside the Middle East and the
Communist countries. Although
oilmen are professional opti-
mists. the more cautious view is

based on recent great advances
in computerised seismography
and the extensive exploratory
drilling of the last 15 years.

at a price. What price? 2735, New York Avenue NW
Nobody can be sure, because. WashingtonDC ($10).

for example, the environmental # Factors Affecting US oil
costs of extracting shale oil and Gas Outlook, report of the
could be very high. However, National Petroleum Council,
the two largest oil companies, Feb 1987, US Department of
Shell and Exxon, both believe Energy.
that alternative sources of § future Stresses for Energy
petroleum distillates could Resources by J-R Frisch, World
become economic at S40 per Energy Conference, Conserva-
barrel or perhaps less. tion Commission. Graham and
Whether these alternative Trotman.

ommission, Graham and

Pre ft idr/d War II Advertisement

*•/ • *

In the 1960s, nil demand was demand for Opet-'s oil down
.-usumed to be on an ever-rising from its peak of 3lm b/d in

»’ -Via'/yV.

r*v

curve, tied to economic growth
but unrelated to the price of oil.

Supply was similarly thought to
depend more on geological and
technical than price consider-
ations.
With hindsight it is noi in the

least surprising that a 1 0-fold
rise in the oil price in a decade
.should have caused a revolu-

1977 to only about 17m b/d
now.
Despite these economies in

Lhe demand for oil and the
major developments of new
.supplies, particularly from the
North Sea and Alaska, the US is

being forced to face the fact
that it will become increasingly
dependent on Opec for its oil

SIME, DARBY & CO.,
LIMITED.

Incorporated in the Straits Settlements.

demand. But in 1979 Opec did,
not see it that way. and stuck

(

blindly to its policy nf maximis-

,

ing prices, all the time paving 1

the way for its eventual down-

1

fair.
I

supply and I supplies. Since two-thirds nf
the free world’s proved and
probable oil reserves are in the
Opec countries, this is true for
all the Western consuming
nations.

However, the US. which had

SINGAPORE. MALACCA. PENANG. KUALA LUMPUR.
SEREMBAN. IPOH. MUAR, AND AT KUCHING, SARAWAK.
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To Navigate

in the Rough Waters of
International Financing,
Rely on Tohai Bank

By 1983. energy demand was grown accustomed to being the
13 per vent lower than four
years earlier, whereas demand

world’s major producer ever
many decades, is confronting

for oil had fallen by almost 20 the change with special unease,
per cent. At the same time the Its largest field at Prodhoe Bay

Eastern and General Import, Export and
Produce Merchants.

* oi

industry was pouring money «m the North Slope of Alaska is

into ml i half a trillion dollars now moving into a slow period
was spent in 198U and 19-91 J of declining production, while
with the result that large non- exploration efforts in the lower
Opee supplies wen? coming 48 states have for some time
onstream in the North Sea.
Alaska and Mexico, In 1979
Opec was producing 59 per cent
:of the world's oil, whereas by-

shown diminishing returns.
The collapse of prices from

around $30 per barrel to $8 in
2 986, after the disintegration of

Secretaries and Agents of Rubber and
Tin Mining Companies.

the mid-1980s its share had I Opee \s price and production dis-
1

sunk to less than a third. If it

was to continue to maintain
eipline. had a particularly
strong effect in the US. because

prii-es it could only dr» so by I of the significant amount of
Associated with :

—

reducing its share of the market
still further When, at the end

production from high cost
“stripper" wells, typically using

of I98fi. it derided instead to a single “nodding donkey"
defend its market share, the pump. As pumps broke down.
price went into free fall.

HUTTENBACHS, LIMITED
small-time operators found

The rise m demand bought they were not worth repairing
about by that collapse also at prevailing prices.

Incorporated in the Straits Settlements.

The seas of international finance can get quite stormy.
Thai s why you need an experienced navigator to determine
lhe proper course for your financing and investments. With
'»u?r lQu years of experience. 4f'» overseas offices, more than
i 100 correspondent banks, and total assets erf US$179 billion,

Tbkai Bank is in a position to lake command.
We don’t rely on dead reckoning. As one of Japan’s

leading banks, our global informarion network provides
a diverse range of accurate, up-io-the-minute banking
services, innovative financial techniques, and an expert
knowledge of lhe Japanese market To make sure vou steer
lhe right course in inlernalional financing, come aboard
with Tokai Bank

i.-amo as a surprise in both its In February 1987. the US
extent and its timing. Almost at Department of Energy pub-
imec. people started to use fished y report# reflecting this
mure oil. and within 12 months anxiety which concluded: “Lost
demand was almost 4 per cent in the public euphoria over
higher. At the same time oil lower energy prices and com-

Electrical and Mechanical
Engineers and Contractors.

companies cut back expendi- plaeency with
lures at once, and in the US world oil surplus arc the seeds
production fell by about lm of a return to the crisis rondi-
barreis a day as many of its t ions of the 1970s. The centmu
smaller Wells became nneco- a Linn nf

ill read v

lower prices has
contributed to

This improvement in the bal- increased consumption and
anee between demand and sup- reduced domestic production

London Correspondents:

ply formed l lie basis for an
administered price rise to about

from existing wells. More
importantly, the continuation

SI8 - at which the price of oil of depressed prices and the
is fur once roughly equated prospects fur continued soft-

SHAW DARBY & COMPANY
With the cost of buying new loess have drastically curtailed LIMITED
supplies.

TOKAI BANK
domestic drilling and explora-

Wilh characteristic cnmpla- tion activity, undermining the
cenc.v the industry' hopes that ability nf US producers to meet
th»* present status quo will be

j
future energy needs.”
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maintained. But if the past is I The report went on to say
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anything to learn from, it is that continued
almost sure to be wrong 'crente great concern
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REACTOR TECHNOLOGY

emerges out

Chernobyl has brought scientists from East
arid West together, says David Fishiock

IN AUGUST 1986 a Soviet
nuclear scientist stood before
500 of his peers at an interna-
tional conference in Vienna, to
explain what had happened
four months before at Cherno-1

by l in the Ukraine. For five
hours he described and showed
film of events before, during
and after the world’s worst
nuclear accident.

So impressed was his audi-
ence. from -45 countries - many
of-which received fall-out from
the explosion - with the
speakers detail and candour,
and the frankness of his appar-
ently spontaneous asides, that
they clapped when he ended his
report of. an accident which,
tolled 31 Soviet citizens.

present no special dangers to
crew who will live with it for
weeks on end, nor leave a trail
by which an enemy might
locate it.

in the event, the reactor con-
cept which today drives
(through steam turbines) sev-
eral hundred nuclear subma-
rines is also the one most
widely accepted a source of
electric power competitive with
fossil fuels. The pressurised
water reactor (PWR) is the
most highly perfected reactor
technology.
But it took time to reach per-

fection - albeit far Jess than
many expected after the war.
The simpler technology of the
plutonium furnace was also

Academician Valery Legasov, refined Into power-producing
<<**« i'-*’''——. reactors, for Britain’s Magnox

and advanced gas-cooled reac-
tors, and for Russia's RBMK.
Urgent need for nuclear elec-
tricity led the USSR to plan
about a score of 1,000 MW
RBMKs while they learned the
trickier manufacturing technol-
ogy needed for the PWR.
The RBMK designers were

alive to the dangers of their
reactor. They were aware
of the limitations of Soviet
automation. They placed

cion of full power to 100 times greater faith in operators obey-

a radiation chemist little known
in the West before Chernobyl,
told how the operators of the
No 4 reactor at Chernobyl
power station near Kiev had
wilfully flouted standing
orders. For 24 hours before it

finally exploded they had run
the reactor in an erratic and
unstable manner, with safety
systems switched off.
The Soviet accident report

showed how the reactor had
"accelerated" from a small free-

i '

its full-power rating in just four
seconds. An astonished audi-
ence learned for the first time
that the unique Soviet RBMK
reactor is safest when running
at full power and very unstable
at low power.
The operators had deliber-

ately sought to run the reactor

There are numerous

ways of permutating

the Ingredients of a

controlled nuclear

fission reaction

at low power. In a regime its

designers had known was dan-
gerous, but believed could be
accommodated Simply by issu-
ing instructions saying "keep
out."
Soviet confidence In its own
nuclear operators did not
extend to those of its Comecoh
partners, however. The RBMK,
although first operated as an
experimental power-producing
reactor in 1964 - even before
Britain’s Calder Hall reactors -
was never offered for export.
There are numerous ways of

permutating the three essential
ingredients - fissile fuel, mod-
erator to slow its neutrons, and
coolant to carry away the heat
- of a controlled nuclear fission
reaction. H G Weils anticipated
this diversity, even before the
science was explained, in his
novel World. Set Free (1914). He
wrote of four different designs
of nuclear engine developed in

four different countries, and of
fierce rivalry between the
inventors. He forecast the first
in 1963.
hi fact, in the 1960s nuclear

research centres such as Har-
well in Britain produced con-
ceptual designs for dozens of
reactors, for . many different
purposes, mostly using uranium
fuel. Most were abandoned not
because they would not work
but because they failed In some
vital characteristic, almost
always safety or economics.
The first and most powerful

incentive to develop reactors
was not electricity generation,
which many experts (such as
Prof Simon, page 19) saw as at
best a long-range goal. The big
incentives were military advan-
tage - both as a source of plu-
tonium, a nuclear explosive
made by transmutation, and as
a powerplant that would trans-
form the low-endurance sub-
mersible warships of World
War 2 Into truly submarine ves-
sels.

The ideal characteristics for
these two goals are quite differ-
ent A plutonium furnace needs
frequent changes of fuel. A sub-
marine reactor must be compact
and robust, able to survive bat-
tle conditions, controllable from
low to peak .power. It must

mg the government's instruc-
tions than In automatic systems
for shutting the reactor down.
Unlike that of the West, the

Soviet nuclear community was
very secretive, exchanging rela-
tively few technical ideas inter-
nationally. The USSR was a
founding member of the Inter-

national Atomic Energy Agency
in the . 1960s, but belonged
mainly to pursue its unques-
tionable concern for preventing
farther proliferation of nuclear
arms.

The Soviets exposed none of
their reactor technology to
international scrutiny ana criti-

cism, <as was common in the
..West. for. reasons: of national
.and commercial rivalry and a
shared interest in safety- Crit-
ics of Western nuclear reactors,
on the other hand, never found
•fault with the Soviet systems.

"He's laying it all out. He’s
admitting faults in design, in

training, in Soviet safety phi-
losophy," an. astonished British
delegate cried at the opening of

. the conference on Chernobyl.
Prof -Legasov had explained
how . designers of Che hapless
RBMK had perpetrated a “tre-

mendous psychological mis-
take" in failing to foresee that
its operators might one day
make deliberate errors and vio-

late the rules. The reactor, he
admitted, was touchy, easily
perturbed under certain condi-
tions, and crucially dependent
on adherence to written rules.

Today, almost two years
after the explosion, three of the
four 1,000 MW reactors at
Chernobyl are running again at
full power. The station has
been scrubbed free from fall-

out. No 4 reactor is entombed in

a steel-and-concrete sarcopha-
gus constantly monitored for
radiation leaks.
From the outset Moscow

made it plain it had no inten-

tion of abandoning the RBMK;
it needed its power too badly.
But it announced modifications
to both reactors and fuel which
would prevent it ever again
running amok, although these
would .raise the cost of power
substantially. Western experts
believe these changes eliminate
the fatal design flaw which
made the explosion possible.
The Soviets have said they will

be building no more RBMKs.
They have also agreed to co-

operate with the West in what,
it is hoped, will be a self-audit-

ing process encompassing all

the world's nuclear electricity

companies. The Soviet Govern-
ment has joined the newly-cre-
ated Association of Nuclear
Operators, which with - the
IAEA’s blessing aims to agree
worldwide on what is best
nuclear operating practice and
implement It in every nuclear
station.
This spring senior Western

reactor operators will pay their

first visit to Russian reactors.

I -a.

THE CHERNOBYL explosion
caused many who previously
had accepted nuclear power as
an economic complement to tra-
ditional fuels to question the
cost in human damage. The
scale of events was comparable
with the theoretical “maximum
credible accident" which oppo-
nents of nuclear power held
was too high a price for man-
kind, but proponents said
would never happen.

The proponents, however,
had based their judgment on
Western reactor designs and
were not privy to Soviet safety
philosophy. Even so, Chernobyl
caused far fewer deaths than
the tens of thousands forecast
for a maximum credible acci-
dent. In fact, the accident has
not undermined the nuclear
industry's claim to be the safest
of all large-scale sources of
energy. Most of the 31
"prompt" deaths were among
firefighters exposed to fires
started by incandescent nuclear
fall-out. None has been
reported among the public.

Three disasters involving fos-
sil fuels during the 1980s have
produced bigger death tolls: the
collapse of the Alexander Kjel-
land oil rig in 1980 (123
deaths), the explosion of an
oil-fired power station In Cara-
cas in 1982 (98), and the explo-
sion of a liquefied petroleum
gas store in Mexico City in 1984
(600).

Since Chernobyl only one
nation, Austria, has wholly
rejected nuclear power and said
it will scrap its one station,
unused. Even so, Austria con-
tinues to import nuclear elec-
tricity from neighbouring
states.

THE NUCLEAR ROLE

The mystique is blown away
The nuclear industry is still the safest of all large-scale sources of energy, says David Fishiock

Sweden, some 60 per cent
reliant on nuclear electricity,
has restated a previous commit-
ment to abandon it all by the
year 2010. Italy has shelved
ambitious plans for a nuclear
power programme. West Ger-
man power companies are
under strong political pressure
to phase out their use of
nuclear power, which provides
about 30 per cent of the
nation's electricity.

France, some 75 per cent
dependent and exporting to
several neighbouring states,

taunchly in isremains staunchly favour oficiuy
rhich

independent of Opec politics.
Britain, less successful at build-
ing nuclear stations, neverthe-
less in 1987 returned to power
with a big majority a govern-
ment committed to an expand-
ing nuclear programme. Japan,
too, remains fully committed.
After Chernobyl, the Soviet

Government said bluntly it

would not abandon the flawed
RBMK reactor, much less aban-
don nuclear power. In 1986 it

faced a serious power shortage,
with 4,000 MW at Chernobyl
out of action, and all RBMKs
expected to be down-rated to
make them safer.
The US, with far more

nuclear power than any other
nation - over 100 plants in
operation - quickly lost inter-
est in Chernobyl once it knew
that the fall-out had settled
beyond its own shores. The US
public and politicians still
regard their own Three Mile
Island accident in 1979 as the
most serious, even though the
amount of radiation released
compared with Chernobyl, or
even with Windscale in England
in 1957, was small. And Cher-
nobyl released less radiation
than the atmospheric weapon
testing between 1946-62.
Nuclear power is a truly

international invention in
which scientists and engineers
from most countries in Europe
as well as the US participated.
German scientists first split the
uranium atom. France first
patented a nuclear reactor. The
Italian Enrico Fermi first made
one work.
For four decades since atomic

bombs fell on Japan, nuclear
power has been portrayed by
critics as something govern-
ments deliberately prevent
ordinary mortals finding out
about. In fact, nuclear power is

no more mystifying than how
aircraft fly or the immune sys-
tem works. Many who con-

stantly cry “conspiracy” might
be surprised to learn how much
of the story was revealed back
in 1945, soon after the bombs,
in a book" by Professor H.D.
Smyth, authorised by the US
Government. It begins: "The
ultimate responsibility for our
nation’s policy rests on its citi-

zens and they can discharge
such responsibilities wisely
only if they are informed.”
Opponents of nuclear power

have long recognised the con-
summate value of trying to
maintain an air of mystery and
of repeating the charge that
much is still being concealed
from citizens. This is a charge
that is hard to refute effec-
tively ;

as difficult as govern-
ments find it to deny that their
territory is regularly visited by
UFOs from other worlds.
With nuclear power it could

be used to sustain the allega-
tion that great danger for all
mankind lurks behind all plans
to harness the atom, unheeded
by politicians and Industrialists
bent only on having its awe-
some power in their grasp. The
charge stood while the industry
was Tree from any accident of
any serious consequence, and
critics could point only to
nuclear weapons. In fact, for

half a century from its origins
early in World War Two the
nuclear Industry has remained
remarkably free from fatalities
for one which today generates
16 per cent of the world's elec-
tricity - more electricity than
the entire world was generating
in 1966 - and provides 60 per
cent or more in such countries
as France, Sweden and Scot-
land.
With Chernobyl the industry

at last lost its mystique. Indeed.
Chernobyl took the lid off
nuclear power in a very literal

way. What people saw inside
the blazing reactor was cer-
tainly a horror, but one of a
magnitude to which they are
well accustomed. Mistakes
made at sea since the accident
have had far more deadly con-
sequences, while the spread of
Aids could have a far more per-
nicious impact on society in

decades to come.
Engineering of every kind

makes its progress through dif-

ficulties and failures. Many
engineers keep on their desks
some example of a part which
has broken in service, as a
reminder. Hard economic facts
oblige engineers constantly to
strive to use their materials
more economically, to get more

out of each part. Most indus-
tries try to ensure against fail-

ure by testing full-scale before
putting a new design into ser-

vice. Aircraft and their engines,
for example, are nowadays
always tested full-scale. Never-
theless, aircraft - and even
spacecraft - still sometimes fail

in service.

“The trouble with the nuclear
industry is that it does not have
enough accidents," a
Rolls-Royce director remarked
at the time of the Three Mile
Island accident in 1979. “The
aircraft industry has a lot of
accidents and we learn from
every one."

Even so, a British parliamen-
tary select committee reporting
just before Chernobyl happened
was demanding a “Rolls-Royce
solution” to the problem of dis-
posing of nuclear wastes.

The nuclear industry and
governments which give it their
support are putting their faith
in events at Chernobyl bringing
home more vividly to people
just how illogical some demands
can be compared with hazards
the public will tolerate in any
other walk of life. If “absolute
guarantees of safety” were
demanded of airliners or space-
craft, no-one would ever take
off. Rolls-Royce solutions are
not luxurious designs but
highly pragmatic compromises
between safety and economic
reality.

When judged by such stan-
dards there are successes and
failures among the 416 electric-
ity-producing reactors in 26
countries. Mostly, it is the fail-

ures that make the news.
*Atomic Energy by

HJDSmyth, 1945.
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The First 100 Years
CLIMATE IS CONSTANT only
in its inconstancy. Yet that is a
lesson only recently learnt. A
hundred years ago people
grumbled as ever about the
variations of the weather, but
most assumed without thinking
that climate was in every place
a fundamental of its condition.
This was a forgiveable illu-

sion. By coincidence the
weather of the 1880s was simi-
lar to that of a hundred years
before when records first
began. Then as now people
were genetically programmed
to notice only the relatively
small changes which take place
during the span of a human
life.

In most minds, time was any-
way compressed, and the past
was measured in thousands
rather then millions of years.
But the new thinking about
evolution was stretching it out
By the mid-1860s the theory of
ice ages had been broadly
accepted, and by 1875 geolo-
gists had completed the first
maps of what the world had
then looked like. But it all
seemed unimaginably far away
and to many the only climatic
event of historical importance
was the Flood and the mooring
of the Ark on Mount Ararat
A hundred years on things

ith thelook very different. With the
help of better records and
instruments, we know how cli-
matic trends developed
between then and now. The
1880s saw the beginning of a
period of slight global warming
which reached a peak around' " lan1940. If it went largely unre-
marked, it was perhaps because
people shout less about easier
than difficult conditions, and
things seemed better, with
warmer winters in Europe and
North America, and more regu-
lar monsoons in India and West
Africa. Then the trend changed.
For twenty or more years it
became cooler with sharper
winters and summers, and by
the 1970s high variability was
the main feature, with regional
swings in different directions.
Our present decade has seen
continuing variability with a
resumed warmer trend. 1980,
1981 and 1983 were the war-
mest years out of the last hun-
dred, and five out of the nine
warmest years in that period
were after 1978.
Yet the changes in climate so

far have been less significant
than the changes in our mental
attitudes. We now know that
we live in an interglacial
period, and that the last glacial
Spasm- one out of around 17
reaching back over more than
two million years - ended only
10,000 years ago, less than a
tick of the geological clock. The
next spasm should begin
around 2,000 years from now
and should reach a peak of
intensity in 20,000 years.
We have traced the curves of

change over the last few thou-
sand years, and can see their
relationship to human society
and civilisation. Nothing illus-

trates more clearly how vulner-
able we are to the blips in the
weather machine. For those
who live In the frontier areas
between the tropics, the des-
erts. the temperate regions and
the poles, the smallest change
can mean bonanza or calamity.

Ln the bone-dry middle of the
Sahara Desert are cliffs with
rock paintings of hippopota-
muses of seven to eight thou-
sand years ago, a more eloquent
statement of change than any
from Ozymandias.
Today we face a combination

of hazards unknown in the
past. The activities of our ani-
mal species in changing the
chemistry of the atmosphere
and the character of the land
surface of the earth could lead
to a measurable increase in
global surface temperatures in
the next few decades.
The reasons are well known.

The amounts of the so-paJied
greenhouse gases in the tropo-
sphere - especially carbon diox-
ide, nitrous oxide, methane,
ozone, chlorofluorocarbons -

are increasing. If current trends
continue the combination of
these gases could cause an
increase of between 1.6 C and
4.5C, possibly within the next
30-40 years.
The regional effects of this

global increase would be var-
ied. but it seems that warming
and precipitation would be
greater during late autumn and
winter in high latitudes than
elsewhere; there would be more
dryness, particularly in sum-
mer. over the continents of the

CLIMATE

Hard lessons to learn
continuing work of the World
Meteorological Organisation,
the International Council of Sci-

entific Unions and the United
Nations Environment Pro-
gramme.
There are also national pro-

Crispin Tickell explains past weather patterns and the need to plan for future change
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The late 1880s saw the start of a global weather change. Above, Londoners skating in StJames' Park fn 1895.

northern hemisphere, particu-
larly in middle latitudes; and

in sea levels by between 20 cen-
timetres and 1 .4 metres.
Of course there can be no

proof. But for our species, as
for other species and forms of
life, the problem is not whether
the world is to become cooler or
warmer. Living things have
adapted to colder or warmer
conditions countless times in
the past. Some have flourished;
some have perished; most have
adjusted themselves.
The central problem is easily

stated. It is change itself: its
speed - and closely linked with
it - the capacity of our individ-
ual species in its multiplying
numbers to adapt itself to a

new environment.
Obviously we should like to

know what will happen, and
when; whether it will be good
or bad; and what should be
done about it. At present there
are virtually unknowable
chains of causation. Sometimes
changes are self-correcting; at
other times they accentuate
themselves. No-one yet knows
the effects of the drastic
changes we are making to the
surface of the earth, not only
deforestation and the advance
of deserts, but also the creation
of cities and the spreading
areas or concrete.
Warming would certainly be

good for some countries, at
least in the long-term. Likewise
an increased concentration of
carbon dioxide should theoreti-
cally improve certain crop
yields, and thus agricultural
production. But more would be
disadvantaged than advan-
taged.

Climatic problems would
greatly add to stresses caused
by such existing problems as
population increase, soil ero-
sion, mismanagement of water
resources, pollution of land, sea
and air, threats to health aris-
ing from pesticides, chemicals
and pathogens, loss of species
and genetic resources, and the

numerous by-products of the
ways by which we produce
energy.
The effects of a rise in sea

levels could be dramatic. Exist-
ing coastlines, deltas, estuaries,
river systems and even under-
ground aquefers of fresh water
would be affected. The cost of
work to protect low-lying areas
worldwide, including ports and
industrial plants, would be
astronomical.
What can be done about it?

The first and most obvious
requirement is greater knowl-
edge. VVe already have a World
Climate Programme with four
research programmes, and the

ada and Britain. If governments
are to understand how serious
the problems could be, and
eventually to take decisions on
them, they will need a clear
identification of the signs of
warming, a better idea of the
consequences in key areas,
understanding of the sensitivity
of different agricultural
systems, and a precise evalua-
tion of the effects of a rise in
sea levels.

Public awareness has
increased. Witness the reaction
to the related issues of acid
deposition and ozone depletion.
In the case of add depletion the
dying of millions of trees and
the poisoning of lakes has made
a real impact.
More remarkable, because the

effects are invisible, has been
the reaction to news of the
depletion of the ozone layer.
Ever since the discovery of
ozone holes over the Antarctic
by the British Antarctic survey
in 1985, concern has been
intense. Some vested interests
resisted action. . But the result
was the Montreal Agreement of
September 1987 to limit pro-
duction and use of chlorofluoro-
carbons. It is an important pre-
cedent.
Obviously work to limit «nrf

mitigate the effects of a cli-
matic warming must be Interna-
tional with national govern-
ments in a sustaining role. We
might consider a distinguished
body of political as well as
technical character to do three
things: to draw up an inventory
of the causes of warming and
the possible remedies; to draw
up a code of good international
behaviour and to examine the
possibility of a network of
agreements which might sooner
or later have more binding
characteristics.
The main responsibility for

carrying out any plan of action
would rest with individual gov-
ernments. To them would also

have changed the land, sea and
•und usair around us require us to fol-

low through the logic of what
we have done and to manager
the consequences. We should'
start before it is too late.

The writer. Sir Crispin Tick-
ell, is British Ambassador to
the United Nations. He writes
here in a personal capacity.

alkilULTUkE

Difficult fruits of fertility
Farming’s remarkable revolution in productivity looks set to continue, says Bridget Bloom

THERE HAS been a revolution
in agriculture in Britain and the
rest of the rich world in the last

Simon, a shepherd In the 1880s - from a sketch by
C.Yrlante.

some of the solutions to the
problems caused by that revo-
lution are being sought in the
pre-revolutionary era.
At the heart of agriculture's

problems today lies the explo-
sion in production. Among the
ways being considered for con-
trolling that is a return to some
of the 19th century traditions
of fanning.
The explosion in production -

which has really occurred in
the last 30 rather than the last
100 years - has been made pos-
sible by technological advance
combined with the high degree
of protection which most devel-
oped countries have given their
farmers.
The British farmer of 1888

would have considered himself
lucky to have harvested any-
thing over one tonne of wheat
an acre. His cow produced only
about six litres of milk a day.

while most of his work was
done by horses. He laid perhaps
a tenth of his land fallow' each
year, and used no fertilisers
except farmyard manure, and
no pesticides at all.

Today's fanner looks askance
at wheat yields of less than
four or five tons an acre. Milk
yields have nearly trebled, very
little land is fallowed, and the
tractor and combine harvester
are king. Sales of chemical pes-
ticides in the UK alone are cur-
rently estimated at some 5350m
a year, while fertiliser sales are
thought to be nearly double
that.

The results of the production
explosion are only too well
known. Supply has far
exceeded demand, surpluses
have built up and the financial
costs of farm support have
increased markedly as the
European Community and the
LIS, in particular, have heavily
subsidised exports. This, in
turn, has distorted world trade,
making life for developing
countries and states like Aus-
tralia and New Zealand which

subsidise relatively little, even
more difficult.

Of the total draft budget of
Ecu 41 bn for 1987. the EC
expects to pay Ecu 27bn for the
common agricultural policy.
Two-thirds of this sum will go
on buying in, storing and subsi-
dising the export of unwanted
surpluses.

Financial pressures of this
sort provide the stimulus for
reform. Yet while it seems cer-
tain, in 1988, that farming is
again on the verge of consider-
able change, and maybe even
revolution, its direction is diffi-
cult to predict. This is both
because reform is still at an
early stage, while there are new-
technological developments on
the horizon which have the
potential to make those or the
last 100 years look quite mild.
Across Europe, as well as in

the LIS and Japan, research is
underway that could produce
super-yielding crops, increasing
cereal harvests by 20 per cent
in perhaps a decade.
Already new hormones are

making it possible to increase

milk yields by 15-20 per cent
without raising feed costs, and
soon it will be possible, for
example, to raise broiler chick-
ens in half the time it now
takes. ....

In Europe, work is being
undertaken which would alter
the reproductive cycles of ani-
mals. making it possible for
cows, for example, to produce
twin calves several times a
year. Bio-technologists are
beginning to produce plants
which are genetically resistant
to particular pests - and to par-
ticular brands of fertiliser or
herbicide.

the 93-member General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade
(Gatt). which agreed 15 months
ago that agriculture should
form a major part of the new
Uruguay round of trade negoti-
ations which are now under-'
way. A battle royal is promised
as the round progresses, for the
major trading blocs have put
forward very different propos-
als. The US plans to abolish all
farm supports on a multilateral
basis by the turn of the cen-
tury. However, the .EC’s ;mucb
more, cautious .approach rules
out she ..total-elimination;.-of
farm support as both economi-
cally undesirable and politically
unrealistic.

there are plans to return to
more traditional, less intensive
fanning methods.

There is much talk in the EC
at present of actually taking
land out of production, either
to grow alternative crops, or, as
in a pilot prqject in West Ger-..
many which could be extended
Community-wide, leaving it fal-
low (albeit with a green cover,
such as clover).

No-one is quite sure of the
timescale of this "biotech revo-
lution" but it is already clear
that it has the potential to
transform agriculture much
more fundamentally than it has
been changed in the past.

The negotiations within Gatt
are expected to last at least two
or three years. Meanwhile, the
EC is taking its own tentative
steps towards reform of the
common agricultural policy.
The first stage has been to
attempt to control production
and reduce surpluses. Quotas
imposed on milk production in

..Britain is pioneering another
concept, centred on. so-called
ettVi ronmentally sensitive';
areas. These are regions of

7

t
reat landscape value, like the
outh Downs, Norfolk Broads

or the Pennines, where farmers
receive compensation from the
Government for returning land
to the more traditional grass
for grazing, for stocking fields
with fewer cattle and sheep.

-

and for not using any fertilisers
or pesticides over the duration
of their five-year agreements.

1934 are now beginning to have
though efian effect, although efforts to

place a ceiling on production of
other surplus commodities like
cereals or oilseeds are still
dragging on.

However, none of this is yet
reflected in worldwide moves
to tackle current problems.
Today, the international frame-
work for reform is provided by

The next stage of reform cen-
tres on ways in which Commu-
nity farmers might actually
produce less in the first place.
It is here, in particular, that

These schemes are primarily
to conserve the

-

landscape, but

.

they could prove to- have much,
wider relevance. It is increas- .

-

ingly accepted, that, while many-
more farmers,particularly in’
countries like Germany,, will
have to leave the land as pro-
tection for them declines, many

.

others may be encouraged to'
remain as managers of the
countryside, rather than as pro-
viders of food.

progress
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destroyed during “the storin' of
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nirvg over periods of decades;
and rely heavily on Individuals
and natural market forces.
But public investment oh the

scale likely to be necessary has
long lead times, and work on
what to do and on what not to
do may already be desirable.
We live on a vulnerable

planet. The multiplication of-
our own kind, and the way we
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A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE

Learning to live with

America’s decline
Resolving the US trade deficit problem will take time, warns Anthony Harris

THIS IS not where we came in- from depressing world growth involved would regard as an
Although Britain’s competitive throughout the period. The entirely unjust moral burden,
decline was already obvious to 1970s and 1980s have been a

sad comedown from the 1950ssome far-sighted worriers, Lon-
don was still securely at the
centre of the financial universe
when the FT was founded. Yet
de-industrialisation, as we
would now call it, was already
well advanced.
Germany, compelled to pay

and 1960s; world growth has
fallen by about a third, and the
growth of trade has been
checked much more sharply.
However, this is a positively

dynamic performance compared
with the last half of the 19th

its way in the world without century, when growth was siug-
**“ -* - -------- gj^ sometimes disrup-

tively interrupted. Almost
throughout this period prices
fell steadily - a unique period
in world economic history. The
stability of the gold standard
came at a high price.

This period is worth remem-
bering, because at present poli-

ticians and central bankers are
quite actively looking for ways
to re-impose stability after the
turmoil of the last few years.
The Americans in particular are
doing some serious research
into a commodity target for
monetary policy, which would
have some of the features of a

the revenues of a colonial
empire, had been overtaking
Britain industrially since the
1860s. The American challenge
was already becoming obvious.
Within a decade the British
nation of rentiers was running
a trade deficit more than twice
as big in relation to national
income as the current US defi-
cit.

Yet it was not until nearly
half way through the FTs life,

and after a world war had dis-
sipated much of the capital
which financed the trade defi-
cit, that the financial crisis
associated with Britain’s
decline occurred. Events move
much faster half a century
later, but fortunately the most
important lessons of the 1930s
were not forgotten. The crisis
resulting from America’s
decline does not at present
threaten to be nearly as damag-
ing as that of the 1930s.
All the same, its resolution is

likely to be the main,
protracted economic event of
the rest of this century. Within
that period the US will have to
replace its present merchandise
deficit with a surplus of about
the same size, reducing demand
in the rest of the world by a
sum of the order of a tenth of
US GDP. This should be an eas-
ily manageable adjustment if it

is sustained and gradual, but
the longer it takes, the bigger it

will ultimately have to be.

The downward pressure on
America’s trade partners will
be of the order of a half, per-
centage point of national
income a year. This is hardly a
disaster, but it will be espe-
cially painful for those coun-
tries which have up to now
relied on growing net exports
as the mam force for expan-
sion. The kind of political ten-
sions which have already been
seen between the US and the
surplus countries are likely to
persist; it will take patience
and understanding to prevent
their becoming inflamed.

It will also take skilled man-
agement to prevent the costs of
this slow, nagging adjustment

gold standard (though not the

asset settlement which spread
ionary pressures so rap-
hrough the 19th century

deflatic
idly throug
world). Meanwhile West Ger-
many is accused of imposing
deflation through its own aus-
tere attachment to narrowly
defined monetary targets.

It should be possible to main-
tain monetary stability without
erring too much on the defla-

tionary side, but if these efforts

are even reasonably successful,

the world will not succeed in

inflating its way out of its pres-

ent debt problems. Interna-
tional debt has hogged all the
attention so far, but the US in

particular faces an internal
debt problem on much the same
scale. The rescue of the savings
and loan movement may
demand as much as $100bn of
public funds.
Banks have still made quite

inadequate provision against
the probable final cost of conso-
lidating sovereign debt and
many industrial companies,
especially in the US, must be
secretly praying that the Fed’s
efforts at stability are not too
successful, too quickly. Their
own debt burden now prevents
many of them from investing in

expansion, just as the sovereign
debt problem depresses some of
their traditional exports mar-
kets.
Apart from the real strains

described above, the financial
markets^-are- going -^o- have to
contend with what all those

The wheel’s full turn
Cofrttoued from page 33

But easing monetary policy
achieved little. Recovery awaited
the inauguration of Franklin
Roosevelt

The depression was a practical

refutation or classical economics,
it was swiftly followed, in 1936,
with a theoretical refutation: the

S
ublicatlon of John Maynard
eynes's The General Theory of

Employment, Interest ana
Money. The book, which most
economists initially found hard
to comprehend, argued that clas-

sical economics was valid only in
special and rather limited cir-
cumstances - those in which
labour and capital could already
be assumed to be fully
em

old theory dealt with the
distribution of output but not
adeouately with whm. determines
its level. Keynes's arguments
opened the way to activist mac-
roeconomic policies designed to

keep the actual growth of GNP
close to its potential.

The depression, however, did
more than stimulate the birth of
demand management: it led to a
much deeper change in people's
conception of the role or govern-
ment.
Policy activism, however, really

took hold only in the third his-
torical phase - the era of Ameri-
can economic dominance after
the Second World War, which
ended with the collapse of the
Bretton Woods exchange rate sys-
tem In the early 1970s.
Marshall aid (which was

extended even to the defeated
aggressor) took the place of repa-
rations. Negotiating machinery
(the General Agreement on Tar-
iffs and Trade) was established to
ensure that world trade was not
blighted, as it had been in the
1930s, by bitter and self-defeating

tariff wars. At Bretton Woods, an
exchange rate system was estab-
lished that allowed periodic
adjustments of parities (in
response to 'fundamental dlse-
quiUbria’) and yet avoided the
instability of floating rates.

Governments committed them-
selves to the maintenance of
growth and high employment as
well as to the control of inflation.

They did not flinch from heavy
regulation where ft was thought
necessary.

_

The policies were successful.

Between the late 1940s and early

1970s, the industrialised world
enjoyed faster growth than ever
before, coupled with very low
unemployment, moderate infla-

tion and an increasingly egalitar-

ian distribution of income and
wealth. Room was found for big

aid transfers to the developing
world.
Keynesian economics appeared

to have successfully patched up
capitalism as a political and eco-

nomic system. The failure of
markets in the 1930s had led

many intellectuals to flirt with
alternative ideologies, such as

communism and socialism. They
now came back into the'fold as

staunch supporters of the “mixed

economy' and the welfare state.

But the economic barometer
was not to stay set fair for ever.
The stability provided by a
smoothly operating international
monetary system proved rela-
tively short-lived; the Bretton
Woods machinery began to break
up during the late 1960s.
As the post-war Keynesian con-

sensus dissolved, intellectual
leadership passed to a new breed
of economic liberals who
favoured free markets, small gov-
ernment and low taxes. But the
phenomenal rise in their influ-

ence was not matched by a corre-
sponding improvement in the
performance of economies.
In fact, the era of 'economic

confusion' that began in the
early 1970s (and continues to the
present day) has been character-
ised by many of the failing of
inter-war period. Among other
parallels, it has seen debt crises,

nigh inflation, sluggish growth,
deep recession, mass unemploy-
ment, trade wars, violent
exchange rate instability, and
stockm&rket panic (shares fell

further and faster on Black Mon-
day last October than in the Wall
Street crash of 1929).
A common feature of these two

unstable periods has been the
US's failure to exercise global
economic leadership: its failure
to influence events construc-
tively. Greater sophistication on
the part of US leaders and a
keener appreciation of the inter-
national impact of domestic poli-

cies (be they tax cuts in the
1980s or tariff hikes in the 1930s)
would undoubtedly have eased
tensions. But it would hardly
have removed them altogether :

both the inter-war era and the
post-1971 years were transition
periods, ana difficult for this rea-
son alone.
What of the future? In a world

where all countries are economic
rivals but none is dominant,
managed solutions to economic

P
roblems may gain popularity.
he need for cooperation is

already taken for granted in the
currency markets.

If cooperation, here and else-
where, works, it could restore
governments’ confidence in their
ability to improve on free market
outcomes. Such a conclusion
would be reinforced if politicians
noted that liberalisation has
tended to create as many prob-
lems as it has solved; it has cer-

tainly failed to transform the
economic health of nations in the
1980*.

These are straws in the wind.
Yet it is not impassible that the
reader who calls up his screen-
based Financial Times In 2013
will find himself living in an
interventionist world which
resembles the idealistic 1960s
more closely than the hard-nosed
1980s. This decade's love affair

with markets, a necessary reac-

tion to post-war Keynesianism,
could turn out to be no more
than an historical curiousity.
“ A History of the World Econ-

omy. James Foreman-Peck.
WheatsheafBooks

Politicians on all sides in Amer-
ica, and on the left at least in

Europe, are eagerly blaming the
financial institutions for many
of the problems which now face
them - debt, unstable exchange
rates, the damage done to
industry, the plight of farmers
and developing countries.

This has little to do with the
actual justice of the case. The
deregulation which began in the
Euromarkets in the 1970s, and
has spread to the system in
general, was largely a matter of
necessity. It would not have
been possible to finance the
enormous surpluses of the Opec
countries in the early 1970s, or
the yawning deficits of the US
in recent years, had capital not
been free to move internation-
ally on a scale quite beyond the
powers of national regwations.

It was not the banks or the
stock markets that caused the
worldwide inflation of the
1970s which gave the oil pro-
ducers their opportunity to
reverse the old pattern of bar-
gaining power. Financiers are
not responsible for the histori-
cal law which says that nations
living on investment income or
colonial tribute grow fat and
lazy, nor are they determined

that the US should suffer its

own version of the fate of Ath-
ens and Some at this moment.
AH the same, these events

have happened, the politicians
require a scapegoat, and the
financial world is ideally unpo-
pular. Indeed, to some extent
blame is just: the immoderate
takeover boom of recent years
has done real damage, distract-
ing management and pushing
many companies deep into debt.

It seems inevitable, then, that
the search for monetary stabil-

ity will also involve a reversal
of the recent trend of deregular
tion. Rules to inhibit takeovers
and restrict credit for financial
operations are already under
discussion in the US Congress.
As the bills for debt consolida-
tion fail due, this example is

likely to spread.
This may seem a gloomy out-

look; It is certainly a challeng-
ing one. On the other hand, it

would be simple blindness to
pretend that the problems we
face at the moment will simply
fade away of their own accord.
-With financial and monetary

stability (or at least relative
stability) we should then be in
a position to do what has
become almost impossible since
the mid-1960s: to plan and
invest for the long term.

SHIRT-TAILS, SHORT AND LONG
“I say, Dad."

"Yes, Son."
“What’s a favourable balance

of payments?"
“God bless my soul. Why

d’you want to know?"
'

“Got to speak in a debate. On
this European market thing.
Another of Old Squirt’s filthy
provocations.'
“Sound’s a splendid idea. Are

you pro or con?"
“Don’t know yet."
"So you thought you'd pump,

the old man?”
“Why not?"
"Well, let’s examine this

favourable balance of payments
business. It’s favourable if you
export more than you import.”

"impend a lot of time working
and then don’t enjoy what
you’ve produced?"

“Right."
“Doesn't sound very favoura-

ble to me. And if you export
more than you import, where
does the balance come in?"
“Son, you don't understand

these things.”
“Or the payment?"
“What -do you mean, *Or the

payment*?"
“Well, if you don’t import as

much as you export, you don’t
get paid for your exports, do
you?*
“Sometimes you're paying for

something you ve already had."
“You mean if someone’s

subbed you?"
“That’s it. Sometimes you're

paying for something you hope
to have."

“If you sub someone?"
“Right." sat,
“Dad?"
"Yes, Son."
“Lord Bevanbrook's against

By HAROLD WINCOTT
combined national income six

times as big as China's."
“So much for Mr. Bevan's

‘small idea’. What's biting the
Beaver?"
“He says European free trade

would puD our standard of liv-

ing down to European stan-
dards."

this European market, isn't

he?"
"Look. There’s Lord Beaver-

brook. And there’s Mr. Bevan.
Two entirely different chaps."
"Are they?"
“H’m. Come to think of it, I

see what you mean."
“Why’s Mr. Bevan agin it?"

“He’s not really opposed to it.

Hejust calls it a ’small idea’."'

"What, with 250m. people
likely to be Involved?”

"So you have been reading up
on it Well, Mr. Bevan says we
ought to concentrate on the
600m. Chinese.”

“They’re the chaps with short
tails to their shirts, aren’t they,

Dad?"
“That’s one way of measuring

“Son."
“Yes, Dad."
“To-day’s Observer
“What about it?"

“Interesting speech by Mr.

Macmillan reported in it.

"Yes?"
"Yes. He said that each week

each Scotsman ‘saves over *

“I see. But isn’t he the chap shilling more than his compatn
who’s been rooting for Empire ots south of the Border

.

free trade for years?" n "H’m. See what you mean.

“Yes, Son." . But If Lord Beaverbrook s

“What’s the ahem, per capita idea’s right, who should we

ome of India, DadT tradewithrincome of India,

.

“$57."

“And Ceylon?".
. -“$67. Pakistan, $61. Southern
Rhodesia, $101."
"Isn’t Lord Beaverbrook

afraid that Empire free trade

With whom should we
trade?"
"Never mind the grammar.

Let’s have the facts."

“The United States, of course.

Their national income’s twice

a puU usdoWTi to star*- oura. $1,463 ahead."
. . • « . . • * riawla WairlT1*

• in feimu
United Nations have got a more
scientific one. They reckon the
per capita - "

“I say, that’s rather good.
’Per capita.’ I like it. Very U. I

must see I work that in."

“Don’t .Interrupt. They put
the per capita income of the
Chinese at 132 US dollars in
1949.”
“How does that compare with

Europe?"
H’m. Let me see. Belgium,

$582. France, $482. Western
Germany, $320 - that’ll be a

f
ood deal higher now. Italy,

235. Luxemburg, $553.
Netherlands, $586. United
Kingdom, $773. Them there axe

dards, Dad?"
“Apparently not, Son.'

“Soyou’re in favour?"
“Of course. First, Lord help

“ " "
. us if the European nations

“Dad?" reduce their tariffs between
“Yes, Son." themselves and keep us out.
“This week’s Economist.” Secondly, I believe there’s a
“What about it?” positive case for going in. Big-
“Interesting note in it on ger market. Spur to efficiency

and all that."
. “But it would cause us some
headaches?"

“Son, they’ll come anyway,
free market or no free market."

Wales.
“Yes?”
“Yes. Seems a lot of research

S
raduates there reckon the
Felsh gross national product at

&245 - per capita. Scotland’s a
bit lower. Northern Ireland
only £186. England, however,
they put at £286."
“Well?"
“Weil, if the Welsh and the

the Scandinavian countries. -Scote and the Ulstermen want
Sweden, $780. Norway, $687. their independence, why
And Denmark, $689." doesn’t Lord Beaverbrook let

“Altogether^ what’s it add up
^9" Welsh. Scotland tor the Scots.

"On the 1949 figures, the down our standard of

European nations had got a living like thisT*

Harold Wincott, a regular
contributor throughout the
poet war period, perfected
the art of explaining eco-
nomic and financial topics in

a lucid and amusing style.
Many of his articles, like the
one reprodaed below from
October 80 19S8, were written
as conversations between
father and son.

SOME OF THESE FIRS
TURN PINK!

Deep in the lush evergreen of Finland’s forests,these saplings are

growing healthy and strong. Eventually, some ofthem will mate It to the

renownedVarteus Mills of Enso-Gutzeit

And there they will turn pink.

Rnk?We!l, the paper for the Rnancial Times is made from these

fir treesiWe’re rather proud of that

Our bestwishes go to the Rnancial Times on its 100th birthday.

As the principal supplier of pink newsprint to this great

international Newspaper for many years, we’d like to take this

opportunity to express our sincere thanks for a mutually rewarding
relationship.

Now, 18 years on from our own Centenary Enso ranks among the
world’s largest forest products companies.Which should come as no
surprise. After all, our range of paper and board products totalling over
2 million tonnes annually is one of the most diversified in the world.
Enso is also Rnlancfs largest newsprint producer supplying
newspapers around the globe.

So,whichever way you look at it,we’re in the pink.
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You won't need a degree in engineer-
ing. All that’s required is your finger.

Flick a switch on the dashboard ofthe
new Senator CD and the ride changes.

In the ‘Comfort’ position it softens.

The suspension relaxes to soak up
the bumps and smooth your journey.

(Perfect for those patchwork city streets.)

A firmer ride and more positive hand-
ling are the virtues of the ‘Sports' setting.

And a snaking country lane is the

place to fully appreciate it

The third setting ‘Medium,’ is the one

you will use for most day-to-day driving

It gives a ride that is both

controlled and comfortable.

A computer oversees the

Electronic Ride Control system
on the Senator CD.

Every 2.5 milliseconds it

checks that all is well.

If it isn’t it will try to correct

the fault

And if it can’t it will change
the ride safely into 'Medium' and
warn you on the dashboard.

The computer will also change the

ride out of ‘Comfort’ into 'Medium' if

you go over 70mph.

To give you that extra measure of

control that a firmer ride bestows.

But then being effortlessly in control

is what being in the Senator is all about

You may never have heard of our

unique approach to suspension design,

Advanced Chassis Technology.

But you instantly understand what it

means when the Senator stays on course

as you swerve to avoid a fallen tree.

Then again, you may have read some-

thing of ABS braking, standard on the

Senator CD.

But it’s only when the Senator pulls

up in a straight line as a child's ball

bounces out in front of you that you
realise its true importance.

And Servotronic power steering

doesn't that just make the Senator relax-

ing to drive?

No, it also makes it safer to drive,

because the level of assistance varies

progessively according to your speed, so

you never lose touch with the road.

From the gearbox with ‘Power,’

‘Economy’ and ‘Winter’ settings; to the

height adjustable seat belts, almost every-

thing about the Senator is designed

to accommodate different motoring

conditions and different motorists.

To accommodate different pockets,

there’s a range of three models, with

prices from £15,275 to £20,414.

Your Vauxhall dealer is awaiting your

call to arrange a test drive. All that's

required is your finger.

THE SENATOR CD.

VAUXHALL.
ONCE DRIVEN,

SMITTEN

[^§g VAUJtHAU.6 BACKED BY TW WORlDWtt RESOURCES Of GENERAL MOTORS FOB HOTHE* DETAILS CALL 0800 400 482. ALL PHCES CORRECT AT THE Of &.TW TO PRESS WCUJDES CAB TAX AND VAl DE1NERYAN0 NUMBERPLATES AflE EXTRA DOT FUEL CONSUMPnON TEST WPG WIRES IQOHIA FOR SENATOR CD 10c CONSTANT 56MPH 37J [7 SJ; URBAN CYCl£ 19J Q4.6L CONSTANT 75MPH29.JI9.7J.
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,88 ®W I 1588 pressures of the outside" world*

I t nQtably sh* pressures of the
V2>/! s superpowers. Throughout these 40

I

years, Europeans have remained
divided or uncertain over the

direction or the distance they wished to travel
-together, and as a result their progress has been
determined less by their collective decision-making
than by the bufferings of external forces.
By and large, these periodic bufferings have not

been severe enough or prolonged enough to force
.the governments and peoples of Western Europe
seriously to re-examine the advantages and disad-
vantages of the traditional pattern of the sovereign
nation state. And since the preferred centre of grav-
ity of the political decision-making of the Six, and
then the Nine, the Ten and now the Twelve, has
always settled at the lowest common denominator,
progress towards the unification of Western Europe
hasheen slow and/or spasmodic.

Needless to say, the conservative recalcitrance of
governments has repeatedly been rebuked by ideal-
istic and far-sighted individuals, who have per-
ceived that the price of old-fashioned "national
sovereignty,' at least in the case of medium-sized
European countries, was in reality a diminution of
national autonomy, both in the face of the two
politico-military superpowers, and vis-a-vis the
growing globalisation of International trade and
financial flows. These arguments for a more thor-
ough-going lntegrationist impulse were repeatedly
brushed aside by governments, for two categories of
reasons: economic and strategic.
The economic case for the nationalist model has

taken opposite forms according to varying circum-
stances: in the 1960s, economic growth was rapid
and painless, and the trappings of national sover-
eignty posed no obstacle to its continuance.

.

Ry contrast, the 1970s, with the collapse of the
post-war Bretton Woods international monetary sys-
tem, two oil shocks, and the scourge of stagflation,
created national economic difficulties in the form of
inflation and unemployment whose political and
social management depended on the democratic legit-
imacy of national governments.

The 1965 constitutional crisis between General
Charles de Gaulle and the European Commission
under Walter Hallstem, over the possible role of
majority voting in the Council of Ministers, was a
major Ideological conflict, yet though, on the one
hand. It caused profound and prolonged political
damage to the institutional working of the Commu-
nity, yet on the other it proved largely irrelevant to
the perceived material needs of the member states.

It caused profound damage, because the six-month
battle to dominate the soul of the Community left an
emotional legacy which was never forgotten. Yet it

was at the tune a pure conflict of political idealism
which, since it caused no damage to the economic
prosperity of the member states, and did not even
delay the completion of the Community's customs
union, was able to remain an unresolved quarrel at

the level of arriere pensee - and therefore a conflict

which remained unresolved.

Indeed, it remained unresolved for almost 20 years,

and perhaps it is still unresolved. The Single Euro-
pean Act of 1985 broke new ground by extending the

rule of majority voting, for the specific purpose of
creating a European market which would be truly

free, yet it failed to settle the mystical question
whether an individual member state could claim the

The First 100 Years

The forging of Europe
The pressures on Europe - political, economic and strategic - to unify are growing. As Ian Davidson

reports, however, strong national forces of resistance remain to be overcome

right of veto. This prolonged ambiguity, on an issue

ofsuch apparently profound political importance for

an integrating Community, is itself a symbol of the
ambivalence of the member-states towards their col-
lective enterprise.

The strategic obstacle to more rapid progress in the
direction of a united Europe has been three-fold, at
least until recently: the Soviet Union represented a
permanent threat to the security of the countries of
western Europe, the Soviet Union's policies were
uniformly rigid and predictable, ana the United
States was both an essential and a reliable protector.

The convergence of the might and the menace of the
Soviet empire, with the security which only the US
could guarantee, gave Western Europe every reason
for postponing the pursuit of a more independent
political role in the world.

Comfortable inertia, and the vested interests of
national lobbies both political, commercial and
administrative, will undoubtedly continue to mobilise

arguments for maintaining the status quo. But it may
well be that the status quo, both economic and strate-

gic, is In the process of fading away, leaving Europe
with little option but to face the hard choices of

ence.

with little

European i

LM booking at the economic sphere, the signs are
ambivalent The project for a truly unified market in

1992, with all that it ought to entail in terms of tax
harmonisation, freedom of capital movements, mone-
tary integration and economic policy co-ordination,
seems to imply a qualitative leap forward. If not,

what was the point of a treaty text requiring ratifica-

tion in all member states? Nevertheless, it is impossi-
ble to ignore the many tell-tale signs of foot-dragging

on different issues by different member states, nota-
bly by Germany, whose enthusiasm for the European
Community seems to wane with every passing year.

If there is to be a great leap forward in the eco-
nomic integration of Europe, it will not be because
the member states have suddenly seen a manifest
light, but because (once again) they are driven for-
ward by external forces: the repercussions of the US
deficit, the decline of the dollar, the diversion of the
Japanese export drive from the US to Europe, the
competitive pressure of the newly industrialising
countries, or more generally a sense that only a closer
European solidarity offers a reasonable bulwark
against the instability of the world economic system.

The strategic incentives for a re-think of Europe's
policies are, if not clearer, at least more powerful
No-one knows with any confidence the full signifi-

cance of Mikhail Gorbachev, neither how far he
wants to go at home or abroad, nor how far circum-
stances or his colleagues will allow him to go. What is

Section III: The World

clear is that at least in style and in declaratory terms.
1

he represents a new era in Soviet policy in which the

most undeniably novel element is that it is, precisely.

Innovatory and unpredictable.

The formal contrast between the international stra-

tegic and the international economic systems, is

rather striking, yet some European governments seem
to be drawing opposite conclusions. Most of the for-

mal rigging or the international economic system fell

away in the early 1970s, when the Nixon Administra-
tion simply unravelled the Bretton Woods rules. Yet
for many years thereafter Europe seemed to go on
believing In the US as the leader of the economic free

world, and it is striking how reluctant are the mem-
ber states to build up the European Monetary System
into, not a replacement for the dollar, but at least its

complement, a sort of European harbour in the face
of monetary storms.

M ormal rigging of the international security sys-

tem, on the other hand, remains very much as it

always has been. The French Government has multi-
plied initiatives for strengthening its defence links

with Western Germany and, more generally, for
reclaiming its legitimacy as a loyal member of the
Atlantic Alliance. But the main structure of Western
defence remains Nato, essentially unchanged and
unreformed, as it has been for many years.

And yet, inside this institutional carapace of West-
ern security arrangements, there has been an unpar-
alleled loss of confidence in the leadership of the
Western superpower, which has been brought to a
head by the realisation that Ronald Reagan and Mik-
hail Gorbachev were perfectly capable of negotiating
novel or even revolutionary arrangements which
might turn out in the end to be for the best in the
best of all possible worlds, but which might (after all)

turn out to be a bad bargain for Europe.

The net result of these many contradictory pulls
within the European Community is, needless to say,
contradictory. Tne French government of Mr Jacques
Chirac has responded to the steep decline in the
dollar and the consequent pressures on the currencies
of the members of the Community, with loud calls for
faster progress towards a single European currency
and an institution corresponding more or less to a
European central bank. Chancellor Helmut KohJ of
Germany immediately and publicly rejected the idea
of a European central bank; but his condition govern-
ment is evidently divided on this as on other issues.

The Action Committee for Europe, the most presti-

gious lobby for Community orthodoxy, has called not
only for rapid progress towards monetary unification,
but also for a substantia] strengthening of the multi-
lateral defence links between the member states
within the framework of an enlarged and reinforced
Western European Union. Yet any media attention
attracted by these proposals was soon drowned out by
the publicity surrounding the 25th anniversary of the
bilateral Franco-German Treaty and the several new
institutions which the two governments had decided
to create to mark the occasion.

To draw a prediction out of so much flux would be
hazardous in the extreme, to refuse any conclusion at
all would be pusillanimous. Three comments seem
tenable. The first is that Europe will remain worried
by Gorbachev, despite his charm, because Eastern
Europe will remain in the fullest sense pan of the
Soviet empire. Second, it will be difficult and it may
be impossible for Europe to recover its old confidence
in the American protectorate, so there will be a
continuing incentive to consider ways of strengthen-
ing Europe's self-reliance in strategic terms. Third,
only the forces of political Grand Strategy will be
strong enough to overcome the national forces of
resistance to a more integrated European Economic
Community.

Still in the pink after

100 years.
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THE EUROPEAN Community, it

has to be admitted, is no longer
the fashionable concept it once
was, except perhaps in those
countries like Spain and Portu-
gal, which have only very,
recently Joined it When it is
not taken for granted, it is decr-
ied as a bureaucratic mammoth
which harmonises for harmoni-
sation's sake, produces huge
farm surpluses at an astronomi-
cal cost and has yet to achieve
one of its primary economic
objectives, the creation of a
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genuinely unified internal mar-
ket. As for its wider nolitdcal
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government would today dream
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The world order has changed drastically

In the past 100 years. New nations and

superpowers have emerged, and Europe

has begun to unite. Yet, some old

conflicts remain intractable.

between the major European inely victorious power, though
powers, which had been the France was officially classified

economy and the devastation of may have been obsolete and Its

many of its biggest and most labour force exhausted from
beautiful cities. However, at the efforts it had made during
the core of their thinking was the war, but the country still

the much more down-to-earth had a colonial empire and its

and the resuscitation of Ger- with its colonies and dominions
many’s industrial war machine, had
which was held largely respan- thouf
sible for past conflicts. At the who!

been preserved, even
h many were to become
y independent within a

same time, the mistakes made short time after the war, and
after the First World War by the Imperial or Commonwealth
the victorious allies, who bled preference
dry the German economy by the with most

of new conflicts, had to be
avoided at all costs.

pean organisation had to deal the bargain?
sensitively and effectively with
the “German question" - exac-
erbated by the division of the
country after the Second World
War and yearnings for reunifi-
cation - which inspired Mon-
net’s not entirely orignal pro-
posal to pool Europe s ancing problems which has
(principally West Germany's
and France’s) coal and steel
production .under a common ship. The need for radical
high authority. reform of the nolicv. which
The failure of successive Brit-

ish governments to understand,
or perhaps their deliberate pol-
icy to ignore, the political impli-
cations of those first and subse- tries. Yet it should never be
quent moves towards European
unification, including the cre-
ation of the EC through the economic reasons for includingTm-n rtf Drtrt... inerf 4. - „ - M w °
Treaty of Rome in 1967, Is one
of the great tragedies of post-
war European history. No coun-
try could ever have been solic- of day if it had been excluded,
ited more frequently and more wi**, *u-, vr- +»
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spurn an the advances made to
it, sometimes with astonishing
casualness. What is remem-
bered are General de Gaulle’s
two vetoes of British member-
ship in the 1960s. What is too
often forgotten is that, in the
preceding decade, all the six
original member countries made
repeated. If vain, moves to per-
suade the UK to embark on the
European ship.
Scholastic squabbles over

‘prior commitments* to the
pooling of sovereignty pre-
vented Britain from participat-
ing in the Schuman Plan negoti-
ations, though, if it had aone
so, it clearly could have influ-
enced the contents of the final

When the EC was created, the
fanning population of Italy and
France still made up 35 per
cent and 25 per cent respec-
tively of the total labour force
and farming’s contribution to
the GNPs of these two coun-
tries was 14.6 per cent and 12
per cent. It was inconceivable
that a high tariff country as
ill-prepared for industrial com-
petition as France was at the
time would open its frontiers to
German manufactured exports
without a quid pro quo for its
own farming produce. The
trade-off may have created an
unmanageable monster, but it
was a necessary price to pay at
the time for greater European
unification.

enced the contents of the final Significantly, when Britain
treaty setting up the ECSC. The did finally take the plunge and
refusal by the Churchill govern- apply for EC membership for
ment in the early 1950s to com- the first time in the autumn ofment in the early 1950s to com-
mit itself sufficiently to the

!
proposed European Defence
Community greatly contributed
to the French National Assem-
bly’s vote against ratification
of the project. Finally, a great
opportunity to make up for lost
ground was missed when
Britain remained on the side-
lines during the Spaak Commit-
tee meetings leading up to the
negotiation of the Treaty of
Rome.
No doubt, some good reasons

and many excuses can be found
for British policy, though they
look distinctly tattered with the
benefit of hindsight. Britain,
alone among the Western Euro-
pean nations, emerged from the
Second World War as a genu-

1961, only to be blocked by de
Gaulle’s veto in 1963, the
motives for the application
were at least as much political
as they were economic. That is
why London reluctantly
accepted the farm policy more
or less in its entirety, with the
perfectly acceptable aim of
reforming it from within. Yet it
had taken Britain 16 years
since the end of the war and
five years since the Suez deba-
cle to come to terms with the
change in its world status and
to opt for a new European
vocation - a delay which
deprived ft of any say in shop-

The US ability to influence world events was ;

damaged beyond repair by Vietnam, argues £

John Graham

cause of two world wars within as such, thanks to the efforts of
30 years and had led to the General de Gaulle's Free French
deaths of milHans of people, the Forces and govenuDent-in-exDe.
destruction of much of Europe's Britain’s industrial structure

consideration of preventing the national confidence and pride

rebirth of German nationalism was intact. Britain’s close links

stem provided it

the cheap food it'

exaction of ruinous war repara- needed, as well as furnishing
ttons and thus sowed the seeds assured export markets. Why,

therefore, give up the family
you know well and trust for a

It was this hard-headed real- mistress who might turn out to
isation that any future Euro- be fickle and cost you more into

Apart from the threat of
supranationality to Britain’s
sovereignty - a danger which
has always tended to be exag-
gerated in London — it is the
Community's common agricul-

*tyE SEED to bring forth a hold good. The jprice of a sto&V.-
vision ofAmerica as a world- is a function of. pub&ccottS—
power..America as. the deuce, and it folkws thatVtel ^
dynamic centre of the skilled a stockhits a historic peak*

"

servants of mankind.America that is the moment wheh^cpufi^;'.

as the Good Samaritan, realty denee tiiat.it. will rite: dyeBV-
bettering that it is more blessed higher is . at its. greatest- ft is .-'.

to give than to receive—Amer- also the moment, hy definition;

ica as the powerhouse of the when the price .will inevitably-.

"

ideals of Freedom and Justice. falLBy the same paradbx,Jofcnr
Out of these elements surely Kennedy’s global promise, for -

can befashioned a vision ofthe the future came at the precise:

20th century...the firstjreat pinnacle of American power.':
American century

\

Henry Both in financial markets and
Lace, proprietor of Time and iittematkmal affairs,-the piurt^
Life magazines, on the eve of cles can only be perceived by

'

WorldWarBL hindaight, but aa John Kennedy;-'

Even in a capitalist world moved into the White Housed 7 -

inured to takeover bids and January 1961 the- American -

stock market manipulation, this century- began to - weaken:
is a breath-taking statement: Within ten years It was deadL
the declared intention to annex It died in.the lleree terrain,of k-

an entire century. We should Southeast Asia, in the:moot*rv . v

not, of course, expect displays tains of Laos, the-jungles' of ;.V

of modesty from publishing Cambodia, the rice fields of the
tycoons, but it seems fair to Mekong delta. The Vietnamera, .

-

ask, as the century nears its 1961-1975, destroyed two Pres—
close, whatever happened to idents, Lyndon Johnson .and :

the American century? Who Richard Nixon, and Lncauaci-

now has control of an enter- tated twomore, Gerald ^brtl -
prise in which the Americans and Jimmy Carter. It Jed
once claimed a controlling inter- directly to the inflation; and -

est? financial instability that. we.
Henry Luce’s sentiment was now take for granted; .-tbieie

not the simplistic drivelling of were not facts of life in the 20.
an egomaniac blatherskite, years immediately 1

;
following .

Despite the anti-colonialist and World War IL
often isolationist roots of the It divided the so-called.west--
American way of life, Henry em world,- the members^of the” -

Luce's idea was in its own way OECD; it infuriated the'commas .

a peculiarly American idea, fos- nist giants, the Soviet Union .

tered by the country’s political, and China; and it permanently
industrial and financial leaders antagonised'- much' cif”

and accepted, more or less, by underdeveloped world, where' .-

.

the papulation at large. It was America today has few friends)
‘

"

also a specifically 20th century Its effects on the countries of
idea, born with President Southeast Asia itself were noth-
Woodrow Wilson’s ending of ing short of calamitous;- the' ...'

traditional isolationism and whole
,
of Vietnam and: Cam- -'

America’s entry into World War bodla and much of Laos- remain
II; nurtured by President in a pitiful state to this day,- -

Franklin Roosevelt and Amer- This is hardly surprising, given •-

stuck most in British gullets,
both before and after member-

reform of the policy, which
soaks up as much as two-thirds
of the entire Community bud-
get, is now more widely recog-
nised in other member coun-

forgotten that there were
important political as well as

agriculture in the Common Mar-
ket and that the Community
would never have seen the light

Franklin Roosevelt and Amer- This is hardly surprising, given -
ica’s decisive entry into World the ferocity of the actual, war-
War II; and flourishing into fare. By 1970 - and this *a»
maturity under Presidents five years before the aid of the’
Harry Truman and Dwight, war - the US Air Force- had--
Eisenhower. Their equally ded- dropped more bombs on Indo^ .

•

sive entry into Korea, their china than had been droppedbuy J
establishment of the Marshall ail targets in the -whole qfV
Plan, Nato, and international human history. Never were the „

organisations such as the IMF limits of technology more cn£ 1
and the World Bank set most of elly exposed. - i

the ground rules for the post- Within America, the effects P
atomic age. were equally calamitous. The .

;

'

It did indeed seem that the nation experienced a -trauma. .

"

American century was alive equalled in its history only; by -~ -

and well. Its most grandtio- the war between its states^*1-
quent expression came from the century earlier,; andfijr once- '-.

lips of the first of the younger the use of the word lajustified:
post-war men to become Presi- “National trauma*' is the-phnase :

dent, John Kennedy, in his 1961 Americans themselves most £re-
-

• *

'

inaugural address: he promised quently, use.,to describ&Qm.^r
the world that America would 'wholenumbing experience.'-;

l

“pay any price, bear any bur- : At the . individual level, ,the
'

den, support any friend, oppose trauma is a drug-addicted, pay- -
any foe, to assure the survival chologicaUy rruined ercGIwkh
and success of. liberty." Henry no escape hatch from ha.rpri- •

Luce must have been proud of vate catastrophe, or a mothcrA,
1

him. in Council Bluffs, Iowa, grfev-'
1

Ironically, the analogy from '-.-y-.r - 4

financial markets continues to
'

' Continued Of) page 68 .

ing one of the most important
political and economic develop-
ments of the 20th century.

Events In Vietnam: continuing trauma for tho Ameilc«» natioii
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GROWING OLD gracefully is

never easy. The United States
of America, for. nearly 200
years seemingly the eternal
wellsprtag of youth, la coming
to terms with some of the more
painfiil aspects of maturity.

It can ho longer outrun, oat-
jump and generally outperform
every other nation on earth. Its

decline is not absolute but rela-
tive, and for many, at home and
elsewhere, it will remain for
years to come the exemplar of
much that is admirable in a
functioning democracy.

Its power, in terms of overall
inventiveness, vitality and com-
mercial clout, as well as mere
military .muscle,, will equally
remain, ever-present forces for
the foreseeable future. Circum-
stances could still restore to the
US, for a timer , a dominance,
even an hegemony, in world
affairs. But the natural suprem-
acy that seemed so self-evident
but a generation ago is no lon-

ger automatic.

tive rise of other nations and
cultures.

The country's two most
recent presidents, Jimmy
Carter and Ronald Reagan,
themselves symbolise the prob-
lems of adjusting to new reali-
ties. The first. Intelligent, hard-
working and indeed a'believer
in interdependence, was undone
because, in the Ayatollah
Khomeini and in inflation, he
met forces that, he knew, he
could not effectively combat
alone. More to the point, his
country sensed the tasks were
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Adjusting to new realities
The automatic supremacy of a generation ago is no longer evident, says Jurek Martin

beyond him.
The second, & master of imag-

ery and the apostle of Ameri-
can leadership, was. elected
twice' on the promise that there
were no mountains that could
not-be climbed but - less than a
year from now - will leave
office hot having strayed far
beyond the foothills. The brief
illusion of his first term, that
the US could, “walk tall" again,
may have helped his re-election
(in which, in any case, the
-alternative was not prepossess-
.ing) but looks even thinner
today. . .

In 1979, Mr Carter lamented
what he called a “malaise"
affecting the country, by which
he meant an inability to work
together for the common good
or even much of an understand- -

ing what that good was. Mr
Reagan pretended, .successfully
in electoral terms, that the dis-
ease did not exist.
Presumably, somewhere in

between these extreme views
lies an approximation of the

- truth/ but finding this Holy
Grail, the natural pursuit of all
politicians, is no mean feat.
Never more so than this year,
when those who would become
President must simultaneously
be like neither Mr Carter nor
Mr Reagan. It is, therefore,

this proposition. If the Vietnam
War has come to be a symbol of
a watershed in contemporary
American history there have
been other examples of equal
validity, of which the vulnera-
bility or the dollar Is only the
most obvious, that attest to the
limitations on power and to the
factors of interdependence that
now constrain the US.

Americans themselves sense
this - and their best authors
have, for years now, been
explaining why it is. To some,
the country' is simply going
through

;a period of digestion
alter an excess of feasting on
change, to others the adjust-
ment is much more fundamen-
tal and reflects, among other
things,' a misalloc&tlon of
national resources and the rela-

PROFILE: F.D. ROOSEVELT

A patrician

public servant
Jurek Martin pays tribute to an

inspiring leader in war and peace

OVER THE last down years, as

.

the United States has cele-
brated assorted bicentennials,
its historians have dwelled
more than they might otherwise
on ranking the nation's 40 pres-
idents. There is an almost uni-
versal perception, except, per-
haps, on the most distant right

of the political spectrum, and.
not even always, there, that in'

the 20th century Franklin
Delano Roosevelt has no equals
FDR was, as Arthur Schleslit-

ger puts it, above -

all "a devotee
of the public purpose.". Other
presidents have been -prsctical

or ideological, -and mere likely

advocates of private interest,
or driven by different, particu-
lar demons. But Roosevelt, per-
haps because of a patrician
background that inevitably led
him to public service, never
really doubted what his pur-
pose was.
He happened to assume the

presidency in 1933 when the
public good was rendered bad
by the ravages of the worst
imaginable depression. What
might have daunted a lesser
man brought out the best in
him, especially his inclination

to experiment. Within 100 days
he had sown the seeds from
which recovery

.

grew. Even
though it took years to come to
fruition, he instantly gave his
country a commodity conspicu-
ous by its total absence - hope.

In wartime, too, he conveyed

"

to the beleaguered allies before
Pearl Harbour a similar reas-
surance; and this from a coun-
try which had withdrawn so
much from the international
arena after the First World
War. Roosevelt will not be
remembered as a great war
leader of ChurchllUan stature -
the circumstances were in any
case so different - but there
never was no doubt that under
him the US would do what it

had to do when it had to do it.

It may. be that extraordinary
circumstances can sanction
extraordinary responses,
though they do not always get
them. FDR was much more of a
shrewd, instinctive politician
than a commanding political
theoretician. But his nose for
what was necessary and his
determination to bring about
the necessary, against what-
ever odds, was the stuff on
which both theoretical and
practical politics came to be

In 1940, looking bade as well
as forward, he described his
own fundamental rationale.
“Parties," he said, “are good
instruments for the purpose of
presenting and explaining
issues, of drumming up interest
in elections and, incidentally, of
improving the breed of candi-
dates for public office. But the
future lies with those wise
political leaders who realise
that the great public Is inter-
ested more in Government than
in politics _. the growing Inde-
pendence of voters, after a&,
has been proven by the votes in
every Presidential election
since py childhood, and the
tendency, frankly, la on the
increase."

Fifty years later his words
sound prophetic. The enfeeble^
ment of political parties in the
US has proceeded apace and
voters are Increasingly indepen-
dent, a mixed blessing, maybe.
But it is also evident, even after
nearly two terms of the most
ideological, free -market admin-
istration, that America wants
to be governed property.

The hardest nut for the
Beagmana to crack has been

FDR: gave Ma country hope

the most tangible aspect of the
Roosevelt legacy, the social
welfare system, that he
installed to meet a crying need
and which has now become an
inextricable part of the Ameri-
can way of life. Ronald Rear
gan’s bid for the Republican
nomination in 1976 foundered
on a proposal to dismantle
social security; 12 years later,

as President and at a time of
great policy need, he still must
declare it off-limits to the bud-
getary axe.

Yet the Roosevelt legacy still

weighs both heavily and to its

benefit an his own party, the
Democrats. Recreation of the
electoral coalition that got him
returned three' times after
1932, Chen cutting across eco-
nomic and class strata but
drawing most on the nation's
less privileged, remains the
Holy Grail for the party, even
though times and drcuxnstances
have changed It still worksJust
about well enough at the Con-
gressional level, out only three

.

Democrats have made It to the
White House in the last nine
elections, the last two against
weak opponents. The Mondale
debacle of 1984 might well
have marked the last hurrah.

Unless times change again, in
which the case the extraordi-
nary additional qualities he
was able to bring to bear might
well be recalled. These include
the ability to inspire (not for
-nothing, was he Mr. Reagan's
early ra<£)> the qap&dty for
ruthlessaess, the yriflingness to
experiment. •

t
-

FDR was no angel: he was not
.above breaking the law or, fail-

ing that, trytngco rewrite it by
-packing the. Supreme Court.
Some of hto porspnal standards;
not least one notable extra-mar-
ital affair, might even disqual-

ify him for running for presi-

dent according to contemporary
mores. But he knew why he
was president; toserve the pub-
lic good; and he Adjust that, as
few before and none since. And
he left his nation in splendid
shape, master of most it sur-

veyed and model fat a battered
and bruised Old World.

hardly surprising that, as the
year begins, there is very little

clue as to the identity and con-
victions of the next White
House occupant.

In part, this also reflects the
continued decline of tlie politi-
cal parties in America. This
shows up not simply in the col-
lapse of party discipline in Gon-
gress, which has never been
that important in any case.
Indeed, one of the traditional
strengths of the Republicans
and Democrats was that both
had elastic sides. More critical

is that both have become
increasingly more beholden to
special interest groups and
more prone to regionalism.
Worst of all is that both have
shown signs of intolerance.
The Republican Party has

been subject tp a revolution. Its
origins may be debated but its
effect has been the eclipse of
the establishment centre, exem-
plified by Nelson Rockefeller,
and the rise of the ideological
new right. -

If there is a perception today
that the' radicals have run their
course at a policy level, it is

still the case that they control
the party at the grassroots
(activists always tend to,
regardless of persuasion). It

thus becomes hard for a Repub-
lican protagonist for the high-
est office to establish a degree
of independence, as witnessed
by the early campaigns of the
two GOP leaders, Vice-Presi-

Jfanmy Carter, Ronald Reagan: contrasting styles

dent George Bush and Senator
Robert Dorn.
The Democratic Party prob-

lem is very different, but it also
involves the collapse of both an
establishment and a rationale.
FDR’s grand liberal coalition of
interests, the working classes,
the poor, blacks and other eth-
nic groups and a preponderance
of intellectuals, held sway into
the late 1960s, but subse-
quently was shown to be vul-
nerable even inside the party,
as George McGovern in 1972
and Jimmy Carter in 1976 dem-
onstrated. The 1984 election,
the old guard's apparent last
hurrah, was simply a debacle.
A badly defeated party at

least has the opportunity to
reconsider. Mr Gary Hart's
strong bid for the nomination in
1984 and the emergence of a
fistful of new and impressive
Democratic state governors
throughout the 1980s suggested
the emergence of origmaiide&s,
as well as fresh faces.
But politics are generally

more practical than theoretical
and, as Mr Reagan’s govern-
ment ran into the sands of its

own incompetence, it became
more profitable to engage in
constructive opposition than in

the presentation of alterna-
tives.
The return of the Senate to

Democratic control in 1986

more or less buried the issue of
.a conscious internal reassess-

ment. But it has also left the
party in 1988with no coherent
bill of goods to offer the
national electorate. The evi-

dence of this Is the prolifera-
tion of current candidates, none
of whom can at this stage
remotely be described as having
a particular edge, or even, the
Rev. Jesse Jackson and Senator
Paul Simon on the left apart, a
sharp Identity.

Of equal concern, and also
reflective of Mr Carter’s “mal-
aise,” is the extent to which
those on both sides most
notionally qualified to run for
the presidency are declining to
get involved- Bach may have
good individual reasons, and it

is undoubtedly the case that
the next President is going to
have structural and interna-
tional problems on his plate of
a magnitude that cannot be
wished away, as Mr Reagan so
successfully managed to do for
so long. But the collective
impression is of an unwilling-
ness to assume the responsibil-

ity, and the risks, that, for
example, earlier would-be pres-
idents would have considered
more of a challenge than a lia-

bility.

Certainly the authority of the
presidency remains in question.
When he was riding high in his
first term, it was said that Mr

Reagan understood the nature
of his office like few before
him. But the experience of his

last two years shows that this
licence is, very properly, not
unlimited. And if the office now
seems less exalted and the per-
sonal cost of attaining it is very
high, it Is understandable that
the “best and the brightest" do
not always volunteer them-
selves for the race.

Social and economic condi-
tions and attitudes in this
decade are not exactly condu-
cive to the classic American
activist response. On the one
hand, the greatest social prob-
lems - narcotics abuse and,
now, the spread of Aids - pres-
ent no easy solutions; on the
other hand, after five very
prosperous years, the country
seems more content to hold on
to what it has rather than con-
tinue the process of change.

The activists of the 1960s on
the left have aged, while those
on the right have been frus-
trated, perhaps inevitably in
what has become to be known
as the “me, too" generation,
more interested, as it is, in self
rather than collective improve-
ment The Supreme Court, at
times in its history the archi-
tect of great change, has, for 15
years now, preferred to consoli-
date, itself a reflection of con-
temporary mores.
Thus, the substantial tax

reform advanced by the Reagan
Administration, from which
middle-class Americans have
clearly benefited, was, while
ideologically conceived, very
much a policy in tune with the
sentiments of the 1980s. Ameri-
cans may be beginning to
believe what they are increas-

ingly being told - that the
country is living beyond its

means - but the reality has yet

to hit them in the pocketbook;
and it would be a brave politi-

cian in 1988 who would go out
on a limb and say so, and
expect to win.

Domestic introspection inevi-
tably feeds through to foreign
policy, and In no area is there
greater uncertainty than in the
posture that the US will adopt
to the rest of the world for the
balance of this century. The
Manichean struggle against
Soviet communism, so much the
leitmotif of the Reagan Admin-
istration, looks even less valid
now, with the advent of Mr
Gorbachev, than it did when
the “evil empire" was run by
Mr Brezhnev; in any case, Mr
Reagan and Mr Gorbachev have
met and signed an arms control
treaty; more than that, Mr Rea-
gan cannot even muster a con-
sensus behind his desire to
crush the Sandlnlstas in Nicara-
gua, proving that few in Amer-
ica seriously believe that the
red tide is just off the shores of
San Diego.

The invasion of Grenada was
as far as even this President
could go, and that was quick,
clinical and against insubstan-
tial opposition. What happened
to the Marines in the Lebanon
was more salutary.
But the US commitment to its

allies, and not just in Nato, is

still considered critical. Doubt-
less Europeans, and maybe
even the Japanese, will have to
do more to defend themselves;
US politicians have been
demanding this for 20 years
and from an American perspec-
tive, the case for it now
approaches the overwhelming.
But managing a new relation-
ship and ensuring that the US
deploys its strategic resources
in the appropriate manner will
be difficult.
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tag for a dead son. At the global
level, no one put it better than
former Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger who shared a
Nobel “Peace* Prize for his role
in first prosecuting the war
that nobody won, the war
between victims, and then arr-
anging a peace that never was.

In his words: “Vietnam is still

with us. It has created doubts
about American Judgment,
about American credibility,

about American power - not
onty at home, but throughout
the world. It has poisoned our
domestic debate...we paid an
exorbitant price."

It Is not yet possible to calcu-
late that price precisely. Some
historian of the future, with
.hindsight, may be able to make
a clear reckoning, draw up a
definitive balance sheet But it

is possible to see how, in the
last 15 years, America has been
unable to direct international
affairs as It once wished.
The first setback to American

interests was the increase in oil

prices in 1973-74. There
appears to be no limit to the
appetite of American consum-
ers, and this appetite has come
to depend on the supply of
cheap raw materials, and manu-
factured goods, from overseas.
A dominant world presence,
militarily and politically, was
necessary to maintain this
cheap supply, and by the mid-
1970s this no longer existed.
America was unable to prevent
either the first or the second
round of increased oil prices.
Elsewhere in the Middle East,

an area of particular interest to
US foreign policy, the last 15
years have been a story of con-
tinuous setbacks. President
Carter was destroyed at one

which might remove the threat,

They do not have the stomach
for the fight. Such a state of
affairs would have been incon

ceivable in the 1950s or 1960s.

This lack of what is often
called adventurism - though its

practitioners always claimed to

be acting "in the national inter-

est", or, better still, ‘in the
interests of world peace” - may
be no bad thing. The role of
world policeman abandoned by-

America, and seemingly by
everyone else too. The world is

seen to be too difficult a place

to police, thanks to Vietnam.
Afghanistan, though directly

beside the Soviet Union and not
half the world away as Vietnam
was for the US, is proving to
the thorn in the Soviet flesh

that Europeans with experience
of that terrible country always
said it would be, and the Soviet
involvement in terms of men,
material and money does not
begin to compare with

.
Amer-

ica’s involvement in Vietnam.
America’s enemies may have
been delighted by that coun-
try's discomfiture (the polite
word for defeat) in Southeast
Asia, but they may also have
absorbed the lesson from the
sidelines: adventurism is risky.
But riskier still is the -conse-

quence of realising that you
cannot win some wars by the
old-fashioned 'method of send-
ing In lots of men and machin-
ery. In the post-Vietnam era

stroke by Ayatollah Khomeini’s
seizure of the hostages in Teh-
ran. (The hindsight rule must
be respected. We do not know
how Vietnam affected the Aya-
tollah; he might have gone on
the offensive against America
anyway.)
Washington has been able to

do nothing about the war
between Iran and Iraq, or the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
It was with considerable diffi-

culty that President Reagan
developed enough support to
send a tiny force to Lebanon,
and despite the arrival of the
Sixth Fleet in impressive show
in the eastern Mediterranean,
both the land force and the
fleet soon retired, unable to
accomplish anything to halt the
disintegration of the Levant.
Closer to home, US interests

are being seriously threatened
in Central America, but it is dif-

ficult to see Washington's
response as much more than a
holding action. Neither the
White House, nor the Congress,
nor the population in general
wishes to make the commit-
ment, military or financial,

both super-powers enormously
increased their strategic war-
head arsenals. These doubled,
roughly speaking, between
1973 and 1980, and that was
eight years ago. Ths swamps of
the Mekong delta are the lineal
ancestor o? President Reagan’s
Strategic Defence Initiatf

And this material costs
money. Kissinger's statement
that Vietnam is still with us is

nowhere better exemplified
than in the continuing realities
of late 20th century ii

tional finance. The huge costs
of the Vietnam war, the still

huge US defence budget, the
previously unimaginable US
budget and current account def-
icits....these have ramifications
of which no one needs to be
reminded, since Monday, Octo-
ber 19, 1987 on Wall Street.
Vietnam has faded from the

world’s consciousness, and will
continue to fade. Already in
America it is ancient history,
like Korea or World War II, to
anyone under the age of 25, or
even 30. So long as nobody
blows it up, the world may ben-
efit from the disappearance of
the American century. Again
and again the America people
have shown what explosive
bursts of energy they are capa-
ble of when not distracted by
war. As Benjamin Franklin, one
of their greater statesmen, said
back in 1773, there never was a
good war or a bad peace.

The author was US editor ofthe
Financial Times. 1968-72
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THE ANGLO-IRISH RELATIONSHIP

Complex links in-

need of nurturing
Garret Fitzgerald sets out a basis for improving neighbourly relations

CERTAIN ENDURING features
are built into the Anglo-Irish
relationship: the disparity in
size between the two countries;

historical memories - very dif-

ferent, and of divergent inten-

sity, on either side; and the
-shared, problem of Northern
Ireland.
These features of the rela-

tionship have given it a com-
plexity with which it is diffi-

cult for either side to cope, and
have endowed it with a remark-
able prickliness. There is a dis-

position on both sides to sus-

pect the Worst of the other, and
on the whole it is much easier
far Anglo-Irish relations to go
wrong than to go right
A constructive development

of such a sensitive relationship
needs fairly constant hard
work on both sides. On Britain’s
part this requires a more con-
tinuous effort than that coun-
try has usually been able to
maintain, given its many other
preoccupations; on Ireland’s
part it requires the continued
rejection, which is also difficult
to sustain, of a historically con-
ditioned tendency to blame
Britain for almost all past and
present ills.

Two developments of the past
15 or 20 years have modified in
different ways these parame-
ters of the Anglo-Irish relation-

ship: Irish and British entry to
the EC and the development of
sustained violence in Northern
Ireland.
The effect of the two coun-

tries’ membership of the Euro-
pean Community has been posi-
tive on both sides, but
especially perhaps in the case
of Ireland. First of all, on
Ireland’s side the smothering

Anglo-centriclty- of the earlier
exclusively bilateral .relation-
ship has been replaced by a
much more relaxed multilateral
relationship within the Commu-
nity. Ireland’s success in the
EC, in terms of the uniquely
large net transfers of financial
resources through the Commu-
nity Budget, (now in exce®a of 5
per cent of Irish GNP) has, in
part at least, reflected a re-fo-

cusing of -Irish diplomatic
efforts away from Britain and
towards a wider horizon. More-
over, the contrast between the
positive role that Ireland is per-
ceived by its Community part-
ners as playing there and the
negative view of Britain among
continental EC countries, has
done much to enhance Irish/
sejf-confidence, especially in
relation to Britain.
Another largely uncoven-

anted -bonus of Community
membership has been the wid-
ening of governmental and
political contacts between the
two countries beyond the nar-
row focus of bilateral Anglo-
Irish contacts which since the
early 1970s have been largely
concentrated on the issue of
Northern Ireland, with all its

capacity for heightening ten-
sion between Ireland and
Britain. For the first time since
Ireland became a separate
state, a wide range of ministers
front both countries have got to
know each other and in general
to respect each other.
Divergences that frequently

emerge between the two coun-
tries on Community issues -
reflecting, incidentally, the
quite fundamental differences
between Irish and British eco-
nomic interests that provide

Confrontation In Northern Ireland: a demonstration in 1972
against Internment

what might be described as the
“rational rationale" for
Ireland's Independence of
Britain - are debated and set-

tled within this multilateral
framework without generating
any of the heat which so easily

arises in relation to disagree-

ments in bilateral relations.

It -will be for historians to
determine as best they cqn the
extent to which experience of
working not just, together. but
.also, unemotionally, against
each other in this wider multi-
lateral forum, contributed to

making possible the kind of
negotiation that was necessary
in order to secure the Anglo-
Irish Agreement of 1985. I
think myself Chat it was a not
unimportant factor.

Northern Ireland itself has
"potted, of course, a very partic-
ular problem for Anglo-Irish

. relations. On the Irish- side,
what was seen as the injustice
of the act of partition in 1920,
and the subsequent disappoint-
ment at the outcome of the
Boundary Commission in 1925,
led to an enduring sense of bit-

terness. This wasIntensified by
disillusionment . at subsequent
British acceptance of discrimi-
nation against Nationalists In
Northern Ireland up to the time,
of the belated reforms that fol-

lowed the violent events of
August 1969.
From 1970 onwards the wide-

spread, and at times indiscrimi-
nate, harassment of National-
ists by the security forces
including the British Army,
which involved such events as
the mass shooting of IS people
in Derry in January 1972, intro-
duced a new negative factor
into the Anglo-Irish relation-
ship, while a further negative
dimension was provided by the
failure of the British Govern-
ment to provide the necessary
support for the Sunningdaie
power-sharing Executive

(which as the Irish Government
had reason to believe at the
time and as has subsequently
been reported in the Mallie-Be-
resford book on the IRA,
appears to have involved a
highly damaging attempt at
direct negotiation, with the
IRA), gave a major and highly
dangerous boost to that para-
military organisation.

All these events cumulated to

Mm. Margaret Thatcher for Britain and Dr. Garret FitzGerald, the then Irish prime minister, shake
hands after Mffdng the Anglo-Irish agreement In 1985.

.
V

make both much more difficult another slightly wide of the c£
mP,a5fn£?i however; about

and at the same time even more mark - with a measure of ttie Angio-msn
necessary an attempt to find
through negotiation a common
Anglo-Irish approach to the
Northern Ireland problem. The
.danger to both countries of
continuing to pursue different
policies, with sporadic attempts
to harmonise these divergent
approaches through diplomatic
channels, often under the spot-
light of media attention, was
too great to be tolerated fur-
ther.
The risks involved in this

new approach were formidable,
more especially because of the
exceptional difficulty of judg-

ust how public and polin-

mark — with a measure of
under-estimation of both
favourable and unfavourable
reactions, albeit all within a
foreseen range of possibilities.

What, perhaps, was not fore-
seen, because of a tendency to
concentrate on these four sec-
tors of opinion separately, was
the extent of the favourable
impact of the Agreement on the
relationship between Britain
and Ireland, and the revelation
that this traditionally sensitive
and prickly relationship had an
uncalculated - capacity for
warmth on both sides.
Like so much else in

Irish relations, it is

caf opinion in Great Britain, in- that the persistent efforts of
the Irish State, in the National- the IRA to generate and inten-
ist community in Northern sify mutual hostility not only
Ireland and in the Unionist between the two communities
community there, would react ^ Northern Ireland but also
to a completely novel approach between Ireland and Britain,
to this tangled problem. should in the end have pro-
Probably both governments’ duced a result so' much the

calculations of reactions in opposite ofwhat was sought by
these four different sectors of them.
opinion were in one degree or There should never be any

relationship; ft
retains, and for an indefinite-

future will retain, an almost ,

infinite capacity for _
wrong — unless constantly i

vigilantly nurtured. To this end
attention might now be usefully .

directed towards reviving and—
giving more concrete shape to.

the provisions for an Anglo- :
.

Irish Council which were :

agreed at a summit meeting
between the two Heads of Gov-
ernment in 1981 On the basis of - /
Joint studies initiated at earlier

Anglo-Irish summits in 1980.
A useful element in this pro- .

cess would be the establishment
of the parliamentary tier ofthte
Council, agreed in principle in- .

1981. It is noped that some con-
crete progress towards this

-'''

objective can be made in 1988, ;

following up inter-parliamen-

.

tary discussions which todk -

place in London in April last
year.
The author mas Prime Minis-

ter af Ireland 1981-82 and
IMS?."
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1887: £1.8 million

1895: £23 million

1903: £5.1 million

1888: £1:8 raiffion

I f'a&j:
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1896: £33 millkxx

1904: £5.5 million

1889: £1.8 million

1897: £3.4 millioa

1890: £L9miffioa

-?•

1898: £3 .6 million

1891: £1.9 milfion

7.-G

1899: £3^milHon

1892: £1.9 millioa

1900: £4.1 million

1893: £2 millioa

1901: £4.4 million

100 years 4
1 J • i rTi»

1894: £2.1 million

1902: £4.7 million

1906: £fa.7 million

c-.i „
-*.r ^

1963: £2893 million

fell
jH
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1964: £324.7 miffion 1965: £357^6munoa 1966: £39L1 mfflioa 1967: £437.1 miDian 1968: £537.6 million 1969: £5733 million

Fsi-

1970: £6282 million

"X_-X .f ,

j

tit

1979: £2.4 billion 1980: £3b3Iioo 1981: £33 billion 1982: £4.6 billion

In 1888, the Financial

T

imeswas a fledgling in the financial world.

TheNorwichUnion Ufelnsuranee Societywas already well establishedas

a leading light in the insurance field, in that era of rapidly expanding

commumckk>ns and comirierce.

Our assets had by then grown to £1.8 million in the e^jbty years since the

Life Society was founded. And our policyholders were reaping foe benefits

of our investment skills.

Today, in 1988, foe Financial Times leads foe world of financial

1983: £5.6 billion 1984: £6.8 billion 1985: £7.9 billion

|
j.itj

1986: £102 billion

journalism, while the latest figures available take Norwich Union’s

consolidated net assets well beyond the £10 billion mark (Annual Report and

Accounts 1986). Our investment skills, leading to our consistently high bonus

payouts, have continued to provide great financial strength, security and peace

of mind to countless descendants ofourVictorian forefathers.

We look forward to both the Financial Times and The Norwich Union

Life Insurance Society remaining at the forefront of the financialworld for the

nexthundred years.

YOU’RE BETTER OFF THE NORWICH WAY
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The First 100 Years
THE RUSSIAN revolution is not
likely to be left out of anyone's
short list of the major events
which, over the last 100 years,
have helped to shape the world
as we know it. It is gratifying,
therefore, to find that it was
already identified as “one of
the most important events in
the world's history" by a writer
irt the Financial Times, George
Loader, as early as March 21,
1917 - a mere five days after
the paper carried the first
reports of the Tsar’s abdica-
tion.

Loader’s article was headed
“the dawn of a new era", and
subtitled - ironically in view of
later events - “how British
traders may profit". Some pas-
sages in it foreshadow one
school of Western writing about
Russia 70 years later, in the era
of perestroika:

“...it is only reasonable to
expect that the new Govern-
ment will yet have many seri-

ous difficulties and obstacles to
overcome... The “dark forces"
of ignorance and reaction
which have held Russia irt

thrall these many years may be
counted upon to use every sub-
terranean means to harass and
impede the aims of the Revolu-
tionary Government... [But...]
everything points to the proba-
bility of an immense develop-
ment in Russian trade.
The country has an area of,

8.500,000 square miles and a
population of 180,000,000. Its
natural resources In minerals,
timber and other products of
the soil are practically unlim-
ited, but it will require time
and a great deal of capital to

THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION
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Demonstrations outside the Winter Palace in St. Peterabwg, 1917

The promise of a new era
Edward Mortimer on the initially enthusiastic response in the West to the events of 1917

develop them... The people States, it was a “European"
have been educated by the war, PJ^er,. hut with the advantage

and coming into contact with ?/ ^Y11!® another continent as

vast potential. Like the United ruary revolution- “The discon-

Westem ideas up to a higher Its hinterland in which to

standard of living and their ex?®?a - ... ... ,
newly-won freedom will give .,°ut u

|Jf^
neither of

them movement a further nota- £
h
f/
n «“£ “"«! to make its

ble impetus. There is no assign- weight felt in European
able limit to the new markets ? America deliberately

ruary revolution. “The discon- tion in Petrograd of an “anti- blow for the freedom of the
tent is not against war, but German and pro-war ministry', world*.
against the government for not On March 19 ft reported, that “it But a week later the paper

ontinent as carrying on the war with effi- will probably be found that had to report “Petrograd In
which to ciency and vigour*, the Finan- Germany has indeed received State Of Siege,” and “Mutinous

cial Times reassured its readers her heaviest blow at the hand Russian Troops - Complete Dis-
neither of in the very first paragraph of of the Duma. There is now but obedience Of Orders", as Keren-
to make its its first report on the Tsar’s one desire among the people - sky in his first act as prime

abdication - an assertion for to fight on until Prussian xnili- minister announced that “all

- sky in his first act as prime

which the only evidence given tarism has been destroyed.

that will be opened up when heId aloof, clinging to the Mon- was that of the Chancellor of
the leaders of the Maximalist

normal conditions roe Doctrine, while Russia suf-

restored... so that it is most £
ered severe humiliation at the

desirable that our merchants °f Japan in the war of believe it were plain enough. As
should be prepared to secure a 1905 and then

« even though he told the House of Commons
firm footing as early as may aIlied to France and Britain, with disarming candour, “he
be - could barely hold its own In the would be glad if he could give a

the Exchequer, Mr Bonar Law,
whose motives for wishing to

By May 21, though, it found [i.e Bolshevik] revolt will be
it necessary to print a piece by tried by court martial." Lenin,

All this reminds us that there e
R|F

struggle against Germany
were actually two Russian rev- w™c *1 began in 1914.

elutions in 1917. In historical
shorthand the second one - the

hc struggle against Germany reassuring statement”.
hich began in 1914. All through the spring and
Contemporaries attributed summer of 1917, the FT strug-

‘a correspondent" recalling the mentioned for the first time in
“reasons for hopefulness", since the FT, was reported as having
the public at large had already disappeared,
fallen into “the reactionary By July 27, the FT was
stage of doubt and despon- reporting “Russia's Tragedy",
dency". Alas, "extreme Social- as the army began to crumble
ists and irrecondlables," were before the German counter-off-

this under-achievement to the
October, or Bolshevik, Revolu- antiquated, despotic nature of
tion - tends to stand for both. the Russian political system.
But to contemporaries like
Loader the historic importance

When Britain and France
became Russia's allies in the

of the first - the February Rev- struggle against “the enemies of
olution - was immediately justice and liberty", this Rus-
apparent, at a point when they S ‘M despotism was seen both
had probably not even heard of 35 30 embarrassment to them,
Bolshevism and certainly did ?nd ®s an element of weakness
not foresee its triumph. *n their alliance. The “dark

Russia had been recognised force®, in Russia were seen to

since the time of Peter the ^ acting in the German inter-

Great as a powerful member of es
f»

a*1 *? even - to quote Load-
the European family of nations, er s artlcle again - as being “to

but during the 1 9th century it j* v®ry great extent... controlled

came to be seen as something by German influence",

more than that: a power capa- Hence the enthusiasm and
ble of dwarfing the rest of wishful thinking with which
Europe once it had realised its Russia's allies greeted the Feb-

gled to sustain this hope. On
March 17 it hailed the forma-

"The Russian Revolution?
You can't stop me shrugging
my shoulders. On the scale of
Ideas it is. at most, a vague
ministerial crisis.' The problems
posed by human existence can-
not be dealt with by the misera-
ble little revolutionary activity

which has occurred to the east
of us these last few years. I

must add that to call It revolu-
tionary is a veritable abuse of
language."
- Lads Aragon, French surre-

alist poet, floor a leading Com-
munist), In 7924.

playing into the hands of the fensive. On August 9. the head-
famous “Dark Forces" but even line read “Russia Recovers -
so “the people have an aptitude Stubborn Resistance To The
for self-government that is per- Enemy Advance”. But In Sep-
fectly amazing to outsiders." On teraber there was more bad
the main news page the same news: first the fall of Riga, then
day, the paper reported with “KomilofFs Revolt" (an unsuc-
reiief that the new Russian cab- cessfui right Wing coup againstrelief that the new Russian cab- cessfui right Wing coup against
inet with Kerensky as Minister the Provisional Government),
of War. had rejected the idea of Even then the paper tried to
a separate peace. keep its readers's spirits up.

In the first fortnight of July with the headline “Civil War
there were eager reports of the May Be Avoided", and once
long-awaited Russian offensive, again, on September 13, it
culminating on July 16 in Lloyd declared in a leading article
George’s telegram congratulat- that “it would probably be a
ing the Russian government and grave mistake to take too pessi-
people for having, “only a few mistic a view of the position",
months after the revolution Once again the paper predicted
whereby they won freedom for that “after the war there will
themselves, struck so great a be almost unlimited opportuni-

ties for profitable trade with
Russia”. Four days later, it

reported the encouraging news
that Kerensky’s cabinet was “hi

complete control”, Kornilov had
been arrested, and the Bolshe-

vik newspapers suppressed.

But In October there were
more German successes in the
Baltic. And then on November
9, the grim news: “Russian
Coup d'Etat - Kerensky
Deposed". In the following days
there were flickers of false
hope - “Kerensky Returning -
Antifiolshevik Revolt Spread-
ing" etc. - as news trickled in

by different routes. But on
November 21 came a more
accurate report, from a news-
paper in neutral Sweden, “that
the Bolsheviks now command
the whole of Russia, that the
people are tired of the war and
that a separate peace is expec-
ted very soon". Next day it was
confirmed that the new govern-
ment had proposed an armistice

on all fronts; and on November
23, under the headline “Amaz-
ing Russia”, the FT reported
that Krylenko, a mere “ensign”,
had been appointed Command-
er-In-Chief.

Thereafter the headlines take
on a wearily satirical tone,
“Russian Millennium - Lenin
Abolishes Capital And Land
Ownership* (November 24).
The armistice on the Eastern
Front was reported on Decem-
ber 17, and on December 27
there was a report from Paris
of anxiety about the future of
Russia's debts to the Allies,
totalling £l.6bn: “Whatever
hopes may be established in the
future it must be admitted that
the present financial position is

disquieting— It is now gener-
ally believed that Russia is not
in a position to pay the interest
on her pre-war foreign loans
unless she can borrow further
for the purpose; but what Gov-
ernment or group of banks will

advance money to a Govern-
ment the avowed purpose of
which is to bring about a com-
plete social upheaval?*
So the revolution had not, as

the FT hoped, released new
Russian energies for the war
effort. Instead it had turned
them inwards, for a ferocious
class struggle. And instead of
opening up the vast Russian
market to foreign imports and
foreign capital, it was to isolate
the Russian economy from the
world capitalist system. Even-
tually it did find Its own way of
developing and exploiting Rus-
sia's resources, and eventually
it did lead Russia to victory in a
second world war, and so to
superpower status.
Those things were achieved

at terrible cost to the Russian
peoples. Could they have been
done as well or better without a
revolution, or if February had
not been followed by October?
Those are questions historians
will probably still be debating
when the FT’s second cente-
nary comes round.

PROFILE: LENIN

legacy that

lives on
Margaret van Hattent on the man who more

than Marx himself founded the Marxist state

,

A HUNDRED years ago the stu-

dent Alexander Ulyanov, dis-

covered with a bomb in a Petro-

grad street waiting to

assassinate Czar Alexander EH,

was hanged.
So feU the pebble that was to

start the avalanche. Aged 17
then, Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov
never recovered from the shock
of his elder brother’s execution.

Shunned by the family’s liberal

Lenin; Na mafai contribution
was to fonrartate practical

ways of Implementing
Marxist Weas.

developed a contempt for bour-
geois liberalism and a lifelong

commitment to' revolution. „

Lenin's main contribution to
the revolutionary movement
was to formulate practical
ways by which Marxist ideas
could be implemented. Marx
had assumed the Revolution
would evolve naturally; Lenin
decided that be must force the
pace with a wholly new con-
cept; a highly centralised,'
tightly disciplined party fed fey

an elite, professing to act inthe.
name of the proletariat.’ -

By the time Lenin had pro- ,

duced his blueprint fpr.'.the

party - the pamphlet. What .»
to be Done? : there was little

which Marx would have recog-

-

nised.as his own.
Mane believed that a new

classless self-governing society
would evolve naturally out of
capitalism’s collapse and that
the state would disappear as ft

fused with society. Lenin;
though he theorised in his blue-
print for the state - The State

and Revolution - on the post-
revolutionary withering of the.
stafce, did not after all, found a*
new society. On the contrary,

the one-party state he con-
structed looks, after 70 years,

most unlikely to wither away
and even less likely to fuse
with society than, perhaps,
with the party.
Marx, the philosopher and"

theoretician, might have been:
expected to leave the more
enduring legacy; yet it is Lenin
whose influence has been deci-

sive in shaping the political

systems labelled “Marxist*
today.
The principle of "democratic

centralism" (with the accept
decidedly on the centralism)
owes nothing to Marx. The
notion of organisation as the
key to political power was Lea-
in’s. As the first to seize and
retain power on this basis,

Lenin has remained the model
for aspiring Marxist leaders,
throughout the world.

Continued on page .71

FOR 200 YEARS, WE’VE BEEN
CORNERING WORLD MARKETS.

HERE... ANDHER 1 ... .

When tiie Financial Times first hit the streets ofLondon,

many ofour companies were already well established in most

corners ofthe world.

Over two centuries Inchcape has developed into an inter-

national group of market leaders, including Mann Egerton,

Gray Mackenzie, Bain Clarkson, DodwcII, Toyota (GB), Caleb

Brett and The Assam and Borneo Companies.

The rate of change has gathered pace recently with a new

style of management and a clearly defined strategy. We now
concentrate on ten key areas ofexpertise -automotive, business

machines, buying services, inspection and testing, insurance

services, marketing and distribution, shipping services, tea,

timber, and wines and spirits.

Our operations in the UK and Europe now contribute

more to group profits than ever before, with strong support

from (id either countries, particularly in the Pacific basin.

So, in 2088, when the Financial Times celebrates its

bicentenary, Inclicape will still be succeeding in the four

corners of the world.

Xnchcape
THE INTERNATIONAL SERVICES AND MARKETING GROUP
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EightEasyW&ysToGefKnir
Business IntoTheUS.

From most of Europe’s commercial
capitals, Georgia is merely hours
away on a direct flight. Our Harts-
field International Airport is the
world's busiest, and it makes us
the transportation hub of the
entire southeastern U.S.-which
happens to be the Easiest growing
region in America.
And the amount of European

investment in Georgia is also
growing fast. During 1985. over
1244 million in new investment
was announced here, a 100 percent
increase in just one year. More
than 500 European firms employ-
ing 34,375 Georgia workers are
successfully operating in our state

right now. including 1<5 European
banks and five full-time consulates.
Why are they all doing so well?

One big reason is that our state

government welcomes overseas

business with open arms. Vtfc

haven't raised our corporate tax
rate since 1969. VCfc've developed
a one-step permit process that
allows businesses to stair building
in as little as 90 days. V5fc even have
a Quick Start program that will
rain workers to meet your spe-
cific necds-at no cost.
And the productivity growth

rate ofour work force is 36%
higher than the U.S. average. Yet
the cost of that labor is among
the nation's lowest.

if your company would like to
make its expansion into the U.S.

marketplace as problem-free and
profitable as possible you need to
take a close look at us. just send
in this coupon, and we ll show

you why selecting Georgia is such
an easy business choice.

Mr William L Hulbcrt, Managing
1 Director, Georgia Department of I

Industry & Trade; 380 AVENUE 1

|
LOUISE 1050 Brussels, Belgium I

1
Phone: 32-2-647-7825 •
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OGONYOK, the most radical of
the Soviet magazines, last year
printed a cartoon in which an

fish tank. What do you think
of glasnattt’ he asks the gold-

fish.
Members of the Soviet intelli-

gentsia have been asking each,
other the same question ever
since glasnost, which means
greater freedom of expression,

became a common term in 1986.
The debate is dominated by two
questions.- does the increased
ability of. people to express
their opinions mean that the
Soviet union is really changing
and, if ao, might these changes
be reversed?

The answer to both questions
remains in doubt because sofar
Mr Mikhail Gorbachev’s plans
for reform have changed very
little in the Soviet Union. It is

only from January. 1 this year
that serious economic change is

being introduced in Soviet fac-

tories..

The real test of glasnost will
come over the next IS months
as it becomes evident whether
or not -public opinion is having
an effect on the way the Soviet
Union is run. Greater freedom
of expression will only denote
real change when it becomes
clear that the opinions
expressed influence fundamen-
tal decisions facing the country.

The new rules of Soviet poli-

tics are still very unclear to
everybody from the Kremlin
down. When glasnost first made
an impact in the summer of
1986 it was on relatively ano-
dyne subjects such as cancella-

tion of a vast scheme to reverse
the rivers of Northern Russia
so they-would flow south into
the Volga. In Moscow a plan to

Continuod from page 70
Lenin the man, to judge by

contemporary accounts, was a
powerhouse of intellectual
energy and determination who
swept his followers along by
his unshalceable conviction that
he and he alone was right.
Bertrand Russell remained

unimpressed./“When I met him 1
had much less impression at a
great man than I expected. My
most vivid impressions were of
bigotry and Mongolian cruelty.”
Yet there was an emotional,

even sentimental, side. The man
who sneered at. the “saccharin-
sweet sentimentality" of famine
relief work, refusing to support
it in case it delayed the revolu-
tion, was once seen in tears'

overLaDame mix Cornelias.

In his capacity as leader,.
Lenin created a political struc-
ture which made lt

:
inevitable

that the party would continue
to be controlled by the most
skilled tactiriana and manipula-
tors, rather chan by visionaries.

It was his inability, during his
last illness, to control the
infighting among his impatient
successors that was to hand
power over to Stalin.

Had Lenin not died at the.age
of 64, would the history of the
20th century have been differ-

.ent?

Convinced though be was of
Ids virtual monopoly of politi-

cal wisdom, Lenin a thinking
remained surprisingly flexible -

and continued to develop
throughout, his life, leading to.

such U-turns as the introduc-
tion of the NewEconomicPol-
icy (NEP) of the early 1920s,
which restored banking, the
stock exchange and private
enterprise. The task of a revo-
lutionary party, he explained;
was “to be able to remain loyal’

build a hideous new war memo-
rial was stopped.
These were popular moves

interviewer is pictured holding but they did not really impinge
up his microphone to a small on the authority of the party, it
fish tank. “What do you think was only in 1987 more funda-' mental questions were raised,

culminating in the crisis over
the resignation of Mr Boris
Yeltsin, the radical Moscow
party leader in November.
Mr Yeltsin told the Central

Committee, which groups the
top 300 Soviet officials, at a
meeting on October 22 that per-
estroika,

. Mr Gorbachev's
restructuring programme, had
achieved nothing and was Wing
sabotaged by members of the
party secretariat. In response,
Mr Yeltsin was denounced by
other committee members and
his offer to resign was
accepted.

It was clear from the develop-
ments during the Yeltsin affair- the first real political crisis
faced by perestroika - that the
top party leadership still' calls
almost all the political shots.
But at the same time,the leader-
ship made significant gestures
to calm foreign and domestic
public opinion, notably by giv-
ing Mr Yeltsin a ministerial
level job a week after he had
been accused of stabbing the
party in the back.

Indeed, the denunciation of
Mr Yeltsin by middle-ranking
party officials showed publicly
for the first time' the deep
resentment they feel at the
changes of the last three years.
Again and again, they attacked
his appeals to public opinion as
demagoguery directed against
the authority ofthe party..
There is no question that

their anger is sincere. After all,

the Soviet party bureaucracy
has invariably been appointed
from above, with no need to

to its principles during all the
compromises that may be nec-
essary. * Would one climb a
mountain by the direct vertical
route in preference to a zig-zag
path?" .

Who can’ tell where that zig-
zag path might have taken him
ana his people? As the Finan-
cial Times obituary commented
on.Jannary 23, 1924: “It is not
the least remarkable thing
about this extraordinary man
that at the time when his men-

The First 100 Years
THE USSR TODAY

A slow but lasting thaw
Patrick Cockbum believes the reforms now being implemented will be hard to reverse

persuade. Few have political

talents in the sense of respond-
ing to public opinion.
But although the Yeltsin

affair was a setback for glas-
nost it is very doubtful if there
can be any return to the censor-
ship of the Brezhnev era. After
all, the leadership's monopoly
of information, which has
existed since the 1930s, was
gained at the price of the depol-
xtidsation and consequent apa-
thy of much of the Soviet popu-
lation.
This is no longer really sus-

tainable. To resolve the prob- because glasnost has had a
lems now facing the Soviet much more widespread impact
Union, even conservatives at than the previous period of lib-

the top can see that there must eralisation.
be changes. They are dealing Glasnost today differs from
with a well-educated urban the 1960s in four other impor-
population, in contrast to the tant respects. First, it appeals
1920s when three-quarters of to a much wider section of the
Russians lived in isolated vil- population — some 12 per cent
lages. .

of the working population have
The political and intellectual now received higher education

thaw under Mr Gorbachev compared with 3 per cent in

should also be far more diffi- 1969.should also be far more diffi-

cult to reverse than the thaw Secondly, the real heart of
under Khrushchev in the late the thaw under Gorbachev is

1950s and early 1960s. This is not the "high culture" of poets

>
MBchall Gorbachev goes walkabout: the teat of glasnost win come In the next 18 months

and novelists in Moscow, as it

was under Khrushchev, but
journalists such as Mr Vitaly
Korotich, the editor of Ogon-
yok, and Mr Yegor Yakovlev,
the editor of Moscow News.
Intellectuals in Moscow
applaud Mr Gorbachev and
have now attained much of the
freedom of expression they
have wanted since 1917, but
few have many ideas about
where Soviet society should go
from here.

' Changes in mass culture have
been au the greater because of
the influence of Soviet televi-
sion. In the cities 97 families
out of 100 now have a televi-
sion set, so glasnost on televi-
sion reaches an enormous audi-
ence. Television news has only
just started to change but criti-

cal documentaries and investi-

g
stive reporting have great
npact. It is also clear that a

key element in Mr Gorbachev's
political success has been his
ability to perform on television
- the first Soviet leader willing
and able to do so.
Mr Gorbachev's television

appeal is also vital to his
impact on foreign public opin-
ion. This is the fourth reason
that glasnost will be difficult to
reverse: it has dramatically
improved the image of the
Soviet Union abroad, increasing
the ability of the Kremlin to
project its foreign policy. Aban-
donment of glasnost would

mean, giving up these foreign

•policy gains.
Soviet officials know this and

it was evident during the Yelt-

sin affair in October and
November that they were
deeply concerned about the
impact it was having on opinion
abroad. Indeed, the willingness

of senior officials to tell more
to the foreign media than to
their own lea to accusations of
an “information apartheid" by
informal political clubs in the
capital
These factors- combine to

make glasnost and the
increased role of public opinion
difficult to reverse but the Yelt-
sin affair also illustrates the
rising strength of bureaucratic
reaction in 1987. Nominally'
conservatives demand “peres-
troika without excesses" but
this turns out to mean reform
of a very limited and authori-
tarian kind.
Across-the-board censorship

does not have to be re-intro-

duced to limit expressions of
radical opinion. Television,
newspapers and magazines are
all ultimately owned by the
state or party institutions. Edi-
tors can always be leant on or
ultimately dismissed.
But this is not always easy to

do. Just after the Yeltsin affair
in November Mr Korotich, of
Ogonyok, said on television: “So
far we have just scratched the
surface.” He said the key ele-

ment of glasnost was to give
the public confidence that they
could effectively debate and
discuss any issue. Despite fears
of a clampdown on the Press
post-Yeltsin, there is little sign
of it.

Resistance to expressions of
critical opinion is not confined
to conservative bureaucrats.
Re-examining Soviet history,

notably collectivisation of agri-

culture, the purges of the 1930s
and the role of Stalin, all open
nip profound divisions of opin-
ion within society which are
more than the consequence of
misleading propaganda.
For Instance, for Soviet intel-

lectuals, who are profoundly
antipathetic to Stalin, Mr Gorb-
achev's attitude to Stalin and
the purges is a crucial touch-
stone for his credentials as a
reformer. But for many other
Soviet citizens Stalin is also the
war leader who triumphed over
Hitler and the man who indus-
trialised the country.
Many radical supporters of

perestroika were therefore dis-
appointed by the conservative
historical line of Mr Gorba-
chev’s keynote speech in
November celebrating the 70th
anniversary of the Bolshevik
Revolution.
This may be in part explained

by the fact that Mr Gorbachev
does not know much about his-

tory but it also shows that he is
nervous of alienating important
sections of the party.
The political situation

remains very fluid. Nobody
quite knows what will be the
relationship between the party
and Soviet society in five years'
time. Glasnost and perestroika
are now entering a crucial
period in that they are affect-

ing critical issues in a way they
did not even a year ago.
Struggles between conserva-

tive and reforming currents
within the Soviet Union are
likely to continue for years
ahead, as they have done over
the past decade in China, with
neither side winning a complete
victory. But the degree of glas-
nost which will be allowed will
be a good barometer of how the
fight is going.

tal and. physical forces were
obviously failing he should
retain unimpaired his personal
ascendancy over his followers
and inspire them and hold them
together on,the great retreat.”

It has been left to his most
recent successor to. continue
that retreat. Fortunately, Lenin
left behind a canon of theories
and ideas .so full of contradic-
tions and incompatibilities -

second only to the Gospels -

that it has been possible
,
to cite

him for support for almost any
theoretical or political course.
The FT obituary again: "No'

statesman has had a greater,
failure than Lenin; few men can
have .admitted their failures so
frankly; and few have suc-
ceeded in setting their country
on the. upgrade, as he appears
to have done." ...

: The appearance
.
provedi

deceptive. The combination of
his rigid party structure and
his ideological flexibility left

Stalin ideally: placed , to seize
and exploit absolute power.
. - Stilly Lenin's legacy lives ' on. 1

Today’s Soviet leadership,
;

recognising the path the Soviet
Union's put leaders have taken
as- ending in a cul-de-sac, can ,

blithely cite NEP and thereby
claim Lenin's seal of approval
for a return to his market-ori-
ented reforms.

Yastyearover 7,000 newjobswere createdin Teljbrd.

1J In that same period over one and a quarter^
million squarefeet offactoryfloor space was let.

Thisyear will see the start ofmulti-million

pound buildingprogrammesfrom Seiko Epson, NEC,
Ricoh, Peaudouce, Marks and Spencer, and the

DistrictLand Registry.

In short, in Teljbrd tilings aregoing well. So * iSKNSANkEY
weS, infact, that it is now thefastestgrowing town

in the West Midlands.
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Thecompanies we*vementionedwillbe working
alongsidethe likesofMaxed, Nikon, LucasIndustries,

Westinghouse, British Brown Boveri, Tatung and
many others.

.
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profits. ThefU only invest ifthey’re convinced ofa site*
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Manufacturing, however, isn’t the only type ofdevelop-

•
mcnt that has been attracted.

c^telford?8 ( s ' BarclaysandLloydshave both chosen TeljbrdforBusiness

J Banking operations. The Inland Revenue have established

f
N. J their National Computer Development Centre in the town.

And the insurance company Windsor Life are moving their

t ujndon^ headquartersfrom the south east to Telford’s Enterprise Zone,

y The town has also developed into a thriving community.
• •

••• Population hasgrownfrom 80,000 in 1971, to over 111,000

today. 20,000 newhomeshave been builtandlandhas been setasidefor12,000 more.
Telford*facilities are everythingyou’d expectand includea racquetandfitness

centre that serves six counties, as well as one ofthe most modem shopping complexes

in Europe.

As the town is set amongst some ofBritain*finest countryside, opportunities

aboundfor enjoying the outdoor life. Indeed, nearby Ironbridge has recently been

declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO.
Tofind out more about Telford* successjust ring Chris Mackrell, Commercial

Directoron 0952 613131. Orbetterstdl, visitthetownyourself.Toucan take theM54
Teljbrd Motorway, or travel by trainfrom London Euston injustovertwo hours.

Asfor orur signpost, well don’t worry. In Teljbrd wfve got six sign writing

businesses, andEke so many other businesses in the town, thefre alldoing rather well.

TELFORD DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, PRIORSLEE HALL TELFORD, SHROPSHIRE TF2 9NT.

The successstory continues.
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The First 100 Years

ONE OF the most well-worn
cliches says that Japan has
never experienced a revolution,
or indeed even much d a threat
of one, generated from below.
This is perfectly true, yet twice
m the past 120 years Japan has
undergone revolutionary
change; and in both instances it
was change that within a short
period was to have an impact
way beyond its own bound-
aries.

In 1868, the feudalism of the
shogunate was disposed of with
the restoration of the Emperor
MeUi* Winds of change swept
through Japan at such a pace
that, having missed out almost
completely on the formative
years of the industrial revolu-
tion, the country was able
within 40 years to beat one
world power, Russia, in war
and to sign a treaty of equals
With another. Great Britain.
In 1946, Japan was a devas-

tated, defeated nation. Only
Kyoto of its 117 largest cities
had been spared massive bomb-
ing, while two, Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, had been visited by
the ultimate sanction of the'
atomic bomb. Around 670,000
of its citizens had been killed at
home and well over lm on for-
eign soil; its industrial and
social Infrastructure, the latter
sparse in any case before the
war, was in ruins; it had diffi-
culty even in feeding itself and
yet, with the return of 7m Jap-
anese from territories occupied
during the war, there were
more stomachs to nourish in
1946 than there had been in
1941.
Yet 40 years later Japan

stood as the second largest eco-
nomic power in the non-commu-
nist world and as the second
largest creditor nation, behind
only Britain. Having been
brought to ruin by a wave of
nationalism and militarism,
which had increasingly brooked
no dissent, it prospered as an
eminently stable nation, with
all the trappings and some of
the substance of democracy and
without a significant indepen-
dent military capability. It had
discarded the prevailing nation-
alistic ethos of the l920-40s as
ruthlessly as it had the 270-
year legacy of the shoguns but
it remained, in countless ways,
a nation like no other.
There is, however, one enor-

mous difference between the
two Japanese revolutions. In
the years following the Meiji
Restoration, the country was
invaded by ideas and tech-
niques, but for the seven years
after 1946 it was actually occu-
pied. More than that, the US
Occupation, under the presiding
proconsular genius of General
Douglas MacArthur, was no
passive power, intent merely on
keeping order. It presented to
Japan, and engaged it in, a ref-
ormation the Ukes of which no
nation of comparable size and
importance has experienced in
the 20th century. The success

THE EMERGENCE OF MODERN JAPAN

WxL'^
Barge* on a Tokyo canal In 1888 - the country was being swept along by the winds of change

Success is a testament
to gift of adaptability

Jurek Martin charts Japan’s change, devastation and rebirth

of Japan today stands as a tes-

tament both to its accomplish-
ments and to the adaptability
of the Japanese to an entirely
different environment.
Obviously, it is always easier

to build a new edifice when the
old is so totally destroyed and
discredited. MacArthur himself
noted in his diaries less than a
week after the Japanese sur-
render that “it was just 22
miles from the New Grand
Hotel in Yokohama to the
American Embassy, which was
to be my home throughout the
Occupation, but they were 22
miles of devastation and vast
piles of charred rubble.” Sens-
ing that people had nothing to
eat, he ordered 3.6m tons of
food from Washington; when
the Pentagon demurred, he
cabled back, immortally, “Give
me bread or give me ballets."

But he also divined that the
need - and hence the opportu-
nity - was as much spiritual as
material- “It was not merely the
overthrow of their military
might,” he wrote, “it was the
collapse of a faith, it was the
disintegration of everything
they believed in and liyed by
and fought for. It left a com-
plete vacuum, morally, men-
tally and physically.11 The Occu-
pation’s duty, as defined by the
Supreme Commander, was to
fill the void.

In retrospect, it was a stroke
of genius on MacArthur’s part

to resist pressure from Wash-
ington and not to consign to the
“charred rubble" the symbol of
Japanese militarism - the
Emperor himself. He required
Hirohito to renounce his deity
but he also transformed him
into another symbol for his
nation, that of a man, not a god,
who could "endure the unen-
durable," as the Emperor had
called on his country to do in
his surrender broadcast. Histo-
rians still dispute Hirohito’s
culpability, or otherwise,
before 1946, but there seems
less doubt that this essentially
modest man was better suited
to the more humble role MacAr-
thur assigned him. Once the
Japanese had got over the
shock of seeing their Emperor
among them, in his baggy suit,
talking about ordinary things,
they seemed to derive some
sense of confidence that not
everything had been destroyed.
But much, of course, had

been. Demilitarisation was inev-
itable, and was to be enshrined
in the Japanese Constitution,
specifically Article Nine, which
renounces “the right of belliger-
ency of the State." Moreover,
civilian control over what was
to become the Self Defence
Forces - the constitutionality
of which is still a matter of
debate in Japan today - was
thoroughly established and has
not subsequently been called
into question.

Demilitarisation also meant
the prosecution of those who
had actually waged war and a
large purge of those in the
bureaucracy and industry who
had plotted it and fed it with
material. Thus It was the intent
of the Occupation to end the
industrial hegemony of the azi-
batsu, the great family-based
trading conglomerates. Whole-
sale land reform, limiting indi-
vidual holdings to about 7Vi

acres, was similarly designed to
spread power and wealth more
widely. In the first case, it soon
became apparent that the zai-
batsu were indispensable to the
reconstruction of Japan and the
dissolution programme came to
a halt in 1948, yet the compa-
nies never really regained the
overwhelming political prepon-
derance they had enjoyed
between the wars.

Land reform, however, has
endured, though, 40 years later,
its consequences are not always
considered so beneficial. The
Occupation’s, plan was to pro-
mote political pluralism in
Japan but the outcome was to
provide conservative politicians
with a rural stronghold that
still dominates the political
scene; the fragmentation of
agriculture has also created a
high cost sector determined,
through its political connec-
tions, to maintaia what even
many Japanese now see as an

The camera was nikon.
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unacceptably high level of pro-

tectionism. But, in the years
after the war, land reform cer-

tainly helped the Japanese to

feed themselves and indisput-

ably defused an obvious source

of social and political discon-

tent
The overriding purpose of the

Occupation was to give Japan a
system of government efficient

unto itself and containing the

sort of checks and balances
that could prevent a recurrence
Of extremism. The mechanisms
principally reflected prevailing

Western values of the time.

Integral parts included univer-
sal suffrage (previously only
Japanese men over the age of
26 could vote), the creation of a
bicameral legislature along
broadly British lines, the estab-

lishment of free trade unions
i

and the rebirth of left-wing
parties. Decentralisation was a
principle, In government and in

areas like education, introduced
for the first time in Japan as a
universal right.

Not ail the innovations were
alien to Japan, in that the MeUi
period had introduced demo-
cratic institutions, before, up
until the early 1930s, settling
down, in practice, to govern-
ment by genro, or elder states-
men. Nor were they controver-
sial at the time among
Japanese, whose reverence for
MacArthur, their progenitor,
was boundless and who had no
objection to the new freedoms
he was giving them. Within a
month of the end of the war, he
had lifted all restrictions on
political, civil and religious lib-

erties and released ail political
prisoners; a free press was
reborn, free so long as it did not
criticise the Occupation, which,
dutifully, it did not; Akira
Kurosawa,the incomparable
director, had made his first
film, No Tears For Our Youth, a
paean to Japanese women, by
the end of 1946.
But systems need people to

run them and MacArthur was
determined that the Japanese
should not see the Occupation's
handiwork simply as an imposi-
tion by the conquering power.
Thus the Japanese government
and Diet continued to function,
even though, initially, both
were largely stuffed with hold-
overs from the wartime regime
and even chough real authority
lay with the Americans.

In this respect, the imprison-
ment and trials of those desig-
nated as war criminals and the
purge of over 200,000 wartime
functionaries helped bring
about the rapid rise of those
largely untainted by the past
The most illustrious of these
was Shigeru Yoshida, a Foreign
Ministry official of no prior
political experience, who
promptly became Foreign Min-
ister and who was to emerge as
the most important Japanese
Prime Minister of the immedi-
ate post-war generation. Among
others encouraged, albeit with
ambivalent feelings, to think
about a political career was a
young naval officer called
Yasuhiro Nakasone.
And change was rapid. Chi

January I, 1946, the Emperor
renounced his deity; by March,
the new Constitution, largely
drafted by MacArthur but
endorsed by Hirohito, had
secured the grudging approval
of the Cabinet and the old Diet;
by April, general elections had
been held, in effect a plebiscite
on the Constitution, with sup-
porters of the new regime
sweeping into office. Thus
MacArthur had the answer to
his critics among the Allies,
who thought he was being too
soft on the Japanese, and the
Japanese themselves had a sys-
tem with which they could live
and work. What they did with
it is, so the saying goes, is his-
tory.

PROFILES YASUHIRO NAKASONE

Nudging the nation

to a full world role
Jurek Martinan an influential Japanese prime minister

IN A society which place* so
much emphasis on consensus
and collective effort, the role of
the individual is often rela-
tively discreet But three politi-

cians, all Prime Ministers, do
stand out as seminal forces in
post-war Japan. Shigeru Yosh-
ida, in office, with one $hort
break, for eight of the fianmedW
ate post-war years, managed
with great integrity and imagi-
nation Japan's emergence from

.

the ruins of war. Kakuei Tam-
aka was Prime Minister, for
only two years, 1972-74, but
shaped the Japanese political
system in his own image for the
best part of a generation. -

But the man whose career
started with Yoshida and
reached its apogee thanks to
Tanaka and whose policies and
attitudes can be said to reflect
ail the contradictions of modem
Japan is, undoubtedly, Yasu-
hiro Nakasone. He ran the gov-
ernment from 1982 to 1987 and
guided it, albeit haltingly, down
paths of internationalism which
it had not explored in years.
Yet, simultaneously, he sought
to evoke older, qumtessentially
Japanese values.
Nakasone is not a man whom

the Japanese like much. There
is a flashiness to him which sits
ill at home. He used to revel,
sometimes too publicly, at being
known as the "foreign" Prime
Minister. He liked to bypass the
system, appealing directly to
the nation and contracting for
expert advice from outside the
official establishment of busi-
nessmen, politicians and
bureaucrats. For years, he was
nicknamed "the weathervane"
for the apparent swivelling of
his positions to meet each avail-
able opportunity.
His darkest critics contend,

however, that he is a man of
deep and unpleasant principles,
a nationalist of the old school
dressed up in contemporary

and more acceptable clothing*

They dte JSMs career in the
Imperial Navy, his Jong associa-
tion with softie of the murkier
figures of the amoien regime,
his relationship with the
author, Yuldo Mjshima, whose
literary genius somehow co-ex-

isted with a nationalistic fer-

vour that led, inexorably, to his
spectacular suicide in 1970.
Yet this indictment and the

mistrust In which he was held
by his peers must be set against
a record in office which few, if

any, Japanese prime ministers
since Yoshida ean lay claim to.

For Mr Nakasone’s achievement
was not merely to recognise
but, critically, to give policy
voice to the proposition that
Japan was no longer simply a
small island devoid of all natu-
ral resources save the ingenuity
of its people. Japan, he argued,
was, and should be, a full

player in the community of

Concomitant 04 this, and eas-
ily the . most controversial
aspect of his term in office, was
that Japan eould not and
should not sweep under the car-
pet of history everything that
had happened before the final

defeat of 1945. He called it the
"settling" of the post-war
accounts and not all of what be
meant was tactfully conveyed
to the outside world. But his
message was principally inter-
nal in any case. He stressed the
benefits of an homogeneous
society, the virtues of tradi-
tional family values and the
need to look back in order to
rediscover the present. In
another country less sensitive
to its recent past sins, he would
perhaps be seen as no more
than an orthodox conservative.
And, in many ways, this is

also the essence of Nakasone.
Success in the labyrinthine
world of Japanese politics,
dominated, as it has been, for

the last 40 years by tl» conser-
vative party, requires an ability

to conform- By even the stan-

dards of the Liberal Democratic

Party, Nakasone was, for years,

to be found on the right, .but

never so far to starboardns to
be lost sea. He could and did

wheel and deal with the baste#
them. Including, vitally, Tan-
aka; and he served his appren-
ticeship in low jobs end high
ones, including a stint as Minis-
ter of International Trade and
Industry and, to his mind most
significantly, as head of the
Defence Agency.

It helped him that he got on
well with Washington and
indeed, as the conservative tide

flowed in the 1980s, with other
Western heads of stated Even
his countrymen rather liked his
ability to deal with other heads
of state as equals, an apprecia-
tion that his international peers
usually corroborated. 'His
smashing election victory of.

1986 was, in good measure, a
personal endorsement. .

He brought distinctive style

and reasonable substance to his
country's conduct of external
affairs; even a long-serving
Prime Minister like Eisaku Sato
(1964-72) could not stake a
comparable claim; even Mr
Sato's staunchest friends could

-

not understand why he won a
Nobel Peace Prize.

The Nakasone legacy could
take some time to come to a
flowering. But there is evi-
dently a generation of younger
Japanese on the threshold of
power and policy-making who,
whatever they think of the man
as a person, sense that he has
nudged the country in the right
and irrevocable direction,
looking outwards at least as
often as upon the national
navel. And, by Japanese stan-
dards, Yasuhiro Nakasone Is
still an awfully young elder
Statesman.
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The First 100 Years
JAPAN TODAY

as*

Tokyo’s bcrtflne Ginza district; and, right, at Tokyo Disneyland, a meeting of East and West

IT IS not difficult to desertbe
modern Japan, to point to its
achievements, its deficiencies
and -its contradictions, and to
explain, mechanistically, how it

has all been done. Getting
inside the Japanese skin, how*
ever, is much harder, rather
aldn to peeling an onion; for
each successive layer that is
removed, the tears flow faster
andfaster.

Certain salient characteristics
of contemporary Japan can,
however, be identified, with at
least some certainty, the most
obvious, and least surprising, is
a veryintense form of national-
ism, now mostly, and fortu-
nately, inner-directecL

. .

Internationalisation may be
the creed by which the Japs-

.

nese government and its great
companies nationally live
today, but it is a doctrine which
never seems to sit: easily even
on those who- run the country.
A cursory study of Japanese
history, with -its repetitive, pat-
tern of isolation, emergence and
defeat, surely contains some
Clues; it often feels safer-in a
national cocoon. -

Mr Yasuhiro Nakasone, Prime
Minister from 1982-87, was
known for his international
statesmanship. Yet his real pas-
sion, throughout a long political

career, was for a redefinition of
Japanese .nationality and a
rediscovery of Japanese pride.
He called it "settling the
accounts" -of the last war,' by
which he-.seemed to mean .not

‘

only acknowledging past mis-
,

takes but learning again some
of the -old virtues for :which
there is no need for shame. Cer-
tainly he wanted- a reaffirma-
tion of .the Japanese identity;;

social and- cultural, which be

Prepared for the wider world stage
The Japanese have rediscovered much of their former pride, says Jurek Martin

felt was being subsumed by
alien values.
Another constant, sometimes

at odds with the above, is that
of pragmatism. In other, words,
if it is not broken, do not fix it;

if it is, then mend rt~property.
Into the first category, indis-
putably, comes the political
system, which has produced an
uninterrupted conservative
government for the last -40
-years. Every thinking Japanese
knows that the electoral sys-
tem, unbalanced in favour of
the conservative countryside, is

inequitable, but .
few are

inclined to throw out a regime
which- continues to deliver the
goods- -Even the opposition par-
ties, distressingly modest in
their ambitions for a supposed
democracy, seem to accept this
state of affairs as quite natural.
But the ruling Liberal Demo-

crats, whose policies are nei-

ther liberal nor democratic,
have also shown- themselves
alive to the dangers of one-
party rule by generating real
political theatre in the competi-
tion between their own internal
factions. The influential daily

:
press, though an Integral part
of the establishment, takes on
the mantle of opposition to gov-
-ontment, thus furthering the
cause- of debate-on .issues and
personalities. Japanese politics,'

therefore,:are rarely dull - but

.

they do. not change: 'much
either.-

Nor, except so far at the mar-
gins, has the overall Japanese
system of government — a trin-

ity of politicians, bureaucrats
and businessmen — been much
altered. The almost conspirato-
rial closeness of their relation-
ship may not be quite what it

was in the heyday ofexpansion
before the first oil shock but
there is a commonality of inter-

est and a shared sense of
national purpose that remains
exceptional by International
standards. Even a powerful pol-

itician like Mr Nakasone was,
for the most part, unable to
break its grip.

But if something does break,
then the talent for pragmatism
is best displayed fa the shape
of crisis management, at which
few, if any, countries are bet-

ter. This is most evident in eco-
nomic and commercial affairs,

of which good examples
abound. The most obvious and
recent is the apparently suc-
cessful adjustment to ah esca-
lating yen.
Others would include the

rationalisation of declining
industries (steel; shipbuilding,
petrochemicals, aluminium) and
the absorption of the two inter-
national oil shocks, the first of
which caught Japan in a dan-
gerously exposed Inflationary
and byper^xpansibhary mode.
Yet it was passed

-

through the
economy inside a year, just as,

it seems, was the latest yen

shock. None of the above could
have been achieved without
close communication and co-op-

.
erafion between the trinity.

. Pragmatism has also very
much dictated Japan's external
policies. The relationship with
the United States, trade friction
notwithstanding, remains solid.
The US provides Japan with a
security shield and in return
Japan has consistently stood
four-square behind American
policies.- The Japanese know
perfectly well that spending
less than comparable nations on
defence has freed resources for
commerce; but they also know
that no other nation, and cer-
tainly none in Asia, wants
Japan to reemerge as an inde-
pendent military power; there
is no evidence that the Japa-
nese themselves are interested
in such a course of action,
which is why the long-running
debate over military spending
centred on whether it should
exceed the extremely modest
figure of 1 per cent of gross
national product.
There are signs, albeit hesi-

tant, of a recognition in Japan
that simply selling goods is not
enough. Mr Nakasone certainly
gave voice to this proposition
and a new generation of less
diffident Japanese- leaders, in
politics, government and indus-
try, seems to possess wider
horizons. There is less of an
inclination automatically to fol-*

low the US down eveiy path
and more than a hint of irrita-

tion with current US policy
shortcomings, especially in
business matters. It is possible
the Japanese are beginning to
show contempt for the way the
US conducts its affairs.

This could logically mean
closer ties with Europe and new
relationships with China and
the Soviet union. It has already
meant the evolution of closer
ties with Asian newly industri-

alised countries, symbolised by
the fact that the first foreign
excursion of Mr Noboru Tak-
eshita as Prime Minister was
not to Washington but to the
Asean meeting in Manila. But it

does not imply a cutting of the
American umbilical chord.
Japan may call its foreign pol-
icy omni-directional, but few
others would.
But it is still most likely, and

most logical, that the principal
expression of Japanese interna-
tionalism will be in the areas of
commerce and finance rather
than in politics and ideas. The
latter could come, but the Japa-
nese also sense that the rest of
the world may not be ready for
a more politically assertive
Japan. Pragmatically, there-
fore, there is no point in push-
ing it.

Domestically, two obvious
characteristics stand out, and
they may be on a collision
course with each other. The

work ethic clearly still lives in
Japan, even if not quite as
strongly held by young Japa-
nese as by their parents, who
devoted heart and soul to
rebuilding the country after the
war. All the exhortations of the
Nakasone government to work
less hard, now renewed by Mr
Takeshita, have to date had
minimal impact.
According to classical theory,

the Japanese work hard for two
basic and powerful reasons: to
save for the things they must
provide for themselves (educa-
tion, old age, shelter) and for
the national wellbeing, because
it is universally imbued in
every citizen that Japan has no
natural resources other than its
people. There are signs now,
however, that the first impera-
tive is weaker than it was, sim-
ply because of a new phenome-
non for modern-day Japan, that
of affluence.
Most Japanese still insist they

do not feel wealthy and, indeed,
it is true that international
comparisons, putting per capita
Japanese GNP today well above
that of the US, reflect shifting
exchange rates rather than any-
thing else. But this modest
self-perception may only be a
conventional defence mecha-
nism. for it is otherwise hard to
ignore all the concrete signs of
affluence, in terras of consumer
spending and lifestyles, as well
as the ways by which it has

been achieved.
The soaring price of land has

given those Japanese fortunate
enough to be home-owners
(well over half of all house-
holds) a personal financial
leverage beyond previous
expectations; so, prior to Black
Monday, had the stock
exchange bull market. Long-ac-
customed to thin pickings and
nugatory interest rates from
their banks and post office
savings, the average Japanese
- it is the wife who usually
controls the family purse-
strings - has become in the
1980s financially literate,
expecting, and increasingly get-

ting, decent returns on invest-

ment.
The expectations of a society

with money to spend, as well as
to save, may be materially dif-
ferent from one accustomed
only to the latter. A logical out-
let would, of course, be greater
demand for, say, better hous-
ing, or better roads on which to
run the increasingly large and
powerful family car. These are,
undoubtedly, infrastructural
improvements which Japan
badly needs; even more impor-
tant is the need to take care of
an increasingly ageing popula-
tion. But the enhanced sense of
prosperous security, real or
not, could also interfere with
the work ethic.

It might also, over time,
weaken one of the most impor-

tant welds in Japanese society,
that of identification with a
group. In the workplace this
has taken the form of loyalty to
one employer — which, in the
bigger companies, has been
rewarded with lifetime employ-
ment guarantees. But there is

discernible today among
younger Japanese something of
a tendency to look for more
material short-term rewards.
This is most obvious in the
financial sector, where a trans-

fer market, improbable in con-
ventional industry, for young
talent is emerging.
Yet for every sign of creeping

Westernism in Japan there are
contrasting reassertions of tra-

ditional values. When a subsid-
iary of Toshiba was found to
have illegally sold strategic
goods to the Soviet Union it

was the president of the parent
company who took the rap and
resigned; when a young sumo
wrestling star roughed up his
trainer's wife, the doyens of
the sport's controlling body
took a 20 per cent salary cut to
acknowledge their supervisory
failings. (They also kicked the
offender out of the game).
This sense of responsibility

has mostly been applied
inwardly, yet it may also be
translatable into the interna-
tional sphere. Japanese policy
makers are beginning to appre-
ciate that, as the world's larg-

est surplus nation, obligations
may run to beyond underwrit-
ing the US budget deficit. Most
of the responses so far have
been cautious, reflecting
another indigenous characteris-
tic, but Tokyo is today more
alive with ideas of what
Japan's practical role might be
than was the case as this
decade dawned.
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SOMEONE SAW IT THEN,
CAN YOU SEE IT NOW?

Some of us are so good at spotting talent, it's almost unfair.

Take the case of the two film extras, back in 1911. Killing

time before a date, they wandered info a music hall where an

obscure English troupe was playing. A particular character

made a distinct impression on one of the men.

"If ever I become a big shot? he declared, "there's a guy

111 sign up?

The extra was Mack Sennett. The genius on the stage was

Charles Chaplin. What followed was an unparalleled success

story. Potential isn't just locked in the past, however.

This very advertisement marks a special debut, of the

most ambitious development area in Europe. Trafford Park,

Greater Manchester.

Such companies as Procter & Gamble, Ciba Geigy, Esso,

GEC, the DailyTelegraph and Kellogg's, are already here.

But then it is an easy trip. Trafford Park is at the heart of

arguably the best communications network in Britain.

Manchester Airport - die fastest growing in Europe - is

only minutes from the Park itself. While 25% of the UK's

population live within an hour's drive.

The package we can offer, we confidently believe, is the

finest in the country.

All you need is the vision to realise it.

EUROPE'S MOST AMBITIOUS DEVELOPMENT AREA. TRAFFORD PARK

Ring Derek Farmer, 061-8488000. Or write to Michael Shields, Chief Executive, Trafford Park

Development Corporation, Waterside, TraffordWharf Road, Trafford Pork, Manchester M17 1 EX.
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THE MAKINGS OF MODERN SOUTH AFRICA

A Boer picket Bne In 1900: the Afrikaners lost the war but won the peace

The first acts in the drama
The origins of the present conflict go back a long time, observes J.D.FJones

ONE OF THE curiosities in the
History of the Financial Times
which is published this month
is that in 1948, when the news-
paper was still years short of
its great expansion, it main-
tained staff correspondents in
only two overseas posts - Paris
and Johannesburg. The expla-
nation no doubt has to do with
Brendan Bracken's post-war
activities as chairman of Union
Corporation, but it is also a use-
ful reminder of the sustained
importance of South African
affairs to the readers of this
newspaper throughout its
entire lifetime.
Indeed, the history of “mod-

em'' South Africa has coincided
almost exactly with the lifetime
of the Financial Times. “Mod-
em" South Africa, it can be
argued, dates as much from the
1886 foundation of Johannes-
burg as from the 1867 diamond
discoveries in Kimberley (and
there is an additional centenary
- 1888 saw the emergence of
Cecil Rhodes’ diamond monop-
oly, De Beers Consolidated
Mines).
Before the 1880s, South

Africa was simply an isolated
collection of rural colonial out-
posts in Southern Africa. The
discovery, and then exploita-
tion, of the gold deposits on the
Witwatersrand, with low ore
values lying at levels that had

to be tracked ever deeper, is
one of the most remarkable sto-
ries of the world's economic
development. But that discov-
ery carried social and political
implications that have devel-
oped into one of the great inter-
national dramas of the late
twentieth century.
If you exclude the early years

- centuries - of insignificant
rural colonialism on a continent
ill-suited to farming success.
South Africa’s Whites have a
short history (note, for exam-
ple, that the White population
of the Transvaal literally dou-
bled in the space of a couple of
years exactly one hundred

As far back as 1844 the
Transvaal had resolved that no
Black could settle near a
(White) town without permis-
sion. In 1922 the national Stal-
lard Commission recommended
that permanent residence in the
towns should be the exclusive
ri^ht of Whites.

years ago). Yet the seeds of
’s Soultoday's South African conflicts

were sown - indeed had taken
root - far before the 1948 elec-
tion which brought the Afrika-
ners and their National Party
(and therefore apartheid) to
power.
There were “passes” of a sort

for Blacks in the eighteenth
century; all the provinces can
show evidence of some system
of influx control in the nine-
teenth century; and the idea of
influx control, that is the set-
ting of official and enforced
restrictions on the movement of
Blacks was taken up by the
new mining industry a hundred
years ago for reasons of its
own.

'he 1923 Natives (Urban
Areas) Act, which brought in
compulsory residential segrega-
tion of Blacks so as to stop
"undesirable mixing" of the
races, can only be seen as the
official introduction of influx
control, one of the main pillars'
of apartheid. (The next year,
1924, brought the "civilised
labour policy” which sought to
transfer job opportunities from
Blacks to poor Whites.) The
1923 Act in retrospect was one
of the Crucial events of South
Africa's contemporary history,
setting the authentic tone of
South African life until the
present decade in its rigid sepa-
ration of the racial groups.
The point is that it instituted

not just segregation but at the
same time its inevitable corol-
lary - the migrant labour sys-
tem which was to become a fun-
damental element In the
Southern African economy. In
his later years General Smuts
was to say of segregation that
“You might as well try to sweep
the ocean back with a broom".
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Bat Dr Verwoerd, a later Prime
Minister, would build a whole
apparatus of repressive govern-
ment policy on his view of the
Blacks as “temporary sojourn-
ers*.

The emergence to domination
of the Afrikaners had also been
dear many, many years before
1948. The tensions between the
local Transvaal Afrikaners and
the “Uitlanders" after the gold
boom of the 1880s led to the
fiasco of the Jameson Raid in
1895 and eventually to the Boer
War. The Afrikaners lost the
war and won the peace. Bade in

London those Liberal elements
which might have held the line

for Black interests were also
sympathetic to the defeated
Afrikaners- The result was that
the Act of Union of 1910 was a
British abdication: for the sake
of a reconciliation between the
English and Afrikaner commu-
nities the Blacks were in effect
permanently disenfranchised -
the consequences are being
played out today.
With hindsight, it is merely a

redeeming feature that Rhode-
sia and the so-called High Com-
mission territories were in the
end excluded.
Meanwhile the scale and

impact of the mining discov-
eries were creating a regional
economic system throughout
the southern part of the conti-
nent - requiring labour, trans-
port, etc. - which lasts to this
day despite more recent politi-
cal divisions. The railway to
Delagoa Bay (Mozambique) for
example, had been opened in
1895 to challenge the monopoly
of the line to the Cape com-
pleted a few years earlier.

The First World War gave an
impetus to the region’s indus-
trial development. Internationa]
companies began to arrive. In
1917 Sir Ernest Oppenheimer
set up the Anglo American Cor-
poration which was henceforth
to be - as it is today - the
kingpin of Southern African
capitalism.
The Afrikaners were leaving

their farms. In 1900 the ten
main cities contained only
10,000 of them; by 1969 the
figure was to be 600,000. But in
the early years of Inter-war
international depression, that
process created a “Poor White*
problem; the solution was to be
political - the emergence, after
many vicissitudes, including
initially a White revolution put
down by Smuts in 1922, of an
Afrikaner National Party
(founded in 1934 with distinct
national socialist elements), a
painful split in Afrikaner loyal-
ties in the Second War, and the J
victory of the National Party,
on its platform of apartheid, in
1948. “ For the first time since
Union, “said the new Prime
Minister, Dr Malan, “South
Africa’s our own, and may God
grant that it will always remain
our own"
There were definitions

implicit in such a statement
which would not be left unchal-
lenged by the country's major-
ity Black population. The
Blacks had been coining in to
the towns from at least the
1880s. Their Congress move-
ment was founded in 1912. The
1913 Native Land Act, laying
down a wildly disproportionate
separation of land ownership
between White and Black, lies
even now at the very heart of
apartheid, and was to be basic
in the emergence of the land
pressure, the pass laws, home-
and policy and a host of the
problems of South Africa
today.

Ironically, it also promoted
the movement of Blacks off the
land and into the towns, with
everything that that has since
involved - ranging from the
speed of the country's indus-
trial development through to
the intensity of the country’s
political difficulties. In this 'as
in &so many other ways. South
Africa has always been the
classic theatre for the playing
out of the central theme of the
Financial Times’ international
coverage - the interaction of-
economics, business and poli-
tics.

The author teas South Africa
correspondent of the Financial
Times, 1980-83

SOUTH AFRICA TODAY

Steps towards a new society
Anthony Robinson on the changes both sides must make to end the apartheid impasse

WHAT THE world knows anef
condemns as "apartheid 1* -
South Africa's codified system
of racial domination and privi-
lege - is not dead, as Mr Piet
Koornhof, now Pretoria's
ambassador to Washington,
declared in 1979. But the moral
and religious fervour with
which Afrikaners embarked on
their ruthless experiment in
social engineering has been
replaced by doubt and internal
divisions. Most whites, who
hold the levers of political and
economic power, are aware that
their knag-term future depends
on forging a new society where
power and wealth will be
shared more equally.
But if apartheid is dying, its

death is likely to be difficult
and protracted given its deep
historical roots and the
strength of white fears. Like Mr
Gorbachev's perestroika, the
retreat from ideology and privi-
lege is likely to be a process
measured in decades rather
than months, creating new
problems as fast as it tackles
the old.
The traumatic event which in

retrospect marks the beginning
of the transition to a post-
apartheid society was the
bloodily suppressed Soweto ris-

ing of 1976. Less than a decade
later, the scale and intensity of
the subsequent township revolt,
and the growth of black “alter-
native power structures"
briefly encouraged a belief that
the transition could take place
rapidly through violence and
the physical overthrow of the
Pretoria regime.
Foreign and radical black

support for sanctions and disin-
vestment was based largely on
this "one final push” theory.
But the fallacy of such think-

ing was forcefully underlined
when Pretoria proclaimed a
state of emergency accompan-
ied by a black-out of television
coverage of unrest and tight
media restrictions. The
National Party Government,
which controls the best
equipped army in Africa and
large security forces, demon-
strated that it had huge
reserves of power and was not
in danger of being overthrown
by virtually unarmed township
mobs or by a handful of armed
African National Congress
(ANC) guerrillas infiltrated
from the economically depen-
dent front-line states.
Repression, however, la

merely a means to maintain
order and buy time for the
implementation of social, eco-
nomic and educational reforms
aimed at creating a black mid-
dle-class as the pre-conditions
for eventual power-sharing
negotiations.

Nevertheless, the present
stalemate between a Govern-
ment able to coerce but unable
to secure black support for its

own limited constitutional
plans and an ANC unable to

convert large-scale passive sup-

port into effective pressure,

will have to change drastically

before real negotiations begin.

The Government,' for example,
will have to concede a meaning-
ful role for blacks zn central

government. The ANC will have
to acknowledge that it is only

.

party similar to the old United
Party ofGeneral Smuts.
What happens to the National

Party is crudaL At the whites
only election in May last year

it of

Repression is merely a

means to maintain

order and buy time for

essential reforms

one, albeit potentially the most
significant, of several black
organisations and seriously
reconsider the wisdom of cent-
ummg to attack Pretoria at its

strongest point, precisely its

military superiority.
Meanwhile, the Government’s

strategy of laying the founda-
tions for the growth of a black
middle-class has gained it the.
support of many English-speak-
ing whites. In the process the
National Party is losing its
exclusive Afrikaner tribal
nature and becoming a centre

some 30 per cent of the white
electorate voted for the Conser-
vative Party whose declared
policy is not to transcend aparU
held but to implement it to. the
full Its aim is to carve out a
“whites only" state in which
Macks would be reduced to the

Status of foreign Qastarbettar.
Should another 10 per cent of

tiie white electorate opt for the
-Rip van Winkle" solution, all

bets on a relatively peaceful
transition are off.. Educated
whites with foreign passports
would emigrate in droves, espe-

cially the young, while the
remaining foreign companies
would pack up, roe ANC policy
of armed overthrow would
receive a new lease of life and
the townships would revolt
again.

It could happen, but It is

unlikely. South Africa has its

share of bigots, stubborn Afri- 1

leaner bittereinders and hard-
line refugees from the former
British and Portuguese colo-
nies. But it also has people, of
all race gronps, who recognise

the indissoluble- economic
inter-dependence of the country
and see -solutions in terms of
opgratihig and integrating the
nSd Woritfsegroent of society

which is mainly black. • ’T
Over the last five years black

trade unions have given nusde <

- and organisation to Hackwork-/
era and their power is likelyto
increase. Politically the most
important black unions have
adopted the freedom charter :

with its Utopian socialist ideal-

ism and its demands for re-db-
tribntion of the land and
nationalisation -of the mines
and monopolies. '

As much depends on the out-
come of this economic debate as .

the political, although both are
deeply .tatertwihedL. Apartheid
not only 'deprived blaek^ of
political rights but-also doled "

property rights and access to
higher education, planting, 'a
thicket of prohibitions to hob-
ble Week entrepreneurhi -.vv , ;

.

As & result^ although
now accmmt for.roughly60 per
cent of aggregate--consumer
demand; -they mm only 2 per
cent ofthe country’s wealths
Increasing the JOaeka’share

at wealth — by , de-regulation,
encooragement-of- blade hosw

. ownership, share option

.schemes, township electrifica-
tion and; .-even mom eradaOy,
better education and training
and encouragement of JamaH
Mack business - i& tbe faey to
rapid -development .of a ttack
middle and skilled working
class, in the process^ bowevet
the gap between the "First
World formal-economy
expanding "informal aactor**- Is
fikely to widen.
The speed and extent of

South Africa’s Transformation -

from am ethnic to a class-based
society Is crucial tothe outcome
of the transition item apart-
heid. Prospects for power-efaar-
ing» and the erosion of remain-
ing apartheid laws' like the

'

Group .Areas Act ; demand
greater equality oFweMth mid
education. By the nhddteof the
next century gold - which
accounts far. 60- per cent of
hard currency earning win be
practically exhausted. By then,
the population will be over
80m, unless rapid artxutisstfou
and increasingprosperity cute
the birth rate. New export
industries and sources of
employment mm have to be
found.
The greatest challenge fating

this generation~o£-Srauh Afri-
cans is how- to createa society
structured to use the talents of
all fls peop!e..The outcome is of
vital cdocera-not unty to South
Africa but

.
to theyentis*.adb-.

continent. An economically
thriving, 2tan-radal. democracy
in South.,Africa conk} bethe
'powK^wttte^for i

eration. A §outh
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AFRICA: THE COLONIAL LEGACY

The European share-out

of the spoils of Africa
Thomas Pakenham on the Berlin conference of 1884-85 which fixed the Continent's boundaries

THE GREATPOWERS, so ready
to squabble, about trifles In
Europe, -bad, by 1888, agreed
on the share-out of Africa with
surprisingly little fuss.
. Somewhat crudely, they:had
divided the African cake into
colonies, protectorates and
“spheres of influence*. Britain
remained the paramount power
in South Africa. France stayed
overlord of North Africa, and
became the new master of the
Western. Sudan. Portugal kept
Its ramshackle old colonies
along the coasts of Angola-and
Mozambique.
Otherwise, the cake was cut

gal and Germany. East Africa
was split between three;
Britain, Germany and Italy. A
huge block of Jungle in the
heart of Africa was allocated to
the mysterious Congo Free
State. And not a shot had been
fired in anger— not by the the
agent of one European power
against another.

It was the Berlin Conference
of-1884-86 that had worked
thismiracle of diplomacy, help-
ing to sort out some of the most
troublesome frontiers, bringing
order to the unseemly scramble,
for Africa, and firing the rules
of the dub far a gentlemanly,
carve-np of the remaining

. “vacant" territory.
Partition- accelerated in the

early 1880a and became a wild
scramble in the months before
the Berlin Conference. Why did
it take this form and why did it

occur when it did? What was
the strange concoction of
motives — . the mysterious:
imperatives of trade, strategy,
prestige, .philanthropy or
lebensranm - that impelled
otherwise sober nations to peg
out claims over Jungle and des-
ert? Historians agree about lit-

tle except that. Is every Bm>-
pean country, afferent motives
predominated- .

b France, the mate dynamic
came from. the French army.
They taught the French public
that the humiliations of the
Franco-Prusalan war could be
redeemed by conquering the
Sahara. In. Germany, a noisy
colonial lobby of teachers and
clerks was backed by trader*
looking for new industrial mar*,
kets dining the world depres-
sion. \ \ .• ;•

In Britain,'the farwadpolicy

was championed by the indus-
trialists of the North, the do-
gooders of Exeter Hall, and the
anxious strategists of White-

- halL
.Whatever the causes, the

astonishing fact was that
within a few years the map of
Africa had changed out of all
recognition: For a century,
there had been only three Afri-
can powers of any importance:
Britain, France and Portugal
(and Portugal was nearly bank-
rupt). Now there were six. Two
pushy new nations had Joined
the African club: Germany and
Italy. There was also x mysteri-
ous new member, a self-styled
philanthropist. King Leopold of
the Belgians, founder of the
Congo Free State, the man who
had somehow got bis hands on
what was perhaps the richest
sliceofthe whole cake.
The. scramble had caught

unawares both Gladstone, who
led the Liberal Government and
Lord Salisbury, who led the
Tory opposition. To men of"
their generation the thing
seemed absurd. Their fathers
had laughed at the idea of new
territorial conquests. Trade, not
territory, was the source of
Britain's greatness, and the
whole world, thanks to the
Royal Navy, was Britain's unof-
ficial empire.
Then, quite suddenly, that

unrivalled position as the
world's workshop and shop-
keeper had vanished. By the
1880s, Britain was still the
world’s leading exporter of
manufactured goods. But her
relative strength. Judged by

Bismarck: boundaries
have lasted

trade statistics and naval ton-
nage, was ebbing fast. The pro-
tectionists powers - like France
— were gaining ground. Too late
now for free traders to brood
over might-have-beens: how (by
swapping the Gambia for
Gabon) Britain could have
grabbed the whole of West
Africa, and the .whole of East
Africa, too, from Mozambique
to Egypt. If Britain wanted to
safeguard her markets and her
strategic position, she had to
swallow her. pride, and see
what the other powers would
concede at Berlin.
In fact.in November 1884 the

prospects for Britain- at Berlin
looked as unpleasant as the
weather forecast: frozen slush.
Bismarck had summoned the
conference and Bismarck was
playing the colonial card for all

it was worth. Strange, as he
had always ridiculed the colo-
nial movement in Germany,
(though he encouraged the
French to grab Tunis as a way
of taking their mind off the lost
provinces of Alsace-Lorraine).
The Reich, he growled, was a

continental, not a maritime
power. Colonies would be a
hide in the bucket, a hopeless
drain in peacetime. In wartime
they would .be hostages to
enemy fleets.

.

Then in the summer of 1884,
Bismarck had astounded his
advisers - notto speak of Glad-
stone's - by snapping up, in
quick succession, three colo-
nies. Two were in the swamps
of West Africa: Togo and Came-
roon — r uninviting enough. But
the third acquisition seemed
like an impertinence to Glad-
stone's government. It was
South-West Africa, largely, des-
ert, but considered a -strategic
plum, and it had been plucked
when the government of Cape
Colony was stretching out a :

hand to grab it themselves.
Why had Bismarck changed his
mind — apart from the natural
desire to woo the colonial lobby
before an impending election?
Explanations were tortuous.

Was the Iron Chancellor trying
to pick a quarrel with. Britain

simply in order to arrange a
rapprochement with Britain's
rival, France? Or was he merely
trying to queer the pitch for the
Crown Princess, Queen Victo-
ria’s daughter, who loathed Bis-
marck? (Her husband, the
Crown Prince, was expected to
succeed the octogenarian Kaiser

at any moment).
Bismarck, at any rate, was

wooing the French in November
1884. And Britain desperately
needed Bismarck’s support
against the French for two
quite separate reasons. First,
the French were outraged by
Britain’s “temporary" occupa-
tion of Egypt which was begin-
ning to look decidedly perma-
nent. With Germany’s help,
France had just successfully
sabotaged Britain's financial
plans for rhi« unofficial protec-
torate.
Second, the French threat-

ened to break Britain's hold on
Niger delta by internationalis-
ing the river. And though the
British tycoon, George Goldie,
who was to run the Royal Mger
Company there, after buying np
all competitors in the region,
talked of free trade in princi-
ple, he had curiously little
appetite for it in practice. Why
should he share the rich pick-
ings of Nigerian oil - palm-oil,
not fossil fuel in those days -
with a protectionist power like
France?
On Saturday, November 16

1884 Bismarck, dressed in a
scarlet uniform, welcomed the
19 plenipotentaries to the
horse-shoe table in the tall,
white vaulted musie room in
the Wilhelmstrasse. It was
there that be had welcomed
Disraeli and the giants of
Europe to the famous Berlin
Congress of 1878, hungry for
the carve-up of the Ottoman
empire. By contrast this Afri-
can conference seemed hnm-
drum enough. The meat powers
had sent only their local ambas-
sadors. But, from the first day
at Berlin, it emerged that two
different conferences were tak-
ing place simultaneously under
Bismarck’s patronage. There
was the open diplomacy of the
formal conference, whose pro-
tocols were published in the
blue books, and very solemn
reading they made. This was
the source of The General Act
of Berlin signed on February 26
1886. The General Act did use-
ful work defining technicalities,
though many of its 88 clauses
had Tost their teeth after four
months at the horse-shoe table.
There was also another confer-
ence, an affair of secret diplo-
macy, dramatic enough in its

way. And it was this Berlin
conference that put order in the
scramble for Africa.

Algeria Tunisia-1881

Morocco-1912

Rio de Ora
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Egypt-1882

Ottoman dominions under
British control

.Anglo Egyptian Sudan-1898

Eritrea-1889

Obock-1884 to 8

British Somaliland-1884

Abyssinia

.Italian Somaliland- 1893

British East Africa- 1886 (Kenya)

Uganda

German East Africa-1886
.(Tanganyika)

.Nyasaland

gascar-1895 to 6

Dates- European control

Portuguese East Africa

Rhodesia North 1891 Sooth 1890

Swaziland- 1907

Basutoland- 1871

The Imperialist explosion In Africa: before 1880, very
few areas of Africa were under European control, yet
within two decades the entire continent had been seized.

By 1888, when Lord Salisbury, was Britain’s Prime Minister,

the process of dividing up Africa had largely been achieved
and without resort to arms.

Hitherto, there had only been three colonial power
of any consequence - Britain, France and Portugal. Now
they were Joined by newcomers Germany. Italy, and
Belgium. In the scramble for Africa, the motives varied
from country to country, but in Britain's case the imperative
was protection of her trade.

Would Bismarck egg on the
French to drive the British
from the Niger? To the surprise
of the British - and chagrin of
the French - Bismarck had
decided not to make mischief
after all. He assumed Goldie
would provide free trade on the
Niger (a rash assumption as it

proved) without the river being
internationalised. He offered
the British full support.
But there was one proviso.

They must help him sot out
another difficulty: the future of
the Congo. This was potentially
even more explosive than the
Niger because three sets of cov-
etous eyes were set on it in
1884, French eyes, Portuguese
eyes and Leopold’s. No one
knew what was the economic
potential of the Congo. Henry
Stanley, who had discovered
the main river, was certain the
Congo basin was a treasure-
house of palm-oil, rubber,
ivory, gold, diamonds (and he
knew nothing of the copper-
belt). Bismarck, at any rate.

was determined to keep the
Congo out of the hands of pro-
tectionist France or Portugal. It

would come to no harm in the
hands of Leopold.

The Foreign Office concurred,
despite embarrassment. They
did not trust either Leopold's
philanthropic aims or his devo-
tion to free trade. But they felt
that they had to dance to Bis-

marck’s tune. So did the other
Powers represented at Berlin.
Before their delegates left they
formally recognised the Inter-
national Association ' of the
Congo as an independent state.
It soon emerged that Leopold
had fooled them alL They had
handed over most of Central
Africa to a sham philanthro-
pist, who ruthlessly exploited
the wild robber to make a vast
fortune for himself.

In 1908, the international out-
rage at “red-rubber" - Leo-
pold’s atrocities - forced the
King to hand the Congo over to
Belgium. Otherwise, the diplo-

mats could congratulate them-
selves over their achievements
at Berlin. The goodwill gener-
ated at the horse-shoe table
lasted nearly to the end of the
Scramble - until 1898 when a
Sudanese swamp at Fashoda
almost brought Britain and
France to war.
Of course there were to be

surprises. In the 1880s, the Por-
tuguese were sure of their des-
tiny. They would absorb the
whole of South-Central Africa
by making Angola Join hands
with Mozambique. In IKK) Cecil
Rhodes knew better. And then
who would have dreamt at Ber-
lin that the Italians would be
outwitted by an Ethiopian
emperor - Menelik - armed by
the French and advised by the
Russians? He smashed them at
Adowa in 1896. Then he took a
large slice of Somaliland and
chunks of pagan Africa, and
ended up one of the main vic-
tors in the Scramble.
A hundred years later the

achievements — and failures -

of Berlin are alarmingly topical.
Take a look at a modem map of
Africa. The colours have
changed, but the frontiers
remain. In fact, they have stood
the test of time too well. One
has only to think of the bloody
civil wars that followed de-co-
lonisation to see the craziness
of these lines drawn on maps in
Europe by men ignorant of
African geography and politics.
Yet most African nations accept
their frontiers with the mixed
feelings with which people
accept their parentage. They
are their title deeds - the only
part of the colonial legacy they
dare not tinker with.
Bismarck would have been

astonished. He never cared
much for Africa. How strange
that his frontiers should be
more permanent there than in
Europe which he loved and
hated.
Thomas Pakenham is the

author of The Boer War pub-
lished by Weidenfeld and
Nicholson.
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AFRICA TODAY

Medicine that may prove
too harsh for a frail patient

Michael Holman on the Continent’s sad state and the prescriptions being proposed
SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA is tlon of some of the problems c
gripped by a crisis of near-over- today.
whelming magnitude. The opti- When the Financial Time
mism three decades ago that first appeared on the streets o
greeted Ghana’s independence, London the continent’s mos
marking the start of the post- traumatic experience was onh
colonial era on the continent, just coming to an end - thi

ioiujihu. il uaa ueeii Liuiic in Slaves to tile w
replaced by despair. Debt and Indies and the Americas, some
drought, dissidents and disease, times described as Africa's
have left millions of people in holocaust,
misery. Where did it go wrong? It was, as Basil DavidsorAnd how can Africa recover? writes in his book about the
The sad record of the inde- slave trade. Mother Africa, the

pendence years, disfigured by greatest forced migration in the
over 70 coups, the emergence of history of man Between 1660
military regimes and authori- and 1850, the period when the
tanait one-party states, and a trade flourished, some 12m
steady economic decline, domi- slaves were landed in the
nate impressions of contempo- Americas, according to one esti-
rary Africa. The colonial era mate. It is calculated that 2m

tioj^of some of the problems of usually disregarding the bound- its mark in other ways „„t
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^ “i0 "story. less easily perished on the journey and 7n

recalled. And when it is, the died before embarkation. Th<
period is often given a Eurocen- experience left African commu
tnc gloss, seen as a time when nities shattered, villages berefl
the colonial powers played a of the able-bodied, and ethnit
civilising" role in the “dark states and kingdoms destabil

continent ised.
Prom an African perspective. Yet as slavery was coming to

Slave trade. Mother Africa, the He continues: “The initial mil-
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s 4:0 suggest that this

mate. It ia calcutoe? 5St African regimea
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of the able-bodied, and ethnic political processes for ever Othei features of the colonial
states and kingdoms destabil- Africa’s mst-in<{pnPTwi.n«i legacy have an Impact to this
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African perspective. Yet as slavery was coming to democratic DoIiticaJ^*t™ *he fact that Northern Rhodesia
. t

The^SSiJT^
Very differ“lt- ‘ end mother traumatic expe- and bretitutions - an iiSoftant S*

08?"6 Zambia, in 1964 with £
has never really recovered.

The colonial era. and earlier rlenre targe koitinMi.a T. L_. m _ . , . . .
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^ «s prat cf Ghana's Independence celebrattens. The
inspiration to Africa became a symbol of what was to go wrong.

to this =. Aiwffi rtKTta Gernuuny , Ponugal, Belgium*
deep-rooted, and in those roots Italy and Spain all staked

8
terri- yS to re^eriie at least part of the explana- torial claims, in the process But toe^Sfc
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J,dependence and abrupt ments in Angola and Mozarabi-
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continei,t has departure after 76 years of flue. they left behind an

But toe colonial iD f>
e^oitation helped plunge the illiteracy rate that exceeded 90me colonial system left country into chaos from which Per cent.

~ Yet for all the burdens and
problems inherited from the
past, black Africa was imbued

g 1 with optimism and enthusiasm
1. V y as the roll call of independent

states rang out in the 1960s.
1 Kwame Nkruroah, independentM Ghana's first leader, summed\ up the mood of African leaders,
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street offices where indepen-
dence had been nlorted tn Fit* to 57 tPe Cw.° uistitu-

ffjss&s:.aafaa
Ironically the country that Africa itself belatedly recog-was once an Inspiration to nised that a false economic

Africa became a symbol of start had been made when in
what was to go wrong. Nkru- 1980 heads of state drew up
mah encouraged a personality the “Lagos Plan of Action,” the
cult, muzzled the press and first blueprint for reform. But
introduced draconian security ' toughest appraisal came
*aws. from the World Bank, which in
An ill-defined, broadly social- 1981 produced the first of a

ist philosophy took Ghana series of reports on Africa
down a disastrous path of of bluntly setting out the scale of
burgeoning state-controlled cor- *be continent's predicament,
porations, prestige projects and The record of the past two
unrealistic schemes for Indus- decades was “grim.” External
trialisation. Peasant fanners factors, over which African
took second place to mechan- leaders had no control, had
ised state farms, and inevitably “deed done severe damage. But
production of cocoa, the coun- the Bank pinpointed shortcom-
try’s vital export, fell. The “gs closer to home: output of
same crowds who greeted his export crops had been stagnat-
accession in 1057 took to the in8 .and food production lagsted
streets to acclaim Nkrumah's behind population growth.
°XSTthrow ta !986. The Bank’s reports have
TTiere were exceptions to the painted a bleak picture. Death

Ghanaian model - among them rates on the continent are the
Kenya, the Ivory Coast and highest in the world, and life
Botswana. But for the most expectancy is the lowest
part Africa’s new leaders Nearly a fifth of black Africa’sMTMtnwrf miMalisKii AMIrfran rf.a k.. «• x- - —

.

equipped to handle a major
blow to their aspirations: the
economic buffeting which
began in the 1970s as oil prices
rose, prices for Africa’s exports
fell, and the cost of post-inde-

e
endence external borrowings
ecarae unbearably high as

interest rates climbed.
The crisis set in train a pro-

found reappraisal of what had
gone wrong, on the economic
front at Ieast

t since indepen-
dence. And appropriately
enough, it was Ghana that was
among the first group of Afri-
can states, now exceeding 30,
that started taking the memdne

***“ “ o ucw leauers auunoi oiacK Ainca s
espoused unrealistic ambitions children die by their first birth-
and impractical policies, often day. Barely a quarter of the -Post Independence African leaders: Kwwm ——~
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The First 100 Years
IN THE day-to-day news India
comes through as a highly dis-
turbed and unpredictable coun-
try, buffeted every way by
events which it lacks the com-
petence to cope with. In the
perspective of decades it comes
through as firmly set on a
steady course. Both pictures
are true.

In the first three years after
Its independence in 1947, India
completed two stupendous jobs.
First, it integrated into an
Indian Republic more than 500
‘princely states", some as large
as Britain, which had convinced
themselves that, with Britain
gone, they were all sovereign
now. That done, India became
the largest state it had ever
been. Second, through enlight-
ened, liberal, intellectually vig-
orous, often brilliant grappling
with complex Issues, in the big-
gest constituent assembly ever
elected, India gave itself a most
detailed constitution for an
adult franchise parliamentary
democracy.
During the rest of the first

decade of independence, India
developed basic policies and
institutions in virtually all
major areas of public affairs.
These included economic plan-
ning for certain identified eco-
nomic and social goals, increas-
ing the eminence of the public
sector in some key industries
but with a growing private sec-
tor. too, positive discrimination
in favour or the most disadvan-
taged groups, a secular state, a
polity heavily slanted towards
a weighted centre, reorganisa-
tion of state boundaries accord-
ing to language and culture
(and not shaped, as they had
been, by the convenience of
conquerors), an independent
stance towards global power
groupings, and close association
with similarly non-aligned
countries. These policies
marked a distinct break with
pre-independence India, which
only show that choices were
being deliberately made to suit
what the new leadership saw as
the new needs of free India.
And tiie choices were made in

the swirl of open debate, thus
empowering and legitimising
them by mobilising the coun-
try’s mandate for them. Mr
Jawaharlal Nehru, India's first
Prime Minister, converted elec-
tions into campaigns for
national education in these poli-
cies. Within the first two gen-
eral elections he was able to
mobilise a national consensus
around them which embraced
perhaps three-quarters of the
electorate. In all the years since
then, no-one has attempted to
topple this consensus in any
serious way: the attack has
only been on the margins and
details. Except in the matter of
relations with China, hardly
any policy has changed its
direction very much. There are
not many parallels for such
continuity.
These policies have brought

about some major changes of

INDIA: THE ROAD FROM INDEPENDENCE

Britain's last viceroy In India, Lord Mountbatten, chairs tiro historic New Deflil conference In 1947 at which details of the partitionplan were announced. With him are (left to right) Pandit Nehru, Lord Ismay (adviser to the Governor}, and M.AJkinah, president of
the JUHmBa Muslim League.

Steady and turbulent state
The achievements and mistakes since independence are analysed by Pran Chopra

direction despite zig-zags along
the way. Traditionally domi-
nant groups, castes and classes
have been displaced by newer
ones moving up from below,
and real transfers of power
have taken place from upper to
lower levels in the socio-eco-
nomic pyramid. In rural India
power has passed from the
non-cultivating land-owning
castes and classes to the actual
tillers of the soil who number
over 100m today. With their
rise, political power has shifted
from urban to rural India, even
though many politicians are
still of urban extraction. Within
urban India the traditional
large industrial houses are not
so important now as smaller
entrepreneurs, most of whom
are first generation.
They and the professional

classes are the new industrialis-
ers and modernisers. Together
with the newly-empowered
peasantry, they constitute an
enormous new middle in
numbers about equal to the
whole European Community,

and they are intensely politi-
cised.
These changes have had

important socio-political conse-
quences. Development has ener-
gised India's diversity, politicis-
ation has triggered demands,
and deraocratisation has cre-
ated the tools for pressing the
demands. As a result, new cen-
tres of power have sprouted
among regions and classes
which were traditionally quies-
cent.
For a time these changes

posed no threat to the unifying,
homogenising and election-win-
ning role of the Congress Party.
Their impact was cushioned by
Mr Nehru's style of politics. His
instrument of power was a
leadership which, being a col-
lective, was flexible, accommo-
dative, tolerant of dissent, and
moved by a consensus built on
Mr Nehru's thoughts. The col-
lective had room for many
authentic leaders of different
regions and strata, so that most
sections of India could identify
with the rulers in New Delhi,

and the folds of the
remained ample enoug
accommodate them alL
But Mrs Indira Gandhi, who

became Prime Minister in 1966,
changed all that within half a
decade - and India began to
falter. She replaced Mr Nehru’s
collective with intolerance and
her own highly personalised
power, which was so unsure of
itself that she saw her safety
only in the destruction of all
rivals within or without the
Congress. Two primary changes
followed from this, and from
them many others. The first
was confrontation with all
non-Congress parties, the sec-
ond the destruction of Congress
itself when she destroyed the
party leadership at all levels in
order to surround herself with
unquestioning minions.
Mrs Gandhi saw the i___.

political diversity as a chal-
lenge to her, and proceeded to
suppress it. This was one of the
main causes of the tensions and
violence which led to her proc-
lamation of a state of emer-
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gency in the mid-1970s, and to
the severe disturbances after
that, broken only during the
short-lived, first and only, spell
of non-Congress rule in New
Delhi by the Janata Govern-
ment between 1977 and 1979.
Her return to power in 1980

was quickly followed by a holo-
caust in Assam, bloodshed and
near-rebellion in Punjab, and
acute tensions In Kashmir and
Andhra Pradesh. In Kashmir
Mrs Gandhi removed, and in
Andhra she tried to remove, the
most popular governments the
two states had ever had. These
events made India appear to be
reeling from day to day.
With the Congress Party now

moribund, Mrs Gandhi fell back
on shrill populism and money
power for winning elections.
The former distorted the econ-
omy. The latter spawned a new
system of underhand cuts for
the party in governmentai
transactions. For generating the
cuts a secretive trio came into
being: the unscrupulous politi-
cian, the obliging civil servant,
and faceless agents of private
enterprise who used the situa-
tion to undermine economic pol-
icies which they had not been
able to attack frontally because
of popular backing.

'

The legacy of Mrs Gandhi’s
last years still clouds the reign
as Prime Minister of her son,
Mr Rajiv Gandhi For example,
most of the charges of corrup-
tion which have been dragging
him down are a legacy of the
kickbacks begun during his
mother's reign, and because of
the state to which she reduced
the Congress Party he is unable
to redeem the pledge he made
two years ago to get the party
moving again. Without that, he
cannot get the Congress-ruled
states to catch up with progress
in non-Congress states which,
led by Communist-ruled West
Bengal, are setting up demo-
cratic institutions at the grass-
roots level. Such states are con-
tinuing a “transfer of power" to
lower and lower levels of the
“have-nots" while in the Con-
gress-ruled states the process
has been blocked since the
mid-1970s by those who then
inherited power. This means
that the non-Congress parties
are building up strong bases of
support for the future, which
Congress is not doing.
Mr Gandhi began his term by

vigorously dismantling the
worst features of his mother's
legacy, for example in Punjab,
Assam, Kashmir, and in India's
relations with Sri Lanka. But
since then some of his good
intentions have faded, and
those that remain have been
hampered by his lack of skill,
which experience is doing little
to improve. For example, in
revitalising the economy, he is
making some progress but not
enough because he has made
the political blunder of calling
his policies “liberalisation”. His
opponents have successfully
equated this with surrender of
the goals of social justice,
which have wide public back-
ing, to a “free market" philoso-
phy, which is unpopular.
Therefore the Prime Minis

ter’s future beyond the next
election, due two years hence,
is not very rosy. But the future
of India is not tied up with
that. The solid base of wide
consensus built up in the earlier
decades, covering all major
aspects of the nation, is still

intact. Future success is not
certain, but doom is not either.
In spite of the prevailing gloom,
if I were to sum up the present
state I would still use the
phrase, “Uncertain India”,
which I used as the title for a
book published 20 years ago,
reviewing the first two
decades. Uncertainty had crept
in then because Mrs Gandhi had
started breaking up the Nehru
consensus. It persists today
because of the shortcomings of
Rajiv Gandhi. But if he, or
someone else, were to decide to
build on the base with the
bricks and mortar Mr Nehru
left behind in plenty, he would
have ready to his hand tools
which the old men had tested

Pran Chopra is a farmer editor

Of The Statesman

PROFILE: MAHATMA GANDHI

A giant
Robin Pauley on the man who freed India from Brittslwvle

MAHATMA GANDHI, a diminu-
tive figure from a remote back-
water of Asia, became the focal

point of a movement which
freed India from British rule to
become the world’s largest
democracy. Arguments about
him remain; was he as Winston
Churchill maintained a half-na-
ked little fakir, was he a bril-

liantly innovative politician or
was he a saintly man of pro-
found religiosity? Whichever,
he is a giant of 20th century
history.
Mohandas Karamchand

Gandhi was bom at Porbandar
in the tiny state of Rajot on
October 2 1869. His father was
chief minister of the state and
he grew up tn an extended fam-
ily of uncles and cousins
together with two elder
brothers, an elder sister and
two stepsisters.
The family were, orthodox

Hindus of the baniya (trading)
class although his father was
not a merchant Gandhi was
poor physical specimen, intro-
verted, timid and awkward.
When he was 19 he left his

wife, Kasturba, and small child
to go to England to study law,
encouraged by his brother. On
the journey an important fact
of his character revealed Itself:
there was no vegetarian food
on board so he lived for weeks
on the bits of fruit and candies
he had with him, not out of any
personal or religious conviction,
but because he had vowed to
his mother that he would
uphold the family's non-meat
tradition. Such a vow could not
be broken.
He returned to India in 1891

to discover his mother had
died. He made little headway as
a lawyer, still being crippled by
shyness. But England had whet-
ted his curiosity about people
and the wider world and in
1893 he accepted a request
from an Indian businessman in
South Africa to go there to help
with a legal case. He planned to
stay one year and stayed for
more than 20, achieving some
international fame as a cam-
paigner against racial discrimi-
nation.
His long life of civil disobedi-

ence began with resistance in
1 906 to a Transvaal Indian Reg-
istration Ordinance requiring
all Indians to cany a finger-
printed registration form.
Passive resistance seemed too

feeble and negative a term so
he used salyagraha — soul force
or truth force - as the basis of
his philosophy. At about the
same time he read Thoreau's
definitive essay on civil disobe-
dience which together, with
Tolstoy and the Bhagavad Gita,
the great Hindu scripture,
remained profound infin^n^
throughout his life. ....
This approach repeatedly

confounded his opponents.
Smuts later referred to him as a
prince among men” and wrote:
Gandhi never forgot' the
human background, never lost
his temper or succumbed to
hate. Men like him redeem us
from a sense of wimnwinpiace
and futility."

Gandhi returned to indfa at
the beginning of 1915 and

immediately started, advising
individuals on how to resist the
oppressor whether -it be land*
loid, employer dr state. Reject-

ing the oppressor -at aS levels

non-violently, wss the founda-
tion of the claim for suxurp -
self-rule or home rule for the
whole country, the aim of the
Indian.National Congress. -

.

. But by 1920 three key events
had tinned Gandhi irrevocably
against the British Government
in India: atrocities in the Pun-
jab, the treaty imposed by the
victorious allies on Turkeyand
the Rowlett Act - a measure
rushed through the Indian cen-
tral legislature giving. British
officials extraordinary powers
to deal with dissent. From this
point his aim was the peaceful
removal of British rule as
quickly as possible. It took
another quarter of a century. .

Relations with the British

detoriorate^agaln --vriten- war

ber 1939^and the'.'•viceroy,
Linhthgow, declared India at
war with Germany withoutcohr
suiting any Indian : representa-
tives. Gandhi remained a-padii-
cfst throughout, repeating; in

1940: Only, non-violence can
save India.' and 'the world .from
seif-extinc oiupaign^df-
civil-' disobedience agafosti'the
goveriunent's war policies
began and by. May 1941 more
than. 2,599 people, had...bften
arrested.; -Tn-’lfrfe Britain
strengthenedits wsreabmetby

: including Sir Stafford Cripps
who ' .

persuaded the . great
.
Empfre IoyaKst, :ChdrcluII,''to .

let him have' another go at
_ breaking the ’ I&dian deadlock.
:Hls proposal* recognised the
right of IncS&rtib full self-deter-
mination rafter war 'but they
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Mahatma feuxBib feartms, axtra^Bnwy Mwtiff.

Continnatf from paga T8
were too* little, 'too late and
they failed.

On August 7 Congress
endorsed the "Quit India” cam-
paign under which Gandhi was
to lead a major campaign of
civil disobedience to force the
British out. He and the other
leaders were arrested neat day.
little could stop GandhlS influ*
ence and hla use of the fast as a
weapon became increasingly
effective.

Gandhi's wtfs died in Febru-
ary 1944 after 62 years of mar-
riage. This was a serious blow
to a man who rarely displayed
much emotion about his private
life and he became debilitated
and U1 with malaria, leading to
his release in May. Kasturba
had beat an unwavering and
long-suffering support to him-
He recognised her importance
one day by commenting: “We
have come to a reasonable
understanding that X should
have all the honours and she
should have all the drudgery."
By the summer of 1946 all

the Congress leaders had been
released and it was clear that
Britain could not remain many'
more years as colonial ruler in
the sub-continent. Lard Wavell
organised Gandhi-Jinnah talks
bat Qandbi. believing Hindus
and Muslims could and should
live together harmoniously,
repeatedly rejected Jinnah's
two-nation ideas.

During 1946 and early 1947
Gandhi, the undisputed
Mahatma leading the indepen-
dence surge, went walking
through Cast Bengal villages
trying to restore calm and good-
will after serious communal
violence, an increasing feature
of India which caused him
great anguish. A violent inde-
pendent India would be the
worst of all possible worlds, .

In February 1947 Attlee made
his famous announcement to
the British House of Commons
that India would be indepen-
dent within. 13 months. There
were major food shortages in
India but Gandhi insisted that

Path ahead choked
For consistent development, reforms are needed, says John Elliott

India would have to stand on
her own feet if freedom was at
Hand; he refused to co-operate
with Mountb&tten, the last
Viceroy, who wanted to plead
for aid through the Western
press. It would be better for
millions to die than for India to
go cap in hand to anyone, he
said.

Eventually Britain agreed
with both Mountbatten and
Gandhi that there was no point
In delaying independence which
was duly instituted on August
IS. Gandhi took no part in the
Celebration but fasted and
prayed ail day. saddened that
communal violence continued
throughout the country, He
managed through hla fasts and
towering influence to bring
peace but each time it was
short-lived and uneasy. The lit-

tle man living an increasingly
ascetic life grew more Inwardly
depressed, searching - particu-
larly on Mondays, hja self-im-
posed day of silence - for solu-
tions which elude India to this
day.

Before 1948 was a month old
a Hindu journalise from Poona,
Nathuram Godse. shot Gandhi
dead at point-blank range,

Gne of the century's, great
rum-violent campaigners had
died the most violent death,
leaving behind a troubled but
magnificent country, (hie of the
beat assessments of Gandhi's
strength cornea from Moratji
Degai, former deputy prime
minister of India, who wrote in

his autobiography: "Whenever
we think of GandhJji a picture
of Us majestic grandeur comes
to us. There was nothing spec-

tacular about his childhood and
youth. He was not considered a
very clever student in school,

nor did he shine particularly
during his study of law. He,
however, adopted the principle

of. truth from childhood and
devotion to his parents was
dnepty rooted in hla mind. As a
result of these two attachments
he became fearless, and devel-
oped from an ordinary person
into an extraordinary one."

INDIA is a nation which
arouses great passions in peo-
ple from other parts of the
world. Its contrasts of poverty
and opulent wealth, its chaotic
InefTiciehcy, and its political
and administrative blockages
and corruption, all combine to
astound, rod often to infuriate,
the visitor.

Add to that the national pride
of a relatively newly indepen-
dent nation, .plus the personal
status-conscious pride caused
by a pervasive caste system,
and the country can seem intol-

erable. Add further the ten-
sions and often bloody social
strains of 27 states, 16 lan-
guages, five main religions, and
dozens of castes and sub castes,

sfi aggravated by inadequate
and uneven economic develop-
ment, and it seems as if this is a
fragile nation which must one
day break apart.
Yet India does hold together,

and there is no real sign of it

breaking up, despite the appall-
ing bloodshed In the Punjab and
tensions in other areas like
Bihar with caste-baaed strife
and Uttar Pradesh and Gujarat
with both caste and Hindu-Mus-
Um problems.

' The country’s administration
does work. Just Its politicians
who preside over central and
state governments more or less
do their Job. People are fed.
albeit with 40 per cent of the
population below the poverty
line. And the economy does nor-
mally grow at a moderately rea-
sonable rate.
“Remember. India Is the only

fully free-running democracym
South Asia’, Mr L-K Jim, one of
the country’s most distin-

guished public servants said
shortly before he died last
month. There are economic,
caste and other tensions in cer-
tain areas like the state of
Bihar for example, but there is

no feeling of common economic
deprivation right across indie-
That is why there is not a risk

of a popular uprising.
But India ia nevertheless a

country which disappoints its

admirers as wall as appalling
its' critics. '"Poised for rapid
growth9 and "on the spring-
board for take-ofT are cliches
often used by Ministers, indus-
trialists, and Journalists to
obscure past failures and to
herald a better future. As the
phrases suggest, India always
seems to be at die turning point
to great moose*, but somehow
never quite gets there,
Now, as it celebrates its 40th

anniversary of independence
from British rule (which means

that it has been a sovereign
state for less than half the FT®
life), the country has Just
stepped back from one of those
springboards for rapid change.
Old and powerful vested

interests have harnessed the
inertia of the world’s largest
democracy to thwart the almost
revolutionary fervour of Mr
Rajiv Gandhi, the country’s
young, inexperienced, and
sadly slow-to-learn Prime Min-
ister.
After three years in office be

now probably faces nearly two
years as a lame duck Prime
Minister before the next general
election either injects him with
new political authority or sub-
scribes to his decline.
Economic reforms started by

his mother, the late Mrs Indira
Gandhi, which he energetically

‘Despite its problems,

.

India is the only

free-running

democracy in Asia.*

expanded in 1986, have
brought & new zest to industrial
development and technological
change. These are considerable,
achievements but their full
potential will never be realised,
and the country wjji never
break out of its history of slow
and halting development,
unless more fundamental
changes are made to the way
Ipdia is run by the politicians
and civil servants who block
change.
There are two basic problems:

First, most politicians are
wUy interested in building their
own prestige and power With
little interest In the develop-
ment of policies and even less
in selfless public sendee, Politi-
cians, along with most officials,
are assumed to be corrupt until
they are shown to be clgan,

and
their leadership spreads cor-
ruption down to the level of
administrators in the smallest
village.

So India needs a national
leader who can introduce a new
political ethic, bringing In a dif-
ferent type of politician with
an interest in policy end devel-
opment. Mr Gandhi ha® fried to
do this but after a series of
political setbacks ip the pest
year, he no longer has the per-
sonal authority to push such
long term reforms before the
next election.

Second, and most impor-

tantly, the administrative sys-
tem has not been reformed
since it was set up In British
days to regulate and control a
large complex colony and to
collect dues. District officials
are still called collectors. The
massive Steel Authority of
India’s exports are ultimately
managed not by a marketing
director but by an Iron and
Steel Controller sitting in Cat
cutta.
Onto this 19th century regu-

latory framework, which was
tightened during the 1939-46
wartime years to combat short-
ages, Mr Jawah&rlal Nehru, the
first prime minister, imposed
Socialist-inspired nationalised
planning and centralised con-
trols.

Since Mr Nehru’s time, the
system has not been modern-
ised to cater for positive devel-
opment, expansion and effi-
ciency. Almost all civil servants
believe it is their Job to control
and restrict events by refusing
or granting permissions. Laws
are drafted in negative, not per-
missive terms, and allow little

scope for even the best civil

servants to inspire and encour-
age change.
The personal authoritarian-

ism and subservience bred by
the country's hierarchical caste
system encourages the exercise
of such authority. And the fear
of losing Jobs or status means
that few civil servants are pre-
pared to take decisions or ini-

tiatives.

So the government machine
needs to be reformed to make it

development-oriented, instead
of primarily regulatory. An
unpopular, and somewhat
improbable, alternative would
be to ratora to the sort of State
of Emergency run by Mrs
Gandhj from 1975-77. which is

still admired by some business-
men and others because of the
'way it acted as a catalyst for
change and development.
On a broader political front,

both Mr Gandhi and his mother

have been criticised for failing
to surround themselves with
publicly recognised, capable,
senior political figures, instead
of the people of little stature.
Such a collective leadership
would, political experts in India
believe, broaden the base of the
government, increasing its

authority.
Some politicians and govern-

ment advisers also advocate
giving the counfry's president
executive powers, broadly on
the French model, instead of
the present system where the
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president is only the titular
head with little if any more
power than the British sover-
eign. The theory is that this
would streamline the executive,
while also creating an avenue
to power for opposition parties

'

who have not been able, since
independence, to oust the Neh-
ru-Gandhi ruling Congress
Party for more than a brief
spell in 1977-79.
Such ideas stem from a need

to broaden the country's politi-

cal base and so increase the
authority of the administration.
More democracy is also needed,
both within the Congress which
has not had organisational elec-
tions for 17 years, and in indi-
vidual states which, with very
few exceptions, have not
devolved power down to vil-

lages.

It seems unlikely that the
urgent social and economic

reforms needed in the country
can be pushed effectively until
'such basic changes are made.

The moat pressing of the
reforms is to curb population
growth. The population is now
approaching 8Q0m and is
increasing at about 2.2 per cent
a year, which is roughly equiv-
alent to adding the 16m popula-
tion of Australia every year. It

will reach about lbn by the end
of the century and might over-
take China, which has already
just topped lbn, by the year
2020.

If these changes come about,
coupled with action to spread
education, then some of India's
other problems might be more
easily tackled

Political leaders and adminis-
trators might be able to over-
come the spectre of Nehru’s
socialism whioh is raised by

opponents of change whenever
economic reforms are proposed.
A more positive approach to
economic growth and efficiency
might then emerge. Politicians
ana other local leaders might be
less inclined to exploit commu-
nal and other divisions for' per-
sonal and political gain. The
debilitating caste system might
also have less hold over a bet-
ter educated population.

The history pf India's inde-
pendence illustrates the coun-
try’s strengths as well as its
weaknesses. Much has been
achieved so far in the 1980s.
But without the basic changes,
India's growth and develop-
ment will be slow and social
stability could become more
precarious because uneven eco-
nomic development will further
exacerbate dangerous divisions
among the rich and poor.
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IF MAO Z&DONG had been hit
by & bullet on the 1634-36 Long
March, would one of the other
Communist guerrilla leaders
have picked up the torch and
led the revolution to victory? In
retrospect, only Mao seems to
have been blessed (or cnrsed, as
it later turned out) with the
Utopian vision which could
weld an unlikely mixture of
bandits, peasants, workers and
intellectuals into a victorious
army.
Mao's belief in man's ability

to perform miracles, given the
right leadership and essential
morality of the cause (in this
case, the need to alleviate pov-
erty and restore stable govern*
meat) made him an inspiring
revolutionary leader. But this
same confidence was to prove
catastrophic after the Commu-
nists took over when applied to
the normal processes of running
a country.
The Long March brought Mao

to power. In a dramatic con-
frontation at Zunyi, in Guizhou
province, which the straggling
armies crossed on their way
north-westwards to the cave
redoubt of Tanan, he finally
defeated his party opponents.
Their earlier policies had
caused the near-total destruc-
tion of the Communists in a
series of unwise and ill-pre-
pared urban uprisings.
The Zunyi meeting was a

turning point in more ways
than one. It brought the urbane,
intelligent Zhou Enlai to Mao's
side, where he stayed for the
rest of his life, giving Mao a
strength and credibility he did
not always deserve.

It also led to the establish-
ment of the relatively secure
base at Yanan, which not only
helped to build up the Commu-
nist armies but gave refuge to
radicals from aU over China
who came to Join the revolu-
tion.
One of these was a pretty

young film actress who fasci-

nated Mao and broke up his
marriage. This completely
unpolitical but bitterly contro-
versial event came back to
haunt China in the 1966-76 Cul-
tural Revolution when Jiang
Qing, as she later called herself,
used the movement,to settle old
scores. As Mao grew old In the
1970s, she Increasingly domi-
nated the leadership with her
narrow views and obsessive
leftism.

Mao's visionary thinking and
total lack of practical experi-
ence plunged post-1949 China
into its first and worst eco-
nomic catastrophe, the 1958
Great Leap Forward. This was
his all-out movement to boost
farming and set up steel and
fertiliser plants in the country-
side.
At the time, he had his old

guerrilla comrades behind him,
since most knew as little as he
did about actually running a
country. But wanting signs of
his apocalyptic thinking and

CHINA: THE LONG MARCH

Mao on the bong March: a belief In the abWty of man to perform miracles

An inspiring leader’s

disastrous legacy
Mistakes were made in Mao’s closing years, says Colina MacDougall

tear of criticism - near-para-
noia, as it became - had
already emerged.
The anti-landlord campaigns

and collectivisation in the coun-
tryside which he masterminded
in the early 1950s were only to
be expected. But the speed with
which much tighter controls
were applied in the rural areas
in the mid-1960s, plus the bit-

ter “anti-rightist campaign” and
crackdown after the 1957 Hun-
dred Flowers free speech move-
ment, highlighted his impa-
tience and intolerance of
opposition.
“Great Leapism” has tended

to be a characteristic of Chinese
revolutionaries. Dr Sun Yat Sen,
who brought the downfall of
the imperial dynasty in 1911,
likewise imagined China could
make the Jump into modernity
in Just a few years. But Mao’s

1958 Great Leap in production
was made the more disastrous

by choosing the same moment
to reorganise the fundamentals
of the age-old rural and family
structure.

The 1958 “rural communes”
were a social and economic unit
in which the peasants were
supposed to work and live
entirely communally. Mao
called for their establishment
Just as he was launching the
Leap. » The two movements
together proved an intolerable,
burden for the peasants.

Much to the annoyance of the
Russians, Mao then claimed
that Communism had all but
arrived, an assertion which, on
top of all the other irritants in

the Sino-Saviet relationship, led
to a breakdown which is only
now being healed. He convinced

both foreigners and Chinese
that the movement was a huge
success, using statistics which
soon turned out to be com-
pletely bogus.
Reality dawned in 1959.

Whatever the figures on paper,
food was obviously short. The
backyard industry was a mess,
having served only to distract

the farmers from their prime
task of bringing in what had
been an excellent 1968 harvest.
Distribution systems failed to
function, swamped In the new
commune arrangements.
Worse was to come. The 1959

harvest was poor, and 1960's
catastrophic fn 1960 and 1961
around 20m people died
directly or indirectly of starva-
tion. Mao faced bitter criticism
in 1969 from his colleagues and
was virtually replaced as ruler

by Uu Shaoqi (later to die at

the hands of Mao’s Red
Guards).
Liu's policies, which called

for such innovations as free
markets and material incen-
tives, restored economic equi-

librium, and Premier Zhou Enlai
even embarked on buying tech-

nology from the West
But Mao's Utopian vision saw

this as a betrayal of ideals.

Emotionally, he seems to have
harked back to the days of the
Long March and the Yanan
caves when life was unsullied

by material interests. He
planned airappeal to the young
to remake society, which
finally took shape in the Cul-
tural Revolution, the movement
he launched to restore the ide-
alism of the 1930s.

This, at least, is the kinder
view of the origins of the “10

bad years” (1966-76). It is not
much subscribed to in China
today. While the verdict on Mao
is that he was a great revolu-
tionary, it is severely qualified
by adding that he made dread-
ful mistakes towards the end of
his life.

The usually unspoken inter-
pretation is that the Cultural
Revolution was designed by
Mao to overthrow his political
opponents. Tens of thousands,
if not more, of China's officials,

teachers and other intellectuals
were beaten up, disgraced or
killed. Mao picked off all the
senior party officials who had
opposed him, though a few,
including today’s supreme
leader Deng Xiaoping, survived
to return after his death.
Today, Mao-style idealism Is

completely out of fashion. This
is hardly surprising when,
besides destroying the party,
the Cultural Revolution ruined
China's educated classes, froze
the economy in its mid-60s
stale and lost a generation of
university graduates. The indi-
rect benefits are that leaders
who suffered, like Deng, have
seemingly learned how it feels
to be the victim of a wholly
arbitrary system.

Ironically, too, Mao's plan to

S
ve the young a taste of revo-
tion has been partially suc-

cessful. Bed Guards travelled
the length and breadth of
Chins, saw violence on an
unparallelled scale and had to
think for themselves about the
morality of it all. Today the
ones who fought their way
back into decent jobs stand out
as mature and self-confident, a
byproduct of, though hardly a
justification for, a catastrophic
event.
There is hardly a bouI in

China who does not sigh with
relief that the Mao years are
over. With his belief in the
overwhelming might of man’s
will, Mao was a disastrous
ruler. The Long March spawned
a winner in the civil war which
changed the face of 20th cen-
tury China, but one whose leg-,

acy to the nation of peacetime
rule has been gladly forsaken.

PROFILE: DENG XIAOPING

A genius for
Colina MacDougall on the architect of China’s drive for modernisation

HE IS 4ft 11In, nearly 84 and
slightly deaf. He smokes like a
chimney, spits with accuracy

has a weakness for crois-

sants, acquired during student

days in France. The puckish
face is growing rounder, per-

haps under the influence of the

French bakeries which have
recently opened up in Peking.

He has a gift for aphorism,

like his mentor Mao Zedong,

and an impulsive nature. “What
does it matter if the cat is black

or white as long as it catches

mice?” he rashly said in the
hearing of Mao's heuchpeople,

the Gang of Four. This memora-
ble phrase, downgrading ideol-

ogy, got him into severe trouble

but has since made his name as-

a pragmatist.
He is quite a showman when

the occasion demands, as it did
on his 1978 US trip when he
donned a 10-gallon hat and
drove beaming around a Texas
rodeo ring. If he is vague about
geography (he told Queen Eliza-

beth n he could not see England
from the Eiffel Tower, as if he
were surprised), he has a
genius for politics.

He is Deng Xiaoping, China’s
Grand Old Man, who seized the
helm in the years after Mao
died and brought the country
out of chaos and into a sem-
blance of order and growth. A
party member for over 60
years, in his so-called retire-

ment he still exerts supreme
power.
Deng has fallen from grace

with a classic thump three
times in his Ufe. The worst was
probably in Mao’s destructive

Cultural Revolution when he
was labelled a “capitalist
reader" and exiled to a village
in Jiangxi province. One of his
daughters wrote about it in
1984 calling him at that time

-introspective in character and

a man offew words."

But his least known trauma

was hi 1933. Nearly 30, he had

already spent five years In.

France where he had joined the

Chinese communist party. Back
in China, already a supporter or

Mao’s guerrilla strategy rather

than we official Lenin-style

urban uprising policy, he was
sent to work in Jiangxi.

At that time, party leaders,

constantly on the run from
Chiang Kaishek’s troops, were
for ever squabbling about tac-

tics. Mao’s ideas were seen as

subversive, so Deng as a Mao
supporter was sacked from tus

post and “struggled against.

The chief straggler, Li weihan,

not only called for “an attack
without mercy and a struggle
with brutality,” but also
snatched Deng’s wife, Jin Weiy-

ius Deng setoff on the Long.
March the following year
divorced and in disgrace. It

may have been some consola-
tion that U Weihan’s new mar-
riage collapsed after the Red
Army arrived at its goal,
Yenan. Ironically, before it did,’

Jin Weiying produced a sou, li
Haying, who is now on China's
Pohtbureau.
But during the Long March,

Mao became undisputed leader,

so settling party squabbles for
many years. After the procla-
mation of the People's Republic
In 1949, Deng was swiftly pro-
moted, becoming part of the
magic leadership circle when he
joined the PoUtbureau in 1966.
His loyalty did not waver much
even after the catastrophic
Great Leap Forward of 1968.
But in 1961 he did begin to

repair the economy, along with
the newly elected head of state,

Liu Shaoqi. They both favoured

Deng a when occasion demanded

tactics like privatising aspects
of fanning. This'was seen . by

as
. mis Cultural -Sevelution^years
Deng was by RedGuards

. and put m isolation. * ,-v 'r
. /

•_ .* The injustice and arbitrary
nature of the^CfaturaJRevolo-
tioo must have caused himYur£
ousty to think,lt'was aMdeous
experience for.the whole fiam-

* ily. One df lil8 sons^ DeH.g
Pufang, was thrown, out of a
window and paralysed ftom the
waist down,.
After the first year of deten-

tion; Doing (by now 65), his wife
(he -remarried rafter the Jin
Weiying affitir> and stepmother
were- rusticated to an empty
schooihouae in Jiangxi. Deng
cleaned the house, chopped the
firewood and grew cabbages.
One daughter and her younger
brother joined them.
In 1971, Ida paralysed son,

who had suffered almost total
neglect is Faking, was allowed
to come too. Deng himself kept
the young, mait dean. Then,
anothm^lmproyement, /he aha
his -wife 'were given Jobs in a
tractor.plant where he worked
as a fitter, as he had done
•round 40 years before m the
Renault factory imFranoe.
Not many elder , statesmen of

the 1980s have bad & comparar
.
ble experience. It was com-
pounded by his dismissal for
the third time to 1976,- blamed
by the Gang of Four for the riot
fa Peking when' students were
mourning Premier Zhou Enlai.
Deng must have known It

would be touch and go as to
whether he would ever get back
to power.
In the. last few years, Deng

has said many times he would
like to retire; He wants to
spend more time with his
grandchildren, to whom he is
devoted. Of his three daugh-
ters, tote' is an accomplished
artist; another a foreign service
official. Besides Deng Pufang,
who runs welfare services for
the handicapped, another son,
Deng Zhifang, is a research

idst in the US.
the reforms which

Xiaoping initiated In 1979
at least his distant presence to
keep the show on the road.
After five years of success,
since 1986 they have hit prob-
lems which leave them vulnera-
ble to his opponents. The
chances are. that Deng will die
in harness, stm trying to put
China irreversibly on the Long
March to modernisation.
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CHINA TODAY

cyclists returning home from work i tThnaunm square, one of Peking's focal points

Caution to remain the watchword
- The aim is to achieve developed country status by the year 2050-, reports Colina MacDougall

AS EXPECTANT hush hangs
over the million-strong crowds
in Pacing's spectacular Tienarv-
men square; Balloons and
streamers dance In the light
breeze of the autumn day. The
massed bands break into the*
national anthem as the party
leaders take their places &
front of the vermilion gates.

It \s October -1 1999. Peace
reigns around China's borders,
kept that, way by the leaders’
desire to concentrate on build-
ing the nation. Hong Kong has
been back in the fold for over
two years (and is looking the
worse for it) while Ifacao has
just reiolried the motherland- it

.

is fifty years to the day since
Chairman Mao proclaimed the
People's Republic.
According to the ideology

accepted by the 1987 partycon?
grew, China will remain in the
‘preliminary'’ stage ofsocialism
till around the year 2060. So in

1999, it will still be a long way
from the end of this period-
This doctrine will allow the .

decidedly non-Marxist range of
policies evolved in the 1980s -
such as individual fanning and
private business - to flourish.
But it remains to be seen

whether such peaceful eco-
nomic development will actu-
ally materialise. China's history
for the last 150 years suggests
a built-in propensity towards
extreme beliefs, revolution and
civil war. Many Chinese must
hope that, by the end of this

decade, the country will be set
firmly on the path of moderni-
sation. But will it?

The country baa several huge
hurdles to surmount if it is to
achieve this. One is the instabil-

ity which may surround the
death of Deng Xiaoping, likely
to occur over the next decade.
This could break up the. careful
compromises established at the
top in 1987 between China's
reformers and so-called, conser-
vatives.
Another is the discontent of

many of the tens of millions of
industrial workers who resent
the reforms because they have,
as the Chinese say, “broken the
iron rice bowj"- cut into the
security provided by the old
socialist system. A third is the
growing restiveness of the
intellectuals, which, if mani-
fested in more student protests,
could seriously undermine the
present relative calm.
Yet in 1976, when founding

father, Mao Zedong died, China
was impoverished, stagnant
and, as his successor Hua Guo-
feng pointed out, on the brink
of civil war. By 1987, though
still beset with critical prob-
lems, it had consolidated a
younger leadership, stimulated
the economy, raised the stan-
dard of living and cautiously
begun to permit a freer cultural

fife-

These years of success argue
that China does have a chance
of continuing the reforms
through the 1990s and beyond,
jBven China’s elderly conserva-
tives seemingly want the coun-
try to become richer and more
powerful. Younger leaders,
even where apparently hard-
line, seem bent on similar goals,
- These younger leaders seem
likely to be the ones to lead
China to the end of this century
and perhaps into the next. Sev-
eral of them, such as acting

premier and party second in
command Li Peng, who is the
adopted son of Zhou Enlai,
have backgrounds which will
make them hard to displace.
But whoever actually consti-

tutes the leadership in the
1990s and beyond, the chances
are that It will be extremely
cautious.. Communist parties
being what they are, no-one
will want to risk the loss of too
much central control. That win
continually be balanced against
the beneficial effects of eco-
nomic freedoms.

.

But it also seems unlikely
that China will change course
back to the traditional version
of Marxist Leninism. Chinese
leaders seem convinced that the
only way for the country to
catch up with the outside world
is through the present reform
and the “open door” trade pol-
icy. There is a nucleus of sup-
port for traditionalism among
those whose standard of living

hBS not risen much through the-
new policies, but unless differ-
entials grow.' hugely, it is
unlikely to prove a real threat.

Real political Teform seems
unlikely to be on the agenda,
even into the 21st century. The
present leadership will proba-
bly secure the succession of -

tike-minded heirs. The battles

which raged in 1986-87 over
how much freedom should be
allowed ended effectively in

1987 with a conservative vic-

tory for the minimum.
The political reform mooted

at the 1987 party congress
meant only that enterprise
managers could make technical
decisions without reference to
the party. Minor concessions

were made in the 1980s, and
probably will continue iu the
1990s, over elections and cul-
tural questions. But nothing
which rocks the supremacy of
the party will be permitted,and
in consequence China is not
likely to develop much original
new culture.
China should at least keep up

the present momentum of eco-
nomic development in the
1990s. Living standards will be
supported by an agriculture
which should overcome the
problems of the 1980s (frag-
mentation-of the land into tiny
holdings, too tittle investment
by peasant households) by con-
centrating the fields into the
hands- of a small group of
skilled fanners, as is the inten-
tion. Annual output will rise.

The rest of the rural popular
tion will move into local indus-
try. Initially unsophisticated
but impressively energetic, this

will gradually improve its tech-

nology and quality of output.
But urban industry will be

less successful because the
leadership will never be tough
enough to grasp the nettle of
price reform. Many of China’s
prices, especially coal and steel,

were fixed in the 1950s and by
the 1980s bore no relation to
real costs. Their arbitrary
nature made it impossible to
judge which enterprises truly
made profits or losses even
when given managerial inde-
pendence.
Other industrial reforms will,

probably stagger ahead. The
gradual liberalising of factory
management, a slow improve-
ment in technology and thelure
of real profits and higher wages

THE MIDDLE EAST TODAY

Post-war order holds

amidst the chaos
Pan-Arabism has lost some of its appeal, Andrew Gowers believes

will eventually mean higher
quality output.
The unpredictability of Chi-

na's future up to the end of the
1990s makes crystal-gazing for
the next century even riskier.
The current leadership’s own
targets include reaching the
status of a developed country
by around the year 2050, at
which point the “preliminary
stage” of socialism anil be over
(and for Hong Kong and Macao
too).

But it seems inconceivable
that the economic freedoms
now permitted could be
retracted in the middle of the
next century if they work and
are still needed- The country
will almost certainly have a
colossal population problem
(the >UN Fund for Population
Activities thinks the total could
touch 2bn by 2030), which will
be a huge drain on resources.
The cities of the east coast

may be at or beyond today’s
living standards in Taiwan or
South Korea, but there are
likely to be large inland regions
still quite poor. China may have
become a powerful country in
world terms with some high
technology, much buying power
and an Impressive educated
elite, but its wealth will not be
widely spread.
Of the two countries at all

comparable with China, the US
and the Soviet Union, China is

much more likely to grow to
resemble the Soviet Union. If it

becomes strong, Uke the Soviet
Union, it may not be a comfort-
able superpower to live with.
But its considerable problems
make it unlikely that this will
happen before the year 2050.

IN NO region of the world has
the map been so comprehen-
sively redrawn over the last
1 00 years as in the Middle East.
Of ail the contemporary states
of the Levant, only Egypt, Iran
and Turkey can be said to have
enjoyed any form of indepen-
dent existence before World
War One. For the most part,
recent regional history has been
a matter either of battling for
turf (in the case of Israel, for
the right to exist) or of coming
to terms with borders' imposed
artificially -by outside powers.
The question for the next 100
years is whether the fragfle
order of 19S8 has any chance
of surviving in a recognisable
form.
A cursory look at the blood-

shed since the establishment of
the state of Israel almost
exactly 40 years ago - four
Arab-Jsraeli wars, countless
Arab coups, a 12-year-old civil

war in Lebanon, a tumultuous
revolution in Iran and seem-
ingly interminable conflict with
Iraq - is scarcely encouraging.
Yet on one level, the regional

order is today a good deal more
stable than it often seems.
Many of the key Middle Eastern
leaders have been in power for
the best part of two decades -
in the case of Jordan’s King
Hussein, much more. Even
where rulers have been vio-
lently deposed in recent years,
tike Sadat in Egypt, the system
has by and large survived and
adapted. In the face of a tide of
militant Arab nationalism, the
repercussions of a crushing mil-

itary defeat by Israel in 1967,
the violent dislocations brought
by new wealth in the 1970s,
and so far, at Least, the ripples
of fundamentalist Islam from
the Iranian revolution, the old
order has proved remarkably
durable- Only in the sad case of
Lebanon has anarchy become a
way of life.

Just as importantly, the goal
of a unified Arab nation which
used to obsess Arab leaders,
bedevil their dealings with one
another and stultify their
approach to the main problems
'confronting them has become
recognised for the chimera it

always was. Rhetorical declara-
tions of the need for Arab
unity, of course, still abound.
President Hafez aJ-Assad of
Syria continues, in theory at
least, to nurture the grand ideal

of a Greater Syria. But a very

careful distinction is made
between such dreams and con-
temporary reality.

In short, the system of nation
states which was grafted on to

the region after 1945 has qui-

etly taken hold. Local national-

isms and local concerns - cou-
pled with a more vocal devotion
to Islam - have to some extent
superseded the “pan-Arabism"
to which the masses rallied in

the days of Nasser, and even
eclipsed the overwhelming pre-

occupation with the Palestinian
cause which grew up in the
wake of the 1967 defeat-

Evidence for such sweeping
observations is, of course, diffi-

cult to pin down in the absence
of free expression through
much of the Arab world. But in

his illuminating book “The Arab
Predicament, Prof Fouad
Ajami, a Lebanese-born Ameri-
can academic, tells of a survey
conducted some years ago at
Kuwait University, in which
students from almost all Arab
countries were asked their
views on pan-Arabism, family,'

state and religion. The
responses revealed “a remark-
able assertion of Islamic senti-

ment and an assertion of patrio-

tism associated with particular

Arab states."
Prof Ajami concludes: “The

boundaries of Arab states have
been around now for nearly six

decades. It is not their exis-

tence that is novel but the
power of the state...to keep
pan-Arab claims at bay and to
claim the loyalty of those
within. The boundaries are no
longer as ‘illusory and perme-
able’ as they were once thought
to be. The states that tie within

them are less shy about assert-

ing their rights, more normal in

the claims they make. The
Arabs who once seemed whole,
both to themselves and to oth-

ers, suddenly look as diverse as
they were all along.”

Yet, if some of the uncertain-
ties of the Middle Eastern equa-
tion have been eroded by time,

it is clear that major underlying
sources of instability remain,
and may in an insidious way be
becoming more acute.

The first and most obvious Is

Israel. The second is the grow-
ing challenge posed to the
established order by militant,
populist Islam. The third, and
perhaps the most disquieting in

the long term, is the trend of
rapid population growth

throughout the Middle East. All

three issues have the potential
to interact in a way which over
time could easily upset the
fragile post-war order.
The Arab-Israel conflict

might — at least on an Inter-

state level - seem less threaten-
ing today than it has been at
times in the past. Peace may be
an extremely distant prospect,
but then a full-blown Arab-Ia-
raeli war scarcely seems immi-
nent either. The 1978 peace
treaty between Israel and
Egypt is battered but intact.

Syria, while pursuing its goal of
"strategic parity" with Israel,

has been most careful in recent
years to avoid a confrontation
which could escalate. Until the
recent protracted wave of
unrest in the West Bank and
Gaza Strip, even the Arab frus-

tration arising from the more
than 20-year-old Israeli occupa-
tion of these territories scarcely
seemed to pose a threat to the
status quo.
There are indisputable

grounds for pointing to a new
mood of realism over the con-
flict among Arab states.
Clearly, an Arab world more
comfortable with the nation-
state system is in principle
likely to be more capable of
accepting the state of Israel,

and the Arabs have been pro-
claiming their readiness to
negotiate a settlement with
Israel since the early 19S0s. It

has also become fashionable in

the West to point to Arab
obsessions with the Iran-Jraq

war as an apparently more
pressing issue than Palestine.

Prof Vehoshafat Harkabi, an
eminent Israeli Arabist who
used to work in military intelli-

gence, believes that the Arab
states have succeeded in separ-
ating the “grand design" of
eliminating Israel from their

actual policy - just as the
Soviet Union maintains Che the-

oretical grand design of encour-
aging the collapse of the West
without pursuing it as a matter
of policy.

But neither these auguries
nor the incessant diplomatic
to-ing and fro-ing aimed at set-

ting up an international confer-

ence on the conflict can dis-

guise the fact that the so-called

“peace process" remains in a
near-total impasse, thanks in
large part to a widening polar-

Continued on page 82
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the information gap.

Nikkei*. Japan's most authoritative business and
financial news source for 110 years, provides a
wide range of Japanese and English information
services on Japanese business and its impact on
the world's business/financial centers.

Our flagship paper. TheNihon Keizai Shimbun,
is recognized as the world's largest business daily

with a circulation of over 2.6 million. Today it is

simultaneously printed in Japanese in Europe,
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Prime MMeter Menaclten Begin of Israel and Egypt’s President
Anwar Sadat: theft 1978 peace treaty Es battered but intact

Continued from page 81
isatton within Israeli society on
the issue. The status quo may
seem sustainable in the short
term, but within a couple of
decades at the outside it will be
looking dangerously volatile.
By the year 2010, on current

trends, Arabs will outnumber
Jews west of the river Jordan.
At that point, the choice for
Israel will be even starker than
it is today: if it does nothing
about the status of the occupied
territories or annexes them
without giving their inhabitants
political rights, it risks being
compared invidiously with
another minority regime sev-
eral thousand miles to the
south; in the unlikely event
that it sought to share power
with the Palestinians, it would
stand to lose its character as a
Jewish state.
Even if the old "territory-

for-peace" formula is eventu-
ally resurrected as a route to a
possible settlement, it is very
likely that the maximum
acceptable to the Israelis will
fall well short of the minimum
acceptable to the Arabs. The
only other option seems
unthinkable, but is articulated
on the extreme right of Israeli
politics with frightening fre-
quency: wholesale expulsion of
the remaining Palestinian
inhabitants from the West Bank
and Gaza to Jordan.

Failure to address the roots
of this conflict remains the sin-
gle biggest potentially destabi-
lising factor in the contempo-
rary Middle East for several
reasons. In the first place,
although Arab leaders have in
practice learned to live with the
status quo, the same can not
necessarily be said of their sub-
jects.

The apparent political quiet-
ism which prevails at present
among most ordinary Arabs is

above all the product of sullen
resignation, of a feeling that
the ideologies and political
systems under which their
countries have been ruled since
they gained independence have
somehow let them down.
Israel's continued occupation of
what was until 1967 Arab land
and its often ruthless subjection
of the Palestinian inhabitants
remains a potent symbol for the
general Arab sense of political
and cultural humiliation.
Demographic trends only

reinforce the point. More than
half the population of most

Arab countries is below the age
of 20, and the young have high
political and economic aspira-

tions which their rulers are
going to And extremely diffi-

cult to fulfil, especially In the
most populous and poorest of
the region's states, Egypt.
This mood of disenchantment

may help to fuel the growth of
more extreme political tenden-
cies, especially militant Islam.

The rise of religious fundamen-
talism in such countries as
Egypt predates the Iranian rev-

olution, and springs from far

more widespread political
wells. It is in part a function of
the absence of free expression
or political participation in

most parts of the Arab world,
which means that any form of
dissent tends to be channelled
through the mosque; in part a
search for roots, for indigenous
culture in a region which

__
feels

swamped with Imported goods,
lifestyles and ideas. But it

seems clear that as such views
influence or come to dominate
governments in the Arab world,
they are going to bring with
them a more assertive stance on
issues like the Arab-Israel con-
flict - and towards the West,
whose leading power is per-
ceived as an unconditional sup-
porter of Israel.

These subterranean move-
ments could bubble to the sur-
face in a number of ways. Iran
has always made clear that it

regards Basra and Baghdad as
only the first stops on the road
to the liberation of Jerusalem.
And although the order of Arab
leadership has not changed
greatly in the last two decades,
sooner or later the incumbents
axe bound to fade away. Many
analysts believe, for example,
that Syria, with its volatile sec-

tarian mix, is ripe for a bout of
major instability when Presi-
dent Assad dies. Given the close
cultural affinities which knit
the region together, it is easy to
imagine some sort of political
“domino effect" whereby the
trouble spreads.

,

What is being described here
is not merely a little local diffi-

culty. It is the possibility of a
serious upheaval in a region of
vital strategic and economic
concern, containing more than
half the world's oil reserves.
Perhaps it will take another oil
crisis - and one may not be
that far away despite the cur-
rent glut - to concentrate West-
ern minds properly

THE MIDDLE East Is one of
those areas of the world that
has seen its political geography
fundamentally transformed
during the first century of the
FT's existence. In fact, even the
phrase “Middle East” was
unknown In 1888. Of the states
that make up the present-day
map of the area only Iran and
Oman then existed as interna-

tionally recognised independent
states with approximately their
present name and shape.
Aden was a British colony,

run by the India Office, which
was just beginning to extend its

authority (or “protection”) into
the South Yemeni hinterland, as
it had already done for Bahrain
and would soon do for the
“trucial states” of the Pirate
Coast - now the United Arab
Emirates. The interior of
Arabia, not yet Saudi, was a
realm of warring nomadic
sheikhdoms. But all the zest of
the Near East, as it was then
known, was regarded as belong-
ing to the Ottoman Empire,
often dubbed “the Sick Man of
Europe."
The degree of effective Otto-

man control varied greatly
from place to place. In Kuwait
the Emir did not recognise it at
all, though the British were
reluctant to challenge it. Even
in Egypt, which the British had
occupied since 1882, they for-
mally recognised Ottoman sov-
ereignty. Sudan, previously
governed by the Egyptians in
the Ottoman Sultan's name, was
in revolt under the state
founded by, the Mahdl and
would not be brought under
Anglo-Egyptian condominium
until 10 years later. In Yemen
and the other Arabian coas-
tlands the Ottoman grip could
be felt only intermittently and
often indirectly.
But on the whole, thanks to

improvements in communica-
tions and other technology, the
empire was becoming more cen-
tralised and beginning to be
administered more efficiently.
It had also begun to resent the*
self-righteous interference of
its British allies, and was just
embarking on a flirtation with
the newest and fastest-rising
European power. Imperial Ger-
many. 1888 was. in fact, the
year of the concession for the
first phase of the Berlin-to-
Baghdad railway.
Turkey as a European and

African power was clearly
doomed by 1888. Ottoman terri-
tory in Europe had been shrink-
ing steadily for two centuries.
By 1914 the Balkan wars would
reduce it to the short neck of
eastern Thrace which is still
Turkish today, while Italy
seized Libya - the only remain-
ing area of effective Ottoman
power in Africa. But it was that
fateful German alliance which
led directly to the destruction
of the Ottoman empire in Asia
and the complete remodelling of
the Middle Eastern map.

In 1914, lured by visions of a

THE MIDDLE EAST: THE ORIGINS OF CRISIS

A constantly redrawn map
The Middle East has not been kind to its would-be protectors, Edward Mortimer notes

historic revenge on Russia and
a heroic liberation of the Turk-
ish-speaking peoples in the
Caucasus and central Asia, the
Ottoman rulers entered the
First World War on what
turned out to be the wrong side.

Russia was indeed defeated but
her allies - France and Britain,

joined by Italy, Romania,
Greece and the United States -
survived to win the war and to
dismember what was left of the
Ottoman Empire.
Unfortunately, the war aims

of the victorious allies were
confused. They made contradic-
tory and irreconcilable prom-
ises to each other and to other
interested parties. As Arthur
Balfour, British Foreign Secre-
tary and signatory of the Decla-
ration promising a national
home in Palestine to the Jewish
people, later admitted: “so far
as Palestine Is concerned, the
Powers have made no state-
ment of fact which is not admit-
tedly wrong, and no declaration
of policy which, at least in the
letter, they have not always
intended to violate.”
In the upshot, the appetite of

the two European powers who
had troops in the area pre-
vailed over the principle of
self-determination enunciated
by the President of the US, who
could not persuade his country-
men to take the leading role in
the postwar world which he
believed was their duty. The
Sykes-Picot Agreement between
Britain and France was,
broadly speaking, implemented.
The promises of independence
or “autonomous development”
to the Arabs were not.
The newborn League of

Nations - dominated in the
US's absence by France and
Britain - awarded Mandates to
those two powers to administer
the Arab territories in which
they were interested. France
got Syria, where it encountered
Arab nationalist hostility from
the predominantly Moslem
inhabitants, and Lebanon,
where its arrival was much
more enthusiastically greeted
by the Maronite Christians,
who recognised the authority of
the Pope and had invoked
French protection as far back
as the reign of Louis XIV. The
French therefore enlarged the
borders of Lebanon at the
expense of Syria — a poisoned
gift to their Christian proteges
who now, as a result, find
themselves outnumbered by
resentful Moslems in their own
country, with very tragic conse-
quences.
The British got not only Iraq

The futurelooksgood
Thesolidsupport fora solid future
iswhatNYK Group’s
totalservicesprovide.

bat also Palestine- They under-
took, in effect, to implement the
Balfour Declaration in Palestine
proper, west of the Jordan,
while in Transjordan they set
up an Arab client state under
the Emir Abdullah, one of the
sons of Sharif Hussein of
Mecca, their wartime ally.'

Another son, Faisal, was made
King of Iraq (after the French
had ejected him from Syria).
But Sharif Hussein himself was
driven out of Mecca In 1924 by
a rival sultan from eastern
Arabia, Abdul-Aziz “Ibn Saud”,
who by 1932 had carved out
the new kingdom of Saudi
Arabia — an Arab state much
more genuinely independent at
that time than either Egypt or
Iraq, formally recognised as
independent by Britain in 1922
and 1930 respectively.
The First World War had

destroyed the Ottoman empire.
The Second World War was to
break the European powers
which bad taken its place.
Hitler allowed Vichy France to
keep the French territories in
the Levant after 1940, but they
were soon overrun by British
and Free French forces. The
Free French General Catroux
proclaimed a nominal Syrian
and Lebanese independence,
which by 1946 became a real-
ity, thanks largely to British
and US pressure. Britain also
defeated Italy in Libya, and
sponsored the independence of
that country in 1961. Mean-
while pro-Axis, anti-British ris-
ings in Iraq and Egypt had been
firmly suppressed.
At first sight Britain, having

thus ousted its European rivals,
emerged from the Second World
War even stronger in the Mid-
dle East than from the First.
Both Anthony Eden and Ernest
Bevin, the two great foreign
secretaries of the period,
believed that Britain could
retain a dominant position in
the region as the friend and
protector of a string of newly
independent Arab states. But
Britain's downfall was soon to
follow, in three painful stages.
The first blow came in Pales-

tine, which the Arabs still
regarded as an Arab country.
Bevin was unwilling to jeopard-
ise his Arab ambitions by yield-
ing to US pressure to allow
massive Jewish immigration.
But in reality Britain -
exhausted by the war, deeply
in debt, and relying on Ameri-
can help to contain Soviet
expansion in Europe - could no
longer afford a major dispute
with the US;- and the horror of
the holocaust gave an emotive

. power to the Jewish case
within Britain (notably in
Bevin’s own Labour Party).
A shrewdly calculated cam-

paign of Jewish terrorism
against British power in Pales-
tine itself, mainly organised by
Menachem Begin but loudly
cheered by supporters in the
US, completed the job of break-
ing Britain's will to hold on.
The humiliation of Britain's
withdrawal from Palestine in
1948, leaving the Jews to form
their own State of Israel and
fight it out with the Arabs, was
hardly redeemed in Arab eyes
by the success of Britain's pro-
tege, the Emir Abdullah, in
forming the Hashemite King-
dom of Jordan by annexing
part of Palestine, including the
Old City of Jerusalem. (Eigh-

teen years later his
King Hussein was to lose it to
Israel in the Six-Day War.)
1948 marked the beginning of

the end of British power in the
Middle East, the original raison
d’etre of which had in any case
been removed when Britain
finally withdrew from India in
1947. The new raison d’etre
was oil, and here Britain had
already missed a trick in the
1930s by allowing American
companies to pocket what
would prove enormously valu-
able concessions in Saudi
Arabia. With India gone, the
true Jewel in Britain’s imperial
crown was now the Anglo-Ira-
nfan Oil Company; and it was a
devastating blow when Iran
decided to nationalise this in
1961.
For two years Britain fought

a desperate diplomatic and
political battle to isolate the
Iranian Government of
Mohammed Mossadeq. But' the
Truman Administration in
Washington gave only luke-
warm support. Not untQ Eisen-
hower took office in 1953 did
Britain succeed in convincing

the US that the interests of the
free world were at stake, and
once the CIA had implemented
British piwro looverthrow Mos-
sadeq it was the US, not
Britain; which ,secured the most
influential and lucrative role In

Iran.
The third and final blow

came in 195& when Eden, now
Prime Minister, used military
force, in collusion with France
and Israel, to try to reverse
Egypt's nationalisation of ' the

-

Suez Canal.- Once again America
pulled the plug on Britain's
anachronistic pretensions. The
expeditionary force withdrew;
the Canal remained national-
ised; the Egyptian leader who
had nationalised It, and whom

.

Eden had hoped to overthrow,
became a pan-Arab hero; and
Eden himself resigned, his
health broken.
After that, such events as the

overthrow of the pro-British
regime in Iraq (1968), the
undignified withdrawal from
Aden (1967) and the more
orderly retreat from the Gulf
(1971) were little more than a

dieted, aftermath. "Great .

Britain’s. Moment in the Middle
.

East”, as the "late Elizabeth -

Monroe called it, had coxae ,to

an end. America's moment had
arrived. . .

But the Middle East is one
part of the world- in which'
American hegemony has not
meant Pax Americana. On the
contrary it has been marked fay

a proliferationof increasingly -

vicious local conflicts, Yew if
any of which can plausibly be-

;

blamed onSovtet nuscKfefrntafc. y
ing. And ..although American \
strategy in the raglOn has-oh

;

the whole been mach inore sue- -
.

cessfol, at least In the shOrt to
medium term* thanmahy.Eurd-..
.pean and Arab criticajhave pre- .\
dieted; it has- in’.ihfl last^.lO-
years .'suffered' two serious
reverses: the Islamic revolution '

in Iran - ibj 1979* . aadthe. *

ill-starred attempt-to restate--;
.

tore Lebanon in -IS

For the time being; America:,
remains

.
convinced "that her

nationaT security 'is at stake_tn;7
the Middle East.; But at the
same time•-tfr&Americait pnhlfe
Is incTBagingly-conacioua thatr-.
US resources are overstretched' .

by its global role, and it fiqds
'

-

the politics of the Middle. East
'

increasingly .unpleasant -and ;
unrewarding. It ls-perfaapsviKK;}
too fanciful to- 'see a parallel
with Britain after? 1946,And to >
wonder whether America's-^
determination' to play a domi-
nant role in the

' "

predictable, if not always pre- 'survive a third major de
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PICTURES FROM THE EXHIBITION

In the same year that the Financial Times was
first published, George Eastman, the

American inventor, made the prototype Kodak

camera - making “photography easy for the

amateur like myself.

The Financial
_

Times Centenary Photographic

Exhibition, produced in association with

Kodak, marks this and many of the other

events of 1886, contrasting contemporary

images with photographs taken by the FT’s

own photographers a century later.

The exhibition will visit Gatwick Airport from

February 1-29; Birmingham Airport April

18-May 31; Lloyds of London June 3-July 1;

and Manchester Airport from October

3-November 11. Glyn Genin
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The Cunard steamship Catatonia, 4.341

tons. AttbouBh Samuel Cunard began

transatlantic services to 1840, ft was not

untfl the 1880s that passenger liners

began to provide some of the comforts

of si hotel By tha end of the decade,

J Cuunfhsd added 53^)00 tons to the
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century. (National Maritime Museum)
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LATIN AMERICA: THE BRITISH LINK A BRITON ABROAD

the pink of the British
anpire that shaded in so much
of the world map a century
scarcely brushed Latin Amer-
f®*; *et Britain was the moat
influential foreign power, the
biggest trading partner, the
largest investor and the most
important financier.
Two thirds of all foreign

^estment was British.
Whether it was nitrates in
Chile, railways in Argentina,
silver in Mexico or loans to
Peru, British financiers, traders
or plain speculative adventur-
ers led the the field. And the
weight of the Victorian crown
was not far behind.
Commenting on the extent of

British power, an alarmed DS
senator, Mr. Henry Cabot Lodge
wrote in 1895 apropos of
Britain’s presence in British
Guyana and Nicaragua: ‘If
Great Britain is to be permitted
to occupy the ports of Nicara-
gua, take the territory of Vene-
zuela, there is nothing to pre-
vent her taking the whole of
Venezuela or any other South
American state*.

Such a scenario never came to
pass. Direct British investment
is now down to under 2 per
cent, having once been dose to
40 per cent of all its overseas
investment. The same is true of
trade: Latin America accounts
for a bare 3 per cent of total
British trade
There are still four British

dependencies in the Caribbean
(Anguilla, Cayman, British Vir-
gin Islands and the Turks and
Caicos}, defence obligations in
Belize and in the South Atlan-
tic, possession of the Falklands
and South Georgia, plus vast
tracts of Antarctica). But as a
focus of British interest it fits

well behind Africa, even though
that continent is of lesser global
economic importance.

In an age of easy air travel,
no British Prime Minister has
set foot on the Latin American
continent, except Mrs. Margaret
Thatcher who briefly attended
the Cancura summit (in Mexico)
in 1981; and only three Foreign
Secretaries have visited the
region since 1946.
Apart from the colonial

regimes in the British West
Indies, Argentina was where
the British wear® most deeply
involved. Britons may have
been a relatively small propor-
tion of the vast immigrant
influx into Argentina in the late
19th century (the net inflow
was 133,000 a year in the
18S0s) but British capital was
the most dynamic.

It is thus a curious paradox
that Argentina, the country
with which Britain established
the closest ties of investment
and kith and kin, should have
provoked the most serious
armed conflict, the 1982 Falk- :

lands conflict. As a result of the
Falklands, Britain’s defence '

commitments today are out of

A lengthy

withdrawal
Britain was once deeply involved in Latin

America's development notes Robert Graham

Buenos Aka*: UK trad* Involvement to be strong

all proportion to the region's
low priority listing.

Britain retains its largest
defence commitment outside
the NATO theatre and Hong
Kong - in Belize with 1600
troops, and in the Falklands
with 2,200 men. Indeed the
overall cost of the Falklands
conflict, (fighting the war,
replacing equipment, bolstering
the islands* defences, plus
upgrading the staging and intel-

ligence facilities of Ascension
Island) will add up to dose on
£4bn by 1990- This expenditure
Is equivalent to the volume of
four years’ British trade with
the region.
From the 1880s to the begin-

ning of the First World war,
British power and influence
was at its apogee. It was a posi-
tion that owed very little to
British emigration, and was
based Instead on the global
nature of British capital and
imperial power.
The British never troubled to

absorb Uiso-Hispanic culture or
learn Spanish and Portuguese -

perhaps out of a Puritan dis-

taste for Roman Catholicism.
But Baring Brothers determined
the financial fate of Argentina;
in Peru a group of London
bankers solved Peru's debt
default with a polemical
scheme (inconceivable in the
debt crisis of the 1980s) that
cancelled all debt and provided
£80,000 a year for 33 years

against a 66 year concession to
run the Peruvian railways and
receive 3 tons of guano; in Chile
British interests were able to
control two thirds of the most
profitable business on the
Pacific side of the Andes,
nitrates.

The decline in British pre-em-
inence was initially due to the
expansion of US power and
trade plus the effects of the
First World War. The process
was slow and went relatively
unnoticed until after the Second
World War. In 1946 Britain still

had £389m worth of invest-
ment in Argentina (and bought
40 per cent of its meat from
there) and had a further£237m
inverted in Brazil
The catalyst for what

amounted to disengagement
from the region was the Peron
nationalisation of the Argentine
railways in 1947, part of a
more generalised nationalist
trend in. Latin America which
had begun nine years earlier
with Mexico’s nationalisation of
the oil industry. Although
£160m compensation was
promptly paid out to Britain,
British capital began to look
elsewhere.
Successive governments did

not halt the process. Britain
possessed no real strategic
interest in Latin America post
1946: not even in foodstuffs (in
1945 Britain was importing 40
per cent of its meat from

Argentina). Although the rcgkm
remained an important sources
of raw materials, these could
Also be obtained elsewhere.
Britain was also more con-
cerned with its colonies, a pre-
occupation that tended to apply
as much to the governments of
the day as business.
The US Government in con-

trast extended Its interests,
demarcating Latin America as
its sphere of influence. This led
to an upsurge of trade between
the region and the US which
was further accentuated as a
result of the restrictions on
sterling after the Second World
War. Other industrialised coun-
tries expanded their share of
trade, the most dramatic recent
instance being Japan. Mean-
while, Latin America opted for
an autarchic development
model that promoted import
substitution, so lessening exter-
nal traditional inward invest-
ment and trade.
After such a slow and lengthy

disengagement, is the process
likely to be in any way
reversed? One thing is to
recoup or retain influence, it is

quite another to claw back lost

commercial and investment
opportunity. A number of ele-

ments. small In themselves, sug-
gest the overall level of British
involvement and interest has
passed its lowest point.

The Falklands conflict
focused renewed official atten-
tion on the region, and obliged
.the Government to raise its pip-
file both to repair any diplo-
matic damage and to ensure an
understanding of Britain’s posi-
tion on the future of the
islands. As a result ministerial
visits have been Intensified;
while greater efforts have been
made to invite Latin American
decision-makers to the UK.
The aftermath of the Falk-

lands conflict coincided with
the onset of the debt crisis.
Although the region’s huge debt
burden has complicated rela-
tions with international credi-
tors, official and commer-
cial,there has been a positive
side. Industrialised countries,
like Britain, are more aware of
Latin America and its very con-
siderable potential

More generally, the nature of
interest has evolved in line
with the region’s socio-eco-
nomic transformation. One hun-
dred years ago, Brazil was the
last country m the regkm to get
rid of slavery. Slavery was the
principal concern of liberal
groups in the UK, who now
focus on human rights issues or
ecological matters like the frte
of the rain-forests and the
future of Antartica.

Yet the gut reasons for
Britain allowing such a decline
its regional role has not
changed: the absence of strong
colonial links and the barrier of
language, ends.

The Member for Mexico
David Gardner on an association that absorbed the first Viscount Cowdray for 30 years

MOVING BOUND the Diego Riv-
era murals in Mexico City's
National Palace, passing by the
filtered gaze of pre- and post-
Colombian class stragglers
packed into them like giant
sardines, one’s eye might catch
- in the far background against
Some oil rigs - a sign saying
“Pierson."

A more sober, late Victorian
painting hangs over the stair-
well in the British embassy in
Mexico City, a portrait of Weet-
msn Pearson, the building’s
original owner.
Anyone calling the embassy

for urgent medical attention
would very likely be directed to
the ABC, the American British
Cowdray hospital.

This is the discreet stamp left
on Mexico by Weetman Pear-
son, the first Viscount Cowdray
and creator of S Pearson, the
company which was in 1967 to
acquire the Financial Times.

It belies the impact cm pre-
revolutionary Mexico, and the
success, of a man said at the
time (before capital flight
became fashionable In Latin
America) to have taken more
money out of the country than
anyone since Cortes.

In Mexico Cowdray carried
out some of the great engineer-
ing feats of the age, on a par,
some would argue, with the
building of the Panama Canal.
He also became a central pro-
•tagonist in a two-year diplo-
matic rift between Britain and
the US caused by Mexico. So
close was his association with
the country that his coat-of-
arms has a Mexican emblem,
and during his frequent
absences as a Liberal MP he
became known in the House as
the “Member for Mexico.”"
Weetman Pearson’s involve-

ment with Mexico lasted an
absorbing 30 years, ending in
1919 when he sold most or the
Aguila or Mexican Eagle oil
company to Royal Dutch ShelL

In 1889 Porfirio Diaz, the
Mexican dictator forced out by
the 1910-17 Revolution, sent an
emissary to Pearson, the man
who had started the Hudson
Rive- tunnel in New York and
would shortly bufld the Black-
wall Tunnel and the East River
tunnels linking Long Island and
Manhattan, to invite him to
Mexico. Diaz wished him to
drain Mexico City, built by the
Aztecs originally on lakes and
which was subject to repeated
flooding and consequent dis-
ease. In the 18th century, the
Spanish colonists of New Spain
cut a 200ft-deep channel
through the mountains that
enclose ^be capital.

More recently, French and
American engineers have failed
to come up with solutions to
this centuries’ old problem; and
Diaz turned to Pearson, then
only 33, who came to regard
the Mexican leader as "abso-
lutely my hero-one of the
**T

pearaon built wfvat la known
aa the Gran Canal, 29 miles
long, to the 18th century tunnel
through the mountains, finish-
ing in 1896. Desmond Young
relates that at one stage daring
the lucrative contract Pearson
found himself sitting on 50 tons
of Mexican silver In London,
possibly the origin of the Cortes
bracket. Until 10 years ago, the
Gran Canal was Mexico City’s
only drainage system. Pearson
next turned to another problem
unresolved since the Conquest,
providing Mexico with a safe
Atlantic harbour at. Vera Onz,
another project which French
and American contractors had
juat abandoned.
This work, contemporary

with Pearson's construction of
Dover Harbour, used Vera
Cruz’s coral reefs to anchor the
breakwaters just aa the Gran
Canal scheme exploited the
existing resource of the 18th
century Zumpango TtmneL
Pearson then built the still-

operating railway across the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec with
harbours at both ends from,
fialina Cruz on the Pacific to
Coatzaco&lcos on the Gulf,

.

where' the Japanese are now
financing an inter-ocean oil
pipeline.
With the Americans then

planning to dig a canal either in
Panama or Nicaragua, this took
some nice calculation and com-
mercial nerve. Pearson oper-
ated the railway himself in
partnership with the Mexican
Government. He made large
profits until the post-revolu-
tionary government bought him
out in 1918, before the rail link
became largely superseded by
the Panama CanaL
His biographers* record that

Pearson took great pains over
the working conditions, health
and housing of his great armies
of local labourers. Though
Young, in particular, waxes
hagiographical on his
“advanced Ideas,11 while deni-
grating Emillano Zapata as a
precursor of Pol Pot, the num-
ber of deaths in Tehuantepec -
a yellow fever area as virulent
then as Panama - was trivial in
comparison to the toll caused
by building “Teddy Roosevelt's
Canal" (Young says 16 in six
years).
While in Tehuantepec, Pear-

Weotman Powrson
son’s linguist chief engineer
came across a large “exude" of
oil known for centuries to the
Indians as chapoteros. Pearson
at the time was stuck on the
Texan border amid hordes of
feverish oilmen and, inspira-
tionally, cabled him to buy or
lease all the land he could find,

around it.

Thus began one of the great
oil industry successes of the
period. The south-east, now the
heartland of the Mexican oil
industry, yielded little. This did
not stop this man of clearly
unbounded optimism from
building several pipelines, a
refinery, and ordering three
tankers before he had filled a
barrel.

Fortunately for him. For on
concessions he obtained further
north, he brought in one of the
great “gushers9 of the age, the
lOOm-barrel Potrero Four welL
Pearson’s Anglo-Mestican Petro-
leum, the London-based inter-
national marketing company,
was' founded soon after, and
was to become a prime fuel
source for the Admiralty during
the First World War.

Cowdrey’s total approachto
the Industry - production,
refining and distribution -
quickly brought him into con-
flict with the local subsidiary
of Standard Oil, which supplied
the Mexican market on a
monopoly basis.

This conflict, and Standard’s
resort to a slanderous internal
tional disinformation campaign
against Cowdray to prosecute
its side of it, sowed the seed of
the crisis in Anglo-American
relations prior to the Great
War.

The crisis centred onBritains

recognition of General Victoria

ano Huerta, who in mid-revoiu-

tion seized power in Mexico and

murdered Francisco Madero, Jts

original leader. In Washington
Woodrow Wilson took office

iifihiwd with a moral mission to

make his benighted neighbours

vote, and was quickly con-

vinced by two singularly obtuse
men Walter Page, Ids ambassa-

,

dor in London, and Henry Lane i .

Wilson, his ambassador In Mex- ’

loo, that Cowdray had not only

engineered British recognition,

but if unrestrained, would gob-

ble op halfofLatin America.
The historian Peter Calvert

has written a book* on the tor-

tuous byways of Woodrow Wil-

son's obsession with Mexico -
marginally easier to understand
than Mr Reagan's obsession
with Nicaragua by virtue of its

distance, from the US and in
time- The obsession cost Cow-
dray dear. Somewhere between
Page’s two remarks lies the
Monroe Doctrine, which was
applied to Cowdray with the
British Government eventually
falling into line.

The Monroe Doctrine, still in
many respects Washington's
policy in Latin America, con-
signs the whole of America as a
solely US sphere of influence.
As Britain sought US support
after 1914, Its government did
a deal whereby Cowdray with-
drew from oil exploration con-
cessions he had won in Colom-
bia and Costa Ricafin exchange
for which the UK got equal
rights with the US recognised
on free passage through the
Panama Canal under the Hay-
Pannaefote Treaty).
Cowdray was indignant about

the loss of freely-won con-
tracts. but in 1919, eight years
after he left Mexico, he sold up
Mexican Eagle (before Potrero
Four ran dry). Had he been
alive in 1938 when President
Cardenas nationalised the Mexi-
can oil industry he might have
reflected on what Young singles $
out as “the Pearson luck," and
that it was mostly US compa-
nies, Monroe Doctrine notwith-
standing, that were expropri-
ated.

•Member far Mexico: a Biog-
raphy of Weetman Pearson,
First Viscount Cowdray, by
Desmond Young (Cassell,
I960); The Mexican Revolution
1910-1914: the Diplomacy of
Anglo-American Conflict, by
Peter Calvert (Cmnbridge Undo
Press, 1968); webtman Pearson,
First Viscount Cowdray, by J.A Speeder (Cassell, 1980).

BEFORE YOU CHECK INTO YOUR ROOM.
SHE ALWAYS CHECKS IT OUT
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